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ABSTRACT
This study examines the founding of the British colony of Bermuda in 1612 and its
development up to 1800. It is the first social and economic history of the island and an exploration
of the flow of commodities and people within a pan-colonial Atlantic commercial network in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Drawing heavily on Somers Island Company and Crown
administrative documents, shipping records, commercial papers, personal letters, newspapers, and
other primary sources, the purpose of this dissertation is to bring Bermuda’s history to the
attention o f colonial historians and demonstrate the interconnectedness of Europe’s colonies within
the Atlantic world.
Bermuda was colonized by the Somers Island Company after the Virginia-bound Sea
Venture wrecked off the coast of the island in 1609. By 1625, over two thousand had emigrated,
settling on private tracts and cultivating tobacco. The first Indian and black were brought to the
island in 1616, giving Bermuda the dubious distinction of being the first English colony to adopt
slave labor. Throughout the tobacco years, Bermudian society was demographically successful,
Puritan in character, agrarian in focus, and economically self-sufficient. During the English Civil
War, land ownership shifted considerably to the island from London and trade with the Caribbean
grew to rival tobacco in economic importance. Tensions between Bermudian planters and London
investors led to a quo warranto trial that abolished the company’s charter in 1684.
After administration of the colony shifted to the Crown, Bermudians quickly abandoned
tobacco for shipbuilding and transoceanic trade. This “maritime revolution” prompted a radical
restructuring of Bermuda’s landscape and society, undermining much of the development under the
Somers Island Company. Slave labor was harnessed to build and sail the island’s merchant fleet,
creating racially integrated workplaces and altering agrarian slave-master relationships. The roles
and responsibilities of Bermudian women wore similarly altered as the majority of the male
population took to the sea for much of the year. The appearance of the island changed as fields
were reforested to grow cedar trees vital to the shipbuilding industry and stone mansions replaced
older timber-frame houses. Bermuda's place in the Atlantic world shifted from an isolated enclave
jealously guarded by a proprietary company to an entrepot at the crossroads between two
continents, through which information, material goods, and a variety of cultural influences flowed.
In short, the Bermuda o f 1750 was drastically different from the colony a hundred years earlier.
The American Revolution fundamentally altered Bermuda’s place within the Atlantic
system by cutting off her habitual trading partners in North America and ushering in a reassertion
of British authority after years of neglect. During the war, Bermudian mariners extensively aided
the American cause through smuggling, but in the 1780s and 1790s the Royal Navy and British
military fortified the island against an American invasion. Heavy Crown expenditure shifted the
economic focus of the island away from trans-Atlantic commerce toward meeting the domestic
needs of the island’s garrison. By the middle of the nineteenth century, Bermuda’s once-extensive
shipbuilding industry and merchant fleet had been almost completely abandoned and the island
came full-circle with a return to agriculture. This dissertation concludes that Bermuda has played
a significant but hitherto unappreciated part in the colonial trade of the Atlantic world, and raises
questions about the relationships between economic activity and social structure and the
malleability of gender roles and the institution of slavery.
xi
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly six hundred miles off the North Carolina coast, the island of Bermuda maintains a
lonely outpost in the middle of the wide Atlantic. Neither American nor Caribbean, this ancient
British colony has largely escaped the attention of historians, who deemed it marginal because of
its odd location and small size. Historiographically speaking, Bermuda has been the “lost colony’
of the Atlantic world. Far from peripheral, Bermuda lay at the crossroads of the Atlantic world in
the Age of Sail, when nine out of ten vessels passed within fifty miles of the island in pursuit of
transoceanic commerce. From the island’s unique location and through its highly mobile colonial
society, Bermuda provides a superior vantage point from which to study the expansion of Europe
into the New World and the development of transoceanic trade in the two centuries before the
American Revolution.1
This dissertation seeks to serve two main purposes. It is the first social and economic
history of Bermuda, Great Britain’s oldest colony and England second permanent colony in the
Western Hemisphere. My story begins in 1609 with the wreck of the Virginia-bound Sea Venture

‘The only book-length scholarly treatment of Bermuda's history is Henry Wilkinson’s trilogy, The
Adventurers of Bermuda. 1593-1684 (Oxford, 1933), Bermuda in the Old Empire. 1685-1783 (Oxford,
1950), and Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 1784-1903. 2 vols. (Oxford, 1973), which focuses mainly on
colonial politics and the island's white elite and touches on social and economic history only in passing.
Other scholars who have concerned themselves with Bermudian history include Charles M. Andrews, The
Colonial Period of American History. 4 vols, (New Haven, 1934-38) 1:214-48 and, more recently Jack
Greene. Pursuits of Happiness: The Social Development of Early Modem British Colonies and the
Formation of American Culture (Chapel Hill, 1985), 42-43, 152-52, and D.W. Meinig, The Shaping of
America. A Geographic Perspective on 500 Years of History: Atlantic America. 1492-1800 (New Haven,
1986), 161-63, 224-30.
2
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3
and concludes with the War of 1812, tracing Bermuda’s history over two centuries. I take a
holistic approach that encompasses many sources and subjects, from material culture and
architecture to gender relations, economic development, environmental studies and comparative
slavery, in an effort to describe as fully as possible Bermudian society in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries.
My second goal is to explore the intertwined relationship between economic activity, social
structure, and identity. During the seventeenth century, Bermuda’s economy was based on
cultivating tobacco destined for England. The island’s society was characterized by Puritan
values, stable demographic patterns, early and limited slave ownership, and dense familial
networks. The colony was deliberately isolated by the London-based proprietary Somers Island
Company, which monopolized its trade and tightly controlled its economy. When this company
was dissolved in 1684, it sparked a "‘maritime revolution” in which Bermudians reoriented their
economy toward shipbuilding and trade with North America and the West Indies. In embracing
this maritime economy, Bermudian society was extensively altered by the demands of building,
maintaining, and operating a large merchant fleet. Gender roles, slavery and race relations,
architecture, domestic production, defensive security, demographic patterns, the landscape,
material culture and levels of wealth —all changed as a result of the shift from field to sea.
Through their trade, Bermudians became increasingly “American” in focus and many emigrated
west throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The American Revolution presented
fundamental challenges to Bermuda’s economic system and the direction of her loyalties. In the
wake of the war economic change caused by the reorganization of the Atlantic trade, and the
arrival of the British military prompted other shifts in self-identity and political orientation.
Economy and society, commerce and culture, were fundamentally linked and as Bermuda adapted
to shifting conditions within a larger Atlantic world, the island and its inhabitants underwent
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4
profound changes between 1612 and 1800.

Any study that endeavors to tell nearly two hundred years of history must necessarily paint
a picture with broad strokes, and this attempt in no exception. The documentary record preserved
in the Bermuda Archive begins in 1616 and continues with few gaps up to the present. The colony
never suffered invasion, catastrophic earthquake or volcanic eruption and has weathered the many
hurricanes that struck the island. The rich array of Somers Island Company records, grants, deeds,
baptisms, marriages, burials, probate inventories, maritime protests, port registers, and commercial
documents is matched by an equally ample volume of official correspondence and government
records preserved in the Public Records Office in London. A nineteenth-century governor, Sir
John H. Leffoy, transcribed and published about 32% of the records dating to the Somers Island
Company, but his selection was uneven, followed a personal agenda and omitted material deemed
unsuitable to a Victorian audience. In this study, I have relied almost entirely on original
manuscript material scattered in archives throughout Europe and the United States and in
Bermuda, only a portion of which has found its way into this work. Bermuda’s history can also be
read in the landscape, beneath the earth, and in the sand holes near the island’s ring of breakers.
Although historical archaeology is yet in its infancy in Bermuda, the variety of shipwrecks and
terrestrial domestic, industrial and military sites excavated in the past ten years raise new and
interesting questions as they reveal facets of life not recorded on paper. Historic houses, many
dating to the early eighteenth century, offer another important source for reconstructing the lives of
the colony’s craftsmen, merchants, slaves, and the many women who headed households and
managed farms. I have drawn upon this array of sources to tell the story that follows.
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PROLOGUE
At The Crossroads of the Atlantic

Flying into Bermuda is an experience one does not quickly forget. After two hours of
gazing down on the deep blue water of the Atlantic Ocean, the plane begins a steady descent. The
white-capped loom closer and closer and still there is no sign of an island in the midst of the vast
expanse o f water. Suddenly, the water now just a few hundred feet below transforms into a breath
taking mixture of brown reefs and turquoise sand holes, and here and there breakers show white
over particularly shallow coral heads. A minute later the plane skims over the dark green foliage
o f Ferry Reach, here and there broken by the white-washed roofs of Bermudian houses, before
landing. The vague fear the rapid descent seemingly into the open ocean and the suddenness of the
island’s appearance combine with the amazing colors of the water and the picturesque view of St.
George’s Island to make a lasting impression.
The thousand-mile journey from New York to Bermuda that can be made in two hours by
air took a week or more in the Age of Sail. Until recently, the island was approached only be sea
and visitors were met with a less inspiring introduction. The low-lying islands and the reef that
surrounds them springs up suddenly from the deep waters of the North Atlantic. The white wash
o f breakers ahead were often the first warning that many ships had that they were approaching the
island, and by then it was often too late. Bermuda’s environment and later colonial development
were fundamentally shaped by the island’s unique location, which set the range of options open to
the English emigrants who settled there and transformed a desert island into a thriving settlement.
5
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Geography continuously influenced the island’s history and played no small part in the formation
o f a distinctive Bermudian character that emerged within the colonial society by the end of the
seventeenth century. Understanding Bermuda’s physical environment and its placement within the
North Atlantic on the eve of settlement is a critical first step to studying the island’s history.

The island of Bermuda is a lonely outpost in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean. It is
often mistakenly placed in the Caribbean Sea by people who perhaps confuse it with Barbados, the
Bahamas, or Barbuda. After St. Helena, Bermuda is the most remote of the Atlantic islands from
the mainland of the Western Hemisphere. Lying 570 nautical miles to the west-northwest, Cape
Hatteras on the North Carolina coast is the closest point of land. Because of this distance, the
island never acquired an indigenous Native American population; the rough Atlantic kept Indians
in dugout canoes from reaching Bermuda. Of all England’s colonies, only in Bermuda did settlers
find a truly virgin land, a tabula rasa where a colonial society developed without the influence of
native peoples.1
The apparent remoteness of Bermuda based on its distance from North America is
misleading, however. Far from isolated, the island lies at the very heart of the North Atlantic.
Prevailing winds and currents conspired to draw most vessels returning from the New World to the
Old in the Age of Sail to within thirty leagues of Bermuda, and the low-lying islands were a
familiar site to most seamen and ship captains plying Atlantic waters. Bermuda was also centrally
situated along the curve of the North American coast. A circle with a radius of a thousand miles

lLaL 32°20’ N, Long. 64°40’ W (easy to remember because the longitude is exactly double that of the
latitude) is a good general reference for finding islands of Bermuda, a point near the entrance to Castle
Harbour. Bermuda’s easternmost point is Great Head on St. David’s Island (32°22’ 10” N, 64°38’30”W)
and its westernmost point is near Wreck Hill (32°16’50”N, 64°53’45”W). United States Hydrographic
Office, North Atlantic Ocean #27: Bermuda, from the Latest British Surveys (Wash. D.C., 58th ed.,
1915).
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with Bermuda at its center would include the coast of North America from Florida to
Newfoundland, as well as the Windward Islands, Cuba, and Hispaniola in the Caribbean. The
island was thus a veritable crossroads, where vessels ranging from New England to the Leeward
Islands converged (figure P-l).2
The island’s environment, like its location, is unique. Bermuda is actually a cluster of
islands set atop a series of five volcanic sea mounts that were active about 100 million years ago.
Warm ocean currents carried by the Gulf Stream from the West Indies enabled an extensive coral
reef system to form on top of the volcano’s core until the growth reached the ocean surface.
During the Ice Ages the sea level of the Atlantic Ocean dropped as much as 270 feet below today’s
surface and a vast, 600 square-mile plateau was exposed to the air, upon which sand, soil, and
vegetation collected. After the last thaw (which occurred about 10,000 years ago) the sea level
rose and today, most of this land-mass lies just below the surface. The twenty-one square miles of
islands that compose the Bermuda chain lie in a fifteen-mile long string along the southern edge of
the submerged plateau (figure P-2).3
Warmed by the Gulf Stream, which brings warm winds and ocean currents from the
Caribbean, Bermuda’s submerged plateau supports the world's northernmost coral reef. The
extensive reef system was both a blessing and a curse to mariners and early settlers. Had the
island been a volcanic formation that broke the ocean’s surface (like Barbados), it’s sheer coast

2Wesley Frank Craven, An Introduction to the History of Bermuda (1937-38, reprinted 1990), 9. For a
contemporary appreciation of the converging winds and currents, see PRO CO 37/10:220: 11:39-40.
3J. Wreford Watson, John Oliver and C.H. Foggo, A Geography of Bermuda (London, 1965), 7-18.
William Beebe, Nonsuch: Land of Water (New York, 1932), 16, 20. Two other volcanic sea mounts,
Argus and Challenger Banks, lie to the southwest of the island, but come no closer than 25 feet to the
ocean surface. They were named for the Royal Navy scientific survey ships, HMS Argus and Challenger
in the nineteenth century but were known to Bermudian fishermen by 1700. See C. Wyville Thomson,
The Vovage of the Challenger. 2 vols. (London, 1876) and Thomas Tizard, Narrative of the Cruise of
HMS Challenger. 2 vols. (Edinburgh, 1885).
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Figure P-l. Bermuda’s position in the Atlantic Ocean. The circle encompasses ports and
colonies within a thousand miles of the island. (“A Chart of the Atlantic Ocean,” 1775).1

‘Map printed for Robert Sayer o f London, reproduced in U.S. Naval History Division, The
Amftriean Resolution. 1775-1783: An Atlas of 18th Century Maps and Charts- Theaters of
Operations (Wash. D.C., 1972), plate 1.
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Figure P-2. A chart of the reefs and islands of Bermuda. The islands sit on the southern
edge o f an extensive reef system that stretches over nine miles from land to the north. The
low-lying land was sighted too late by many ship captains, who lost their vessels to
Bermuda’s shoals. (John W. Norie, “Heather’s Improved Chart of the Bermudas, Drawn
from the Best Surveys,” 1814 based on Lt. Thomas Hurd’s 1790-92 survey).
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would have been relatively inaccessible to sailing vessels which require a harbour or sheltered
anchorage, and the colony’s early settlement and trade would have been more difficult.
Fortunately, Bermuda’s shallow reefs and straggling islands have many navigable channels and
landlocked harbors where ocean-going ships could safely moor. These channels and harbors,
however, were only discovered through sustained exploration after initial settlement; the rest of the
reef system abounds with treacherous rocks and shoals lying just below the surface, ready to stove
in the hulls of unwary vessels. The reefs extend nearly ten miles to the north of the islands, which
caused many vessels to run aground without even sighting land; even on clear days, the low-lying
islands are difficult to make out from the northern edge of the reef. The suddenness of the shoaling
was what made Bermuda’s reefs so very treacherous: the depth of the Atlantic changes from a
depth of over 5,000 feet to breakers just below the surface in less than a mile. Vessels that had
been sailing for days in deep blue water could suddenly find themselves hopelessly wrecked or
enmeshed in Bermuda’s reefs with little or no warning in the space of five minutes. Poor
navigational reckoning and variable currents near the island also contributed to the long list of
shipwrecks. Human error landed many vessels on the rocks when their masters thought themselves
miles from Bermuda’s dangerous reefs.4
Although the reefs posed a threat to mariners at sea, they provided important shelter for
those on land, since during storms and hurricanes the reefs bore the brunt of nature’s wrath.
Large, potentially devastating ocean waves broke into smaller ones before they reached the
shoreline, minimizing erosion and the destruction wrought by hydraulic forces on the island’s flora,
fauna and, later, houses, ships, and wharves. Bermuda’s reefs also played a crucial role in shaping
the island’s environment. Coral formation attracted a plethora of fish which, in turn, brought

*On wrecks in Bermuda see chapter 6. On the imprecision of 17th- and 18th-century navigatioa see
Dava Sobel, Longitude (New York, 1995).
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migratory fowl to the island. Ocean currents and birds introduced a variety of seeds to the exposed
portion of the Bermuda plateau, which took root and formed the terrestrial floral environment.
Many of these plants acquired distinctive characteristics during the thousands of years they grew in
isolation and became unique species. As the island became forested, the nature of the soil changed
and the environment acquired an indigenous fauna that ranged from lizards to permanent colonies
o f sea birds.5
Bermuda’s sub-tropical climate, fertile soil, and ample rainfall supports an abundance of
plant life. Gulf Stream air warms the island and produces average temperatures ranging from 62°
F in February (the coldest month) to 80° F in August (the hottest month). Winters are mild, and it
is a rare day in which the temperature falls below 42°; frosts are extremely rare and snow virtually
unheard of. As a result, the island enjoys a year-round growing season. The 58 inches of rain that
annually fall on average supported a rich array of flora before the arrival of humans. The island’s
extensive forest was dominated by a unique species of cedar tree that would later play an important
role in the colony’s development. High in resin and resistant to rot and salt spray, the hardy
Bermuda cedar stood up well to the raw elements of the Atlantic. Other autochthonous trees
included the palmetto, mulberry, buttonwood, vellowwood, wild olive, and mangrove. Prickly pear
and Spanish bayonet cacti were also common. Poison ivy was another less desirable native of
Bermuda that early explorers found remarkable.6

5Watson et. all, Geography of Bermuda. 39-40.
6Ibid., 69-78; Nathaniel Butler, Historve of the Bermudaes, J.H. Lefroy, ed. (London, 1882), 1-3. The
trunks and roots of Bermuda cedars can still be found in sand holes in the reef system and at the bottom of
lagoons on the island, where they grew before the sea level rose at the end of the last Ice Age. The
foremost authority on Bermuda's environment is naturalist David Wingate, who has spent the last thirty
years restoring Nonsuch Island in Castle Harbour to its pre-contact flora and fauna. Although a few
species of plants and animals are now irrecoverably lost, Wingate has been spectacularly successful in his
effort, particularly in reviving the once-thought-extinct native cahow bird. Thanks to his efforts, Nonsuch
has become one of the best environmental museums in the world.
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The undersea portion of Bermuda was equally rich with life. The island’s reefs teemed
with hundreds of varieties of fish, as well as lobsters, rays, sharks, dolphins, and several species of
turtles. Whales visited the island in late winter and early spring, pausing in their migration to feed
on the abundant marine life sheltered by the rocks and shoals. On the eve of contact, the
Bermudian environment was highly complex, supporting a multitude of aquatic and terrestrial life.
As human civilizations rose and fell on the surrounding continents, the island’s environment was
shaped solely by global climatic forces and the rhythms of the wind and the sea. Nature had
achieved a delicate balance on this unique island, one that was surprisingly fragile. After the
arrival of the first explorers, it would never be the same.7

DISCOVERY8
Bermuda was one of the few genuine discoveries made by the Spanish in the early years of
expansion into the New World, since it was unknown to Europeans and Native Americans alike.
The island was first sighted by the Spanish some time prior to 1503 and had acquired the name
“La Bermuda” in Peter Martyr’s Leeatio Babvlonica. published in 1511. It was probably named
for Juan de Bermudez, the Portuguese captain of the Spanish ship La Garza on his return voyage
from the New World in 1505-6. Gonzales Ferdinando Oviedo visited the island with Bermudez in
1515 and penned the earliest description of the island, “the furthest of all the Hands that are found
at this day in the world.” He was impressed by the multitude of fish and birds that he saw from
the ship but was frustrated in his attempt to explore the island and land some hogs by poor
7I borrow a phrase here from the only environmental history of Bermuda. Stuart Hayward, J. Gomez,
Vicki Holt and Wolfgang Sterrer, Bermuda’s Delicate Balance. People and the Environment (Hamilton,
Bermuda, 1981).
*The only scholarly treatments of pre-colonial Bermuda is David Beers Quinn, “Bermuda in the Age of
Exploration and Early Settlement,” Bermuda Journal of Archaeology and Maritime History 1:1-23 (1989)
and Jonathan Bream, “The Spanish Influence on Bermuda,” BJAMH 2:15-24 (1990).
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weather. Oviedo returned to Spain and lodged his report on Bermuda with the Crown. For the
next century, Spain considered Bermuda noteworthy not as a potential colony, but rather as a
navigational hazard, since the island lay in the path of the most direct sailing route from the
Caribbean to Iberia.9
Except for a few temporary and unintentional sojourners who were shipwrecked on the
island’s reefs, Bermuda remained uninhabited throughout the sixteenth century. The lack of an
easily discemable safe anchorage and the lure of riches in Mexico and Peru account for Spain’s
neglect. In 1527, a Portuguese adventurer, Azorean Feman Camelo, contemplated colonization
and even secured permission from the Spanish Crown for the undertaking, but the plan came to
nought. Bartolome Carreno made another foray in 1538 and spent twenty-five days exploring the
island as a potential colony; he discovered two good harbors (Castle and St. George’s Harbours),
but the lack of fresh water and porous nature of the soil discouraged settlement. David B. Quinn
strongly suspects that Bermuda was used intermittently by French pirates and privateers as a base
from which they preyed on Spanish shipping in the 1550s and 1560s, but they established no
permanent colony.10
9The 1503 date comes from an entry in the 1717 Carte de la Novelle France. The island may have
been discovered by Francisco Bermudez, commander of the Santiago de Palos on Columbus’s 1502
expedition, but Oveido and, later, Antonia de Herrera y Tordesillas attribute discovery to Juan de
Bermudez. Peter Martyr, Aneli Mediolanensis opera. Leeatio Babilonica. oceani decas. Poenata.
Epjgrammata (1511); Antionio de Herrera y Tordesillas, Historial general de los hechos de los Castellanos
en las islas I Tiena Firme del Mar Qceano (Madrid. 1601); Gonzalez Ferdinando d’Oviedo, De la natural
Hvstoria de las Indias (Toledo, 1526); Oveido’s description was translated and printed in English by
Richard Eden, The History of Travavle in the West and East Indies and other Countrves lvine evther wav
towards the fruitfull and riche Moluccaes. . . with a Discourse of the North-West Passage (London. 1577)
214. Jonathan Bream’s research has shown that Juan Bermudez made at least eleven transatlantic
voyages between 1495 and 1519, and suggests that he most likely discovered the island on his 1505
venture while commanding the ship La Garza, an early alternate name for the island; “Spanish
Influence,” 15-17. See also Leffoy, Memorials 1:1-4.
10Lefroy, Memorials. 4-6; Quinn, “Bermuda in the Age of Exploration,” 6-8; Bream “Spanish
Influence,” 17-19. A Portuguese slaver returning to Europe in 1543 was wrecked in Bermuda, but the
crew fashioned a replacement vessel and left the island. One of the castaways carved his initials and the
date on a rock near Spittle Pond on the south shore; this carving was found by the first English explorers
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THE ISLE OF DEVILS
By 1550, Bermuda had become famous as both a navigational aid and hazard. As the
volume of ocean traffic between the New World and Europe increased, more vessels passed by or
came to grief on Bermuda’s reefs. Spanish ships leaving the Caribbean usually passed through the
Florida Channel and rode the Gulf Stream as far north as the Carolina coast, where they ran into
opposing headwinds. Despite the known dangers that Bermuda’s reefs posed, vessels had to come
close to the island to pick up the westerly winds that would speed them home to Europe. At a time
when navigators could not compute longitude, the homeward passage from America required
captains to reach Bermuda’s latitude (32°20’ N) and then sail east until the island was spotted.
This landmark would firmly establish the ship’s location on a sea chart and, with dead reckoning
transformed to a fixed position, allow the navigator to compute his course to the port of
destination. But many vessels constrained to use Bermuda as a navigational aid were wrecked
upon the island’s reefs because they were either insufficiently wary or just plain unlucky. The
following map graphically illustrates the number of vessels that sank near Bermuda. Documents
reveal that at least twenty-one Iberian ships were claimed by the island’s reefs before 1650, and
recent underwater archaeology surveys suggest that there are perhaps a dozen more (figure P-3).n

and for centuries was mistakenly called “Spanish Rock.” Graffiti has claimed the original, but a cast of the
carving marks the site today. The French were active elsewhere in their maritime assault on Spain’s New
World riches. French Huguenots established permanent settlements at Port Royal (1561-63) and on the
St. John's River (1564) in present-day South Carolina, but these were quickly extinguished by the Spanish
in order to protect their shipping lanes. As a bulwark against the founding of future enemy settlements,
Spain planted the town of St. Augustine and colonized the Florida coast. See Paul Hoffmann, The
Spanish Crown and the Defense of the Caribbean. 1535-1585 (Baton Rouge. 1980).
"Quinn, “Bermuda in the Age of Exploration,” 2-3. Bermuda’s reefs claimed the following Iberian
wrecks: unnamed nao (1533), unnamed Portuguese slaver (1543), unnamed nao (550), Capitana and
Santo Barbola (1551), Capitana and others (1560), Capitana and others (1563), Santa Lucia (1584),
unnamed nao (1588), San Pedro (1596), unnamed galleon (1603), Santa Ana (1605), San Antonio (1621),
San Ignacio and Nuestra Senora de la Limpia Concepcion (1622), unnamed vessel (1637), La Viga
(1639), unnamed ship (1642), and an unnamed ship (1648); Richard Marx, Shipwrecks in the Americas
(New Yodc, 1983), 300-302; APC 1:379; CSP(C) 1:261; BCR 4:83; Lefroy, Memorials 1:633-34.
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Figure P-3. A map of Spanish shipping casualties, 1550-1650 (Source: Juan Gelabert,
“The Spanish Economy and Overseas Expansion, 15th-18th Centuries,” paper presented
at “Atlantic Ports, the Atlantic Economy and European Expansion up to 1914,” an
jnte™«*innal ERASMUS conference held in April 1994, Lisbon, Portugal).
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The perils of Bermuda’s sudden appearance to sailing vessels and her dangerous reefs
were compounded by the bad weather that ships frequently encountered near the island. Bermuda
lies in a zone o f air convergence between the Azorean strong high pressure cell to the east and a
weaker Bahamas cell to the west; the Northeast Trades from the south and the Southwesterlies to
the north flow around the high pressure cells, producing weather patterns remarkable for their
dynamism. Cyclonic storms, produced when high and low pressure systems come into contact, and
the occasional hurricane add to the unpredictable weather in the vicinity of the island.12 Sixteenthcentury explorers had few good things to say about Bermuda. Fernando Camelo described the
island as “always covered with clouds” in 1527. Elizabethan sea rovers like John Hawkins, Sir
Francis Drake, and Sir Humphrey Gilbert carefully avoided the area. Only Sir Richard Grenville
risked a trip to the island’s vicinity in 1585 and was rewarded by capturing a rich Spanish prize
there. Sixteenth-century ship captains were tom by the need to use the island as a landmark and a
strong desire to give it a wide berth. By mid-century, superstitious mariners had nicknamed this
dangerous locale bristling with reefs and haunted by storms Is la de Demonios, or Isle of Devils
(figures P-4 and P-5).13

The first Englishman known to have set foot on Bermuda arrived in 1593. Henry May, a
ship’s purser, was returning from a disastrous expedition to the East Indies via the Atlantic aboard
the Edward Bonaventare when his ship sank near the West Indies. May survived the wreck and

12Watson eL al.. Geography of Bermuda. 61-68.
l3Lefroy, Memorials. 1:6; Quinn, ‘"Bermuda in the Age of Exploration,” 10-11. Grenville was
returning from landing Ralph Lane’s ill-fated colony at Roanoke Island when he took the Spanish vessel.
Quinn notes that the value of the prize defrayed the expense of planting that colony. Bermuda was labeled
Isla de demonios on Sebastian Cabot’s 1544 Mappa Mundi. reprinted in Emerson Fite and Archibald
Freeman, comp., A Book of Old Maps Delineating American History, from the Earliest Davs down to the
Close of the Revolutionary War (New York, 1969), 60.
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Figure P-4. A map o f summer and winter ocean currents of the Atlantic Ocean. Bermuda
lies in the eddies to the south of the Gulf Stream, a strong current that can add five or more
knots to a vessel’s speed (Source: George Philip, ed., Oxford Encyclopedic World Atlas).
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Figure P-5. A map of the prevailing winds in the North Atlantic Ocean. Wind, more than
currents, set the parameters for ocean transport in the Age of Sail. Shipping routes
followed predominant winds, which was the engine that drove sailing vessels. Bermudian
mariners were well situated to use established wind patterns to reach most ports in the
West Indies and in North America.
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took passage on a French pirate ship bound for Europe at Laguna, Hispaniola, in late November
1593. Two weeks later, the French vessel was wrecked on Bermuda’s North Rock, an accident
caused by the crew’s premature alcoholic celebration of avoiding Bermuda's reefs! Only twentysix of the ship's company were sober enough to save themselves and reach the island's shores.
Over the next six months, May and other survivors built “a small barke of some 18 tun, for the
most part with tronnels [“tree nails,” or wooden pegs] and very few nailes.” They salvaged some
of the shrouds and rigging from the wreck and coated the hull with a mixture of lime and turtle oil
after it was caulked. During his involuntary stay, May found that “in the south part of the island
there are hogs, but they are so leane that you can not eat them, by reason the island is so barren.”
The hogs had either been landed by earlier visitors to breed there or had swum ashore from a
previous shipwreck. May and his companions departed on May 11, 1594 and reached Cape
Breton nine days later. The Englishman eventually reached Falmouth in August and related his
experiences to Richard Hakluyt, who published his account in 1600.14
May’s favorable report of Bermuda was counterbalanced by a number of adverse
accounts, most of which dwelled on the storms and rough seas surrounding the island. In 1593, Sir
Robert Dudley ventured out to the West Indies with a small fleet of two ships and two pinnaces,
where he captured or sank nine Spanish ships. On his way home, he made a rough passage past
Bermuda. Dudley’s master, Abraham Kendall, noted that “we passed this meridian in great storms
and tempests and horrible thunders and lightnings, which give clear tokens that one is passing in
the longitude of the island [of Bermuda].” In 1596, Sir Walter Raleigh likewise warned of the

,4Richard Hakluyt, comp., Principal Navigations and Voyages of the English Nation (London, 1600)
3:95-96; Clement Markham (ed.), Voyages of Sir James Lancaster. . . to the East Indies (Hakluyt Society
56,1st ser., London, 1877), 32-34; Lefiroy, Memorials. 1:7-9; Quinn, “Bermuda in the Age of
Exploration,” 10-U.
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“hellish sea for thunder, lightning and storms” that surrounded the island.15 Three years later,
another English captain named Wyatt had a much more tumultuous experience. In April 1599,
Wyatt sailed along the “Virginia Coste” until he reached Bermuda’s latitude and headed east. Near
the island he met with a severe storm that prompted him to write a lively account of his
misfortunes: “Had I as manie tongues as hath my head heares [hairs], and everie one the use of the
pens of ready writers, yeat might I com to[o] short of the true description of the extremitie of this
outragious weather which this place continuallie affordeth without anie intermission of times. For
often before wee have had daingerous gustes, and they not so sodenlie hapninge but as sodenlie
vanishinge.” It was the “dreadfull flashinge of lightninge, the horrible claps of thunder, the
monstrous raginge of the swellinge seas forced up into the ayre by the outragious windes, all
together conspiringe in a moment our destruction” that most terrified Wyatt. He reported that it
was a general axiom “of all seafaring men . . . both of our English and the Spanish, French and
Portingall, that hell is no hell in comparison of this.”16
In 1603, a disabled Spanish galleon under the command of Captain Diego Ramerez put
into Bermuda for repair. During his three week stay, Ramerez and his men reconnoitered the
island and produced a rough map of its coast. The wild hogs that May had seen had grown fatter
and more numerous in the intervening decade. Like previous visitors, Ramerez noted the lack of
fresh water; the only supply was a small pool located on one of the smaller islands that had been
marked with a cedar cross by an earlier, unknown castaway. The Spaniards established a

lsSamuel Purchas, Hakluvtus Posthumus, or Purchas His Pilgrimes , 20 vols.,(Glasgow, 1906) 16:134.
George Warner (ed.), Vovage of Robert Dudley.. .to the West Indies. 1594-1595 (Hakluyt Society 3, 2nd
ser., London, 1899), 76. Dudley’s itinerary included Trinidad, the coast of Paria, “the lies of Granata,
Santa Cruez, Santa Juan de Puerto Rico, Mona, Zachco and Bermuda.” Sir Walter Raleigh, The
Discoverie of the Large Rich and Bewtiful Guiana (London, 1596), 95-96, quoted in Quinn, “Bermuda in
the Age of Exploration,” 11.
16Wamer, Vovage of Robert Dudley. 53.
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temporary base camp on a peninsula jutting into the Great Sound and subsisted on oysters, hogs,
birds, and fish. A few o f the oysters yielded pearls, but these were neither large enough nor
numerous enough to warrant future commercial exploitation. When Ramerez finally returned to
Spain, his map and report augmented what the Spanish Crown knew about Bermuda, but once
again it did not tempt King Philip to colonize the island.17
At the dawn o f the seventeenth century, Europeans knew surprisingly little about Bermuda.
For over a century, ships had passed within site of the island, and yet few had actually stepped
ashore. Bermuda’s infamous reputation grew over time, until natural hazards like endemic poor
weather and treacherous reefs were eclipsed by tales of demons and enchantments of a supernatural
nature told by superstitious mariners. Bermuda was "feared and avoided of all sea travellers alive
above any other place in the world” and deemed "no habitation for men but rather given over to
devils and wicked spirits.” The strange, haunting call of the indigenous cahow bird frightened the
crews of ships passing close to the island, and the grunting o f wild hogs and migratory whales
startled those unfortunate sailors who were temporarily stranded on the island after their ships had
been lost. These personal accounts were embellished over time until Bermuda became the stuff of
legend.18

The Wreck of the Sea Venture
In keeping with Bermuda’s sinister sixteenth-century reputation, it is fitting that England’s

l7Henry Wilkinson, “Spanish Intentions for Bermuda, 1603-1615,” in Bermuda Historical Quarterly
thereafter BHO) 6:48-49 (1950); Quinn, “Bermuda in the Age of Exploration,” 11-12.
I8Lefroy, Memorials. 1:6; William Strachey, A True Reoortorv of the Wreck and Redemption of Sir
Thomas Gates (1610), 16. Jonathan Bream asserts that his findings in the Archives of the Indies suggests
that the Spanish Crown deliberately crafted Bermuda’s diabolical reputation to discourage the English,
French, and Dutch from establishing a permanent colony on the island that could be used to snap up
passing Spanish vessels, pers. comm.
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colonization of the island began with a shipwreck when the Virginia-bound Sea Venture sank there
in July 1609. But unlike the scores o f other involuntary sojourners who preceded them, these
castaways were impressed by the island’s potential and resolved to return and found a permanent
settlement. The wreck also marked the beginning of continuous human occupation and the basis of
England’s claim to Bermuda. The Sea Venture story and the earliest history of Bermuda is
inextricably intermeshed with that of Virginia, England’s first permanent settlement in North
America.19The enterprise began in 1606 with the formation of the Virginia Company of London, a
joint stock company that sought to reap the same riches from the New World that the Spanish had
enjoyed for over a century. Sir Thomas Smith became the company’s first governor, and brought
all the experience and business acumen he had gained from directing the highly profitable East
India Company, Levant Company, and Muscovy' Company to the venture.20
In 1607 and 1608, the Company sent a few hundred adventurous souls (mostly soldiers
and gentlemen) to the Chesapeake in a handful of ships. They built a fortified town —christened
Jamestown after their king —and a few outlying forts and settlements, but failed to find gold, a sea
l9The volume of scholarly material relating to the colonization of Virginia is vast, and it would be
tedious to undertake more than a cursory review. The most valuable collections of primary sources are
Susan Kingsbury, ed, Records of the Virginia Company of London. 4 vols. (Wash. D.C., 1906-35); the
works of John Smith in Philip Barbour, ed.. The Complete Works of John Smith (1580-1631). 3 vols.
(Chapel Hill, 1986); Philip Barbour, comp., The Jamestown Voyages under the First Charter. 1606-1609
(Cambridge, 1969) and Alexander Brown, Genesis of the United States (Boston, 1890). Good general
introductions include Edmund Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial
Virginia (New York, 1975); Warren Billings, John Selby and Thad Tate, Colonial Virginia: A History
(White Plains, N.Y., 1986) and Charles Andrews, The Colonial Period of American History. 4 vols. (New
Haven, 1934-38). For the Virginia Company, see Wesley Frank Craven, Dissolution of the Virginia
Company: the Failure of a Colonial Experiment (New York, 1932) and The Virginia Company of London.
1606-1642 fWilliamshnrg, 1957).
MSir Thomas Smith (15587-1625) was one of 13 children bom to a London haberdasher and trained as
a merchant He was elected the first governor of the East India Company when it was formed in 1600 and
held that office with only a short hiatus until 1621. His grandfather. Sir Andrew Judd, was one of the
founders of the Muscovy Company. Smith also promoted the search for a Northwest Passage; DNB
18:536-37. For Smith and his contemporaries, see also Robert Brenner, Merchants and Revolution:
Commercial Change. Political Conflict and London’s Overseas Traders. 1550-1653 (Cambridge. 1993),
esp. 92-110.
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passage to the Far East, or any other sure route to riches. In addition, the safety and success of the
venture became increasingly threatened by the local Powhatan Indian tribes that surrounded the
settlements. After spending two years and several thousand pounds gauging the potential of the
colony, the Virginia Company was finally willing to commit considerable resources toward firmly
establishing Virginia as a permanent English outpost in the New World.
To this end, the Company assembled a fleet of nine vessels to carry 750 passengers and
supplies to Jamestown in May 1609. The 250-ton Sea Venture was the flagship of the flotilla,
commanded by two old Elizabethan sea dogs, Christopher Newport and Sir George Somers. Both
were experienced seamen, skilled navigators, and veteran privateers who had led expeditions
against the Spanish in the Caribbean in the 1590s. Christopher Newport had commanded the
Susan Constant, the flagship of the first expedition to Virginia in 1607 and had returned to the
colony in 1608; he was master of the Sea Venture and was thus responsible for the daily operation
of the ship.21 Sir George Somers had come out of semi-retirement when the Virginia Company
named him Admiral o f Virginia and placed him in command of the entire fleet.22 In addition to
21As captain of the Golden Dragon in 1591, Christopher Newport had led a fleet of four vessels against
the Spanish in the West Indies. Together they sacked four towns and captured at least twenty' ships, but in
one of the attacks, Newport lost an arm. Bound homeward, he met with Sir John Burgh and joined him in
a strike against Madie de Dios on 3 August 1592. His activities between 1592 and 1606 remain unclear,
but he was engaged apparently in a number of trading voyages. In December 1606 as captain of the Susan
Constant, Newport brought the first group of colonists to Virginia. He returned to Virginia in July 1607
with a few more passengers and much-needed supplies. After the Sea Venture wreck, Newport abandoned
New World ventures and entered into the service of the East India Company. Between 1612 and 1617, he
made three very rapid passages to India and was one of the highest-paid sea captains of the period. He
died in Bantam on 15 August 1617. Kenneth Andrews, ed., English Privateer Vovaees. 1588-1595
(Cambridge, 1959), 150-55; DNB 14:356.
“ Somers had led an adventurous life. In 1595, he and Amias Preston sacked the Spanish islands of
Puerto Santo, Coche (near Margorita), the fort and town of Caro, the city of Santiago de Leon, and
ransomed the town of Cumana. Between 1597 and 1602, he made three privateering voyages to the
Azores against the Spanish with mixed success. In 1601. he led the attack on the Spanish fleet in Kinsale
Harbour, Ireland and helped to defeat the Iberian invasion. For these gallant acts, he was knighted in
1603. During the early years of James I, he forsook the sea and became active in politics, serving as MP
for Lyme Regis in Dorset from 1603-5 and was mayor of that town in 1605. Somers attracted
considerable public attention through his attack on the Spanish Company of London. The latter had
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these notable seamen, the Sea Venture also carried Virginia’s new governor, Sir Thomas Gates, the
colony’s new secretary William Strachey, minister Richard Bucke, Sir George Yeardley’s wife
Temprence, and a number of other important figures. John Rolfe, later famous for perfecting
tobacco cultivation in Virginia and for his marriage to the Indian princess Pocahontas in 1614, was
also a passenger on the Sea Venture. In total, the ship carried 150 men, women, and children
bound for Virginia, as well as its normal complement of sailors.23

The fleet departed from Plymouth on June 2, 1609 and followed the normal southerly route
for Virginia past the West Indies. On July 24, a tempest struck the ships off the coast of modernday Jacksonville, Florida, forcing them to separate. Sir George Somers assumed command of the
Sea Venture and kept the vessel from foundering at the height of the storm. Heavy seas caused the
flagship’s seams to work, until the Sea Venture leaked continuously.24 Despite the strenuous

introduced a bill to establish free trade with Spain in the House of Commons in November 1605. His antiSpanish sentiments, no doubt formed in the wake of the Spanish Armada and manifested through his
privateering exploits, were shared by many prominent nobles who could not openly express them in light
of King James I’s pro-Iberian stance. Somers was ultimately unsuccessful; the bill passed the Commons
but was defeated in the House of Lords. In 1606, Somers became one of the founders of the Virginia
Company of London. For George Somers, see DNB 18:628-29: Purchas, Purchas His Pi 1grimes. 16:134;
Pauline Croft. The Spanish Company (London. 1973).
^There are three printed accounts of the wreck of the Sea Venture. William Strachey’s A True
Repertory of the Wracke. and Redemption of Sir Thomas Gates. Knight (London, 1612) is the most
detailed. William Shakespeare read this account in manuscript and was then inspired to write The
Tempest. Silvester Jourdain published A Discovery of the Bermudas. Otherwise Called the Isle of Devils
the same year, and the work was reprinted in 1614 with an addition that chronicled the initial success of
the permanent colony. R. Rich wrote a third account entitled Newes From Virginia, or the Lost Flocke
Triumphant (London, 1612). The author was probably Robert Rich, brother of Sir Nathaniel Rich, who
emigrated to Bermuda in 1617. Strachey and Jourdain are reprinted in Louis B. Wright (ed.), A Vovaee
to Virginia in 1609 (Charlottesville: 1973); Jourdain's Discovery with the 1614 addition is printed in Peter
Force, Tracts and Other Papers Relating Principally to the Origin. Settlement and Progress of the
Colonies in North America. 4 vols. (Washington, DC. 1844) IILno. 3; I quote from this version of
Jourdain, rather than that printed by Louis Wright.
" “Seams to work”: the stress of the heavy seas twisted the frame of the vessel, causing the caulking
between the exterior planks of the hull to work loose. The ship increasingly took on more water through
these seams as the ship shed its caulking.
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exertions of the crew at the pumps and constant bailing by passengers, the seawater in the hold
rose until it covered the first two tiers of cargo stored in hogsheads in the lower hold. For three
days and nights, sailors and passengers fought a losing battle against the rising water until, on the
verge of giving up hope, Somers sighted land. The exhausted company redoubled their efforts and
kept the vessel afloat long enough for the Admiral to bring the battered and waterlogged hulk to
within a mile of shore, where he ran her aground on rocks shallow enough to prevent her from
sinking completely. That feteful day — July 28, 1609 -- began the English occupation of
Bermuda, which has continued unbroken through the present.25
The Sea Venture survivors were quick to see the providential hand of God in their
miraculous deliverance from a watery grave without any loss of life. By nightfall, the 150
passengers had all been landed safely on shore and the following day, the crew "carryed to the
shoare all the provisions of unspent and unspoyled victuals, all their furniture [equipment] and
tackling of the ship, leaving nothing behind but bared ribs.” The case may well be the most benign
shipwreck in Bermuda’s history: no fatalities and almost complete recovery of cargo, timber, sails,
ironwork, and rigging.26 The castaways’ joy at reaching land must have been tempered initially

“Strachey, True Reportorv. 4-16; Jourdain, Discovery. 10. Sir George Somers’s account of the wreck
varies slightly from the others. He stated the storm hit on July 23 and that they reached Bermuda on July
28. During the storm, Somers found nine feet of water in the hold before the leak was detected. He
claims that 100 passengers and sailors were constantly employed at the pumps, and that he grounded the
Sea Venture a quarter mile from shore. The survivors were able to save “much of our goodes,” but all the
ship’s bread was wet and lost. PRO CO 1/1. quoted in Lefroy, Memorials 1:10. Jourdain states that the
Sea Venture came to rest a half-mile from shore. The wreck was found in 1958 by Edmund Downing
about half a mile east of St. George’s Island in about 20 feet of water. At present the site has been fully
mapped and excavated by archaeologists employed by the Sea Venture Trust. Artifacts from the wreck are
on display at the Bermuda Maritime Museum. Allan “Smokey” Wingood, Sea Venture: The Tempest
Wreck (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1986).
“Strachey, 16; A True Declaration of the State of Virginia (1610) in David Beers Quinn, New
American World: A Documentary History of North America to 1612 5 vols. (London, 1979) V:252-53;
Jourdain, Discovery. 10. Jourdain noted that they also salvaged all the iron fittings out of the Sea Venture
for the replacement vessels.
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when they realized that they were now stranded on the infamous Isle of Devils. Within a few days,
however, the myths and legends that had become attached to the island over the past century fell
away and the survivors found “the ayre so temprat, and the Country so abundantly fruitful of all fit
necessaries for the sustenation” of the troop. It came as an epiphany that ‘"the most dangerous,
infortunate and most forlome place in the world [was] . . . in truth the richest, healthfullest, and
pleasing land. . . as ever man set foote upon.” But pleasing though the island was, the leaders of
the expedition were duty-bound to reach Virginia. Like the many castaways who had preceded
them, the passengers and crew soon set to work building replacement vessels to complete their
voyage, using material salvaged from the wreck of the Sea Venture?
Initially, the Englishmen found it difficult to feed themselves. Most of the food to which
they were accustomed had spoiled during the storm. Early efforts to grow onions, peas, lettuce,
and radishes failed dismally, but adventurous individuals discovered a wealth of foodstuffs in the
island’s native flora. The heart of the palmetto tree was edible; it tasted like “fried melon” when
roasted and much like cabbage when boiled, and in December, the tree produced tasty berries. The
castaways also ate raw and baked prickly pears and caught fish from the shore at night (which they
attracted by lighting fires) or with hooks cast from a small, flat-bottomed cedar gondola built by
the Sea Venture's sailors. The caught other fish in seine or trammel nets set up in Building Bay on
the east coast o f St. George’s Island.28 In November and December, great flocks of birds arrived,
which soon became a welcome addition to the stew pot. Passengers easily captured hundreds of
nocturnal cahow birds each day, for they had no fear of humans and were attracted by whistles or
strange noises. William Strachey reported that as many as three hundred were taken in an hour.

^Jourdain, Discovery. II; Strachey, True Repertory. 20-22.
^Strachey, True Repertory. 23-28.
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The birds “would suffer themselves to be taken and weighed by our men, who would make choise
of the fattest and fairest and let flie the Ieane and lightest.” Birds’ eggs gathered from nests in trees
or from their subterranean burrows also supplemented the diet of the castaways. Sir George
Somers and a group o f sailors captured some of the island’s wild hogs and brought them to the
base camp on St. George’s Island where they were kept alive in captivity until needed. The
castaways’ feast was rounded out by sea turtles, which they hunted from boats or captured when
the turtles came ashore to lay eggs. Strachey reckoned that the meat of the largest turtles was
equal in quality and quantity to that of three hogs.29
As the passengers and crew built a ship and a pinnace to carry them off the island, Gates,
Somers, and a handful of other important Virginia Company officials made a detailed survey of the
island. They mapped its coastline and harbors, searched for pearls, catalogued native plants, and
assessed the potential of the soil to grow tropical commodities (figure P-6).30 They quickly
concluded that the island was a prime place to plant a colony, one that promised to be more
successful than Virginia, their original destination. The “common people” who worked on the
replacement vessels shared this opinion and Gates and Somers had to quash at least two mutinies
led by men who desired to remain in Bermuda before the company made its departure. One
wonders if the nine months it took to complete the vessels was the product of deliberately slow
workmanship on the part of castaways reluctant to exchange an island of plenty and easy living for

^Strachey, True Repertory. 30-34; Jourdain, Discovery. 11-12; Quinn, New American World V:253.
“Two copies of Sir George Somers’s map of Bermuda have survived. The Bermuda National Trust
owns one, upon which later place-names have been inscribed. The Trust copy is on deposit at the
Bermuda Archives and is reprinted here as figure P-S. The other is in the British Library, C. Charters
XIII, part 45, and lacks any place-names. Marginalia on both maps include two men in a rowboat, several
fishermen, a party hunting wild hogs, a whale and a larger three-masted ship towing a smaller vessel,
probably the Deliverance towing the Patience to St. George’s Harbour.
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Figure P-6. A map o f Bermuda drawn by Sir George Somers, 1609-10 (Courtesy,
Bermuda National Trust).
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the marshes and “lurking savages” of Virginia.31
By early May 1610, the vessels were completed and Gates and Somers prepared to depart.
The eighty-ton ship constructed at Building Bay near the castaways’ base camp and christened
Deliverance by Gates was launched in mid-March 1610 and fitted out with masts, sails, and
rigging while moored in St. George’s Harbour. The thirty-ton pinnace Patience, built about three
miles away at Walsingham Bay on the main island, was towed over to join the Deliverance after it
was launched in April. While Somers and Newport marked the channel leading to the sea with
buoys, Gates readied the passengers for sea and loaded large quantities of salted pork, turtle, fish
and the other provisions he had stockpiled for the voyage. The governor also erected a large cross
at their base camp that bore both an account of their wreck and a portrait of King James (on a
silver shilling) to establish an English claim to the island. The morning of May 10 brought
favorable winds for getting to the open sea, and the two vessels spent the rest of the day carefully
navigating the narrow channel that led from St. George’s Harbour to the open ocean. Left behind
were Robert Waters and Christopher Carter, two English runaways who had fled into the jungle
31Strachey, True Repertory. 38-41. Strachey reported that the “landsmen” (probably indentured
servants) had only “wretchedness and labour” to look forward to in Virginia. The first mutiny was
discovered on September 1, initiated by the Sea Venture's crew and led by six principals who refused to
work on the ships and sought to run away to the main island; as punishment, they were marooned on a
small island for a few weeks until their hunger made them more tractable. A later, more serious
conspiracy aimed to break into the common storehouse and steal weapons, tools, and equipment before
flight into the jungle. On March 13, 1610, a gentleman named Henry Paine was caught in the act of
breaking in by the Night Watch and apprehended after a struggle. The remorseless prisoner was
condemned to death by Gates who, in light of his social position, allowed him to be shot rather than
hanged. When Paine’s death became public, his co-conspirators fled into the woods and “lived like
outlaws.” In the end, all but two of the men returned and proceeded on to Virginia. Christopher Carter —
who had also participated in the earlier mutiny —and Robert Waters could not be found when the two
vessels departed in May and became the sole inhabitants of the island. Waters, a sailor, was wanted for
murdering another sailor with a shovel; Strachey, True Repertory. 41-54. The attempts by Gates and
Somers to instill discipline and maintain authority are well chronicled in Matthew Laird, “‘In the Hollow
Lotos-Land’: Discord, Order and the Emergence of Stability in Early Bermuda, 1609-1623,” (MA thesis,
College of William and Mary, 1992) 2-17. Religious services played a large part in instilling discipline,
and are covered by Gregory Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles: The Rise and Development of
Puritanism in Bermuda and the Bahamas, 1609-1684,” (Th.D. dissertation, Westminster Theological
Seminary, 1989) 32-47.
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after an earlier, failed mutiny.32 After departing Bermuda, the ships made a quick passage to
Virginia, reaching Cape Henry at the mouth of the Chesapeake on May 20. The following day a
shot from the cannon in Fort Algernon at Point Comfort command them to stop and a stunned
Captain James Davis welcomed the governor and company that he had long given up for lost.
Almost a year after they left England, the Sea Venture's passengers and crew finally reached their
destination.33
On May 23, Gates reached Jamestown and took up his post as the colony’s governor. He
found the place a shambles, with the fortified town’s palisades in ruins and most of the houses
deserted. Captain George Percy related the "heavy news” of how the colony had fared in the past
year. O f the Sea Venture's fleet, seven of the nine vessels survived the hurricane and reached
Virginia to land nearly 600 new colonists. Unable to support the vast influx of new arrivals at
Jamestown, many were sent to newly established setdements up and down the James River by
President John Smith. There, they lost no time in alienating the local Indians, who responded with
attacks and ambushes. By late autumn 1609, the settlers and the Indians were at war. During the
winter o f 1609-10 (the “Starving Time”), famine, disease, and Indian raids reduced the population
to under a hundred; only one settler out of ten who left Plymouth in Gates’s fleet was alive when
the governor reached Virginia.34

“Strachey, True Repertory. 28, 39. 55-61; Jourdain. Discovery. 14. Gates and shipwright Richard
Frobisher supervised the construction of the Deliverance on St. George’s, while Somers and two other
ship’s carpenters built the Patience on the main island. This and other evidence suggests that Gates and
Somers did not get along, but the two sites might have been chosen so as not to deforest completely the
area near the base camp. Gates obtained salt by keeping a couple of men constantly employed boiling
kettles of sea water at the base camp; the brine was then used to preserve meat and fish.
“Strachey, True Repertory. 61-63.
“Strachey, True Repertory. 63-66; Jourdain, Discovery. 15. On the “Starving Time,” see George
Percy, “A Trewe Relacyon of the Procedeings and Ocurrentes of Moraente wch have hapned in Virginia
from the Tyme of Sr Thomas Gates was shippwrackte uppon the Bermudes ano 1609 until my depture outt
of the Country [in 1612],” in Tyler’s Quarterly Historical and Genealogical Magazine 3:259-82 (1921)
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The food brought on the Patience and Deliverance provided temporary relief for the
famished Virginians, but because the Indians refused to trade, Gates still lacked a reliable and
permanent source of sustenance for the colony. Within a week, two of the Sea Venture survivors
had been killed by the Indians, bringing home to the governor the desperate state of affairs. In the
face of such overwhelming adversity, Gates gathered Virginia’s surviving colonists aboard his two
Bermuda-built vessels and the colony’s pinnaces and abandoned the settlement on June 7, 1610.
The fortuitous arrival of a fourth fleet of three large vessels sent out by Virginia Company saved
the colonial venture from becoming another Roanoke. The ships brought much needed food and
supplies, a new governor Lord De La Warr, and veteran soldiers from the Low Countries Wars.
The fleet, anchored near Point Comfort, met Gates’s England-bound flotilla coming down the
James River. They returned to Jamestown, where De La Warr replaced Gates as governor.35
Over the next few months, De La Warr restored order, refbrtified the colony’s settlements,
and with the newly arrived soldiers, waged war against the local Indian tribes. The governor
ordered Sir George Somers and Samuel Argali to return to Bermuda to get food, which was still in
short supply. They left on June 19, but en route the two captains were separated during a storm.
Argali failed to find Bermuda and went instead to Newfoundland. After much searching, Somers
eventually reached the island in early November 1610 and found Carter and Waters "alive and
lustye.” The Admiral set to work gathering food and catching live hogs to replenish the stocks
killed off by the Indians in Virginia, but died suddenly on November 9. Ironically, the veteran of
dozens of battles with the Spanish at sea and on land and the survivor of countless tempests
and J. Frederick Fausz, “The First Anglo-Povvhatan War, 1609-1614” in Virginia Magazine of History
and Biography. 98:3-56 (1990).
^Strachey, True Repertory. 66-77; Jourdain, Discovery. 15. Even in these dire straits, Strachey saw
the rich potential of the Virginia colony and blamed the “sloth, riot and vanity” of the settlers, rather than
the Indians, for the state of affairs in June 1610. De La Warr had been appointed Governor of Virginia by
the London company and dispatched to the colony after they had assumed Gates to be lost at sea
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apparently succumbed to food poisoning after eating a bad piece o f ‘Tiogges flesh.” Sir George
Somers’s heart and entrails were buried on St. George’s Island but his nephew, Matthew Somers,
assumed command of the Patience and secretly conveyed his body aboard the ship. Matthew
Somers ignored his uncle’s wish that the vessel return to Virginia and sailed instead to England to
lay claim to Bermuda, arriving there in late November. Once again, Christopher Carter was left on
Bermuda, joined by two other men from the Patience. In England, the news of Sir George
Somers’s death cast a slight pall over the amazement and joy that greeted the incredible story of the
Sea Venture wreck. The Admiral was buried with pomp and ceremony near his home, Whitchurch,
in Lyme Regis, Dorset.36
Word of the miraculous survival of the Sea Venture's company reached London in
September 1610, related by Gates himself and other survivors who returned from Virginia in the
Blessing. Printed accounts penned by Silvester Jourdain and Robert Rich appeared late in 1610,
recounting the shipwreck and enumerating the abundant food, healthy climate, and fertile soil of
Bermuda. Jourdain suggested that fortunes were to be made hauling pearls from the bottom and
gathering ambergris along the shore. The sensational accounts reached a wide audience and
revived the flagging interest in colonial ventures with tales of Bermuda’s natural bounty and

^Strachey, True Repertory. 84-87. Argali commanded the Deliverance. while Somers sailed the
Patience. John Smith paints Somers as an idealist who strove to save Virginia from starvation. Nathaniel
Butler, on the other hand, felt that Somers sought to exploit Bermuda even before his first departure and
his return voyage was merely “a pretence of fetching newe reliefe.” Carter and Waters were, to Butler,
Somers’s agents, who discovered a good tract of land on "Somers-seate” (modem Somerset) Island.
Although Butler would have had the opportunity to talk with Carter when he was governor, his version is
somewhat implausible. If Somers had been bent upon developing a plantation in Bermuda, why was he at
St George’s Island when he died? And if Carter had been Somers’s agent and found such a fruitful
locale, why didn’t he live there rather than on Smith’s Island in 1611? Nathaniel Butler, Historve of the
Bermudaes. 15-16. Somers’s heart and bowels were buried at St. George’s not out of sentimentality, but
rather as a crude method of embalming the body. The corpse had to be secretly stowed aboard the
Patience in a cedar chest to avoid alarming the superstitious crew; John Smith, Generali Historie in Philip
Barbour, Complete Works of John Smith. 2: 236, 350-51. The two other men left with Christopher Carter
were Edward Waters (not to be confused with Robert Waters, his earlier companion from May-Nov. 1610
who returned to England with Matthew Somers) and Edward Chard.
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Virginia’s reviving condition. In the providential nature of the Sea Venture's preservation and its
discovery o f Bermuda, readers saw the hand of God favorably disposed toward England’s
overseas ventures. The Virginia Company benefitted from the revival in colonial popularity by
attracting new investors and prospective emigrants to Virginia. Early in 1611, “divers [people] of
eminencye and ranck (especially of the Virginian Company), began not only to hearken to the
reportes, but at last to propound a course of experiment, and so resolved upon a generall purse . ..
to sent over . . . some voluntary men” to Bermuda. In June, the Virginia Company “concluded to
send a Collony thither, the place is so opulent[,] fertile and pleasant that all men were willing to
go.” The following year, the Virginia Company was rechartered for the third time, mainly to
extend its rights from 100 miles from the coast (according to the 1609 charter) to the 300 leagues
necessary to include Bermuda. The structure of the company under the new charter also became
more democratic, a change that encouraged smaller investors to join. Once secure claim to
Bermuda was established, an under-company was formed in February 1612 for the sole purpose of
colonizing “Virginiola” (Bermuda), a name that failed to adhere. The island was renamed
“Sommer Islands” for its climate and “in remembrance of Sr George Sommers that died there.” By
May 1612, the under-company had raised enough money to outfit a ship, recruit a small band of
settlers, and launch a colony in earnest.37

^Jourdain, A Discovery of the Bermudas. Otherwise Called the Isle of Devils and R. Rich, Newes from
Virginia, or the Lost Flock Triumphant were both published in London in 1610. William Strachey’s
account was dated July 15, 1610, the same day that the Blessing left Virginia with Sir Thomas Gates. It
circulated only in manuscript until it was printed by Samuel Purchas in 1625, four years after Strachey’s
death. David Quinn, “Advice for Investors in Virginia, Bermuda, and Newfoundland, 1611,” WMQ. 3rd
ser., 23:144 (1966); CSP (C) 1:12; Craven, Introduction. 8-22. See also John Reid, “European
Expectations of Acadia and the Bermudas, 1603-1624,” Social History 20:319-35 (1987) and Neil
Kennedy, “Imagining Arcadia and Conceiving Bermuda, 1609-1622,” WMQ. (forthcoming).
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PARTI
THE TOBACCO YEARS

The colony of Bermuda is Great Britain’s oldest colony and England’s second permanent
settlement in the Western Hemisphere. From the arrival of the first settlers in 1612 until 1684,
Bermuda was run by the Virginia (1612-15) and Somers Island (1615-1684) Companies, jointstock ventures based in London. By 1625, the settlement was remarkably successful, boasting a
healthy population of over 2,500, private land ownership, a representative government, six
churches, nine forts, and impressive tobacco exports greater than that of Virginia. Between the
1630s and 1670s, conflict between Puritan sects and a depression in the price of tobacco led many
Bermudians to join in founding no fewer than eight new English colonies. The exclusive focus on
tobacco agriculture gave way to a diversified mix of tobacco cultivation geared toward the London
market and livestock and provisions raising for export to the increasingly dependent Sugar Islands
in the West Indies even before the disruption and salutary neglect that accompanied the English
Civil War. In the 1670s, the Somers Island Company tried to re-establish its monopoly over the
island’s trade and eliminate Bermuda’s exports to the West Indies, but the colony’s planters
responded by launching a quo warranto suit to abolish the company’s charter, which succeeded in
1684. The first seventy years o f Bermudian history were marked by change and adaptation as
English settlers and Afro-Caribbean and Native American slaves slowly became creole
Bermudians.
The first part of this dissertation examines in detail the foundation of the colony and the
28
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Somers Island Company period of Bermudian history. Chapter 1 chronicles the activities of the
colony’s first three governors and charts the establishment of the enduring features that shaped
early Bermudian society: Puritan religion, tobacco agriculture, slave labor, stable government,
dense settlement patterns rooted in small lease- and land-holding and remarkable natural increase.
Chapter 2 examines the composition of those involved in the colonial venture, traces the origins of
the metropolitan investors and the colonial factors, planters, servants, and slaves who came to
Bermuda, and the social interactions and relationships between these disparate elements of the
colonial society. In chapter 3 ,1explore the early and rapid shift toward a diversified agricultural
economy and the contest for religious doctrinal and political control of the colony in the 1630s and
1640s before mapping out the waves of migration from Bermuda to other English colonies
prompted by the island’s demographic success. A rash of witch trials in the 1650s paradoxically
revealed submerged tensions within the colonial society while simultaneously providing a means of
reconciling these conflicting factions into a united Bermudian polity. Chapter 4 chronicles the
efforts of the Somers Island Company to exert greater control over their colonial possession after
the Restoration through the efforts of Governor Sir John Heydon, who strove to consolidate the
island’s trade and draw sharper lines between the social and legal status of the island’s white, black
and Indian inhabitants. The vigorous counter-attack pressed by a rogue London merchant and a
small but active core in Bermuda succeeded in abolishing the company’s charter, the opening salvo
and perhaps a test case for Charles 0 ’s series of quo warranto cases in the early 1680s.
In order to appreciate the magnitude of change prompted by the maritime revolution of the
1680s and 1690s, it is vital to understand the foundation of the colony and subsequent development
that preceded the shift —an agricultural "before” to compare with a maritime “after.” The
following four chapters aim to recreate the mid-seventeenth-century agricultural world peopled
with Puritan tobacco planters, good wives, and England’s first colonial slave population. This
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world would be radically transformed by the maritime revolution, and its inhabitants replaced with
wide-ranging secular mariners, sedentary widows, wives, and spinsters, and black sailors and
shipbuilders who lived on a vastly different island a century later.
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CHAPTER 1
THE FOUNDING OF A COLONY, 1612-1625

Bermuda was arguably England’s most successful attempt at colonization in the
seventeenth century. In the decade after 1612, well over 1,500 settlers emigrated to the island and
the vast majority were alive and thriving when the Virginia Company was dissolved. The island’s
moderate and disease-free climate resulted in a high rate of survival and the many families that
emigrated succeeded quickly in establishing a demographically stable population capable of natural
increase. The colony was also soon able to feed itself and was therefore, with the exception of
tools, textiles, and some raw materials, no longer dependent on supplies from England. A staple
crop was found in tobacco that, despite fluctuations in price over the next seventy years, brought
some profit to landlord and tenant alike. Compared to the eventual success of the Chesapeake and
New England —fueled mainly by limitless opportunities for expansion —Bermuda’s modest
prosperity has been disregarded or even seen as failure. But taken on its own terms, the history of
Bermudian colonization offers scholars of European expansion a case study that bears similarities
to earlier and later British attempts in North America, yet remains as unique as the island itself. 1
‘Far more has been written on the first ten years of Bermuda’s history than any other period. Primary
accounts include Richard Norwood’s Insularum de la Bermuda Detectio (Mss. in the John Carter Brown
Library, printed in Champlain Burrage, ed., John Porv’s Lost Description of Plymouth Colony. Boston,
1918) and The Journal of Richard Norwood (Wesley F. Craven, ed.. New York. 1945); Nathaniel Butler,
A Historve of the Bermudaes of Summer Islands (British Library, Sloane 740), edited by Sir John Henry
Lefroy and published by the Hakluyt Society in 1882. Butler’s and Norwood’s works were the basis of the
Bermuda section of John Smith’s The Generali Historie of Virginia. New England and the Summer Isles
(London, 1624), reprinted in volume two of Philip Barbour, The Complete Works of John Smith. 3 vols.
(Chapel Hill, 1986). Minister Lewis Hughes produced three accounts: A Letter. Sent to England from the
31
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The initial settlement of Bermuda was sponsored by the Virginia and Somers Island
Companies of London, joint stock ventures with a largely overlapping body of investors that were
led by a few leading merchants and noblemen. The actual work of carving a viable commercial
venture out of the forest of an uninhabited island two thousand miles away was left to the efforts of
the colony’s first three governors: Richard Moore, Daniel Tucker, and Nathaniel Butler. These
men took different approaches towards colonization which were shaped as much by their personal
backgrounds as by the changing policies advanced by factions within the parent companies in
London. This chapter chronicles the first decade of Bermudian settlement as it developed alongside
Virginia, 700 miles to the west, and offers a good example of rapid and effective overseas
colonization that, unfortunately, was rarely emulated by the English in later attempts.

Governor Richard Moore, The Builder
On July 11, 1612, the colonization of Bermuda began in earnest with the arrival of a
governor, a minister and fifty settlers in the small ship Plough. The governor was Richard Moore,
formerly a ship’s carpenter and veteran of the Sea Venture wreck and thus already familiar with
the island. The minister was George Keith, a Scotsman, sent to attend to the spiritual needs of the

Summer Ilands (London, 1615), A Plaine and True Relation of the Goodness of God Towards the Somers
Islands (London, 1621) and A Letter to the Priw Council (London, 1625). Vemon Ives’s The Rich
Papers: Letters from Bermuda. 1615-1646 (Toronto, 1984) provides a transcription of much of the
correspondence sent from the colony to Sir Nathaniel Rich and Robert Rich, earl of Warwick.
A survey of the secondary literature available should begin with Charles M. Andrews, The
Colonial Period of American History 4 vols., (New Haven, 1934), especially 1:214-248. Wesley Frank
Craven, An Introduction to the History of Bermuda (Williamsburg, 1938; reprinted by the Bermuda
Maritime Museum Press, 1990) and Henry Wilkinson, The Adventurers of Bermuda (Oxford, 1933)
provide much more detail. Matthew Laird persuasively argues that the trajectory of Bermuda’s
development closely paralleled that of Virginia during the first decade of each colony’s settlement in “‘In
the Hollow Lotos Land’: Discord, Order and the Emergence of Stability in Early Bermuda, 1609-1623"
(MA thesis, College of William and Mary, 1992). See also John G. Reid, “European Expectations of
Acadia and the Bermudas, 1603-1624,” in Social History 40:319-335 (1987).
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new community. The settlers were all volunteers, “entised with hope of gaine” to a land they had
heard lavishly praised in the accounts of the wreck and miraculous recovery of the Sea Venture's
company. Having extended its charter to include Bermuda earlier that year, the Virginia Company
recruited and sponsored these pioneers and held a lottery to fund the settlement of the island. In
light of the “aydefull vicinitie of the place to that colony of theirs,” company members initially
sought to develop the island as a better means of supplying the still-struggling Virginia venture
with food, much as Sir George Somers had attempted to do before his untimely death in 1610.2
The appearance of the Plough must have greatly cheered Christopher Carter, Edward
Waters, and Edward Chard, the three men left behind by Matthew Somers when he had brought his
uncle’s body back to England. They had established a small plantation on Smith’s Island in St.
George’s Harbour, where they had cleared several fields and planted com, tobacco, “Indian
beans,” and pumpkins, hunted the island’s wild hogs and turtles, salted a good supply of meat, and
built cabins out of framed timbers and boards they had sawn.3 These examples of cooperation,
however, contrasted sharply with the general contentiousness of their relationship. Carter, it was
said, had to hide all of their weapons, lest blood be shed during their many disagreements and
chose “rather to live among enemies (for so wer they novve) than by Ioseing them to live all alone.”
After two years without sighting a ship, the three men had set aside their differences and agreed to
build a boat to sail for Newfoundland, where they hoped to meet a ship that could return them to
England, but this scheme was cast aside when the Plough threaded its way through the eastern

2Butler, 17; Norwood, Insularum de la Bermuda Detectio. 6; Barbour 11:353; Lewis Hughes,
Letter Sent into England. 4. On George Keith and other Bermudian clergymen, see Gregory
Shipley, ‘Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles: The Rise and Development of Puritanism in Bermuda
and the Bahamas, 1609-1684” (ThD. diss., Westminster Theological Seminary, 1989), 48-106.
T h e seeds for the Indian Com, beans, and pumpkins probably came from Virginia when Sir
George Somers returned in 1611. According to Jourdain, “very good tobacco” was already
growing on the island; Jourdain, Discovery. 113.
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channel and emerged in the cut between St. David’s and Paget Islands and anchored near their
settlement (figure I-I).4
Governor Moore was glad to find the three men alive and well but was even more delighted
to find the store of food that these men had amassed, which would go a long way toward
maintaining the newly arrived settlers. Moore disembarked the passengers onto Smith’s Island and
set them to work clearing more land and building temporary shelters. While at work, the governor
heard rumors that Carter, Chard, and Waters had found an enormous piece of ambergris and were
attempting to smuggle it to England without his knowledge. Ambergris was a substance secreted
by sperm whales that occasionally washed up on the shore; it was used in the perfume industry and
fetched an incredibly high price. Moore interviewed Chard, who denied all knowledge, but
Christopher Carter revealed the plot and implicated Captain Davis of the Plough and Master
Edwin Kendall, one of the colonists. Moore seized the two men and imprisoned them —a move
that almost brought the crew of the Plough and the settlers to blows —but eventually the governor
took hold of the ambergris and released a recalcitrant Davis and Kendall from his custody. The
ship departed with Kendall and a few settlers who had proved troublesome, and an undistracted
Moore set to work establishing a permanent colony on Bermuda.5

4Butler, 17-20; Barbour 11:351-52. Today, Smith’s Island is barely inhabited. There is little
there except an 18th-century whaling station and a mansion house built by Dr. George Forbes
around 1770. As a result, an archaeological investigation stands a good chance of revealing the
farmstead set up by Chard, Waters, and Carter —Bermuda’s first plantation.
5Butler, 20-23; Barbour, 0:352-55. The size of the ambergris chunk reported by
contemporaries varied widely, but all agree that it was the “greatest peece of Amber-Greece that
the world is knowen ever yet to have had in one Iumpe.” Butler stated it weighed “ninescore,” or
180 pounds; John Smith reported “fourscore,” or 80 pounds; Matthew Somers tried to claim part
of the value on behalf of his late uncle and stated the weight was 160 pounds. Regardless, at £3
an ounce, it was worth a fortune. Nathaniel Butler reported that Kendall and Davis plotted to hire
a West Country barque and sack the fledgling Bermuda colony to capture the whole piece of
ambergris for themselves, but the Virginia Company caught wind of it and the two fled England to
escape arrest; Butter, 27.
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Figure 1-1. Detail from Richard Norwood’s 1616/17 survey, showing S t George’s and
Southampton/Castle Harbours and the string of forts built by Governor Richard Moore.
Southampton Fort is on “Moores Iland” by the King’s Castle and Fort S t Catherine is
listed as Sandys Fort on the northeastern tip of S t George’s Island. Smith’s Island, where
Carter, Chard and Waters lived, is to the north o f S t David’s Island and the Town of S t
George is below Warwick Fort (John Speed, “A Map o f the Sommer Hands...,” 1626).
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Moore soon moved the seat of his government from Smith’s Island to St. George’s Island,
where he found a lush valley and a supply of fresh water near a natural inlet suitable for docking
boats. The site was much better situated than the earlier Sea Venture encampment on the
southeastern tip of St. George’s Island and was for larger than the tiny sixty-one-acre island where
Carter, Chard, and Waters had settled. The settlers, after their hard work erecting shelters on
Smith’s Island, may have been discouraged but they soon set to work erecting more “smale cabbins
of Palmitoe leaves” in the Town of St. George. This small settlement was the island’s only urban
center until 1793 and served as the colony’s capital for over two centuries. It has the distinction of
being the oldest inhabited English town in the Western Hemisphere.6
On August 2, 1612, Moore interrupted the building of the town to call a public meeting at
his house, where he proposed a set of articles to govern the settlement —a compact to form the
basis of the community. Adherence to the Church of England, keeping the Sabbath, and a
prohibition against swearing bound the settlement to God, while professions of loyalty to King
James and a promise not to “purloine or imbesell” the commodities of the island (Moore must have
had ambergris in mind) appealed to investors back in England. Moore’s biggest concern, however,
was the vulnerability of the infant colony, “farre remote from our native soile of England,” to
enemy attack. Moore must have been greatly relieved when the colonists pledged “manfully to
fight as true English men, for the defense of the Commonwealth we live in and the Gospell wee
profess” and not “cowardly yeeld up” to any enemy. Thus within a month of their arrival, Moore
and the settlers had negotiated a local constitution to govern the new colony and create a stable

6English settlements at Roanoke and Newfoundland, and Jamestown and the few plantations in
Virginia established prior to 1612 have all since fallen into ruin and are no longer inhabited. On
the history and evolution of the Town of St. George, see Michael Jarvis, Bermuda’s Architectural
Heritage: St. George’s (Bermuda National Trust, 1997), ch. 1-8.
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community.7
With this mandate, Moore had the colonists erect a fort on the southern tip of Paget Island
to guard the entrance into St. George’s Harbour. He also raised two cannon out of the wreck of
the Sea Venture and placed one on nearby Governor’s Island and the other on Castle Island, “ther
to make a shewe for the time” in guarding the large harbor there until a more substantial
fortification could be built. A hard task-master, Moore was resisted by two outspoken settlers and
minister George Keith, who compared him in a sermon to a Pharoah who “did grinde the face of
the poore.” The governor responded to this challenge to his authority by forcing Keith to
apologize and threatening to hang his other critics, after which the colony returned to its former
peaceful industriousness. After Paget’s Fort was finished, Moore built a framed church on one of
the hills overlooking the town but the site was too exposed to the wind and the poorly built
structure blew down. Moore, a carpenter by trade, then framed a second, less substantial church
“of Palmitoe leaves” on the site where St. Peter’s Church now stands and used the timber from the
framed church to build “a pretye hansome house contrived into the fashion of a crosse” for himself
in the center of St. George’s, which became the governor’s official residence for the next seventy

7Silvester Jourdain, A Plaine Description of the Barmodas. now called the Sommer Ilands (London,
1613), reprinted in Lefroy, 1:63-64. See also Laird, “Hollow Lotos Land,” 21-22. There is a growing
debate around the expectations and underlying structure of early colonial governments. Neil Kennedy
asserts that the Bermudian and, to a lesser degree, Virginian colonization was motivated by utopian and
spiritual ideals, while Andrew Fitzmaurice has advanced that civic humanism provided a guiding model.
It is noteworthy that Moore and his settlers chose to refer to their settlement as a “commonwealth.” The
two views are by no means mutually exclusive and settlers probably subscribed to a mixture of sentiments
and ideals, but it should be noted that while the blatant materialism that historians often ascribe to
colonists may have driven later emigrants, the founders were predominantly motivated by more
ideological and complex influences. Neil Kennedy, “Imagining Arcadia and Conceiving Bermuda, 16091622,” WMO 3rd. ser., forthcoming; Andrew Fitzmaurice, “The Civic Solution to the Crisis of English
Colonisation, 1609-1625,” working paper 97-04, presented at the second International Seminar on the
History of the Atlantic World, 1500-1800 (Harvard University, 1997).
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years (figure 1-2).8
Moore was putting the finishing touches to “his masterpeece,” a large cedar-framed tripod
tower for sighting approaching vessels out to sea which he called The Mount, when the colony’s
first supply ship arrived in March 1613. The Elizabeth brought thirty passengers and muchneeded tools and equipment to Bermuda. It also brought an order from the Virginia Company for
Moore to send all the ambergris he had recovered back to England on this vessel. After
deliberation, however, Moore placed the colony’s local and immediate needs over those of the
company and only sent a third of the total, reasoning that the ambergris was “the onely loadstone
[magnet] to draw from England still more supplies.” In June, the Martha arrived with sixty
passengers and a similar order, but again Moore shipped only another third of the total. This
disobedience earned Moore a number of enemies among the chief investors of the cash-strapped
Virginia Company, who were desperate for some source of profit after their massive expenditures
in settling and maintaining Virginia. The Elizabeth was once again dispatched in late 1613 with
another forty passengers and returned with the remainder of the ambergris to London. When sold,
the ambergris fetched over £8,000, a sum that not only met all of the debts that the Company had
spent up to that point on the Bermuda venture, but also yielded a substantial dividend for the
investors; unlike the Virginia enterprise, the Somers Island colony turned an immediate profit for
its London backers, which inspired confidence and led to more intensive and sustained

*ButIer, 23-26; Barbour, 11:354-55. The parish church of St. George’s was christened St.
Peter’s during the visit of Bishop Inglis of Nova Scotia in 1826. During the same visit, Bermuda’s
other parish churches also received saints’ names. I have refrained from using the modem
appellations of Bermuda’s churches during the colonial period to avoid anachronism. For Moore’s
Fort Paget and his other forts, see Edward Harris, Bermuda Forts. 1612-1957 (Mangrove Bay,
Bermuda, 1997X ch. 3
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Figure 1-2. The Town o f St. George. The house with the flags is Governor Richard
Moore’s 1612 mansion. To the north is the town church, completed by Christmas 1619.
The inlet was filled in by the late 1740s and is now buried beneath the King’s Square in
modern-day St. George’s. The inset is Warwick Fort, built by Gov. Richard Moore and
unproved by Gov. Nathaniel Butler (John Smith, “The Summer Ds,” 1624).
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development.9
Between these supplies, Moore kept the colonists busy. Word arrived with the Elizabeth
that Moore should “prepare with all expedition for their defense” against the Spanish, who planned
to drive the English off the island. Moore moved his best men to “Gumett's Head,” or Castle
Island, and began fortifying the place. After he had mounted a number of cannon there, he shifted
the men to Governor’s Island and “with much adoe” built a platform and redoubt called Smith’s
Fort that, with Paget’s Fort, created a deadly close-range crossfire across the entrance to St.
George’s Harbour. He also started work on Warwick Fort, a large redoubt, or tower, set on a hill
to the north of the town that could shell the harbor and serve as a refuge for the colony’s women
and children during an attack (figure 1-3).10
9The Elizabeth (master Robert Adams) and Martha (Thomas Bab) had long passages, for they
both proceeded to Virginia before returning to England. The Martha arrived in London on 24
September 1613 with 866 ounces of ambergris declared to be worth £2,598; The Elizabeth
followed on31 May 1614 and carried 207 ounces worth £621. A fourth shipment of 120 ounces
of ambergris, worth £360 and not mentioned by Smith or Butler, arrived on 21 July 1614 in the
Margaret (Thomas Bab), but this might have been recovered at a later date and not part of the
original lump. It was probably a good thing that Moore rationed the supply of ambergris, for the
sudden arrival of such a large amount would have depressed the London market price of that
commodity and netting a smaller profit for the Virginia Company. By dividing the ambergris
between three voyages, Moore also ensured that the entire quantity might not be lost to shipwreck
or embezzled by dishonest captains; Butler, 27-31; Barbour, 11:355-56; “Lord Sackville’s Papers
Respecting Virginia, 1612-1631.” American Historical Review 26:496-7 (1921). The exact
disposition of the sale of the ambergris is unclear. In 1622, Matthew Somers claimed that it had
been sold for £12,000 and demanded a share, on the grounds that the men who found it were agents
of his late uncle, Sir George Somers, before the Virginia Company’s charter had been extended to
include Bermuda. The Virginia Company pointed out that Matthew Somers was not his uncle’s
heir and had no claim to the ambergris. The lumps were given to the Somers Island under
company, but the governor and treasurer had embezzled two-thirds of the value. None of these
claims can be verified by surviving documentation, however. Kingsbury, RVCL 0:46-49.
1#The investors in London rightly feared for their colony. Henry, earl of Northampton, wrote to King
James I that the ambergris and seed pearls sent out of Bermuda, “the Devilles of the Bennudos love not
better to retaine than the angels of Castile doo to recover.” A letter intercepted in Lisbon, dated February
21, 1613, related that thirteen ships, including eight caravels furnished “in a warlike manner,” were
loading with soldiers in Cadiz, intent on reducing Bermuda or Virginia. Six months later, Sir John
Digbye in Madrid warned Sir Dudley Carleton that the Spanish Council of War “have set about the
overthrowing of our new plantation in the Bermudas” in a letter dated August 15,1613. CSP (C) 1:14;
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Figure 1-3. This engraving of Fort Paget and Smith’s Fort illustrates the deadly crossfire
that gnarrfcyi the channel into St. George’s Harbour and the Town of S t George (John
Smith, “The Summer Ils,” 1624).
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When not engaged in these martial pursuits, Moore experimented with tobacco cultivation,
using seeds from the tobacco that Carter, Chard, and Waters had grown before his arrival. His
first trial was “very fayre in the growth” but was mostly spoiled because no one knew how to dry
or cure the leaves. By the time the Elizabeth departed with the last of the ambergris around
January 1614, however, Moore had perfected his skills enough to ship home 170 pounds of
“pudding,” or rolled tobacco, the first English-grown tobacco sent home from the New World.11
Governor Moore’s fortifications, as it turned out, were completed in the nick of time. In
December 1613, two strange sails were sighted by a guard posted at Moore’s fort on Gurnet Head.
As the vessels approached, the soldiers saw that the lead ship was being towed toward Castle
Harbour by its skiff, which was sounding the channel ahead. They sent out a boat of their own to
investigate, but refused an invitation issued —in broken English —to come aboard the strange
vessel, whereupon they signaled the town. Governor Moore rushed to the fort from St. George’s
and quickly concluded that the ships were hostile. He first tried to capture the leading skiff with
two boats manned with soldiers, but it retreated back to the ship when approached. The governor,
who was a very good gunner, then personally fired “a shott at randome” and found the ships well
within range. A second shot caused them both to cut their mainsheets and beat a hasty retreat to
sea. The vessels, it was later discovered, were in feet Spanish merchantmen endeavoring to take on

9:#68, 78; Harris, Bermuda Forts. 45-71.
"Butler, 27-29; Barbour 11:256. The Elizabeth (Robert Adams) arrived in London on May 31,
1614 with sassafras roots, sturgeon and caviar from Virginia and the aforementioned ambergris,
133 pounds of white coral and 170 pounds of tobacco from Bermuda. Four months later, the
Margaret (Thomas Bab) brought an additional 61 pounds o f Bermudian pudding tobacco to
England. Earlier historians unfamiliar with Bermudian colonization have erroneously thought that
this tobacco was grown in Virginia, but there is no evidence of active cultivation at this early date,
when the colony was still at war with the Powhatan Confederation; Susan Hillier, “The Trade of
the Virginia Colony, 1606-1660,” (PhD dissertation, University of Liverpool, 1972), 516-20;
“Lord Sackville’s Papers,” AHR 26:496.
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fresh water and reconnoiter an island they thought uninhabited.12
The fortuitous outcome of the engagement masked a desperate, almost comic, scene on
Castle Island. Moore had only twenty men to man the fort, many of whom were “very weake and
feeble with want of foode,” and only four mounted cannon. During the fray, the single barrel of
gunpowder that the colony possessed was accidentally knocked over and spilled under the muzzle
of one of the cannon; miraculously, it did not ignite and explode when the gun was fired. A
burning match from one o f the muskets fell among a pile of paper musket cartridges but likewise
failed to kindle. And the ranging shots that Moore fired used two of the three cannonballs in the
fort! In light of these “direct demonstrations of heavenly assistance,” Moore and his men
afterwards “publickly gave thancks to God” as they watched the enemy ships depart.13
Although Moore had successfully met the Spanish threat, he found new problems
demanding his attention in the new year. The feverish fort-building of the autumn came at a price:
the governor had not spared enough labor to plant sufficient com to feed his colony. He had also
confined all of the colonists, upon pain of death, to St. George’s Island, which was rapidly
deforested by colonists in search of food, firewood, and building material. The arrival of a Spanish
prize laden with grain, commanded by Daniel Elfrith and an English crew, must have seemed like a
godsend but the temporary relief afforded by the meal was more than offset by the rats that swam
ashore from the ship, ’‘the first that the ilands ever sawe.” The impact of the introduction of
rodents on the environment was devastating. With no natural predators, the rats began “a soudaine
multiplyinge [of] themselves by an infinite encrease” so that within a year, they had virtually over-

I2ButIer, 31. During the years he had served as a ship’s carpenter, Moore had undoubtedly
served in many naval engagements and had considerable experience handling cannon. For the
Spanish side of the event, see the Declaration of Captain Domingo de Ulivarri, Archives of the
Indies (Seville), Santo Domingo 272 reprinted in Harris, Bermuda Forts. 64-65.
I3Butler, 32.
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run the island. The few fields that Moore had planted fell victim to the rodent scourge.14
Moore’s difficulties in feeding his people and combating the rat plague were compounded
in March 1614 when two more ships arrived from England carrying 280 passengers; in two days,
the population of the colony more than doubled to about 460 settlers. With the aborted Spanish
“attack” fresh in his mind, Moore set the newcomers to work adding to the island’s defenses. They
built a large fort at Gurnet’s Head, the King’s Castle, and erected St. Catherine’s Fort on the
northern tip of St. George’s Island. The Virginia Company sent out new cannon with the
passengers to arm these forts and a soldier named Lower as the colony’s marshal to teach the
settlers to fight.15
Two weeks later, another ship and two pinnaces arrived with more passengers, and the
colony’s population surpassed 600. Moore received word from London that the investors wanted
him to begin clearing and settling the much larger “Main,” as the main island of Bermuda was
called, but the governor thought it still premature to disperse the settlers in light of the recent
Spanish visit.16 Instead, he set the most recent arrivals to work on yet another fortification
(Pembroke Fort on Cooper’s Island) and in building a “slope bridge” at the wharf in St. George’s
“for the esie shoreinge [landing] of goodes.”17 When word reached London that Moore had refused

1‘Butler, 33-34.
15Butler, 36-38.
wMoore had witnessed the disastrous results attending the dispersal of the 600 settlers who arrived in
Virginia in the third supply fleet; they had been placed on small settlements along the James River, where
they angered and were attacked by local Indian tribes. Others, led by newly arrived “gentlemen” from
England, rebelled against President John Smith’s authority. Famine, disease, and Indian warfare had
killed nine out of ten emigrants in the third supply by the time the Patience and Deliverance reached
Virginia. Barbour, 11:218-34.
I7Butler, 39. Moore might also have delayed the expansion of the colony onto the main island
because a survey of the land, done by Richard Norwood on company orders, had not yet been
completed. Norwood related in his diary that Governor Moore forbade any boat from venturing
past Burnt Point, the westernmost tip of St. George's Island. Nevertheless, the surveyor made
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to halt his building campaign and begin the profitable development of the main island, the investors
cursed their colonial governor and “vexed him to the very soul.” They were already piqued at the
long delay in delivering of the ambergris, and one “eminent and leadinge sperit” in the company
hoped that King James would recall Moore and hang him. In their thirst for monetary returns, they
failed to appreciate that Moore’s forts safeguarded their future enjoyment of the island; the short
sighted investors regarded the fortifications only as a drain on their resources and a waste of labor
that might be more profitably employed in growing tobacco or diving for pearls. The general
opinion in London was that it was time for the company to look for a new governor.18
By the summer of 1614, the supply of food sent out with the new settlers was nearly gone.
Moore had once again neglected to spare enough workmen for planting com in his quest to
complete his fortifications at a time when the growing number of rats ravaged the settlers’ fields
and rooted up their crops. Moore had no choice but to break with his policy of confining all the
settlers to St. George’s Island. Over the winter of 1614-15, he sent 150 to Cooper’s Island and
The Main, where they fed themselves by catching birds and fish.19 Only a few soldiers and skilled
workmen (masons, bricklayers and carpenters) were employed finishing the forts and fed out of the
dwindling public store of grain. In the midst of this famine, a mysterious and painless illness
called “the feagues” broke out, whose chief symptom was acute fatigue. Victims o f the malady
who lived communally recovered over time, but those afflicted in dispersed settlements perished
frequent trips at night to Somerset Island in a dugout canoe that he had built himself. Craven,
Journal of Richard Norwood, xxv, 53-56.
l8Butler, 39-40.
l9Minister Lewis Hughes, a strong supporter of Moore, held those settlers sent to Cooper’s Island in
contempt, calling them a “lazie-starving crue” who brought the famine upon themselves by “too greedily”
planting tobacco instead of com. John Smith described the 150 settlers as those “most weake and sicke.”
Hughes, Plaine and True Relation. 7; Barbour 11:357. The main island of Bermuda has been called, at
various times, Bermuda Island and The Main; see G. Daniel Blagg, The Bermuda Atlas and Gazetteer
(Dover, 1997), ch. 1.
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because they lacked the energy to feed themselves. The desperate state of the colony forced
Governor Moore to dispatch the pinnace Edwin to England to urgently request that provisions be
sent to the struggling island. The bad news was slightly offset by a quantity of tobacco that Moore
had grown and “bred up to a tollorable perfection,” which he hoped might appease the impatient
investors.20
The relief ship Welcome duly arrived laden with “English com,” a portion of which was
immediately distributed among the colonists who had returned to the Town of St. George. The
arrival of the Welcome coincided with the expiration of Moore’s three-year term as governor.
With little encouragement and no instruction from the company, Moore opted to return to England
to collect his salary, now three years in arrears. He appointed six “governors” to oversee the
colony, each to take a monthly term as leader, and a council of twelve other men to assist the
governors in managing the colony. In form, the provisional government established by Moore was
strikingly democratic, with rotating officers and a bicameral composition. Moore then departed for

“ Over the next three years, the colonists combated the rats on many fronts. The company sent
“ratsbane” (poison) out from England, along with many cats and dogs. Settlers fired the forest,
which burned “a half a mile or more” before they were extinguished. After the “feagues” and
threat of starvation had subsided, the rats continued to hinder the colony and occupy much o f the
settlers' time and labor. Planters had to sew their com fields five or six time because “the ratts did
eat it out of the ground before it came out.” Governor Daniel Tucker conscripted settlers to
collectively clear land in Somerset Island to grow com for the public coffers, since that locale was
“not soe much anoyed” by rats as other tribes. Robert Rich spent much of his time in
Southampton tribe setting stone traps “which hath destroyed many thousands of them in a night,”
rather than in the more profitable tasks of clearing fields and planting tobacco; he requested that
his brother, Sir Nathaniel Rich, send over better rat poison and two or three of the “ratt ketchers”
so common to London’s streets. Thanks to these efforts, the rat population was on the decline by
1617. In May, Tucker wrote that the rats “are almost overcome in divers places, especially in St.
George’s.” The following winter was cold and wet, and these climatic conditions, combined with
the multitude o f cats and dogs hunting them, brought the depredations of the rats to a reasonable
level. The Puritan colonists asserted that “God, by his owne hand, in great mercy, swept them all
away in an instant,” rather than crediting human or natural agency. Regardless, the disappearance
of the rodent scourge meant that food cultivation in Bermuda could expand to a degree that freed
the colony from reliance on England for provisions. Ives, Rich Papers. 14, 17-18, 24, 87; Butler,
40-42, 90-92; Norwood, Insularum. 6-8.
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England in the Welcome in the summer of 1615.21

Moore’s term as governor was remarkably successful. In contrast to the first three years
of the Virginia colony, where much of the colony’s labor, energy, and attention was directed at
coming to terms with the native population, Governor Moore efficiently channeled most of the
settlement’s resources toward development. In St. George’s he founded a town and built enough
houses to accommodate nearly 500 settlers. He discovered a profitable staple in tobacco, which
was successfully cultivated and sent home to company investors. His skillful handling of the
ambergris mutiny soon after his arrival and minister Keith’s later challenge to his authority won
the respect of the colonists and instilled in them a respect for civil authority in general, even if his
low birth failed to command a similar respect among the noble investors of the Virginia Company
back in London. Most importantly, the nine forts he built and his successful defense of the colony
against a “Spanish invasion” strengthened England’s claim to Bermuda and secured for the
company future possession of the island.22 Unfortunately for investors and colonists alike, much of

21Moore arrived in London, but initially maintained a low profile in order to avoid creditors who
wished to prosecute him for debt. He took lodging in a house on Milford Lane in an area of London near
St. Martin in the Fields that subsequently became known colloquially as “The Bermudoes.” The Virginia
Company members were startled to discover that their Bermuda governor had returned unbidden, but after
Moore's assurance that the colony was thriving and in good hands, the company secured him protection
from his creditors and awarded him eight shares of stock (equivalent to 200 acres of land) for his salary.
Butler, 44-46; Barbour 11:358.
Moore never returned to Bermuda. Richard Norwood asserted that Moore later joined Sir Walter
Raleigh's ill-fated expedition to Guiana, launched in 1617. He spent three yean building nine or ten forts
and training settlers to fight and adapt to the New World —essentially a repetition of his Bermuda
experience. He died there in 1622. Richard Norwood, Insularum de la Bermuda Detectio. ca. 1622, mss.
in the John Carter Brown Library, f. 5. Richard Moore might be the R.M. who wrote Newes of Sir Walter
Rauleieh. with the True Description of Guiana (London, 1618) in November 1617. Moore’s name,
however, is not mentioned in Joyce Lorimer’s collection of documents relating to the Guiana colony,
English and Irish Settlement on the River Amazon 1550-1646 (Hakluyt Society, 2nd ser., no. 171,
London, 1989).
22Moore’s nine forts were the King’s Castle, Charles Fort, and Pembroke Fort, Smith’s Fort, Paget’s
Fort, Gates’ Fort, Warwick Castle, a battery at the town of St. George’s and SL Catherine’s Fort
Together these fortifications guarded the only two harbors open to ocean-going vessels. Many of these
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Moore’s hard work was undone by the negligence of his immediate successors.23

“Mis-rule of the Six”
Richard Moore’s scheme of “government by committee” went awry almost as soon as the
Welcome vanished over the horizon. The six men he chose were, in the words of a later governor,
“insufficient and dangerous,” but “neither wer ther any better at that time to be found.” Edward
Waters and Christopher Carter were chosen because of their long residence on the island, extending
back before Moore himself arrived. Captains Miles Kendall and John Mansfield were probably
appointed for their military backgrounds. The other two governors were Thomas Knight, formerly
a ship’s master, and Charles Caldicott, the assistant to surveyor Richard Norwood.24 Within a
month of Moore's departure, three of the governors abandoned their post for the high seas. Knight,
Caldicott and Waters outfitted Elfrith’s rat-bearing Spanish prize frigate and left for the West
Indies, ostensibly to procure plants and provisions. They recruited thirty-two settlers —far more
than was needed simply to sail the ship — and departed on a voyage that quickly devolved into

forts were later unproved or rebuilt by later governors. Barbour, 11:354. See also J.C. Amell, The Early
Forts of Bermuda (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1985); Norman Barka and Edward Harris, “The 1993
Archaeological Investigations at Castle Island, Bermuda,” in BJAMH 6:1-80 (1994); Harris, Bermuda
Forts, ch. 3.
“Other scholars are perhaps more critical of Moore’s term as governor. Charles Andrews judged that
he had been “a good carpenter but a poor governor” because he abdicated his post to six incompetents
before his term of office had expired. Matthew Laird felt that Moore’s achievements were eclipsed by “the
crippling cost of widespread famine, disaffection and unruliness among those sent to labor” in the new
colony. Although Bermuda’s first governor might have depended too heavily on harvesting the island’s
natural resources to feed the colonists, in the end it must be remembered that few died of starvation and
that Moore consistently maintained order throughout his administration. His performance was sufficient
to attract the attention of Sir Walter Raleigh, the “father of English colonial expansion,” who recruited
him to help found a colony in Guiana; Andrews, Colonial Period. 1:217; Laird, “Hollow Lotos Land,” 33.
J4ButJer, 44; Barbour 11:358; Craven, Journal. 56-57. For reasons unknown, Butler omits the names of
the six governors in his Historve.
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piracy and that ended in disaster.23
The three governors who remained in Bermuda, led by Mansfield, immediately commenced
to squander all of the public stores; he that could “drink deepest, bowle [the] best saker shott in the
govemours garden, and winne [the] most loblolly [porridge]’' was “esteemed highest” in St.
George’s. To perpetuate this holiday, the governors forged a petition from the settlers asking them
not to surrender their authority to any company-appointed governors sent out of England. The
colony’s leading minister, Lewis Hughes, discovered the plot and the following Sunday gave a
sermon publicly declaring the illegality of the governors’ scheme, and importuned his congregation
not to support this “rebellious and mutinous” petition. Mansfield left the church in a rage and
charged Hughes with mutiny. Mr. Fosseth, another critic of the governors, was hung up by his
hands and feet at the town wharf “in grievous paine” without even benefit of a trial. Hughes was
tried by an “assize” called by Mansfield and composed of a hand-picked jury, which not
surprisingly, condemned him for his “contempt of authority.” Hughes was stripped of his ministry
and confined to a little island.26 This gross abuse of power was too much for the colonists, who
protested Hughes’ sentence and balked at carrying it out. They asserted that '‘they were starved

“Instead of the West Indies, the frigate went to the Canary Islands, where the company captured a
Portuguese vessel. Their initial success was short-lived; the prize was captured the following day by a
French rover. Knight then made for the West Indies, but en route the frigate foundered. The survivors
reached "a desolate iland" in their boats and were eventually rescued by another English pirate vessel.
Butler, 47; Barbour 11:359. The pious Richard Norwood, who refused to join the expedition, reported that
the vessel was taken by the Spanish and that most of the men were hanged. Craven. Journal. 57.
“Butler, 48-58; Barbour 11:359-60; Hughes, Letter to the Privy Council. 3. Lewis Hughes arrived in
Bermuda early in 1613, probably on the Elizabeth. He was an important figure in early Bermudian
history. Wesley Frank Craven went so far as to call him “the first Puritan minister of prominence in an
English colony^ and, for his Letter Sent to England (1615), arguably the first American author. On
Hughes, see Shipley, Turbulent Times. 76-102; Wesley Frank Craven, “Lewis Hughes’ ‘Plaine and Tme
Relation of the Goodnes of God Toward the Sommer Islands,’” in WMO 2nd ser., 17:56-89 (1937);
George Watson Cole, “Lewis Hughes, The Militant Minister of the Bermudas and His Printed Works,”
Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society 37:247-311 (1927). Richard Norwood was equally
critical of Mansfield’s character, asserting that he was “a man much addicted to deboist and evil
practices”; Craven, Journal. 56.
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ynough in their bodyes already” and would not stand to let the governor “starve their soules too.”
Keith, the other minister, preached “so lamely as they could receive no edification by it.” In the
contest between civil and spiritual authority, Hughes emerged the victor. Mansfield was wise
enough not to enforce the sentence and risk a popular uprising.27
After the storm of controversy during Mansfield’s month as governor, Bermuda enjoyed
two months of relative peace under the leadership of Christopher Carter and Miles Kendall. The
Edwin arrived from England with a cargo of liquor and other supplies that were soon embezzled by
the governors and their cronies. The captain was deprived of a return freight for England, since no
work had been done nor any commodities cultivated since Moore’s departure. Doubtless, the
Edwin brought sobering news home to the London investors about the anarchy and idleness that
had descended upon their colony. As Mansfield and his men “dayly and hourely wallowed in their
swineish excesses,” Moore’s forts decayed, the colony’s few boats were lost, and the setders left
St. George’s to fend for themselves elsewhere on the island.2*
The chaos rampant in the colony contrasted sharply with the reorganization of the
company that had launched the venture. In 1614 the Virginia Company surrendered their claim to
King James I, who chartered a new joint-stock corporation, the Somers Island Company. The
company had 117 investors, many of whom also held Virginia Company shares and was led by Sir
Thomas Smith, who was also involved in the Virginia and East India Companies. The new charter
gave the investors near-absolute authority in governing life in the colony, a secure tide to the

^ u d e r, 56. Keith, perhaps out of self-interest, sided with Mansfield rather than supporting his fellow
Hughes maintained that Keith was “no Minister, but a poore scholler that cunningly had got
himselfe sent over for a minister”; Hughes. Letter to the Priw Council. 4. See also Shipley, “Turbulent
Times,” 70-75.
minister

“Butler, 60; Barbour 11:360.
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island, and state aid in case of foreign aggression.29 The members of the newly formed company
must have been horrified at the account given by the captain of the Edwin upon his return. They
immediately resolved to find a strong, experienced, and capable leader to put Bermuda back on
course toward profitability and improvement. They chose Captain Daniel Tucker, a man already
familiar with the demands of establishing and maintaining a colony in the New World. He had
ventured to Virginia in 1608 with the second supply ship and was thus one o f the few Virginia
Company investors who had emigrated personally. In the five years after his arrival in Virginia,
Tucker served in a variety of colonial offices: cape merchant, provost marshall, “truck master,”
councillor, and vice admiral. He survived the “Starving Time” of 1609-10 and numerous
skirmishes with Indians during the first Anglo-Powhatan war of 1610-1614. Soldier, planter,
entrepreneur — Daniel Tucker possessed ail of the qualities needed to whip a flagging settlement
back into shape.30
Governor Tucker was not sent unarmed in his mission to restore order and discipline in

^ o r the backgrounds of individual investors, see chapter 2 and Craven, Introduction. 29-35.
Soon after the return of the Sea Venture survivors, Bermuda was annexed by Virginia Company,
who secured an amendment to its original charter to include the island. Seven noble investors
purchased Bermuda from the Virginia Company in 1612: Lord DeLaWar (£500), the earls of
Pembroke (£400), Southampton (£350), Salisbury (£333), Suffolk (£200), and Lincoln (£50), and
Sir Thomas Smith (£145). Only Pembroke, Southampton and Smith stuck with the venture in
1615; the rest sold out to new investors. A Declaration of the State of the Colonie and Affairs of
Virginia (London, 1620). King James I’s Letters Patent to the Somers Island Company were
granted on 22 February 1615/16; BCR FRAG A: 1-13 (reprinted in Lefroy, 1:83-98). For an
alphabetical list o f 1615 investors, see Lefroy, 1:99-100. For composition, see Henry Wilkinson,
Adventurers of Bermuda. 96-98. George Rushe argues that this transfer made Bermuda a royal
colony (albeit temporarily), giving modem Bermuda the distinction of being the oldest colony in the
British Empire in “Bermuda: The Oldest Jewel in the Crown,” Bermuda M ag azin e (forthcoming).
“Cape merchant was a post analogous to quartermaster, a manager of public stores. “Truckmaster”
was the officer in charge of trading with local Indians in Virginia. Butler asserted that Daniel Tucker was
proposed as governor by his brother, George, the “prime searcher” of customs at Gravesend and a Somers
Island Company investor, Kingsbury, RVCL 1:214; Butler, 69-70; Barbour 11:190, 282; George Percy, “A
Trewe Relacyon of the Proceedings...in Virginia from... 1609 untill... 1612,” in Tyler's Quarterly Historical
and Genealogical Magazine 3:265-67 (1922) quoted in Laird, “Hollow Lotos Land,” 44n.
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Bermuda. The now-legitimately chartered Somers Island Company issued a commission to Tucker
in February 1616, clearly delineating his powers and responsibilities and establishing the model for
civil government in Bermuda. He was instructed to restore order by requiring compulsory church
attendance and empowered to “punishe and correct” anyone who resisted or opposed his authority.
Once this had been accomplished, Tucker could get on with the more important task of making a
profit for the Somers Island Company.31

Daniel Tucker, The Planter
The arrival of Governor Tucker on May 16, 1616 in the George greatly troubled the three
remaining governors, Mansfield, Carter, and Kendall. They had resolved not to surrender
leadership of the colony to anyone dispatched from England and sent a message to Tucker saying
so. The new governor calmly responded by taking possession of the Castle Harbour forts. Once
the safety of his ship was secured, he boldly went to St. George's, where he read his commission in
the church before the assembled congregation. Mansfield and the others meekly submitted, thus
averting a potentially disastrous contest for control of the island.32
Finding the Bermuda settlers “abborreinge all exacted labour” and unwilling to follow his
commands, Tucker declared martial law and enacted the same measures that Sir Thomas Dale had
in Virginia five years earlier. He turned the 150 or so settlers living in St. George's (the rest had
dispersed themselves on the main island) into a disciplined, efficient work force that assembled
““Instructions to Governor D. Tucker, 1616,” in Lefroy 1:105-19.
“ Butler, 70-75; Barbour 11:362; Letter, Daniel Tucker to Nathaniel Rich, 14 July 1616 in Ives, Rich
Papers. 5-6; Hughes, Letter to the Priw Council. 4-6. The peaceful outcome of the contest between
Mansfield and Tucker may also sprung from a realization that they had become related by marriage; while
in England, Tucker had married Elizabeth Mansfield, a relative of the temporary Bermudian governor.
This may explain why John Mansfield was not punished for his mismanagement of the colony or his
plotted mutiny against the company’s authority. Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 101; Robert D.
Tucker, The Descendants of William Tucker of Throwleigh. Devon (Spartanburg, SC, 1991), 31-35.
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daily to the beat of a drum and labored from dawn until nine a.m. and from three p.m. until sunset.
They cleared fields, felled trees, sowed com and other plants sent out of England,33 squared timbers
and sawed boards under Tucker’s personal supervision. For their exertions, the settlers received
wages in “base” coins minted by the Somers Island Company called “hog money” for the hog
stamped on one side, which was redeemable at the company magazine, or storehouse.34 In June
1616, Governor Tucker called the first legitimate assize at St. George’s, which he used to further
consolidate his authority. John Wood, a joiner, had challenged Tucker by publicly voicing
contempt for the governor’s supremacy. The court found Wood guilty of mutiny and he was
hanged on Gallows Island in St. George’s Harbour near the town five days later. Thus Tucker
demonstrated that his power extended over life, and that the settlers should “take heed how they
provoked” their governor in the future.35
During the summer, Tucker presided over one of the most important shifts in the colony’s
early history —the transition from public, corporate labor to private land ownership and

“These plants included grape vines, aniseed, fennel, marjoram, and basil. By 1617, Lewis Hughes
reported that the vines that came with Tucker “prosper well”; Ives, Rich Papers. 13; Lefroy, 1:117.
^Butler, 75-77; Barbour 11:362. Sir Thomas Dale’s Virginia statutes survive in a pamphlet written by
William Strachey, For the Colony in Virginea Britannia Lawes Divine. Morall and Martiall. etc. (London,
1612; edited by David Flaherty, Charlottesville, 1969). Rather than submit to “meere slavery” under
Tucker, five settlers built a two-ton boat and escaped the island After a harrowing seven-week passage,
they reached Ireland and freedom; Butler, 79-83. The Somers Island Company sent out hog money in the
George with Tucker and authorized its use in Bermuda, but forbade its export Lefroy 1:113. The coins,
minted in twopence, threepence, sixpence and shilling denominations, were in circulation for only a short
time; their worth depended entirely on the faith of the Bermuda settlers since they had no intrinsic value.
Tobacco had became the medium of exchange by 1620, so most hog money was abandoned Very few
examples survive to the present; a cache of the coins was found at Castle Island during archaeological
excavations in 1993 and 1994. See Barka and Harris, “Investigations at Castle Harbour, Bermuda,” 6977.
“ Butler described Wood as “a poor but desperate and open-mouthed Frenchman who, in his cupps
[drunk]. . . saucily and arrogantly spoken to the governor”; Butler, 78-79. The assize has been preserved
in BCR 1:1; besides Wood’s capital offence, several debt cases were resolved Lewis Hughes asserts that
Tucker cudgeled a number of poor people arraigned at this assize and censured them to “remain
perpetuall slaves unto the cullony.” These “slaves,” not mentioned in BCR L out of fear became “painful
[careful] labourers”; Hughes, Letter to the Priw CounciL 7.
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development. The Virginia Company had sent over surveyor Richard Norwood in 1613 to
subdivide the island. His first survey, completed during Moore’s term in office, partitioned the
main island into eight blocks, each of which contained 1,250 acres. Soon after his arrival, Tucker
had Norwood begin the second phase of the survey, in which he subdivided each of the eight large
blocks into fifty “shares” of twenty-five acres. These shares were to be allotted to the original
investors on a par with the number of shares they had purchased. Once the land had been
apportioned, it was then up to the individual investors —now transformed into landlords —to
develop their holding in order to profit from their capital outlay. The twenty-five-acre tracts
tempted many farmers in England to emigrate, for it was comparable or larger in size than the land
that many enjoyed at home.36
Norwood’s second survey, completed in 1617, not only transformed the way English
investors developed Bermuda, but also changed the way the settlers residing on the island
conceived of their new home. As tenants attached to clearly defined pieces of ground, they had the
protection of English common law and legal right to any improvements they made to the land in
their tenure, held in the “Mannor of East Greenwich, in free and Comon Soccage.” Their rents
were individually negotiated with the absentee landowners, resulting in a variety of arrangements.
The physical division of the island took the form o f long, narrow strips stretching from coast to
coast across the land so that each share had a similar proportion of shoreline, hills, and good and
bad soil. Sea access for each share was vital for freighting bulky tobacco crops to St. George’s in
boats when there were few roads or paths and fewer draft animals to haul goods overland. The
company built strong incentives towards neighborhood formation into his survey by assigning a

“Craven, Introduction. 74-90. On the acreage of English husbandmen’s fields, see Richard Dunn,
Sugar and Slaves, 51; W.G. Hoskins, The Midland Peasant: The Economic and Social History of a
Leicestershire Village (London, 1957), 215, 311-13; C.W. Chaikin, Seventeenth-Centurv Kent (London,
1965), 68-70.
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half acre from each share to a common area in each tribe, where planters could cluster in small
townships for mutual support. Many planters neglected to build on these lots at the commons, but
the narrowness of the strips resulted in close clusters of houses in the tribes, usually along the main
road, ponds or shore (figure 1-4).37
The division of the island also lent itself to the organization of a local representative
government within Bermuda. Each of the eight '‘tribes,” as they came to be called, was christened
after a leading investor.

From east to west, they were named for James, marquis of Hamilton

[purchased from Lucy, Countess of Bedford], Sir Thomas Smith (15587-1625), William
Cavendish, earl of Devonshire (d. 1626), William Herbert, earl o f Pembroke (1580-1630),
William, Lord Paget (1572-1629), Robert Rich, earl of Warwick (1587-1658) [originally the land
of Sir Robert Mansell], Henry Wriothseley, earl of Southampton (1573-1624), and Sir Edwin
Sandys (1561-1629). Each was a political unit, represented by a bailiff (later councillor) and after
1620, four assemblymen.38 These changes encouraged a greater commitment on the part of the
settlers toward the colony and fostered the growth of discrete neighborhoods on The Main.
Bermuda shifted in their minds from a temporary place where they hoped to make money before
returning to England to a permanent home where they could raise a family and grow old; this
commitment was a vital step in forming a stable society.39

“ Common areas were located at Bailey’s Bay, Shelly Bay, The Flatts, 12 'A acres surrounding the
Smiths tribe church, Harris’s Bay, Brackish Pond Dock, Abbot’s Bay, Spanish Point, Hungry Bay, Crow
Lane, “Great Turckle Bay” [modem Warwick Long Bay], Little Turtle Bay, and near the Overplus. See
Richard Norwood’s second survey, 1662/63, BCR 6, transcribed in Lefroy, II: 645-717.
“ See chapter 2 for biographical sketches of these individuals.
“Green, Pursuits of Happiness. 42; Craven, Introduction. 74-90. The Somers Island Company charter,
granted by James I in 1615, recognized that all residents of Bermuda and their posterity “shall have and
enjoy all libertyes franchises and immunities of free denizens and naturall subjects within any of our
dominions to all intents and purposes, as if they had beene abiding and borne within this our Kingdome of
England” and that unless abridged by company bye-laws, the colony was to be governed according to the
“Statutes, ordinances and proceedings . . . of this our relme of England.” The king exacted no quitrent
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Figure 1-4. A map of Richard Norwood’s 1616/17 survey, which divided the colony into
400 private shares. Note the long, narrow shape of the shares, designed to give every
planter access to the sea (John Speed, “A Map of the Sommer Hands...,” 1626).
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While Norwood was busily surveying the main island, Tucker experimented with a range
of other commercial pursuits in the hopes of making the colony more profitable for its English
backers. Following company orders, Tucker dispatched the pinnace Edwin to the West Indies for
“Cattle, Cassadoe [cassava], Sugar Canes, negroes to dive for pearles, and what other plants are
there to be had” soon after his arrival. The vessel returned in August 1616 with a rich and diverse
cargo, including plantains, sugar cane, figs, cassava, and pineapples, “all of which were presently
replanted.” It also carried “one Indian and a Negro, the first thes Hands ever had.”40 Tucker kept
the settlers in St. George’s busy cultivating these plants, sowing orange, lemon, and mulberry seeds
sent out from England, and building fences to protect them from the island’s wild hogs. His
experiments were greatly assisted when the supply ship Hopewell arrived, bearing a number of
black slaves skillful in the cultivation of tropical plants.41 Although the sugar cane was found to be
too vulnerable to the wind, the figs, fruit trees, and spices took root and thrived in Bermuda
throughout the seventeenth century. Tucker also made provisions for raising livestock when he
“paled,” or fenced, a portion of St. George’s Island set aside as a pasture for the company’s stock
of cattle, and dug a shallow pond in the town for watering them.42

from the investors or tenants, and reserved only a portion of any gold that might be discovered and duties
on the island’s produce after seven years. Letters Patent of James I, FRAG A: 1-13, in Lefroy 1:83-98.
40ButIer, 78, 84-5; Lefroy 1:115-17. Robert Rich, sent out by his brother, Nathaniel, to manage his
Bermuda holdings, distrusted the Edwin’s captain, Mr. Wilmot “whoe is more in wordes than in action,
and seek more after a privat gaine than a publicke good.” After depositing the plants in Bermuda, Wilmot
and the Edwin sailed on to England, where the remaining cargo of lignum vitae resulted in a “saveinge”
(profitable) voyage. Letter, Robert Rich to Nathaniel Rich, 25 May 1617 in Ives, Rich Papers. 16-17. On
the introduction of Indians and Africans to Bermuda, see chapter 2.
4>The Hopewell, commanded by John Powell, had been dispatched by the Somers Island Company as a
supply ship to Bermuda En route, Powell could not resist capturing a Portuguese ship near the Azores.
See chapter 2.
Sutler, 85-87. Most of the livestock sent over belonged to Robert Rich, earl of Warwick. The pond
was located in modern-day Somers Garden and survived in a modified form until the 1790s; see Jarvis, St
George’s. 21-22,43.
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While Tucker experimented with sugar cane and viticulture, Bermuda’s earlier settlers
grew tobacco. Governor Moore proved that tobacco could be cultivated successfully in Bermuda.
The company sought to improve the quality of the tobacco shipped home by dispatching “a skillfull
planter and curer o f tobacco” named Tinkner, who was enjoined to “teach his skills unto all”
Bermuda’s settlers. Robert Rich, who accompanied Tucker to Bermuda on the George, brought
out his own expert, a black slave he had procured in England to help him cultivate tobacco; soon
after Rich arrived, however, he discovered the man was “full of the frence pox” [syphilis] and that
his skills in tobacco curing left much to be desired. Rich later replaced him with a slave from the
Spanish West Indies brought to Bermuda by Captain John Powell. Despite the governor’s
ambivalence to tobacco, under Daniel Tucker’s administration the volume and quality of tobacco
grown in Bermuda rose sharply —partly a result of the shift to private land ownership and partly
because experimentation and imported experts produced a better product.43
In addition to these horticultural efforts, Tucker experimented in maritime pursuits. Three
harpooners sent over by the company to explore the profitability o f whale fishing arrived early in
1617 on the aptly named Neptune, along with three whale boats. But though the fishermen often
came “within an oares length” of the whales, they failed to take any: 'They strooke some [with
harpoons], but found them soe lively, swift and feirce after they were striken, that they could take
none.” Lewis Hughes prayed that “God will teach us how to take some whales” in the future.
Despite this initial failure, the settlers held great hopes for the future of the industry. When two
dead whales washed up during the summer of 1617, they yielded a “great store of oyle” and

^Ives, Rich Papers. 17; Lefroy, 16. On the contribution of black knowledge toward successful tobacco
cultivation in Bermuda, see chapter 2.
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demonstrated the wealth to be garnered from a single catch.44

Daniel Tucker’s efforts to diversify the Bermudian economy, discover alternate staples,
and complete the island’s survey impressed the company in England, but his heavy-handed,
arbitrary style of leadership, and his blatant opportunism at the expense of the settlers created
strong feelings of disaffection in the colony. Tucker kept the majority of the early settlers at work
in St. George’s or in ‘Tucker's Town,” a settlement that he established on public land on the main
island near the mouth of Castle Harbour and named after himself. Those drafted resented this
uncompensated public labor when the opportunity for profit beckoned a few miles away, on the
private plantations already laid out by Norwood.4S Individual cases of Tucker’s iniquity also
circulated throughout the island. Tucker orchestrated the execution of Paul Deane at an assize for
stealing a piece of cheese —first by having the cheese appraised at a ridiculously high value to
make its theft a capital offense and then by denying Deane benefit of clergy after he had been
convicted. The governor arbitrarily commandeered a dwelling house and half-acre garden in St.
George’s from Richard Sanders, “an honest poore man,” soon after his arrival; when Sanders
publicly complained that his wife and children were now left homeless, Tucker imprisoned him.
Minister Lewis Hughes fell into disfavor with Tucker because the governor thought that Hughes

‘‘Norwood, Insularum. ff. 8-9; Letter of Lewis Hughes to Sir Robert Rich, 19 May 1617, in Ives, Rich
Papers. 11-14; Lefroy 1:110-11; Butler, 88-89. The company desired that the harpooners hunt “Trompe”
or “trunck” whales, which reputedly yielded great stores of ambergris, and sperm whales for their
spermaceti. Whales frequented Bermuda’s coast from February through May, Richard Norwood
attributed the initial failure of the whale fishery to the fact that the venture was launched in April, late in
the season. See also the letter of Robert Rich to Nathaniel Rich. 25 May 1617 in Ives, Rich Papers. 16-17.
‘Tucker was only following company orders when he founded Tucker’s Town. The company
authorized him to use up to 200 settlers to clear and plant the ground “neare Gurnard’s Head” to better
supply the forts; Lefroy, 1:111. Tucker placed Thomas Stokes, a friend and fellow veteran of the Virginia
colony, in charge of the King’s Castle; Barbour, 11:363; Butler, 77; Kingsbury, RVCL 1:217; Jarvis, St.
George’s. 149.
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had helped a group of settlers escape from the island in a boat. To punish Hughes, Tucker seized
the minister’s servant and three acres of “chief ground for tobacco” that the clergyman had cleared.
Thereafter, the minister was forced to fetch his own firewood and water.46
In May 1617, Tucker confronted two prominent agents sent out from England to develop
private shares and accused them of fomenting a mutiny. Nicholas Gabriel, a laborer, was
presented for not reporting a conversation he had overheard in which Lewis Pollard and Robert
Rich had criticized Tucker’s policies. Pollard and Rich were bailiffs for Pembroke and
Southampton tribes and the representatives of the earls o f Pembroke and Warwick, respectively —
well-connected men backed by two of the Somers Island Company’s largest investors. Tucker
asserted his authority without directly challenging the agents and risking disfavor in London by
prosecuting the laborer rather than charging the principals; Gabriel was capitally convicted, but at
the gallows Tucker commuted his sentence from hanging to being made a slave to the colony. Rich
and Pollard were forced publicly to confess their faults, imprisoned for a short time and then
released by the governor.47
But these petty improprieties paled before the excesses of Tucker’s Overplus fiasco. In
1617, Tucker disrupted the normal progress of Richard Norwood's survey so that a small portion
o f extra land amounting to about 200 acres of “overplus land” would be left in the “fatte and lustye

■
“Hughes, Letter to the Privy Council. 7; BCR I:Sv, Butler, 89-90
47Butler, 99-103; Barbour 1:369; BCR I:6r-7r. This is the first mention of slavery in Bermudian
records. At the same assize, “Symon the negro” was sentenced to penal slavery for having “to do” with a
child. Penal slavery was also employed in Virginia; Gov. Samuel Argali’s proclamation of 10 May 1618
stated that anyone caught not attending church services was to “lye neck and heels on the Corps du Guard
ye night following and be a slave ye week following.” Another proclamation a week later decreed that
anyone who failed to plant two acres of com forfeited all of his tobacco and became “a slave a year to ye
colony.” Thus, slavery in Virginia predated the arrival of blacks; Kingsbury, RVCL 111:93.
Nicholas Gabriel was a servant sent out by Mr. Caswell to work his land. It was not until 1620
that he was freed from penal slavery, after his landlord had repeatedly petitioned the company for his
release; Butler, 211.
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soyle” between Sandys and Southampton tribes. Tucker had been promised three shares, or
seventy-five acres, of land for his service as governor and he wanted to make sure it was of the best
quality.48 The following year, Norwood’s survey was complete and the shift to private plantations
was well underway. The surveyor reported that the planters no longer lived in “tents or cabbins;”
but instead they built “substantiall houses.” Rather than confine their planting to crops that would
“yeeld them their fruites in a yeare or half a yeare,” the colonists also cultivated plants that took
many years to mature. This shift away from impermanent architecture and hand-to-mouth planting
represented another important shift in the mmd-set of Bermuda’s settlers and further indicated the
growing strength of their commitment to the colonial venture.49
After he had sent home a copy of Norwood’s map, Governor Tucker was assured that “he
should find himself in the service to a gratefull and respectfull Company.” This vague
endorsement did not confirm the Overplus shares to Tucker, but was encouraging enough for him
to assume that he would eventually get the land. In light of this assurance, the governor launched
the folly that effectively ended his career —the premature development of the Overplus.50 Against
the better advice of his friends in Bermuda, Tucker decided to clear the land and to “frame and

■“Butler, 103-5. Tucker defended this disruption by claiming the need to survey Somerset Island first
in order to plant com there; the rats that had afflicted the colony since Moore’s time were in relatively
small numbers there, so the com crop stood a better chance of survival. For the Overplus controversy, see
Ives, Rich Papers. 36, and Lefroy 11:706-7.
■“Norwood, Tnsulamm. 9; Laird, “Hollow Lotos Land,” 54. Housing in Virginia, in contrast remained
impermanent throughout most of the seventeenth century and reflected the transient nature of that
colony’s society and population. See Cary Carson et al., “Impermanent Architecture in the Southern
American Colonies,” Winterthur Portfolio 16:135-96 (1981).
30The three shares promised to Tucker were intended as a reward for good service to be granted after
his three-year term as governor had ended. The company letter that Tucker found so encouraging clearly
desired him to “attend the due and prefixed time and end of his terme,” which still had over a year to go.
Nathaniel Butler, who may have been present at the company meetings in London where Tucker’s
conduct was discussed, wrote that “many perticuler men of the Company” began to take “divers
exceptions and disgusts” at Tucker’s proceedings, based on private letters from other settlers in Bermuda.
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erect a very substantial! and brave cedar house upon this delicate peece of ground.” In executing
this scheme, Tucker exploited the colony’s public and private resources to his own ends, a move
that incurred the wrath of the company government and private investors alike.
Tucker had become too accustomed to commanding the collective labor of the island’s
populace and frequently interrupted private development for public projects by “a presse or levye
o f men out of the tribes.”51 The “great store of timber” needed for the house was taken from
company land in St. David’s and cut down and squared off by company indentured servants. Once
the necessary wood had been assembled in St. George’s, Tucker drafted “the choysest worckmen”
out o f the private shares on the main island to perform the joinery needed to frame the half-timber
structure. After the house had been framed, it was dismantled and floated the fifteen miles from St.
George’s Harbour to the shore near the Overplus site, and from there hauled overland “by the
strength of men” to the building site. At the Overplus, Tucker again used public labor and another
levy o f private planters to dig the cellar, make lime and mortar, cut shingles, dig a well, and erect
the mansion house. In the autumn of 1617, he had the settlers clear fifty acres of land (fenced with
lines of fig trees), build a number of other outbuildings, and forced Robert Rich’s tenants to clear a
road thirty feet wide and a mile long to connect his house with the sea and line it with fig trees. He
kept four public servants employed tending to the vineyard and sugar cane fields he had planted on
his land. In the end, Tucker got his “handsome and well contrived” house, but at the price o f “the
great slackinge and disturbance of the generall bussiness of the country, and extreame suffrance of
the poore labouring people”; the only reward the company servants got for their hard labor was a

5lButler, 88, 90. Tucker tried to repair the damage to Paget Fort and the King’s Castle occasioned by
the neglect during the misrule of the six governors. Butler was critical of Tucker’s lack of skill in
fortification, and asserted that the settlers’ “labour and sweat was for the most part lost and mispent
through want of knowledge.” Tucker’s work at Paget Fort, in Butler’s opinion, “proved so unfashionable,
uncapable and ill layd out that it is absolutely the most unserviceable and unsightliest peece [of
fortification] of the whole ilands.” See also Harris, Bermuda Forts. 48-49, 66.
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“sound cudgellinge by the govemours owne hand” when they didn’t work fast enough.52
Just as the Overplus house was nearing completion, the ship Diana arrived in St.
George’s, the first magazine ship to be sent out by the Somers Island Company. The vessel carried
passengers intended for private shares and supplies that, instead of being consigned to the public
store, were available to all planters and servants on the open market. The Diana also collected the
first rents, paid in tobacco, that the private tenants owed to their English landlords. Rents and
profits from sales amounted to 30,000 pounds of tobacco, which came to “a luckye markett [and]
gave great contentment and incouragement” to the company members.53
When the Diana departed, the ship carried more than tobacco; the private letters of the
principal agents and the eyewitness accounts of passengers returning to England from the island
ensured that the company would learn that Tucker had embezzled public timber and labor. In
Bermuda, opposition to the governor’s luxury came from Lewis Hughes, who pointed out that
while Governor Tucker built a “stately house of cedar” for himself, “God’s house” [the church] in
St. George’s was “but a thacht hovell” that leaked when it rained.24 In the midst of the sermon,
Tucker stormed out of the church in a rage. Thereafter, the governor sought to limit Hughes’
influence by discontinuing the minister’s Thursday lectures and cutting short his Sunday services.
In a private letter to Sir Nathaniel Rich, Hughes argued that the good that Tucker had done for the

“Butler, 109-11; Robert Rich to Sir Nathaniel Rich, 22 February 1617/18 in Ives, Rich Papers. 52.
Mention of Tucker’s Overplus house was entirely omitted by John Smith in his Historve: Smith and
Tucker were probably friends from their Virginia days. Barbour 11:372.
“Butler, 110; Barbour, 11:372. Robert Rich complained that the Diana's supplies went first to St
George’s, where “they had the Choyse of all. . . and the trybes were constrained to take the remainder,
which hath given great discontenment (sic)”; Ives, Rich Papers. 71.
54By October 1618, a second church had been erected in Pembroke tribe; in that month, Judith Bagley
was presented at an assize for disturbing the congregation with “uncivill speeches in Pembrooke tribe
church.” Since neither Butler nor Tucker mention it, the building was probably raised by subscription of
private planters; BCR 1:1lr.
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colony had been more than offset by his unpredictable temper and arbitrary authority. The
minister spoke for the colony when he warned that Tucker was ‘Too wrathful and furious in his
passion towards every bodie, and wedded to[o] much to his owne will. . . . I have heard men of
good understanding and sober carriage say that they had rather beg theire bread in England than
live here, where theire lives, goods, and libertie doth depend on the will of one man that hath noe
government of his passions.”55
Soon after the arrival of the Diana in London, the company began to look for a new
governor. After sending Tucker a reassuring letter in the Blessing (they felt it best not to
“discontent” Tucker until he was “safe ynough from doeinge of them any harm”), the investors
contemplating his successor. George Tucker, a leading investor, loudly protested the motion,
pointing out that his brother’s term as governor had not yet expired and the members split into two
factions over the issue, creating a division that not only split the Somers Island Company for years
to come, but also spilled over into the workings of the Virginia Company.56 When the Blessing
reached Bermuda, Tucker was once again disappointed that the company had failed to confirm his
ownership of the now greatly improved Overplus shares. The vague but generally positive
company letter was accompanied by several private missives sent to Tucker by his friends, warning
him that all was not well. They opined that he would lose his house unless “he fully and nimbly
cleared himself.. . about his oppression of the people in general” and his humbling of Rich and

55ButIer, 112-13; Hughes, Letter to the Priw Council. 7-8; Barbour, 11:372; Letter of Lewis Hughes to
Sir Nathaniel Rich, March 1617/18 in Ives, Rich Papers. 105-8. Tucker tried to intimidate Hughes before
the sermon by threatening to “tie your neck and heeles together untill you back crack, and so helpe you to
repentance,” but the minister responded: “I feare not your threatninge. . . I will freely performe the dutyes
of my function.” Butler asserted that in revenge for Hughes’ resistance, Tucker later reported Hughes to
ecclesiastical authorities in England for his neglect of the Book of Common Prayer. See also Shipley,
“Turbulent Times,” 88-91.
Sutler, 116,120. On the political battles within the Somers Island and Virginia Companies, see
Craven, Introduction. 118-20; Wilkinson, 131-150; Craven, Dissolution of the Virginia Company: Failure
of a Colonial Experiment (New York. 1932).
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Pollard. The leading residents of St. George’s, sensing an opportunity to be rid of Tucker, preyed
on his insecurities; an ensign named Wood forged a letter from England, in which the fictitious
author stated that Tucker’s “certaine handsome house” would surely be lost unless it was defended
by “trustie and powerful friends, or [the governor’s] owne presence” in the Somers Island
Company court. Wood showed the fake letter to Tucker, who immediately left for London to
defend his cause. Few tears were shed among the settlers when Tucker departed in the Blessing in
December 1618. He appointed Miles Kendall as his deputy governor, one of the inept six who had
served in the interim between Moore and Tucker. As a final insult, Tucker extorted 1,500 pounds
of tobacco from the ill-used settlers as a departing '‘gift.”57
Tucker arrived in London in the spring o f 1619, much to the surprise of the Somers Island
Company. In the previous six months, a deadlock over the future governorship of the island had
arisen. Company Governor Sir Thomas Smith, backed by George Tucker and others, had staunchly
defended Daniel Tucker’s actions and strove to re-commission him for another three years. The
noble investors, led by Sir Robert Rich (now earl of Warwick), had advanced Nathaniel Butler as
their candidate for governor. Sir Edwin Sandys led a third faction that offered his brother, George
Sandys, as a potential leader. In the midst of these delicate negotiations, Tucker suddenly appeared
in London and prompted an immediate election.58
The resolution of the debate was sudden and decisive. Because he had deserted his post,
Tucker ruined any chance he might have had in being reappointed governor. A private deal
between the Sandys and Warwick factions resulted in the former pledging support for Butler in

’’Butler, 117-22.
“Craven, Introduction. 118-20. A fourth candidate, Captain Southwell, supported by “great mens
letters,” had no backing in the Somers Island Company court and stood no chance of appointment; Butler,
123.
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return for Warwick’s aid in getting Sir Edwin Sandys elected governor of the Virginia Company.
Nathaniel Butler was commissioned as the colony’s governor in a nearly unanimous vote; of three
hundred ballots cast, there were only three dissenting voices. In the Virginia Company, Sandys
succeeded in his bid for control and was elected company governor. Sir Thomas Smith, “contrary
to the expectacion,” was re-elected as the Somers Island Company governor when he defeated
Sandys, who had also run for that post. It was probably through Smith’s influence that Daniel
Tucker was awarded the house and the three Overplus shares that had brought about his
downfall.59

A Return to Misrule: Captain Miles Kendall
The kindest thing that can be said about Miles Kendall’s interim government is that it was
mercifully short. What possessed Daniel Tucker to repeat Richard Moore’s mistake in choosing
someone patently incompetent remains unclear. Perhaps he was probably hoping to win the
support of Sir Edwin Sandys, who was related to the Kendalls. Miles Kendall has been variously
described as unsavory, lazy, easy-going, corrupt, and self-serving. Nathaniel Butler later asserted
that the settlers who duped Tucker into returning to London also persuaded him to leave the easily
swayed Kendall in his place —the better to take charge of the colony themselves. Regardless of the
motives or the wisdom in Tucker’s appointment, the government of Bermuda devolved to Miles
Kendall for the nine-month interim between Tucker’s departure and Butler’s arrival.60

’’’Craven, Introduction. 120; Butler, 123-132. The elections of governors in the Somers Island and
Virginia Companies are somewhat confusing, in that there was a colonial governor and a company
governor. The colonial governor (in this case Butler) administered the colony but was subject to the
company’s orders and bye-laws. The company governor (Smith) was a post more akin to a modem chief
executive officer, who directed company affairs but was subject to a board of directors (24 assistants) and
the general shareholders at quarterly courts.
“Ives, Rich Papers. 118-19; Butler, 121.
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A few weeks after Tucker and the Blessing departed, Kendall made his first error in
judgement in granting entry to the notorious Daniel Elfrith and his ship, the Treasurer. Elfrith was
remembered in Bermuda none too fondly as the man whose vessel introduced rats into the island in
Moore’s day, which caused the settlers much hardship and aggravation. Elfrith had entered the
first time as a pirate, but on this occasion he presented a commission of dubious legality from
Governor Samuel Argali of Virginia authorizing him to trade there. Despite an earlier warning
from Tucker before he left, Kendall welcomed Elfrith. The privateer obtained 100,000 ears of com
from the island’s public store and a new boat built at public expense after bribing Kendall and his
cohorts with liquor. After a six week stay, the Treasurer departed for the West Indies with
promises to return.61
In the spring of 1619, Kendall called a general assembly of the settlers for an election to
dispel any doubt regarding the tenuous legality of the commission that Tucker had bestowed upon
him. On the appointed day, the colonists converged on St. George’s, where they were “wondrously
welcomed and feasted with stores of turkees and great bowles full of loblolly [and] some dramms
of hott liquor”; not surprisingly, Kendall won the election. But afterwards, Kendall and his
supporters began to worry how this democratic but extra-legal election might be perceived by the
company. To atone for this possible misstep, they thought to impress the London backers by
completing some public works that Tucker had neglected during his fit of mansion-building. The
acting governor undertook to repair Smith’s Fort, but through the inexperience of the supervisors
and the hardness o f the rock, succeeded only in ruining “a handsome redoubt. . . left unserviceable

61Barbour, 11:374, Butler, 133-34. Tucker had gathered the December com crop at the King’s Castle
just before he departed in order to guard against famine. Kendall was thus jeopardizing the future welfare
of the colony by disbursing the com to Elfrith. On Elfrith’s career and the Treasurer's voyage, see
chapter 2 and Michael Jarvis and Jeroen van Driel, “The Vingboons Chart of the James River, circa
1617,” WMO 3rd ser. 54:392-94 (1997).
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by being slubbered up with dangerous and unsure upperwcrcks of brittle stone and rubbish, to the
extreame hazard and perill. . . of all such who plie those ordinance.” Kendall also courted the
good will of Lewis Hughes when he laid the foundations for a new church to be built in St.
George’s.®
In the midst of this building project, the Gilliflower arrived from England bearing a private
letter from one o f the chief investors to Miles Kendall that announced he had been confirmed as
governor for the next three years. The ship also brought out “stronge beere and hott liquors . . .
aqua vitae, rosa solis and good sack,” which turned the governor’s chief officers into “common
drunkards” while it lasted. In the midst o f this perpetual party, Kendall appointed a man named
Grove as provost marshal whose chief qualification was his skill as a “ballade-maker and streetesinger.” Thus assured of his fixture tenure, Kendall abandoned the public works and while private
settlers toiled to improve their shares on the main island, the forts and company land fell into
neglect as the public officers revived the bacchanalian fests so common during the misrule of six.63
Such was the state of affairs when the Seaflower called into Bermuda on her way to
Virginia with news of Butler’s election as Bermuda’s next governor, no doubt striking fear into
Kendall and his followers. The news had two positive effects in colony. Thereafter, Kendall and
his men were more restrained in their treatment of the colonists, from whom they had been
extorting liquor and other goods. Also, Kendall was spurred to complete the new church in St.

“Butler, 135-37. Loblolly was a warm gruel or porridge made of com meal. The fort was so dangerous
to its garrison because solid breastworks made of hard Bermuda stone could shatter when hit by a cannon
shot, spraying deadly shrapnel about the platform. Butler’s later fortifications took this threat into
account, and were constructed by using hard stone faces infilled with loose rubble that absorbed the
impact of a cannonball. Burnt Point Fort at Ferry Reach, St. George’s, offers an easily accessible example
of this type of construction.
“Barbour, 11:374; Butler 124-26, 137-38. The Somers Island Company at first confirmed Kendall, but
then reversed itself during the hotly contested election. About this time, Lewis Hughes railed about “the
abominable sinne of Drunkenness that aboundeth among [us] ever shipping time” and pleaded with the
Company not to send over so much liquor, Hughes, Plaine and True Relation. 11.
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George’s and had carpenters and laborers drafted out of the private plantations to fell timber and
saw boards to that end. Following in Mansfield’s footsteps, Kendall explored the possibility of a
mutiny against the new governor when he arrived, but after Lewis Hughes absolutely refused to
support him, he abandoned the scheme.64
Kendall blundered twice more before Butler arrived. In July, he gave an English pirate
named Kirby provisions out of the public stores along with some cannon salvaged from a Dutch
wreck in return for a “gift” of fourteen slaves captured in the West Indies. The following month,
Elfrith returned in the Treasurer from the West Indies, where he had been pillaging Spanish ships
and settlements in consort with the Dutch ship White Lion, and landed some slaves and other illgotten goods in Bermuda. In sum, during his short term in office Kendall abetted three cruises
against the Spanish at a time when England and Spain were at peace. Not only did he risk bringing
royal disfavor upon the Somers Island Company, but he also courted Spanish retribution at a time
when the colony’s defenses were in a sorry state.65

Nathaniel Butler, The Soldier

Sutler, 141-44. The Seajlower also brought out a minister named Lang to replace George Keith, who
had departed in 1617. The vessel proceeded to Newfoundland with passengers for that colony.
"Butler, 147-48. Kendall later claimed that Kirby was a Dutch privateer in search of food and water,
whom he initially denied access. After the captain threatened to “cast over bord” the 14 slaves for want of
their food, Kendall suggested that they be given to him instead of being killed Butler later seized these
slaves from Kendall, claiming they were from the Treasurer and thus belonged to the earl of Warwick.
No doubt through Sir Edwin Sandys’ influence, Kendall was eventually awarded nine of the slaves; the
other five were made Company slaves. Kingsbury, RVCL 11:407.
After his cruise in the West Indies, Elfrith called into Virginia in early August There, he
discovered that Argali was no longer governor and made a hasty departure. Before he left, he sold an
undisclosed number of black slaves, some of the first introduced into that colony. The Treasurer was
owned by the earl of Warwick and was commissioned by the Duke of Savoy to sail against Spain.
Warwick tried to keep his interest in the vessel a secret, but Sir Edwin Sandys found out and used it to his
benefit in the political infighting that raged in the Somers Island and Virginia Company courts between
1620 and 1625; Jarvis and van DrieL “Vingboons Chart,” 392.
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The Somers Island Company made a wise choice in Nathaniel Butler who, in his three
years as governor not only repaired the damage and neglect of his predecessors but also put the
colony on a sound footing for both economic success and social stability. Little is known about
Butler’s life before his stint in Bermuda. His own Historve of the Bermudaes asserts that he was
the protege of Robert Rich, who became the earl of Warwick in 1619 and was the single largest
investor in the Bermuda venture. His extensive knowledge of fortifications strongly suggests that
he had fought in the Low Countries and Ireland, while his understanding of marine salvage and
later service denote a naval background. He was clearly a commander, a man who demanded
respect and obedience but avoided the brand of tyranny by listening to both his lieutenants in
government and the colony’s ministers. Butler was, in short, a good leader and the success of the
Bermuda colony owed much to his ability.66

On October 20, 1619, the Warwick fired a salute and dropped anchor in Castle Harbour,
signaling Nathaniel Butler’s arrival. The new governor announced his arrival by dispatching an
envoy to Kendall in St. George’s who ordered the acting governor to “desist from all publick
commands” and immediately "repavre unto [Butler] on shvpboard, to give full information and
account of the present. . . condition of the plantation.” He also ordered that the governor’s house
in town be “putt in a readynesse” to receive him. Thus in one swift move, Butler turned Kendall
out of office and thoroughly subordinated his predecessor. Kendall responded meekly that all
would be made ready, and his “election” as governor was quietly forgotten. The following day,

“Butler, 120; Introduction to W.G. Perrin (ed.), Boteler’s Dialogues (London, 1929). During a muster
in 1620, Butler caused his musketeers to be “drawne out in single files to a skirmage, after the Irish fight,
the which he mainteyned to be most proper for the Ilands, both in regard of the unevennesse of the ground
as the generall thick coverts” [emphasis mine]. His knowledge of Irish fighting tactics point to past
service in that country; Butler, 229.
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Kendall met with Butler on board the Warwick and the two men came to terms.67
Two days later —a Sunday —Butler made his public arrival in St. George’s amid great
pageantry and show. After receiving a salute of seven cannon from the Warwick Governor Butler
led a flotilla of boats and shallops from Castle Harbour to St. George’s Harbour manned by “many
o f the counsell and baylies” of the colony. In St. George’s he was greeted by another salute of two
guns and landed before the assembled officers of the colony at the town wharf. From there, Butler
marched between two file of musketeers and pikemen to the church (still only half-finished) where
he had Lewis Hughes read his commission as governor to the congregation. Butler then made a
short speech, in which he assured the colonists that he was not there to act “a tyrant’s part,” nor
would he take sides in settling the past squabbles that had afflicted the colony. In this new
beginning, however, Butler warned “I expect that you freely submitt yourselves to be ordered and
commanded by me.” This well-received oratory was followed by divine service, where Butler’s
message was further reinforced by Hughes in a sermon that dwelt on “the necessitie of the
magistacye [and] the submission due unto it.” At the conclusion of the service, Hughes praised the
“hopes and expectations of the future” and then the governor was saluted by a “volley of small
shott.” The assembled crowd was feted at the governor’s house where the councilors, bailiffs of
the tribes and other public officers dined at the governor’s own table. Butler’s carefully
orchestrated spectacle succeeded in impressing the colony and quelled any lingering opposition.68
Once in office, Butler took stock of the state of the colony. He summoned all of the tribe
bailiffs to St. George’s to ascertain how many private shares had been developed. Next, he toured
the island’s fortifications and made an inventory of the public stores of gunpowder and com —he

47Butler, 148-49. After humbling Kendall, Butler gave the man an opportunity to express himself and
defend his administration. As a result, he avoided making an enemy of his predecessor.
“Butler, 151-54.
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found both woefully inadequate. Butler then visited the main island to get a better feel for the land
and see for himself the progress of the settlers. He held an assize at Daniel Tucker’s Overplus
mansion that lasted two days, where he measured the general morale of the planters on the main
island. By the end of his first month in office, the new governor had formed a good opinion about
the state of the colony —its strengths, short-comings, and the tenor of its people.®
But just as Butler was about to launch into a program of the improvements he felt most
pressing, disaster befell the island in the form of an unseasonably late hurricane. The company
magazine ship Warwick was cast away in Castle Harbour. Two other ships, Elfrith’s Treasurer
and the Virginia-bound Garland,TOsurvived the storm but were badly damaged. The loss of the
Warwick meant the loss of the colony’s entire tobacco crop, since it was that vessel’s task to carry
it home to England. In the wake of the tempest, the planters despaired of their future.71 Governor
Butler responded to this calamity by finding a favorable —if somewhat unscrupulous —solution.
He surveyed the two surviving vessels and found that, although the Treasurer was beyond repair,
the Garland could be refitted and sent back to England. William Wye, the GarlancTs captain, was
unwilling to comply since the charter-party contract he had made with the company required him to
proceed to Virginia. Butler made him an offer he couldn’t refuse: The Garland had only avoided
destruction by cutting away her mast and rigging, and Wye lacked the materials needed to repair
his ship. Butler pointed out that the only way she would ever sail again was with his help in
obtaining not only the masts, sails, tackle, and cables needed to make the ship seaworthy, but also
the necessary labor to make the repairs, since Wye’s carpenter and cooper were dead and his crew
“Butler, 155-56.
70The Garland was owned by Sir Edwin Sandys and Nicholas Ferrar and had been sent to Virginia.
After a grueling seventeen-week passage, the ship had put into Bermuda in distress to stop a leak and
discharge desperately ill passengers.
7lButler, 156; Barbour 11:375-76.
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was still disabled from their long passage out. In the end, Wye was forced to submit. The
Garland was repaired with material salvaged out of the sunken Warwick and left with the colony’s
tobacco crop. The ship reached London in March 1620, but unfortunately the tobacco, “little
better than starck rotten,” came to a bad market. Kendall had neglected to inspect the crop before
shipment, and the mixture o f good and bad leaves produced a crop of dubious quality that further
deteriorated due to the leakiness of the Garland en route to England.72
Butler found the short supply of food more difficult to solve. The hurricane and a second
storm73 that followed close on its heels devastated the winter com crop. Since most of the summer
crop and public store had been sold by Kendall, the colony was brought to near-famine conditions
by February and March of 1620. Butler asserted that even the governor’s table “was for some
months . . . without bread.” After rumours circulated that some settlers secretly hoarded com
while “their neighbours wer ready to starve for want of it,” Butler authorized his deputies to search
individual households throughout the island. Whenever they found a cache of com, the surplus
was sold to those “in most misery and need” at a reasonable rate. As a result, though many of the
settlers may have felt the pinch of hunger, no one actually starved to death.74
Butler did not let misfortune discourage him, but chose instead to meet hardship with
industry. His first task was finishing the church in St. George’s, which he completed by Christmas
1619. Butler then turned to fortifications which, like Moore, he deemed essential for the colony’s

^Butler, 156-58, 162, 172. Just as Wye had feared, the Garland was seized by its shippers for breach
of contract The ensuing lawsuit has been preserved in PRO HCA 13/43:25-42, 304-6. The Virginia
passengers, 107 in number, stayed in Bermuda and were set to work on Ferrar’s land. For a list of their
names and the shippers’ side of the story, see Ferrar Papers, #1569a-c (Virginia Company claims against
Mr. Wye) and #1598a (Passenger list April 1619) in Magdalene College, Cambridge.
73This storm toppled The Mount the watchtower built by Moore to warn the island of approaching
ships.
74Butler, 159-60. The food shortage was certainly exacerbated by the arrival of so many new colonists
in the Warwick and the Garland, for whom no suitable provisions had been made.
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safety: “In vaine doe we build houses, and churches, plant tobacco, sett come, unlesse we provide
for the keeping of them when we have done.” In January, he started a new fort on an island across
from the ICing’s Castle which he laid out personally. Much to the relief of the “ancient settlers,”
Butler broke with Tucker’s policy of conscripting private planters and employed passengers bound
for England instead. The core of this work, christened Southampton Fort, was completed in just
three weeks and boasted five cannon and a powder magazine.75 Next, Butler moved his workmen
over to Castle Island and spent the next two months building Devonshire Redoubt on the site o f an
earlier wooden fort built by Moore. This new installation, dominated by a defensive tower,
mounted seven cannon. In March, Butler shifted his attention to the southern tip of Castle Island,
where he began an ambitious expansion of Moore’s earlier fort, the King’s Castle. Butler turned it
into a two-platform fort with a blockhouse mounting twenty guns. Together, Southampton Fort
and the Castle Island forts created a deadly crossfire, through which an enemy ship would have to
thread slowly through the narrow and maze-like channel into Castle Harbour between two forts
firing at point-blank range (figure 1-5).76 In April and May of 1620, Butler framed and erected a
new Mount in St. George’s to replace the earlier one built by Moore that had perished during a
storm. The new watchtower, christened Rich’s Mount in honor of Sir Nathaniel Rich, acquired a
small gun to sound the alarm when a sail was sighted (figure 1-6).77 These newlv improved
£

75ButIer, 161-62, 170. Although Butler laid out the fort, the work was supervised by his lieutenant and
friend, Captain Robert Felgate, who had come out on the Garland. Three of the five cannon mounted in
Southampton Fort were recovered out of the wrecked Warwick, which lies in about forty feet of water
beneath a cliff on the northern face of the Tucker’s Town peninsula The wreck has been worked by
treasure diver Teddy Tucker.
76Butler, 167-70. Moore’s fort burnt down within days of Butler’s arrival. In building Devonshire
Redoubt, Butler was reluctantly forced to press five men out of every tribe, whom he paid out of his own
supply of com. For recent archaeological work on this site, see Barka and Harris, “Investigations at
Castle Island, Bermuda,” 57-61; Harris, Bermuda Forts. 62-78.
Sutler, 173-74.
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Figure 1-5. The King’s Castle and Southampton Fort in 1624. Enemy vessels would have
to run a deadly gauntlet between the guns of these two forts to reach Castle Harbour (John
Smith, “The Summer Us,” 1624).
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fortifications were useless, however, unless the colonists could reach them in times of war. The sea
was the principal highway for conveying goods and passengers around the island, since few roads
had been carved out o f the forest. Accidents and runaways had reduced the number of boats in the
colony during Tucker’s time so that by 1620, the shortage of boats seriously hindered both public
and private business. Butler responded by hiring a Dutch ship’s carpenter named Jacob Jacobson
for three years to build new ones; by the end of his first year, Jacobson had built eight boats for
the use of Butler and the fort commanders.78

Butler was as active in reforming the colony’s government as he was in improving the
island’s defenses. One o f the governor’s first moves was to restructure the prerogatives of his own
office. Rather than working toward the eventual ownership of three shares —the promise of which
had led to so much trouble during Tucker’s term in office — the company gave Butler the use of
ten shares in St. George’s and thirty-two servants to work on his land.79 Other reforms followed an
assize called by Butler in June 1620, after he discovered that the colony’s court system under
Tucker and Kendall had been highly irregular and subject to abuse. He redressed the matter by
bringing the island’s judiciary in line with "‘the use and fashion of England.” He instituted a grand
jury to hear bills and petit juries to decide criminal and civil cases. In a long speech before the
island’s assembled populace, Butler essentially laid out the legal system to be employed in the

Sutler, 163, 215. On Jacobson and his role in the future evolution of the Bermuda sloop, see Michael
Jarvis, “‘The Fastest Vessels in the World:’ The Origin and Evolution of the Bermuda Sloop, 1620-1800,”
BJAMH 7:38-41 (1995).
79The promise of land as a reward for governors had been at the root of the company’s troubles with
Moore and Tucker. More importantly, now that all of the land in Bermuda had been surveyed and allotted
to private owners, there was no longer a surplus of shares to give to future governors without whittling
away the company lands. The governor was free to grow what plants he chose and make what profits he
could from the land and labor attached to his office. Butler, 123-24.
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colony —enumerating offenses against God, King, and countryman, differentiating between high
and petit treason, homicide, felony, burglary, and other minor crimes, and stating the punishments
that each crime warranted. Butler concluded that “the good and wellfare of this little Common
wealth” are best served when “good men be cherished, the badd corrected, and the incorrigible
[are] cutt of[f].” The next assize settled eighteen criminal cases, where most of those convicted
were publicly chastised at the whipping post or pillory. Two “notorious offenders” were sentenced
to be hanged, but one was reprieved by Butler at the last moment in a show of mercy. Since most
of Bermuda’s settlers were in St. George’s for the assize, Butler called the first “general muster,”
where “all the able men [were] exercised in armes.” This was the first formal military training of
the island’s militia since Moore’s days. Afterwards, the men were sent home to see to their
tobacco crop.80
Two months later in August 1620, Butler introduced an even greater innovation in
government when he called the colony’s first general assembly. The company had instructed him
to bring together “the ablest and best understandinge men in the Hands, both of the clergie and
laitie” to draft laws for "the general good of that plantation,” provided they did not conflict with the
laws of England or the orders of the company. The settlers initially wanted use this new forum to
make public grievances they had against the Somers Island Company, but Governor Butler pointed
out the folly of such a measure, since the company had to ratify the acts passed in the colony
before they took effect. Butler, mindful that this experiment with democracy could be immediately
discontinued by an offended company; suggested that the new assembly formulate legislation “with
an indifferent hand” rather than alienate the investors back in England. The settlers were so
impressed by their governor’s foresight that they asked Butler to screen all of their bills before they

“Butler’s speech is reproduced verbatim in his Historve. 177-88; Barbour, 11:378-79.
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were voted upon.81
The first assembly met on August 1, 1620, in the church at St. George’s and was
composed of the governor, his council, the eight tribe bailiffs, two elected “burgeoises” [burgesses]
for each of the tribes, a secretary, and a clerk. They met behind closed doors and all present were
swom to secrecy not to reveal their proceedings. As a body, they passed fifteen acts, most of
which dealt with improvements to be made to the colony. One law provided that the King’s Castle
be garrisoned with a captain and twelve men, who were to be paid and fed at the colony’s expense.
Another authorized that a levy of 1,000 pounds of tobacco be collected to pay for that year’s
public works. A third revived the public store of com at the Castle to guard against future
famines. Other related statutes required all planters to grow a sufficient amount of com each year
and banned poultry from wandering abroad during times when the com was sowed. Additional
enactments sanctioned the construction highways and bridges and prohibited the destruction of
boundary fences and surveyor's marks.82
Other laws addressed tensions within the colonial society. The first act passed by the
assembly forbade planters from sub-letting indentured servants consigned to them by their English
landlords or forfeit 100 pounds of tobacco. The second law addressed a particular grievance the
planters had with the Company: the recent influx o f "aged, diseased and impotent persons” sent
out by some undertakers in England. These "idle and unprofitable” individuals, "drones &
horsleaches living upon the sweate and blood of other men,” were to be sent back on the next
magazine ship at the expense o f those who shipped them out in the first place. A third act
8IButler, 188, 190-203; Barbour, 11:379-81. Daniel Tucker’s instructions specified that he was to
govern in conjunction with a council of 26 persons elected by the private planters, a proto-assembly that
anticipated that which Butler later called, but Tucker apparently never put this instruction into execution.
Lefroy 1:110.
“Butler, 193-97, 200-2; the original text of these acts can be found in BCR 1:28-36, reprinted in’Lefroy
1:165-79.
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concerned similarly “ill chosen persons . . . bred in a lazie and vagrant life” who wandered from
tribe to tribe begging food and drink. The bailiffs in each tribe were to seize any vagrant or
runaway servant and whip him “upon his naked Backe . . . until the Blood appeare,” and those
found guilty of “entertaining” such vagabonds were fined ten pounds of tobacco for each offense.83
In addition, the assembly passed measures to call an assize twice a year, continue
governors in office after their terms expire, and prohibit the killing of young turtles —the first
conservation law passed in any English colony. But the act that most interestedand impressed the
Somers Island Company addressed the “greate quantitye of bad, rotten & unmerchantable tobacco”
that had been sent out of the colony in the Garland. The planters realized that they would suffer
even more than their English landlords if Bermudian tobacco acquired a bad reputation and
commanded a low market price. In response, they directed that the bailiff and two deputies inspect
the tobacco grown and cured in each tribe, and cause that which was “rotten, trash and unvendible
. . . to be instantlye burned” at the owner’s door. Anyone caught concealing tobacco from
inspectors not only forfeited his harvest, but also received a three-month prison sentence. Butler
and the planters undoubtedly felt that such draconian measures were the only way to salvage the
slipping reputation of Bermuda tobacco that was so vital to the colony’s future prosperity.84

“ Ibid. The hiring out of indentured servants to other planters was also a bone of contention in
Virginia in the 1620s; Edmund Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom. 118.
“Butler, 200; BCR 1:29. Kendall was largely to blame for the bad crop of 1618-19; the planters called
it “cuff-tobacco,” so named because it was good enough for Cuffe, the magazine ship’s cape merchant.
Earlier in the year, Butler had warned that he would “rather make bon-fires of it at your dores than suffer
it to be exported.” He appealed to the assemblymen, most of whom were planters and agents for major
Company investors, not to allow “bashawe” tobacco to “vilifie and abate the prize of your best tobacco.”
In May 1621, Butler further improved Bermudian tobacco by ordering that tobacco triers sort the leaves
they viewed into “prime” tobacco and “merchantable” tobacco; the best tobacco sold at prices far higher
than the going market rate; Butler, 234-35. Virginia, in contrast, tried to limit tobacco production in
order to manipulate prices. It wasn’t until 1638 that an act was passed in that colony aimed at improving
its quality and making provisions for inspection, but it was widely ignored. A workable bureaucracy for
tobacco inspection was created by Gov. Alexander Spotswood in 1713 as part of the warehouse act that
aimed at establishing towns, but it too met with much resistance; Morgan, American Slavery. American
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Butler next turned his attention to improving the state of the church and public morality in
Bermuda. He soon learned that the island’s two ministers, Lewis Hughes and Samuel Lang, not
only refused to use the Book of Common Prayer, but also couldn’t agree between themselves about
the liturgy, particularly the sacraments and marriage ceremony. This created confusion among the
settlers —especially among those recently married who had doubts about the validity of their union
—and brought the ministry in general into disrepute. Butler settled the matter by getting both
ministers to use the form of liturgy employed in the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, which the
governor personally translated out of a French bible he had brought with him to Bermuda. The
Channel Island liturgy was the same as that used by French, Dutch, and Swiss Protestants and was
officially tolerated by King James, thus avoiding the potential for Bermuda’s clergy being branded
radical or non-conformist in England.85 After patching up this doctrinal debate, Butler strove to
help the ministers improve the general morality of the colonists. Armed with the examples from the
second assize and laws passed by the Bermudian assembly, the governor treated moral offenses as
crimes and punished sinners as criminals. When a Somerset Island man drank himself to death in
St. George’s, Butler had him buried in the highway "with a stake driven through him by them in
whose company he drank himself dead” as an example to others. The dead man’s companion, a
soldier, was punished by being forced to "ride the cannon, shot off at full charge which did shake
him terribly.” Other offenders were publicly disciplined where they resided in the “cages, stocks
and ducking-stoles” that Butler caused to be built in each tribe.86
Freedom. 134-35, 360-61; Darrett and Anita Rutman, A Place in Time: Middlesex County. 1650-1750.
226-27.
“Butler, 171-73; Shipley, 94-98; Barbour, 11:377. Butler was also fluent in Italian and Dutch. A copy
of the Liturgy of Guernsey and Jersey was reprinted by Lefroy in Appendix IV, Memorials 11:588-91. For
the catechism which Lewis Hughes used in Bermuda, see Plaine and True Relation. 15-41.
“Hughes, Letter to the Priw Council. 12; Plaine and True Relation. 11-12. Felons in England were
commonly buried in streets or at cross-roads. The man who "rode the cannon” presumably sat with his
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At the end of his first year in office, Butler had successfully turned the island around. He
had established a viable political structure that gave colonists a considerable degree of freedom in
governing their affairs. He secured the colony by improving existing fortifications, creating new
ones, and mounting additional cannon and assured there were enough boats to get soldiers to the
forts to repulse an invasion. The summer’s com and tobacco crops were both good, dispelling the
specter of famine and delighting the English investors with a harvest of 60,000 pounds of only
“good and merchantable” leaf inspected by appointed "‘tobacco triers” in each tribe, which was sent
home in the magazine ship Joseph. This ship also took Miles Kendall and Lewis Hughes back to
England; Butler was as glad to bid farewell to the former as he was saddened by the departure of
the latter.87
Nathaniel Butler began his second year in office with an assize, where a reassuringly small
number of delinquents were presented by the tribe bailiffs. The assize was noteworthy for the
introduction of yet another innovation in the form of Bermuda’s government when Butler issued the

legs astride a cannon barrel when the gun was fired. The shock of the recoil would have been quite a
punishment!
87Assuming a market price of 2s. 6<t. the gross value of Bermuda's 1619-20 tobacco crop was £7,500!
Another 10,000 pounds of tobacco was freighted to England in a small barque owned by Barnstaple mayor
and company member John Delbridge; Barbour 11:381. After the arrival of Kendall’s bad tobacco, the
Somers Island Company (upon the suggestion of Daniel Tucker) directed Butler to shift the planters’
attention to sugar cane and vines. The company letter arrived with the Joseph, and Butler must have
found this order to abandon tobacco agriculture absurd in the extreme, in light of the good and bountiful
harvest he was loading into the magazine ship. Butler responded that although sugar cane grew well
where Tucker had made trials, there was not “one share among twentye that will afford one acre fitt” for
cane-growing, and that the plant’s joints were “extraordinarily short” in the few places it would grow.
Butler had also experimental with viticulture, but found that although the vines thrived until harvest time,
“not one cluster in five hundred came to perfection”; instead, the grapes turned hard and shiny and
“proved rotten instead of being ripe.” The governor thought that if any alternate industry should be
considered, it should be silk cultivation. The climate was perfect for both mulberry trees and silk worms,
and the silk made by Bermuda’s native spiders was perfect “in respect to strength, substance and colour”;
Butler, 209-10, 215-18.
In October 1620, the company sent a sugar refiner to Bermuda who, though by his own
confession had “never seene a suger-cane in his life,” did succeed in producing “some smale quantitie of
browne suger”; Butler, 226.
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first orders in council —proclamations made by the governor with the advice of his council that
responded to the settlement’s needs as they arose and which carried the same force as law. In this
instance, the governor and council forbade individuals from carrying palmetto torches at night,
fearing that they might set fire to the settlers’ thatched houses. Other orders required the colony’s
craftsmen to accept payment in kind (they were demanding only specie in payment for their labor)
and created the post of ferry-keeper, whose duty it was to convey passengers between The Main
and the western tip of St. George’s Island. Butler also expanded the duties o f churchwardens and
ordained that these officers in each tribe meet twice a year to present those guilty of moral offenses
like Sabbath-breaking, drunkenness, fornication and adultery, bastardy and incontinency, gaming,
and swearing. At the conclusion of the assize, Butler once again mustered the colony’s militia, and
personally “exercised the battell of pikes and commanded his lieutenant to doe as much with the
shott.” After a four-hour mock battle, he dismissed the men, well satisfied that they would fight
reasonably well in the event of an invasion.88
After the assize, the governor once again turned his attention towards the colony’s public
works. He cleared additional land in St. George's Island upon which he planted sugar cane and
vines. He built a large cedar-framed storehouse on an island near town capable of housing all of
the magazine ship’s supplies. He repaired Warwick Castle, neglected since Moore’s days, and
built eight new carriages for the cannon at the King’s Castle and Smith’s Fort. At Paget Fort, he
laid a new platform atop Tucker’s inadequate work. In July 1621, he repaired the battlements of
the lower battery of the King’s Castle and built a stone residence for the captain of the Castle and
his family. On a nearby island, Butler built a “com house” at Charles Fort and constructed

“Butler, 228-30. There were churchwardens in each tribe as early as 1618, but their roles had hitherto
been ambiguously defined; BCR 1:1 lr.
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another in St. George’s to house the colony’s grain reserves.*9 A month later, he dug a new
platform near Paget Fort for two sakers, built another platform on the northern tip of that island,
and repaired and remounted cannon at a small redoubt that Moore had erected on the southeastern
tip of St. George’s Island.90 Elsewhere on the island, settlers built the bridges and highways
mandated in the first assembly’s acts; three “large and strong” bridges at Somerset Island, The
Flatts, and Coney Island were constructed, measuring forty, fifty and eighty feet, respectively
(figure 1-6) 91
Butler’s crowning achievement, however, was his “Towne House” in St. George’s. This
structure, made with “hewen stone” blocks carved out of the island’s bedrock, was a thick-walled,
flat-roofed building similar to ones that Butler had seen in “other countries in parallel” with
Bermuda’s latitude. The walls are over two feet thick. The exterior resembles a keep or
blockhouse and indeed it was designed to serve as such, but inside its single “very favre and large
roome” was set aside for public business, where the courts and general assembly met. The State
House survives to the present and is the oldest standing stone building erected by the English in the
New World, aside from the forts (figures 1-7 and 1-8).92
®Butler, 238.
“Butler, 241. Butler refers to Moore’s redoubt as “the pigeon house,” which was “left forsaken and in
ruins” by Daniel Tucker. Today, this fort is commonly called Gates’ Fort. Together, Gates’ Fort and
Butler’s platform on the northern tip of Paget Island (now lost, presumably eroded into the sea) guarded
the “Old Town Cut” channel which, though shallow in the seventeenth century, could allow “shalopes . ..
[to] passe up untouched into the towne harbour.”
’’Butler, 230-33; Hughes, Letter to the Priw Council. 12. Hughes wrote that these three fair, long
bridges were “like Kingston Bridge” in design. John Smith wrote that the bridges were “more then an
hundred, or an hundred and twenty foot in length,” almost certainly an exaggeration; Barbour 11:382.
^This building, commonly called the State House or Sessions House, is the center of SL George’s
historic district today. The building was modified in the eighteenth century, when a peaked roof was
added and the upper floor was used as the colony’s gunpowder magazine. After the capital shifted from
St George’s to Hamilton in 1815, the building was leased to Masonic Lodge #266 for die annual rent of
one peppercorn. In 1970, the State House was “restored,” to its appearance on John Smith’s 1624
engraving. The walls are original, and are bonded with lime and turtle oil mortar, the footprint of the
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Figure 1-6. Rich’s Mount, the watchtower in St. George’s erected by Gov. Moore and
rebuilt by Governor Butler in 1619. Inset is the three bridges built by act of Bermuda’s
first assembly in 1620 (John Smith, “The Summer IIs,” 1624).
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Figure 1-7. Governor Nathaniel Butler’s State House in 1624 and today (John Smith,
“The Summer IIs,” 1624 and author’s photograph).
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Figure 1-8. Sketch o f “The Little Fortress on the Bank o f the River,” by Robert van den
Hoecke, ca. 1630. The blockhouse of this Dutch fortification and the palisade that
surrounds it bears a striking resemblance to Nathaniel Butler’s State House. Forts such
as this one in the Low Countries were probably Butler’s inspiration (Source: F. W. H.
Hollstein, Dutch and Flemish Etchings., Engravings and Woodcuts, ca. 1450-1700. 9 vols.,
(Amsterdam, 1949) 9:41).
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For all his achievements and hard work in the colony, Butler received little thanks back
home. The company magazine ship Joseph arrived in September 1621 after an arduous and sickly
passage with news that the Somers Island Company was once again racked with political infighting
and that Governor Sir Thomas Smith was under heavy fire. Once back in England, Miles Kendall
had enlisted the support of his kinsman, Sir Edwin Sandys, to claim the fourteen black slaves that
he alleged the pirate Kirby had given to him. Sandys and Kendall condemned Butler’s seizure of
the slaves in the Ordinary Court, along with the company’s order directing him to make the seizure.
The ploy backfired because Lewis Hughes, an eyewitness to the whole affair, revealed that the
slaves were given to Kendall after he had sold the pirate gunpowder and com that were public
property.93 Thwarted in his effort to gain the slaves for Kendall, Sandys redoubled his attack on
Butler.94 He had gathered a small following of investors disaffected with Buder and his patron, the
earl of Warwick, chiefly led by Tucker (who hoped to return to Bermuda with a new governor’s
commission) and a few other incompetent or idle officers and setders that Buder had encouraged
to leave the colony. Together, they drafted a “catalogue of divers wrongs and injuries . . . done by
Captaine Nathaniell Buder,” a list of 31 offenses that mixed half-truths with outright lies. This
document, accusing Buder of corruption, insubordination, and moral laxity, was then presented to

building is an irregular trapezoid; Buder, 231-32. For more on the State House, see Jarvis, St. George’s.
16-19.
’■
’Buder, 242-46. Disease had broken out on the Joseph en route, and death had claimed the master, a
new minister and a sugar refiner that the Company had sent out, as well as a large number of passengers.
94At the next Somers Island Company Quarter Court. Sandys tried to have Buder recalled to England
by lodging a suit with the Star Chamber. The governor’s brother, James Buder, parried the blow by
pointing out that Lewis Hughes, as a sworn councillor the colony, could testify before that court
concerning Nathaniel Buder’s actions, rather than subpoena him all the way from Bermuda. The antiButler party was marginally aided when Henry Wriothseley, earl of Southampton, was elected as the
Somers Island Company governor in place of the more capable Sir Thomas Smith; Buder, 242-46.
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the Somers Island Company.95 Thus, when the magazine ship arrived, instead of the thanks of a
grateful company for last year’s excellent tobacco crop, Butler was commanded to answer charges
leveled by Sandys and his minions. The governor was forced to stay his public works and draft a
rebuttal, for which he found no shortage of supporters ready to testify on his behalf.96
While Butler was writing his defense, word reached St. George’s that a hundred Spaniards
had landed at the west end of the island. The governor immediately raised a colony-wide alarm,
manned all of the forts, and with a band of twenty soldiers, he went to Somerset to scout his
enemy. Instead of an invasion, Butler found about 70 "poore dejected Portugalls and Spaniards”
whose vessel, the San Antonio, had wrecked on the West End reefs. The governor billeted these
castaways in various settlers’ houses and ordered the "baser sorte” of Bermudian settlers and
Spanish sailors to return all the goods they had pillaged from passengers before his arrival. The
captain, pilot, and a handful of Spanish gentry were taken to St. George’s and "entertained” by
Butler at his own table; this measure served the dual purpose of paying respect to the Spaniards’
rank, while keeping those who might most profit from a reconnaissance of the colony under close
supervision.97
Once the Iberian castaways had been settled, Governor Butler continued to land the
magazine’s supplies and passengers and freight the vessel with tobacco. The storm that drove the

95Butler, 249-52.
^Butler, 253-63. While Butler labored over his defense, the Sandys faction persevered in their attempt
to undermine their enemy. Daniel Tucker petitioned the Somers Island Company for a patent to be made
governor of the common land and forts, but his request was rejected, since “everye man [knew] him to be
a better gardiner than a Govemour.”
Sutler, 265. The San Antonio was part of the Spanish fleet sailing from Cartagena to Spain. After
the wreck, the sailors looted the vessel and then made for land, leaving the passengers aboard to fend for
themselves. She sank to the north of Eastern Blue Cut and was discovered in the 1960s by Teddy Tucker.
It was surveyed in the late 1980s by divers from East Carolina University working with the Bermuda
Maritime Museum.
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Spanish ship onto the reefs also destroyed an estimated “twenty thousand waight” of that year’s
tobacco crop in the field. When the vessel was unloaded, Buder was pleased to find fifteen barrels
of gunpowder and some cannon shot, but the lack of resin, tar, fishing line, and oil still left the
colony in need of many vital commodities. A second ship, the James, arrived in a sickly state while
the magazine ship was in port with Lewis Hughes and Miles Kendall, the former to return to his
ministry and the latter to gather evidence of Butler’s alleged misdeeds for the Sandys faction.98
The ship also brought out “certaine young maydes” sent over by the Somers Island Company as
potential wives for any single planters willing to pay a hundred pounds of tobacco for their
passage. One particular “maid,” a Virginia Indian who had been one of Pocahontas’ ladies-inwaiting, was sent there by the Virginia Company to be married to a husband acceptable to the
governor and council.99 A third barque from the West Country brought out a few more “maids for
wives” and left freighted with experimental crops for Virginia.100

"Butler, 269-71. Kendall was held in contempt by the “common sort” and “thoes of better fashion”
alike. The former considered him “a base and false informer and slandourour” for his role in drafting the
charges against Butler. The elite planters ignored Kendall and declined to receive him into their homes.
As a result, Kendall almost starved during his short stay in St. George’s, and quickly left for Somerset
where he lived on Sir Edwin Sandys’s shares.
"Butler, 271-72. John Rolfe and Pocahontas departed for England in 1614 with three young Indian
maidens. After her death in 1617, these women were kept by the Virginia Company. According to E. D.
Neill, one of them died of consumption in 1620. Seeking to free itself of their maintenance, the Virginia
Company proposed sending the other two to Bermuda with “one servante apeec .. . towards their
prefennt in marriage wth such as shall accept of them.” One succumbed to disease en route, but the
surviving Indian maid was married in St. George’s in March 1622. Governor Butler gave the couple a
wedding feast which was attended by over a hundred guests, including some visitors from Virginia who
reported the event to her kinsmen in that colony; Virginia Company Court, 11 June 1621, RVCL 1:485,
496; Barbour 11:384; Butler, 284; Neill, History of the Virginia Company (London. 1869), 104. For the
similar practice of sending maids to Virginia, see Mrs. H. L. Cook, “Maids for Wives,” in VMHB 50:
300-20 (1942); 51:71-85 (1943).
100This vessel, owned by company member John Delbridge of Barnstaple, carried “all kindes and sortes
of plants and fruicts, as Virginia at that time and untill then had not.” including figs, pomegranates,
oranges, lemons, piantaines, sugar cane, cassava, papayas, red pepper, prickly pears, and potatoes. Butler
consigned the plants to Governor Sir Francis Wyatt and Sir George Yeardley. Dr. Bertheld Laufer posited
that the potato was introduced into North America by this ship. Solanum tuberosum, a native of Chile and
Peru, was introduced into England around 1586 and should not be confused with the “potato” that
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On November 5, 1621, the tobacco-laden magazine ship was ready to depart. While the
San Antonio's survivors were gathering in St. George’s for their imminent departure, Governor
Butler staged a display designed to impress upon the Spaniards the permanence and security of the
new colony. After divine services on Guy Fawkes Day, “the day of that damnable gunne-powder
treasons discoverie,” Butler gave a feast for his Spanish "accidentall guests” and the colonial
officers. The governor’s toast to the King’s prosperity was accompanied first by a quick volley of
muskets, followed by the rumbling boom of the cannon of the colony’s forts echoing the salute.
The solemnity of the occasion was later broken with “musick and danceinge, and at night many
huge bonfires of sweet wood.” The Spanish castaways no doubt catalogued the success of the
English at Bermuda, where over a thousand planters prospered by growing tobacco behind the
guns of a dozen forts and batteries. The Spanish Crown doubtless realized that these wellorganized colonists would be difficult to displace, which was exactly the conclusion that Butler
intended them to form.101
After the magazine ship departed, Butler returned his attention to the island’s defenses.
Out of the wrecked San Antonio he raised two sakers and three English murderers (types of
cannon), and mounted them in the eastern forts.102 He further improved Southampton Fort by

Thomas Harriott found in North Carolina two years later. S. tuberosum reached Bermuda in 1613 aboard
the ship Elizabeth and was extensively cultivated by the early settlers. In April 1622, Butler sent another
20,000 pounds of potatoes to Virginia, which were widely planted; Roval Gazette. 29 January 1921;
Butler, 30.
t01The Spanish guests present must have been acutely aware that the English were celebrating the
discovery of a Catholic plot to blow up Parliament Butler orchestrated the cannon salute specifically so
“that the Spaniards might take notice of” both the colony’s trained militia and its many fortification. In
some quarters, there was already strong anti-Catholic sentiments in the colony. Samuel Lang, the
m inister, had earlier preached that “we must by all meanes endeavor and seeke to weaken our enemies
and help to pull down the members of the Anti-Christ” and advocated outfitting privateers to attack the
Spanish West Indies; Butler, 212. 273-74.
l02The English cannon were recognized as those which Kendall had sold to the pirate Kirby during the
aimmfir of 1619. Governor Butler questioned five Spaniards who had been left behind as to how these
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adding three bulwarks, two curtain walls, and two ravelins. In January, Butler altered the
organization of the militia to correct defects revealed by the false alarm with the Spanish at
Somerset. He distributed the company’s small arms to the leading planters in each tribe, who
became responsible for their maintenance. During an alarm, Butler ordered that the men of the five
western tribes103gather in a body at the Overplus, while the rest of the island’s militia resorted to
the Town of St. George and the King’s Castle. The new system placed a sufficient army already
on the main island capable of repulsing a landing but still distributed enough men to the forts to
prevent warships from entering the island’s two harbors.104
The winter of 1621-22 was a quiet, prosperous one in Bermuda. Butler made a fortuitous
discovery that further reduced the chance of famine when settlers told him about an improved way
of preserving the Indian com harvest. Ironically, it was the "lazie . . . idle persons” rather than the
diligent husbandmen who found that ears of com left in their husks lasted indefinitely; earlier
planters had unhusked their ears of com and hung them up to dry, only to see them consumed by
flies and weevils. As a result of this serendipitous finding, the colony thereafter enjoyed a greater
food supply, obtained with far less labor.105
guns come to be on the San Antonio and learned that the Spanish had dispatched two warships to hunt
down Kirby. In a bloody engagement the pirate was shot through the neck and most of his men were
slain or hanged. The San Antonio's pilot was given the three cannon as his reward for finding Kirby,
Butler, 278-79; Barbour, 11:385.
‘“ Sandys, Southampton, Warwick, Paget and Pembroke tribes.
104Butler, 280-81.
'“Butler, 281-82. Butler had ordered that the summer com crop of 1621 be harvested by a certain
date, so that grain would not be wasted or left in the fields to support the island's rat population. Lazy
planters gathered their ears and left them husked and in heaps in outbuildings, while the diligent planters
shucked their crop and hung it up to dry. Four months later, the unhusked com was still sound while the
processed ears had been consumed by flies and weevils. This “discovery” raises interesting questions
about com processing in Virginia; if the settlers in that colony had learned to preserve their com
unhusked from the Indians, why didn’t Tucker, Stokes, and other Virginia veterans pass on this
knowledge to Bermuda’s settlers? The alternative is that the English in Virginia likewise employed the
same inefficient method of husking and hanging their com —which might explain why food shortages
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In March 1622, a barque arrived from Virginia freighted with liquor, oil, and bricks, which
the governor and council of that colony offered in exchange for food. Butler sent back 20,000
pounds of potatoes, “great store of ducks and turkeys.” a few coneys [rabbitsj, cassava root, com
preserved in the new manner, and “all kindes of plantes in great varietie and quantitie” for Virginia
planters to try in their climate.106 Butler offered the captain another 120,000 ears of com, since
rumor had it that the settlers in Virginia “wer in much distresse by want of bread,” but the captain
“would by noe meanes confesse . . . any want at all in that kinde” and declined the offer. It is sad
to think that had the captain taken the com, perhaps a thousand lives might have been saved, for
while he was bartering in Bermuda, Indians under Opechancanough in Virginia rose up and
attacked the English plantations along the James River, killing 347 setders. In the wake of the
massacre, famine and disease claimed hundreds more. The timely arrival of a good supply of food
from Bermuda would surely have lessened the loss of life.107
In the months after the Virginia barque left, Butler improved the Town of St. George by
digging a new well, cleaning out the cattle pond dug by Daniel Tucker, finishing the State House,
and building a new cedar-framed prison. This last structure was completed just in time for the
spring assize, where over fifty civil and twenty criminal cases were heard. Under the direction of

were endemic in that colony.
‘T h is is yet one more example of the vast biological exchange between Europe, Africa, and the
Americas documented by environmental historians like Alfred Crosby, William Cronon and Timothy
Silver. Plants, animals, and diseases flowed back and forth across the Atlantic as European settlers
modified their environments to suit their physical and economic needs. The feet that Bermuda was an
ecological hinterland for Virginia has hitherto been unappreciated by environmental historians. See
Alfred Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of 1492 (Westport,
Conn., 1972), Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe. 900-1900 (Cambridge,
1986); William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians. Colonists, and the Ecology of New England (New
York, 1983); Timothy Silver, A New Face on the Countryside: Indians. Colonists, and Slaves in South
Atlantic Forests. 1500-1800 (Cambridge. 1990).
l07Butler, 285-86. For a general treatment of the Powhatan Uprising of 22 March 1622 and food
shortages in Virginia, see Edmund Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom. 99-106.
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Butler’s Dutch shipbuilder, another nine cannon were raised out of the Spanish wreck, and Butler
himself brought up a saker, a sheet anchor, and “divers barres of yron and steele, with some pigges
of leade” out of the Sea Venture wreck at the East End. After a peaceful and productive summer,
Nathaniel Butler’s three-year term as governor drew to a close. As he made preparations to depart,
the colony’s leading planters asked him to present a list of grievances to the company, whereby
they sought to redress defects they perceived in the colony. Their chief complaints revolved around
the sporadic supplies sent out by the company and the extortionate prices charged by captains of
the magazine ships, the lack of ministers, shortages of gunpowder and shot for the forts, earlier
court decisions that went against English common law, and the deplorable plight of orphaned
children, “helde as slaves or drudges” and forced to labor on private shares to pay for their
deceased parents’ debts. Butler agreed to plead their cases.108
In October, a small barque from England arrived and brought Butler the first update in
nearly a year relating to the state of the Somers Island Company, and the news was not good. The
Spanish ambassador in London had made outrageous claims that Butler had looted the San
Antonio and mistreated her passengers. Sandys and his faction readily seized upon this negative
publicity to attack Butler within the Somers Island Company Court and the Crown had enjoined
the High Court of Admiralty to investigate. Given the weight of the matter and the fact that he
could do little to defend himself in Bermuda, Butler formed a provisional government and departed
on the barque for England.109 En route, Butler stopped in Virginia at one of the most deplorable
moments in that colony’s history. In the wake of the March Indian uprising, most plantations had
been abandoned and few fields were planted. The Virginia Company nonetheless had sent over

108Butler, 286-90, 294-96; Barbour 11:388. On the salvage of the San Antonio, see Lefroy, 1:248-55.
l09Barbour 0:388-89; On the charges and counter-charges concerning the San Antonio wreck, see CSP
(C) 1:27, 31-33; 9:120; APC 1:80-81, 83-85; Lefroy, 1:240-47, 257.
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several hundred inadequately-supplied new settlers, who crowded into the few inhabited settlements
that had held out against the Indians. In Virginia’s misfortune, however, Butler discovered a
suitable way to revenge himself upon Sir Edwin Sandys. He penned a candid, truthful account of
the low state to which Virginia had been reduced that laid the blame chiefly at the foot of the
Virginia Company’s governor —Sir Edwin Sandys. During his brief stay, Butler gathered the
material that was later published as The Unmasked Face of Our Colonie in Virginia after he
returned to London.110 This pamphlet, as it turned out, helped to bring down not only Sandys, but
the entire Virginia Company with him.111

Bermuda in 1622
Bermuda achieved a level of stability and prosperity more quickly than any other English
colony. In less than a decade, the colony was extensively cleared and settled by planters committed
to the venture and exported a sizeable staple crop. When Nathaniel Butler departed the island, he
left 1,500 healthy settlers who were well stocked with food, ten forts mounting 52 cannon, and
nearly a hundred boats. Over 80 percent of the private shares had been “taken up,” or cleared and
planted, comprising over 8,000 acres of land. The settlers lived in “substantial! houses” rather

,,0PRO CO l/2:#20. Butler’s catalog of Virginia’s defects included it bad environment, lack of food,
poor housing (worse than “the meanest cottages in England”) and lack of forts (he reported there were
only four cannon in the whole colony, all of which were unserviceable). The fledgling iron furnace had
been destroyed, the glass and pottery industry halted, and Charles City and Henrico plantations abandoned
to the Indians. Of the 10,000 settlers sent to Virginia, only 2,000 “sickly and poor” colonists remained
alive. The Virginia Company’s rebuttal on 7 May 1623 countered that only 6,000.had been sent, and that
500 of these had died at sea —admitting that only 3.500 had died where Butler had asserted 8,000; RVCL
0:372-76, 392, 399.
"‘Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom. 103-7; Craven, Introduction. 150-73, and Craven,
Dissolution of the Virginia Company. Butler succeeded all to well in his revenge; his pamphlet led to a
royal investigation that ultimately dissolved the Virginia Company. Craven suggested that the small
barque that spirited Butler off Bermuda had been sent thither by the earl of Warwick, and that the earl had
directed Butler to stop at Virginia specifically to prepare the expose.
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than in “tents or cabbins” or other impermanent structures. The colony had assumed an air of
permanence, made manifest by the attachment of its settlers to the land and to the society they had
created.112
In tobacco, Bermuda’s planters had found a profitable staple. The first colonists inherited
the plant from earlier Spanish castaways, and were exporting tobacco to England long before it
took hold in the Chesapeake. Until 1624, Bermuda’s tobacco production consistently surpassed
that of Virginia, yielding profits to both landlords in England and planters in Bermuda alike (see
appendices 3 and 5):

Tobacco Exports
Bermuda and Virginia, 1612-1626
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Table 1-1. Tobacco Exports from Bermuda and Virginia, 1613-1626.
The size of Bermuda’s tobacco exports was considerable, but the price it fetched is even more
important for assessing the wealth generated by the colony. Bermuda’s tobacco came to market at
a time when the price of that commodity was at its highest and when the Somers Island Company’s

ll2Norwood, Insularum Petectio. f. 9. According to a census in the Rich Papers, 321 of the 400 private
shares were occupied at the end of Butler’s government; Ives, Rich Papers. 240-45.
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produce was still tax-free; its royal charter granted immunity from taxes and duties before 1622.
Butler’s efforts to weed out inferior tobacco before export kept the wholesale price of Bermuda’s
tobacco high while the price o f Chesapeake leaf plummeted in 1620 and after 1622. These profits,
combined with the windfall of the ambergris found in 1612, kept the Somers Island Company
solvent while the Virginia Company plunged deep into debt. Between 1613 and 1625, the gross
value of tobacco exported from Bermuda was an incredible £73,350 sterling, while that from
Virginia was less than half —£30,956. Bermudian investors and planters alike grew rich in the
early years.

Value of Tobacco Exports
from Berm uda and Virginia, 1616-1626
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Table 1-2. Value o f tobacco exports from Bermuda and Virginia, 1616-1626.'13
In the first decade of settlement, Bermuda’s colonists formed a cohesive society.
Bermuda’s low mortality level was astonishing; in 1622, all but one of Moore’s original fifty

u3The values are based on the mean wholesale price in the colony, reprinted in appendix 3. The
wholesale price of tobacco in London reached as high as eight shillings a pound in 1620. Data for the
Chesapeake comes from Russell Menard, “The Tobacco Industry in the Chesapeake Colonies, 1617-1730:
An Interpretation,” in Research in Economic History S: 157-61 (1980).
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settlers were alive and well."4 Known population figures, compared with a tally of passengers
arriving on the various supplies, suggest a mortality rate below 10% (see Appendix 1). The
island’s salubrious climate and low mortality meant that early settlers passed on vital survival
skills to newcomers, teaching them how best to clear land, cultivate fields, cure tobacco, and build
houses. The emigration of families and the almost equal ratio of men to women resulted in a selfreplicating population; already the first generation of “Bermudians” was being bom and brought
up on the island.115 A long life expectancy encouraged colonists to invest money and energy in
long-term development (permanent houses, for example) and predisposed them towards conserving
natural resources, and secure long-term leases on the land upon which they labored guaranteed
that they would reap the profits of their improvements."6
But sheer numbers do not make a society. Bermuda's settlers were bound by a common
culture and religion, which they transplanted in their new colony. Embedded in die civil and
ecclesiastical government they established in Bermuda was the same hierarchical order manifest in
English society. Though there was a chronic shortage of ministers during the first decade of

settlement, the few that were there —most notably Lewis Hughes —were diligent in their ministry.
Although the generally Puritan tenor of the liturgy in Bermuda was not strictly orthodox, it stayed
within bounds acceptable to the church in England. The civil government gradually became more

"'The one casualty had been killed when a cannon accidentally discharged at one of the forts.
U5For a discussion of early Bermudian demographics, see Laird, “Hollow Lotos Land,” 65-68.
114Lewis Hughes, Plaine and True Relation. 8. All of this stood in sharp contrast to Virginia, which
suffered nearly 90% mortality rates between 1607 and 1625. The muster of 1625 revealed that only three
of the original 100 settlers survived; Barbour II: 140-42; Irene Hecht, “The Virginia Muster of 1624/25 as
a Source for Demographic History,” WMO 3rd ser. 30:83 (1973). As to the colony’s financial success,
Edmund Morgan noted that “by the time [Virginia] was ten year old [it was] an almost total loss to the
men who had invested their lives and fortunes in it;” American Slavery. American Freedom. 90. A rapid
turnover in personnel through disease, faynine and warfare seriously impeded the formation of a stable
society in the Chesapeake for most of the seventeenth century, Jack Greene, Pursuits of Happiness. 8-18.
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participatory as the colony grew more settled. Just eight years after Governor Moore, with neardictatorial powers, stepped off the Plough, Bermuda’s settlers were drafting their own laws,
deciding cases in their own assizes, and electing their own officials. Together, the colony’s
ministers and governor guided the morality and prosperity of the people under their charge.
The stability that emerged in the colony was matched by increasing anarchy within the
Somers Island Company. Factions competed for control of the direction of the colony’s economy.
Overlapping membership among investors in the Virginia and Somers Island Companies led to
partisan infighting breaking out in the courts of both companies, clouding pressing issues and
upstaging the needs of the colonies. Such bickering undermined the authority of Bermuda’s and
Virginia’s governors, once politically-astute settlers learned that their appeals to England could
overcome the absolute command of their leaders in the colonies. Stability and direction was
restored to the Somers Island Company only after the Virginia Company was dissolved in 1624,
effectively ending the factional contest among the English colonial investors.
The narrative of Bermuda’s rapid and successful colonization invites comparison with
contemporaneous efforts in Virginia and later attempts in New England. The most critical
difference between these English colonial ventures was that settlers emigrating to Bermuda found a
tabula rasa, where the society they established was altered only by adaptations to a new
environment, while those who founded settlements in North America were profoundly affected by
the presence of Native Americans already dwelling on the land. The irony of Bermuda’s amazing
success in taming and settling an uninhabited island is that it led not to a golden age, but rather to a
host of troubles. By the late 1620s, the price of tobacco crashed. Bermuda’s small size and
burgeoning population, so important for achieving early stability, became handicaps to the island’s
prosperity since there was not enough land to make the transition to an economy of scale and too
many people competed for what little land there was. The colony was left to reinvent itself by
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English investors who lost interest when their returns fell and other colonial projects and religious
controversies commanded their attention. Bermuda had matured before most of England’s
overseas colonies were even conceived.
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CHAPTER 2
BERMUDIAN SOCIETY AND TOBACCO AGRICULTURE

During the first half of the seventeenth century, tobacco agriculture and Puritan ideology
fundamentally shaped the organization of Bermudian society, producing a hybrid cross between the
dominant social features associated with England’s Chesapeake and New England colonies.
Bermuda, like Virginia, was firmly linked to tobacco as a staple crop, which it exported to markets
in England, but where the tobacco boom in Virginia fueled reckless expansion and attracted highly
mobile and often volatile emigrants, Bermuda’s small size limited the amount of arable land and set
a cap on the prosperity of the planters. The modest amount of money that each year’s tobacco
crop netted went towards household needs that could not be met in Bermuda —tools, clothes,
books, perhaps liquor, and other modest luxuries. Colonists bent on making a quick fortune were
soon disappointed and left Bermuda to seek sudden riches elsewhere. As a result, Bermuda was
relatively free from the unruly element often found in seventeenth-century Chesapeake and West
Indian colonies. The planters that formed the backbone of the island’s society were more content
with a comfortable existence in a pleasant and healthy climate, where they could raise a family in
safety.
But while the staple economy paradoxically shaped a conservative, agrarian society, strong
Puritan influences produced a more liberal community. From the outset of the colonial venture one
can detect Puritan leanings in both company membership and the settlers responsible for
colonization. Within days of arrival, Governor Moore made a covenant with his fellow adventurers
92
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to live under God, remain loyal to the Crown, and bond together for mutual support. The island’s
first ministers preached regularly to the settlers, reinforcing religious principles in godly planters
and catechizing the untutored servants sent out o f Newgate and Bridewell. The governor and
churchwardens helped the ministers maintain a high collective level of morality by prosecuting
those guilty of transgressions at the colony’s assizes. This cooperation formed the foundation of
the moral, ordered society that emerged. But within the generally Puritan character of the island’s
early religious community, a great deal of variation was tolerated. Unlike New England,
Bermuda’s congregations remained open to all. Church membership and enfranchisement in
electing tribe/parish officers was not predicated by a conversion experience or the consensus that
one had become a “visible saint.” After 1622, Bermuda’s settlers had a choice o f ministers who
varied in the degree of their orthodoxy. The island was small enough that individual planters could
choose the church they wished to attend. The arrangement for maintaining the island’s clergy
depended upon salaries paid out of the general levy and the ministers’ own profits of glebe lands
freed individual clergymen from having to bend to the temper of their congregations in order to
keep their positions. As a result, Bermuda was largely free of the squabbles between preachers and
parishioners over money so common in New England. Thus, while Bermudian society was solidly
religious, settlers and ministers alike possessed a considerable degree of autonomy in their
individual beliefs, and the colonial church avoided the exclusivity that bred unhealthy contention in
other colonies.
These generalizations are useful in placing Bermudian society within the spectrum of a
colonial developmental model and in isolating elements of Bermudian uniqueness, but they risk
masking a considerable degree of variation within the colony’s early seventeenth-century society
and only hint at the various elements that comprised the society. An understanding of tobacco
agriculture as it evolved in Bermuda is critical to comprehending the factors that shaped daily life
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in the colony and ordered the society, for Bermudian tobacco cultivation evolved differently from
that of the Chesapeake. Likewise, an understanding of those who participated in the colonial
venture —landlords, planters, servants, and slaves —and their relationships to each other is vital to
appreciating the complementary and competing ideologies at work upon the society.

Daily Life in Bermuda
The dull thud of cannon fire rolled across the waters and brought the individual routines of
Bermuda’s settlers to a halt. Planters paused in the fields; wives stopped washing, milking cows or
cooking; craftsmen halted their work. The watchman atop Rich’s Mount in St. George’s had
spied a ship in the distance and had given the signal of its approach. A few doubtlessly
contemplated the arrival of an enemy, perhaps the Spanish making good their threat to drive them
off the island, but most hoped it was the company’s magazine ship, arriving to take their tobacco to
England and bring them supplies. If it wasn’t the magazine, many planters feared that the crop
they had worked so hard to harvest and cure would perish before long. For the rest o f the day, the
farmsteads and neighborhoods in Bermuda’s tribes were abuzz with excitement until the identity of
the vessel became known.
As soon as the signal reached Castle Island, the captain of the King’s Castle dispatched a
pilot to meet the approaching vessels, for it could be seen now that there were two sail on the
horizon. As he cautiously approached, the pilot discerned that the larger of the two was a ship of
perhaps 200 tons, armed with sixteen guns; the fact that they were not run out was as reassuring as
the flag of St. George flying from the masthead. The vessel was indeed the company magazine, the
Peter Bonavertture, sailing in consort with the barque Lydia. After greeting Captain Thomas
Sherwin and the master, Edward Some, the pilot set to work bringing in the vessel through the lines
o f breakers that ringed Bermuda’s south shore. As they passed through the winding channel that
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led to Castle Harbour, the sight of so many cannon bearing down on their ship from the King’s
Castle and Southampton Fort must have daunted the sailors aboard and confirmed in their minds
the reputation the colony had as impregnable. Once past the forts, the ship reached the still waters
of a commodious harbor and anchored about a mile from shore. For the first time in weeks, the
crew could relax and feel reasonably safe from the perils of the deep; ironically, they felt most
secure moored near the heart of what had once been called “the Isle of Devils.”
The arrival of the magazine ship marked end of the planter’s year —in this case 1626 —
which was governed more by the weather and rhythm of the growing cycles of the island than by
any calendar. The tobacco that awaited transportation to London had been over a year in the
making. It took six months from planting to cutting to grow tobacco in Bermuda, and at least
another five or six months to dry and cure it. And the year had not been an easy one, since the
plant required constant attention throughout the entire process; planter had to be ever-vigilant to
bring his crop to fruition. Tobacco planting began in August, when settlers prepared their beds
with dry ash, manure, and seaweed gathered from the shoreline. Weeds that sprouted in the new
beds were laboriously turned under three or four times to kill them off. When the beds were ready
to be planted around mid-October, they were raked level and any sticks or stones removed from the
loam. Planter added about a "'thimbleful” of tobacco seed to a quart of sand and then broadcast the
mixture over a quarter-acre of beds. After sowing, they patted down their beds with shovels and
then covered them with a layer o f brush to prevent the sun from parching the seeds and keep
animals from disturbing them. When the sprouts had grown “as large over as a sixpence,” they
were ready to be transplanted in the fields.1

'The steps necessary to produce tobacco in Bermuda are taken from nineteenth-century
naturalist John Bartram, A Short History of Tobacco, with some Hints for its Cultivation and
Curing in Bermuda (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1882) and perhaps reflect a variety of later improvements
in cultivation unknown to the seventeenth-century planter. The seasonality and labor involved in
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The fields also demanded considerable preparation before they were ready for the young
tobacco plants. Planters had to manure the soil and break up any clods by hand with hoes before
they transplanted the seedlings. They set them in long rows, two feet apart and three feet between
rows, that usually ran north to south to "‘give the sun’s rays a better chance of warming the ground
about the roots.” Every ten days or so, the planters engaged in the laborious task of weeding the
fields to prevent the tobacco plants from becoming “choked.” They scraped the soil away from the
roots so that ground surface would not get crusty; a later agriculturalist cautioned that “if [the
soil] is not loosened it will retard the growth of the plant very much.” Grubs were another threat to
the plant, and Bermuda’s tobacco growers had to turn out early each morning to pick them off the
leaves and stems.2 Pruning was a further chore for the planters from the earliest years. In order to
improve the quality of Bermudian tobacco, Governor Butler ordered in 1620 that no planter allow
his tobacco plant to have more than ten leaves. Although there was initially much grumbling, the
settlers soon found “ample recompense in the largenesse of their leaves [and the] goodnesse and
strength of their tobacco.” Planters also pruned the “suckers” that the tobacco plant put out from
the foot stalks of each leaf after it had attained the height of about two feet. The suckers had to be
“pinched out” or “shredded awaye” weekly or else the growth of the leaves would be retarded.
Flower buds were similarly “topped,” or cut off, when they appeared.3
Tobacco ripened in Bermuda from the latter end of April through mid-May, but never all

the process, however, would be identical to seventeenth-century practice.
bartram found that there were “two, if not three species of worms or caterpillars that are very
fond o f the green leaves, and these will quickly destroy a whole plant. . . . These are not the proper
tobacco worm of the States, but are old ‘Mudians, and, like many other ‘Mudians, are fond of
chewing tobacco.” Butler likewise mentioned the proclivity of the island’s native worms to
“sodenly devore . . . come, tobacco and almost every green thinge”; Butler, 8.
3Butler, 235-36; Lefroy 1:155. A few of the best plants were left to flower so the planter would
have seeds for next year’s crop.
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at once. The lower leaves ripened first when they assumed a speckled appearance and looked
“thick, fleshy or fat and puckered on the surface.” At this stage, the plants were most vulnerable to
wind because the ripe leaves were brittle and snapped instead of bending. When all the plant’s
leaves were ripe, the planter carefully cut the stalk close to the ground below the bottom-most
leaves and put it in a shady spot. In an hour or two, the cut plants wilted enough so that the leaves
bent without breaking and they were then gathered in bundles and removed for curing. The tricky
process of drying and curing followed the tobacco harvest. Each stalk was hung individually in a
tobacco bam for a month or two until it was dry, while the planter set his summer crop of com,
potatoes, and other vegetables in his fields. The growing season for this second food crop
complemented the tobacco rotation and assured a steady supply of provisions for the settlement.4
After the tobacco was completely dry, the planter stripped the leaves from the stalks on the first
suitable humid day and many sorted them by quality at this stage. Large, unbroken leaves were
best, followed by smaller upper leaves, while broken leaves were rated inferior. All leaves were
then flattened, laid in stacks about “a hand’s breadth” thick, and bound up using the midribs of
broken leaves. Each of these stacks was called a “hand” of tobacco.5
Curing, the most important step in the long and complicated process, took place next.
Curing was necessary, since “before we can get either the smell or taste of tobacco, it must
undergo a perfect fermentation,” which took anywhere from ten days to three months, depending on

4One of the first laws passed by the colony’s general assembly required that one acre of com be planted
for each resident above the age of sixteen living on every share. This not only safe-guarded against
famine, but also was the source for the com levied to feed the garrison at Castle Island and Paget Fort
BCR 1:33-34.
*On May 29, 1621, Nathaniel Butler ordered that “all planters stricktly and carefully observe to
and sever [their tobacco] into two sortes. . . a prime sort and a latter, or a better and a worse.”
The lesser tobacco still had to be deemed merchantable by the tribe tobacco testers, of course. This
distinction was made through much of the seventeenth century. In 1627, for instance, the better quality
Bermuda tobacco sold for 6d. while the lesser fetched 3d.; Butler, 235-36; “Lord Sackville Papers,” 497.
d istin guish
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the quality of the leaves. Each “hand” was sprinkled with a little salt or a weak solution of
saltpeter dissolved in water, wrapped in cloth, and packed in “a snug litde pile” to “ferment”
indoors.6 The “salt sauce” prevented the tobacco from becoming moldy and moderated the
fermentation. This laborious step was not performed in Virginia, where planters left their tobacco
in heaps to undergo natural fermentation and then packed them into hogsheads.7 While the tobacco
fermented, the planter rotated the piles of “hands” because they grew hot during the natural
reaction. Their position had to be rotated regularly so that the heat did not cause the leaves to rot.
About mid-autumn the curing process was completed and the tobacco was ready for export, at
about the time that planters were harvesting their com crop and transferring the following year’s
tobacco crop from beds to field. The two-crop system kept the planters continuously at work in
their fields and was a constant element of daily life.
Before the tobacco was loaded onto the magazine ship and sent overseas to market, the
planters’ tobacco was subjected to several quality control checks. From 1620 onwards, tobacco
“tasters” in each tribe inspected the quality of each planter’s crop and that which was deemed
unmerchantable was destroyed. Next, the tobacco was packaged and shipped to St. George’s,
where it was stored in the town church while awaiting transfer to the magazine ship. There, it
underwent a second inspection supervised by the governor himself to ensure that the tribe tobacco
overseers had done their job properly, and any bad tobacco was removed and publicly burnt.
Ultimately, the chests, casks, and hogsheads of tobacco were ferried out to the qiagazine ship and
the planter could finally compute his gross production for the year, minus a small deduction for

6Seventeenth-century planters probably used seawater as their curing agent.
7Bartram reported that in the nineteenth century, American tobacco was often doctored after
fermentation with various mixtures, including salt, molasses, extract of licorice and saltpetre (“to
make it bum well”).
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shrinkage and spoilage en route to England/
The quality of the tobacco and the success of the entire crop could be compromised at any
point in this long process. Common defects sprang from depredations by worms, cutting the plant
before the leaves had fully ripened or waiting too long before harvest (the lower leaves dried out
and lost their oils), allowing weeds or the plant’s own suckers to produce small and immature
leaves, curing leaves that had been bruised or broken by the wind or burnt and blistered by the sun
immediately after cutting, handling the cut and drying leaves in hot or dry weather (when the leaves
were brittle), and improperly curing the dry leaves so that they rotted in their bundles or did not
ferment. The quality of the tobacco could suffer further during long passage aboard ship, where
excessive heat, cold or humidity damaged or spoiled the cargo. Worse still, the magazine ship
might sink or be captured by pirates or privateers, wiping out in a moment an entire year’s crop;
indeed, the 1626 crop loaded aboard the Peter Bonadventure was lost when that ship was captured
by the Dutch off Torbay and carried into Dunkirk. Once in England, unscrupulous merchants and
tobacconists often adulterated the product to make that portion of the tobacco not eaten up by
freight costs and duties stretch further to increase profits. Given the hard labor and many risks that
attended the cultivation and exportation of each crop, it is surprising that the colony pursued
tobacco agriculture for so many years.9

Bermudian Tobacco
Tobacco agriculture in Bermuda differed sharply from that which took hold in the

8As early as 1617, Daniel Tucker was conducting inspections of Bermuda’s tobacco; Lefroy 1:225;
BCR 1:29; chapter 1. For an example of deductions for rotting and shrinkage, see Letter of William
Jessop to Hugh Wentworth, August 1637 in the William Jessop Letter Book, BL Add. Mss. 63854B:236.
’John Smith, History of Virginia (London, 1629 edition), quoted in Lefroy 1:494.
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Chesapeake in both methods of production and the end product exported to England. Bermudian
settlers more quickly perfected the techniques needed to produce a “merchantable” commodity than
their Virginian counterparts, and the type of tobacco they marketed was distinctly different from
that sent home from the Chesapeake and other English colonies. Much ink has been spilled in the
past thirty years in describing and analyzing the tobacco economy that emerged in Virginia and
Maryland in the seventeenth century. It is less well known that a number of other British colonies
also got their start by growing “that poysonous weede,” tobacco. Most of England’s West Indian
colonies initially pursued tobacco cultivation until a better alternative was found in sugar. Other
ventures, most notably Providence Island and Trinidad, failed because the settlers could find no
alternative to tobacco as a staple crop. But by 1650, only one colony outside the Chesapeake was
still growing tobacco in quantity: Bermuda.10
The rapid success of Bermuda’s settlers in cultivating tobacco stemmed from the fact that
it was already growing wild on the island when they arrived. Silvester Jourdain, one of the Sea
Venture castaways, listed “very good tobacco” among the island’s native flora. The type growing
there was not the harsh variety native to North America, but rather the highly-regarded Orinoco

10The literature on tobacco agriculture in the Chesapeake is vast. For a general introduction,
see Jack Greene, Pursuits of Happiness (Chapel Hill, 1988), Alan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves
(Chapel Hill, 1986), Edmund Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom (New York, 1975),
Timothy Breen, Tobacco Culture (Princeton, 1985), Wesley Frank Craven, The Southern Colonies
in the Seventeenth Centurv. 1607-1689 (Baton Rouge, 1949), Gloria Main, Tobacco Colony: Life
in Earlv Maryland. 1650-1720 (Princeton, 1983) and David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed
(1989). Specific areas or topics are covered in Darrett and Anita Rutman, A Place in Time.
Middlesex C nnntv, Virginia. 1650-1750 (New York, 1984), Arthur Middleton, Tobacco Coast
(Newport News, Va., 1953), and Thad Tate and David Ammerman (eds.), The Chesapeake in the
Seventeenth Centurv (Chapel Hill, 1979). On tobacco cultivation in the West Indies, see Richard
Dunn, Sugar and Slaves (New York, 1973), 8-83 and Karen Ordahl Kupperman, Providence
Island. 1630-1641 (Cambridge. 1993).
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strain that had been left there by earlier Spanish castaways in the sixteenth century.11 In fact, it is
highly likely that the tobacco that John Rolfe experimented with in the Chesapeake originated in
Bermuda, for Rolfe had spent ten months in Bermuda as one of the Sea Venture castaways and
would have had ample opportunity to observe the Bermuda/Orinoco plant and collect its seeds.12
The first successful tobacco crop grown in Bermuda was that of the three Englishmen left on the
island by Sir George Somers. When the Plough arrived in 1612, Governor Moore found that
Christopher Carter had been successfully growing tobacco in Bermuda for as long as three years.13
The first trickle o f English-grown American tobacco into England began around 1613,
when the Virginia and Somers Islands Companies were sent samples from those colonies. By
1615, Bermuda tobacco was common enough in London for “T.C.,” the author of An Advice How
to Plant Tobacco in England, to address it, none too flatteringly, in his text: “The tobacco which
comes from the Bermuda is cast away either by neglecting to prune it, or else because they nourish
over many leaves on one stalke, which they do either out of Ignorance, or for that they cover to
have the greater quantity.” The first substantial crops arrived in 1616, in the midst of a backlash

"Spanish Nicotinus tabacum rather than Virginia V. rustica. William Strachey wrote in 1612 that
“there is here a great store of tobacco, which the salvages call apooke; howbeit yt is not of the best kynd,
yt is but poore and weake and of a byting tast... the salvages here dry the leaves of this apook over the
fyer and sometimes in the sun”; The Historie of Travaile Into Virginia Britannia (London, 1849), 121-22.
l2Rolfe made his first trials of tobacco in 1612. Given the infrequent supplying of Virginia between
Rolfe’s arrival in the Deliverance and his trial, it is difficult to find a source other than Bermuda for his
seed. Ralph Hamor, A True Discourse of the Present Estate of Virginia . . . til the 18 of lune 1614
(London, 1615), D4b.
13In 1603, Spanish Captain Diego Ramirez called at Bermuda and found tobacco growing near a camp
made by earlier settlers, perhaps a party wrecked there in 1593. It is doubtful that tobacco was naturally
introduced to Bermuda, since the seed would not survive sea- or wind-borne or aviary transmission.
Henry Wilkinson, ed., “Spanish Intentions for Bermuda, 1603-1615,” BHO 6:48-49 (1950); Quinn,
“Bermuda in the Age of Exploration and Early Settlement,” BJAMH 1:12 (1989); Jourdain, Discovery of
the Bam m das (London, 1610), 18. Wild tobacco can be found growing in Bermuda to this day. In the
1880s, naturalist John Bartram found “two or three kinds growing wild - generally amongst old ruins and
buildings • throughout the island.” These varieties were hearty survivors from the seventeenth century,
Bartram Short History of Tobacco. 6.
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against tobacco led by no less a personage than King James I, in A Counterblast To Tobacco.
Despite royal disapproval, colonial tobacco found a ready market in England. In 1615 it was
estimated that £200,000 was spent in England and Ireland, mostly on Spanish tobacco, whereby
one critic wrote that “the Treasure of this land is vented for smoke [which] cannot but greatly
prejudice the Common-weale.”14
As T.C. noted, successful cultivation was only half the battle; proper curing was equally
important. In this area, Bermudian planters greatly benefitted from the knowledge of slaves
brought to the island from 1616 onwards. African labor was a key ingredient in the success of
Bermuda’s early tobacco production, but not in the same capacity it would later serve in the
Chesapeake: their experience in cultivating and curing tobacco, rather than their strong backs,
made blacks so valuable to the early colonists. The first blacks imported into the colony came
from the West Indies, taken from Spanish ships and plantations. While employed on Spanish
plantations, they had learned all aspects of tobacco cultivation, but of particular value was their
knowledge of how the Spanish made the black “Varinas” tobacco for which they were famous.
Their secret was that they “noynted and slubbered over [the leaves] with a kind of iuyce, or syrope,
made of salt water, the dregges or filth of sugar called Malasses. of black honey, Guiana Perrer
and leeze of Wine [Anatto].” Some Englishmen thought the stuff “unhealthfiill and extreame[ly]

14T.C., An Advice on How to Plant Tobacco in England (London, 1615), 2, 9-10. The author’s
disparaging remarks on Bermuda tobacco probably stemmed from his agenda to raise that crop
exclusively in Britain; this, he asserts, was a patriotic duty, needed to halt the flow of ready money
out of Britain and into Spain via tobacco purchases. Significantly, T.C. does not comment on
Virginia tobacco, perhaps because of its rarity. See also Jerome E. Brooks, Tobacco. Its History
Illustrated by the Books. Manuscripts and Engravings in the Library of George Argents Jr. (New
York, 1937), 86-105, 126-143.
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dangerous,” but it sold well in Europe.15
Another difference between Chesapeake and Bermudian tobacco lay in the processing after
curing: Bermudian tobacco was shipped from the island already processed into rolls. The first
mention of this processing was in February 1619, when the Virginia Company sold “by the candle
1000 pounds of tobacco transported from the Bermudas in the forme of rolls” for the considerable
price of 6s. a pound. The practice of rolling Bermudian tobacco leaves was apparently taught to
the settlers by their former Spanish slaves, who had processed tobacco in that manner on Spanish
New World plantations. This made the island’s tobacco more appealing to London merchants
because it did not require further costly processing after it had reached port and could be sold
immediately. Throughout the seventeenth century, “tobacco wheels” that were used to roll cured
leaves were found in most households. In contrast, tobacco sent from the Chesapeake was
invariably loose leaves packed into hogsheads and required processing in England.16 Thus, by
1625, Virginia and Bermuda tobacco came from essentially the same plant, but were quite different

15T.C., How to Plant Tobacco. 9-10. As early as 1615, Bermudian planters made a conscious
effort to emulate Spanish tobacco by treating it during the curing process. For more on the African
contribution to Bermudian tobacco agriculture, see the section on slaves later in this chapter and
Michiel Baud, “A Colonial Counter Economy: Tobacco Production on Espanola, 1500-1870,” in
Nieuw West-Indische Gids. 65:27-48 (1991). As late as 1618, Virginians still hadn’t perfected a
method of curing tobacco. Planters found that it “cures better on lines than in heaps.” In May
1618, Governor Argali forbade planters from using hay to “sweat” tobacco because it “robs the
poor beasts of their fodder and sweating tobacco does it little good as found by Experience”;
RVCL 111:92-93.
16Court Minutes of the East India Company, February 26, 1619 in CSP(C) 3:#608, 622. Not
all of Bermuda’s tobacco was rolled, however. Perhaps the practice varied from planter to planter,
or that only the better quality leaves were rolled. In 1637, for instance, Thomas Burrows shipped
250 pounds of rolled tobacco and an unspecified amount of “bashawe leafe” packed loose in a
hogshead to Ireland in the Lydia. In the same year, Thomas Burgess sent 16 hundredweight of
presumably loose tobacco in four hogsheads and a barrel to London; BCR H: 11, 45. Tobacco
wheels are commonly mentioned in probate inventories of the period. See, for instance, John
Knapton’s 1668 inventory, which also included a scale for weighing his crop, a cheese press, and a
still; BOW 1:121.
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to the eye of the consumer. Tobacco from the Chesapeake was a brown leaf variety and arrived
“in bulk,” or loose, in England. Bermudian tobacco more closely aped the Spanish variety, a
strong flavored, shiny black leaf made up into rolls and ready for smoking. As the century
progressed, Bermuda could not compete with the ballooning volume of tobacco exported from the
Chesapeake, but its “Ravensfoot Tobacco” did secure its own niche in the market.17
The quality of land Bermuda and Virginia also differed sharply, which was a significant
factor in shaping the way that tobacco agriculture evolved in the two colonies. In the Chesapeake,
tobacco robbed the dense clay soil of the nutrients needed to sustain growth within three or four
years, after which the “worn out” land was abandoned or sold to gullible newcomers when the
original planters moved west in search of virgin soil. Consequently, tobacco cultivation in Virginia
and Maryland fueled rapid physical expansion and encouraged the formation of a fluid, rootless
society.18 In Bermuda, there was no room for expansion; the island was small at just twenty
square miles, and the size of the plantations tiny at twenty-five acres a share. In 1620, planter
John Dutton wrote that only eight or nine of the twenty-five acres in each of Sir Nathaniel Rich’s
shares in Southampton Parish were suitable for planting tobacco —and Southampton had some of
the best land on the island.19 Luckily, Bermudian planters were far more fortunate in the fertility of
their soil than their Chesapeake counterparts. By 1623, experience had shown that Bermudian soil
did not wear out quickly; one planter reported that “even those grounds which beare Tobacco
(which. . . doth most suck out the hart of the earth) after they have ben so imployed for some

17John Hardv. A Description of the Last Vovaee to Bermuda in the Marigold (London. 1671), 18.
'‘Silver, New Face on the Countryside. 164-66; Kevin Kelly, “‘In dispers’d Country Plantations’:
Settlement Patterns in Seventeenth-Century Surry County, Virginia,” in Tate and Ammerman, eds., The
Chesapeake in the Seventeenth Centurv. 183-205: Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom. 10842; Greene, Pursuits of Happiness. 12-18.
,9John Dutton to Sir Nathaniel Rich, 17 October 1620, in Ives, Rich Papers. 207.
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yeares and the rankeness [richness] of the earth thereby taken away, they doe then beare exceeding
good come. And if after 2 or 3 cropps taken they be Iett to lye folow a yeare or two, they will
againe bear good Tobacco.” The planters sped up the natural rejuvenation of the soil after they
discovered “a good Marie for Compost. . . to mend [the soil] with” in 1623. And since Bermudian
planters only employed an acre or two for tobacco, they had plenty of other arable land to grow
provisions and rotate their fields. Bermudian planters by necessity improved the little land they
had to consistently support their tobacco crops and as a result developed a sense of local
community notoriously absent in the Chesapeake.20

Public Times
The labor cycle of tobacco played a large role in dictating when public business took
place. Between periods of intensive activity —planting, harvesting, and curing —the leading
planters came together to hold assizes and assemblies, muster the militia, and undertake fort
building, bridge and highway repair, and other public works. The year culminated in the ‘‘general
division,” when the year’s tobacco crop was brought to St. George’s for inspection and packaging
prior to shipping. After the colony’s collective crop was assembled, the governor and council took
a small portion of each planters’ harvest (generally between five and ten pounds of tobacco per
share) to defray the public expenses of the previous year. The general division was the perfect time
to hold an assize, since St. George’s was crowded with “up country” planters.21 The grand inquest
tried serious criminal offenses while two sets of juries worked through usually large dockets of

“Draft of a Petition to the Commissioners, ca. May 1623, in Ives, Rich Papers. 266-67.
21"Up country” and “upper tribes” referred to the main island and western parishes respectively. The
designation comes from the prevailing westerly winds. It was easy to sail downwind to the east to St.
George’s, but much harder to sail “up country,” or against the wind to reach points to the west. The
designation is still in use in Bermuda today; see chapter 5.
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civil cases. When new laws were needed or weighty matters had to be addressed, the governor
called a general assembly and was assured high attendance, since most assemblymen were large
planters who personally attended to the shipping of their tobacco in St. George’s.
Division time was also the colony’s “day of reckoning,” when planters settled the accounts
they had made the previous year. By 1621, Governor Butler reported that tobacco had become
“our only currant mony” within the colony, and thereafter all labor, commodities, and resources
were valued in pounds of tobacco. The general division was the time when the abstract credit
extended throughout the year was translated into the physical transfer of tobacco, the medium of
exchange. In the flurry of civil cases, account settlements, and bartering sessions with cape
merchants and storekeepers, most of Bermuda’s business was completed in a few short weeks’
time. The planters settled their own scores before negotiating accounts with their landlords and
factors in England.22 The general division was also an important period in the colony’s religious
calendar. The Governor usually declared a Day of Thanksgiving towards the end of the general
division to pay proper respect to the God who had blessed the colony with another crop. On the
appointed day, the government and assembled planter elite attended service in the church in St.
George’s, while other planters congregated in their local parish churches.

“By the 1620s, hog money had been all but abandoned. In 1623, the general assembly passed an act
establishing the rates of pay for various tasks in pounds of tobacco. Master carpenters and joiners, for
instance, earned two pounds of tobacco for a day's work; laborers, masons and tailors earned one pound
per day; Lefroy 1:304-5. Debts were to be paid half in “prime” tobacco and half in the lesser grade;
Butler, 235. In 1619, the Somers Island Company ordered that all of Bermuda’s tobacco be sent to
England undivided. Butler refused to enforce this policy, which would have undermined the island's local
economy: “if you take away [the general division], farewell all commerce amongst our selvs, and then
judge you what confusion will ensue.” If there were a sufficient amount of English money —in gold and
silver, not base coin —the economy could function, but failing that, tobacco was the only commodity with
arty intrinsic value in the colony. The Company relented; Nathaniel Butler to Sir Nathaniel Rich, 12
January 1620/21, and Grievances of the People of Bermuda, ca. October 1622, in Ives, Rich Letters. 229,
238-39.
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By the mid-1620s, tobacco had come to fundamentally dictate the rhythms of labor and life
in Bermuda. Much of the planter’s day was spent in the fields, tending to the com and tobacco that
he nursed to perfection. On Sundays the residents of each tribe gathered together in church as a
community, but the rest of the week the focus was on household, family, and neighborhood which
fostered a tendency towards the insular, conservative, and local. The growing season also set the
pace and timing of the colony’s civil and commercial business. The isolation of laboring alone on
private shares was shattered for a few weeks each year when the island’s planters gathered in St.
George’s to celebrate, adjudicate, legislate, and negotiate. For a brief period, the bustle and
business of the crowds gathered in the colony’s only town must have evoked memories of London
and the other towns in England that the settlers had left behind, but after the magazine ship sailed
the planters returned to their individual farms to put another season’s promise in the ground.
The organization of Bermuda’s tobacco economy also molded the hierarchical structure of
Bermudian society. At the top were the Somers Island Company investors in England. These
absentee-Iandlords sent out supplies, extended credit, and collected a portion of the tobacco grown
on their land as rent. They maintained control and exerted their authority directly through
company orders and indirectly through the agents they sent to Bermuda to oversee the operation of
their plantations. Most of the largest landowners had agents on the island, often brothers, sons, or
other relations. Although these agents usually farmed a share or two themselves, their primary
task was to supervise the tenants who occupied individual shares. The tenants, either directly in
England before emigrating or through the agent, secured leases and were thus bound to the land for
a term of years. Both the length of one’s lease and the annual payment of rent varied widely,
depending on the quality of the land and the needs and negotiating skills of those involved in the
transaction. Finally, there were the laborers who actually planted, cured, and harvested the
tobacco. Some tenants worked the fields themselves, but more often the labor came from
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indentured servants, children, and black and Indian slaves —the first chattel labor employed in the
English colonies. Bermudian society was thus composed of discretely different but interlocking
elements.
This power structure did not entirely dictate the ordering of the colonial society that was
evolving in Bermuda in the 1620s. Although the goals and dictates of the Somers Island Company
in London profoundly affected life in the colony, traditions, connections, experiences, and
reputations brought over from England also shaped the way that settlers interacted within
Bermuda. The ideals of the English investors did not always translate into the realities of island
life, but rather were modified by colonists who increasingly thought of themselves as a separate
society. For the colony’s leading planters, the island environment and their relationship with
tenants and slaves established the range of the possible, and company policies that exceeded these
parameters were either tacitly ignored in Bermuda or became a source of friction between colony
and company. The colonists started to become Bermudians as local concerns began to diverge
from company priorities. Landlord, agent, tenant, servant, slave —it is not enough to establish
where each fit in the hierarchy of Bermuda’s colonial society; more important is how they
interacted with each other and how these interactions changed over time. Their cooperation and
competition shaped the colonial society that emerged in Bermuda in the 1620s and laid the
foundations for future progeny.

LANDLORDS
The Somers Island Company was chartered on June 29, 1615, after a core group of
Virginia Company members moved to separate the development of the two colonies. Bermuda had
been the private domain of a handful of noble investors after they had purchased the island for just
under £2,000 and initiated colonization by dispatching Richard Moore and the settlers on the
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Plough in 1612. By 1614, however, the colony had gone beyond the experimental stage and a new
charter was needed to break the link with the Virginia enterprise. To this end, the Virginia
Company surrendered the island to King James I, who then regranted it to a newly-formed jointstock Somers Island Company. The four hundred shares of stock needed to fund the company
were purchased by 117 investors at £12.10.0 per share, and the £5,000 thus raised went towards
repaying past debts incurred in founding and supplying Bermuda and supporting future
development.
The investors came from the cream of English society. The initial Somers Island Company
investors included five noblemen, eighteen knights, fourteen gentlemen, twenty-one Members of
Parliament, and many leading members of London’s professional and livery companies. In
addition to the investor confidence that the prestige of these leading backers inspired, many
members brought vital experience in colonial and corporate development, acquired through their
participation in other joint-stock ventures: nearly two-thirds of the investors also held shares in the
East India Company, and all but ten had interests in the Virginia Company.23 Active leaders came
to the fore at the company’s first Quarter Court meeting. Sir Thomas Smith was elected the
company’s first governor. Smith was a pioneer in the Elizabethan business world and was one of
the chief initiators of English expansion. He was elected first governor of the East India Company
in 1600 and held that post (with one short break) until 1621. He was also a leading member of the

^Soon after the return of the Sea Venture survivors, Bermuda was annexed by Virginia
Company, which secured an amendment to its original charter to include the island. Seven noble
investors purchased Bermuda from the Virginia Company in 1612: Lord DeLaWar (£500), The
earls of Pembroke (£400), Southampton (£350), Salisbury (£333), Suffolk (£200), and Lincoln
(£50), and Sir Thomas Smith (£145). Only Pembroke, Southampton, and Smith stuck with the
venture in 1615; the rest sold out to new investors; A Declaration of the State of the Colonie and
Affairs of Virginia (London, 1620). King James I’s Letters Patent to the Somers Island Company
were granted on 22 February 1615/16; BCR FRAG A:l-13. For an alphabetical list of 1615
investors, see Lefroy, 1:99-100. For composition, see Henry Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda.
96-98.
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Muscovy Company and made a diplomatic trade mission to Russia in 1604. In the 1610s, Smith
dabbled in the Northwest and Greenland Companies. His interest in Bermuda was undoubtedly
inspired by his involvement with the Virginia Company, in which he was treasurer from 1609 to
1620. With his son-in-law, Robert Johnson, Smith commanded a large following within the
Somers Island Company and provided valuable leadership during the colony’s infancy (figure 2-

l).24
William Herbert, earl of Pembroke, and William Cavendish, earl of Devonshire were also
founding members of the Somers Island Company. Because he was “immoderately given up to
women,” Herbert was shunned by Elizabeth I’s court and was once jailed for having an “illicit
connection” with one of the queen’s ladies. The earl regained favor with the ascension of James I,
r-

and a rich marriage in 1604 added to Herbert’s considerable wealth. Pembrokerchanneled some of
his money into exploration and sponsored voyages to New England and others to seek the
Northwest Passage. Like Thomas Smith, he had joined the Virginia Company in 1609 and was a
member of the East India Company from 1614 onwards. In the 1620s, Herbert shifted his
interests to the West Indies; he was an incorporator of the Guiana Company in 1627 and obtained
a grant for Barbados in 1628, two years before he died.25 William Cavendish was also a man of
considerable means. He inherited a vast fortune after his mother and elder brother died. Unlike
Pembroke, however, Cavendish focused his attention solely on Bermuda. In 1618, he acquired the

24DNB 53:128-29; Robert Brenner, Merchants and Revolution: Commercial Change. Political Conflict
and London’s Overseas Traders. 1550-1653. (Cambridge, 1993), 98-99. Thomas Smith was also Lord
Mayor of London and a member of the Haberdashers and Skinners companies. Robert Johnson was an
alderman of London and a director in the East India and Levant companies.
2SDNB 26:226-30. Pembroke, with his brother Philip, was a patron of William Shakespeare; the Bard
dedicated his first folio of plays to them in 1623. Shakespeare’s Sonnets, published in 1609, were
dedicated to W.H., almost certainly William Herbert. As for Herbert’s wealth, his annual income was
estimated at £22,000 when he died It was probably through Pembroke that William Shakespeare
obtained a copy of Strachey’s manuscript account of the Sea Venture wreck, which inspired him to write
The Tempest.
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Figure 2-1. Portrait of Sir Thomas Smith (1558-1625), first governor of the Somers
Island Company (Courtesy, Heinz Archive, National Portrait Gallery).
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title earl of Devonshire, reportedly for the price of £10,000. He augmented his fortune first by
marrying an heiress with a sizeable estate and, later, a rich widow. Cavendish remained active in
the Somers Island Company until his death in 1626 (figures 2-2 and 2-3).26
Two other prominent investors who took a leading role in company affairs were Henry
Wriothesley, earl of Southampton, and Sir Edwin Sandys. As with Pembroke, a secret tryst with
one of Queen Elizabeth’s ladies landed Wriothesley in jail and earned him royal disfavor,
whereupon the earl left court for the battlefields of Ireland, Cadiz, and the Azores. In 1601, he
conspired with the Earl of Essex to rebel against Elizabeth and for his role in the failed rising he
was sentenced to life imprisonment in the Tower of London. He was freed two years later,
however, when James I ascended the throne. The earl’s interest in colonization began in 1605,
when he sponsored Weymouth’s expedition to Virginia. He joined the Virginia Company in 1609
and the following year sent Henry Hudson on his last, fatal voyage to discover the Northwest
Passage. Two years later, he helped found the Northwest Passage Company to continue the effort.
With the support of Sir Edwin Sandys, Wriothesley briefly became governor of the Virginia and
Somers Island Companies in the early 1620s in the midst of considerable controversy. He died in
Holland in 1624, shortly after he arrived there in command of an army of 6,000 English volunteers
(figure 2-4).27
In colonial endeavors, Wriothesley was readily assisted by his fnend, Sir Edwin Sandys.
Sandys, the son of an archbishop, was responsible for converting the earl from Catholicism to
Protestantism. Sir Edwin was an active, often controversial, Member of Parliament from 1586
until his death in 1629. He was knighted by James I in 1603, but did not always retain the king’s

26DNB 9:364. Cavendish first married Anne Kighley of Yorkshire and then Elizabeth Boughton,
widow of Sir Richard Wortley, also of Yorkshire.
27DNB 63:140-46. Like Pembroke, Wriothesley was also a friend and patron of William Shakespeare.
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Figure 2-2. Portrait o f W illiam Herbert (1580-1630), third earl o f Pembroke (by Daniel
Mvtens. Courtesy. Heinz Archive, National Portrait G allery)
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Figure 2-3 Portrait of William Cavendish (1552-1625). first earl of Devonshire (Courtesy,
Heinz Archive, National Portrait Gallery).
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Figure 2-4. Detail from a painting o f Henry W riothesley (1573-1624), third earl o f
Southampton (Courtesy. H einz Archive, National Portrait Gallery).
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favor. During the six-year period when James I neglected to call Parliament, Sandys turned his
attention to colonial ventures. He was a founding member of the Virginia and Somers Island
Companies, but devoted more of his attention to the former. From 1617 onwards, he led a faction
that vied with Sir Thomas Smith for control of both companies and won for a short time; his
opposition to the duke of Buckingham in Parliament brought royal disfavor and accusations of
sedition. His conflicts with the earl of Warwick, Butler, and Smith led to the dissolution of his
beloved Virginia Company. He maintained interests in the Bermuda and East Indian Companies
(he had been a member since 1614) until his death in 1629 (figure 2-5).28
Robert Rich and his cousin, Nathaniel Rich, were two late-comers to colonial ventures
who nevertheless had a profound influence on the Somers Island Company and American
colonization in general. Both men had legal training and were active in Parliament during the
1610s. Robert was a founding member of the Somers Island Company, while Nathaniel purchased
his shares a year later. They acquired shares in the Virginia Company at the relatively late date of
1619. Robert followed in the footsteps of his father, who had assembled his own privateer fleet; in
1616, he outfitted two ships for the East Indies, but the rich prizes they captured from the infidel
jeopardized the legitimate trade of the East India Company, which soon halted Rich’s oriental
activities. Rich next turned his attention to the west and the following year, with Samuel Argali,
dispatched the Treasurer whose voyages figured prominently in chapter I. Rich’s father became
the first earl of Warwick in 1618 and when he died less than a year later, Robert Rich inherited the
title. Nathaniel Rich was knighted in 1617. Together the two Riches, both devout Puritans, had a
considerable impact in shaping the direction of the development of Bermuda and several other New

2*DNB 50:268-90; Craven, Dissolution of the Virginia Company.
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Figure 2-5. Portrait o f Sir Edwin Sandys (d. 1629), member of the Virginia, Somers
Island, and East India Companies (Courtesy, Heinz Archive, National Portrait Gallery).
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World colonies (figure 2-6).29

The issues that motivated the investors to develop Bermuda varied considerably.
Principally, the new venture sought profits from real or imagined riches in the lands beyond the
seas, following the call sounded by Richard Hakluyt two decades earlier, but the company was also
a nexus for those who led the opposition to James I during the six-year spell when the king
neglected to call Parliament. Companies and colonial ventures provided a common ground where
merchants, parliamentarians, and disaffected nobles gathered to express their anti-Catholic
sentiments and resentment towards the king’s policy of conciliation with Spain. Henry
Wriothesley, earl of Southampton, had fought the Spanish at sea. The earls of Pembroke and
Devonshire were likewise decidedly anti-Spanish. Admiral Sir Robert Mansell and Secretary of
State Sir Ralph Winwood were two more prominent Hispanophobe political figures who invested
in the company. Sir Robert Rich (earl of Warwick), Sir John Watts, and John Dyke sought to take
their anti-Spanish policies one step further by using the island as a privateering base in their
personal wars against Spain.30
Although the leading noble investors did not appear to be in great need of immediate and
substantial returns, they and lesser investors wanted to distance themselves from the faltering
Virginia colony, which by 1615 had become a money pit. Bermuda’s manageable size and lack of
a hostile native population made plantation development there more attractive and affordable. In

29DNB 48:111-14, 119, 126-133; Brown, Genesis. 979-82. The Riches’ extensive efforts in
colonization are covered in chapter 3, but see Kupperman, Providence Island, ch. 1, for more on their
English background. Robert's brother, Henry Rich, later earl of Holland, was also a major figure of the
1620s-40s.
“ On the composition and motives of the Somers Island Company, see Robert Brenner,
Merchants and Revolution. 1-22, 92-110, and Wilkinson, Adventurers of B e rm u d a 96-98.
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Figure 2-6. Engraving of Robert Rich, second earl of Warwick (1587-1658). Rich was
important force in shaping the colony of Bermuda and sponsored many other colonial
ventures. (Courtesy, Heinz Archive, National Portrait Gallery).
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the tobacco that Governor Moore had sent home to England, they saw the prospect of future
prosperity. Even before the company was chartered, surveyor Richard Norwood had divided the
island into eight large blocks of 1,250 acres. Under Daniel Tucker’s governorship, these blocks
were subdivided into fifty smaller units of twenty-five acres each. The principal investors were
honored by having the eight large blocks named after them and the four hundred smaller twentyfive acre plots were assigned by lot to individual shareholders, transforming them suddenly from
investors to landlords. Another 2,150 acres were reserved for general use, jointly-owned “common
ground” where company servants and slaves labored in the tribes, and other tracts in St. George’s,
St. David’s and Tucker’s Town set aside for the use of the governor, secretary, provost marshal,
sheriff commanders o f the forts, and ministers as part of their salaries. Thus by the end of 1617,
boundary lines had been etched upon the landscape, dividing the island into a variety of large and
small tracts. The shift to private land ownership and the way in which the colony was divided
sharply differed with the system employed in Virginia, where much wider expanses of property
were available. Every inhabitant of Virginia alive in 1616 was given 100 acres (equal to four
Bermuda shares) and anyone who paid the passage for new arrivals into the colony received fifty
acres as part of the headright system. Much larger “particular” plantations were granted to rich
investors whose size occasionally surpassed the entire area of the Somers Islands. Martin’s
Hundred, granted in 1618 to a small subgroup of Virginia Company investors, consisted of 80,000
acres and Southampton Hundred, granted to Henry Wriothesley two years later, initially measured
the same but was expanded to 100,000 acres by 1625. Most of the other private plantations were
considerably smaller —only 1,000 to 2,000 acres —but were vast compared to the Bermuda
enterprise. Where the sheer size of the Virginia grants overwhelmed newly arrived settlers, the
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modest acreage of Bermuda’s shares presented a much more manageable undertaking.31
This mixture of corporate and private land ownership, with both large and small landlords,
imparted a flexibility to Bermuda’s colonial development because it fostered a variety of
approaches. The company supported attempts to cultivate new crops and foster new industries on
the common land, assuming the cost of speculating in risky ventures that were beyond the means of
private landowners. The company experimented with sugar cane, indigo, silk-making, and
viticulture with varying degrees of success. It fell to the investors-cum-landlords to develop their
individual “shares” on their own, for they would receive no return on their investment without
improvement. Fortunately, the cost of sending out a handful of tenant farmers and servants was
well within the means of even the smallest investors. The leading company members, noblemen
like Lord Paget and the earls of Pembroke, Devonshire, Southampton, and Warwick, and veteran
corporate leaders like Sir Edwin Sandys and Sir Thomas Smith, inspired faith in the lesser
investors, principally guild members in London and merchants in the City and in the West Country.
The large investors undertook the difficult task of chartering and organizing the magazine ships
that ferried new settlers and supplies to the colony and returned with the fruits of their labor, while

3’Richard Norwood arrived around Christmas 1613 and replaced an earlier surveyor named
Bartlett who had been dispatched to the island, but had run foul of the government there. Norwood
completed his initial survey of the eight tribes by 1614. This first survey suggests that the Virginia
Company hoped that eight large investors might undertake the sole development o f the colony. A
copy of Sir George Somers’ early survey of the island with the Bedford coat of arms now
preserved in the British Library was probably a promotional document circulated among potential
noble investors to attract interest. When eight large backers failed to emerge, investment was
thrown open to all, resulting in the diverse composition of the Somers Island Company; Norwood,
JoumaL 55-84; Craven, Introduction to the History of Bermuda. 29-48; BL, C.Charters XIII, 45
(Sir George Somers’ manuscript map of Bermuda). The structure is remarkably similar to the later
scheme for Providence Island, except that in the latter case, enough large investors were found, and
investment in the venture was never opened to the masses. On the granting process in Virginia, see
Charles Hatch, The First Seventeen Years: Virginia. 16Q7-1624 (Williamsburg, 1957), 21-26, 3841, 104-7. Many of the “particular plantations” granted between 1618 and 1622 did not long
survive the Indian Uprising of 1622.
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the smaller investors rode on their coat-tails, using the magazines to develop their more modest
holdings. The system was phenomenally successful and by 1622, over 80% of the private shares
were “supplied,” or occupied.32

Recruiting Settlers
The first task of the company and individual landlords was to find people in England
willing to emigrate to the new colony. In this endeavor, they were fortunate to have distanced
themselves from Virginia, which by 1612 had acquired a bad reputation due to (quite accurate)
reports of lurking, murderous savages, rampant disease, and periodic famines. In contrast, the
widely-publicized accounts of Bermuda written by Sea Venture survivors praised the bounty and
potential of the island and the promoters found no shortage of would-be settlers in London and the
home counties, as well as farther afield. The first option open to individual investors was to
personally supervise the development of their land by emigrating to the island. This choice was
impractical for most, since they had commitments and connections in England that precluded their
departure. A handful of company members emigrated to Bermuda by 1622 and a few more would
make the trip in later years, but they remained the exception rather than the rule.33
Many landlords maintained a personal connection to the development of their holdings
without actually emigrating by sending a relative to the colony to manage their land and serve as
their agent. Sons, cousins, nephews, sons-in-law, and other family members moved to the island

32Ives, Rich Papers. 241-44. Most of the unoccupied shares were located in the eastern
parishes, where the land was less fertile. The smaller investors were slow to develop their land; the
321 occupied shares were owned by just 70 investors who owned an average of 4.59 shares each,
which meant that the remaining forty or so investors held on average less than half this number.
33Daniel Tucker, Daniel Elfrith, John Forsith and William Felgate were among the shareholders
who resided in Bermuda by 1622; Ives, Rich Papers. 240-41.
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within the first decades of settlement. That investors were willing to risk sending their kin to
Bermuda shows the faith they had in the island’s salubrious climate and security. Robert Rich
emigrated to Bermuda in 1616 to develop and manage property belonging to his brother and
cousin, Sir Nathaniel Rich and Sir Robert Rich. London merchant William Leacraft sent his son,
Richard, to the colony to look after his interests there. Richard Wheatly similarly sent his son-inlaw to Warwick tribe. Dr. Edmund Wilson encouraged his brother John, nephew Edmund, and
brother-in-law William Gibbs to emigrate to Bermuda by bequeathing land to them in his will.
Daniel Feme also persuaded his son, Daniel, to emigrate to Bermuda by giving him land. Thomas
Peniston emigrated to make the nine shares in Smiths and Devonshire tribes belonging to his
brother, Anthony, more profitable.34
Some families added another dimension to their colonial ventures by dispatching members
to several colonies. Londoner William Felgate dispatched his brother, Richard, to develop his land
in Bermuda while a third brother, Tobias, plied the waters between England and the colony as a
ship’s captain and held land in Virginia. Elias Roberts likewise had a son shuttle back and forth
between his lands in Virginia and Bermuda. Thomas Jadwyn sent his son Robert to oversee his
Virginia land while his two shares in Pembroke tribe were managed by his son-in-law, Thomas
Dunscomb. London haberdasher William Taylor sent his brother Robert to Bermuda, and later
dispatched his son, Samuel, to Massachusetts Bay.35 The choice of sending family members to the

MIves, Rich Papers. 26, 207, 241-42, 389; BCR FRAG F:#1S; BOW2,2:22; Wilkinson, Adventurers of
Bermuda. 101; Butler, 35, 151; Will of Dr. Edmund Wilson, 28 Sept. 1633, in New England Historical
and Genealogical Register [hereafter NEHGRJ 42:177 (1888); will of John Feme, 2 Dec. 1619, in ibid.
46:431 (1892). Wilson’s sister, Isabelle, married William Gibbs, but it appears another sister married
Thomas Gibbs, probably William’s brother. Anthony Peniston was a goldsmith of London and Saffron
Walden, Essex.
35BCR FRAG C:54r.; will of Elias Roberts (1624) in NEHGR 42:396 (1888); will of Thomas Jadwyn
(1626) in ibid., 42:393; will of William Taylor (1650) in ibid. 42:178. Captain Richard Felgate, “an old
soldier,” arrived in Bermuda in 1614 and became captain of the King’s Castle five years later. Toby
Felgate came to Bermuda as master of the James in 1625. The Felgates also had interest in Virginia.
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colonies solved the problem of finding suitable employment or posts for them in England, while
simultaneously assuring the landlords that their property was in safe hands and not subject to
abuse. Although a detailed study tracing Bermudian emigrants back to their English origins has
yet to be undertaken, it appears that the majority of the planters had kinship ties with their
landlords.36
Other leading planters were recruited from the upper and middle ranks of English society,
respectable men who emigrated with their families to manage plantations owned by the company’s
principal investors. In 1619, the earl of Warwick hired John Dutton, son of Sir Thomas Dutton, to
manage his five shares at Heron Bay. William Pollard was dispatched by the earl of Pembroke to
oversee his lands in the tribe that bore his name. Yorkshireman John Trimingham arrived in
Bermuda by 1621 to serve as agent for John Dike. Some of these middling emigrants were
probably prompted to leave England by religious persecution and sought a safe haven in Bermuda,
a colony managed by some of the most devout Puritans of the day. But the island had filled up by
the 1630s when the Great Migration to New England occurred, and as a result there were few new
arrivals other than ministers and indentured servants.37
Soldiers and military men were also actively sought for the new colony, especially in the
early years of settlement. Many were veterans of Ireland or had served as mercenaries in the Dutch
revolt against Spain in the Low Countries. Robert Rich, Sir Nathaniel Rich’s brother and
Bermuda agent, was a soldier, as was colonial secretary and future governor Roger Wood. Thomas

36The surnames of many of the island’s principal planters and government officers mirror those
o f the shareholders attending the company quarter courts in London; Wilkinson, Adventurers. 1006.
37Ives, 140-46,200-9; Allison Games, “Venturers, Vagrants and Vessels of Glory: Migration
from England to the Colonies under Charles L,” (PhD diss., History, University of Pennsylvania,
1992), 320-23; Peter Coldham, English Adventurers and Emigrants. 1609-1660. (London, 1984),
181.
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Stokes and Governor Daniel Tucker had years of experience fighting Indians in Virginia, where
they lived prior to their arrival in Bermuda. Richard Felgate was another old soldier. John
Bernard did not live long in his post as governor, but letters left by him on the island reveal that he
had served in Holland and had been a part of an English military court martial at The Hague.
Richard Norwood, better known for his employment as surveyor, served in the Low Countries in
1608 and went back to the Netherlands in 1623 to research a book on military architecture before
returning to Bermuda.38 Nathaniel Butler was the most formidable soldier to serve in Bermuda.
His tenure as Bermuda’s governor between 1619 and 1622 was a model of efficiency. Butler was
probably a Low Countries veteran; the excellent fortifications he built in Bermuda mirror similar
defensive works in the Netherlands on a smaller scale (see figure 1-8). Butler was also familiar
with naval strategy and soon after his return to England, he advocated that the earl of Warwick use
Bermuda as a privateer base for attacking the Spanish plate fleet. In the 1620s, Butler was
commissioned as a captain in the Royal Navy and later served as the last governor of the
Providence Island colony, chosen to direct military strategy and privateering operations after open
war broke out between England and Spain. A treatise on seamanship penned by him was published
posthumously in 1677. As governor of Bermuda in 1621, Butler pleaded with the company to send
out “some honest or at least civill old soldiers,” rather than the “ill-chosen” riff-raff who arrived on
the magazine ships.39

38R. Rich Newes from Virginia. The Lost Flocke Triumphant (London, 1610); Roger Wood’s
Letter book, BCR FRAG F:#15; RVCL 1:214. 217 (Daniel Tucker and Thomas Stokes); BCR
FRAG C:51v-53r (John Bernard); Butler, 35 (Richard Felgate); Craven, Journal of Richard
Norwood, xiii, xlii; CSP(C) 9:62; Richard Norwood, Fortifications, of Architecture Military
(London, 1639). Norwood was also employed by the Virginia Company to survey land in that
colony in 1622.
39Nathaniel Boteler (Butler), Sea Dialogues (London, 1685); Kupperman, Providence Island.
192, 267-94. Karen Kupperman asserts that one of the main causes of Providence Island’s failure
was that military men and martial concerns dominated the colonial society, which were too
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Indeed, capable tenant farmers and indentured servants were needed in vast numbers to
clear the land and grow tobacco and other crops. Tenants worked under the direction of
government officers, large planters or landlords’ agents resident on the island and received half of
the crop they grew on company land and a varying proportion of crops grown on private tracts.
Indentured servants were directly bound to the colony’s planters and agents for a fixed term,
usually four to seven years. They rarely received a portion of the tobacco they grew, but were
provided with clothing, housing, food, and washing during the period of their indenture. The
English custom of giving servants two ”freedom suits” and tools (if they were indentured to
craftsmen) when their term of servitude expired was replicated in Bermuda and remained in place
throughout the seventeenth century'.
Tenants were recruited by the company and individual landlords from a variety of sources.
The earl of Warwick apparently sent tenants from his Essex manors to Bermuda and many other
noble investors might also have obtained planters from their English landholdings.'*0 Struggling
craftsmen in London were also lured to Bermuda with hopes of prosperity and greater opportunity;
in 1619, tawyers [tanners] William Thompson and John Devenish “in respects of [their] greate
povertie,” petitioned the Worshipful Company of Skinners for funds to defray the costs of

inflexible to foster development, 181 -220. Nathaniel Butler’s brother, James, was a member of the
Virginia and Somers Island Companies. He was probably the same James Butler who valiantly led
fifteen regiments in Poland in the 1630s, a member of the clan that produced the Earls of Ormonde.
Thus, Nathaniel Butler was more than likely the younger son of a noble family, cast adrift to learn
the art of war and eke out a fortune for himself; DNB 3:503-04; W. G. Perrin, Boteler's Dialogues
(London, 1929), introduction; Ives, Rich Papers. 228-32. The treatise on using Bermuda as a
privateering base, “A Designe upon ye West Indie Fleetes by ye Waye o f the Bermudaes,” (ca.
1626) is preserved as Tanner Mss 73, f. 518 in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
4°The last names of Warwick’s Essex tenants and Bermuda tenants were not distinct enough to
guarantee positive identification, but there are a number of matches; Cambridgeshire Record
Office, Montague Family Papers, DDM 22 B/10. For a complete list of Essex holdings belonging
to Warwick and Sir Nathaniel Rich, see Finch Papers, Leicestershire Record Office, DG 7/1/1-11.
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transporting themselves and their families to Bermuda. Other London guilds undoubtedly
bestowed similar gifts, but records that might reflect these bequests were unfortunately destroyed
in the Great Fire of 1666.41
Indentured servants sent to Bermuda were obtained from many of the same sources as
those bound for Virginia. The origins of the substantial number of respectable '‘middling” servants
who were privately recruited by individual investors are difficult to trace, given the paucity of
surviving records. In Virginia, the majority were farmers and yeomen, with a lesser number of
laborers and Bermuda probably received a like proportion. For a brief period in 1619-20, single
women were sent to Bermuda as potential spouses for the colony’s single male planters. In some
cases, these “maids for wives” were “pressed,” or drafted, by unscrupulous crimps. In October
1618, for instance, Somerset County Justice Sir Edward Hext complained that a certain Owen
Evans attempted to press women in his county to send to Virginia and Bermuda and that forty
“poor maidens” had fled into the woods from their village in terror and could not be located by
their parents.42
When a sufficient number of willing individuals was not forthcoming, company investors
turned to London’s poor houses, orphanages, and hospitals to seek potential emigrants, especially
younger children who were to be bound out as apprentices anyway. Shareholder Richard
Chamberlain obtained at least four children from Christ’s Hospital on Newgate Street between
March 1619 and June 1620. The hospital also functioned as a “holding pen” for the children of

41Skinners Company Court Book 111:28-29 (1617-1651), Worshipful Company of Skinners, 8
Dowgate Hill, London. Thompson received £6.13.4 and became a tenant of Mr. Edwards.
Devenish received 40 shillings. A tawyer “taws,” or tans white leather.
^Sir Edward Hext to Privy Council, 19 October 1618, in CSP(C) 1:19. For Virginia’s “maids for
wives,” see Kathleen Brown, Good Wives. Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs. 80-83; David
Ransome, “Wives for Virginia, 1621,” in WMO. 3rd ser., 48:1-18 (1991); Mrs. Henry Cook, “Maids for
Wives,” in VMHB 50:300-320, 51:71-86.
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tenants emigrating to the colonies. Aziell Ely was four years old when his father, a skinner named
William, emigrated to Virginia in 1609. By 1617, William had settled in Bermuda and sent for his
son to join him there. London vintner Jerome and Mary Bland placed their two-year-old daughter
Mary in Christ’s Hospital in 1616 before they left for Bermuda. In May 1621, the widowed and
remarried Mary Frith requested that her daughter might be released so that she could join her in
Bermuda.43
Bridewell Hospital provided a more reliable stream of potential servants for both the
Virginia and Somers Island Companies. Bridewell was formerly one of Henry Vffl’s palaces, but
the building was given to the City of London by Edward VI in 1553 to house the growing number
of homeless. The institution served as a court for deciding a multitude of petty offenses committed
within the bounds of the City of London, as well as a workhouse for the incarceration and
reformation of many of these minor criminals. The Bridewell Court decided the fate of the
thousands of vagrants who flowed into London from the surrounding countryside and it was by no
means accidental that a number of investors concerned in Bermuda and Virginia sat as governors
on this court. In this role, they could select servants from the hundreds of individuals they passed
judgement upon, screening out the riff-raff and choosing suitable candidates for their agents and
tenants abroad. Although the court books covering the period from the founding of Virginia until
1617 have disappeared, the volume dating from July 1617 to March 1626 has survived and records
at least nine individuals who were discharged into the hands of the Somers Island Company. In
addition to revealing the backgrounds of vagrants shipped out to the colonies, the court books offer
a rare glimpse into the world from which these servants came —a world inhabited by nightwalkers,

43Peter Coldham, Child Apprentices in America from Christ's Hospital. London 1617-1778
(Surrey, 1990), 11. By May 1617, William Ely was the overseer of Mrs. Jerome Heydon’s land in
Sandys tribe. Ely’s Harbour in Somerset is named after him; Ives, Rich Papers. 29.
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cut-purses and pilferers, “lewde vagrants and comon rogues,” and other sordid individuals packed
into the teeming streets and alleys of London.44
The last recourse for the companies was London’s jails and assizes, which provided a
number of servants. In 1620, Governor Nathaniel Butler complained that ten company servants
who arrived in the magazine ship Joseph were “ill chosen . . . for they had been taken out of
Newgate [and] smale hope was to be had of them.” The Middlesex assizes sent at least nine
defendants to Bermuda. Edgware residents Henry Bourne and William Clarke were sent to
Bermuda for stealing sheep and Richard Storie for stealing a mare in 1614. Later that year, three
picklocks were also bound for the Somers Island. In July 1614, Joan Sansom o f Whitechapel was
acquitted of stealing but was sent to Bermuda anyway. Margaret Richardson was convicted of
stealing a gold ring and some money and was sentenced to be transported to Bermuda in May
1620; for reasons not disclosed, London grocer Francis Turvyn contributed £40 to pay for her

44BrideweIl Court Books, Bethlem Royal Hospital Archive. Bridewell Palace was built 151520 by Henry VIII at the convergence of the Fleet and Thames Rivers. Edward VI gave it to the
City of London in 1553 and Mary Tudor reconfirmed the gift in 1556. The original palace was
destroyed in the Great Fire but was rebuilt the following year. It finally closed its doors in 1855
and was demolished in 1863-64. The Report of Charitv Commissioners Concerning Hospitals.
1837 (London, 1840), Edward Geoffrey O’Donoghue, Bridewell Hospital: Palace. Prison. Schools,
1603-1929. 2 vols. (London, 1929) and Benjamin Weinreb and Christopher Hibbert, eds., The
London Encyclopedia (London, 1983), 86-87 give histories and descriptions, of Bridewell Hospital
in the seventeenth century. The Bridewell Court jurisdiction included London Bridge, Newgate,
Fish Street, Fleete Street, Billingsgate, Cripplegate, Templegate, Broken Wharf, Bishopsgate,
Cheapside, Blackfriars, Whitefriars, Shoe Lane, and Queenhithe in the City, as well as Smithfield,
Holbome, Bayard's Castle, and Lambeth Marsh; night watches in these areas collected vagrants
and offenders and presented them each week to the Bridewell Court. Somers Island Company
members who served as governors included William Canning, Robert Johnson, William Clarke,
and the earl o f Dorset, who lived next door to Bridewell; governors Wyatt, Edwards, Porie,
Pollard, Gwynne and Chambers were also probably company members, but the omission of their
first names precludes absolute identification; Coldham, Complete Book of Emigrants. 1607-1660.
15, 19, 23. The Bridewell Court books are incredibly rich sources for social and emigration
history and merit further attention.
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passage and clothing.4S
The trickle of these marginal emigrants, particularly in the late 1610s, caused disruption
and consternation on the part of settlers already resident in Bermuda. The criminals sent to
Bermuda tended to be thieves and prostitutes rather than violent offenders, but this was of little
reassurance to an island where few homes had locks on their doors. Minister Lewis Hughes was
employed continuously in tending to these sinners in need of salvation, and was kept busy baptizing
and catechizing the “poore boyes and girles taken up out of the streets, out of Newgate and
Bridewell and the Hospitals . . . where they were brought up in ignorance like Heathen.” Gone
were the days when the few settlers resident in Bermuda could mete out their own vigilante justice
on “idle persons” and “whorish women,” who were “tawed [towed] at a boates taile up and downe
the harbour.” There were too many suspect or immoral emigrants and the need for their labor too
great to reject them out of hand. Community policing and the assizes of the 1620s sorted the
hardened criminals from those capable of reform, and eventually servants from shady backgrounds
were either integrated into the colonial society or cast out.46
Landlords were primarily concerned with profiting from their investment in the island,
which could only be accomplished by growing vendable commodities. Early experiments with

4SButler, 204; Ives, Rich Papers. 190, 194; Middlesex Sessions Records, Greater London
Records Office, reprinted in Peter Coldham, The Complete Book of Emigrants. 1607-1660. 6, 19.
Butler made the Newgate emigrants soldiers and confined them to the King’s Castle to keep them
from mixing with Bermuda’s more virtuous settlers. The governor also found that most of the
Bridewell women were pregnant, creating an additional public charge: “I must keepe the Bastards
or els they must perish.”
“^Lewis Hughes, A Letter Sent into England from the Summer Islands. Written bv Mr. Lewes
Hughes. Preacher of God's Word There. 1615 (London, 1615), 10; ibid., A Letter to the Priw
Council (London, 1625), 16. Deportees made up a very small proportion of Bermuda’s
emigration. As late as August 1661, however, a few criminals were transported to the island; In
that year, the capital convictions of David Croome and Thomas Wotton in Hertfordshire were
reduced to ten years’ banishment to Bermuda; Lefroy II: 152.
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tobacco cultivation demonstrated that the island was well suited to the crop and by the time the
island was divided into private shares, most investors had fixed upon tobacco as the principal cash
crop. Planter-agents, sent out by individual shareholders to evaluate the potential of land, were in
the vanguard of private development in the late 1610s.

AGENTS and TENANTS
Planter-agents who emigrated in the 1610s and early 1620s assumed a great responsibility
when they arrived in the colony. After a long and often hazardous passage at sea, they faced the
laborious task of carving a plantation out of the thick Bermudian jungle, “all overgrowne with
woodes and plants of severall kinds.” Their endeavor was more daunting than that of their
counterparts in Virginia, where Native Americans had periodically fired the undergrowth in forests.
Some agents arrived at their assigned lots and discovered the land over-run with rats, while others
found open space and charred tree trunks —the results of widespread burning used to combat the
rodents. First, “the wood [was] taken off and the grasse and weeds . .. burnt and destroyed.”
Once sufficient fields were cleared, the planters undertook “the common business of fortifying,” or
manuring, the land, most likely with seaweed gathered from the shore. Thereafter, the fields
required little maintenance: “neither plowing nor digging, so that. . . [planters] shall live in much
ease, without such moyling and toyling as in England.” The task of clearing land and planting
tobacco in Bermuda was apparently slightly less arduous that in the Virginia Tidewater, where the
soil was heavier and required more labor to break up.47

47Lewis Hughes, Letter From the Summer Hands. 8; Richard Norwood, Insularum de la
Bermuda Detectio. f. 13. Burnt Point (St. George’s), Burnt Hill (Paget) and Burnt Island (Paget)
are all modem Bermuda place-names that recall the practice of firing the landscape to combat the
rat plague. Unlike Bermudian planters, Chesapeake tobacco growers did not fertilize their fields
but chose instead to rotate their crops or clear new land further west. For Chesapeake tobacco
production and pre-colonial Indian clearing practices, see Alan Kulikoff, Tobacco and Slaves. 46-
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Besides clearing and planting the land, agents also had to build dwellings for themselves,
their families, and any servants and slaves bound to the absentee landlord. After the shift to
private land ownership, these dwellings became more substantial and gave the colony an air of
permanence absent in the early years. Richard Norwood reported after he completed his survey
that “everie man beinge settled where he might constantlie abide, they knew their business and
fitted out their household accordingly.” Planter-agents with land tenure were willing to invest
considerable time and energy making improvements after they were assured of the fruits of their
labor. Norwood significantly mentioned that by 1620, the colonists “builjt] for themselves and
families not tents or cabbins, but more substantiall houses.” Timber, after all, was widely
available during a time when trees were merely an obstacle to clearing fields and planting crops. In
1617, Robert Rich complained that all the cedar trees on his land were '‘worth noething” —hardly
an endorsement for what would become Bermuda’s most valuable resource in the eighteenth
century.48
After the arduous task of establishing plantations was completed, the agent’s role departed
from that of the tenant. Agents oversaw the management of large estates or clusters o f shares
owned by a single landlord, where perhaps a dozen or more tenants worked individual shares.
Smaller investors, owning only one or two shares, would often solicit the agents of larger investors
to look after their estates as well. Agents were the middlemen between English landlords and
Bermudian tenants. Through their agents, company shareholders directed the development of their
property in Bermuda. They sent out servants, whom the agents set to work on the land or assigned
to other tenants. They also shipped their own small “magazines” of goods and relied on their

49, and Timothy Silver, New Face on the Countryside. 59-64, 163-65.
■
“Hughes, Letter From the Summer hands. 8; Ives, Rich Papers. 20.
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agents to distribute the supplies among the tenants in return for suitable payment. In modem
parlance, agents were personnel managers and retail distributors for their English employers.49
Agents experimented with seeds and other plants sent out by landlords who hoped to
diversify the crops grown upon their land and supervised the production of high-quality tobacco.
Between 1617 and 1620, Robert Rich experimented with grape vines, fig trees, lemons, pineapples,
indigo, sugar cane, artichokes, potatoes, prickly pears, and cotton on his land in Southampton. In
February 1618, Rich requested that his brother, Sir Nathaniel, procure “currant vines” from a
certain “Turkie Marchaunt” at Bishopsgate and send them with the next supply ship.50 Agents
were also diligent in assuring that the tobacco grown in Bermuda and shipped to England was of
the highest quality. They inspected each year’s crop and made sure that tenants did not pay their
rents in base tobacco. When the reputation of Bermudian tobacco began to slip in the 1620s (and
with it the price), the colony-wide policy of tobacco inspection mandated by the Somers Island
Company was enforced primarily by local agents. In 1622, John Ball and John Wilson were
empowered to inspect the year’s tobacco crop before it was loaded into the magazine ship and sent
to England. “Bashaw,” base, or unmerchantable tobacco was destroyed, publicly burnt before the

49This practice often led to trouble for the agents, who had to reconcile the prices demanded for
the goods by the English shipper and the prices offered by the tenants. In 1634, for instance, Sir
Nathaniel Rich was “very sorry to hear that the commodities I have sent over proved below my
expectations on the price.” After the tenants complained that the shoes he had shipped were
defective, Rich defended himself by stating that he had “used a very loyal friend and honest
shoemaker, who did particularly examine them.” For a list o f goods sent by Rich to his tenants on
the magazine ship Dorset in 1635, see Jessop Letter book, BL, 153. Rich added only a 25%
markup on these supplies, as opposed to normal magazine rates often exceeding 100%.
“ See the letters of Robert Rich to his brother, Sir Nathaniel Rich in Ives, Rich Papers. 15-35,
47-61,64-77, 81-90. In the 1630s, Hugh Wentworth was encouraged by Sir Nathaniel Rich to
grow cedars for their berries, which were juiced as a flavoring for gin; Jessop Letter book, 13-16.
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planter who had tried to pass it off.51 The managers of large investors’ tracts had the important
task of packaging all the tobacco grown by the tenants and keeping accounts of how much each
planter had shipped. Agents hired coopers and carpenters to make casks and chests to store the
rolls and then supervised the packing of these containers. Packing required considerable skill,
since the quality of the tobacco when it reached the London market depended largely upon proper
storage. The tobacco had to be sufficiently dry, or else it would ferment again in the cask and
spoil. Tobacco chests and casks that were packed too loosely might spoil during the long passage
over, while those packed too tightly could burst. During the general division, the agents marked
their containers for shipping, had them loaded aboard the magazine and consigned them to the
landlords or their representatives in London.52 Agents were enjoined to seek out fraudulent
practices, particularly on the part of “halvers,” or tenants who paid half of each year’s crop in rent.
These tenants sometimes tried to hold back or hide a portion of their crop and thus remit half of a
lesser amount of tobacco as their rent. In 1626, for instance, William Peele had his servant John
Middleton make two secret vaults in his tobacco bam and cabin, where he hid over 300 pounds of
his best tobacco. Peele intended that the tobacco “should see no sun until he went for England,
[even] if he went not these seven years,” but unwisely bragged of his deed. Middleton was
interrogated and incriminated Peele, who was sentenced to become a colony servant for two
years.53

S1BCR FRAG A:28r-v; Lefroy, 1:225. For the oath of a tobacco taster and a list of those
appointed to that office in 1626, see BCRl:56v.
52Agents deducted cooperage, local freight, and inspection costs out of the collective rents. The
agent also received a portion o f the total amount of tobacco as a fee for his services, which was not
generally separated out, but credited to his account with the landlord in England; William Jessop to
Thomas Durham, August 1637, Add Mss 63,854B:233.
53BCR l:34r-v. Not all agents were so upstanding, however. Under the direction of agent
Jerome Ewer, tenant George Storey hid five rolls of tobacco, for which he was fined 200 pounds of
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Agents had the unenviable task of looking after newly arrived settlers sent out by landlords
until they could be integrated within the plantation system. Frequently, these servants were
insufficiently supplied or, as John Dutton found in 1620, “of vyle condishion, ill Chosen and idlye
bred.” Hugh Wentworth, on the other hand, was no doubt surprised when his patron Sir Nathaniel
Rich sent his groomed and educated cousin, Robin Brown, to Bermuda in 1634. Wentworth had to
see to the boy’s schooling and training as he grew up in the colony. Four years earlier, Roger
Wood admonished a landlord who had placed a young relative of his with his tenant, John Stamer,
and expected the hapless planter not only to pay for the boy’s transportation, but also to teach him
to read and write rather than employ him on the land. Wood emphatically wrote that “this, Sir, is
not the way for Stamer to thrive” and suggested that the tenant be compensated for his troubles.54
The landlord’s representatives in the colony were often trusted with the division and
allotment of land, especially in the 1620s and 1630s when large tracts laid out by Norwood were
subdivided and sold. When Sir Nathaniel Rich conveyed four of his shares to Lord Mandeville in
1634, Rich asked his agent, Hugh Wentworth, to choose which four were to be transferred and list
the tenants who were living there.55 The following year, Wentworth was charged with dividing
Valentine Markham’s four-share tract in Smiths tribe among purchasers John Pym, Mr.
Woodcock, Mr. Mullins, and Lady Ruth Rich.56 Agents also had a large say in determining which
ten an ts

were given leases, a prerogative that gave them a considerable degree of social power and

local patronage which they used to control the tenants and servants under them. Tenants who

tobacco. Ewer escaped punishment; BCR l:35r-v.
“ John Dutton to the earl of Warwick, 17 October 1620 in Ives, Rich Papers. 202; Jessop
Shorthand Letter book, Add Mss 10615 [transcription, Add Mss 63854B], 4; BCR FRAG F:#13.
55Jessop Letter book, 2(19 July 1634).
“ Ibid., 158 (1 Oct. 1635).
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acquired a reputation for honesty and productivity aspired to become agents themselves someday
while planters with somewhat tarnished reputations or who were unable to discharge their debts
lived in fear of agents capable of orchestrating their removal from the land. Devout Puritan Roger
Wood, for instance, discontinued Thomas Harriot’s tenancy because his “course of life hath for
certayne yeares beene so base that hee is declared Infamous.” Morality and land tenure often when
hand in hand in a colony dominated by Puritan religious ideals because agents possessed a
considerable degree of power in shaping the behavior of the society as a whole.57
Servants and slaves bound to individual landlords appealed directly to agents, who had the
power to reassign them to different tenants or redress ill treatment they received. In 1634, the earl
of Warwick’s agents forwarded a letter from one of his black slaves named Sanders, complaining
against one of Warwick’s tenants for selling his child and asking that his wife may live with him.
Warwick directed that the agents “apply to the governor in my name to pray his assistance on
behalf of the poor man in all lawful office of favour.” The earl also agreed to let the couple live
together, which the devout nobleman deemed “a request full of reason.”58 Roger Wood, who was
both a colonial governor and a commercial agent, went so far as to admonish one of his patrons for
providing nothing more than “bread and water” for the diet of his servants and only canvas for
their clothes. “It is an oppression wch. God will punish,” wrote Wood, before he reminded the
landlord that “a little contents these poore peeples necessities” and asked that they be better
supplied.59 Wood also served as the conscience of another landlord who wanted to throw an aging
tenant off his land when he asked the unnamed shareholder not to “disposesse Old Frith and send

57BCR FRAG F:#20 (1632). See, for instance, the negative comments about John Man and
Edward Athen in Ives, Rich Papers. 26, 57, 72, 89, 107, 174.
5*Warwick to Hugh Wentworth, 19 July 1634, in Jessop Letterbook, 11.
S9BCR FRAG F:#37.
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him off from yor Iande” and to think of “what miserie the man, his wife & children will bee put
unto [since] no Tribe in the island will receive him to dwell in . . . God will heare them whose
calionoffice [call in office?] is to beare the cry of the oppressed & revenge them upon the
oppressors. Judge in your owne conscience whether you that sent him over are not more bound to
relieve him.” Agents could use moral suasion and righteousness to influence landlord and tenant
alike.60
Choosing capable agents had a direct impact on both the profitability of the land for the
landlord and the social relations within the tribes of the island. Robert Rich successfully balanced
his tenants’ needs with his landlord-brother’s wishes. Between 1616 and 1620, he planted settlers
on twelve shares in Southampton that were his responsibility, experimented with crops alternative
to tobacco, fairly divided supplies as they arrived, and kept careful account of the debts and credits
accrued by the tenants he supervised. He recommended leases for careful and diligent planters and
warned Sir Nathaniel Rich about those dwelling on his land who were knavish or negligent. He set
a wise precedent in leasing land to tenants with families and in 1618 wrote “I intend to lett none but
to marryed men, by reason that single men are fickle and inconstant.” Rich also expected a high
degree of moral integrity in the servants sent to him and asked for only “thos that are of honest and
discrete carriage, whose lives and actions may bee a means to recall others from their gross
inhormityes.” Female servants in particular had to be free of vice, “bred upp in huswifty and such
as can take pains in weeding and planting.” Before he died in 1620, Robert Rich had transformed
an unsettled jungle into twelve thriving farms and recouped all of the expenses his brother had laid

'“’BCR FRAG F:#26. Wood suggested that Frith be given a small portion of common land
attached to the landlord's shares rent-free to “plant wth. come & potatoes for his sustenaceon & his
family.”
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out to develop the property.61
Bad agents, on the other hand, disrupted already-settled plantations and placed their own
interests above those of the landlords. Robert Rich’s brother-in-law, John Dutton, came to
Bermuda to oversee the earl of Warwick’s five shares at Heron Bay in 1619. Soon after his
arrival, he summarily turned most of the old tenants off the land and replaced them with slaves.
When supplies and new servants arrived, he distributed the former only to planters who were
already established and refused to give the latter any land to plant. The destitute arrivals were
thereby forced to hire themselves to the colony’s forts or to other agents to survive. Dutton, a
gentleman’s son, refused to labor himself. He kept all of the tobacco made by the slaves and
under-reported the total amount of tobacco grown to the Riches in London to line his own pockets.
Were it not for a literate neighboring planter who informed on “this hard hearted churle, this
dogged Raball. . . [who] by oppressing and racking of pure men and displacing of them . . . now
are turned away like strangers,” the earl of Warwick would have been indefinitely defrauded.62
The colony’s agents required a reasonable degree of independence and foresight in their
management, for long periods often passed without any news or instructions from England.
Between October 1635 and August 1637, for instance, Sir Nathaniel Rich, the earl of Warwick,
and several other landlords were away in Holland and out of touch with their agents in Bermuda.

6lIves, Rich Papers. 22, 26, 50, 55. 73, 91, 194, 210. Robert Rich made a number of voyages between
Bermuda and England. He died of “bloody flux,” or dysentery, in Bermuda in September 1620 after a
lengthy, disease-ridden passage on the ship James. Many strongly suspected that the disease originated
with the Newgate prisoners who went as passengers on that trip.
<S2Ives, Rich Papers. 91 , 201 -4 , 210- 19, 2j 8 . While in England, Robert Rich married Dutton’s sister.
Elizabeth, in 1618 or 1619. The slaves that Dutton placed on the land were captured in the West Indies
by the earl of Warwick’s privateer. Treasurer, and arrived in Bermuda in August 1619. These slaves
apparently received none of what they grew. Thomas Durham, the informer, was most disturbed by
Dutton’s shabby behavior at Robert Rich’s burial; Dutton, the executor, buried his brother-in-law “like a
servant or apprentice boy” and refused to provide refreshments for those who came to pay their respects,
“accordinge as the ancient and Laudable Custome which heartofore hath bene used at burialls.”
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After the English Civil War broke out, the many prominent parliamentarian members of the
Somers Island Company were too distracted by events closer to home to pay much attention to
Bermuda. Agents therefore had to rely on their own best judgement in managing affairs in the
colony.® Because of their influential connections in London, many agents held important
government posts on the island. After all, if they were capable and trustworthy enough to act on
the behalf of the principal shareholders, they were also well qualified to look out for the best
interests of the colony as a whole. The company determined the colony’s governor, secretary,
provost marshal, sheriff o f the island, and the councillors of the various tribes and it was generally
the informal prerogative for each nobles investor to choose the councillor for the tribe that bore his
name. In this manner, landlords assured that their interests would be advocated and defended in
the local politics on the island. Other agents and leading tenants served in lesser governmental
posts, including assemblyman, churchwarden, overseer, Justice of the Peace, and way warden.64
The governor, council, commanders of the forts and ministers thus formed the local elite of the
island. They passed judgement on criminal offenses between assizes, settled civil differences,
enacted company orders, and proclamations and oversaw the daily operation of the colony. Their
word was law on the island, subject only to the company quarter court in London after a delay of
six or more months.

Bermuda’s seventeenth-century elite was composed of successful planters with important
English connections and good management skills and, after a decade in flux, it achieved a level of
stability; those who made good returns to their London investors by keeping tenants happy (or at

“ Jessop Letter book, 230-34.
“ In 1632, for example, shareholder William Leacraft managed to persuade the Somers Island
Company to put his son on Gov. Roger Wood's council; BCR FRAG F:#23.
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least in line and out of debt) stayed in place or advanced in society, while those who failed were
displaced, demoted, or left the colony. The system’s high level of efficiency was rooted in the
kinship ties that bonded landlord and agent, with one branch of the family in London looking out
for the other that managed affairs in Bermuda. Within the colony, the agent-elite combined
commercial patronage and civil authority to exert considerable influence over the tenants, servants,
and slaves who composed the bulk of the population; they held near-absolute power in Bermuda,
for it was rare that they were over-ruled by the company or their landlords. With so many
responsibilities, it is not surprising that they were constantly busy; poor Roger Wood found that
his duties as agent and governor left him "not one houre in the day wch I can truly call my owne.”65
The agency system quickly established a consolidated and stable colonial elite that to a large degree
shaped Bermuda’s colonial society.

SERVANTS
Bermuda’s indentured servants were a mixture of a few adventurous souls, a larger
number of poor people who sought to improve their lives in the New World, and those drafted out
of London’s prisons, assizes, poorhouses, and hospitals. The majority were sent out during the
first ten years of colonization, for the numbers dwindled as the island filled up. In 1622, 321 of the
colony’s 400 private shares were occupied, home to over 800 settlers. By 1630, virtually every
private share was tenanted and the few that remained "unsupplied” were marginal tracts deemed
unworthy of development due to their poor soil. As the population swelled with natural increase,
there was sufficient labor available to work the land to full capacity and thus little demand for the

"BCR FRAG F:#47.
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further importation o f indentured servants.66
For the indentured servants who came during the colony’s infancy, there were
opportunities for upward social and economic mobility. Many o f those who fulfilled their
indentures to the company gained places on private shares as tenants o f absentee-landlords anxious
to develop their holdings. Hugh Wentworth, a yeoman from Basingstoke, Hampshire, arrived in
1619 as a servant indentured to Sir Nathaniel Rich. He proved to be “a very true labouringe man”
and through his industry purchased his remaining years of servitude a year later. In the 1620s, he
leased Rich land in Southampton and by 1634 had become one o f Sir Nathaniel’s agents in that
tribe. From 1627 until his death in 1641, he served as a councillor, the highest office to which a
settler could aspire. Thus, within fifteen years Wentworth passed from the bottom-most rung of
Bermudian society into the ranks of the colonial elite.67 A few other indentured servants had even
more meteoric rises in fortune. John Bristow grew up in Aldersgate, London, and was sent as a
boy to Bermuda as a company servant indentured for seven years. Bristow rose from his humble
origins to become a successful merchant and planter and was appointed the colony’s provost
marshal in 1658. John Stowe’s career was equally impressive. Stowe was bom and raised in
Flushing, Zealand, in the Netherlands. Like Bristow, he came to Bermuda as a boy, indentured to

^ ‘Shares Occupied When Governor John Bernard Arrived, 1622,” in Ives, Rich Papers. 24045. The 413 men and 393 women and children who lived on the private shares in 1622 did not
include black or Indian slaves. According to Somers Island Company policy, shares that were
unsupplied in 1622 became forfeit to investors that had developed the colony, so they were
presumably occupied by 1630. Most of the unsupplied shares in 1622 were poor-quality land
located in Hamilton and Smiths tribes, particularly in the Walsingham Bay area. A few of these
shares were still unoccupied into the 1650s; the 72-acre tract designated Hamilton #7 was long
unoccupied because it was "full of sharp Rocks and rough waves [and] . .. scarce passable”;
Lefroy, 11:657.
67Ives, Rich Papers. 81, 175; Jessop Letter book, BL Add. Mss. 63854B. 2-5; NEHGR 36:315 (1882).
Wentworth died around 1641 and left Bermuda’s first recorded probate inventory. His wealth exceeded
£309.16.0, a considerable sum for one who came to Bermuda as a servant; BCR2:62, reprinted in Lefroy,
1:567-69.
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the company. Stowe’s indenture expired in 1629, when he was sixteen and within twenty years he
had become a councillor and provost marshal for the colony. In the 1650s, he embarked on a
maritime career. He built the ship Elizabeth and Ann and made at least fifteen voyages between
1652 and 1663, mostly to Barbados. By the time he died in 1684 at the age of 71, he owned at
least seven shares of land in Devonshire and Pembroke Parishes.68 These exceptional men took
advantage of opportunities open only to servants arriving within the first decade of settlement.
The principal reason why there were few indentured servants in Bermuda after the 1620s
was the demographic success of the first wave of settlers. The island’s environment was healthy
and, in the words of one settler, “agreeable to our English constitutions,”69 Many families
emigrated to the island with children and had more after they arrived. Fairly even proportion of
men and women among new arrivals helped single colonists to marry' after they reached the island
and start families there. Infant and child mortality appears to have been remarkably low, and by
the 1620s there was a sizeable portion of the population under the age of sixteen.70 Minister Lewis

'“Bristow and Stowe testified in the court case PRO HCA 13/76: William Berkeley vs. Lewis
Morris, 22 Feb. 1668/9; BCR l:152r,; 2:145; 3:29-36; FRAG G (Colonial Shipping Register,
1656-1671); BOW 1:314. Bristow and Stowe were both servants of Roger Wood, who served as
the colony’s secretary in the 1620s; they might have been employed as copyists rather than
laborers, since they were both literate; their ability to read and write must have certainly
contributed to their success. The feet that Stowe was a shipwright in his adult years strongly
suggests he was one of the servants trained by Jacob Jacobson, Nathaniel Butler’s Dutch
shipwright. According to Norwood’s 1663 survey, Stowe owned shares designated #21 in
Devonshire, and #27-28 in Pembroke; Lefroy, 11:675, 682.
69Hughes, Letter from the Summer hands. 7; Hughes, Plaine and True Relation. 8; Barbour,
Complete Works. II: 140-62. Irene Hecht, “The Virginia Muster of 1624/25 As a Source for
Demographic History,” WMO 3rd ser. 30:83 (1973), examines demographic trends in Virginia for
the same period. For English reactions to climate in colonial ventures, see Karen Ordahl
Kupperman, “Fear o f Hot Climates in the Anglo-American Colonial Experience,” WMO 3rd ser.
41:213-40 (1984).
^Genealogies of Southampton parish families provide excellent examples of Bermudian demographic
success in lieu of contemporary census material. Of the ten tenants occupying Rich’s twelve shares in
1620, at least six married and had substantial families. Southampton is the only parish in Bermuda
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Hughes reported that “young children doe thrive and grow up exceeding well.” Many were
employed in tobacco cultivation, “in worming and pruning of plants, which children may doe . . .
better then men.” A small number of women were listed in Norwood’s 1663 survey as tenants,
indicating that both sexes worked at tobacco cultivation and that women further supplemented the
labor force. Family labor diminished the need for planters to import expensive indentured servants
from England.71
The shortage o f available land also discouraged English servants from emigrating to
Bermuda. One of the attractions of the indenture system was the prospect of acquiring land after
completing one’s period of servitude. In Bermuda where the land was already claimed, servants
whose terms had expired faced the grim choice of working as a sub-tenant on a small plot or
moving to another colony, as many earlier indentured servants had. As a result, Bermuda acquired
a deservedly bad reputation among potential English emigrants in the 1630s because of the limited
opportunities for them in the colony. By 1639, the only English servants who came to Bermuda
were poor orphaned or abandoned boys indentured for lengthy ten-year terms out o f necessity
rather than choice. A Spanish passenger shipwrecked in Bermuda in that year reported that

where vital statistics survive for the early seventeenth century; St. Anne’s register is reprinted in A.C.
Hollis-Hallett, Early Bermuda Records (Bermuda, 1987), 1-23.
71Hughes, Letter from the Summer Hands. 7-8. Norwood lists fifteen women who occupied or
held tenure to private shares in Bermuda: Ruth Willis, Deborah Hall, Ann Jennings, Martha Cox,
William Peniston's mother, Margaret Reynolds, Widow Long, Mrs. Cook, Ann Dawes, Hannah
Dunscomb, Ann Trimingham, Elizabeth Durham, Ann Morgan, Jane Leacraft [a.k.a. Kestaven]
and Sarah Harriot. Most of these women were widows who occupied land that their late husbands
had leased or purchased. Only four of these women owned the land on which they dwelt:
Dunscomb, Trimingham, Morgan and Leacraft; Richard Norwood, Survey of Bermuda, 1662/63,
BCR 6, reprinted with minor typographical errors in Lefroy, n, appendix XV. On female
landholding over time, see chapter 8. Both white and black women worked tobacco fields in
Virginia throughout the seventeenth century; see Kathleen Brown, Good Wives. Nastv Wenches
and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender. Race and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill, 1996), 82-88,
117-22.
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Bermudian servants were “clothed on a mean scale, and thus live poorly and practically in a state
of slavery.” With a host of new colonial ventures to choose from, it is no wonder that few
voluntarily came to Bermuda.72
Finally, indentured servants competed with slave labor imported from the West Indies from
1616 onward. The earliest blacks and Indians who came to the island were also bound for a set
number of years in emulation of the indenture system, but it wasn’t long before the concept of
chattel slavery took hold. The twenty-nine blacks left in Bermuda by Daniel Elfrith in 1618
became the property of the earl of Warwick and were cast into perpetual servitude.73 Male and
female black and Indian slaves arrived in roughly equal numbers, which enabled them quickly to
establish a demographically stable, self-perpetuating enslaved population. As more and more
black and Indian children were bom in the colony, the demand for outside labor further declined.
Faced with the choice of acquiring a slave for life or a white servant for only four to seven years,
individual planters looked to the Caribbean rather than to England for additional labor.
The marginal use of indentured servants in Bermuda was a product of the island’s small
size and healthy and prolific population and the result of a circumscribed demand for labor on the
part of Bermudian planters and limited opportunities on the island in attracting servants. The
relative absence of indentured servants in the colony made Bermuda more productive because
white bound labor contributed little to society. As unpaid workers, they were restricted as
consumers and according to the terms of their indenture, they were prohibited from marrying and

^Alison Games, “Venturers, Vagrants and Vessels of Glory: Migration from England to the
Colonies Under Charles I,” (Ph.D. dissertation, History, University of Pennsylvania), chapter 6,
especially 361-371. Joan de Rivera y Saabedra, “Shipwrecked Spaniards’ 1639 Grievances
Against Bermuda,” L. D. Gurrin, trans., BHO 18:13-28 (1961). As early as 1619, William Besse
abandoned Bermuda after a six-year stay and had moved to Jourdan’s Journey in Virginia by 1625;
Coldham, English Adventurers and Emigrants. 1609-1660. 306.
^Ives, Rich Papers. 141.
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thus contributing to the increase o f the population —two traits that had significant effects in
shaping seventeenth-century Chesapeake society where indentured servants were present in large
numbers. With the exception of slaves, Bermuda’s laborers directly and immediately shared in the
bounty of their productivity. The wide availability of labor made Bermuda strikingly different
from England’s North American colonies, where both skilled and unskilled workers were in short
supply and land plentiful.74

SLAVES75
Bermuda holds the dubious distinction of being the first English colony to import black
and Indian labor. In August 1616, the Edwin returned from a voyage to the West Indies, where she
74Bemard Bailyn, The Peopling of British North America. An Introduction (New York, 1986), 64.
Bailyn delineates two different motives driving trans-Atlantic emigration and ties them to an earlier,
sustained circulation of people within England and Scotland. Subsistence migration characterizes the
flow of indentured servants pushed out of England (particularly London and the home counties), unable to
afford passage and driven by sheer necessity. The majority of those who went to Virginia and the West
Indies in the 17th century fell into this category. Betterment migrations typifies the movement of people
from Scotland and the Palatinate in Germany in the 18th century. Bailyn also notes a rise in the level of
skills possessed by indentured servants over time: the yeoman or common laborer of the 17th century gave
rise to craftsmen and specialists by the eve of the American Revolution.
75Given its antiquity, surprisingly little has been written about slavery in Bermuda. Various 19thcentury authors touched on the subject in passing, including William F. Williams, An Historical and
Statistical Account of Bermuda (London, 1848) and Col. F. Whittingham, Bermuda: A Colony. A Fortress
and A Prison (London, 1857). Gov. Sir John H. Lefroy’s massive compilation of the colony’s 17thcentury records includes some references, but deliberately omits others, particularly cases of
miscegenation; M em orials of the Bermudas. 2 vols. (London, 1878-80). Henry Wilkinson barely
mentions slaves in Adventurers of Bermuda and Bermuda in the Old Empire, despite admitting their
importance to the island’s economy. Modem scholarly inquiry began in the 1970s with Trudy Hubbard,
Slavery in Bermuda (MA. thesis, University of Leicester, 1973). Cyril Packwood, Chained on the Rock:
Slavery in Bermuda (New York, 1975) topically examines the institution but its ahistorical approach
masks important shifts in interracial relations over time. Although James E. Smith, Slavery In Bermuda
(New Yoric, 1976) periodizes the evolution of slavery, the work confines itself mainly to a descriptive
narrative of events and lacks a deeply analytical element. Both, however, are well-researched and useful
sources. Recent studies of Bermudian slavery include Virginia Bernhard, ‘’Bermuda and Virginia in the
Seventeenth Century: A Comparative View,” Journal of Social History. 19:57-70 (1985) and “Beyond the
Chesapeake: The Contrasting Status of Blacks in Bermuda, 1616-1663,” Journal of Southern History
54:545-64 (1988). Elaine Forman Crane discusses slave demography in passing, but is mainly concerned
with white Bermudian women in “The Socio-economics of a Female Majority In Eighteenth-Century
Bermuda,” Signs 15:231-58 (1990).
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had been sent to get tropical plants by Governor Daniel Tucker. In addition to plantain, sugar
cane, fig, and pineapple slips, and a cargo of lignum vitae wood, the vessel brought “an Indian and
a Negroe, the first these Ilands ever had.” Tucker had acted under company instructions, which
directed him to send Mr. Wilmot to the “Savadge Island” with trade goods to “trucke there for . . .
Cattle, Cassadoe, Sugar Canes, negroes to dive fo r pearls, and what other plants are there to be
had.” The two men were probably acquired from the Spanish, or perhaps were maroons who had
run away from Spanish plantations and lived on an outlying Caribbean island.76
The origins of Bermudian slavery —and thus English colonial slavery —lie not in the
events of 1616, but rather in the great age of Elizabethan privateering in the Caribbean, between
1588 and 1603. Slavery was deliberately introduced into Bermuda by company investors who
were already familiar with the institution from contact with the Spanish Caribbean during
Elizabeth's wars. It is difficult to accept the notion that English settlers in the New World
“accidentally” acquired slaves and then gradually integrated them into the colonial labor system.
There may have been a slight hesitation on the part of English settlers, many of whom had
probably never seen an African before, but the major investors in the colony were certainly familiar
with slave systems in the East Indies and in Spain's New World possessions.77 The Somers Island
Company attracted many powerful individuals who harbored strong anti-Spanish sentiments that
alienated them from James Fs pro-Iberian court. Some had been financially or even personally

76ButIer, 84-85; Lefroy, Memorials 1:115-16.
77The case of Bermuda directly challenges the interpretation of Winthrop Jordan, who states that “at
the start of English settlement in America, no one had in mind to establish the institution of Negro
slavery.” He entirely missed events in Bermuda and pointed to the arrival of blacks in Virginia in 1619 as
the first instance of their importation into an English colony. Company investors also had the works of
Hakluyt and Purchas to draw upon, which were full of accounts of slavery and the use of slaves in Spanish
and Portuguese colonies; Jordan, White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward the Negro. 1550-1812
(New York, 1977), 44, 57.
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involved in the Caribbean expeditions launched between 1588 and 1603.7® Sir John Watts, for
instance, was continuously involved in privateering ventures to supplement his more conventional
activities in European, Levantine, and East Indian trade, and the first and second earls of Warwick
maintained private navies throughout the early seventeenth century.79

Slavery and privateering intersected on a number of levels. English privateers often took
slave trade vessels filled with Africans en route to Spanish or Portuguese colonies. A Portuguese
slaver captured on the West African coast with slaves, gold, and ivory was worth between £10,000
and £20,000 —a fortune. Captain William Grafton took a Portuguese caravel from Pernambuco
laden with “fine white sugar and dyvers negroes” in 1592 and brought it into his home port of
Barnstaple. In April of that same year, Captain Christopher Newport’s Golden Dragon captured
another Portuguese ship with 300 Africans off St. Domingo. A week later, fellow Englishman
William King took a third with 270 slaves; the two captains landed their captured slaves on the
north shore of Puerto Rico and set all but 15 of them free because they could not sell or maintain
them indefinitely at sea. In 1598, Captain Giles Baynard’s Catherine White landed £1,000 worth
of hides, sarsaparilla, and slaves in Dorset and later that year William Hall’s Pearl brought
another cargo o f sugar, cotton wool, gold, ivory, and Africans taken from a Sao Tome ship to the

^Kenneth Andrews lists the numbers of English ships raiding in the Spanish Caribbean: one in
1588-89, eight in 1590, eleven in 1591, at least seventeen in 1592, eleven in 1594, and at least five
expeditions totaling seventeen ships in 1595; Kenneth Andrews, ed., English Privateering Voyages,
1588-1595 (Cambridge, 1959), 35-36.
79Watts rose from humble origins in the Clothworkers’ Guild. Privateering wealth enabled to
become a leader of the London merchant community and led to a term as Lord Mayor of London
and a knighthood in 1607; Andrews, Elizabethan Privateering. 1585-1603 (Cambridge, 1964),
104-10; Kupperman, Providence Island. 14-15, 25-28, 296; Wesley Frank Craven, “The Life of
Robert Rich, second Earl of Warwick, to 1642” (Ph.D.. diss., Cornell University, 1928) and “The
Earl of Warwick, A Speculator in Piracy,” Hispanic American Historical Review 10:457-79
(1930).
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same port Privateer captains were personally familiar with Africans and the notion of chattel
slavery from their experiences in the West Indies, and more than a few Africans arrived in London
and West Country ports in the 1590s in captured prizes.80
English privateers also came into frequent contact with Spanish Indians and blacks living
in the West Indies, bom within the existing Spanish colonial slave system. In 1593, Sir John
Burgh’s Roebuck, sailing in consort with Christopher Newport’s Golden Dragon, raided a “pearl
fisher’s camp” where they seized over a hundred Spanish black divers and pearls worth 5,000
pesos. In 1595, Amyas Preston and George Somers (of Sea Venture fame) captured some
Spaniards and their black slaves on a small island between Margarita and Coche, along with a
small cache of pearls. In 1601, captured Spanish slaves were instrumental to William Parker’s
successful assault on Porto Bello; the Africans were able to guide him past Spanish forts and
watch-posts, by which he gained easier access to the city.81
The success of the Elizabethan privateers depended to a large degree on their ability to
supply themselves in the field. To this end, they established good contacts with c&hpersed maroon
communities of runaway Spanish black and Indian slaves and indigenous Indian tribes. Soon after
Christopher Newport arrived in the West Indies, he called at an isolated stretch of St. Domingo
where he “bartered with the salvages” for tobacco, poultry, and potatoes. Food from this source
allowed the English to lengthen their cruises in the West Indies and snap up more prizes. By 1595,
English privateers had virtually blockaded St. Domingo where, one Spanish official lamented, “for

80Andrews. Elizabethan Privateering. I l l , 131, 150-55, 169-70: Andrews. English Privateering
Vovaaes. 184-208, 213. When privateer financier Alderman Paul Bayning died in 1616, he gave
£10 to minister John Simpson of St. Olave parish, London “for the instructing of Anthony my
negro in the principles of the Christian faith and religion.” Bayning no doubt acquired Anthony
from one of the privateering ventures that he had sponsored.
81The pearl-diving slaves were later ransomed back to their owners; Andrews, Elizabethan
Privateering. 178; Andrews, English Privateering Voyages. 233-35, 384.
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the last four years . . . [they] lie in wait on all the shipping routes to the Indies . .. [and] not a ship
coming up from the outside [to St. Domingo] escapes them.” The English were able to sustain this
surveillance because they could “find persons with whom to barter, for the land is sparsely settled .
.. so that anywhere they put in they find opportunity awaiting in the presence of negroes and other
wretched delinquents who live outside the law in the bush.”82
By the peace of 1603, English adventurers and privateer investors had had sustained
contact with Africans, and a number were even living in England, perhaps as slaves although their
status is unclear. They were familiar with the Spanish colonial slave system, knew the types of
commodities grown on the Spanish plantations, had encountered African pearl divers, and had
traded with the floating communities of runaway slaves and Indians that lived on remote islands or
stretches of deserted coastline in Spanish colonies. When Bermuda was colonized, investors and
veteran privateer captains knew that they could draw upon the Spanish colonies and maroon
settlements for slaves, commodities, and knowledge. The introduction of black and Indian slave
labor into Bermuda was the logical outcome of a vision that had crystallized in the minds of some
of England’s leading merchants and expansionists decades earlier. Once the English backers were
confident of the security and success of their Bermuda venture, West Indian slaves were imported
at the earliest opportunity.

Bermuda’s Earliest Slaves
The African and Indian who arrived in the Edwin were only the first of a wave brought up
from the West Indies.83 Captain John Powell was responsible for bringing a large number of

82Andrews, Elizabethan Privateering. 171: Andrews, English Privateering Voyages. 184-85.
83The Edwin had called at Bermuda twice before. In April 1614, the Edwin, Thomas and
Margaret had brought 160 colonists to the island. Even at this early date, the master of the Edwin
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blacks to the island over the next five years. During the summer of 1616, the Somers Island
Company hired Powell to sail the supply barque Hopewell to Bermuda and then proceed to the
“Savage Islands” (the Bahamas or the Virgin Islands) to trade with any natives he encountered. En
route to Bermuda, he met with a Portuguese ship from Brazil near the Azores and captured her,
after which Powell skipped Bermuda and proceeded to the West Indies with his prize. There, a
French rover tricked Powell and stole the Portuguese vessel, after which the prize-less Hopewell
returned to its original voyage and sailed for Bermuda. After discharging his cargo, Powell set off
once again for the West Indies, where he met with greater success. In March 1617, he arrived in
Bermuda with two Spanish frigates and a caravel as prizes, loaded with meal, hides, munitions,
and “a good store of neggars,” a number that could have varied from around thirty to over a
hundred. Governor Daniel Tucker seized the blacks and goods that Powell had foolishly landed,
whereupon the irate master departed for England to protest Tucker’s actions. Tucker used a few of
these men to plant sugar cane near St. George’s that summer. Others were distributed to private
shares, where they were much valued for their skills in growing and curing tobacco and other
tropical plants.84

had wanted to proceed on to the “Sauvage Islands” (Bahamas), but a food shortage in Bermuda
forced Governor Moore to send her back to England with a request for supplies. The Edwin
arrived a second time around March 1615 with supplies and liquor, which were readily welcomed
by John Mansfield, one of the inept interim governors whom Richard Moore had left in charge. On
this occasion, the Edwin returned with an empty hold, since the island’s state of permanent holiday
had produced no tobacco. On the Edwin's third voyage, she sailed in consort with the George,
which carried Governor Daniel Tucker to his new post. She was soon after sent on her fateful
voyage to the “Savage Islands,” only eight or nine days’ sail distant. The fate of the Edwin after
she returned to Bermuda with her exceptional cargo is unrecorded, but presumably she continued
on to England; Butler, 36-37, 47, 58, 69-71, 78, 84.
MButler, 85-86,93-94, 96; Ives, Rich Papers. 16, 25, 58-9. The Somers Island Company
deemed Powell’s prize goods forfeit, since he had no commission to take Spanish vessels. One of
the Spanish prizes (the caravel) was refitted and sent to Virginia, but the crew decided to stay in
that colony rather than return to the harsh administration of Governor Tucker.
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Powell next returned to Bermuda under involuntary circumstances, when his vessel was
wrecked on the West End reefs in late August 1619. After he had been cheated out of his prizes by
the Somers Island Company, Powell went to the Low Countries and obtained a Letter of Marque
from Prince Maurice. He left for the West Indies in a large man of war and there engaged “a great
[Spanish] Gallown [galleon] till they had overcome and almost sunke her.” In the aftermath of the
battle, however, his own vessel caught fire and the crew was forced to escape in a small tender of
thirty tons. They went to Bermuda to obtain food, but their vessel was unfortunately wrecked on
the reef. The entire crew of twenty-seven were saved, consisting of four Englishmen, twenty-one
Dutchmen, and two blacks who apparently were part of the ship’s company. The Dutchmen
remained on the island for a year, hired out to planters by Governor Miles Kendall for their own
maintenance. The fate of the two blacks is unrecorded, but they were probably appropriated by
Kendall.85
After the wreck, Powell returned to the Netherlands and obtained another vessel and
commission. He sailed in consort with the famous Dutch navigator, Peter Schoutens, and the two
made several incursions on Spanish West Indian colonies. In February 1620, Powell and
Schoutens called at Bermuda and were favorably received by Governor Nathaniel Butler after they
produced their commissions from Prince Maurice. They took on water and sold much-needed food
to the colony, which was still recovering from the devastating storms that sank the Warwick, blew
down Rich’s Mount, and ruined the winter crop. Butler allegedly received from Powell a gold
chain, a gold wedge, two silver candlesticks, a silver ewer, a silver rapier and dagger, a quantity of
Spanish coin, and velvet and silk fabric —luxuries that must have once belonged to Spanish
gentlemen. After a two-month stay, Schoutens returned to the hunt in the West Indies and Powell

“ Lewis Hughes to Sir Nathaniel Rich, 12 August 1619 in Ives, Rich Papers. 138-39; Butler,
145, 256.
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left for the Netherlands and England, bearing letters of endorsement from Governor Butler. Butler
suggested that the company allow Powell’s family to relocate in Bermuda and set up a regular
trade between the Savage Islands and the colony in order to ensure a steady supply of food, but the
request fell on deaf ears.86
Butler’s plan ran afoul because even at this early date, the Somers Island Company sought
to monopolize Bermuda’s trade. By 1621, the company was under the control of the
Sandys/Ferrar faction, who profited from the magazine trade to Virginia and Bermuda. Selfsufficient colonies threatened this lucrative business, so Powell’s request to settle in Bermuda was
denied and Butler was ordered in the future not to entertain privateers, even if they produced valid
commissions. When ordered to apprehend Powell if he called there in the future, an irate Butler
railed that “Powell is every day in England with them [the Company]; why doe they not deal with
him ther [?]” In August 1621, however, Butler was reluctantly forced to put the company order
into effect when Powell once again called at Bermuda. Powell’s two frigates were in need of
water, but Butler had to bid him “to seek his refreshments els wher” despite the privateer’s legal
Dutch commission. Had it not been for their earlier friendship, the governor suspected that a
furious Powell would have fired on the colony in his rage; he kept his temper and departed within
two hours, never to visit Bermuda again.87

“ Butler, 165; Lefroy, 1:274; Ives, Rich Papers. 167, 178-79, 182. Powell and Schoutens sold
an estimated £600-700 worth of bacon, oil, and meal to the hungry settlers. Their timely arrival
probably saved the colony from disaster.
^Butler, 238-39; Ives, Rich Papers. 187. The connection between the Ferrars and the magazine
trade is presently being researched by David Ransom using the Ferrar Papers at Magdalene
College, Cambridge. John Powell, with his brother Henry, went on to play an instrumental part in
the founding of Barbados. He was probably the son of Richard Powle or Powell of Bristol, who
had backed privateers from that port in the 1590s. In 1629, Bermuda Governor Philip Bell
endorsed Daniel Elfrith as director of the earl o f Warwick’s West Indian expansion by stating
“there are none in all England like the two Powells and Gaye of Bristol” except Elfrith. Warwick
listened and Elfrith and Bell went on to found the Providence Island colony; Kenneth Andrews,
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Powell was the most frequent visitor among a number of pirates and privateers who called
at Bermuda and brought blacks to the colony. Late in the summer of 1619, an English pirate
named Kirby arrived in a small frigate from the West Indies, where he had “played some slie
partes.. . and so gotten some purchase, part whereof consisted of negroes.” Kirby gave fourteen of
these blacks to Governor Miles Kendall, in return for 50,000 ears of com taken out of the public
reserve and some sails, cannon and cables salvaged from Powell’s earlier wreck. Kirby returned to
the West Indies, where he met a bloody death at the hands of two Spanish warships dispatched
from Cartagena to put him down. Two weeks after Kirby’s ship left, Daniel Elfrith’s ship
Treasurer arrived at Bermuda from Virginia. The Treasurer had been fitted out for a “fishing
voyage” by the earl of Warwick and Samuel Argali, Virginia’s colonial governor. Rather than
hooks, nets, or fishermen however, the ship took on cannon, weapons, and gunpowder. The
Treasurer called first at Virginia, where she was provisioned and given a commission of dubious
legality by Axgall to cruise against the Spanish in the West Indies. She then came to Bermuda and
obtained 100,000 ears of com from Kendall, again out of the public store at Castle Island. The
Treasurer left for the West Indies after a six week stay, where she sailed in consort with the
Flemish privateer White Lion, commanded by a Captain Chope, and captured one Spanish vessel
laden with tallow and grain.*8

Elizabethan Privateers. 259-60; Richard Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 49-50, 58; Kupperman,
Providence Island, ch. 2.
**PRO HCA 13/44:12-14; HCA 1/48:181-82; RVCL 111:219, 241-43, 418-23. The Dutch ship
White Lion was 160 tons and the captain’s name was variously spelled Jope, Chope, and Youpe. It
was this vessel that brought “20 and odd Negroes” to Virginia and sold them to Yeardley for
provisions, according to John Rolfe. Engel Sluiter asserts that unlike Bermuda’s early black
arrivals, who came from Spanish settlements, the first blacks to arrive in Virginia originated in Sao
Paulo de Loanda in Africa and had been taken from the slaver San Juan Bautista; Sluiter, “New
Light on the '20 and Odd Negroes’ Arriving in Virginia, August 1619,” WMO 3rd ser., LIV:39598 (1996). Based on a census of Virginia that he dates to March 1619 [Ferrar Papers, 1597 a-d,
Magdalene College, Cambridge], William Thomdale has claimed that 32 Africans had arrived in
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Elfrith returned to Virginia in August 1619, but departed soon after he learned that Sir
George Yeardley had replaced Argali as governor. Bound for Bermuda, Elfrith claims to have met
with “an empty Angola ship,” from which he took 25 blacks. Elfrith must have lied or acquired an
additional four from a Spanish prize, for according to John Dutton, he landed “29 Negroes, 2
chests of grain, 2 chests of wax and some tallow.” The Treasurer, “weather-beaten and toume, as
never like to put to sea again,” survived the hurricane of November 1619 that sank the Warwick.
According to a sailor from Wapping, the vessel made one more passage to Virginia and after her
arrival she was taken into a creek, overturned, and sunk some time before January 1623.89

If we modestly estimate the “good store of neggars” that arrived in Powell’s three Spanish
prizes at thirty, it brings the number of blacks and Indians imported into Bermuda between 1616

that colony prior to the arrival of the White Lion and Treasurer. I am unpersuaded, because
documents begun at earlier dates can be added to over time. While the census in question
undoubtedly dates to 1619, it lists a number of arrivals in June and July of that year, reflecting a
tendency for accretions. It is hard to believe that the earlier arrival of 32 blacks would have
elicited no comment and difficult of pose a plausible scenario for their arrival. The 32 Africans
reflected in the census are probably the “20 odd” landed by Chope and the undisclosed number
landed by Elfrith in August; Thomdale, "The Virginia Census of 1619,” Magazine of Virginia
Genealogy 33: 155-70.
“’PRO HCA 1/48:181; HCA 13/44; Ives, Rich Papers. 122-23, 140-41, 185; Butler, 132-33,
158, 160-62, 211. Richard Stafford deposed that Elfrith landed 25 blacks and that Governor
Butler put them in a “longhouse” in St. George’s and afterwards sold some and hired others out to
tenants. Butler also removed all of the cannon from the Treasurer after the hurricane and mounted
them at St. George’s. The testimony concerning the Treasurer is often confusing and contradictory.
The vessel was alleged to have been owned by the earl of Warwick. Sir Edwin Sandys used the
Treasurers improprieties to attack Warwick in the Somers Island and Virginia Company Courts in
his efforts to maintain control over both companies. After first denying any wrong-doing, Elfrith
maintained he was forced by Jope to sail in consort and that Jope alone had taken the Spanish
vessel. A private letter from Butler to Warwick, however, tells a different story; Butler warned the
earl that the crew of the Treasurer were “dangerous tounged fellowes and as I hear [they] have
given out secretly that if they be not payed to their utmost peny of wages, they will goe to the
Spanish Embassador and tell all. Your Lordship shall doe well to be vigilant upon them.”
Obviously, Warwick had something to hide!
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and 1620 to over 75. The vast majority of these blacks became slaves owned by private planters
like the earl of Warwick or by the Somers Island Company. By 1630, company slaves were
allotted to government officers as part of their salaries. The earl of Warwick distributed his slaves
among the agents and tenants on his land. Slavery as a social and legal status and its association
with blacks and Indians emerged less than a decade after the Edwin brought the first Indian and
black to the colony. The word “slave” was first used in a penal context in October 1617, as a
sentence for “Symon, the Negro for having to do with a child in camall copular.” At the same
assize Nicholas Gabriel, a white laborer, was similarly made a slave to Governor Tucker. By
1620, however, slavery had been extended beyond the scope of punishment to encompass all non
whites on the island. In that year, a hot debate raged between Kendall and Butler about the
ownership of the fourteen blacks that Kirby had brought, but implicit in the controversy was the
understanding that the blacks were property. From an early period, however, the settlers
differentiated between the ownership of the worker and the value of the work he or she performed,
which was usually assessed as wages. In 1622, for instance, the two black divers who helped
salvage a Spanish wreck were paid wages for their work, and three years later, roughly a third of
the tobacco grown on a Paget share was paid “for wages for two Negroes” and another laborer.90
Until 1623, the status of Bermuda’s black and Indian population might have been confused
with that of white indentured servants. In that year, however, Bermuda’s assembly, in response to
certain “insolencies” they perceived, drew sharp distinctions between the races and passed the first
black code in any English colony. Objections were made to blacks stealing pigs and other
foodstuffs and carrying cudgels, weapons, and tools which were “very dangerous and not meete
[fitting]. . . to be carried by such vassalls.” In the act, the assembly denied blacks and Indians the

90Lefroy 1:386; HMC #292 (Rich Papers), quoted in Packwood, Chained on the Rock. 5-6.
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right to buy, sell, or barter tobacco or goods without the knowledge or consent of their master.
Implicit in the text was that all blacks and Indians were under some degree o f white supervision,
and that white masters were responsible for policing their wards or they would be fined. The act
was formulated by planters resident in the colony rather than imposed from above by the company
court in London, and therefore constitutes a local reaction to the challenge of categorizing blacks
within society. Direct circumstances and observable behavior, as opposed to abstract theories on
the nature of society or divine injunctions, led to the use of race as a basis for differential
treatment.
The transition between de facto indefinite servitude and legally articulated chattel slavery
was slower in coming. From the 1620s to the 1650s, white masters defined and exchanged black
and Indian laborers like traditional indentured servant or apprentice, but in their cases the lengths
of servitude were considerably augmented. The indenture transferring Indian Jane from Peter
Constable to Nicholas Inglesby in 1634 followed the exact form as that used for white servants,
but where the latter would serve for four to ten years, Jane was bound for 99. It wasn’t until 1650
that an indenture first listed “life” as the term of servitude. By the 1660s, lifelong chattel slavery
was clearly established, and blacks and Indians were exchanged without mention of a length of
servitude except in specific cases where the seller clearly intended that the slave was to be freed
after a certain number of years. The inheritance of bondage passed down from parents to children
and the very right to sell blacks and Indians in the first place were assumed and never established
by law in the colony.91

The 75 or more blacks that arrived before 1620 included at least a few women, and their

9lBCR 2:113, 140.
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presence was vital to founding a black population that would mirror the white settlers in growth.
In October 1620, Thomas Durham requested the use of three male and one female slaves from Sir
Nathaniel Rich to work his land. A year later, Daniel Elfrith unsuccessfully attempted to displace
“ould Fransisco and James, the Negroes with their wives” from two of Rich’s shares where they
had worked since their arrival. The exact demographic breakdown of the sexes of Bermuda’s first
blacks is unknown, but soaring population figures later in the century point to something close to
parity.92
In 1621, the Company manifesto forbidding privateers, pirates, and trading vessels from
the West Indies from calling at Bermuda halted the influx of more blacks and Indians into the
colony for at least a decade, but enough slaves of both sexes were already on the island to
guarantee natural increase. The slaves were already seasoned to New World environments and
diseases and had survived the psychic shock of displacement far better than blacks seized in Africa
and carried across the Atlantic. When Governor Roger Wood took office in 1629, the company
owned at least twenty-two slaves. The figure is not striking until its composition is revealed: five
couples and their twelve children. Bermuda's slave population apparently attained demographic
stability nearly a century before the Chesapeake or any other British colony equaled this
achievement.93

^Ives, Rich Papers. 214-15, 233-34; emphasis mine.
^Wood’s inventory was dated 13 January 1632. The small figure may in fact only represent
those blacks who were allotted to his post, rather than the total number of company slaves. He was
entitled to thirty laborers, servants or slaves, to work the ten shared in St. George’s that were the
prerogative of his office. Wood lists Maria and William and their two children (Saray [age 8] and
Dorothy [3]), Manono and Lucretia and their three children (Susan [8], Gwendolin [6], and
Priscilla [3]), Manono and Bridget and their three children (William [8], Saray (5], and Richard
[3]), Sand— (obscured) and Catale and their three children (Maria [9], Penelope [6] and John [3]).
In addition, there was at least one more couple and child listed, but the manuscript is defective and
the rest of the page is indecipherable; the space allotted is enough to list perhaps another dozen
names. Natural spacing of births suggest that there may have been a number of infants also
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The early introduction of blacks and Indians to Bermuda was critical to the colony’s initial
success. In Virginia, the sometimes fnendly-Powhatan Indians helped English settlers adapt to the
New World environment. Colonists in Bermuda found an uninhabited island with a sub-tropical
environment entirely unlike England. There was no native population to teach them to tame the
landscape they found, and cultivate strange, new tropical plants. African and Indian slaves,
familiar with living in the tropics and knowledgeable about West Indian cultivation, helped English
settlers adapt and prosper. In every respect, Bermuda’s first blacks fit a category historian Ira
Berlin calls “Atlantic creole,” people of African descent from the African littoral or the West Indies
who were cosmopolitan in background, capable and multi-talented in skill, in many cases bi- or
multi-lingual, and culturally a blend of African, European, and creole traditions. The skills they
brought with them were vital to the colony’s early stability and success.94

omitted from the inventory; BCR FRAG F:#l. A later letter lists an additional 15 slaves who were
most likely owned by Wood rather than the company. These included Mingo Grando (whose wife
Polassa had died), Mingo and Isabella Uron, Anthonio ye Yong, Anthonio ye Olde, Katelina and
her daughter Anna [3], Sambo and Agripper Sanders and their daughter Svlina [3], and Sander and
Lalena Kindost and their three children (Mary [9], Gwendolyn [6], and John [3]); BCR FRAG
F:#88. Parish records for Southampton record the baptisms of 17 blacks, two mulattoes, and an
Indian and the marriages o f two black couples between 1621 and 1673, a record by no means
complete; presentments for bastardy, incontinence, and adultery of non-white couples in the 1640s
and 1650s indicates that although most black, Indian, and mulatto marriages were not formally
consecrated in the parish churches (or if they were, they were not recorded), the court recognized
some slave unions as legitimate but not others; otherwise all slave couples bearing children would
have come before the court; St. Anne’s Parish register, 1619-ca. 1700, in Hallett, Early Bermuda
Records. 1-23; on presentments, see for example the assize of 11-22 Nov. 1650 in BCR3:57-64;
for the timing of black demographic stability in the Chesapeake, see Alan Kulikoff, “A ‘Prolifick’
People: Black Population Growth in the Chesapeake Colonies, 1700-1790,” Southern Studies
16:391-428.
94Ira Berlin, “From Creole to African: Atlantic Creoles and the Origins of African-American Society in
Mainland North America,” WMO 3rd ser. LIIL251-88. Berlin makes the case that there were important
differences between early creolized multicultural black arrivals in the 17th century drawn from the
Atlantic rim and the flood of unacculturated Africans taken from the interior from the 1670s onwards.
Despite the title, he examines the polyglotfactoria on the coast of Africa and early African emigrants to
the West Indies. Atlantic creoles in New Amsterdam and Virginia succeeded in acquiring land and, in
some cases, slaves and closely resembled their white neighbors in wealth and status during the first half of
the 17th century. Limited access to land tenure and absentee land ownership discouraged similar success
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The two West Indian pearl divers who arrived on the Edwin quickly found themselves at
loose ends when they demonstrated that the island’s reefs contained few pearl-bearing oysters.
Their talents were wasted until 1621, when they were almost certainly employed by Governor
Butler in salvaging the wreck of the San Antonio. Butler deemed slaves “a most necessary
commodity for thes islands” soon after his arrival, and asserted that they were “the most proper
and cheape instrument for this plantation that can be” had to the company in London. After sugar
cane was found to be unsuitable for Bermuda, most of the slaves on both public and private lands
were employed growing tobacco Q<
By the time Bermuda was settled, African and Indian slaves had been cultivating tobacco
for nearly a century on Cuba, Hispaniola, the northern coast of Venesuala and in other Spanish
colonies. In the late sixteenth century, numerous French, Dutch, and English vessels flocked to
Hispaniola, and the high price they offered to Spanish farmers sparked considerable production.
Large landowners on the island continued to cultivate sugar, but the “gente comun” of poor whites,
mestizo, mulatto, and negro slaves on the northern coast of Hispaniola grew tobacco for their own
use and for export. In an effort to cut off this illegal trade in tobacco and drive away the ships of
European competitors, the Spanish Crown ordered the entire northern population of Hispaniola to

among Bermuda’s blacks.
9SButler, 99; Leffoy, 1:252. The salvaged was directed by Dutchman Jacob Jacobson, survivor
of Powell’s 1619 wreck. A ship carpenter by trade, he was hired by Governor Butler to build
boats for three years. He apparently had some prior experience salvaging, for he employed
“Crazie botes,” probably camels, in the operation which were used to raise ordnance after divers
had affixed slings around them under water and to break up the hull. In June 1622, Butler
promised that Jacobson “shall have the helpe of all my Negroes, and the whole Gang, to break up
the Treasure and to get yor Iron Worke” and at least two blacks were involved in the salvage;
others who had been given anglicized names without racial distinction may also have been
involved. Jacobson was also the “father” of the Bermuda sloop; see Michael Jarvis, “‘The Fastest
Vessels in the World’: The Origin and Evolution of the Bermuda Sloop, 1620-1800,” Bermuda
Journal of Archaeology and Maritime History 7:40 (1995).
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move to towns in the interior of the island in 1604 and two years later outlawed tobacco cultivation
for ten years. During the “Despoblaciones” o f 1605-6, Governor Antonio Osorio burned northern
coastal towns and forced resettlement, but many slaves resisted the move and fled, forming their
own maroon communities. Many of Bermuda’s earliest slaves were probably refugees from the
Despoblaciones, who had been growing and curing tobacco for years until the Spanish Crown
outlawed the practice and destroyed their fields.96
Tobacco cultivation commenced in Bermuda before the arrival of black and Indian
laborers, but it was pursued on a trial-and error basis. By 1616, colonists grew a significant
amount of tobacco, but they could not make it economically viable because they lacked skill in
preserving the crop for shipment. The introduction of black and Indian slaves, many of whom had
cured tobacco in the Spanish colonies, coincided with a dramatic improvement in the quality of the
crop exported from Bermuda. When Robert Rich arrived in Bermuda to oversee his brother’s land,
he brought with him a black man whom he had presumably acquired in England. Rich soon
discovered, however, that his expert was diseased and not terribly skilled in his trade. In February
1618, Rich apologized for the small size of his first year’s crop and excused himself by stating that
he would have sent a greater quantity "hadd not my negger in tryall speled [spoiled] it.” He
assured his brother that the mistakes had been worth it and promised that "‘our tobackoe this year
will far surpasse in quantyty and goodness that which is nowe sent over.”97 To this end, Robert

“Engel Sluiter, “Dutch-Spanish Rivalry in the Caribbean Area, 1594-1609,” in Hispanic American
Historical Review 28:165-96 (1948); Michiel Baud, A Colonial Counter-Economy: Tobacco Production on
Espadola, 1500-1870,” 28-33. On Hispaniola, tobacco became a favorite cash crop and was used as the
local currency in the late 16th century. The Crown’s prohibition on tobacco cultivation was widely
ignored on the island and by 1612 exports had risen to 322.757 pounds. Ironically, the territory emptied
by Gov. Osorio to drive away unwanted European trade was colonized by French and Dutch buccaneers by
1630, who not only raided nearby Spanish settlements but also resumed tobacco production; by 1678, they
were exporting two million pounds annually to France.
^ves, Rich Papers. 17, 58-59.
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Rich pressed his influential brother to acquire a slave that Powell had discharged from his Spanish
prize: “I intreate you to procure me a neger whose name is Fransisco. Hee is one [of] the generall
[company slaves]; his judgement in the cureing of tobackoe is such that I had rather have him then
all the other negers that bee here.” Rich valued him at the incredible price of £100. By December
1618, Sir Nathaniel had succeeded and Francisco was working on Rich's land in Southampton and
another slave was also employed “planting of west endy plants, wherein he hath good scill.” hi
1620, Fransisco and a slave named James worked two of Rich’s shares in Southampton
unsupervised, where they lived alone with their wives. Together, they “made” 1,350 pounds of
tobacco, a very high yield compared with the 100-200 pounds grown on most shares. Their skills
were highly valued and in 1621, John Dutton placed new tenants under Fransisco and James to
“co-act,” or learn, from them. Doubtless, other slaves on company land and on private shares
similarly were engaged as instructors.98
In addition to their skill in growing and curing tobacco, Bermuda’s first blacks and Indians
imparted other innovations that significantly improved the lives of Bermuda’s colonists. Fishing
strategies in the colony changed as a result of the introduction o f ’’crawls,” or fishponds. The
crawl, or kraal, has ancient roots in West Africa, where it functioned as a holding pen for
previously caught fish. In an age without refrigeration, fish had to be salted or caught daily and
eaten fresh. The kraal offered an alternative to preservation or immediate consumption. After
their introduction, Bermudian fishermen caught vast numbers of fish and then kept them alive
indefinitely in the kraals, where they could even be fattened for later consumption. The earliest
kraals in Bermuda were natural salt water pools and lagoons formed by collapsed caves and
refreshed regularly by seawater flowing through subterranean passages connected with the ocean.

^Ives, Rich Papers. 172-73, 176, 234.
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By 1623, “Craule Pointe” in Hamilton parish and another “crawl” at Ireland Island had become
landmarks to the earliest settlers. Artificial fishponds were hewn into the shoreline between high
and low water mark and enclosed with masonry walls. By the eighteenth century, crawls were
ubiquitous along the shoreline and even houses a considerable distance inland possessed one.
Crawls and fishponds transformed the way the earliest settlers fished and assured in a more secure
supply of sustenance (figures 2-7 and 2-8)."
Caribbean slaves made at least two other important contributions toward Bermuda’s early
society. Cassava, or manioc, accompanied the first Indian and African on the Edwin. This easily
cultivated root was commonly grown throughout the Spanish West Indies but was poisonous unless
properly processed. White settlers undoubtedly learned the necessary steps to transform the toxic
root into a nutritious flour that was baked into bread from Bermuda’s first blacks and Indians.
Root crops like cassava and potatoes safe-guarded the colony’s early subsistence system, for in the
event that a hurricane or storm destroyed the com crop, settlers could fall back on their unaffected
subterranean provisions. Africans and Indians were also probably responsible for introducing the
weaving of platt from palmetto leaves. In West Africa and in the West Indies, platt was used for
hats and sleeping mats. By the second half of the seventeenth century, white, black, and Indian
Bermudian women wove platt not only for domestic use, but also for export to England, the West

"Lefroy, 1:289; Richard Norwood, 1662/62 Survey; Packwood, Chained on the Rock. 24. The
word “kraal” has been incorporated into the Dutch language and may be a Dutch approximation of
a West African word; it has two meanings: bead or beading (as in jewelry or molding) and a coral,
or enclosure (a horse corral is a terrestrial version). The Dutch had established a presence on the
African coast in the 16th century and it is probable that the term was transported to the New World
in the heads of Atlantic creoles; Wolters’ Handwoordenboek. Nederlands-Eneels (Den Haag,
1994), 451. Crawls were used in other West Indian colonies. In the 19th century, Royal Navy
Captain J. H. Carr mentions the 'Turtle Crawl” near “Sam Lord’s Castle” in Barbados; mss.
“Naval History of Bermuda,” ca. 1893, in Bermuda Archive, reprinted in BHO 8:68 (1951).
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Figure 2-7. Fishpond at Knitts Hole, from a 1786 survey o f Captain William Tatem’s
plantation on Somerset Island (Source: Bermuda Archive, Public Works Department
112/34).
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Figure 2-8. The remains of a fishpond on the south shore of St. David's Island (Source:
author's photograph).
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Indies, and North America which until the 1730s brought in considerable revenue.100
Most of the blacks and Indians who were brought to Bermuda came from the West Indies,
where the majority had been bom into or incorporated within the Spanish colonial plantation
system. These Atlantic creoles were already familiar with slavery and assumed that status of
constrained laborer in Bermuda with surprisingly little resistance. They negotiated rights, liberties,
and terms of employment with their new masters in ways that few Africans could a century later.
The first instance of racial unrest occurred in 1656 —forty years after the first black arrived —in
an incident largely prompted by disgruntled Irish indentured servants rather than enslaved blacks.
Individual black and Indian slaves sought redress for perceived injustices, as in the case where
Sanders complained to the earl of Warwick when his child was unfairly sold, but surviving records
reveal that they worked within the established legal and social system rather than attack the whole
concept of chattel bondage.101
Details of the lives of Bermuda’s early black and Indian inhabitants are few and it is
fiustratingly difficult to say much about their experiences, family formation, economic activities,
and interaction with the island’s white settlers. Until the 1670s, many apparently lived by
themselves in “negroe cabbins,” often on the land they farmed independent of white supervision; as
a result, their activities were not observed and recorded. A curious incident occurring around

100In 1621, Lewis Hughes wrote that “the Casava roote is like to proove a greate blessing” because it
made “as fine white bread as can be made of wheat” and keeps well. The bread could be baked on a trivet
over an open fire, as well as in an oven, so that even the kitchens of modest settlers could make use of the
flour. Hughes also gave a recipe for making cassava bread; Plaine and True Relation. 9. For female platt
production, see chapter 8.
■“‘Warwick to Hugh Wentworth, 19 July 1634, in Jessop Letter book, 11; Lefroy 11:94-95. A later case
occurred in August 1661, when an unnamed negro woman belonging to William Caron complained to the
colonial council about her mistress’s “late crueltie” in much the same way that a white servant might
The council unanimously ordered that if the mistress gave her slave “fresh cause of complainte, the
Negroe shall be placed with sum other Master” and Mrs. Caron would receive wages for her work. BCR
5B:6.
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1635, however, sheds some light on the interaction between Bermuda’s early blacks and their
masters. James Samando and his wife, slaves belonging to the earl of Warwick, approached agent
Hugh Wentworth and his wife and enacted a "‘giving ritual” in which “Old James” took his sevenyear old daughter, Hannah, by the hand and “delivered it into the hande of Mr. Wentworth saying
‘heere Master mee give you this childe[.] Take her & bring her up & mee give her to you fteely.’”
He then put the child’s hand into Mistress Wentworth’s hand and said, “heer Mistris mee give you
this Childe[.] Take her & bring her up & mee give you her freely.” Samando’s wife then repeated
the ritual with both of the Wentworths. The meaning of this ceremony is open to many
interpretations but clearly reflects an important event in the lives of the Samando family. From
Wentworth’s perspective, the child was technically not theirs to give, since she was already
enslaved to the earl of Warwick by dint of her birth. The Samandos, on the other hand, perhaps
did not see it that way but still chose to consign their daughter to the Wentworth family.
Alternatively, James and his wife might have made the gesture out of a high regard for the
character of the Wentworths, indicating that they would rather see their daughter placed under their
guidance rather than any of the earl of Warwick’s other tenants. Regardless of motive, the incident
reveals that the Samandos were concerned about the fete of their daughter and took action to
choose what perhaps they perceived as the most secure future for Hannah.102

102BCR 2:85. Probate inventories from the Somers Island Company period occasionally list the
contents of “negro cabins” in cases where the deceased owned or rented considerable land,
although it is impossible to then determine exactly where the cabin was located from surviving
documentation. A systematic survey of inventories should shed light on patterns of slave
ownership and living arrangements within households in various wealth brackets, but it is beyond
the scope of this work to undertake such a project. Much information on early blacks and Indians
can also be gleaned from early wills, and it may be possible to reconstruct parallel slave
genealogies using such sources. For an example of a probate inventory listing a “negroe cabbin,”
see Richard Norwood’s inventory, 4 February 1675/76 in BOW 1:213,219,261.
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Bermuda’s slave population grew at an extraordinary rate throughout the seventeenth
century. The natural increase of the earliest slaves was at the core of this growth, but additional
black and Indian slaves steadily trickled into the island from the 1630s onward. Dutch vessels
calling at Bermuda in the 1630s and 1640s undoubtedly brought some, but far more came to
Bermuda after the colonists began to trade with the West Indies after 1640. Vessels carrying
foodstuffs to Barbados and St. Christopher or cruising the Bahamas in search of wrecks, salt, and
logwood, frequently returned with a slave or two, who were sold to planters on the island.
Privateers also vended slaves captured from Dutch and Spanish West Indian ships and plantations
at the colony. Bermuda’s colonial secretary recorded 347 commercial transactions involving the
exchange of black or Indian slaves between 1638 and 1671. This sum represented 281 blacks, 19
mulattoes, and 47 Indians. Nearly half of the black slaves who were sold during this period [116]
were bom in Bermuda, a testament to the reproductive success of the colony’s first black arrivals.
Another 151 blacks were sold by Bermudian or other British vessels to planters in the colony who
came from a variety of sources. Privateers brought the majority of black slaves to Bermuda.
William Jackson, master of the privateer Anne, sold four slaves who he had obtained from the
Spanish in 1644-45. The master and crew of the Francis and Richard sold fourteen blacks in
1660. Bermudian John Wentworth sacked a Dutch plantation in Tortolla and brought home 68
slaves in 1667 during the second Anglo-Dutch War. The frigate Port Royal of Jamaica, sailing in
consort with the ship Mayflower, sold four black and six Indian slaves whom they had taken on the
Popelo or Somasenta River, including an Indian blacksmith. During peace years, the number of
slaves coming onto the island dwindled to a trickle. Between 1638 and 1671, 54 blacks came from
Barbados (most in John Stowe’s Elizabeth and Ann), three from Jamaica, one from the Caymans,
one from Nevis, one from Santiago de Cracas, and one from England. Few, if any, came directly
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from Africa.103
Of the 47 Indian slaves imported into Bermuda between 1644 and 1672, only one can be
traced to North American origins. In September 1644, Governor Willem Kiffe of New
Netherlands gave an Indian man to Governor William Sayle, brought to Bermuda in the Dutch ship
Endraught. The Indian was a war prisoner who had been captured by Dutch soldiers in New
Netherlands. The gift was a thinly concealed bribe to persuade the Bermudian governor to suspend
the Somers Island Company ban on trading with foreign vessels, and as a bribe it succeeded; the
Dutch ship loaded with oranges, hides, and provisions and returned home.104 The other 46 Indians
came from the West Indies or were Bermuda-born. Twelve came from Barbados, although they
almost certainly did not originate there. Two came from the Cayman Islands, six from the
Somasenta River, one from Jamaica, and one from die Dutch Tortollas. In 1672, a "wilde Indian”
from Tortuga or the Spanish Main was brought in by the ship Jacob. Eighteen Indians were
Bermudian, the offspring of Indian slaves who must have arrived in the colony during die 1630s
but were not recorded. The rest were sold from passing vessels, but their ports of origin could not
be determined.

I03The database used to generate these statistics drew upon material recorded in BCR 2, 5A and
FRAG G. Earlier sources were found unreliable; there are almost no surviving records between
1630 and 1638 (BCR 1) and few commercial documents surviving before 1640. Individual slaves
may be traced through this shadowy period using wills, probate inventories, and company letters,
but it would be a formidable research task. A copy of my database is on deposit at the Bermuda
Archives.
l04There were probably more than one Indian slave sold, but only the sale to Sayle was
recorded; the transaction was o f dubious legality and we should not be surprised that few records
were kept, lest the Somers Island Company discover the incident. Dutch colonial officials, on the
other hand, were upset by the sale. The Amsterdam Chamber of the Nieuw Westindische
Compagnie wrote to the General Directors of the Company: ‘The captured Indians who might have
been of considerable use to us as guides have been given to the soldiers as presents and allowed to
go to Holland; the others have been sent off to the Bermudas as a present to the English Governor,”
(emphasis mine) 28 Oct. 1644, in E. B. O’Callaghan, ed. Documents Relative to the Colonial
History of the State of New York (Albany. 1856-58), 1:210.
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Most Indian and black slaves were conveyed for life-long or 99-year indentures, but in a
few cases, the term o f servitude was less. Between 1647 and 1655, seven black and eight mulatto
children were bound until the age of twenty or thirty; they were the descendants of slaves who
belonged to the company and were apprenticed out for their maintenance and to learn trades.
Masters had the use of their labor until they reached a set age, after which they were freed. In
1662, Hannah Bestaine, a free black woman also bound out her three children to Sibella Righton
until they were 21 or 30 years old because she could not maintain them.105
Self-binding was an infrequent practice in Bermuda. Three free blacks bound themselves
for short terms of one or two years in exchange for the cost of their passage off the island. In
November 1665, Francis Ferdandas indentured himself for a year to secure a passage to the
Bahamas. Mannea and Elizabeth, two free black women, each bound themselves for two years in
return for passage to New Providence. In the 1670s, the liberties and presence of free blacks in
Bermuda came under serious attack and the institution of slavery was consolidated as the colonial
government increasingly circumscribed the rights, status, and activities of the colony’s black and
Indian inhabitants.106

Bermudian slavery contrasted with the institution in England’s other colonies in that its
origins lay in the much older Spanish slave system. The colony’s slave population quickly
achieved demographic stability and the numbers of blacks, Indians, and mulattoes on the island
soared in the ensuing decades; by 1699, slaves made up one-third of Bermuda’s population almost
entirely through natural increase. The colony’s slave culture was also noteworthy in that early

10SBCR 5A:22r. On challenges to Bermudian slavery in the 1670s, see chapter 4.
I06BCR5A:76, 147-8.
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arrivals had already experienced considerable acculturation within the Spanish plantation system;
since little has been written relating to Spanish Caribbean slavery and Afro-Indian maroon
communities for the period 1575-1625, we may only speculate as to the degree of cultural
intermixture between Africans, Indians, and Spanish. Once in Bermuda, the slaves underwent a
second phase of adapting to English traditions. In some cases they were incorporated into the
households of colonists and learned English manners and customs, while in others they lived apart
but were still enmeshed within the culture of an English majority within colonial society. The
settlers, in return, learned tropical cultivation, fishing and food preparation techniques, and other
useful skills from the slaves that helped them to survive and prosper in a new environment. The
absence of a steady stream of new arrivals from Africa meant that the African cultural traits
retained by the first blacks were not continuously reinforced and as a result, we may conjecture
that Bermuda’s slave population probably acculturated or were '“anglicized” to a considerable
degree. The process of acculturation and socialization is most graphically reflected in the names of
Bermuda’s seventeenth-century slaves; the Antonios, Franciscos, Katelinas, Lalenas, and Marias
who arrived in the 1610s and 1620s gave birth to the Williams, Johns, Hannahs, Gwendolyns, and
Priscillas of the 1630s and 1640s. Naming as a reflection of identity, even if imposed from
without, shaped self-definition and influenced cultural allegiance in ways that apparently bound
white and black Bermudians within a common enterprise.107

The colonial society that developed in the early years of settlement was an extension of the
t07See Berlin, “Atlantic Creoles,” 251-54.284 on the importance of naming and the process of
socialization. In recent years, the concept of race, the evolution and malleability of the institution of
slavery, the engendering of enslavement and die validity of using terms like acculturation, resistance and
socialization have been debated and reformulated. Although the literature is substantial and increasing
daily, see “Constructing Race: Differentiating Peoples in the Early Modem World,” the theme of the
articles in WMO 3rd ser. LTV: 1-252 for recent work, new approaches and points of contention within this
contested field.
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hierarchical class system colonists had known in England and still retained many feudal
characteristics. The company, dominated by noble absentee-Iandlords, owned the land while the
planters who labored for them paid a share of their crop as an annual rent. In this respect,
Bermuda resembled the noble investors’ manors in the English countryside. Commercial agents
oversaw production and dominated local politics, where they safeguarded the prerogatives of the
investors. They managed the tenants and servants who comprised the majority of the colony’s
populace and functioned as '‘stewards,” distributing goods sent out in the magazine ships to the
planters on credit against next year’s crop, rewarding hard-working and moral tenants with
extended leases and punishing idle and dissolute tenants with evictions. The planters and servants
came from a variety of backgrounds, ranging from the respectable middle class to the street
sweepings of London; over the next decade or two, their rank within colonial society was
negotiated by their behavior and their financial success. The parallels with feudal forms began to
erode, however, due to the absentee nature of the relationship between landlord and tenant;
because few English investors visited or relocated to Bermuda, the face-to-tace element of the
patron/client relationship did not exist as a potent binding agent as it had on the English manor,
and thus over time Bermudian planters lost their loyalty and became merely dependent on their
overseas landlords.
The introduction of slaves from the West Indies further disrupted the attempt to replicate
the hierarchy o f English society. They helped ensure the success of the colony through the skills
they brought with them in growing and curing tobacco. Culturally, they interacted with white
settlers and imparted strategies that helped the English better exploit the island’s environment and
natural resources. The remarkably salubrious climate, coupled with the fertility of the land,
settlers, and slaves, fostered the first generation of Bermuda-bom colonists, composed of white,
mulatto, Indian, and black individuals who had as much in common with each other as with the
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cultural origins of their parents. They were the first true Bermudians, members of a society that
was the product of a singular environment and a complex blend of cultural elements.
During the tobacco depression of the 1630s and the English Civil War, the island was
largely left to its own devices. Many company members lost interest and sold their shares to their
tenants, while others were too busy with politics at home to supervise the colony closely. As the
first generation o f Bermudians came of age, they became accustomed to independence. Company
restrictions on shipping and travel kept them physically and culturally isolated until they were
strangers to the England their parents had left. Instead, their world was dominated by the exotic
and cosmopolitan West Indies and mainland North America close at hand to the west. Tobacco
and England had shaped Bermuda and the colonial society that was transplanted there, but
Bermudians from the 1630s onward looked beyond their island for their prosperity.
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CHAPTER 3
TEMPESTS AND TROUBLES: BERMUDA’S COMING OF AGE, 1625-1660

The first decade of Bermudian colonization was phenomenal in its success. The island had
found an economically viable staple in tobacco and the initial high price of that commodity brought
prosperity to English investors and Bermudian planters alike. Demographic success, representative
colonial government, a close-knit Puritan community, and the interdependence of planter society
fostered a tremendous degree of social stability. As the 1620s progressed, house-building and
improvements to the land reflected a growing commitment to the colony on the part of settlers and
indicated a shift in cultural allegiance from England to the island. Such was Bermuda’s promising
start.
Beginning in the 1620s, many of the foundations of the colony’s stability were eroded by
irresistible forces that had both local and metropolitan origins. Factional strife within the Somers
Island Company rippled through the colonial elite and created contention and competing parties on
the island. Tobacco prices crashed in the late 1620s as Virginia and other newly planted English
colonies swamped the market with that commodity. Bermuda’s demographic success quickly led to
overpopulation, and, in lieu of a profitable staple, many settlers left the island to seek their fortunes
elsewhere. The religious turmoil in England in the 1630s was magnified in Bermuda, which
received some of the most radical preachers displaced by Archbishop Laud. During the English
Civil War, the pro-Parliamentarian Somers Island Company increasingly neglected its colony. On
the island, Puritan sub-groups and Royalists fought with each other for the leadership of Bermuda
165
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and the allegiance of her settlers. In the 1650s, the moderate Puritans who emerged victorious
dominated the colony by using the civil government to enforce morality. A wave of witchcraft
prosecutions clearly reveal the social and gender divisions that were in place by the end of the
Commonwealth period.
This chapter chronicles Bermuda’s “declension” from the stability established by the end
of Nathaniel Butler’s administration. Throughout this turbulent period, the colonists exhibited a
remarkable degree of flexibility. They actively sought alternative economic strategies to
complement or replace tobacco. Disruptions within the company and in England were taken in
stride. Religious doctrinal differences on the island were less easily ignored, but the setders
adapted or conformed as required. And those who chose to leave Bermuda found ample
opportunity in the other colonies that England was planting in the West Indies and North America.
An already mature Bermuda re-invented itself during the turbulent period between 1625 and 1660.

Troubles Within the Somers Island Company
The factional infighting that arose in the late 1610s between parties led by Sir Thomas
Smith, Sir Edwin Sandys, and the earl of Warwick reached a fever pitch by 1622, when the
Virginia and Somers Island Companies debated a new tobacco importation contract with King
James I. Sandys convinced the Virginia Company to adopt a contract that allotted £2,500 in
salaries for the officers overseeing the tobacco importation each year. Sandys appointed himself
director and stood to make £500 a year for his troubles and his authority in selecting the other
salaried officers extended his patronage. Warwick, still smarting from Sandys's allegations
against him concerning the Treasurer, opposed the contract when his foe proposed it to the Somers
Island Company. Despite a carefully prepared attack on the contract written by Warwick’s cousin,
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lawyer Sir Nathaniel Rich, the Sandys faction won the day.1
The Warwick faction, joined by Sir Thomas Smith’s supporters, turned to James I to
protest the contract. The monarch, weary of “the greate differences and distractions” that afflicted
the Virginia and Somers Island Companies, ordered them to conduct their businesses separately in
the future. More importantly, he turned Sandys and his supporters out of office for the upcoming
year and as a result, the tobacco contract was annulled in 1623. When Nathaniel Butler arrived in
England in 1623 bearing tales of the woeful state o f Virginia, James I ordered an investigation that
eventually led to the dissolution of the Virginia Company and ousted Sir Edwin Sandys for good.2

•Ives, Rich Pacers. 250-60; Craven, Introduction. 156-66. In the contract, the Crown conceded to the
two companies the exclusive right to import tobacco, and prohibited its cultivation in England, CSP(C)
9:108. In return, James I required that all Virginia and Bermuda tobacco be landed in England, and none
suffered to be sold “into forreigne partes”; March 4, 1622, APC 1:96; CSP(Q 1:40. The ban on growing
English tobacco and exporting it abroad were enacted despite the eventual failure of the contract; James I,
A Proclamation Touching Tobacco. 9 April 1625 (London, 1625).
2Ives, Rich Papers. 261-81; Craven, Introduction. 163-73; CSP(C) 1:44. The hope'for a tobacco
contract did not die in 1623. Two years later, Somers Island Company member Edward Ditchfleld and
other London merchants proposed to reorganize the trade by limiting the total amount of tobacco imported
to 200,000 pounds brought exclusively into London. This tobacco was to be sorted into the best grade
(sold at 2s. 6d) and lesser leaves (16d.) per pound for the first two years and then raised to 3s. and 2s.
respectively thereafter. Tobacco over the 200,000-pound limit was to be re-exported abroad, so that the
E n g lish market would not be glutted. Ditchfield hoped that by maintaining a monopoly on the trade, the
price would slowly rise to 8s. or more per pound, a portion of which the Crown would receive to be
reinvested in the colonies. As the price of tobacco rose, English merchants would no longer need to
double the price of manufactured goods sold in the magazines to meet the discrepancy between the
“country” price of tobacco and the price in England A necessary preliminary for the contract to work was
the stria enforcement of the prohibition on growing tobacco in England and a ban on foreign tobacco
importation. The proposed contract favored Bermuda, in that the 200,000 pounds of tobacco imported
had to be rolled rather than the loose leaves that Chesapeake planters regularly sent home. Master
[Edward] Ditchfield, Considerations Touchine the New Contract For Tobacco (London, 1625); see also
“A Comparison. . . Between ye Contraa made by Ye Companies for Virginia and Summer Islands in the
Yeare 1622 and the Contraa lately made [in 1625],” BL, Egerton Mss. 297:10-11. This carefully planned
scheme was never adopted, and one would have to doubt its success if it had. Limiting tobacco
importation to London alone would have met with severe opposition from other British ports and
preventing excess tobacco from being smuggled would have been practically impossible. Destroying the
home-grown crop proved to be difficult as well; even as late as 1682, the anonymous author of The
Natural History of Coffee. Thee. Chocolate. Tobacco noted that “a great quantity of tobacco is grown each
year in several gardens about Westminster and Middlesex” and in “great plenty* around Gloucestershire
and the West Country, despite “his Majesty sending every year a Troop of Horse to destroy it, lest the
trade of our American Plantations be incommoded thereby,” 20.
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The effect of these far-distant events in Bermuda was felt through the price and duties
placed on the planters’ tobacco. In 1622, Sandys seized tobacco sent by Bermudian planters
whose landlords refused to subscribe to his contract and pay an impost of 4d. per pound to
support the exorbitant salaries of the tobacco overseers, claiming that the Somers Island Company
was in debt. The planters successfully petitioned the Privy Council, which released the impounded
tobacco to its owners and ordered an investigation into the company finances. By December 1623,
this inquiry revealed a debt of £1,400, but once again the Privy Council defended the planters
against usury; rather than allow the company to pass on the entire debt to Bermuda’s settlers
through imposts, it ordered that £1,000 of the shortfall be absorbed by the investors, “each
according to his share.” King James also aided planters when he reduced the royal impost from 1/3
of the crop and 12d. per pound on Bermudian tobacco to only 9d. per pound. Theoretically, these
changes gave Bermuda’s settlers a greater share of the profits from the tobacco they grew.3 Denied
the right to set imposts with impunity, the Somers Island Company members still found ways to
profit at the colonists’ expense. The 2d. or 3d. per pound duty on tobacco that they were allowed
by the Crown was almost pure profit, since the salaries of the officers and ministers in the colony
were met entirely by the public land set aside for their use and an annual levy made by the local
assembly. In 1625, Lewis Hughes complained that even though the company had raised above
£2,000 the previous year, his salary was still over £500 in arrears.4
The magazine ships were a much more reliable means of profiting from the settlers.
Tobacco prices rose and fell (fell, generally) but the retail mark-up on English supplies stayed

3APC 1:99-100, 116; CSP(C) 1:45, 55; PRO Colonial Entry Book 79:204. In their petition, the
planters pointed out that nearly 1/5 of the island was company land, set aside to defray the cost of salaries,
shipping and supplies; they argued they were being doubly taxed by levies on their tobacco in Bermuda for
public works and the 4d./lb. Company impost Ives, Rich Pacers. 261-66, 271-74.
Tlughes, Letter to the Priw Council. 20-26; APC 1:134.
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consistently high. Even before tobacco prices dropped below 2s.6d./lb., Bermudian planters
protested against the “unreasonable rates of necessary cloathing, household-stuffe and other goodes
. . . pitched at what price [the company] please.” The company secured its monopoly by
forbidding the colonists from trading with vessels not licensed by them. Although the planters
often complained, for most of the seventeenth century they were constrained to purchase necessary
commodities only from the company magazine, and at their often excessive prices.5

The Tobacco Depression
The market price o f tobacco in England and the colonies fell sharply in the mid-1620s,
mainly as a result of changes in Chesapeake tobacco production. The volume of tobacco grown
and exported in Virginia and, later, in Maryland and the West Indies ballooned as the area under
cultivation increased. Virginia was temporarily devastated by the Indian uprising of 1622 but soon
recovered. As thousands o f settlers flowed into the colony, tens of thousands of acres were
granted, cleared, and planted with tobacco. By 1630, the Chesapeake was exporting over 300,000
pounds of tobacco, a figure that climbed to over a million pounds annually within seven years.6

5Butler, 295; Ives, Rich Papers. 191, 216, 238. In October 1620, Gov. Butler complained about the
“cutt throate prices of the Magazin shyp.” Unscrupulous agents could further compound the price of
commodities by retailing them yet higher in Bermuda. In November 1620, Thomas Durham complained
that Warwick’s agent, John Dutton, sold aquavitae that cost 2s.6<L per gallon in England for 10s. In
Bermuda. Barnstaple merchant and sometime-mayor John Delbridge, a maverick company member, sent
over ten vessels to Bermuda in open violation of tire ban on unlicensed shipping. The colonists welcomed
his vessels, which were stocked with useful items at reasonable prices. On Delbridge and his trade, see
Ives, Rich Papers. 126-29; Alison Grant, “Bermuda Adventurer John Delbridge of Barnstaple, 15641639,” BJAMH 3:1-18 (1991).
6For a general discussion, see McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North America. 117143. Production and price information compiled by Russell Menard in “The Tobacco Industry in the
Chesapeake Colonies, 1617-1730: An Interpretation,” in Research in Economic History 5:109-77
(1980) and “A Note on Chesapeake Tobacco Prices, 1618-1660,” in Virginia Matmrinp. of History and
Biography 84:401-10 (1976). See also Edmund Morgan, ‘The First American Boom: Virginia 1618
to 1630.” WMO. 3rd ser., 28:169-198 (1971).
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Economic factors also helped to drive down prices. After the dissolution of the Virginia Company,
the tobacco importation business was thrown open to all merchants, From 1624 onwards, Virginia
planters were free to negotiate their own terms with ship captains and English merchants. An
increase in the number of merchants involved led to competition and better terms for colonial
tobacco planters; the resulting improvements in marketing and the factorage system included
declining prices of manufactured goods and provisions, lower freight rates, cheaper credit, lower
expectations of profit on the part of the planters, and a doubling of the annual output per planter.
Not only were there more tobacco growers in the Chesapeake, but the planters there were
producing more tobacco than ever before.7 The vast increase in production, coupled with refined
methods of shipping and marketing tobacco, caused the price of tobacco in Virginia to drop from
3s. a pound in 1620 to ld.-4d. per pound in 1630. Bermudian tobacco prices suffered a similar
collapse; the price on the island fell from 2s.6d. a pound in 1622 to 12d. in 1628. The following
year, it was halved to 6d. a pound and in 1630, it bottomed out at Id. In just eight years, tobacco
had lost 96% of its value.®
Bermuda’s colonists were devastated by the tobacco depression. Unlike Virginian
colonists, who had an almost limitless amount of land with which they could expand their tobacco
cultivation, Bermuda had a finite amount of space —only twenty square miles. Although cheaper
tobacco prices resulted in expanded consumer demand in England and a shift to an economy of

’Robert Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 104-5. Brenner cited, for instance, that the number of
merchants involved in the Virginia tobacco trade increased from 175 in 1634 to 330 by 1640; the
instability caused by so much competition, Brenner argues, drove the great London merchants from the
trade. Because the Bermuda tobacco trade was still controlled by the Somers Island Company, its
colonists did not share in the lucrative commercial terms available to the Chesapeake planters.
®Ives, Rich Papers. 298-99; Lefroy 1:150; BCR FRAG A:28r-v. For Bermuda tobacco prices, see
Appendix 3. Luckily, the Somers Island Company, its members, and the colonists had recouped the
considerable expenses of founding the colony before tobacco prices plummeted. This perhaps helps
explain how the company escaped the dissolution that claimed the debt-racked, insolvent Virginia
Company in 1624.
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scale in the Chesapeake, Bermudian planters could not expand their production in response and
thus could not compete. As a result, Bermudian tobacco became increasingly marginalized in the
tobacco market of the 1630s and 1640s. The reputation of Bermudian tobacco suffered further
from a slur campaign, probably initiated by the some of the small-scale English merchants trading
in Virginia tobacco to discredit the Somers Island Company. In 1631, for instance, Richard
Brathwaite wrote that “ruffians . .. aspire to the two pennie room, where being furnished with
tinder match and a portion of decayed Barmoodas, they smoak it most terribly . . . and in the end
grow distastefully rude to all the company/’ A character in the 1649 play, The Country Captain,
or Captain Underwit was “an old limping decay’d sergent. . . [who smoked] twenty pipes of
Bermudas a day [and drank] six flagons of March beere [and] a quart of sack in a weeke.”
Whether attributed or actual, Bermudian tobacco was clearly associated with the lower class by the
outbreak of the English Civil War.9
The effect of the price crash in Bermuda was disastrous for some, but not as terrible as
might be expected. Those planters who had negotiated their rents in pounds sterling were, of
course, ruined. When Marmaduke Dando leased a share from Sir Nathaniel Rich in 1617 for an
annual payment of £12.10.0, he only had to grow a hundred pounds of tobacco each year to pay
his rent; twelve years later, he would have had to grow five times as much.10 Ironically, the greed
of the English landlords saved most tenants from catastrophe. In 1618, the Somers Island

’Clitius-Alexandrinus [alias Richard Brathwaite], Whimzies: or a New Cast of Characters (London,
1631); William Cavendish, Duke of Newcastle, The Country Captain, or Captain Underwit (The Hague,
1649) quoted in John C. L. Clark, “Bermuda Tobacco,” in the Bermuda Roval Gazette. 1 April 1933.
This Cavendish was not related to the Cavendish family who were earls of Devonshire and investors in the
Somers Island Company.
loComputed at a 1617 market price of 2s.6./lb and 1629 price of 6d7Ib. Ives, Rich Papers. 21,43,49.
Dando’s lease only lasted seven years; by 1624, tobacco prices were falling and the planter presumably
renegotiated his rent at a lower rate. It is notable that Dando’s annual rent was the same as the original
cost of a company share!
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Company court decreed that private shares could thereafter only be let on “halves,” in which
landlords and tenants split each year’s tobacco crop evenly. This measure was designed to prevent
planters from cutting private deals with their individual landlords, which might have led to
competition and dissention in the colony, but as the price of tobacco plummeted Bermudian
planters were able to satisfy their rents with increasingly devalued payments and still maintain their
leases. When the crop had become virtually worthless, settlers shifted their attention toward
growing com, potatoes, fruit, and other foodstuffs. The dwindling “half’ of their tobacco crop
might not be sufficient to buy necessary supplies from England, but at least it prevented the
planters from starving. In 1630, Governor Roger Wood drily noted that “althoughe many have
almost naked Backs & bare feet yet they have full bellies to beare out the brunt.”"
By 1632, tobacco agriculture in Bermuda was in crisis because the soil was exhibiting
signs of exhaustion despite the use of fertilizers and field rotation. Both the quality and quantity of
the colony’s tobacco diminished. In 1619, for instance, Sir Nathaniel Rich’s moiety of twelve
shares in Southampton tribe produced 4,174 pounds of tobacco worth over £520; by 1633, the
same shares produced only 1,017 pounds worth just £72. A disappointed Rich complained to his
agent about his “very small portion [of tobacco], considering my quantity of land and the former
quantity o f tobacco which I am wont to receive.”12 After “4 very hard yeares togeather,” the crop
o f 1631 was not even worth the cost and charge to freight it to England; because the royal impost,
company duty, and magazine freight rate did not fall with the market price, Bermudian tobacco
achieved a negative value! In that year, Governor Roger Wood bemoaned that “it is our miserie to

“Gov. Roger Wood Letter book, BCR FRAG F: #12 ; see also #8, 15, and 46.
l2Ives, Rich Papers. 143; Jessop Letter book, 18, 77, 81. Values computed at an English wholesale rate
of 2s.6d. in 1620 and 17d. for Bermuda tobacco in 1634; The former rate is conservative, since the best
tobacco could fetch as much as 8s. a pound; Menard, “Chesapeake Tobacco Prices,” 404.
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live in these tymes that the more we labour, the more wee are Indebted, through the extreame
ympost layd upon our goods wch exceeds the value of the comoditie.” Bermuda tobacco, in short,
was worth “2d. worse th[a]n nothing the pound/’13
As the 1630s progressed, tobacco prices rebounded slightly but never came close to
regaining their lofty heights in the early 1620s. Despite company prohibitions, Bermuda planters
sought markets other than the magazine ship and London to vend their crop. Even Governor Roger
Wood was not above a “strange adventure”; in 1633, he consigned his entire crop to West
Countryman Richard Cadle, who was under contract to ship 2,000 pounds more than he had grown
that year. Cadle promised to pay between 4d. and 5d. in London for Wood’s tobacco. The
governor figured that even if he lost all, at least he would not be accountable for the overhead,
“caske packing and shipping, freight and custome, tare and tutte, not suttle and close, wch termes .
.. were never devised by plaine dealing men.” Other planters favored John Delbridge’s Barnstaple
freighters and the occasional Dutch vessel calling at Bermuda.14
The distinction made between Bermudian and Chesapeake tobacco on the part of English
consumers continued throughout the seventeenth century. The reputed “poor quality” of
Bermudian tobacco was directly contradicted by its market price; where comparable data is
available, Bermudian tobacco fetched higher prices in both the colony and in the English wholesale
market. In 1634, for instance, tobacco from the Somers Island sold for 17d. a pound, while
Chesapeake tobacco commanded 14d. Three years later, the difference was even greater, when
Virginia tobacco brought only 6d. a pound, while Bermudian tobacco sold for more than double at

I3BCR FRAG F:#6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16. Wood advised Sir Edwin Sandys’s widow that any share with
an annual rent of 100 pounds of tobacco or less was a charge, rather than a profit
,4BCR FRAG G:#31,65. In 1634, a Dutch barque traded salt at “reasonable rates” for tobacco in
Bermuda.
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15d. After 1638, the “country” price in the colony was consistently higher in Bermuda than in the
Chesapeake (see appendix 2).
Despite the volatility of market prices and the unreliability of the magazine ships,
Bermudian planters never completely abandoned tobacco. Once prices stabilized at between 2d.
and 4d. a pound in Bermuda (depending on market conditions and the vintage o f the crop), planters
could expect at least a modest return for their labor. Collectively, they sent around 200,000
pounds of tobacco to England each year from 1625 - 1675 (see appendix 3). Tobacco persevered
as the mainstay of the economy, but it was never again the source of great prosperity. For riches,
Bermuda’s settlers turned to other endeavors.

The tobacco depression of the 1620s and 1630s brought about several momentous changes
in the colony. Low prices encouraged Bermudian planters to diversify their economy by planting
crops other than tobacco. This shift was encouraged by many English landlords who renegotiated
leases with their tenants and agents to include rental payments in a variety of commodities by the
1630s. Declining profits from their Bermudian shares prompted many English investors to
abandon the venture altogether, initiating a shift in land ownership from England to the colony.
Plentiful provisions allowed the colony’s population to continue to grow, but hard economic times
encouraged emigration at a time when many new English colonial ventures were in the offing. In
summary, the tobacco depression led to an increasingly diversified economy, a colonial society
with growing autonomy, and a diaspora of Bermudians throughout the Atlantic world.15

“A portion of this research was presented at the 1994 Society for Historical Archaeology Conference in
Vancouver, B.C., in a paper entitled “Land-Use Patterns in Seventeenth-Century Bermuda: The
Transformation from an Agricultural to a Maritime Economy.”
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Economic Diversification
The tobacco depression initiated a revival on the part of landlords and planters alike to find
an alternative cash crop for the colony. Experiments with silk cultivation, sugar production, and
viticulture under governors Moore, Tucker, and Butler had proved fruitless. In the 1630s, English
expansion in the West Indies discovered a wide range of other tropical plants that could be tested in
Bermuda. The Palma Christi, or castor oil plant, arrived from the West Indies by 1632 and
Governor Roger Wood commanded planters to sow several acres with the seed. English investors
held great hope for the plant, since the resulting sweet oil promised to benefit the flagging English
textile industry. In January 1633, Wood sent samples of the oil back to England that were pressed
in an “engine,” or mill, sent over by the Somers Island Company.16 The earl of Warwick backed
another scheme to produce “gin” from the berries of Bermuda's native cedar tree. In 1634, Sir
Nathaniel Rich counseled his tenants not to be ’"too hasty in pulling up their [cedar] trees.” The
berries from the cedar —actually Junipems bermudiana —were crushed in an “engine” owned by
Captain Christopher Parker to make juice, presumably to flavor geneva (gin) in England. When
the project proved to be unfeasible because of the high cost of production, Warwick shifted his
attention to the trees themselves and requested that sawn boards and whole trees be sent to

,6In 1632, Roger Wood wrote that rive are beginning to plant a seed called Palime Christie. . . wch
seed came by chance [from] the west Indyes, of wch oyle there comes a sample [on] this voyage.” The
castor oil plant, Ricinus communis, had been brought to the New World by the Spanish from Africa in the
1520s. Settlers on Providence Island, St. Christopher, and Barbados also cultivated the plant with varying
degrees of success in the 1630s; the climate on Providence Island was found to be too hot, but in the
Leeward Islands the plant thrived. The seed that Wood planted probably came from Providence Island,
since the two colonies were in frequent contact; BCR FRAG F:#20, 22, 32; Kupperman, 84-85, 88. Based
on John Smith’s description of Bermuda’s flora in 1623, J. H. Lefroy argued that the castor oil plant (“a
certaine tall Plant, whose stalke being all over covered with a red rinde, is thereupon termed the red
weed”) was native to the island and that, unrecognized, the early settlers were using it medicinally as a
purgative; Lefroy, 1:329.
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England.17 Governor Roger Wood experimented with other plants in Bermuda. In 1632, he asked
the Somers Island Company to send him a bushel of hempseed and flaxseed and the following year
he sent for persimmon and maricocke seed from Virginia. When John Watson returned from
England in 1631, he brought with him “a secreat to make Aloes, and doubts not but to enrich
himselfe suddenly.” Unfortunately, all o f these schemes failed, either for want of knowledge in
cultivation or because Bermuda’s climate was not suitable for the plants.18
Bermudian planters found greater success in cultivating provisions and fruit that one proud
settler claimed “excell all the plantacions in the king’s dominion.” Tenants discovered that the com
and potatoes they raised for their own subsistence could be marketed in England’s other colonies.
In 1631, for instance, a ship from St. Christopher called at Bermuda to trade salt for hogs, turkeys,
and other foodstuffs. Two years later, a New England vessel likewise came for “vittailes.” As
West Indian colonies shifted from tobacco to sugar cultivation, they became increasingly dependent
on imported foodstuffs, and through the provisions trade, Bermudians shared in a portion of the
vast wealth that flowed out of Barbados, Jamaica, and the Leeward Islands as a result of the sugar

17Jessop, 2,4, 14, 16, 18,20, 233, 236, 245. Lord Saye and John Pym were also interested in the
“juniper business.” After 1637, Rich and Warwick regularly received planks and trees of Bermuda cedar.
In August 1638, for instance, Warwick requested 50 planks of four inches thickness made from trees that
were “sound and not wind-shaken or decayed.” The court room in Skinner’s Hall on Dowgate Street in
London is paneled in Bermuda or Virginia cedar; the building is one of the few to survive the Great Fire
of 1666. Bermuda cedar was also used in wall panels in Hampton Court. By the end of the seventeenth
century, Bermudian juniper juice had achieved some notoriety among the English medical profession.
Tincture of “Bermudas Berries” was a panacea, thought to open “obstructions of the liVer and spleen,
mend an ill habit of body, cure the green sickness by refining the mass of blood, and restoring the
ferments to the parts; it helps digestion and removes a depraved appetite desiring hurtful things; it clears
the cloudiness of the skin and mends the complexion, unloads an oppressed stomack of those ingested
humours which corrupt good nourishment and cause shortness of breath and stoppages.” [T. Trapham,
attributed], Some Observations Made Upon the Bermudas Berries: Imported from the Indies: Shewing
Their Admirable Virtues in Curing the Green-Sickness (London, 1694); anonymous. The Natural History
of Coffee. Thee. Chocolate. Tobacco . .. With a Tract of Elder and Juniper-Berries. Shewing How Useful
they mav be in our Coffee-Houses (London, 1682), 27-28; Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 17.
I8BCR FRAG F:#8, 11, 29.
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revolution.19 Fruit and Bermudian potatoes were novelties in England and much valued for their
taste. In the late 1620s, Bermudian planters had sent boxes of oranges, lemons, pineapples, and
potatoes as gifts to their landlord. After thanking agent Hugh Wentworth for a box of oranges and
sacks of potatoes that, unfortunately, spoiled en route to England, the earl of Warwick enjoined
Wentworth to send “as great store of oranges and lemons as you can procure” and directed him to
plant orchards of fruit trees on Warwick’s land.20 By 1633, Governor Roger Wood was growing
so many pineapples that he “could send 1,000 in their season to the Queen & 500 more to such as
love and desyre them.”21
By the early 1630s, landlords had come to value these commodities enough not only to
encourage their agents to plant them, but to write them formally into leases as well. For example,
when Captain Henry Woodhouse leased six shares of land from Sir William Killigrew in 1634, his
annual rent included 300 oranges, 100 lemons, 100 potatoes, and 400 weight of tobacco.22 John
Ball of Wellingborough renegotiated his rent with John Middleton in 1638 for 250 pounds of
tobacco, 100 pounds of potatoes, and three pounds of peppers per year.23 By 1640, the company’s
19BCR FRAG F:#8, 12, 15, 39. As early as February 1632. Roger Wood noted that “our neighbour
Plantaceons seeke unto us for Comerce. and bring us salt in exchange for our provisions.” For the
importance of salt, see the livestock section in this chapter.
“BCR FRAG F:#29,49; Earl of Warwick to Hugh Wentworth, 19 July 1634, in Jessop, 10. See also
ibid., 2, 5, 12, 20, 131, 135, 232, 256. After 1635, Sir Nathaniel Rich directed that in addition to oranges
and lemon, his tenants were to grow pomegranates, citrons, pineapples, and plantains. It wasn’t
appreciated at the time, but the vitamin C in potatoes and fruits helped to counteract scurvy, a common
dietary deficiency in the 17th century, particularly among sailors. Although much of the fruit shipped
from Bermuda to England spoiled en route, the colony’s fruit stood a better chance of arriving in good
condition after a four- to six-week passage than West Indian produce making a longer passage.
:‘Wood had sent four boatloads of pineapples the previous year to “those good dames that loves to eat
them better then to plant them.” Wood himself “lovefdl to plant them & preserve them & behold them in
their beauty more then to munch them alone wthout the company of my frends.” The governor, evidently,
did not get out much; BCR FRAG F:#33.
22Lefroy, 1:405.
“BCR 2:68.
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magazine ship in which all o f Bermuda’s produce was shipped to England, conveyed a wide range
of commodities that included tobacco, citrus fruits, perfume, cedar timber, potatoes, onions, and
spices, as well as exotic curiosities like coral and parrots.24
Bermudian settlers also turned to animal husbandry as a more lucrative alternative to
tobacco cultivation. During Nathaniel Butler’s administration, the earl of Warwick and the
company had sent out a number o f cattle; Butler complained at the time that the bulls he was
forced to keep were worse than useless, since tobacco agriculture in the colony did not require draft
animals. By the 1630s, however, internal demand and the beginnings o f the inter-colonial trade in
provisions made raising livestock for dairy products and meat a viable economic alternative to
growing tobacco. Tenants and agents took land that had been “worn out” and exposed coastal land
unfit for growing tobacco was “impaled,” or fenced, and converted into pasturage. In 1632, after
her “grounds would yield” no more tobacco, Roger Wood counseled Lady Devonshire to enclose
four shares bordering on Brackish Pond and turn the “exceeding good pasture ground” over to
cattle. Wood himself “rayled in” the southern half of his Governor’s Shares on St. George’s
Island. Sir Nathaniel Rich also directed his agents to fence in a portion of his land in Southampton
in 1634.2S Raising livestock for slaughter augmented the colony’s demand for salt, which was
necessary to preserve the meat. The search for salt not only sporadically brought Dutch vessels to

24In July 1625, the Duke of Buckingham wrote to Mr. Nicholas that Bermuda was the source of “rare
beasts, fowls and birds, shells and stones, etc.” In 1632, Roger Wood sent a parrot that had been brought
up from the West Indies to Lady Devonshire and kept one in his own home. He also sent her “such sea
rocks as I could get”; as the winter approached, his “servants” (probably black slaves) were “unwilling to
dive”; CSP (C) 1:75; BCR FRAG F:#49.
Sutler, 42,223, 260; BCR FRAG F:#7, 17, 28, 53; Jessop, 18. Not all land was suitable for
pasturage, since the cattle needed a supply of fresh or brackish water to sustain them. In 1632, Wood
discouraged an unnamed landlord to raise livestock because, “having no fresh water but by rayne, it will
cause much labour in the summer tyme to procure [it], which will bee as chargeable as the profit raysed by
them.” Cattle had been sent to Bermuda by 1614, but during the rat plague, hungry settlers had
slaughtered all of them. In 1617, more arrived and to cater to their needs, Govemo&Pbcker dug a pond in
St. George’s and built a fence across the island.
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Bermuda’s shores but also encouraged Bermuda’s first seafarers to seek suitable islands in the
West Indies where salt could be obtained naturally. Thus the domestic need for salt in the
seventeenth century led Bermudians to colonize the Turks and Caicos Islands in the late
seventeenth century, and salt raking became one of the most important maritime activities in the
eighteenth century.26

The following chart of the registry of vessels calling at Bermuda between 1656 and 1670
reflects the integration of the island within a colonial provisions trade through the significant
increase in the number of English colonial vessels:

Origin of V e s s e l s Calling at B erm u da, 1 6 5 6 -1 6 7 0

SL3
1656

1660

1665

Spanish

j

|

Dutch

Ireland

[

I

Virginia

England

W e s t Indies

Bermuda

N ew England

167C

Unknown

Table 3-1. Chart of the origins of vessels calling at Bermuda between 1656 and 1670.
Note that data from August 1664 - March 1666 is missing. Most vessels of unknown
origin were probably English (Source: BCR FRAG G).

“On Bermudian salt raking, see chapter 6.
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The number of vessels calling from New England, for instance, increased from one or two per year
in the late 1650s to five or more annually in the late 1660s. The Bermuda entries were made by the
three or four vessels owned and built in the colony that shuttled back and forth to Barbados and the
Bahamas.27 A number o f other vessels came up from Jamaica, Barbados, Surinam, and the
Leeward Islands to trade in Bermuda for salted meats and other foodstuffs. A smattering o f Dutch
vessels calling with salt and Spanish ships arriving in distress complete the trading pattern of
Bermuda in the mid-seventeenth century, which reveals that the island was increasingly becoming a
market that other colonies drew upon for provisions.
Bermuda’s rapid and successful diversification owes much to the presence of large
numbers of women within its family-based society. Women possessed the processing and domestic
manufacturing skills that undergirded dairying, livestock-raising, subsistence agriculture, the
cultivation of culinary herbs and spices, and producing other exports, and with additional child
labor, women promoted economic diversification and the development of internal markets. Kathy
Brown hints that before the 1670s, Virginia failed to diversify chiefly because there were so few
women living there. The predominately male labor force and wide availability of land in Virginia
led that colony to expand its tobacco production, while the small size of Bermuda and its familybased society prompted diversification. Bermuda’s agricultural economy became multi-directional:
tobacco was still cultivated for the London market, mostly by men, while a variety of provisions
and dairy products —mostly the fruit of female labor —were sent to new English colonies in the
West Indies and North America. The bifurcated nature of Bermuda’s export economy attached

”Two of these vessels, the ship William and the shallop James were owned and operated by the Sayle
family, who colonized the island of Eleutheria in the Bahamas. See the Eleutheria section of emigration
later in this chapter.
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roughly equal importance to the produce of male and female labor.28

The shift to a diversified economy was not entirely welcomed by English landlords, many
of whom clung to tobacco despite the pleas of their tenants. Landlords who leased their shares
“upon halves” in particular resented diversification, since their rent only took into account the
tobacco grown on the land. In 1636, the company ordered that “halvers” who “breed cattle,
poultry and plant provisions and sell the same to other plantations or to ships . . . without rendering
any account or profitt thereof to the landlords” remit half of all “benefits raised in kind,” rather
than just tobacco. In 1654, the company, alarmed at the amount of land that had been converted
into pasture for livestock, made the impossible demand of restoring the acreage of pasture to the
amount it had been in 1635. The number of livestock increased despite the order, and it was all the
company members could do to draft strict laws requiring fencing in order to protect their tobacco
fields from straying cattle in 1661.29
Many English investors did not care for fruit or cattle and found insufficient profit in
Bermudian tobacco, so they abandoned the venture altogether and sold their land. Initially, the
shares passed back and forth in England, but as more and more Bermudian planters profited from
the growing trade in provisions, they obtained enough capital to buy out their landlords and become
freeholders in their own right. Other landowners residing in Bermuda built up their holdings by
purchasing neighboring tracts from English owners, and a few investors moved to Bermuda
“Kathleen Brown, Good Wives. Nastv Wenches and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender. Race, and Power in
Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill, 1996), 84: “The skewed sex ratio may have contributed to the repeated
failures to diversify between 1620 and 1670. Lacking sufficient numbers of English women, whose
processing and commercial skills made possible both subsistence agriculture and internal markets,
Virginia’s domestic economy remained largely undeveloped until the late seventeenth century, when
English sex ratios began to reach parity.”
““Documents Relating to the Government of Bermuda, 1615-1688,” Bodleian Library, Mss.
Rawlinson D 764.
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themselves to better supervise their affairs. By 1680, over 75% o f the land was owned by residents
of the island.30 The following table illustrates patterns in the transfers of shares recorded in
Bermuda’s colonial records:31

1620-29
1630-39
1640-49
1650-59
1660-69

Ene./Ene.

Ene./BDA

BDA/BDA

BDA/Ene.

Price/Share

4
22
6
5
6

6
5
18.5
47
22.5

0
4
4
48
6.5

0
0
0
0
5

£110/4 shr.
£130/4 shr.
£321/10 shr.
£1561/43 shr.
£1610/24.5 shr.

Table 3-2. Transfer of Land Shares, 1620-1669 (Source: BCR 2 and 5A).
During the 1630s, larger English investors consolidated their holdings by buying out those
investors who held only a share or two. The company ordinance that forbade any one investor
from owning more than fifteen shares was widely disregarded; after the defeat of the Sandys
faction, the earl o f Warwick took firm control of the Somers Island Company and there was no
longer any need on the part of the major shareholders to create “dummy” landlords who would vote
their way in the company court.32 In the 1640s, the flow of shares from England to Bermuda
began in earnest. Many company members were staunch Parliamentarians and the English Civil

Bodleian Library, Mss Rawlinson D 764: ff. 33-36.
■"This table is based solely on a computer database of share transactions listed in BCR 2 and 5A, and
as such reflects only a portion of all shares conveyed. Obviously, a considerably greater amount of land
changed hands but either went unrecorded or was noted in the now-lost company deed book which was
destroyed in the Great London Fire of 1666 or lost during the 1679-1684 quo warranto proceedings.
Likewise, shares transferred in wills, as dowries, and by other means are not represented. Since many
land transfers were made for “a considerable sum” or in deeds-of-gift, the price per share reflects an index
for only those shares for which a quantifiable amount was listed.
“Warwick and Sir Nathaniel Rich were both adept in multiplying votes for their side. Warwick
initially purchased only two shares in the company, but by 1622 he had bought twelve more. He
transferred a single share to each of eight men (including Nathaniel and James Butler and Samuel Argali)
to magnify his votes in the company courts. Warwick could also count on his brother-in-law, Sir Thomas
Cheeke, and all the votes Cheeke could muster. Sir Nathaniel Rich and his brother Robert engaged in a
similar practice, transferring shares to their personal secretary, William Jessop, Rich’s brother-in-law, Sir
Thomas Wroth .and his cousin, John Wroth; Ives. Rich Papers. 246-68.
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War occupied their full attention. As a result, they were more inclined to divest themselves of
colonial distractions at a time when profits from the provisions trade enabled Bermudians to make
tempting offers. The trend increased sharply in the 1650s and then diminished slightly in the
1660s.
Competition in Bermuda for land was fierce as planters fought to make the jump from
tenant to landowner. In the 1650s and 1660s, English landlords sold their shares relatively
cheaply, perhaps just to be rid of them; the 28 shares sold in the 1650s to Bermudian planters
fetched an average o f £29 per share and the 14 sold the following decade averaged £34.6. Shares
transferred between Bermudians in the same decades commanded much higher prices: £43.3 and
£66.5 per share in the 1650s and 1660s respectively. The island planters no doubt were better
apprised of the quality of the land changing hands, but this does not entirely explain why the price
between England-Bermuda and Bermuda-Bermuda transfers was nearly double.33
If share prices reflect the performance of the Somers Island Company and Bermuda as a
colony, then we may firmly declare that as a corporate venture it was remarkably successful. The
initial share price of £12.10.0 more than doubled within ten years and had increased five-fold by
the 1660s. In addition to capital improvements, English investors received an annual dividend in
the form of rent. When Bermudian planters secured title to their land, they obtained the freedom to
use that land as they saw fit and thus became free of crops dictated by landlords who had little
understanding of the colony’s soil and climate. As planters, they essentially purchased increased
local economic autonomy, but as colonists, the company still governed their actions.

“Bermuda share price information is based on fifteen shares of known value sold for £649 in the 1650s
and six and a half shares sold for £432.2.6 in the 1660s.
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Bermudian Exodus
Bermuda’s healthy climate and fertile settlers soon produced a rapidly increasing
population, which triggered an economic Malthusian crisis during the tobacco depression. Since
all o f the shares worth farming were occupied by 1625, the future held few prospects for servants
and lesser tenants who had not secured land. The conversion of many fields into pastures in the
1630s and 1640s displaced even more planters. As a result o f these internal shifts in land-use
strategies, many left the island in search of land and riches in other colonies. Bermuda’s emigrants
had a distinct advantage over other prospective colonists from England, however, because they had
already adjusted to a new climate and learned skills vital to founding new settlements. Their
experience was readily appreciated by Somers Island Company members who dabbled in other
colonial ventures and drew upon Bermuda as a source for "‘shock troops” capable of carving
plantations out of virgin land and preparing a new colony to receive less hardy immigrants from
England. They repeatedly turned to Bermuda throughout the seventeenth century and
consequently, Bermudian settlers played vital roles in the founding of no fewer than seven new
English colonial ventures.
The exodus from Bermuda was not as haphazard as one might expect, for demography
played a large role in the timing of out-migrations. Waves of settlers left the island in roughly
twenty-year cycles that corresponded with the coming of age o f the first and second generations of
Bermuda-bom colonists. In the first decade of settlement, the island rapidly filled with families
who had children at roughly the same time —Bermuda’s first "baby boom.” By the late 1630s and
early 1640s, these children matured during a period of bleak economic prospects and many of them
left for Providence Island, Virginia, St. Lucia, Barbados, and Trinidad. In the 1650s and 1660s,
another wave o f Bermudians left for Jamaica, New York, North and South Carolina, and the
Bahamas. In the 1690s and 1710s, more Bermudians departed for the Carolinas and the Bahamas
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as the colony once again experienced a massive economic shift in orientation. Another more
diffuse wave left in the late 1730s and 1740s for the Carolinas. The move on the part of some
Bermudians to East Florida and Georgia in the 1760s is the last discemable out-migration possibly
connected with this trend.
In the case of Bermuda, nature’s surplus was guided by Sir Robert Rich, earl of Warwick,
who deliberately used Bermuda’s excess population to establish other colonies. Warwick was
without a doubt the “Raleigh” o f the seventeenth century. He was responsible for more overseas
expansion than any of his contemporaries and had a hand in the colonization of Virginia, Bermuda,
Africa, Guiana, New England, Providence Island, and Trinidad. He also maintained a great fleet
of privateer ships in the West Indies and the Mediterranean that facilitated the movement of people
and commodities between England and his other colonial projects. During the English Civil War,
he was a member of the committee that deposed Charles I and in 1643 he became Lord High
Admiral of the Parliamentarian fleet. He headed the Committee for American Plantations when it
was created in 1644 and was thus entrusted with overseeing all of England’s New World
possessions. After denouncing the regicide in 1649, he withdrew from active political life.
Although he kept abreast of politics and supported Cromwell (his granddaughter was married to
Cromwell’s son) in his twilight years, he focused his attention mainly on the colonies until his death
in 1658.34
For Warwick, Bermuda was both a source for potential settlers and a proving ground for
his proteges and followers. After the defeat of the Sandys faction, the earl of Warwick directed the

^Surprisingly, no biography of Robert Rich has been written. For his early life and colonial ventures,
see Wesley Frank Craven, “The Life of Robert Rich, Second Earl of Warwick, to 1642,” (PhJD. diss.,
Cornell University, 1928) and his biographical sketch in Alexander Brown, Genesis of the United States.
980-83, and DNB 48:128-33. For Warwick’s extensive role in Providence Island, see Kupperman,
Providence Island. 1630-1641. His involvement in Guiana is covered in James Williamson, English
Colonies in Guiana and on the Amazon. 1604-1668 (Oxford. 1923), 81-90.
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Somers Island Company uncontested. He served five terms as the company governor between
1625 and 1658, and after his death he was succeeded by his son-in-law, Edward Sackville, who
was then Lord Mandeville and became the earl of Manchester. He personally hand-picked at least
six of the colony’s governors and all of the island’s ministers. In short, between 1625 and 1658
Bermuda was “Warwick’s Island,” and little went on in the colony without his knowledge or
approval.35
Bermuda’s exodus began in 1625 —almost as soon as the colony was fully settled —and
continued throughout the seventeenth century. The Bermudian contribution to English colonial
expansion has been hitherto unappreciated, and although it is impossible to separate out and
measure the contributions of Bermuda’s former settlers towards the successes or failings of other
colonies, it is clear that they participated in the foundation of many colonial ventures. In effect,
Bermuda served as a small but prolific “cultural hearth” that contributed people, knowledge, and
resources toward the founding of other colonies elsewhere in the New World.36

BARBADOS
Bermudians and former Bermudian settlers played an ongoing role in the founding and
early development of Barbados. In 1624, the same John Powell who had brought so many
captured Spanish slaves to Bermuda was returning from Brazil under a Dutch commission when he
landed on the uninhabited island of Barbados. After a thorough exploration, he claimed the island
“Warwick served as Somers Island Company governor in 1628-30, 1635-37, 1643-39 and 1656-58;
Manchester served 1658 - 1670. Warwick picked military men as his governors in the colony, Nathaniel
Butler, John Bernard, Henry Woodhouse, Philip Bell, Roger Wood, and Thomas Chaddock all had martial
backgrounds; Ives, Rich Papers. 282-93, 312-25.
“For a discussion and examples of cultural hearths, see Donald Meinig, The Shaping of America.
Atlantic America. 1492-1800.52-53. Meinig notes that “Bermudians had wide-ranging connections, not
only through commerce, but through the links with those who left, year after year, to seek opportunity
beyond this crowded little isle” but does not explore the implications of his statement, 162.
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for King James I and returned to London. Powell succeeded in convincing Anglo-Dutch merchant
Sir William Courteen to colonize the island, and in 1627 Courteen dispatched two vessels loaded
with settlers and supplies. En route, one of the ships sank, so only Powell’s John and William
arrived in Barbados. The settlers immediately began clearing land and built a town, which they
christened Jamestown. Former Bermudian colonist William Dean was elected as Barbados’s first
governor, probably in recognition of his previous experience in New World settlement. A year
later, another batch of settlers sent out by Courteen’s rival, the earl of Carlisle, overpowered
Dean’s colony. The new arrivals were led by Charles Woiverstone, another former Bermudian
settler. The following year, Woiverstone was displaced by a third governor, sent out by Bermudian
investor William Herbert, the earl of Pembroke. Pembroke’s man was John Powell, the son and
namesake of the privateer who had launched the whole project with Courteen.37
Throughout the 1630s, it is highly likely that a number of former Bermudian planters
migrated to Barbados, although poor documentary preservation makes it impossible to identify the
vast numbers of settlers who arrived during that period. Bermudian planters would have been very
much at home in Barbados, which also possessed a thin but fertile coral limestone soil and was
blessed with plenty of rain. Like Bermuda, wind and currents isolated Barbados and protected the
colony from invasion by the hostile Spanish and French islands to the west. Barbados’s small land
grants (initially only ten acres) were comparable in size with the arable land on a Bermuda share;

^J. H. Parry, Philip Sherlock and Anthony Maingot, A Short History of the West Indies (4th ed., New
York, 1987), 51; Richard Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 49-59; John Poyer, The History of Barbadoes from the
First Discovery of the fsland in the Year 1605 Till the Accession of Lord Seaforth. 1801 (London. 1808),
6-24. As master of the John and William, John Powell Sr. conveyed Dean and his settlers to Barbados in
1627. John Powell Jr. was replaced as governor in 1630 by the unfortunate Sir William Tufton, who was
executed by his council for mutiny. Charles Woiverstone was the earl of Warwick’s agent in Bermuda in
1617 and was responsible for developing the earl’s five shares near Heron Bay in Warwick tribe. He
found the land already cleared and planted with tobacco. Fellow agent Robert Rich had difficulties with
this “proud and very peremptory” man, who apparently returned to England by 1620. Little is known
about William Dean’s activities in Bermuda; Ives, Rich Papers. 26, 57,76.
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in short, former Bermudian planters already used to a hot climate and skillful in tobacco cultivation
were perfectly adapted to immediately raise profitable commodities in their new West Indian home
and had distinct advantages over their neighbors fresh from England.3*
Another former Bermudian had far more success as a Barbados governor in the 1630s than
did Bean and Woiverstone. Philip Bell took up the office in 1641 and brought with him previous
experience as governor of Bermuda (1627-1629) and Providence Island (1630-1636). Bell was a
military man, hand-picked for his two earlier posts by the earl of Warwick. His excellent past
service had come at difficult times in both colonies, when planters in Bermuda suffered from
felling tobacco prices and settlers in Providence Island struggled to establish a viable colony.39
Philip Bell was by far the best governor to serve in Barbados up to that date. He standardized the
Book o f Common Prayer in the Leeward Islands and reorganized the colony’s laws, for which he
earned the title “the Barbadian Justinian.” He also brought a Captain Burrows out from Bermuda
to fortify the island’s coastline. During the English Civil War, Bell was a moderate royalist,
perhaps in revenge for his earlier shabby treatment at the hands of the predominantly Puritan
Providence Island Company. His neutral stance gave the island a modicum of independence while
the warring factions were busy in England. During this period, he allowed unrestrained trade in
sugar and tobacco between Barbados and Dutch merchants visiting the port, an arrangement that
he had earlier opposed as governor of Bermuda. Sustained contact with the Dutch, through trade

“Dunn, 28, 51-53. Barbadian tobacco was largely a failure, because it was taxed at a higher rate than
Bermudian and Virginia tobacco and “accompted the worst" of all tobacco imported into England by
1637. No one has explored the backgrounds of the early backers of Barbados and how earlier colonial
experiences might have modified their approach towards the colonization process. The earl of Pembroke,
at least, was familiar with the small land-grant size in Bermuda and the need for early and rapid
fortification through his sustained participation in the Somers Island Company.
^For Bell’s administration in Bermuda, see “The Politics of Puritanism” section later in this chapter
and Ives, Rich Pacers 282-93, 303-25; Lefroy 1:406-91. His Providence Island activities are covered below
and in Kupperman, Providence Island. 24-80. In 1640, Bell contemplated founding a colony on SL Lucia
but abandoned the project to go to Barbados.
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and migration after the duke of Braganza expelled Dutch planters from Brazil, ushered in the
“sugar revolution,” when Barbadian planters turned from tobacco to the far more profitable
cultivation of sugar. Philip Bell thus presided over the most important period in Barbadian history,
during which he successfully steered the colony through a host of potential pitfalls and kept the
peace between the bellicose Cavaliers and Roundheads who arrived on the island when he was in
office.40
From across the sea, Bermuda’s planters and small merchant community also helped
facilitate the shift from tobacco to sugar in Barbados by trading foodstuffs, barrel staves, and other
timber products for sugar, rum and cotton. Bermuda’s contributions in the 1640s and 1650s have
been overshadowed by the volume of goods sent to the West Indies from New England, but the
early trade came at a time when the future of both the Bermudian and Barbadian economies were
in flux. By 1655, there was even a “Bermuda Valley” marked on maps of Barbados, doubtlessly
named by emigrants from the Somers Islands. For the rest of the seventeenth century, goods and
passengers passed regularly between the two colonies.41

PROVIDENCE ISLAND
The earl of Warwick and his followers within the Somers Island Company played a
fundamental role in the foundation o f the Providence Island Company and its colonies. After war
with Spain broke out in 1625, Warwick openly fought the private war against Spain that he had
previously waged under the dubious legality of commissions from the Dutch Prince Maurice and
"“The colony’s population rose from 766 in 1636 to about 50,000 by 1647. Dunn reports 10,000 in
1640; Poyer, History of Barbados. 32-43; Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 74-79; J. Scott, “Description of
Barbados” [circa 1667], BL Sloane Mss 3662:56-62. Burrows’s fortifications, however, were reportedly
“so unskillfully contrived that they were afterwards demolished by an order of a more able engineer.”
4lWilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 289. For New England-West Indies trade, see McCusker and
Menard, Economy of British North America. 92-94.
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the duke of Savoy. In 1627, Warwick personally led a disastrous expedition to the coast of Spain,
which aimed to capture an inbound convoy from Brazil; on July 4, he mistakenly attacked the
heavily-armed Spanish plate fleet and only narrowly escaped after losing half his force.
Thereafter, Warwick left the privateer business to a select cadre of ship captains and directed
affairs from the safety of his London townhouse and his Essex manors.42
In 1628 and 1629, Warwick maintained a fleet of at least eleven privateers. Two of his
vessels, the Warwick and Robert, cruised the West Indies under the command of Warwick’s
cousin, Sussex Chaddock, and his old retainer, Daniel Elfrith —of the “rat plague” and Treasurer
fame in Bermuda. In March 1629, these vessels brought exciting news to Bermuda that they had
found two rich and fertile islands, Santa Catalina and San Andreas, on the doorstep of the Spanish
Main. Chaddock stayed behind with 30 men on San Andreas while Elfrith went to report the
discovery to the earl of Warwick. Elfrith’s enthusiasm prompted Bermuda’s governor, Philip BelL,
to request a transfer to the new venture if the earl of Warwick and Sir Nathaniel Rich chose to
pursue it, since “one yeare in one of those places will be more profitable than 7 yeares here [in
Bermuda].”43
Bell got his wish and became the first governor of Santa Catalina, which was renamed
Providence Island. In 1629-1630, Warwick and Sir Nathaniel Rich gathered together a small

■
“Nelson P. Bard, “The Earl of Warwick’s Voyage of 1627,” in N. A.M. Rodger, Naval Miscellany
5:14-93 (1985); Wesley Frank Craven, “The Earl of Warwick, A Speculator in Piracy,” Hispanic
American History Review 10: 467-68 (1930); Kupperman, 25. Warwick, ever the Puritan, created his
own “code of war” for the crews of the ten vessels in his fleet. His “Laws and orders” included mandatory
divine services every morning and evening, psalms sung every night, and prayers said at the changing of
every watch. Those who cursed, blasphemed, gambled, shirked their duty, or stole food were to be
punished at their captain’s discretion. One wonders at the success of this attempt to make a godly society
out of sailors at sea; Bard, 84-90.
“Warwick’s aunt, Frances Rich, had married Thomas Chaddock (a.ka. Camock); his sons, Sussex and
Thomas (Bermuda’s governor, 1637-40), were thus the earl’s first cousins. Philip Bell was at the time
engaged to Daniel Elfrith’s daughter. Counting on a rich reward from the Riches, Elfrith offered Bell a
portion of future profits in Providence Island as his daughter’s dowry, Ives, Rich papers. 318-21.
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group of Puritan-minded investors to bankroll the venture. Colonization began in earnest when the
Sea/lower left London in February 1631, with Bell and 100 passengers, many of them former
Bermudian settlers.44 The pattern of settlement in Providence Island closely resembled earlier
practices established in Bermuda. The coral reefs surrounding the island must have evoked
memories of Bermuda in the minds of emigrants and provided a natural defense against invaders.
The climate they found was similar but somewhat drier than the Somers Islands. Tobacco
cultivation and tenancy on “halves” was nothing new to former Bermudians, nor were regular and
compulsory church service, militia drills, and public works. Even the colony’s first buildings were
the same: a church, the governor’s house, and forts.45
The 1630s development of Bermuda and Providence Island followed parallel trajectories;
both colonies struggled to find a substitute for tobacco during the market depression, but where
Bermudian planters found an alternative in provisions and livestock, Providence Islanders
ultimately turned to privateering. Both islands also sought to maintain a godly community.
Bermuda even tried to deport a number of its settlers, notorious for their “ill demeanor, impiety and
dishonesty” to Providence Island, but they were promptly returned by the Sea/lower in May 1632.
Although Bermuda was ultimately successful in creating a society that was overwhelmingly
Puritan in character by the 1650s, the Providence Island venture failed because the quest for profits
and the military character of the colony during the privateering era undermined the religious utopia

"CSPfC) 1:125; Kupperman, 28. Captain Philip Bell was unanimously elected as governor of
Providence Island on February 7, 1630/31. On the organization of the Providence Island Company and
the background of its investors, see ibid., 295-319.
‘“Kupperman, 28-34,45. An even more striking parallel between Bermuda and Providence Island was
when the members of the latter company ordered that twenty lots of twenty five acres each (the size of a
Bermudian share) “in the most commodious and Fertile places on the Island” be set aside and divided
amongst themselves bv lot in case they decided to emigrate or send over a “son, kinsman or near friend.”
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that company investors had sought to plant there.46
Besides Bell and Elfrith, other Bermudians took a leading role in the Providence Island
plantation. John Brigham, a former tenant on the earl of Warwick’s land, was one of the leading
planters during the early years of the colony. Samuel Symons, “late a planter in Bermuda,”
became the sheriff of Providence Island in 1634, his brother, John, brought a company of fifty
other Bermudians to Santa Catalina later that year. And when the colony shifted entirely toward
privateering after 1637, the Providence Island Company turned to veteran Nathaniel Butler, who
had reformed the Bermuda colony between 1619 and 1622. Butler’s administration in Providence
Island closely paralleled his term in Bermuda, during which he rebuilt the island’s forts, mustered
the militia, encouraged the expansion of agriculture, and settled internal disputes. While Butler
was off privateering in 1640, his refurbished forts and trained colonists beat off an attempted
Spanish invasion. The following year, however, a second attack succeeded, which put an end to
the English colony on Providence Island.47
Perhaps most striking about the Providence Island venture was the degree to which the earl
of Warwick integrated his overseas holdings and personnel. It is not surprising that he shifted
experienced men between Bermuda and Providence Island; what is noteworthy is the degree to
which he drew upon the strengths and resources of his two colonial possessions. Bermuda
provided food for a colony initially unable to feed itself, and was a secure supply depot for the new
venture; when Warwick was actively using Providence Island as a privateering base in 1638, the

“CSPfC) 1:148; Kupperman, 83-117, 181-220. As noted earlier, Bermuda’s success at diversifying its
economy owed much to its even sex ratio. Providence Island's population was overwhelmingly male,
which helped the colony embrace privateering but was unsuited to subsistence agriculture.
47CSP (C) 1:183-84, 267-69; Kupperman, 271-94, 336-39. Butler was commissioned governor and
admiral of Providence Island on March 36, 1638; the composition of his salary was similar to that which
he enjoyed in Bermuda: £66.13.4 in cash and the use of twelve white servants, three slaves, and the
company land and cattle.
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earl ordered his Bermudian agent to build a strong warehouse with a crane on his land on Pitman’s
Island to off-load and refit his ships at a moment’s notice. Warwick’s ships brought slaves
purchased from the Dutch at Providence Island or captured from the Spanish to Bermuda, where
they were sold or distributed among the earl’s shares and tenants.48 In the brief period of the
Providence Island colony’s existence, the flow of white tenants off the island and the influx of
black and Indian slaves went a great way toward shifting the composition of Bermuda’s labor
force, at least in Warwick and Southampton tribes. Thus, despite Providence Island’s ultimate
failure, the venture made an indelible impression upon Bermuda.49

VIRGINIA
The contact between Bermuda and Virginia that began with the Sea Venture wreck
continued long after the Virginia Company was dissolved in 1624. Vessels bound for the
Chesapeake frequently stopped first in Bermuda, especially in cases where the initial passage was
long or sickly. Many English tobacco merchants dealt in the produce o f both colonies and had
land-holdings in both places. In some cases, family members emigrated to the two settlements and
maintained contact with each other for years.50 Before the dissolution of the Virginia Company,

■
“Warwick’s agent, Hugh Wentworth, sold at least 15 slaves from Providence Island between April
1637 and January 1638 for specie and provisions. The slaves, four men, six women, four boys and a girl,
arrived on Warwick’s ship, the Expectation; BCR 11:6-9. 12-13. 21, 29, 36. Ministers Nathaniel White
and John Oxenbridge purchased two of the slaves.
■
“Jessop, 236-38, 245. 251; CSP (C) 1:225.247, 257. In March 1636, the Providence Island Company
directed William Rous, captain of the Blessing, to send all of the slaves he had taken from Spanish prizes
to the Somers Islands, “except those that can dive for pearls.” A year later, there were still too many
slaves in the colony and the Providence Islanders feared an uprising; in July 1634, a number of slaves
were shipped to Virginia and Bermuda, where they were sold “at the best advantage.” The earl of
Warwick later transferred seven of his slaves to Trinidad when he undertook that island’s colonization in
1641.
50Robert Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 125-40. On Virginia shipping, see Susan Hillier, “The
Trade of the Virginia Colony, 1606-1660,” (Ph.D. diss., Liverpool, 1972), Appendix T. The Tucker and
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there was even a scheme to create a province within Virginia that would belong to and be governed
by the Somers Island Company to compensate for the small size of Bermuda. In November 1620,
the Virginia Company granted 7,000 acres to the Somers Island Company, 3,000 acres o f public
land and 100 acres per share, on the condition that the company transport 400 settlers (one per
share) by 1625. The arrangement was apparently annulled when the Virginia Company’s charter
was revoked and because the Somers Island Company foiled to send over the requisite number of
settlers.51
In 1634, at the height of the tobacco depression, two ships bearing 205 Bermudian planters
arrived in Virginia. These farmers were no doubt frustrated by the scarcity and declining quality
of land in the Somers Islands and emigrated to the Chesapeake to claim the fifty-acre head-right
that was granted to all newcomers who paid their own passage. No longer threatened by hostile
Indians, the Bermudian planters felt safe emigrating to the mainland and quickly put their skills in
tobacco cultivation to use. These settlers were not just servants whose time in Bermuda had
expired; many were tenant farmers who had previously leased shares from investors in England.
The lure o f land ownership proved more tempting, however, which prompted them to relocate in
Virginia. Five years later, the Somers Island Company sought to profit from the flow of people
from their island to Virginia by reviving the 1620 scheme to create an autonomous Bermudian state
in the Chesapeake between the Rappahannock and Potomac Rivers. The company argued that by

Felgate families offer two good examples of parallel factorage, but also see the letters of John Baldwin and
Rev. Robert Parker (Virginia) to Roger Wood (Bermuda), ca. June 1623, for friendships; BCR FRAG
A:21 and Leffoy 1:264-65.
ilThe Somers Island Company requested land at “Ronoq southerly” or elsewhere uninhabited; it is
unknown where the land granted by the Virginia Company to the Somers Island Company was exactly,
but a patent was drawn up on 28 Jan. 1622/23. This grant should not be confused with Bermuda Hundred
and Bermuda City, situated on the banks of the upper James River east of modern-day Richmond, which
was settled by Sir Thomas Dale Gates around Christinas 1610; Kingsbury, Records of the Virginia
Company of London. I: 435, 582; 111:62; John Smith, Generali Historie of Virginia in Philip Barbour, The
Complete Works of John Smith. 11:242.
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1639, Bermuda's planters had become “so numerous . . . because o f the increase of people and
strangers” that they needed the land once promised by the Virginia Company in a petition to the
Commission of Foreign Plantations. After looking into the matter, the Commission agreed that
Bermuda had “much increase[d] in people and are much scanted by the narrownesse of the soyle”
and that there had been an earlier promise on the part of the Virginia Company to make land
available for Bermuda’s settlers. Since the land in question wasn’t “yet inhabited by any of His
Majesty’s subjects nor as yet” granted, the Commission directed that the King’s Attorney General
draw up a grant forthwith “in as large and ample a manner as those grants formerly past unto the
Lord Baltimore, Sir Robert Heath and Sir Edmund Plowden.” Significantly, the new territory was
to be “exempted from the jurisdiction of Virginia.” These momentous resolutions in London did
not create the promised territory; perhaps the intended grant was swept away in the ensuing chaos
of the English Civil War. It is estimated that another four to five hundred Bermudians emigrated to
the Chesapeake within a few years of the proposal and made up about 10% of Virginia’s
population on the eve of the English Civil War. Perhaps they settled on the land in question, which
would have been located in modem Lancaster, Northumberland, Richmond, and Westmoreland
counties; their earlier familiarity with sailing small boats in Bermuda would have greatly aided
their ability to transport themselves and their goods within the complex system of waterways
radiating out from the Chesapeake Bay.52
Among those who emigrated were Robert Felgate and Henry Woodhouse. Felgate had
settled in Bermuda before 1615, and had served as the colony’s lieutenant general between 1619
^R O CO 1/8:155; CSP (C) 1:301; APC 1:437. A census taken in April 1635 puts the inhabitants of
Virginia’s eight counties at 4,914. A post-script to the list adds “after this list was brought in, there
arrived a Ship of Holland [Dutch vessel] with 145 from the Bermudas; and since that, 60 more in an
English shipp wch likewise came from the Bermudas.” By 1636, Bermudian emigrants thus made up
about 4% of the population of Virginia. In Bermuda, Sir Nathaniel Rich directed his agent, Thomas
Durham, to “place good tenants in the room of such as have departed for Virginia” in July 1635; Jessop,
137.
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and 1622. By 1628, however, he had emigrated to Virginia, where Governor John Harvey
commissioned him as the colony’s muster master in light of his previous military experience in
Bermuda.53 Henry Woodhouse’s route to Virginia was much more circuitous. Woodhouse was a
mercenary who fought alongside Philip Bell in Italy and elsewhere in Europe before he was
appointed governor of Bermuda in 1623. After three turbulent years in office, he left the island to
resume his post as muster master of the earl of Suffolk’s company, and between 1627 and 1629 he
commanded the King’s forces at the Isle of Rets (Rey?) and Rochell. He later commanded the
garrison at Tilbury Fort until 1634, when he petitioned for the governorship of Virginia. Although
his bid was denied, Woodhouse emigrated to Virginia anyway. By 1637, he had established a
household in Norfolk County and sent for his wife and daughter in England to join him. Governor
Sir William Berkeley appointed him a member of the county court five years later, and he held the
post until his death in 1655.w

ST. LUCIA
Little is known about the two ill-feted Bermudian attempts to colonize St. Lucia in the
Virgin Islands. In the mid-1630s, the earl of Warwick promoted the colonization of that island and

s Butler, 35, 151; BCR FRAG C:49r.; APC 1:20.
’T’RO CO 1/10:77; Philip Bell to the Somers Island Company, ca. March 1626/27 in Ives, Rich
Papers. 283; BCR 2:46-50. For Woodhouse’s term as governor in Bermuda, see Lefroy 1:335-405.
.Woodhouse, of “New Norfolk County,” sponsored the emigration of Elizabeth and Mary Woodhouse in
1637. Three years later, the “planter” disposed of his Bermuda landholding when he sold ten acres in St.
David’s to Captain Robert Dennis, a mariner bound for that colony; Dennis, in turn, sold it to Thomas
Stowe, the tenant then working the land. In 1640, Woodhouse was a churchwarden of Linhaven Parish
and was appointed to the county court two years later. His will was dated 1655. Woodhouse’s Virginia
activities are documented in Alice Granbery Walter, Lower Norfolk Countv. Virginia. Court Records
1637-1646 (Book A). 1646-1651/52 (Book B). A:21a, 78, passim; George Greer (comp.), Early Virginia
Immigrants. 1623-1666 (Richmond, 1912), 369; Clayton Torrence (comp.), Virginia Wills and
Administrations. 1632-1800 (Baltimore, 1978), 468.
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chose Bermudian Lewis Ford to lead the expedition.55 Ford emigrated to Bermuda before 1625 as
investor Robert Johnson’s agent and served as councillor for Pembroke tribe for at least twelve
years.56 Bermudians made two attempts to settle on the island in 1635 and 1637. Lewis Ford’s
1637 expedition consisted of 130 settlers who went probably conveyed there by the earl of
Warwick’s privateer Expectation. After a promising beginning, the infant settlement was over-run
by indigenous Carib Indians and the colonists were forced to flee to Barbados. In 1638, a
settlement founded by St. Christopherians met a similar fate. Colonists from Barbados took up the
task and made three more unsuccessful attempts to colonize the island in 1640, 1644, and 1645. It
wasn’t until 1663, when Barbados purchased St. Lucia from the Indians, that the English founded
a settlement unmolested.57
Unfortunately for historians, the numbers and fetes of those Bermudians who emigrated to
St. Lucia remain a mystery, since no first-hand accounts of the expeditions survive. The story of
their efforts to carve a plantation out of the jungle, attacks by local Caribs, and the precipitous
flight to Barbados ninety miles away would make fascinating reading. In 1639, word had reached
Bermuda that Ford’s expedition had been '‘assaulted by the savages and suffered very much
sickness, so that not one was in health,” and the four to five hundred Bermudians ready to emigrate

55St. Lucia, St Vincent, and Dominica were granted by Charles I to the earl of Carlisle in 1627, along
with Barbados. Somers Island Company member William Herbert, earl of Pembroke, acquired the grant
from Carlisle and passed it on to the earl of Warwick in 1638; Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 262.
^BCR I:24r.; Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 98; Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 161.
Robert Johnson was a major shareholder in the Somers Island Company, an alderman of the City of
London, director of the Levant and East India Companies, and the son-in-law of Sir Thomas Smythe.
Ford was a distant relation of Johnson's.
57CSP (Q 24:#554; Meinig, 168. Ford’s expedition left after April 1627, for in that month, he
purchased two male slaves in Bermuda, perhaps to help him cultivate tropical plants in St. Lucia. The
Expectation, commanded by Giles Marsh, left the following month; Marsh had been one of Sir Nathaniel
Rich’s tenants on his land in Southampton between 1618 and 1620 and later was captain of several
Somers Island Company magazine ships; Ives, Rich Papers. 81, 173.
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chose Virginia instead of St. Lucia as their destination.58

TRINIDAD
The Bermudian migration to Trinidad closely resembled the attempt to colonize Providence
Island a decade earlier, and the colony met with similar failure. The earl of Warwick initiated the
venture in May 1637, soon after he had acquired title to that island from fellow Somers Island
Company member William Herbert, earl of Pembroke. His initial attempt to recruit settlers ran
afoul of a Providence Island Company by-law, so Warwick secured a royal proclamation granting
settlers in any English colony the right to move freely between settlements, despite any proprietary
company’s orders to the contrary.59 As he had done previously for Providence Island, he turned to
Bermuda to recruit experienced colonists. The Trinidad venture was led by Warwick’s two
cousins, London merchant Robert Brown and Bermudian Thomas Chaddock, who resigned his post
as the colony’s governor to join the expedition.60 In August 1641, Brown outfitted the ship
Charles for the venture. The vessel reached Bermuda in February 1641/42, where Chaddock
waited with the settlers he had recruited. As an incentive. Warwick offered 300-acre land grants to

“Petition of the Somers Island Company to the Commissioners of Foreign Plantations, July 28, 1639 in
CSP (C) 1:301; Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 17, 30, 74.
“This proclamation, issued at Whitehall on June 20, 1641, allowed Warwick to circumvent the
Providence Island Company’s order that colonists could not leave any of their islands without permission
from London. By 1641, Providence Island had shifted its economic focus almost entirely towards
privateering, a move that left the island’s tobacco planters struggling. Warwick sought to transfer many
of them to Trinidad, but perhaps his fellow company members would not allow him to strip their island of
settlers; BCR 2:59, reprinted in Lefroy, 1:566-67. For this period in the history of Providence Island, see
Kupperman, Providence Island, ch. 4, 9. 11. On the date of Warwick’s acquisition of Trinidad, see
Comelis Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and on the Wild Coast. 1580-1680 (Gainesville, Florida,
1971), 274.
“Thomas Chaddock was Bermuda’s governor from 1637 to 1640. For an account of his
administration, see Lefroy I: 548-66. Chaddock’s father had married Warwick’s aunt, Frances Rich.
Brown was the son of Sir Nathaniel Rich’s sister; BCR 2:60.
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those ambitious or desperate enough to emigrate. Richard Waylet, a Sandys tribe planter, extended
credit to a number o f adventurers and sent one o f his indentured servants to set up a plantation for
him. Chaddock and the Charles left on March 5, 1642, with 200 Bermudians, “besides [those]
which he brought out of England.” Chaddock’s party included seven of Warwick’s Bermudian
slaves, who were probably transferred to the new venture because they knew how to cultivate sugar
cane and other tropical plants.61
The attempt to plant an English colony at the mouth of the Orinoco River was well-timed;
the Dutch had crushed the Spanish fleet, so the settlers were relatively safe from invasion. Like
Barbados, Trinidad was isolated and “out of the trade way.” The Anglo-Bermudian settlement
persevered for more than three years and at least two other waves of Bermudians emigrated to
Trinidad between 1642 and 1645 in the earl of Warwick’s man-of-war Anne6' No primary
account of the settlement has survived, but it seems to have been an unhealthy place, “lying at the
mouth of so huge a river.”63 Thomas Chaddock died there in 1642, after which the colony
apparently plunged into rapid decline. The fate of the 200 Bermudians and a lesser number of

6lGrant from Robert, E. of Warwick to (?) Hall of Bermuda. 1 Feb. 1643, for 300 acres in Trinidad for
planting a plantation with 10 English men. rent 50 s. per year; Lancashire Records Office, Hulton
Muniments: DDHu 53/21:22. Warwick to Hugh Wentworth. December 22. 1641, in Jessop, 251; Richard
Norwood to Viscount Mandeville, June 29, 1642. Waylet outfitted planter John Blay to emigrate, in
return for “twelve hundreth pounds of good and choyse Tobacco of the grouth and makeing of Trinidado”
within three years. Bermudian adventurer Nicholas Wathe gave power of attorney to friends John
Trimingham and Richard Stone before he left; BCR 2:58-59.
62In 1643, the Anne under the command of Giles Marsh carried John Sedgewick, John Coomes, John
Record, Robert Brown, John Mahue, and others to Trinidad. The Anne called again at Bermuda in 1644,
under the command of Captain Thomas Cromwell; she had been commissioned on February 12, 1644 by
Warwick, now Lord High Admiral of the Commonwealth; BCR 2:79, 105.
Unfortunately, Bermuda’s colonial records have not survived for the period 1630-1638 and 16401647. As a result, vital information that would aid in reconstructing the Virginia, St. Lucia, Providence
Island, and Trinidad ventures has been irrecoverably lost Richard Norwood was skeptical about the
colony, and recommended that Warwick and his son-in-law, Viscount Mandeville, shift their attention
instead to “the Mayne of Florida . . . which place for a plantation I am much affected”; Ives, Rich Papers.
328-29.
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English emigrants who tried their luck in Trinidad remains a mystery. If the settlement wasn’t
wiped out completely, the would-be colonists probably fled to Barbados, St. Christopher, Antigua,
or Nevis after they abandoned the settlement.

Despite the departure of over 1,000 people from Bermuda between 1629 and 1641, the
colony’s population had risen to 2,500 by the end of the first wave of emigration. The colonial
ventures had robbed the colony mostly of its young men; of those left, “many of them are weomen,
children and aged people.” At mid-century, Bermuda’s population probably approached or had
achieved a female majority, a characteristic that contrasted sharply with the demographic trends in
England’s other colonies. The men who remained —those who had acquired land, tenants with
secure, long-term leases, and craftsmen —continued to have large families, and by the 1650s and
1660s, the colony’s populace once again swelled, prompting a second wave of out-migration.64

ELEUTHERLA
The colonization of Segatou, or Eleutheria, in the Bahamas was motivated as much by
religious differences and utopian thought as by demographic pressure. The settlement was the
brain child of William Sayle, yet another former governor of Bermuda. The scheme was conceived
as early as 1642, when Richard Norwood reported that “there is a design at present for discovering
one of the Bahamas Ilands . .. called Lucayoneague,. . . by relation of some, very healthfull,
fruitfull and fitt for a plantation, and within 40 or 50 leagues of the mavne of Florida.” Warwick
<4“The Motives and Propositions of his Highnes most humble and loyal Subjects, the People of the
Somers Island,” ca. 1640, PRO CO 1/10:204-5. This petition revived the proposed 1625 tobacco contract
in its request that King Charles I drop the 3d. per pound duty on tobacco, limit other English colonies to
the amount of tobacco that Bermuda grew annually, require that all tobacco be rolled, and destroy all
English-made tobacco. The king ignored the petition. Although she does not touch on the 17th century,
see Elaine Forman Crane, “The Socio-economics of a Female Majority in Eighteenth-Century Bermuda,”
Signs 15:231-58 (1990).
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was too involved with Trinidad to be distracted by another venture, so Sayle left for London to
promote the project independently.63 As governor, Sayle had supported the Independent ministers
in Bermuda and now sought to found an alternative colony to which Bermudian congregationalists
could remove. His initial attempts to persuade the Somers Island Company to back the project ran
afoul o f his advocacy of free trade, which was anathema to corporate policy and their desire to
maintain a monopoly over the island’s commerce. Sayle instead publicized his ideas in a broadside
entitled Articles and Orders, issued on behalf of the “Company of Adventurers for the Plantation of
the Islands o f Eleutheria” in July 1647.66
Eleutheria, the name that Sayle bestowed upon his colony, was the Greek word for
“liberty,” which accurately reflected his conception of the society he wished to plant there. The
colony’s government was to consist of 100 senators elected for life, who in turn would elect a
governor and council of twelve each year. Although the self-perpetuating oligarchic leadership of
this republic was anything but liberal, Sayle mandated that there were to be “no names of
distinction . . . as Independent, Antinomian, Anabaptist,” but rather perfect religious toleration.
With the help of English backers, Sayle obtained a charter from Parliament, money, and supplies,

"Richard Norwood to Viscount Mandeville, June 29, 1642, in Ives, Rich Papers. 329. Sayle succeeded
Thomas Chaddock, when the latter departed for Trinidad, and served briefly as interim governor in 1641.
He served a second, longer term from September 1643 to February 1645; Lefroy, 1:548. For the history of
Eleutheria, see Michael Craton and Gail Saunders, Islanders in the Stream: A History of the Bahamian
People (Athens, 1992), 74-92; H. W. Miller, “The Colonization of the Bahamas, 1647-1660,” in WMO.
3rd ser., 2:33-46 (1945); Wilkinson, Adventurers. 284-89; Gregory Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled
Isles,” 219-31,243-57; Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 523-28; Paul Albury, The Story of the
Bahamas (London, 1975), 39-46.
“ Sayle’s pamphlet is reprinted in Colonial Society of Massachusetts Transactions 32:81-82 (1933-37).
Wilkinson, Adventurers. 284-85; Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 523-27. Brenner traces the
background of some of the English supporters for the venture, which included Somers Island Company
members Owen Rowe, Cornelius Holland, and Robert Haughton, as well as other backers of New England
ventures. Many of the backers were radical in politics, and more than a few became regicides. Rowe was
apparently turned out of his post as the company’s deputy governor for his support of the Eleutheria
scheme; Lefroy, 1:623.
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and set out for Bermuda to recruit settlers.67
William Sayle’s homecoming in October was a tense affair. The Somers Island Company
deemed Sayle a dangerous radical who had 'laboured to his uttermost to ruin the Companie &
Island” in England and warned Bermuda’s governor, Thomas Turner, in July that Sayle was bound
thither with “at least 400 musketts and great quantities of ammunition.” When Sayle’s ship was
sighted, Turner put the whole island “in a posture of defense” but the actual arrival proved to be
anticlimactic, however, since Sayle had no designs on Bermuda. After discharging “divers
passengers” and delivering the company’s letters, he pleaded unsuccessfully with Turner and the
council for the same religious toleration shown to the Independents in London and then prepared
his departure for the Bahamas.68
Sayle left Bermuda in October 1648 with 70 settlers, including the venerable preacher
Patrick Copeland in the William and a small six-ton shallop. They chose the deserted island of
Segatou as their home, which they renamed Eleutheria; at 200 square miles, Eleutheria was almost
ten times the size of Bermuda but the poor, rocky soil made this wealth of land relatively worthless.
The colony was beset by problems almost immediately because the charter’s generous personal
liberties soon produced a state of near anarchy. A young Englishman named Butler “made use of
his liberty to disturb all the company” and refused to "endure any ordinances of worship.” Butler
prompted Sayle and his followers to remove to another island but in transit the William struck on a
reef and sank. All but one of the settlers were saved, but their provisions and possessions were
cast away. Throughout the winter, the destitute colonists had to “feed upon such fruits and wild

Brenner, 523-24. Sayle’s charter included the entire Bahamas Islands north of San Salvador all
territory from latitude 24°N to 29°N. The bill was passed belatedly in August 1649; Craton and
Saunders, Islanders in the Stream. 76.
“BCR 3:4-5.
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creatures as the island afforded.”69 Sayle and eight men left for Virginia to seek supplies in the tiny
shallop and arrived there after a nine-day voyage. A friendly Puritan congregation in Nansemond
gave Sayle provisions, supplies, and the loan of a pinnace to help the infant colony. Sayle almost
persuaded the Virginians to emigrate as well, but the liberal terms of the colony’s charter caused
too much consternation. Sayle evidently returned to Eleutheria and then sailed to Bermuda by
October 1649.70
In the year that had elapsed since Sayle’s departure, momentous events had taken place in
Bermuda. News of the execution of Charles I shocked the colony and a popular uprising led by
John Trimingham ousted Governor Turner. The new regime settled the religious contentions that
had plagued the colony for nearly a decade by expelling all Independents as well as those who
endorsed the regicide. When William Sayle departed Bermuda for Eleutheria on October 19, 1649,
he took minister Nathaniel White, Stephen Painter, and another sixty settlers, the remainder of the
colony’s Independent faction.71
After Sayle’s return, he was pleasantly surprised to find that the churches of Boston,
hearing about the colony’s inauspicious start, had taken up a collection amounting to at least £500
and bought “all manner of provisions and other Necessaries” for the Eleutherians. The supplies
arrived in July 1650, carried there by Philip Chaddock, the son of the late Trinidad adventurer. In

“’John Winthrop, Journal. 11:351-52 quoted in Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 244-47.
The Butler mentioned above may have been Gregory Butler, who later emigrated to Jamaica. An undated
note in BCR 2:157 lists provisions that eight men were “constrained to take out of Capt. Sayies shipp, wee
beinge in distress and he refiisinge to let us have any”; the eight men were Gregory Butler, William Jones,
Robert King, Thomas Cooper, Gregory Thome, Nicholas Knight, John Marshall, and Daniel Downham.
Downbam and Cooper were Bermudians and the rest were probably Englishmen.
’’’Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 247-48.
’’Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 225-29, 249; BCR 3:44-46, 48. Sayle was ordered by the
autumn assize to take Mr. Pearse, “a straynger,” to the Bahamas for stating “it was well that the kinge was
cutt off” and that “those that had put the king to death had done justly and had done Christ good service.”
The sentence, given on October 18,1649, noted that Sayle left with Pearse the next day.
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return for this handsome gift, Sayle sent ten tons of Braziletto wood back to New England, along
with the Reverend Nathaniel White’s son; both ended up at Harvard College, the former as that
institution’s second largest endowment (£128) and the latter in pursuit o f a masters degree.72
The colony at Eleutheria never realized the social or economic success forecast by Sayle in
his Articles and Orders: seventy of the banished Independents returned to Bermuda by December
1650 after the Somers Island Company declared Trimingham’s expulsion illegal. Sayle and his
family, along with Nathaniel White and some of his followers remained in Eleutheria until 1656,
when they too returned to Bermuda. The little island proved to be “a most Barren rock” that only
grudgingly yielded provisions, cotton, and poor-quality tobacco. Sayle built himself a fine mansion
house, but church services and council meetings were held in a cave. As to the form of
government, one doubts the one hundred senators were ever assembled, and Sayle certainly did not
hold the elections he promised. As a social and religious experiment, Eleutheria failed
completely.73
But the settlement persevered, albeit in a mutated form. William Sayle regained his post
as governor of Bermuda in 1658 and he and his seafaring sons regularly used the colony as a portof-call on trading ventures to Barbados, Jamaica, Surinam, and other West Indian islands. A
number of Bermudian emigrants stayed there; a mid-1650s census lists 156 white and 30 black
inhabitants, including 37 families. These devout, visionary colonists had to contend with an
altogether different variety of Bermudian immigrant after Sayle’s departure; the venture devolved
from an experimental utopia to a prison colony, to which those guilty o f moral or criminal

72Lefroy 11:9; Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 249-53; Craton and Saunders, 77-78.
73Leffoy II: 9; Craton and Saunders, 78-80. In summing up the Eleutheria venture, Craton declared
the colony “no more than a desperately poor, ill-formed, and informal colony, tending to show that a state
of liberty without either order or plenty meant little more than profitless anarchy and the freedom chiefly
to starve” by 1670.
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infractions in Bermuda were exiled. Seven accessories to an aborted slave uprising were sent to
the Bahamas in 1656, followed later in the year by the rest of the colony’s free blacks. After
Neptuna Downham was capitally convicted of adultery in June 1660, her sentence was commuted
to exile to Eleutheria. As governor of Bermuda once again, Sayle endeavored to protect his
investments and followers in Eleutheria by bonding ship captains bound there not to carry away
any white or black settlers or “doe anie violence to any of them,” but as an absentee landlord his
control over the colony was considerably diminished and the settlement declined.74
In the late 1650s and 1660s, Eleutheria took on a hard-scrabble, frontier character and
order fell by the way-side. In July 1657, a vessel commanded by Paul Trimingham was cast away
near Eleutheria. Trimingham and his men sought refuge at the settlement and were invited into
Sayle’s house by his steward, Richard Curtis. A squabble ensued among the Bermudian mariners,
but the matter was quickly forgotten when word came that a rich Spanish wreck had been
discovered near “James Man’s Island.” A sailor named Williams produced a forged a letter of
attorney from Sayle and commandeered the governor’s shallop for a wrecking expedition. In total,
they recovered about 2,600 pounds of plate and coin which they divided amongst themselves before
proceeding on to Jamaica in the shallop. In Bermuda, Sayle tried in vain to claim a proprietary
right to the treasure, but received only a voluntary gift of £50 for the use of his shallop from one of
the wreckers.7S After the Restoration, Sayle’s claim to Eleutheria was annulled and the ownership

74BCR 3:260,352; Craton and Saunders, 78-78; A. Talbot Betliell, The Earlv Settlers of the Bahamas
and Colonists of North America (Nassau, 1937) 85-87 lists settlers of the early 1650s; Bermudian names
include Bethell, Bullard, Dickinson. Evans, Ingham, Knowles, Kemp, Low, Newbold, Pinder, Spencer,
Sands, Sawyer, Watkins, and Weathersby. Some later Bermudian emigrants included Benjamin and
Neptuna Downham (son and daughter-in-law of one of Warwick’s agents, Thomas Downham; he
accompanied his adulterous wife in her exile) and the families of Thomas Hartlin and Robert Baselie;
BCR 2:358-59. In July 1657, Sayle bonded John Benny, master of the Swan, to £200 not to molest the
inhabitants of Eleutheria. BCR 2:350.
75BCR 3:289-92, 300,341, 397; Lefroy II: 112-13. The account of this incident is confusing and often
contradictory, Lefroy does not help matters by omitting most of it from his Memorials, perhaps to protect
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of the Bahamas Islands fell into question, but Bermudians continued to emigrate and settle there
and on other Bahamian islands. On a voyage of discovery in the late 1660s, Solomon Robinson
found ten Bermudian families living on Harbour Island. Five hundred inhabitants, including many
children, lived at Sayle’s Island, or New Providence while Eleutheria’s population had dwindled to
just twenty families. In total, perhaps a thousand people were scattered among the Bahamas
Islands, a third of them black.76
In November 1670, Charles II granted the Bahamas to essentially the same proprietors
who undertook to colonize the Carolinas, a group of seven men led by Anthony Ashley Cooper,
who became the earl of Shaftesbury in 1672 (figure 3-1). As governor of the Somers Island
Company, Cooper had corresponded with Bermudians John Darrell and brothers Hugh and John
Wentworth about the merits of colonizing the Bahamas. Cooper appointed Hugh Wentworth to be
the first proprietary governor, but the post was assumed by John Wentworth when his brother died
prematurely. Wentworth, a former privateer captain for the earl of Warwick and sometime Royal
Navy captain, was “much used to debauch himselfe” and instilled little order among the informal
settlers, who led a hand-to-mouth existence while seeking for riches from treasure and ambergris.
Earlier settlers were confirmed in their land —40 acres per man and 30 per woman —and other
tracts were held out as an incentive for future immigrants. Between 1670 and 1700, thousands
more Bermudians emigrated to the Turks, Caicos, and Bahamas Islands, where they struggled to

the Trimingham reputation. The principals involved were Paul Trimingham, Richard Curtis, Mr.
Richards, John Williams, Thomas and Walter Nailer. Thomas Morris, Asser Ely, John Wells, James Man,
Edward Walker, Walter Parker, Joseph Norwood, and Richard Richardson. Walter Nailer sent his share
of the money to his godfather, Walter Abbot, “for the purchasing of some land.” When asked “what she
meant to do with her sonne,” Walter’s mother admitted “I know not what to do with him. . . He was a
rogue and he will be hanged.”
76John Darrell Sr. to Lord Ashley, March 13, 1670/1 in BL Egerton 2395:472-73; Craton and
Saunders, 79.
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Figure 3-1. Anthony Ashley Cooper, earl of Shaftesbury, Governor of the Somers Island
Company and Lord Proprietor of the Carolina and Bahamas colonics (Courtesy. Heinz
Archive, National Portrait Gallery)
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survive despite Spanish and pirate depredations.77

JAMAICA
Where the Bahamas provided an outlet for a steady stream of Bermudian emigrants, the
exodus to Jamaica occurred in one swift move. As part of Cromwell’s Western Design, a motley
assortment of about 8,000 soldiers from England, Barbados, and the Leeward Islands captured
Jamaica from the Spanish in 165S. The invading army found little booty but plenty o f rich, fertile
land; unfortunately, they also found malaria and a host of other tropical diseases, which reduced
their numbers to 3,700 within eight months. At least one Bermudian had been part o f the military
expedition. In 1657, William Phillips was censured by Bermuda’s council for speaking
unfavorably (but accurately) about Jamaica; when asked '‘how he likt” Jamaica, Phillips answered
that “he liked it not, neither would he wish any friend of his there . .. because there was no
Government, none but the scume of the Indians came there, and the place was very sickly.”78
Once the island had been made more secure from the incursions of Spanish and maroon
guerrillas, English settlers flowed in from the surrounding colonies. Richard Dunn estimates that
12,000 Englishmen came to Jamaica between 1655 and 1661, but that disease killed three out of
four. In January’ and September 1656, Admiral William Goodson wrote to Bermudian governor
Josiah Forster to request provisions and colonists. The following year, Goodson sent one of his
captains, Bermudian John Wentworth (the future governor of Bahamas) to Bermuda to offer free
Egerton 2395:474-75. John Wentworth had raided the Dutch settlement on Tortola in 1665 and
brought a number of slaves back to Bermuda. The Wentworth brothers were the sons of Warwick’s agent,
Hugh Wentworth, and the grandsons of Thomas Chaddock. In 1671, John Darrell complained that
Bermudian merchant Thomas Gwynn was defrauding the Bahamas Proprietors by trading liquor with the
Bahamas settlers for valuable dye-wood, ambergris, and turtle shells. For a comprehensive treatment of
the Bahamas Islands during the proprietary period and the 18th century, see Craton and Saunders. 92176.
78Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 149-53; BCR 3:263.
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passage to anyone willing to emigrate. About 200 Bermudian setters left for Jamaica in January
1658 on board the Paul and Golden Falcon. Thirty-two families, as well as a number of single
men and women, left to build a better life in the new colony.79
The experiences of these Bermudian emigrants remain to be traced; many probably
perished from disease in the early years but their survival rates were probably higher than those
who emigrated directly from England. Additional Bermudian emigrants to Jamaica probably came
from Eleutheria, for in December 1656, the commander of the English fleet was ordered to send a
ship to Eleutheria to invite settlers to come to Jamaica. By 1670s, however, at least a few
Bermudian emigrants had found prosperity in the new colony. In 1672, Jamaican governor
Thomas Lynch informed John Wentworth that "Mrs. Guy and other Bermudians have had great
success in Jamaica . . . it may be said that she makes this year 200,000 pounds of sugar and had
made half as much cocoa if it had not foiled.” At 3d. a pound, Guy’s annual income was a
staggering £2,500! A steady trickle of Bermudians moved to Jamaica throughout the late
seventeenth century and maintained contact with their families in the Somers Islands.80

T9Bodleian Library, Mss. Rawlinson A 30:401-5; A 34:183-6; BCR FRAG G:31, reprinted in Lefroy
1:718; Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 50. See also Trevor Bumard. "European Migration to Jamaica, 16551780,” in WMO 3rd ser., 53:769-96 (1996). Bumard notes that little genealogical work has been done in
Jamaica and that for the early years, there would have been no record of settlers like those from Bermuda
who arrived with no legal encumbrance (indenture). The census that survives from 1662 merely lists
totals for parishes rather than individual names of householders, 770-72.
“Governor Thomas Lynch (Jamaica) to Governor John Wentworth (Bahamas), September 8, 1672 in
CSP (C) 7:921. Elizabeth Guy emigrated to Jamaica with her husband Richard by 1662. In that year, she
extended credit worth £25 to Paul Trimingham and Philip Lea in Jamaica. Godherd Asser, her agent,
reclaimed the debt from Jonathan Turner of Devonshire, Bermuda; BCR 5A:27v. In March 1686, 105 of
her slaves rose up and killed fifteen of her seventeen white servants. Guy saved herself by jumping out of
a window and was hidden by a loyal house slave. All of the slaves caught were put to death; Dunn, Sugar
and Slaves. 261-61. Former Bermudian Stephen Peniston, planter, of Guanabea, Jamaica, owed £154 to
his brother William in Bermuda in 1677; BCR 8:9.
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NEW YORK
While desperate planters were fleeing Bermuda for Jamaica and the Bahamas, a different
type of emigrant departed the island for New York in the late 1660s. After the English captured
that colony from the Dutch in 1663, there was a rapid influx of English merchants into New York
who sought to establish a well-situated commercial base and exploit new markets. By 1669, many
Bermudians and Barbadians had “come as agents” to New York, where they purchased houses and
plantations. These emigrants were drawn to the colony by the promise of opportunity, rather than
forced from their old homes; they brought with them wealth, connections, and business experience.
Although the exact number and identities of Bermudians emigrating to New York is not known,
Bermudian ships departed for that colony at least six times between June 1667 and August 1670
with provisions and passengers.81

CAROLINA
Bermudian participation in the early settlement of South Carolina has been overshadowed
by the many rich and influential planters who came from Barbados, the “Goose Creek” men.
Nonetheless, the Somers Islands contributed valuable resources, settlers, and the colony’s first

8ISamuel Mavericke (NY) to Col. Nicholls. April 1669, in E.B. O’Callaghan, Documents Relative to
the Colonial History of the State of New York. (Albany, 1853-87) 3:184; BCR FRAG G. Vessels
departing to New York include the brigantine Gift (John Young), departed on 17 June 1667 and 25 July
1669; barque Relief (Matthew Norman), departed on 9 July 1667; barque Elizabeth and Marie (David
Ming), a vessel newly built by Nathaniel Sparkes that departed on 10 July 1667; shallop Fortune (Edward
Stone), departed on 8 May 1669 and returned from New York on 14 June 1669; and vessel Blessing
(Matthew Norman), departed 12 August 1670. The brigantine Gift and the shallop Relief made at least
seven departures to unspecified ports that may have included New York between 1667 and 1670. I have
been unable to trace directly individual Bermudians moving to New York in the 1660s or 1670s, but
sustained trade in the early eighteenth century clearly rested on kinship ties. The members of the Tudor
family of Bermuda may have emigrated to New York at this time and had definitely relocated by 1696,
when John Tudor was Vice Commissioner for the City of New York and his son was a colonel in the
colonial militia; Wallace Gandy, ed., Association Oath Rolls: British Plantations. 1696 (London, 1922),
34-35.
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governor, the aged Eleutheria veteran William Savle.®2 After the Restoration, Charles II granted
the Carolinas to a group of eight royalists from Barbados and England in 1663. For the next six
years, the proprietors tried to develop their colony on the cheap by enlisting settlers in other
English colonies. In August 1663, for instance, they forwarded a broadside to Bermuda offering
100 acres to any settler who chose to emigrate. Tempting as this offer might have been, the lack of
pre-existing towns or a government dissuaded even the most desperate from attempting to singlehandedly carve a plantation out o f the wilderness in the midst of Indian settlements.83
In 1669, Anthony Ashley Cooper revived the flagging enterprise by persuading the other
proprietors to contribute £500 each towards outfitting three vessels and recruiting 100 English
settlers to launch the settlement. Cooper and his personal secretary, John Locke, drafted a
constitution that granted religious toleration and sought to create a quasi-feudal manorial system in
the new colony, complete with an indigenous aristocracy. Except for the religious toleration
clause, Cooper’s vision of a perfect society was largely disregarded by the settlers who flowed into
South Carolina in the 1670s; although there was assuredly plenty of interest in claiming a Carolina
barony, it seemed no one wanted to become a hereditary serf.84

“Eugene Sirmans. Colonial South Carolina: A Political History. 1663-1763 (Chapel Hill, 1966)
provides a good introduction to tire history of South Carolina. For early primary sources, see Alexander
Salley (ed.). Narratives of Earlv Carolina. 1650-1708 (New York. 1911). Peter Wood, Black Majority:
Negroes in Colonial South Carolina from 1670 through the Stono Rebellion (New York, 1974) examines
labor and race relations in the colony. See also Dunn. Sugar and Slaves. 111-16, for the Barbadian roots
of the South Carolina venture.
°CSP (C) 5:#547. There were two short-lived ventures on the part of New England and Barbadian
settlers at Cape Fear from 1664-67; Sirmans, 3-8. The proprietors were Barbadian Sir John Colleton,
George Monck (Duke of Albemarle), John Berkelely (Lord Berkeiely), Sir William Berkelely (Governor of
Virginia), Edward Hyde (earl of Clarendon), Sir George Carteret, William Craven (earl of Craven), and
Anthony Ashley Cooper (later earl of Shaftesbury). They were linked through kinship, common service
on the Council for Foreign Plantations, and common membership in the Royal African and Hudson’s Bay
Companies.
"Sirmans, 6-16.
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Cooper’s fleet left England in August 1670, but took an indirect route to Carolina; they
called first in Ireland where they failed to recruit additional settlers and then in Barbados which
proved a more fruitful source for potential colonists, many of whom were tobacco fanners
displaced by the Sugar Revolution. The ill-fated flotilla lost two of their vessels in the West Indies,
the Albemarle to a November gale at Barbados and the Port Royal to a Bahamas reef. A storm
forced the remaining ship, the Carolina, into Bermuda where the Carolina’s governor-designate,
Sir John Yeamans, surrendered his post to William Sayle who, despite the fact that he was well
over eighty years old, was game for the venture. Sayle took along a couple of his friends to “take a
view” of Carolina and return to encourage Bermudians to "Transport themselves and their families”
there if the new site was promising. Those who wished to emigrate to Carolina sight-unseen were
offered free passage. The Carolina, minus a few English recruits who had run away, left Bermuda
on February 26, 1670 in convoy with a Bermuda sloop purchased for the new colony.85
Following Cooper’s directions, Sayle founded a settlement along the “Key-awah” River
(renamed the Ashley River) that was christened Port Royal. After unloading about 70 settlers,
Yeamans departed for Virginia and Barbados in the Carolina, leaving Sayle and his men to fend
for themselves. The governor established friendly relations with local Indians when he paid a visit
to the “Hutt Pallace” of the chief at Sowee who, "meeteing us tooke the Governor on his shoulders
and carryed him into the house.” The Bermuda sloop was employed in voyages of discovery upon
the coast and up the rivers, but in June Sayle dispatched it to Bermuda to obtain desperately needed

“ CSP (C) 7:153, 336; Sirmans, 16; Salley, Early Narratives. 116; Lefroy 1:737,11:298-99. The
passengers aboard the Port Royal were saved and eventually made their way to Eleutheria and from there
to New Providence and Bermuda. Michael Craton suggests that their reports of the Bahamas prompted
Cooper and others to obtain a charter for that colony, but Darrell and Wentworth were promoting the
project before the castaways’ relations could have reached England; Craton and Saunders, 92-93.
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food.86
Sayle found the Carolina settlers far more difficult to control than his former wards in
Eleutheria. Many of them were ex-Barbadians bent on finding wealth and their capitalistic motives
conflicted with Sayle’s ingrained Puritan ideals. Sayle deplored the ubiquitous disregard for the
Sabbath and pleaded with the proprietors to recruit Bermudian minister Sampson Bond for the
colony. The Barbadians didn't think much of Sayle either; Henry Brayne, one of his lieutenants,
even went so far as to complain that Sayle was "one of the unfittest men in the world for his place .
. . hardly compas mentes.” The tension between Sayle and the Barbadians ended with the former’s
death in March 1671, but lingering conflict between old Royalists and Parliamentarians continued
to rack the new colony for another decade.87
Bermuda played an important role in supporting the infant Carolina colony during its first
five years, when drought and crop failure resulted in endemic famine. The Bermuda sloop that
Sayle had sent home returned in September under the command of his son, Nathaniel, with 300400 bushels of com and other necessities; the value of these goods was charged to proprietary
agents in Barbados, who sent up 24,000 pounds of sugar to pay for them. The same sloop made
other voyages to Barbados and Bermuda in 1671; Bahamas promoter John Darrell offered to
victual Carolina-bound vessels with fish, butter, beef, and live cattle at reasonable rates and it
appears that the colony’s first breeding stock originated in the Somers Islands. Samuel Raynor’s
barque Resolution departed for Carolina in November 1677, returned with a cargo of timber in
September 1678, and then set out again for Carolina the following month with a cargo of live

“ CSP (C) 7:177, 191; [Nicholas] Carteret’s Relation of Their Planting at Ashley River, 1670 and
Governor Sayle and Council to Lord Proprietors, September 9, 1670 in Salley, Earlv Narratives. 116-20,
122-24.
^CSP (C) 7:#202, 345; Sirmans, 21-34.
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cattle.88
Shipping instructions for the dogger Edisto in 1674 illustrate how Anthony Ashley Cooper
and others consciously integrated the resources of several English colonies to put together
successful commercial strategies, much like the earl of Warwick had done earlier with Bermuda,
Trinidad, and Providence Island. Cooper instructed his captain, Andrew Percivall, to hurry to
Bermuda and take on “Indian com for six months, and other necessaries [hogs, poultry, potatoes,
orange trees, etc.] fit for the plantation of Carolina,” as well as live cattle. While there, Percivall
was also enjoined to learn “the way of planting and using cassatha [cassava, manioc] for bread and
drink.” After unloading his cargo at South Carolina, Percivall was directed to sail to Maryland or
Bermuda and take on 300 to 400 “milch cows” and cattle which were to be placed on Cooper’s
land in Carolina. The Edisto was then enjoined to take on 4/5 of its freight in cedar in the new
colony, and then stop off at Bermuda while en route to England to complete its cargo with oranges,
rosewater, and other “rarities.” The voyage did not go according to plan, but Cooper’s intentions
demonstrate his ability to conceive of an integrated colonial system, rather than considering his
settlements as individual ventures to be developed in isolation.89
Once the initial settlement proved it could survive, other Bermudians emigrated to the
Carolinas in the 1670s. The first family of blacks arrived in South Carolina in September 1670,
when Nathaniel Sayle carried out his father’s slaves, John Sr., his wife Elizabeth and their son
John. The religious toleration clause in the Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina was primarily
intended to be a recruiting tool for Hugenots and Scottish Presbyterians, but it also attracted
“ CSP (C)7:#245, 255,428,430, 1388. Darrell’s prices were £l/cwL [hundredweight, actually 112
lbs.] for beef 8s./cwt. for fish, butter at 6d. a pound, candles at 7d. a pound, freight to Carolina for
40s./ton and live cattle of one years growth delivered at Charleston for £3 a head. On Raynor, see BCR
8:13, 37, 40.
WCSP (C) 7:#1284. The venture didn’t go as planned; the Edisto called only once at Bermuda, in 1677
and under a different master, where she took on cattle, provisions, and passengers for Carolina.
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Bermudian Quakers in search of greater freedom to practice their beliefs that they experienced in
Bermuda. In February 1671, James Farmer’s Blessing carried Quaker Richard Hanke, his wife,
nine children, and one slave to Carolina. Katherine Shaw mortgaged her house in St. George’s for
£20 to obtain money to transport herself and her family in the dogger Edisto to South Carolina in
July 1677. That same year, cooper William Sears was living at “Albemarle,” with fellow
Bermudians John Bailey and Robert Landy. In 1683, the ship James stopped in Bermuda for
sixteen days to recruit settlers before proceeding on to Carolina.90
Other Bermudians chose to secure land before they settled in South Carolina. John
Bristow, Bermuda’s provost marshal, and brothers Samuel and Perient Trott secured a grant for
770 acres on the Stono River in August 1679. The Trotts actively developed their plantation and
sent over several relatives, including Samuel’s son, Nicholas, who became a leading political figure
and the colony’s attorney general in the early eighteenth century. Trade between Bermuda and
South Carolina flourished throughout the eighteenth century, based largely on kinship ties and
supported by a steady flow of additional emigrants that peaked in the 1730s but continued up to the
eve of the American Revolution.91

"Wood, Black Majority. 21; Lefroy 1:739; John Crafford. A New and Most Exact Account of the
Fertile and Famous Colony of Carolina (On the Continent of America).. . and also an Account of the
Islands of Bermudas (Dublin, 1683), 4. Thomas Shaw later sold Iris house in St. George’s for £45 in
October 1677. William Sears gave power of attorney to his brother Thomas, a planter in Pembroke tribe,
June 11, 1677; BCR 8:5, 9, 13. On Quakers and their toleration in Bermuda, see chapter 4.
91CSP(C) 10:#1249; PRO CO 5/398 contains a register of land granted in South Carolina between
1675 and 1765, which could be used to identify Bermudians who emigrated to that colony and determine
where they settled. Entries for the year 1738 are extracted in CSP (C) 44:278-285 and list a number of
giants to individuals likely to be Bermudian, including Thomas Bailey (12 Januaiy, 500 acres on the
Savannah River), William Ballenger (10 April, 1,200 acres in Granville County), James Bullock (16
September, 866 acres in Granville County), Edward Clements (3 February, 250 acres in Berkeley County),
Jeremiah Fielding (16 September, 450 acres in Craven County) and John Skinner (16 September, 200
acres in Craven County), as well as others with less characteristic surnames: Ezekiel Cox, John Haydon,
William Holmes, John Jordan, Daniel Merret (Merritt?), John Philip Merret, Moses Mitchell, John
Vaughan, and Thomas Wright
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Bermuda played a significant but under-appreciated role in English colonial expansion in
the seventeenth century. Seven out of nine of the colony’s first commissioned governors either had
previous experience in other colonies or went on to participate in other colonial ventures: Richard
Moore (Guiana), Daniel Tucker (Virginia), Nathaniel Butler (Providence Island), Henry
Woodhouse (Virginia), Philip Bell (Providence Island, Barbados), Thomas Chaddock (Trinidad)
and William Sayle (Eleutheria, South Carolina). The other two, John Bernard and Roger Wood,
had both been soldiers in the Low Countries.92 Admittedly, the success rate of Bermudian colonists
wasn’t great —three o f their settlements (St. Lucia, Trinidad and Providence Island) failed
completely and Eleutheria and the Bahamas venture languished for decades —but more significant
than the success or failure of the ventures was the unappreciated flow of personnel and ideas
between the colonies. Perhaps future scholars of early colonization will revisit the formative years
of settlement with closer attention to the background of the first arrivals and without the
assumption that they started from scratch. Bermuda’s emigrants possessed first-hand knowledge
of a range of subsistence and staple agricultural techniques, the benefits of slavery, strategies for
clearing land and building houses, and an appreciation of representative government and
community organization that imparted stability to colonizing efforts. In Barbados, South Carolina,
and the Bahamas, their contributions helped the ventures to succeed.
Bermuda’s many exoduses also caution English colonial historians and those studying
trans-Atlantic migration from placing too great an emphasis on the flow of people out of England.
Economic shifts (as in the case of Barbados) and demographic success (New England) fueled
massive internal and inter-colonial migration in the seventeenth century; Bermuda’s waves of out

wWood and Bernard probably served together in Holland, since Wood was Bernard’s uncle; Shipley,
“Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 157.
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migration were triggered by both of these forces. One o f the responses to the collapse of tobacco
agriculture —the development of a small merchant fleet for inter-colonial trade —helped facilitate
emigration by providing a readily available means of leaving Bermuda. The encouragement and
privateering vessels of the earl of Warwick provided another. A move away from the exclusive
study of migration from England will also help us develop a more sophisticated understanding of
the cultural forces at work in the crucible of new colonies. In the past, historians have sought to
capture the “mind-set” of Anglo-Scottish colonists by tracing them back to their region of origin
and view the culture that emerged in England’s colonies as a product of the degree to which the
English norms are eroded by the New World environment and encounters with Native Americans.93

The participation of Bermudians, Barbadians, soldiers, privateers, slaves, and other
experienced personnel at the outset of colonization adds a significant new variable to the “English
roots” model; trained and seasoned settlers —products of their own increasingly creolized and
distinct vernacular societies —came to the fore in most new colonial ventures. Their knowledge in
cultivating New World plants, choosing suitable settlement sites, building houses, and obtaining
food is recognized; why not their intellectual and cultural contributions? Bermuda, for instance,
quickly acquired a sizeable number of slaves, which were integrated into the colony’s labor force
prior to 1630. How did familiarity with slave labor on the part of Bermudian emigrants affect the
early development o f Barbados, Virginia, Providence Island, the Bahamas, and South Carolina?
Bermuda was a small but fiery “cultural hearth” with important connections to England’s other
colonies, its influence perhaps inversely proportional to its size.

”The most comprehensive and most recent example of this type of study is David Hackett Fischer,
Albion’s Seed: Four British Folkways in America (Oxford, 1989), but see also Bernard Bailyn, Vovaeers
to the West: A Passage in the Peopling of America on the Eve of the American Revolution (New York,
1986) for a study of immigration at a later period that does acknowledge inter-colonial migration patterns.
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Aside from the effect on other colonies, Bermuda’s out-migration fundamentally shaped
the way the society that remained on the island developed. Departures minimized social tension by
removing radicals, criminals, and troublemakers. In the 1650s and 1660s, Bermuda re-enacted the
scenario o f the late 1610s and 1620s, when undesirables from Newgate and Bridewell were sent
out to the colony, by sending their own undesirables abroad. Emigration also relieved social
tension within the island and shored up the colony’s Puritan-planter elite; disgruntled ex-indentured
servants and the poorest tenants left Bermuda long before factors that might lead to an uprising like
Bacon’s Rebellion in Virginia could coalesce.
Exodus also structured the composition of the population remaining in Bermuda. Despite
the great waves and steady trickles of migration off the island, Bermuda’s population continued to
grow. Even as several hundred Bermudians departed the island in 1659, the council officially
denied entry to a potential settler "‘in regards to the island [being] alreadie over-peopled” and
ordered that in the future “noe [more] people shall be suffered to cum over. . . to settle amongst
us.” By 1679, there were between 8,000 and 9,000 people living on the island, making it the most
densely-populated o f England’s colonies.94 One traveler estimated that there were about 1,000
large families and a significant elderly population: "the place being healthy, they live to a great
Age, ordinarily from seventy to eighty and some to a hundred years.” When one considers both the
ballooning population on the island and the thousands who left, we can truly appreciate the efforts

94BCR 3:315. Richard Dunn erroneously made this claim for Barbados, which in 1660 had a
population density of 241 people per square mile, based on Dunn’s estimate of 20,000 white and 20,000
black inhabitants spread over 166 square miles. If we assume 8,000 were living on Bermuda’s 20 square
miles, the population density was 400 people per square mile, a figure 60% greater than Barbados. The
composition of the population of the two islands contrasted sharply, where Barbados had three times as
many deaths as baptisms in St Michael’s Parish in the 1650s and sustained its population almost entirely
through emigration, Bermuda’s collective parishes baptized twice as many white and black babies as were
buried in the 1680s, underscoring the importance of natural increase; Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 75-77.
Regardless of superiority, Barbados and Bermuda were far more densely populated than any contemporary
colony and most areas of England. On Bermudian demography, see chapter 8.
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of a prolific people in a blessed climate.95
Most of those who migrated were single men or young families. As a result, Bermuda’s
sex ratio began to shift towards a female majority that would become considerably imbalanced in
the eighteenth century. Seventeenth-century out-migration also led to a growing increase in the
proportion of the black and Indian population. Their equally prolific reproduction was relatively
magnified by the departure of many whites. The economically marginal emigrants owned few if
any slaves, so the black and Indian population remained firmly entrenched in Bermuda and enjoyed
a social and demographic stability without parallel in any other contemporary English colony.
Migration thus sculpted a society in Bermuda that was increasingly female and non-white; the
shift to a maritime economy in the closing decades of the seventeenth century would remove many
of the remaining men from the island, further exaggerating this trend.96
Bermuda’s great waves of out-migration also had an important effect on the island’s future
development. As the colony made its shift from an agrarian economy to maritime trade in the
1680s and 1690s, Bermudian merchants inherited a vast network of potential commercial agents
and trading partners through kinship; by 1700, there was almost certainly a former Bermudian in
every Adantic and Caribbean port. Bermuda’s diaspora thus had significant repercussions on both
the formation and future of its colonial society, as well as on the pattern of social, economic, and
cultural development in other English colonies. People, not tobacco, were Bermuda’s most
valuable export in the seventeenth century.

95Crafford, Colony of Carolina. 3.
96A small number of emancipated blacks and Indians were forced to leave Bermuda in the 1650s, as
well as a number of enslaved criminals who were exiled rather than put to death, but the effect of this non
white out-migration was negligible in its effect on the shifting ratio of whites to non-whites on the island.
For the deportation of slaves and freedmen, see chapter 4.
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The Politics of Puritanism
Notably absent from the long list of destinations to which Bermudians emigrated was New
England. Although ideas and trade flowed between the two colonies, few settlers chose to seek
their fortunes there —and the cold climate cannot be entirely to blame. Despite an apparent
similarity in religious persuasion, there were significant differences within Puritanism that
dissuaded Bermudian colonists from joining their counterparts in Plymouth, Massachusetts Bay,
Rhode Island, and Connecticut. In the 1620s and 1630s, in the midst of the tobacco depression and
worries about overpopulation, a small trickle of Englishmen continued to come to the island.97
Unlike earlier settlers, they had important connections to company investors in England and land
set aside for their use when they arrived. Chief among the immigrants were ministers sent out by
the Somers Island Company to fill the nine parish churches on the island and serve the thriving
colony.98 After the dissolution of the Virginia Company, membership in the Somers Island
Company contracted. Between 1625 and 1631, all the influential noble investors died except for
the earl of Warwick, which cleared the way for him to co-opt the leadership of the company.99
Warwick and his cousin, Sir Nathaniel Rich, were staunch Puritans and collectively owned far

97Alison Games, “Venturers, Vagrants and Vessels of Glory,” 320-376, examines in detail the
backgrounds and fates of the settlers who came to Bermuda in the Truelove (Robert Dennis) and Dorset
(John Flowers) in 1635. The list, originally printed in John Camden Hotten, Original List of Persons of
Quality Emigrants. Religious Exiles. Political Rebels &tc. . . . 1600-1700 (New York, 1874), 58, is
reprinted (with a few errors) in Lefroy, 1:687-90.
"On Puritanism and Bermuda’s clergy, see Gregory Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles”;
Lefroy, 1:691-713; A C. Hollis Hallett, Chronicle of a Colonial Church 1612-1826 - Bermuda (Pembroke,
Bermuda, 1993). Shipley laboriously traced Bermuda’s ministers in the seventeenth century and has
persuasively demonstrated their overwhelmingly Puritan bent. Lefroy had done the same, but severely
minimi7prf their Puritan background in an effort to impose a more orthodox Anglican patina on the
colony’s 17th-century history. Both Shipley and Hallett take Lefroy to task for this misrepresentation.
"Sir Thomas Smith and the marquis of Hamilton died in 1625. Southampton died the following year
in the Netherlands and Devonshire was claimed by plague in 1628. William Paget perished in 1629,
Pembroke in 1630 and Sir Edwin Sandys the following year, Wilkinson, 211-12.
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more ecclesiastical sees than any other noble in England. By 1630, most of the leading actors in
company decisions —including the selection of ministers —were moderate Puritans. As the
Church of England became increasingly vigilant in turning non-conformist ministers out of office
in the 1630s, Warwick sheltered them through his vast network of patronage, which included posts
in the Somers Islands.100
From the dawn of settlement, Bermuda’s ministers and religious life had a decidedly
Puritan cast. Lewis Hughes, George Keith, and Samuel Lang catechized sometimes reluctant
colonists and strove to instill morality even in those out of Newgate. Hughes neglected the Book of
Common Prayer and chose instead to use the Liturgy of Jersey and Guernsey, along with his own
treatise on keeping the Sabbath day.101 Bermuda’s Puritan beginning was reinforced and
augmented in the late 1620s by the number of highly educated ministers who arrived in the colony.
O f the sixteen clergymen serving in Bermuda between 1620 and 1639, at least eleven of them were
strongly Puritan in belief. Scotsman George Stirke arrived in 1622 and, except for three trips to
England, spent the next fifteen years preaching in Southampton Parish. Nathaniel Ward spent
three years as minister in St. George’s and Devonshire between 1628 and 1631; he was probably
the Cambridge-educated author of The Simple Cobler of Aeeawam in America, based on his later

'“ A note on terminology: the labels used to describe the diverging religious persuasions in England
and the colonies varies widely in American and British historiography. I use Puritan prior to the 1630s to
describe those who sought to reform the existing ecclesiastical structure and orthodoxy. In the following
discussion, “moderate Puritan” describes hierarchical. Presbyterian Puritans who wished to retain their
ties to the English church and who were intolerant of other sects, while “radical Puritan” refers to
seperatist, congregational, or Independent Puritans who tolerated a wide range of other religious beliefs.
For want of a contemporary self-description, I continue to use Puritan to describe Bermuda’s moral and
religious society in the 1650s-1680s, after the Church of England had been “purified” under Cromwell
and the term ceased to be used in England. I am grateful to Michael McGiffert for clarification on Puritan
terminology.
10lShipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 48-106.
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experiences in Ipswich, Massachusetts, in 1634.102
Bermuda received its most gifted preacher since Lewis Hughes when the Reverend Patrick
Copeland arrived in 1626. Copeland was educated at Marischal College, Aberdeen, and from
1612 to 1621, he worked as a chaplain for the East India Company in Surat, India, and Japan.
From 1621 to 1624, he was the chief proponent in founding a school for the education of Indians in
Virginia; despite raising considerable funds, the project collapsed after the Powhatan Uprising of
1622 and the dissolution of the Virginia Company two years later. The disappointed Copeland was
recruited by Nicholas Ferrar for Bermuda's clergy in 1625 and the minister emigrated the
following year.103
Copeland’s commitment to religious education remained strong in Bermuda. Soon after
his arrival, he requested that catechisms be sent out by the company. In 1628, he proposed to
establish a free school “for the bringing up of youth in literature and good learning” for the many
young children in Bermuda in need of education. Fellow clergyman George Stirke aided Copeland

'“ Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 113, 116, 120, 131-41, 154-56: Ives. Rich Papers. 294.
Stirke constantly wrangled with the Somers Island Company about arrears in his salary. He married the
daughter of Stephen Painter, councillor of Southampton, who was a religious fire-brand in his own right.
John Ward, a relative of the Nathaniel Ward who served in Bermuda, was also a minister in the colony
before he emigrated to Providence Island in 1638.
‘“ There was a similar scheme to found an Indian school in Bermuda in 1622. John Brinsley published
A Consolation for Our Grammar Schooles: Or A Faithfull and Most Comfortable Incouragement. For
Laving of a Sure Foundation of All Good Learning in our Schooles. and for the Prosperous Building
Thereupon. More Especially for All Those of the Inferior Sort, and all Ruder Countries and Places:
Namely for Ireland Wales. Virginia, with the Sommer Islands, and for their more Soeedie Attaining of
our English Tongue . .. that All Mav Soeake One and the Same Language (London, 1622), which he
dedicated to the governors, councils and members of the Virginia and Somers Island Companies. In a
rambling manner, Brinsley reviewed teaching methods employed in contemporary English grammar
schools, suggested improvements and promoted the growth of schools in the plantations to educate
“barberous sauvages” like the Irish, Welsh, and Indians (Brinsley mistakenly thought that Bermuda had a
native Indian population). The approach he suggested for these plantation schools was echoed by later
proponents of Indian education: schoolmasters were to teach them Latin and “our English tongue, to helpe
reduce the barbarous to more civilitie, and so to plant Gods true religion there, that Iesus Christ may
reigne amongst them.” Brinsley also lashed out against schoolmasters who failed to teach “the Fear of the
Lord” and the efforts of “our enemies the Jesuits” in their seminaries and “lesser schooles,” 15,44-45.
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by writing a catechism before 1633, which was printed two years later as Musae Somersenses.
The school was formally incorporated in 1633 when Governor Roger Wood donated two shares of
land on which to build a schoolhouse, but Stirke, Copeland, and a schoolmaster named Robert
Kestaven had previously instructed Bermuda’s youth in the late 1620s.104 The Bermuda School
(1633) has the distinction of being the first educational institution in England’s colonies, beating
out the English High and Latin School in Boston (1635) and Harvard College (1636) for that
honor.105
In 1635, the Bermuda school received a substantial endowment in the will of Sir Nathaniel
Rich, who set aside four of his Southampton shares for the use of a full-time schoolmaster, which
thereafter were designated “school lands.” In the bequest. Rich essentially co-opted the oversight
of the school by designating that the schoolmaster be selected by his executor, Edward Montagu
(Lord Mandeville, future earl of Manchester), "and after [his] decease by such Religious and
Discreet ffeoffes as they shall appoint.” Rich also restored the role of the school from merely
educating Bermuda’s children to Copeland’s original plan for instructing Native Americans, and
willed that “my desire is that some of the Indian children be brought either from Virginia or New
England . . . and there to be instructed in the knowledge of true religion.”106 Rich also sent his

104Kestaven, “schoolmaster of Bermuda, age 46,” testified in a High Court of Admiralty case involving
the ship Peter Bonadventure in September 1629 when he was in England. Kestaven taught in 1628 and
1629; HCA 13/48-49.
105Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 113, 117-18, 120, 142-49. Copeland was present at the
death of Sir Thomas Dale (former governor of Virginia) in 1621. They had known each other at
Mesalapotan. Copeland brought news of Dale’s death back to England in the East Indiaman Moone; PRO
HCA 13/43:287.
106Rich’s dream of educating Indians apparently went unrealized. Patrick Copeland wrote to Hugh
Peter in Massachusetts Bay requesting that some New England Indians be sent to Bermuda, but they never
seem to have arrived. The notion of founding an Indian school in Bermuda had definite merits from the
perspective of the English, in that such a school would avoid the widespread desertion that plagued
similar institutions in New England. Indian pupils in Bermuda simply could not run away to rejoin their
parents with an ocean separating them. On Indian schools and runaways, see James AxteLI, The Invasion
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library o f books and papers out to Bermuda for the use of the new school.107
Religious education and the Puritan ministry quickened in Bermuda after the arrival of
John Oxenbridge in 1635. A brilliant scholar, Oxenbridge attended Emmanuel College in
Cambridge and took a B.A. and M.A. at Magdalene College, Oxford. He became a tutor at his
alma mater in 1631, but the “very schismaticall” preacher was removed by Archbishop Laud for
non-conformity three years later. The earl of Warwick delighted in recruiting the talented Puritan
for Bermuda’s ministry.108 Oxenbridge arrived in 1635 and spent seven years in Bermuda. He
rivaled Copeland in his commitment to religious education, and quickly initiated a two-hour weekly
catechism for Bermuda’s youth. Soon after, he extended his lessons to include adults, both men
and women. Before he returned to England in 1642, he had planted separatist or Independent
tendencies among his fellow clergymen. The following year, these ideas came to the fore and
produced a schism within the colony.109
By 1639, moderate Puritans in the Somers Island Company were becoming increasingly

Within: The Contest of Cultures in Colonial North America (Oxford. 1985), 179-217.
“"Sir Nathaniel Rich’s will, dated December 2, 1635, is in the Bodleian Library, Rawlinson C 983:1-4.
It is noteworthy that Rich’s nephew, Nathaniel Browne, was studying under the tutelage of the famous
Puritan minister, Thomas Hooker, in New England. Browne’s brother, Robert, was in Bermuda. Rich’s
library of 92 volumes was sent to Bermuda in 1640 and formed the core of a library that by 1655
numbered over 150 books, two globes, Mercator’s Atlas (1643) and Hakluyt’s Voyages (1598). Other
donors included Gabriel Barbour (1635, 1650), Michael Sparkes (1638, 1643), Lord Mandeville (1640),
John Cliff (1640), George Tucker (1640), William Golding (1650), and Virginia Ferrar (1652). The
library has since been broken up or destroyed, and Lefroy omits all but a few specific titles; Lefroy 11:5859.
‘“ Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 116, 158-65; DNB 15:7-15.
'“ Ibid. Oxenbridge’s post-Bermuda career is worthy of comment. After his return to England, he and
his wife were itinerant preachers until they settled in a congregation in Great Yarmouth in 1644. In 1655,
he became deputy governor of the Committee for the Government of Bermuda (the body that temporarily
replaced the Somers Island Company in name). During the Commonwealth, he became a fellow at Eton
College but he was turned out with the Restoration and fled to Surinam in 1662. After that colony was
sacked by the Dutch in 1667, he migrated first to Barbados and then to New England in 1669, where he
spent the last six years of his life in the First Church of Boston.
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uncomfortable with religious life in Bermuda. The Archbishop of Canterbury accused the
company of “nourishing and preserving . . . factious and schismaticall” ministers in Bermuda. The
company’s governor, the earl o f Dorset, certainly stretched the truth when he responded the
company had “always taken care that the discipline of the Church of England” was employed in
Bermuda and that they had sent over Books of Homilies and of Common Prayer. In the midst of
these “dangerous times” in England fraught with “many innovations in religion,” Lord Mandeville
and the company sent out their old surveyor, Richard Norwood, as schoolmaster to strike a balance
between the diverging factions in Bermuda.110
Norwood, a moderate Puritan, was well-qualified for his role as schoolmaster. After he
left Bermuda, Norwood did some surveying in Virginia and served as a town and fortification
surveyor in the Netherlands. He had taught mathematics in London in the 1630s and published a
number of works, including Trieonomitrie (1631), The Seaman’s Practice (16371. and after his
return to Bermuda, Fortifications, or Architecture Military (1639), based on his experience in the
Low Countries. By 1641, he was well-ensconced in his Bermuda school, where he taught two
dozen students, “sometimes more, sometimes fewer —in the time of shipping and planting they are
usually fewer.” Most of Norwood’s students were children of the colony’s agents and planters, but
at least two had been sent by their parents in Barbados to receive instruction.111
Norwood’s presence was resented, however, by the colony’s jealous ministers who “cast
an evill ey on the school to hinder it.” Opposition came chiefly from the Reverend Nathaniel
White, who arrived with Norwood in 1639. This "‘turbulent spirit” had been turned out of his

U0APC 1:#404; CSP(C)1:302-4; PRO CO 1.10:227-38. Archbishop Laud had been told by Richard
Caswell, a former Somers Island Company member who had been dismissed, that the company in general
and the governor and council in Bermuda were non-conformists.
mPRO CO 1/10:227.
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former parish in Knightsbridge, Middlesex, by Laud and came to Bermuda bonded to keep the
peace. White made use of his automatic membership on the colony’s council granted by the
company to its ministers to build a theocracy. Norwood commented that “very few in England”
had ever witnessed “the superiority or government of ministers or an assembly of ministers
esteeming the government to be theyres .. . indeed it is incredible it should grow to such a height in
so short a time.” Control of the colony slipped from the hands of the company’s civil officers, and
ministers like Nathaniel White, Copeland, Oxenbridge, and the recently arrived William Golding
took over.112
The brave Richard Norwood opposed their scheme of “catechizing constantly all men and
women throughout the island,” and a lively correspondence with John Oxenbridge ensued. The
schoolmaster found no precedents in either the Bible, the "primitive church,” the Church of
England, or any reformed church; he feared such an innovation at a time when ’‘there are many
evill spirits abroad .. . where there is fear of God there is fear of innovation. The Inquisition
seems to have had some such beginning.” Norwood was summoned before a “synod” of these
zealots in September 1641 and censured for disobedience. He appealed to the general assize as a
way of side-stepping this quasi-legal ecclesiastical court and wrote to the company to complain on
behalf of himself and the colonists, many of whom felt oppressed by the vigorous catechizing.113
By the end of 1642, these ministers "began to preach so bitterly against the Church of
England” that even the Puritan Norwood “could scarce endure to hear it.” Instead, they enjoined
their congregations to follow their direction “according to some new light wch (as they say) they
112PRO CO 1/10:228; Shipley, ‘Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles.” 118, 168-70.
ll3PRO CO 1/10:228-36. The Independent ministers exerted considerable influence over their parishes
and the risk for dissenters was considerable. Norwood related that when Mr. Pecord and his wife asked
Rev. Golding to be excused from catechism, "not being in conscience persuaded of it,” the minister was
“much displeased” but agreed. Soon after, Pecord found that he was ostracized: he “lost the good
assertions of all their principall friends through the country.”
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had, wch . . . in their sermons they did partly declare.” Norwood, puzzled by this “new light,. ..
thought them no friends to the church nor State of England, nor to the Honorable Company.” The
colony soon split into two parties: those who embraced "the Independent way” and those who
adhered to minister Daniel White, the island’s only clergyman to “favor the former discipline here
used until Parliament shall order otherwise.” The New Lights denied the sacrament to all those
they deemed unbelievers, while the overworked Daniel White tried to see to the spiritual needs of
moderate Puritans spread across the colony. The governor, William Sayle, was paralyzed because
he knew many w'ho were “truly religious” in both factions; by the end of 1642, Josiah Forster had
replaced the indecisive Sayle as governor. Forster was Oxenbridge’s cousin, so there is little doubt
as to where his sympathies lay.114
An open break with the moderate Bermudian church came in January 1643, when
Nathaniel White, William Golding, and Patrick Copeland “did lay down and renounce their office
of ministry in the Church of England.” They declared themselves "pastors of the Church of Christ,
. . . a church of themselves” modeled after the congregations of New England. When Stephen
Painter submitted to the new church, he stated that "we submit unto you as Supreme Govemour of
this Church, next and immediately under Christ.” The new Independent church met regularly at an
old mill in Pembroke tribe, but actively catechized “ancient people, young and old, of both Sexes”
across the island.115 The Somers Island Company no doubt w’ould have settled the matter had its
members not been preoccupied with momentous events in England. The company leaders were, to
a man, Parliamentarians caught up in a powder struggle with Charles II. In 1643, Warwick became

I14Richard Norwood to the Somers Island Company, May 14, 1645, PRO CO 1/11:11-15.; Slupley,
“Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 189. Before Oxenbridge departed, he presented Norwood with his
“Defense of Universall Catechising” and demanded that he answer them “that he might have it with him
in to England,” which the schoolmaster was only too happy to do.
I15Shipley, “Turbulent Times. Troubled Isles.” 190-94: Lefroy 1:585-90. 610.
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governor-in-chief of all American Islands and Plantations, at the head of a board that included
Mandeville, John Pym, Lord Saye, and several other company members. War and the demands of
administering all of England’s overseas possessions left them little time to look into the affairs of
Bermuda.116
For three years, the split in Bermuda went unresolved, and the “bitter acrimony” between
the two parties divided the island. Moderate Daniel White left Bermuda in disgust in 1644 and
thereafter those who did not adhere to the Independent church went unbaptized, unmarried, or
without blessing in death. Bermuda's religious controversy was played out in the English press, as
William Prynne (with information from Bermudians Richard Norwood and Richard Beake)
attacked the Independents in A Fresh Discovery of some Prodigious and New Wanderine-BlasinStars & Firebrands. Styling themselves New-Lights (London, 1646) and Nathaniel White defended
the Independents in his Truth Gloriously Appearing . . . or a Vindication of the Practice of the
Church of Christ in the Summer Islands (London, n.d., circa 1646). In 1645, the government of
Bermuda shifted to a triumvirate composed of Forster and Independents Stephen Painter and
William Wilkinson; since the Independent ministers commanded their church members, through
Wilkinson and Painter they also controlled the colony’s civil government and perpetuated the
theocracy initiated in 1641 under Sayle.117
Despite the intellectual battle raging before their eyes in London pamphlets, the Somers
Island Company continued to ignore the controversy. Presbyterians and Independents in England
were at the time joined in their opposition to Charles I and his Royalists, and the predominately
Presbyterian company members could not risk alienating their Independent political allies until

"‘Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 272-76; Brenner, Merchants and Revolution. 316-459.
,,7CSP(C) 1:328; Shipley, “Turbulent Times. Troubled Isles,” 190-95, 197, 205, 213-17.
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their side was safely in control. They were finally able to confront the Bermudian Independents in
early 1646 and condemned their church which, from the company’s perspective, was anathema
since it denied the authority of both Parliament and the company over them. They dispatched
Thomas Turner as governor to suppress the Independents and impose order on the troubled
island.11*
Turner arrived in Bermuda in 1646 and quickly set to work putting down the Independents.
He turned members o f the Independent church off the council, called an assembly where he would
“not suffer a roundhead” to sit and refused to allow White, Golding, and Copeland to preach or
perform sacraments as long as they denied the Church of England. When the Independent
clergymen continued in their ministry, Turner had them arrested.119 The Independents responded in
a number of ways. White and Copeland continued to preach and were periodically jailed for their
persistence. Golding left for England, where he published an account of their persecution under the
title Servants on Horseback (1648): William Sayle, one of those turned off the council, also went
to England and launched the Eleutheria project as an alternative to a Bermuda now hostile to
Independent beliefs. Sayle’s wife, Margery, and others were prosecuted for not attending services
in the parish churches. Others petitioned the company, rightly complaining that Turner had

ll8Shipley, ‘Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 196-200. Embedded in the Presbyterian/Independent
rivalry was an important theological distinction. Independents, or congregationalists, believed that each
church was an authority unto itself in all spiritual matters. Presbyterians were Puritans who retained the
ecclesiastical hierarchy characteristic of the Church of England. Lewis Hughes’s mention of establishing
four “elders” in St. George’s in 1615 clearly reveals that Bermudian Puritanism initially followed the
Presbyterian model. The company members not only favored Presbvterianism through personal
inclination, but because it reinforced their authority over civil and religious matters in their colony. The
Bermudian New Lights, in effect, declared their spiritual independence from the Somers Island Company
when they formed their church.
"Tor his attack on the Independent church, Wilkinson and others brand Turner a Royalist I favor an
interpretation of Turner as one who was executing the company’s desires, albeit in a rather heavy-handed
manner. It is highly unlikely that a Royalist could have evaded the scrutiny of a company that included
the foremost Parliamentary leaders of the 1640s; Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 284; Shipley,
“Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 217.
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exceeded his authority in dismissing councilors.120
Throughout 1648 and the first half of 1649, the autocratic Turner’s continued sniping at
the Independents led to a growing sympathy on the part of those moderates who once so bitterly
opposed them. When word of Charles I’s execution reached the island in July 1649, the news
served as a catalyst for revolt. Turner proclaimed Charles, Prince of Wales to be king and ordered
the councilors and justices in each tribe to require Bermuda’s inhabitants to swear oaths of
allegiance.121 The governor also claimed free reign to “command uniformitie in matters of Church
government.” Those who refused to conform were to be legally prosecuted as “disturbers of the
Peace and contemners of authority.” In short, Turner revoked religious toleration. Turner’s
actions triggered a popular uprising in September 1649 that deposed him as governor. A group
from “the country” formed an “army” led by John Darrell which presented grievances to the
council, demanding that Turner be deposed and John Trimingham be elected in his place. The
council deferred to the popular will and Trimingham was sworn in as governor at St. George’s
church on September 27, 1649.122
Although this uprising has been traditionally interpreted as a Royalist revolt, it was
actually a popular shift towards the religious and ideological center on the part of the majority of
Bermudian settlers. Tired of first the indoctrination and later the complaints of the persecuted

‘“ William Golding, Servants on Horse-Back: or. A Free-Peonle bestrided in their persons, and
Liberties, bv Worthlesse men: Being a Representation of the Dejected state of the Inhabitants of the
Summer Islands. Containing Short Illustrations upon a Petition presented to the High Court of Parliament
for Redresse (London, 1648). reprinted in BHO 9:181-213 (1952); Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled
Isles,” 217-224; Lefroy 1:626-37; BCR 3:5-22.
'^Proclamations of July 5, 1649 and August 20, 1649 in BCR 39-41. It is important to note that
Turner, while shocked by the death of Charles I, did not condemn Parliament —only those regicides who
actually performed the deed. He enjoined the colonists to respect the authority of the Company, whose
members Turner knew to be the leading Parliamentarians. Despite a superficially Royalist declaration of
sentiment, Turner’s motives were far more complex.
,22BCR 3:42-46; Lefioy 1:652-57.
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Independents, as well as the obnoxious and oppressive Turner, the people got rid o f both in one fell
sweep: Turner was kicked out of office and Trimingham banished the Independents from the island,
exiling them to Eleutheria. The rest of Trimingham’s six-month term was spent collecting public
rents, repairing houses and fortifications, and otherwise returning the colony to some semblance of
normality.123
A court case tried in the midst of this controversy reveals the middle path that most
Bermudians steered between Royalism and regicide. Mr. Pearse, a stranger to the island, was
overheard to declare “it was well that the king was cut off/’ When Joseph Goodfaith replied “woe
be to him that lays his hands upon the lord’s anointed,” Pearse laughed at him. In conversation
with Katherine Marsh, Pearse said that '"they that had put the king to death had done justly.”
When Marsh doubted that “they that had done it would ever see the face of Christ,” Pearse called
for witnesses to note her words, saying "‘the time would come [when] he would fetch her” to court
for her words. For these speeches, Pearse was presented at the October assize and exiled to
Eleutheria, “never to return.” The average Bermudian, it would seem, deplored the regicide and
considered the Prince of Wales "anointed,” but still supported Parliamentary reforms and a range
of Puritan beliefs.124
In the wake of Bermuda’s "civil war” in miniature, it is astonishing how quickly life
returned to normal and past conflicts were forgotten. The company appointed Josiah Forster to be

'“ Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 286-87; Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 228-29.
Wilkinson suggests that there was a large influx of Royalists into Bermuda in the 1640s who supported
the uprising, but at a time when so many Bermudians were emigrating elsewhere and economic
opportunities on the island few, this assertion is difficult to support. Moreover, few new surnames appear
that would indicate this influx. Trimingham, Darrell, and others involved were long-time residents in the
colony. The motives and form of the revolt are also at odds with a Royalist interpretation. It seems the
populace rose to protest Turner’s declaration of Charles II as king, the implementation of oaths of
supremacy, and his naked threat to religious heterodoxy. The “army” of the people resembled Cromwell’s
New Model Army of reform rather than the Royalist forces that would later rise in Barbados.
l24BCR 3:47-48.
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the sole governor for Bermuda in 1650, in place of the popularly elected John Trimingham, who
received no censure for his role as usurper. After the company declared Trimingham’s expulsion
of the Independents to be illegal, Forster invited them to come back to the island. Those who
returned were far less troublesome because they had lost their leaders: Copeland apparently died in
exile, Golding perished in England, and Nathaniel White remained in Eleutheria until 1657 or
1658. Congregationalism was defeated and Bermudian Puritanism settled into an intensely
Presbyterian form. By May 1650, Forster could boast that '‘the Government is reduced to its
ancients bounds in a peaceable, quiet and orderly posture.” Forster, a moderate leader, sought to
mend past differences by selecting moderate candidates for the colony's council and offices, and as
a result enjoyed a relatively peaceful eight-year term in office.125
Although religion faded as a cause of political unrest, its influence was profoundly
manifest in the colony’s social relationships. Intensive catechizing from the late 1620s had
produced a highly literate society that was acutely sensitive to morality. In an island so small and
densely populated, neighbors closely watched each other for deeds or words “dishonourable to
God” and readily presented these infractions at the quarterly assizes. The number of cases
presented to Bermuda’s courts during Forster’s term in office is staggering. Felonies, “suspicions
o f ’ and actual cases of “incontinence” before marriage (the inability to control sexual urges),
adultery, fornication, drunkenness, theft, Sabbath-breaking and other offenses were regularly
prosecuted by the colony’s justices, Puritans to a man. The colony once so divided by varying

'“ Lefroy, 11:4-5, 13-14; Shipley, “Turbulent Times, Troubled Isles,” 257-61; CSP(C) 1:347. It is
noteworthy that, although the company tacitly ignored Trimingham’s “revolt,” they ordered Forster to
arrest Turner and send him to England in 1650. Past conflicts had vanished to such a degree that in the
1660s, W illiam Sayle twice petitioned the company to add Turner to his council when he was governor,
for which the once exiled Independent was denounced as being a Royalist! PRO Colonial Entry Book 13,
no. 50, quoted in Lefroy II: 117-18; council meeting of 14 April 1659 and 4 Oct. 1660 in BCR3:314, 357.
Sayle was commercial agent for prominent Parliamentarians Alexander and Charles Pvm; BCR3:320.
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shades o f religious affiliation united against a common enemy that none could deny: the Devil.126

Witch Trials of the 1650s127
In light of the pervasive religious indoctrination of Bermuda’s populace, it should come as
no surprise that the island’s mentalite were ripe for discovering witches in their midst. Since 1623,
parish churchwardens had been enjoined to present '‘all Sorcerers, Inchanters, Charmers, Witches,
Figure-casters or fortune-tellers, Conjurers or whosoever had .. . familiar consultation with the
Devill,” but this ordinance lay dormant for the first half of the seventeenth century. The tremors of
demonic activity were felt in 1634, when Patrick Copeland or George Stirke exorcised “one
possessed with a devil” before an assembled congregation. It wasn’t until the 1650s, however, that
Bermudians discovered witches among them.128

126See, for instance, the assize of November 1650 in BCR 3:57-67 (criminal), 67-94 (civil). The high
level of education and literacy in Bermuda’s mid-17th-century population is noteworthy, rivaled in the
colonies only by New England.
127The literature on the history of witchcraft in the early modem period is vast. Carol Karlsen, The
Devil in the Shane of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England (New York, 1987) examines New
England prosecutions through the lens of gender studies, while Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum,
Salem Possessed: The Social Origins of Witchcraft (Cambridge, 1974) takes an economic approach. See
also John Demos, Entertaining Satan: Witchcraft and the Culture of Earlv New England (New York,
1982). For an eighteenth-century Virginia case of witchcraft, see Kevin Kelly, “Grace Sherwood, Wiu.h:
A Study of Social Dynamics,” unpublished research paper, 1990, Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. For
an English comparison, see Alan Macfarlane, Witchcraft in Tudor and Stuart England: A Regional and
Comparative Studv (London, 1970). Witchcraft in an urban English context is partially covered in Peter
Burke, “Popular Culture in Seventeenth-Century London,” in London Journal 3:143-62 (1977). At least
seven women from Stepney and Whitechapel were accused of witchcraft in the 1650s at about the same
time as the trials in Bermuda.
128BCR l:l02r, quoted in Lefroy, 1:320; John Winthrop, Joumal.I:133 quoted in Shipley, “Turbulent
Times, Troubled Isles.” 138. Lefroy devoted an entire appendix to Bermudian witchcraft cases in
Memorials 11:601-33, which is the standard primary source later scholars have used. Lefroy distorts the
historical record by removing all sexual references from the cases, which masks important gender issues
debated during the trials. Shipley devotes a section to Bermudian witchcraft (266-72), as does Wilkinson,
Adventurers of Bermuda. 310-12. Surprisingly. Virginia Bernhard entirely neglects Bermudian
witchcraft in “Bermuda and Virginia in the Seventeenth Century: A Comparative Overview,” Journal of
Social History 19:57-70 (1985).
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Bermuda’s first witch came to light about a year after Forster succeeded Trimingham as
governor. In May 1651, Jean Gardiner was indicted for threatening to afflict a mulatto woman
named Tomasin with a cramp. Within days, Tomasin was “struck blind and dumb” and was “very
much tormented.” The “long and teadious” proceedings reveal that Forster and his council were
well-read in the literature devoted to detecting witches: They impaneled a jury of twelve women to
search Gardiner and after the jury found an abnormal blue spot in her mouth (a “mark of the
devil”), they threw her twice into the sea where she “did swvme like a corke and could not
sinke.”129 Based on this evidence, a jury of twelve men found her guilty and condemned her to
death. She refused to confess anything and was hanged in St. George’s on May 26, 1651 “before
many spectators.”130
Bermuda’s second accused witch, this time a man, came to trial a year later in July 1652.
Henry Ward was thought to have used a “diabolical practice” to cast turkeys belonging to neighbor
Thomas Atkins into “strang[e] fitts.” The bill of indictment was ignored by the assize and Ward’s
innocence proclaimed.131 A third witchcraft presentment, that of Elizabeth Middleton, is
noteworthy only as a prelude to her husband’s later trial. For cursing the nine-month old son of
Anthony White, Middleton was presented as watch and a threat to "the peace o f the Commonwealth
of England” in December 1652. A jury of women wras assembled to search her, but the Grand

l29Unfortunately for Gardiner, sea water is denser than fresh, and as a result she was more buoyant
The theory of this “trial” is that water, symbolic of baptism and purity, rejects impure individuals like
witches.
130BCR 3:107-8, 112, reprinted in Lefroy 11:602-3 with many errors in transcription. Despite the fact
that there were many accusers, no direct testimony was taken down by the court clerk and thus the social
dynamics in which the accusation and trial were embedded unfortunately cannot be reconstructed. A
second woman, Anne Bowen, was also searched for diabolical markings but was found to be unblemished.
There are neither reasons nor testimony connected with Bowen’s presentment upon suspicion of
witchcraft Curiously, Gardiner’s case was tried before “the Jury for our Soveraigne Lord the kinge,”
despite the pre-eminence of Parliament.
,3IBCR 3:127. Lefroy erroneously dates this case to 1653.
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Inquest returned a verdict of “ignoramus” to the indictment and the case was never prosecuted.132
The year 1653 ushered in a rash of trials, beginning with that of John Middleton in May.
This lengthy trial sheds much light on community concerns and social tensions and thus warrants
considerable attention. Middleton was a ne’er-do-well on the fringe of Bermudian society. As an
indentured servant in 1626, he informed on his master, William Peele, who hid tobacco from the
tribe’s inspectors to defraud his landlord of rent. As administrators, the councilors appreciated
Middleton’s honesty, but as masters Middleton’s testimony betrayed the duty of a servant to serve
his master faithfully, which included keeping secrets.133 Twelve years later, a free Middleton
contracted to lease a share in Southampton tribe from John Ball in Wellingbrough,
Northamptonshire, but his elevation from servant to tenant was short-lived; within a few months
he transferred the lease to Thomas Walker, perhaps because he foresaw difficulty in paying his
rent. Little else is known about Middleton before the trial. He apparently secured two shares in
Sandys tribe from Hester Sandys at a nominal rent, and was living there when his wife was
presented as a witch in 1652.134
Middleton was brought to trial on the testimony of Scotsman John MacKeraton, a servant
indentured to Governor Josiah Forster. MacKeraton was almost certainly one of the Scottish

,32BCR 3:147, 150. A verdict of ignoramus meant that there was not enough evidence to try the case.
133BCR l:34v. It is important to note that Josiah Forster was present at Middleton's betrayal as
secretary to the council. The duties of a servant were formulaic and were set down in the initial indenture.
When Robert Day was indentured to William Spatchurst in 1626. for instance, he pledged that "well and
faithfully [hej shall serve,. . . he shall not neglect, his and their secrets he shallfaithfully keepe. Hurt to
his master or assignees he shall not doe or suffer to be done . . . The goods of his masters. . . wastefully he
shall not use, nor them to any person unlawfully shall lend, purloyne or deliver away. Fornication or
matrimony he shall neither comitt nor contract At the Tables, dice or any other unlawfull game he shall
not play,. . . he shall not unlawfully goe, nor departe, but in all things as a good and faithfull apprentice
towards his master. . . shall use, beare, and behave himselfe during the said terme" of his indenture
(emphasis mine). BCR 1:46.
I34BCR 2:23-24, 5A:27v. Middleton’s rent was 250 pounds of tobacco, a hundredweight of potatoes
and three pounds of peppers. The transfer to Walker was made on July 3, 1638.
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prisoners of war sent by the Commonwealth to Bermuda after the Battle of Worcester in 1651.
Middleton and MacKeraton apparently had a falling out while the two men were gathering
“hogsmeat” (fodder) and rounding up loose cattle on the Governor’s Land in St. George’s.
Middleton denied bewitching the Scotsman, claiming instead that he had healed MacKeraton’s leg
after he had injured it. The governor and council turned to MacKeraton to press the charge, but
the Scotsman’s thick accent and strange fits made it impossible for them to understand him,
whereupon the authorities drafted “certain of his cuntrymen that best could understand him” for
proof o f diabolical practices.135
Subsequent testimony was enough to convince them that the Devil was in their midst.
Soon after the altercation with Middleton, the Scot had been jailed for an unspecified offence. In
prison, he told fellow prisoner James Blake about his fight with Middleton and complained of fits
that “came upon him by degrees.” During one such fit, MacKeraton saw “a thing in the shape of a
man, black in culler . . . who sat upon him very hevylev & asked him if he would love hym.” The
Scotsman countered by professing his love for God alone. Blake and fellow cellmate, Alister
Smith, repeatedly heard MacKeraton say Middleton’s name while in these fits and on at least one
occasion heard him say “Ah, ah, Middleton, art thou come to choake me?” When lucid,
MacKeraton denied any wrong-doing on Middleton’s part, but when possessed, the Scotsman saw
the Sandys planter in St. George’s and declared that he would “never be well until he saw
Middleton hanged upon the gallows.” The accused was further damned when Simon, a black slave
boy in prison with MacKeraton, saw “through a great hole in the wall a thing of a black culler
come from [MacKeraton] and ran so swiftly that he could not well tell the shape of it, which thing

l33BCR 3:159-60; Lefroy, 11:604.
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went out of the privy hole/’136
Based on this evidence, the Grand Inquest found enough evidence to indict Middleton and
bring him to trial. Forster appointed a jury of twelve to search Middleton for marks. It is
noteworthy that Bermuda’s elite credited the testimony of the most marginal o f the colony’s
inhabitants, Scottish war prisoners still under indenture and a slave boy (jailbirds to boot), to
prosecute Middleton. That prejudice against race and ethnicity was suspended when supernatural
forces appeared to be at work shows how seriously Foster and the court took this apparent attack
on the colony’s collective soul. When Middleton was searched, the jury found a multitude of
marks, including two “teats” and “divers suspicious marks and spots Blew in culler.” A host of
other Bermudians came forth to testify against Middleton once his guilt was established by
outward signs on his body. Margery Tucker reported that she had heard Middleton declare he was
a witch several times and claim to have the "private marks” about him “between his fundament
[penis] and his codd” and upon his inner thigh.137 But perhaps the most damning evidence against
John Middleton came from his own wife. She claimed that, when lying with her husband, "she
hath felt something in the night lye on her stomach, much tormenting her in her body.” Although
she admitted that this strange affliction "might prove from natural causes,” Elizabeth Middleton
was understandably upset because her husband had abandoned her during her own recent witch
trial. She maintained that “they had taken the wrong hogg by the eare, all this while that they
accused her” and now was vindicated.138
Following the precedent set by Jean Gardiner’s trial, Middleton was subjected to a trial by
,3<BCR 3:160-61.
137BCR 3:162. Lefroy expurgated all references to Middleton’s “privy parts” in his transcription of the
trial and thus removed an important sexual facet to this case.
,38BCR 3:163. Lefroy omitted a large portion of Elizabeth Middleton’s testimony, but did inform his
leaders that “part of this abominable woman’s evidence is grossly indecent”; Lefroy, 0:607.
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water which he failed. Incredibly, upon emerging from Town Harbour, Middleton declared that
“he was a witch and that he knew yt not before.” Although the confession might have been a ploy
to save himself, it is also possible that he internalized enough of the catechism imposed upon him
by zealous preachers and when faced with overwhelming evidence, he believed in his own guilt.
After his declaration, Governor Forster asked him to implicate two other suspicious women, Goody
Alice Moore and Goody Christian Stevenson. Middleton happy complied, stating that one was “a
naughty woman” who wore a “witches hatt,” and the other afflicted cattle in her neighborhood.
The self-confessed Middleton now gave advice on how to search for the marks of a witch,
suggesting that juries “must not delay yt, but go about it suddenly. And as for their teates . . .
which the imps do suck, after their sucking these Teates wilbe pale and hard” while unsuckled teats
will be red with “redd waterish blood.”139
John Middleton’s confession was public and moving: “I thought that a man could not do
the thinges I was accused for & prayed that God would show his judgement upon me as you do.
But since I came to prison, I prayed to the Lord to discover yt to me, and now he hath . .. made me
know that I was a witch, wch I knew not before.” He admitted to a number of past crimes and
sins, which included disobeying and stealing from his parents, “running awaie from School,
drunkenness, swearing, cursing, and gaming for many yeares,” adultery “with English and
Negroes,” going to church only “for fashion’s sake,” lying, stealing turkeys, “making debate
betweene neighbours,” buggering a heifer, and trying to steal his wife’s estate when she was
accused of witchcraft. In short, Middleton had violated most of the colony’s civil laws and
religious tenets since childhood.140 If Middleton thought he could save himself by turning state’s

i39BCR 3:163-65. “Goody” was short for goodwife, an honorific title in Puritan communities.
140BCR 3:165, 178. Lefroy omitted mention of bestiality, substituting "Crimen haud inter christianos
nomincmdum“ in its place; Lefroy, 11:610.
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evidence, he was sadly mistaken. He was sentenced to death and hanged in St. George’s on May 9,
1653. Unfortunately, the scoundrel used his brief moment of empowerment in the wake of his
confession to incriminate two other "‘witches” who eventually shared his fate. The day that
Middleton was hanged, Christian Stevenson and Alice Moore were indicted for witchcraft, and a
single isolated case threatened to become an epidemic.14'
Suspicion that Christian Stevenson was a witch had been raised at least seven years
before. She had been searched informally for marks at least once at Councillor Berkeley’s house
by the women o f her parish. When Middleton named her after Governor Forster’s prompting, there
were no shortage of witnesses ready to testify against Goody Stevenson.142 She was the wife of
Stephen Stevenson, a sawyer who had emigrated to Bermuda by 1622. By the 1650s, he was going
blind and “past his labour,” so Goodwife Stevenson was forced to keep their household solvent by
buying, selling, and trading with neighbors, raising poultry and dairying. The roots of most of the
accusations against her lay in the daily economic transactions between her and her neighbors in
Pembroke tribe.143
Goody Stevenson first aroused suspicion in 1645 or 1646, when Thomas Seward’s infant
daughter suddenly fell sick with fits. Seward took the child to Mrs. Seymour, who told him that
Goody Stevenson had previously bewitched her granddaughter in a similar fashion. Seward
remembered that Stevenson had been "very busy” with his daughter lately. He knew the old
woman didn’t like him because he had refused to sell her a comb on an earlier occasion and she had

l4lBCR 3:166.
,42Stevenson's trial can be found in BCR 3:166-76.
l43BCR FRAG C:50v.; 3:276. By 1657, Stephen Stevenson had gone completely blind and was
supported at a public charge of 120 pounds of tobacco per year. As late as November 1663, the colony's
public accounts listed 200 lbs. to "Old Stevenson." It is presumed he died the following year, since his
maintenance disappears thereafter. BCR 5A:44r.
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tried to claim back a turkey that her husband had given to Seward; the turkey and one of Seward’s
shoats died soon after under mysterious circumstances.144 Other neighbors likewise suffered,
allegedly at the hands of Goody Stevenson. Henry Bishop, Thomas Weaverly, and Anne Butler
were all haunted by visitations in the night and bad dreams after they had disagreed with Stevenson
over business transactions. After widow Hopkins was late in repaying some butter that the
accused witch had lent her, she found that no matter how much she churned, her butter would not
set. Hopkins’s daughter, Mary, was mysteriously bitten on the arm by an unknown being. When
Prudence Sears approached Stevenson to collect a debt, Stevenson called her “plunder-mouth” and
threatened to “teare her flesh from her bones”; that night, Sears felt "her tongue puld out of her
head and hanged out like a beastes tungue . . . so that she could not eat nor goe to church.” On two
other occasions when Sears had differences with Stevenson, her tongue was similarly “drawn
out.”145
The final straw came when Thomas Murrell’s child suddenly fell sick with "sore and
unnatural paynes until it died” close on the heels of a run-in with Stevenson after Murrell had
refused to buy a piece of gold jewelry or sell paper to the woman. Stevenson had also offered
medical advice to Murrel”s wife, telling her to "lay a ragg dipt in rayne water” on her sore breasts.
When Mrs. Murrell refused, her child "was taken with a greavous groaning and payne.”
Notwithstanding that the child was bom "healthful and without spott or blemish,” the baby became
increasingly covered in black pock-marks and boils until it died. Goody Stevenson would probably

,44BCR 168-71. A shoat is a young pig.
,4SBCR 3:167-68, 170. After she had been given a rose by Goody Stevenson, Anne Butler was haunted
for a year and a half by the woman, who allegedly visited her each night and gripped her by the throat
Butler bit the phantom on the thumb and the next day she saw Stevenson with her thumb in a bandage,
after which the haunting stopped. Stevenson allegedly chose instead to afflict Butler’s cattle and hogs,
which refused to eat and eventually died. Butler also blamed tire death of one of her infants on
Stevenson’s bewitchment
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have been tried independently of John Middleton because her long history of association with
mysterious and malevolent occurrences singled her out as a prime candidate for a witch, and
community suspicion in Pembroke had crossed the threshold with the pining away of the Murrell
child. Middleton conveniently set the prosecution in motion by saying ‘‘he knew her to be a witch.”
Stevenson protested her innocence to the end. A damning mark, discovered on the inside of her
cheek for which she could not account, led quickly to an indictment and guilty verdict. Thus, an
admittedly eccentric old woman struggling to maintain her invalid husband fell victim to
community superstitions and a Puritan predisposition to finding the Devil close at hand. She was
hanged alongside Alice Moore on May 20, 1653 in St. George's.146
If Christian Stevenson’s skills in witchcraft centered on midnight visitations and draining
the spirits of children, Alice Moore’s apparent specialty was bewitching pigs and cattle. She
allegedly caused or forecast the deaths of hogs belonging to Anne Holmes, Thomas and Dorothy
Gaplin, and John Wainwright. It didn’t help that her husband, Thomas, had threatened
Wainwright after he had trespassed on Moore’s land. Wainwright, a councillor for Warwick tribe,
was in a position to bring the matter to public attention after his shoats and cattle were “strangely
taken and died” soon after the altercation. Based on rather slim evidence (compared with the
Middleton and Stevenson cases) Alice Moore was convicted of witchcraft. When she was
searched, the female jury found three "teats” on her body, another in her mouth, and a fifth
between her toes, as well as other suspicious marks "which are declared to belong to a witch.”
Convicted of having “abominably contracted & consented to & with the Devill to become a witch,”
146BCR 3:177. Carol Karlsen found many cases similar to that of Goody Stevenson in New England.
She found that women who possessed some measure of independence, either through widowhood or selfassertion within the community over their husbands, faced a higher risk of being accused as a witch.
Women who were healers, practiced medicine, or midwifery also raised suspicions. The maleficium
(harms) that Stevenson was accused of, which included injuring children, spoiling domestic processes,
killing livestock, and haunting individuals are echoed in New England cases; Devil in the Shane of a
Woman. 6-9. 71-75.141-47.
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she was sentenced to be hanged. The crowd that gathered in St. George’s was no doubt
disappointed, since neither Moore nor Stevenson confessed to their crime at the gallows.147
Although Goody Moore’s prosecution absorbed much of the ill will directed at her
husband, Thomas Moore remained controversial in Warwick tribe after the execution of his wife;
indeed, it would appear that Goody Moore was the inadequate and innocent scapegoat for hostility
actually directed at her husband because she was much more vulnerable to the accusation of
witchcraft. In May 1656, the same William Holmes who testified in Goody Moore’s witch trial
accused Thomas Moore and his new wife of beating their maidservant to death. Despite sufficient
evidence to the contrary, the court acquitted Moore and ordered Holmes to apologize. When he
refused, Holmes was given 21 lashes on the naked back for his stubbornness.14* Two years later,
Moore and his new wife were presented for witchcraft; the new Mrs. Moore escaped prosecution
because she was found to be without suspicious marks.149

147BCR 3:171-76. Two non-pig-related circumstances were sworn against Moore. Wainwright accused
Goody Moore of witchcraft around 1646 for accurately stating that his ship had been chased by Turkish
pirates while en route to Bermuda before the vessel arrived, and for causing all of his sow’s piglets to die.
When passing by her bam, Edward and William Holmes testified that they had heard Goodwife Moore cry
out “wilt thou never have done sucking? I think you will bring me off my legs.” The court undoubtedly
took this as an indication that Moore was nourishing an imp or familiar.
l48FelIow servant Frances Harris reported that the unnamed maid who died had been subject to much
abuse; once, when she didn’t wash trenchers sufficiently, Mrs. Moore “strooke her rwyce or thrice on her
head.” On another occasion, the maid insisted on having Shrove Tuesday off as was the English custom;
Thomas Moore “strooke her seven blowes” with a palmetto stalk for her impudence. The incident that led
to the alleged fatal beating occurred soon after a sow got loose in the com field and ate up all the seed.
Holmes declared that Moore found the servant in the field with the sow and beat her with a stick. “At
length, his wife came and took the stick and when he [Moore] told her what the matter [was], she gave
him the stick agen and beat the maid all the wave from the ground home.” The maid was found dead the
next morning, “all black ail over”: BCR3:255-56. Dorothy and Thomas Gaplin and Anne Holmes,
deponents in the witch trial, all testified against Thomas Moore. Councillor Wainwright in this case,
supported the planter.
I4*BCR3:292-93. This suit was launched on the testimony of Nathaniel Astwood’s servant, John
Richards, who fell ill and was visited in the night by “the wife of Thomas Moore . . . or the devill in her
likeness.”
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The rash of witchcraft trials that began with John Middleton might have led to the type of
hysteria that seized Salem three decades later. Sehor Ambrosiae, a Spanish surgeon, declared that
there were “eight or twelve witches” in Bermuda. Fortunately, Governor Forster and the tribe
councilors were adept at directing the proceedings. Bermuda’s witchcraft prosecutions, like those
in Salem’s 1692 trials, were handled by civil rather than ecclesiastical authorities, but the
members of Bermuda’s court were far less credulous than their Massachusetts counterparts. As a
result, the colonial government in Bermuda kept the proceedings in check by selectively pursuing
accusations and maintaining more concrete standards of evidence than was the case in Salem. The
Witchcraft trials of the 1650s were an opportunity' for the formerly divided male political elite to
forge common bonds, flex their political muscles, and reassert their authority by responding to
community suspicions, but unlike Salem, they did not empower that community or individual
participants to seize control of the proceedings. The execution of a few witches was a small price
to pay for healing the wounds of the previous decade’s religious battles and consolidating the
political and social control of Bermuda's elite. Further investigations on the part of the Grand
Inquest and tribe councilors in the w'ake of Moore and Stevenson’s executions failed to discover
any other witches. Henry Ward was again investigated, but deemed innocuous. In light of the
heightened awareness surrounding witchcraft, Edward Brangman brought a suit against widow'
Stowe for calling his wrife a witch, and succeeded in getting the woman to make a public
apology.1S0
I50BCR 2:219; 3:177-78. The literature on the Salem witchcraft trials is immense and complicated, and
there are many explanations offered for how and why the ecclesiastical court that prosecuted the cases lost
control. Prominent in the contemporary and scholarly debate is the nature and reliability of “spectral
evidence” that could not be verified by objective means, such as hauntings and visitations. The
Bermudian courts privileged more concrete examples of maleficium, such as dead shoats and children, as
well as marks and the water test. Another element in Salem was the fact that the colony’s courts had long
been closed after the rebellion against the Dominion of New England; during the three years before the
witchcraft scare, a multitude of petty local disputes had gone unresolved, which amplified social tension
and bred suspicion and resentment. The witchcraft trials apparently became an outlet for a host of
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With the exception of a witchcraft case that occurred upon the high seas but was tried
capitally in the colony,151 no more witches went to the gallows in Bermuda. Five more alleged
witches were tried and acquitted in the 1650s: Despite having suspicious marks, Grace Bedwell
was cleared of bewitching an Indian woman in 1655. The new Goodwife Moore, as noted
previously, escaped prosecution because she was unblemished in 1658. The other three cases were
defamation suits, where rumored witches forced their accusers to recant in court.'52
Bermudian courts tried a total of twenty-one Bermudian cases involving witchcraft
between 1651 and 1696.153 One man and four women (including the non-Bermudian Jane
Hopkins) were executed for the crime. The majority of the accused (17) were women, but they did
not represent the usual collection of suspect widows and spinsters prosecuted in Old England and

conflicts and quarrels quite independent of diabolical practices. Boyer and Nissenbaum, in Salem
Possessed, advance that conflicts within the Salem community over competing economic orientations
(trade and shipping vs. agriculture) determined the ranks of accusers and accused. Bermuda in the 1650s,
on the other hand, had an efficient court system that readily resolved local and domestic disputes, and the
tension that would develop between those oriented towards shipping and agriculture in the 1680s was still
in its infancy at the time.
,5IThe trials of Elizabeth Page and Jane Hopkins for witchcraft began on New Year’s Day, 1655. The
events occurred on the Mayflower (William White) while bound from Barbados to England. Page amazed
several sailors by concealing a needle under the skin of her finger and making the ship’s compass deviate
from magnetic north. Hopkins, her maid, had the bad fortune to have a rat scurry across her cabin when
she asked God for a sign that a witch was aboard the ship. The superstitious sailors, alarmed at these
strange events, forced their captain to put into Bermuda, where the two women were tried. Hopkins
apparently took the fail for her mistress. A jury of Bermudian women found a teat under her arm, warts
on her neck and shoulder, and another teat upon her "privy partes.” For this, she was sentenced by a
Bermudian jury to hang; BCR3:203-6.
l52BCR3:219-220, 224, 292-93, 297, 327. The three rumored witches were Mistress Miller, Goodwife
Crockford, and Nicholas How.
I331651: Jean Gardiner, Anne Bowen, 1652: Elizabeth Middleton, Henry' Ward, 1653: John Middleton,
Christian Stevenson, Alice Moore, Goody Brangman, 1655: Elizabeth Page (*), Jane Hopkins (*), Grace
Bedwell, Mistress Miller, 1658: Goodwife Moore, Goodwife Crockford, 1659: Nicholas How, 1663:
William Haynes, 1668: Christian North, 1671: Susan Cole, 1672: Martha Franklin, 1684: Gillian Abbot,
Elizabeth Ward, 1693: Margery Potter, 1695: Sarah Spencer. * denotes a non-Bermudian. Lefroy missed
the Potter case and muddles the Spencer case, which can be found in Bermuda Quarterly Court Sessions,
1689-1724, Bodleian Library, Mss. Rawlinson A330:45, 58.
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New; all but two were married when they were accused. In Bermuda, it would appear that
witchcraft prosecutions were not a renegotiation of the colony’s gender hierarchy nor a means of
attacking economically empowered women, as Carol Karlsen has claimed was the case in New
England. Instead, it seems that successful, controversial, or suspect men were attacked through
their unfortunate wives.154 Although Puritan catechizing may have led to prosecution, economic
matters lay at the heart of the accusations. Diabolical assaults on livestock were a common theme
in the trials and reveal the tension between often incompatible land-use strategies; herding and
farming frequently led to conflicts when livestock got loose and damaged the farmer’s tobacco and
com crops. Alice Moore’s trial in particular exposed conflicts that were years in the making; her
husband’s warning against trespass to John Wainwright was motivated by his desire to protect his
crops against human and animal interlopers. Other conflicts stemmed from the lack of free trade to
and within the colony; in Christian Stevenson's case, a refusal to buy or sell goods on the part of
her accusers led to her frustration and their suspicion when bad things happened in the wake of the
altercation. Although John Middleton’s confession listed a wide range of vices, his most serious
offenses in the eyes of the planter elite who tried him were his disloyalty as a servant, theft, his
attempt to steal his wife’s estate and, perhaps, his failure to prosper despite having secured a lease
on land. Witchcraft prosecutions sprang directly from the agricultural diversification that followed
the tobacco depression and reflected a deeper division between the tobacco planters who looked to
England for prosperity and those who oriented their production toward England’s other colonies to
the west.

li4Carol Karlsen found that 267 (78%) of the 344 persons accused of witchcraft in New England were
women, and argues (with John Demos) that roughly half of the men accused were “suspect by association”
with female witches. In non-outbreak cases, fifteen of the sixteen convicted witches were women. For a
demographic and economic analysis of the gender of witches, see Karlsen, Devil in the Shape of a
Woman. 46-i 16; Demos, Entertaining Satan. 60-62.
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Witch trials thus helped to clarify unwritten codes within Bermudian society that
structured acceptable social and economic exchange. There was, nevertheless, a gendered
component embedded within the trials that had less to do with maintaining patriarchal dominance
than stereotypes inherited from England that associated women with witchcraft and predisposed the
elite male planters that sat as judges and juries within the court system to find women guilty more
often than men. John Middleton did not believe a man could even be a witch until physical
evidence proved that he was one. Planters like Thomas Moore and Henry Ward came under the
scrutiny of Bermudian courts for economic infractions, but their tenancy or ownership of land and
ties to powerful men in England gave them a respectability that women did not possess. Only in
the case of John Middleton, where a marginal tenant without influential connections publicly
confessed his guilt, along with a host of other heinous sins that included the emasculating offense
of buggery, did a man hang for witchcraft in Bermuda. It would seem, then, that witchcraft
prosecutions reveal that the codes governing social and economic encounters between women were
more tightly defined and enforced with greater vigor than those regulating the affairs of men.
The witchcraft trials of the 1650s played a more fundamental role than merely flushing out
a few suspicious malcontents or attacking contentious planters through their wives. They helped to
erase the rifts that had divided the colonists in the 1630s and 1640s and to end longstanding
personal differences between members of contending factions. On the court that condemned John
Middleton, moderate Richard Norwood sat side by side with formerly radical Independents Stephen
Paynter and William Wilkinson. Former differences were put aside to address more serious threats
to the well-being of the entire community. Bermuda’s elite likewise rallied in November 1656 to
put down an alleged conspiracy aimed at the "cutting off and destroieing the English in the night,”
planned by a dozen or more black slaves. It was the first instance of slave unrest in the colony;
little is known about the incident other than the names of the ten men accused of the crime. The
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two ringleaders were executed and an accessory deported to Eleutheria during the court martial
that followed the detection of the plot, and in the wake of this perceived attack on Bermudian
society launched by the island’s male black slaves, the island’s elite drafted black codes
proscribing their mobility and economic activities. The threats posed by white witches and black
slaves thus served to consolidate Bermuda’s elite in the 1650s and promoted a collective group
identity on the part of the planters.155

As Bermuda entered its fifth decade, the island’s settlers looked back on a turbulent past.
The colonial economy had changed considerably as tobacco monoculture gave way to provisions
and livestock-raising after the market had gone soft. The island’s populace was also considerably
altered. Although many of the "ancient settlers” were still alive, most of the land and colonial
offices were in the hands of the first generation of Bermuda-born colonists, the privileged Puritan
planter elite who remained on the island as others migrated elsewhere. Women apparently formed
the majority of Bermuda’s population and although they couldn't hold formal public offices, they
played a considerable part in the island’s export trade with other colonies and actively represented
themselves in Bermuda’s courts. The number of blacks and Indians in Bermuda increased, both
quantitatively and proportional to the white population, as many w’hite Bermudians left to found
new colonies. The physical and intellectual worlds of Bermudians had expanded dramatically since
the first decade of settlement. Despite the Somers Island Company’s continued efforts to keep their
colony physically and economically isolated, Bermudians came to know the shipping lanes and
colonies of the West Indies and North America through exploration, trade, and out-migration.

,55BCR3:165, 257-60. See chapter 4 for a more elaborate account of this uprising and the increasingly
concrete ways in which racial differences were defined in the 1660s and 1670s. See also Virginia
Bernhard, “Bids for Freedom: Slave Resistance and Rebellion Plots in Bermuda, 1656-1761,” in Slavery
and Abolition. 17:185-208(1996).
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Widespread literacy, the product of intensive catechizing and Bermuda’s free school, opened not
only the physical world through globes, atlases, and maritime handbooks but also unlocked a wide
range of ideas. Some of these ideas, like the discovery o f witchcraft, had a negative impact on the
colony but the colonial elite were adept enough not to let the situation get out of control. The
religious teachings of both moderate Presbyterians and Independents were joined in the 1650s into
a common language of moral sensibilities that pervaded the colonial society.
By 1660, Bermuda had successfully adapted to a range of demographic, political,
religious, and economic difficulties. The colony was England’s most densely populated colony,
had a highly educated population, and a family-based society with a strong religious tradition that
enjoyed moderate prosperity. Culturally, the colony resembled its physical position: mid-way
between Europe and America. As the seventeenth century progressed, the hearts and minds of
Bermudians would drift closer to the New World. In the 1660s and 1670s, Bermudians would
confront racial differences and push for increasing autonomy over their economic activities, which
launched a debate that called into question the legitimacy of the company’s claim to rule the
colony. Bermuda’s trials had made the colony remarkably flexible; the resilience and the
*

confidence that came from continued survival led some Bermudians to conceivjof a world in
which the London company had no place.
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CHAPTER 4
RESTORATION AND THE TWILIGHT OF THE SOMERS ISLAND COMPANY, 1660-1684

The colony of Bermuda emerged from the 1650s with a considerable degree of confidence
after the many troubles it had experienced in the previous two decades. An economic crises caused
by the decline of tobacco had been defused and the religious and political conflicts that divided the
island’s elite had been patched up. With a diversified economy and unified leadership, Bermudians
entered the 1660s under the leadership of long-time Bermudian resident Governor William Sayle
and had grown used to (and highly capable of) administering daily life within the colony. The
Restoration challenged the status quo that had developed in Bermuda. The Somers Island
Company was reorganized internally after the ascension of Charles II and took an increasingly
active part in meddling with the colony’s government, laws, and economic activities. A long period
of salutary neglect was over, and Bermudians bristled at increased interference from England.
This chapter examines the rise of tensions between the company and the colony in the
decade after the Restoration as self-conscious Bermudians accustomed to a measure of autonomy
opposed the attempts of the Somers Island Company to reassert its authority and re-establish a
monopoly over the island’s trade. Bermuda-resident governors William Sayle and Florentius
Seymour presided over the period (1660-1668) when Bermudians became increasingly unified in
their resistance to policies set by a handful of London merchants. To thwart this dissidence, the
company sent out Sir John Heydon as governor in 1669 to implement a wide range of economic,
religious, moral, and racial reforms. Heydon was the first English governor sent to the colony
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since Turner in the 1640s, and his particularly intense Puritanism jarred with the increasingly
moderate religious attitudes that emerged after the witchcraft trials. He displaced Florentius
Seymour, a second-generation native-born Bermudian, as governor and was an outsider thrust
upon Bermuda’s tight-knit government that bordered on an oligarchy. During his twelve years in
office, Heydon defended the island’s Puritan beliefs against insidious Quakerism, redefined racial
relations and slavery within the colony, and strove to bind the colonial economy exclusively to
England in the face of increased contact and commerce with other English colonies. His efforts,
combined with dissension within the ranks of the Somers Island Company in the late 1670s,
initiated a constitutional rebellion on the part of Bermudians that eventually led to the abolition of
the London company and ushered in Crown rule of the colony —an event that ushered in a
“maritime revolution” that would transform every facet of Bermudian society. In short, this
chapter tells the story of how the colonists cast off their English identity and company rule to
emerge as Bermudians with the autonomy to shape their own future.

The Restoration
Word that Charles II had been proclaimed king reached Bermuda via Barbados, brought
by Bermudian mariner John Stowe and confirmed by the Somers Island Company in a letter a few
weeks later. That the news came first from the West Indies rather than England reflects the general
trend of the 1650s, when Bermuda’s trade with the former developed and the island was mostly
ignored by the latter. The fell of the Commonwealth and the restoration of the king changed little
in Bermuda, other than the ensigns flown at the forts. Oaths of allegiance were administered
without protest, the royal arms was once again mounted in the Sessions House in St. George’s, and
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the island’s forts fired a solemn salute to Charles II —and then life returned to normal once again.1
But great changes were afoot in London as a result of the Restoration which considerably
altered the composition of the Somers Island Company. After the earl o f Warwick had died in
1658, he was replaced as governor of the company by his son-in-law, the earl of Manchester. The
King appointed him Lord Chamberlain, a post that occupied much of his time. Other prominent
noble company members, the earl of Southampton and Lord Anthony Ashley Cooper, were made
Lord Treasurer and Chancellor of the Exchequer, respectively. The land and estates of three
regicides (Sir John Danvers, Col. Owen Rowe, and Cornelius Holland), which included fifteen
shares in Bermuda, were seized by Charles II. As the noblemen who once actively governed the
Somers Island Company became increasingly busy with national politics, corporate administration
and control over setting company policy increasingly fell to the handful of London merchants who
still retained shares or who speculatively purchased them from the few remaining English
landlords. The patronage and familial links that had formerly joined company investors and island
planters had eroded during the 1640s and 1650s, until Bermuda-company relations became
predominately commercial and impersonal by the 1660s, characterized by efforts on both sides to
exploit, defraud, and drive the hardest bargain.2
The main bone of contention between colony and company concerned tobacco. In
September 1660, the merchants within the company (who probably had a higher standard than
previously employed) complained that Bermudian planters had sent tobacco that was so bad “that
the one halfe thereof will not defray the charges of transportation” and accused them of
“deceiptfullie” making it up to defraud them, while at the same time mandating that their tobacco

'BCR 3:356; Leftoy H: 134-36.
2Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 315, 317; Lefroy II: 164.
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could only be exported on the company magazine ship and ordering Governor Sayle to destroy all
inferior tobacco. The governor and council (planters all) flatly refused to carry out the order to
wipe out most of a year’s labor, fearing outright rebellion, and the assembly countered by
requesting permission to export low-quality tobacco to other English colonies or demanding that
the company set differential prices for high-quality and middling grades of tobacco. In 1662, the
company censured Bermuda’s leading planters in council for “what little respect is given to our
publicke Ltres,” accused them of “omitt[ingJ & neglect[ing] our commands at [your] pleasure,”
and denied the assembly’s request. Bermudians responded by smuggling a considerable quantity
off the island in ships from New England, which was then re-exported to London. By 1664, the
tobacco market was so glutted that the company ordered that year’s entire crop to be held in
Bermuda, cheating the planters out of a whole year’s labor. This demonstration of company power
over the magazine ship (and thus their access to a market) further drove home to Bermudians their
need to find alternative means to vend their tobacco if the staple was to remain viable. A drought
the following year destroyed another season’s crop and further impoverished tobacco growers, but
cleared the glut on the London market. Control over the tobacco trade was bitterly contested
throughout the 1660s.3
Bermudian resentment built as the colonists’ efforts to find alternatives to the magazine
system were systematically thwarted by the company. When Charles II reaffirmed Cromwell’s
Navigation Acts in 1661, Bermuda’s former sporadic tobacco trade with passing Dutch vessels
was outlawed. Two years later, the Somers Island Company used the excuse of the dwindling

3Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 318-22; Lefroy, II: 13,156, 167, 174, 176, 195-96, 209. In Sept.
1660, the company forbade the exportation of any Bermudian tobacco to Jamaica; the following year,
tobacco was smuggled off the island to Ireland in the Hopeful James (John Darrell) after the company
refused to allow planters to export it on a non-magazine vessel. The Bermudians nevertheless paid the
company tobacco duty of Id. per pound; Lefroy, II: 134, 146-48.
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supply of timber in Bermuda to ban shipbuilding in the future without their permission, thereby
eliminating one of the principle means Bermudians had formerly used to market tobacco on their
own behalf and ship livestock and provisions to other colonies. The Bermudians raised a host of
objections: the timber shortage was less serious than the company alleged; with vessels,
Bermudian sawyers could readily obtain plenty of pine planks and masks from the uninhabited
coast of Carolina; Bermudian vessels might discover and found new colonies on deserted
Caribbean islands or on the North American mainland that would benefit the company; Bermudian
skippers would buy out the company magazine and then resell the goods they purchased to other
colonies; an indigenous merchant marine would provide commercial earnings and provide
“employment of our youth in navigation”; these were all good reasons, but the colonists’ entreaties
fell upon deaf ears and the company enforced the prohibition. But notwithstanding the ostensible
reason for the ban —a shortage of timber on the island —the company authorized several of its
members to ship over seventeen tons of cedar to England between 1664 and 1669. The company’s
denial of Bermuda’s right to own and operate an indigenous merchant fleet was also a direct
assault on the colony’s West Indies-oriented provisions trade and left producers of foodstuffs at the
mercy of the prices offered by the captains of foreign vessels that came there to trade. Above all,
the shipbuilding ban most directly affected Bermuda’s economy and enhanced the company’s
control over the island, for without ships the vast ocean around the colony was a prison rather than
a highway.4
Other, less tangible slurs incited Bermudians against the company. In 1663, the company
commented that the acts that the colonial assembly had forwarded for approval were “soe

4Lefroy, 11:204, 209,193-94. In 1664, the company licensed Hugh Boscawen to ship ten tons of cedar
cut from his lands to England. Henry Moore shipped tree tons of cedar in 1667 and Arthur Jones shipped
four tons two years later, Lefroy, 11:212,248,274.
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imperfectly drawne and imperfect in the penning as not fitt for our present Confirmation.” The
content was unobjectionable, but cosmopolitan company members found Bermudian syntax crude
and worthy of ridicule. In response to a humble petition from the assembly that former Governor
Josiah Forster (who had capably managed the rash of witchcraft trials a decade earlier) had grown
weak and feeble and was in need of support, the company pleaded poverty from the “vast expense”
of sending over two ministers and claimed it was “nott att present in a capacitie to bestowe
Gratuities.” It likewise refused to provide fends for building a wall around the King’s Castle and
repairing other fortifications, but such parsimoniousness struck a raw nerve among Bermudians —
they contributed around £1,500 each year in tobacco duties to the London company, for which they
received little more than bad advice, opprobrious orders, and imperious commands. As a
industrious and faithful former governor languished and the island’s fortifications crumbled,
company members were apparently lining their own pockets with little regard for the colony.5
These economic attacks and ethnic slights from the company came at a time of increased
confidence on the part o f Bermuda’s elite. Having successfully healed internal divisions through
cooperation in the witchcraft trials of 1651-55 and detecting and putting down an alleged slave
uprising in 1656, Bermuda’s governor and council defused another conspiracy on the part of
disaffected Scotch-Irish indentured servants and black slaves in 1661. A number of Scottish and
Irish prisoners of war were deported to Bermuda in 1651 after the Battle of Worcester and sold as
indentured servants; they were supposed to have been indentured for four-year terms, but Captain
Richard Jennings, the master of the vessel that transported them unscrupulously bound them for
seven years instead. This disgruntled subgroup did not easily assimilate into the larger colonial
society and proved troublesome in the months before the planned uprising. The council responded

5Lefroy, H: 207-8.
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lightly to the threat by disarming Irish servants who had been inducted into the militia and
searching slave cabins and confiscating all weapons found therein. Bermudian leadership had once
again kept order within the colony.6
Although tensions between the company and the colony remained high, attention in the
second half of the 1660s was focused principally on war with the Dutch. Word that hostilities had
broken out reached Bermuda in February 1664/65, but Bermudian Captain John Wentworth heard
the news when he called in Montserrat. Without any commission, Wentworth and his crew sacked
a Dutch plantation on the nearby island of Tortola, seized 67 slaves and a brigantine, proclaimed
Charles II king of the island, and left a small garrison there. The Dutch “governor” William
Houton was dropped off at St. Eustatius and later threatened reprisals against the island, but was
powerless to regain his slaves. Wentworth surrendered seven slaves to the company as the royal
tenth that all privateers then owed and sold the rest of the slaves to private buyers. In the mean
time, the colonists repaired the forts at their own expense, kept watch for enemy vessels ad
regularly drilled the militia throughout the war. The island went unscathed, but a company vessel
with a cargo of whale oil was captured by the Dutch in 1666. In 1668, the company appointed
Samuel Whalley as governor, but he proved to be unpopular with both London and Bermudians
and was replaced in less than a year by a new executive, a company member who might better

6The 1656 plot has been previously mentioned at the end of chapter 3; in the wake of the scare the
island’s slaves were required to have a ticket from their master if they traveled after sunset, free blacks
were exiled to Eleutheria, trading with slaves was forbidden and masters were required to bring their
slaves to church each Sabbath; BCR3:259-60; 5B:8; Lefroy, 11:81. There were several disruptive incidents
involving Scottish and Irish servants in the months before the conspiracy. In Aug. 1660, three Irish
servants accosted and insulted John Hutchins, constable of Paget Parish on the island’s main highway. In
Nov., John MacLarie had delivered a cask of “rumbullian” to one of the governor’s slaves, who retailed it
and distributed throughout the company slave quarters until most of the public slaves were thoroughly
intoxicated; the cask was seized and sold, with the money going to support Matthew MacKenney, a
Scottish servant who had recently been crippled in a fight with one of his countrymen. The following
month, MacKenney stabbed and killed fellow Scotsman Daniel MacLary in Devonshire; BCR 3:354, 361,
366.
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bring the colony into closer conformity with London’s wishes.7

Governor Sir John Heydon
“And God hath sent a flying army of ants to go forth into several tribes to the destruction
of the growing com. And sometimes at gathering in the fruits of our labours, such violent winds as
carry all before it which scourge and the like are observed to be the efforts of sinning against the
almighty God in profane his day and his holy name by profane swearing, by disobedience to
authority in disputing laws and ordinance, by disobedience of children to parents, and neglect of
parents towards their children in not giving them better education, for unrepentant sins of adultery
and fornication —yea, such fornication as is not named among the Gentiles - drunkenness and
resorting to tippling houses upon the Lord's day when they should be at church.” The Reverend
John Fowle might have paused at this point in his sermon to scan his congregation in
Southampton’s parish church and thought that those who most needed to hear his words were not
present for this very reason. “The laboring man given to gaming rather than his honest calling to
the impoverishment of his family . . . I am called to proclaim a fast, and to take up with the prophet
Jeremie a lamentation for the crying sins.”8 So ended the proclamation that the newly arrived

7Leffoy, II: 229-34, 238-42, 276, 305; BCR 5B:78-79. The company later denied Wentworth’s
justification for the attack and tried to claim all of the slaves as its property, but the colonists refused to
surrender them and most of the records of their sales were destroyed. Bermuda was slated for a Dutch
invasion in 1673 after St. Helena, but the expedition was shifted to Virginia and New York; Donald
Shomette and Robert Haslach, Raid on America: The Dutch Naval Campaign of 1672-74 (Columbia,
S.C., 1988), 74.
®BCR 7:43-44. Heydon’s tenure was punctuated by similar Jeremiads. In Dec. 1678, for instance, he
presented “a bad and stinking weede” that had recently appeared on the island which combined with “the
destructive ants, blusterings and mildews [that] God hath visited” unto the island to punish the inhabitants
for a multitude of sins. Another Day of Humility was declared for July 16, 1679 to atone for the sins that
brought “ants, wormes, caterpillars, blastings, and mildews more than hath bin knowne in any yeares
past” upon the island. The General Levy of 1668 lists workmen’s wages between Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d. a
day, but Is. 6d. was the norm; BCR 7:67,72.
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Governor Sir John Heydon had ordered to be read by the island’s ministers that Sabbath day. The
mandatory fast was set for January 30, 1678 and anyone not observing it was to be fined the hefty
sum of 6s. 8d. (equivalent to four days’ wages for a laborer) or whipped if a servant or slave.
Everyone was required to attend services and boats were only to be used to convey people to and
from church. The island might be quickly going to Hell in the years since Heydon had arrived, but
the good governor was damned if he would speed it on its way.

Sir John Heydon was the son of Jeremiah Heydon, one of the original Somers Island
Company investors in 1615. The father, a member of the Ironmongers Company and a Citizen of
London, had invested the considerable sum of £125 for ten shares in Sandys Parish but never lived
to develop his overseas investment, since he died the following year. When Heydon’s older brother
died in 1622, John inherited his father’s shares. In 1634, he was admitted to the bar at Lincoln’s
Inn and the following year he married the daughter of prominent Somers Island Company member
Sir Gilbert Gerard. By 1640, he was prosperous enough to recover his family’s estate at Oxley
Place, which his grandfather had been forced to sell around 1606. During the English Civil War,
he helped his father-in-law by raising money for the Parliamentary cause in Hertfordshire. Heydon
was a widower by 1646 when he married Olive Spurstone, the sister of a presbyterian minister in
Hackney. In the 1660s he was sufficiently wealthy to give his daughter, Anne, a £4,000 dowry
when she married Sir Edward Boughton. He was knighted in 1668/69 by Charles II, largely
through the influence of his brothers-in-law, both confidants of Charles n. Heydon’s background
was thus typical of the lesser gentry; he was trained in law, had extensive kinship ties with
families of similar rank, and used the patronage network of his kin to obtain wealth and prestige.9

’Edgar Chapman Jr., “Sir John Heydon 1607-1697: Deputy Governor in the Bermudas from 1669 to
1681,” in Hertfordshire’s Past. 14:25-29. Heydon’s mother, Agnes, had the use of the ten Sandys shares
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Following the Restoration, Heydon became active in the management of the Somers Island
Company. Under the earl of Manchester, he served as deputy governor in the company court from
1656 to 1664 until he was replaced by his former father-in-law, Sir Gilbert Gerard, who held the
post until 1681. The company’s leadership was still predominantly Puritan and Heydon fitted in
well. Manchester took over the leadership of the Somers Island Company from his father-in-law,
the Earl ofWarwick, who died in 1658, and served as governor until 1670. Anthony Ashley
Cooper, earl of Shaftesbury succeeded him and governed the company until 1679; following in the
footsteps ofWarwick, Cooper neatly blended his interests in Bermuda with his other colonial
ventures in South Carolina and the Bahamas.10
In 1669, in the face of growing opposition and resistance by the government resident in the
colony, the company decided it best to end the long string of Bermuda-resident governors and
reassert its authority. There had been no immediate cause for this shift, since Florentius Seymour
had presided over five years of relative peace and prosperity, during which tobacco exports to the
company averaged around 200,000 pounds annually. Samuel Whalley, a recent immigrant to
Bermuda who served briefly as governor in 1668-1669, quarreled with the island’s clergy and
alienated the company with an arrogance that shone through his official letters, but there was no
obvious need to replace him with an Englishman. Perhaps they detected a waning allegiance on the
part of their officers in the colony, most of whom had never been to England themselves, or
perhaps they wanted an executive who would more strictly enforce the Navigation Acts and defend
the company’s prerogatives. Heydon was not only a company member who had been active in
corporate politics and possessed unquestionable loyalty (and thus would not “go native” in

until her death in 1643.
'“Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 331-34. On Cooper’s Bahamian and South Carolina ventures,
see chapter 3.
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Bermuda), but his ten shares in Sandys gave him a personal stake in the welfare of the enterprise.
In January, the governor-elect took care of last-minute business in London and prepared for his sea
journey. It had been over twenty years since a governor had been sent out from England, and
Heydon was not sure what awaited him.11
When Heydon arrived on May 15, 1669 and assumed his post as governor, he found a
society that was, to his Puritan sensibilities, falling apart. A host of evils afflicted the settlement
that had to be addressed, lest a vengeful God punish the few good with the many bad and utterly
damn not only the island’s inhabitants, but more importantly the company’s investors in London.
Heydon quickly assessed the faults of Bermudian society and set out to correct them. The colonists
first had to return to godly conduct and desist from their many crimes and sins. Religious authority
had to be re-established in the face of growing resistance. Quakerism and other insidious religious
sects that had been planted in the 1660s had to be rooted out before the colony could be restored to
a state of grace. Heydon also felt that the role of Bermuda’s slaves needed to be firmly established
and the liberties they were enjoying had to be curtailed. Above all, racial intermixing had to be
stopped and the already excessive slave population diminished somehow. Finally, Heydon sought
to make the settlers more obedient to the company’s authority. In pursuit of mammon, planters and
merchants violated prohibitions on shipping tobacco abroad, traded with unlicensed ships, and
illegally exported goods from the island. Over the next twelve years, Sir John Heydon was both the
conscience and the judge of the colony, the last in a long line of great Puritans who worked hard to
shape and save Bermuda.
Governor Heydon first attacked the moral laxity of the settlement. A cursory examination

“The administrations of Sayle and Seymour are covered in Lefroy, II: 117-284 and Henry Wilkinson,
Adventurers of Bermuda. 314-43. Wilkinson asserts that the Whalleys were related to the Cromwells,
which perhaps explains how Samuel, then only 35, became governor.
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of crimes presented at the island’s assizes between 1669 and 1680 reveals a host o f presentations
for fornication, adultery, incontinence before marriage, and bastardy. Heydon prosecuted the acts
as both immoral and a drain on the resources of parishes that had to support the bastard children of
poor mothers. Heydon instituted stiff fines for the island’s well-to-do and corporal punishment for
servants, slaves, and the poor and had the courts force fathers to maintain their illegitimate
children. Heydon also employed shame as a means of punishment, which was extensively
employed in England through use of the pillory and the stocks. Soon after his arrival, he directed
that couples guilty of incontinence before marriage (where children were bom within seven months
o f the wedding) had to admit their sins and apologize before the congregation in their local
churches. In February 1673, he ordered the names and offences of all persons presented at assizes
to be read aloud in the island’s churches. Heydon revived the earlier practice o f declaring repeat
offenders "'infamous,” a tradition that the earliest colonists had brought with them from England.
Infamous individuals were barred from all offices and supposedly ostracized by the community,
although exceptions were often made.12 In several cases, Heydon and the courts combined physical
punishment and shaming before a public assembly. In 1671, the governor threatened to "’duck”
Mary Lea in the waters at Heme Bay if she persisted in abusing her husband; a ducking stool was
quickly built to reinforce the threat and act as a deterrent to other “unreasonable and unquiet”
wives. For interfering with government officers in 1673, the court punished Edward Pearman by

I2BCR 5B: 138, 157, 228. In December 1669, for instance, John Lowe Sr. was made infamous for
being a common drunkard and abusing widow Burch of Sandys. As early as 1661, Bermudian midwives
were required to take an oath that they would endeavor to discover the names of the fathers of the children
they delivered; Lefroy II: 163. In contrast to Bermuda, Christine Heyrman found that sexual offenses were
rarely presented in Gloucester, Massachusetts, during the same period; Commerce and Culture: The
Maritime Communities of Colonial Massachusetts. 1690-1750 (New York, 1984), 49-51. See also Laurel
Ulrich. Good Wives: Images and Reality in the Lives of Women in Northern New England. 1650-1750
(New York, 1980), 31, 94-96, 102, for similar presentments for fornication and incontinence in New
England and Ulrich, A Midwife’s Tale: The Life of Martha Ballard based on her Diarv. 1785-1812 (New
York, 1990), for the activities of midwives.
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tying him to the whipping post at St. George’s and cutting off his hair. Two years later, Lazarus
Frith Jr. also had his hair cut off by the Public Executioner after he was whipped for bastardy in
Warwick churchyard. Richard Potter was made a virtual slave to the councillor of Pembroke
Parish after his wife reported his “evill Carriage and life, tending to ye Dishonour of God and the
ruine of her and her children”; as punishment, he was forbidden to trade with other inhabitants and
had to have a councillor’s ticket to travel outside his tribe or be whipped as a vagrant. Even
suicide, the last resort of the desperate, caused Governor Heydon consternation. When Thomas
Garroway botched an attempt to poison himself in 1679, the governor ordered that “when he is
recovered, he doe stand in the pillory two howers with a labill of his crime superscribed.” One
doubts such therapy improved Garroway’s self-esteem.13
The December 1676 Assize reflects the effects of seven years of sustained effort on the
part of the governor to create a godly society. The number of presentations was impressive —a
hopeful sign that the islanders were diligent in their surveillance of their neighbors, as well as a
depressing reminder that the Devil still tempted many settlers. There were twelve cases of
incontinence before marriage, seven pairs of fornicators, six bastardy cases, five instances of
Sabbath-breaking, five individuals who kept a disorderly house or sold liquor without a license,
and two cases of adultery. John Braydon and Ann Braine were presented for “liveing [together] in
sinfull practices.” Since Braydon had a wife in Barbados and Braine had a husband in New
Providence, Heydon punished them by banishing them from Bermuda and suggested that they
rejoin their respective spouseS. After Elizabeth Bentley confessed to “committing whoredom,” she
faced three months in prison or a forty-shilling fine. She was warned that a future offence would
cause the Justices of the Peace to remove her children and apprentice them to more righteous

,3BCR 5B: 182.244, 248, 293; 7:63.
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masters or mistresses.14

The Challenge of Quakerism
Religious differences also greatly alarmed Sir John Heydon, who took up a strong stance
against the spread of Quakerism in his colony. The first Quakers arrived in Bermuda in 1660, long
before his arrival. In May of that year, George Rose interrupted the Independent minister
Nathaniel White in his own church at Sandys and challenged him with “delivering of false
doctrines.” As it turned out, White’s congregation was not fertile ground for Rose’s word and the
council was forced by the “desperate and threatening speeches” of inhabitants set on “tear[ing] the
Quakers to peeces if they were not restrained” to imprison Rose for his own safety.15
Notwithstanding this discouraging start, a modest number of converts clustered around Francis
Estlack, another Quaker emigrant, who presided in the impromptu meeting houses where they
worshipped. In 1661, Governor William Sayle, a strong advocate of religious toleration, gave
them liberty to meet, “provided they walk in conformity to the Civill Government.”16
Heydon had followed the spread of Quakerism on the island during his term as company

14BCR 7:4-22. In addition to the criminal offences, there were 295 civil suits, a testament to the
litigiousness of the society.
15BCR 3:349. Even before the arrival of the first Quakers, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
banned members of the sect from coming to the colony in 1652, upon pain of death. By 1659, four
Quakers who had not heeded the law had been executed and another four sold into bondage in Virginia or
Barbados; Lefroy, 11:132. Cromwell extended religious toleration to the colonies, which nullified the
Massachusetts ban, but Quakers were still persecuted throughout the colony from 1656-1665 and after
1675. For conflicts between Quakers and Massachusetts congregations in Lynn, Salem, and Gloucester,
for the same period as Heydon’s term in office, see Heyrman, Commerce and Culture, ch. 3; Arthur
Worrall, Quakers in the Colonial Northeast (Hanover, NH, 1980) provides a more general survey.
Eighteenth-century author Joseph Besse maintained that in Bermuda, Ross and his companion, Richard
Pinder, were prosecuted only after they had achieved some success in converting the colony’s inhabitants;
Besse, A Collection of the Sufferings of the People called Quakers 2 vols. (London, 1753) 11:366.
16Lefroy, 11:161, 183.
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deputy governor through correspondence sent by Sayle, Seymour, Whalley, and their councils. He
read how Estlake and others had refused to serve in the militia and perhaps approved of the harsh
treatment they received at the hands of Captain John Darrell, who tied them '‘neck and heels”
together at the mustering place while the island’s soldiers marched. He was also aware of the
disturbances at Paget church in September 1667, when Estlake, William Wilkinson, his reputed
wife, Mary Coates, and four others disrupted the service. Wilkinson and Thomas Woodall struck
Provost Marshal John Bristow and others who attempted to disperse them, behavior that contrasted
sharply with their avowed pacifist beliefs. Estlake had also persisted in a private attack on
minister Henry Vaughan, coming to his house at twilight and making “threatening speeches, . . .
predicting destruction to the ffamily.”17
Heydon had good reason to fear the spread of Quakerism. Their beliefs not only made
them think and behave independently but also fostered a contempt of established authority on the
island and in London. The Friends did not easily fit into the established civil patterns in Bermuda.
The men refused to serve in the militia and to take the Oath of Allegiance and Supremacy. They
also refused to swear in criminal and civil court cases, thus obstructing traditional means of
resolving legal conflicts within the colony.18 Because they did not attend Sunday services, they
circumvented the established pattern by which information was disseminated on the island; the

l7Lefroy,, II: 134, 137, 228, 244, 249-52, 290. One of the curious feature about Bermudian Quakerism
is that it attracted the wives of many of the island’s leading figures. Sometime-govemor Florentius
Seymour’s wife had converted before 1669. Lt. Thomas Forster and his wife and the wives of councillors
Richard Stafford, Edward Sherlock. Richard Leacraft and Philip Lea were all prosecuted as Quakers in
the 1660s and 1670s. Quakerism gave women a greater public role and recognized their equality with
men; these wives would have chosen their own leaders at the “Women’s Meetings,” internally settled their
own disputes, and had a voice in the government of their local community. The participation of the wives
of some many prominent Bermudians goes a long way to explain why the sect was not dealt with severely
before Heydon’s arrival; Ulrich, Good Wives. 215,
l8BCR 5B: 183; BCR 7:33, 52,63. In July 1671, for instance, Quaker Robert Wilkinson refused to give
evidence in John Bennett’s trial for drunkenness. He was found in contempt of court and fined £5.
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population in general was informed of all governmental proclamations and notices by the parish
ministers, who read them aloud before service. In short, they operated outside the bounds that
regulated behavior on the island and thus threatened both the company and the colony.
When he left England to take up his post, Heydon knew his enemy’s tactics, strengths, and
weaknesses. In 1669, there were about fifty Quakers in the colony, concentrated mostly in Paget,
Smiths, and Southampton parishes. Heydon came armed with new laws from the Somers Island
Company with which to fight this '‘dangerous & irreligious” sect. Soon after his arrival, he
published new orders banning "the comming of foraigne Quakers” into Bermuda and establishing
punishments for “disturbers of ministers,” a law sanctifying the Lord’s Day, and a law banning
persons married to Quakers from holding public office. In his first official proclamation, issued in
September 1669, Heydon ordered that all colonists must attend Sabbath services or be fined a
shilling for each one missed, especially "obstinate offenders, who revile the Ministrie and speake
opprobriouslye of the Churche.” He concluded, "I shall not see the Lord’s Day prophaned, nor the
King’s Laws nor the Honorable Company neglected and contemned.”19 In June 1670, William
Righton Sr. made an impassioned defense of the island’s Quakers before the council by claiming
that the King "ever respected” them. Although Heydon relented slightly, he still held them culpable
for Sabbath-breaking and disrupting services.20
Despite Righton’s assurances, Quaker disruptions in parish churches continued. In
December 1672, William White was presented for abusing minister William Edwards and calling
him “a deceiver of ye people.” A month later, Elizabeth Carter, Pamell Wilkinson, and the same
William White disturbed Edwards’s service in Devonshire Church during one of Governor

I9BCR 5B: 134 (Sept. 22, 1669); Lefroy, II: 272-74. The law banning the husbands of Quakers from
office was apparently aimed specifically at Heydon’s predecessor, Florentius Seymour.
“BCR 5B: 150.
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Heydon’s appointed Days of Humiliation. White was fined £3 for breaching the peace and 15s. for
contempt of court because he refused to remove his hat. Wilkinson was fined 40s., which was later
remitted because she was a poor widow. Carter, a visitor from Barbados, was deported and
ordered never to return. In a related incident, William Righton Jr. was fined £3 for speaking
against the church and 15s. for wearing his hat in the courtroom. In 1676 William Righton, John
Bullock, and Mary Burgess rode through the Smiths Parish churchyard during sermon time,
“making such noise as to disrupt the service and disturb the congregation.”21
Like their counterparts in other colonies, Bermuda’s Quakers refused to swear oaths,
answer summons, and serve in the militia. William and Copeland Wilkinson, John Evans, and
Stephen Bullock refused to take the Oath of Allegiance and Supremacy in 1676, which earned them
each a prison term. The same men also refused to muster at a time when England was at war with
the Dutch. They defended their action by stating that heir consciences would not allow it (“Christ
sayeth he that useth the sword shall perish with the sword”), but they were each fined ten shillings
for every muster they missed regardless. In a similar vein, William Righton got into an altercation
with Edmond Evans in Southampton Parish in November 1678. Righton asked Evans, who was on
his way to a militia drill, where he went “with that red ragg” upon his shoulder, referring to the
king’s flag. After Evans responded that he was going to serve the king, “which thou refused to
doe,” Righton asserted that “the time is coming ere long [when] thou wilt be ashamed to carry it.”
Such seditious words earned Righton a fine of £100 and a prison term until it was paid.22
Governor Heydon set out to battle Quakerism on two fronts. The Friends’ cause on the
island was aided and supported by Quakers in England and in other colonies, so the governor’s

21BCR 5B:227,231; 7:6.
22BCR 5B; 235; 7:33,52.
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first move was to ban future Quaker emigration. In 1672, he ordered two recently-arrived Quaker
women deported, but allowed them to go to Barbados rather than Ireland where, “the season being
cold, they might be in Hazzard of their lives.”23 Solomon Robinson brought the exiled Elizabeth
Carter back to Bermuda in April 1675 when his vessel, the Ann and Elizabeth, was cast away on
the reefs. Carter, a passenger, was saved but Robinson was bonded at the Assize in June 1676 to
remove her. When Richard Stafford sent his ship —significantly named Friend’s Advice —to
London in January 1679, he was bonded £300 not to bring back “any known Quakers.”24
Heydon also fought the rising influence of the Quakers within the colony by engaging them
in a contest of doctrine. In this effort, he was championed by Reverend Sampson Bond, minister of
Pembroke and Devonshire Parishes. The competition between the Quakers and the establishment
reached a very public climax at Devonshire church on May 1, 1678, when Bond put the whole
Quaker movement on trial to determine “whether the Ministers God, or the quakers God, were the
true God.” Bond agreed to debate publicly the island’s leading Teaching Quakers, Francis Estlake,
William Harriot, William Wilkinson, William Bullock, and his wife, Patience Bullock. Scores of
planters turned out and the church was crammed with spectators gathered to witness the debate.
Despite constant interruptions, Bond strove to convince the Quakers of the island that they
worshipped the Devil, aimed at seducing the island’s God-fearing Christians, and shared the same
principles as "‘the Beast which Paul fought with at Ephesus” by citing a variety of biblical texts
and by attacking the writings of George Fox. Not surprisingly, he failed to persuade the Quakers of
their errors. Bond’s account of the debate, published in Boston in 1682, relates his total victory
over the “Synagogue of Libertines” entrenched on the island, a triumph signaled by Sheriff John

“BCR 5B:216. Ann Butler was one of the Quakers. She had arrived in Nathaniel Graves’ ketch
Endeavor. Her request to be sent to New England rather than Barbados was denied.
24BCR 5B:307; BCR 7:26,63.
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Hubbard (as a government officer he was hardly an impartial judge!) declaring the Quakers
assembled guilty of Bond’s charges before they were convicted and then executed —an entirely
fictitious ending. In fact, there is no formal mention of the debate in the minutes o f council or other
government source, nor were the participating Quakers ever punished in the manner described by
Bond.25
Francis Estlake was certainly alive and well in 1683 when he published a systematic
rebuttal to Bond’s work in London —a feet that the Quaker was quick to point out. In a series of
essays, Estlake, William Wilkinson, and other participants in the debate called attention to the
numerous occasions in which Bond misquoted them and used the same biblical passages cited by
Bond to discredit his argument. They rightly asserted that Bond had little understanding of Quaker
beliefs and were not surprised that Bond’s text had been printed in New England "amongst his
Bretheren, the Priests and Professors in Boston who encouraged the Printing o f Roger Williams
Blasphemous Book.” Estlake’s account of the debate contrasted sharply with that of Bond. The
minister had allegedly intended to read through his entire presentation before the Quakers were
allowed to answer, but Estlake thought Bond’s long-windedness had '‘wearied out the Peoples
patience” before his first point w'as made. This necessitated the interruptions that Bond made so
much of in his tract.26
Aside from a boost in business for book publishers abroad, the 1678 debate had little
effect on the island. Bermuda’s Quakers continued to be fined at each assize for missing Sabbath,
usually Is. for each service missed. Over time, their challenges to authority increased from merely

“Sampson Bond, A Publick Trval of the Quakers in Barmudas (Boston, 1682), A2-3, 1, 23-4, 27, 61,
75.
“A Bermudas Preacher Proved a Persecutor. Being a Just Trval of Sampson Bond’s Book... (London,
1683), 43-91.
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disrupting services to contempt of the company’s laws. In June 1680, William Righton Jr., as
master of the Owner’s Advice, refused to pay port duties, ignored orders from Paget Fort to
anchor, and left the island with a cargo of illegally exported tobacco for London. His brother,
Stephen, apparently left under similar circumstances in the Friend's Advice, for in August
Governor Heydon declared their shipping bonds forfeit and ordered the colony’s sheriff to arrest
the masters and “clap the broad arrow upon the main mast” of each vessel when they returned.27
Quakers also threatened the social order and government in Bermuda through their belief
that all men and women were equal before God —a dangerous message to those in bondage.
Throughout the 1670s they informally addressed blacks and Indians on the island, much to the
annoyance of their masters, which on at least one occasion, triggered violent retaliation. In 1670,
John Bennett went berserk and began shouting that "he would kill all the Quakers.” He went first
to Robert Wilkinson’s house, where he chased several Quaker about with a drawn rapier. After
Wilkinson escaped, Bennett then broke down the door to the house and tried to set the place on fire
but was luckily apprehended by the constable and imprisoned. Because the Quaker would not bear
witness to the assault, Bennett went unpunished at the next assize and to add insult to injury,
Wilkinson was fined 5s. for refusing to take his oath!28
In 1682 a rumor alleged that there had been a general emancipation of the island’s entire
slave population. Soon after the arrival of the company Magazine ship Resolution in January, an
order circulated around the island declaring all Bermudian slaves to be free, plunging the planters
into chaos and confusion. An investigation revealed that the proclamation was a forgery: “such
^ C R 7:88-89, 91. The Rightons’ errand, as it turned out, was more serious than the mere smuggling
of tobacco: they were abetting the quo warranto suit that tried tire validity of the Somers island
Company’s charter in London; see below. The shipping bond that they had forfeited was a requirement of
the Navigation Acts, where masters had to post money (usually £500 in Bermuda) to fulfill the provisions
of the act
“Joseph Besse, A Collection of the Sufferines of the Peoples Called Quakers. 11:368.
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hath bin the confidence and impudence of som Negroes bom and brought up amongst us as to draw
up [the late petition] shewing that the King’s Majestie hath empowered Capt. Bushell [of the
Resolution] to see to the freeing of them forthwith, which fantasie Capt. Bushell hath utterly
denied.” The council was ordered to determine '‘such negroes as had a hand in or have been
assisting in promoting the petition” and anyone found guilty, “whether English, Indian or
mulattoe,” was to be sent to St. George’s for punishment. Masters who refused to send guilty
slaves were “to be looked upon as Public Enemies.”29 Two Quakers, John Dorset and John
Hamman, were behind the false proclamation. Hamman had spread the news by entering Mr.
Rainer’s slave cabin and announcing “there was good news for them: the King had sent to free
them and withal told them that they must goe home and humble themselves to the King.” The
message was set down in writing by literate slaves and spread like wildfire across the island.
Heydon ordered that Hamman was to be whipped under the gallows in St. George’s and at Rainer’s
slave cabin, and Dorset’s lesser role earned him a prison term. Three other Quakers were bonded
for future good behavior for their “associating themselves with negroes.” Ten blacks and a mulatto
received 39 lashes each, Mr. Place’s mulatto Pat received 15, and St. George Tucker’s black slave
George got six lashes for their role in spreading the rumor.30
When Governor Heydon finally left Bermuda in 1681, he looked back on only mixed
success in dealing with the Quaker threat. They had been regularly punished for neglecting divine
services, boycotting militia drills, and refusing to participate in assizes, but neither Heydon nor
Bond had persuaded any of them to return to the established church. Indeed, persecution had only
strengthened their resolve and solidified the Friends behind articulate leaders like Estlake,

^ C R 7:110.
^It is likely that Hamman’s message was religious in nature and that the “king” he mentioned referred
to God, but that it was misconstrued by the slaves to mean actual freedom; BCR 7:111.
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Wilkinson, and Righton. It seemed beyond his power to abolish the sect. After twelve years in
Bermuda, Heydon had fought the Quakers to a draw.31

The Quakers were not the only non-Puritan sect on the island; Roman Catholics were
present in small numbers which, coupled with the inclinations of King Charles II and his brother
James, the duke of York, aroused fears of creeping popery in the colony. When Barbadian
emigrant Elizabeth Clark was accused of being a Roman Catholic in December 1672, she defended
herself by admitting that she had been one when she arrived but swore under oath that she had
renounced that faith in May. There were also a number of Fifth-Monarchists, including “Old
Brigham,” who publicly declared that “he hoped to live to see Jesus Christ on earth and to shake
him by the hand.” Devonshire resident William Milboume, a contentious and troublesome fellow,
was reputed to be another. In May 1672, Milboume claimed to be an Independent minister and
was given license to preach by Governor Heydon.32
Besides the ascendancy of other religious sects, there was a perceived decline in the
nominally Puritan settlers’ perceived commitment to God and authority. Blasphemies, civil
disturbances, and treasonous words against the king abounded. In May 1677, George Bullen, a

31Much work needs to be done on Quakerism in Bermuda. The arrival and spread of the faith needs to
be more carefully documented. An analysis of Bermudian Quakerism, particularly along the lines of
gender, should identify its appeal among widows and the wives of prominent planters. The sect offered
these women a greater degree of public participation than within the established churches, which allowed
them to mirror die roles of their husbands in governmental politics. The decline of Quakerism after the
fall of the Somers Island Company also needs to be explored, although I suggest an interpretation in
chapter 7.
“BCR 5B:207, 215; Bond, Publick Trval. 22. The interrogation of Clark was perhaps symptomatic of
a growing xenophobia in Bermuda by the 1670s and a resistance to allowing new emigrants into the
overcrowded island. Milboume took an active part in rabble-rousing during the early 1680s and later
committed similar anti-authoritarian activities in New England, see below and chapter 5. “Old Brigham”
was probably the same John Brigham who was one of the earl of Warwick’s tenants in the 1620s and was
a leading planter in Providence Island in the 1630s; see chapter 3.
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mate on a ketch from New England, was imprisoned in the magazine ship and sent to England for
saying “if I were a judge and [King Charles II was] brought before me, I would hang him for his
looks.”33 Later that year, Samuel Burton was hauled before the council for “most wildly and
blasphemously comparing] the Blood of Christ to the blood o f a bull, pig or dog” and was made to
“humbly and heartily confess the hideousness and odiousness o f [his] horrible sin” in front of the
congregation of Paget church the following Sunday. In March 1679, Richard Appowen disrupted
divine services in Devonshire Church for reasons probably connected to the presentment of his wife
for the “vehement suspicion of Adulterie” with James Hill three months later. At the same assize,
Martha Hanger and Ann Smith, the wife of Quaker William Smith, were arrested for violent
speeches made in court and bonded for their good behavior.34 On December 13, 1680, Mr. Joseph
Wood and others “riotously assembled” and “burnt, cut down, and carr[ied] away” Timothy
Pinder’s mansion house in Hamilton for reasons they would not reveal. Across the island, it
appeared that the ability o f the colonial government to control the colony was eroding, and that
settlers were becoming increasingly vocal in asserting their beliefs and even taking the law into
their own hands.3S

The Regulation of Slaves
When he arrived, Heydon found considerable ambiguity in the status of blacks and Indians

“ Secretary Henry Tucker did not think it safe to try Bullen on the island. Bullen was convicted on the
testimony of two women, Ann Atwood and Elizabeth Keele. and Samuel Newton. Upon reaching
England, the unfortunate sailor was imprisoned in the Tower of London, but was eventually pardoned;
CSP (C) 10:#212; Lefroy, 0:460.
^ C R 7:35,66, 71. In the Appowen case, this measure did not work. In January 1680, Richard and
Bridget were fined 40s. for “disorderly living together,” or fighting to the annoyance of their neighbors.
The fight undoubtedly sprang from incidents that resulted in James Hill being fined 20s. for breaching his
bond not to be found in Briget’s company, BCR 7:86.
“ BCR 7:93.
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in the colony and a disturbing intermixing of both the social spheres and bloodlines of the races on
the island. Despite the fact that there had been two conspiracy plots that involved the island’s
slaves in 1656 and 1661 which provoked short-lived constraints on the movements and activities of
black, Indian, and mulatto Bermudians, the governor found that slaves circulated freely within the
island and that their masters did little to police their activities.36 Heydon had spent his entire life in
England and had little or no experience in dealing with non-white peoples, and his attitudes were
undoubtedly shaped more by abstract literary discourse on the nature of Africans and Indians
rather than by physical interaction or face-to-face encounters. 37 Soon after his arrival in 1669,
Heydon protested that “negroes doe confidentlye pass to and againe without tickets, contrary to
wholesome prohibitions . . . whereby housekeepers have been much damnified in the Suits of their
labours in their grounds” through theft and ordered all men to keep a vigilant watch over their
servants and slaves. Later the same year, George Garrett spread a rumor that the island’s slaves
were to be freed at the next militia mustering, dangerous words that earned him 21 lashes at
Pembroke church. Garrett’s rumor and Quaker preaching prompted a number of slaves to petition
for their Sreedom in November 1670 on the grounds that they had been baptized. Heydon’s
response was carefully measured not to discourage black religious participation, while still
reinforcing the institution of slavery. He pointed out that the slaves, as Christians, were “not well
weighing the just Interests o f their respective Owners and Masters” and cited the Bible’s injunction
that “Servants bee obedient unto them that are your Masters in the flesh.” He concluded that “such
Negroes as formerlie, or lately have bin baptized by severall Ministers, should not thereby think
themselves more free from their Masters and Owners, but rather . . . obliged to a more strict bond

“B O G ^ -eO ; 5B:8.
^ o r an approximation of Heydon’s probable understanding of Africans and Indians, see Winthrop
Jordan, White over Black. 44-98, 216-65.
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o f fidelity and service.” Heydon thus neatly defused a dangerous social and religious contradiction.
When later asked by minister Samuel Smith whether he should baptize “mulattoes, Indians and
(more especially) negroes or not,” the governor declined to answer, tacitly discouraging the
practice without actually forbidding it.38
Slave ownership of property had long been tolerated prior to Heydon’s arrival, a liberty
that the governor considered dangerous. The ability to buy, sell, and own goods empowered slaves
and gave them a measure of autonomy. It also decreased the reliance of slaves upon their masters
which undermined white control over them and created a legal contradiction that would have irked
a lawyer like Heydon, since slaves were themselves considered property. In May 1672, Heydon
struck first at “divers Negroes being allowed patches of ground to plant tobacco” by outlawing the
tradition. It was too easy, he claimed, for slaves to steal their masters’ tobacco and pass it off as
their own. A January 1679 proclamation outlawed the common practice of “inhabitants trading
with negroes and other slaves to the prejudice of their masters” and the related issue of blacks and
Indians “clothed of late times beyond the degree of slaves.” At least some of Bermuda’s black and
Indian slaves were channeling wealth obtained from private enterprise into a conscious effort to
emulate their masters’ dress or otherwise display conspicuous consumption. Heydon put the onus
of regulation on slave owners by commanding that “if the masters of slaves shall not suppress the
insolencies of their negroes in allowing them patches [of ground], in suffering them to walk abroad
disorderly,” in trading, and in dressing beyond their station, they would be charged with contempt

“BCR 5B: 131-32, 134, 157; Lefroy, 11:293-94. Heydon forbade slaves from petitioning for their
freedom in the future. He referred them to the Councillors of their respective tribes and warned that any
slaves coming to St George’s in the future would be whipped and sent home. Notwithstanding, several
slaves persisted and were accordingly whipped at the June Assize of 1670; BCR 5B.T57. The official
Somers Island Company policy on the matter of slave conversion was spelled out in a letter in Aug. 1661:
“it [should] be the ministers care to catachize and instruct those people [Indians] and all other the
negroes, and endeavour to bring them to the knowledge of the tme God and the way to Salvation”; Lefroy,
II: 154-55.
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of authority and punished accordingly.39
Heydon found the island’s slaves acting more like free men than those bound to serve,
setting dangerous precedents that threatened to undermine authority and lead to revolt and
bloodshed. In June 1670, company-owned slave Black Dick threatened the life of Elizabeth Trott,
“impiously swearing by God’s bloud that he would cleeve her downe with an Axe.” He was only
saved from the noose by humbling himself before Heydon and his council, who instead deported the
slave, probably to the Bahamas. A year later, William Basden’s black slave Sambo was ordered
whipped for “his stubborn carriage in Warwick Tribe churchyard towards Captain John Hubbard,
Councillor .. . and for his drawing his knife and frighting the wife of John Darrell.” Sambo’s
master, however, flatly refused to allow his slave to be punished and in the court “tould [Captain
Darrell] that his negro should not be whipt and that he would be even with him one time or another,
Whereupon his negro tore his owne shurt off his back and threw it upon the ground with violence.”
Here was a case of a white man colluding with his slave against local authority in the parish and
showing utter contempt of the colony’s laws. For his actions, Basden was fined the considerable
sum of £5 and it is presumed that Sambo was whipped anyway.40
Some slaves had clearly learned to read and write by the 1660s and slave literacy
continued well into the eighteenth century. In 1648, for instance, the son of company slave “ould

^BCR 5B:209; 7:63. By 1679, the prohibition on allowing slaves tobacco ground was extended to also
include gardens for provisions. In 1676, John Solomon, “a nigroe,” confessed a judgement of £ 3.12.0
due to Dorothy Budd of Devonshire, an example of slaves buying, selling and making contracts. A
survey of civil cases for this period would surely reveal more examples; BCR 7:22. Philip Morgan and
Ira Berlin address the “slave economy,” the provisions and manufactures produced by Africans and AfroAmericans and its varying importance in colonial America in The Slaves’ Economy: Independent
Production bv Slaves in the Americas (London, 1991). They view the extent of the slave economy as
negotiated within the slave society and shaped by the landscape, labor demands, and economic base in
each colony. Provisions cultivation for subsistence and surplus was a major component of the slave
economy, which prompted trade the formation of black markets that in many cases were vital to the
maintenance of the larger domestic economy within the colony, 1-27.
40BCR 5B;137. 185 (16 Aug 1671).
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Saunders” was bound to provost marshal John Stowe, who was to teach him to read “as farr as the
understandinge of the bible.” When John Wilson’s mulatto servant Degoe was convicted of
burglary in 1671, he claimed benefit o f clergy and had his sentence commuted from hanging to
having to serve as the colony’s executioner.41 Despite Heydon’s proclamations and his commands
that masters more closely supervise their slaves, the physical mobility of most slaves within the
island remained unchecked until an aborted revolt in 1673 shocked the planters into at least
temporary compliance. In the wake of the alleged uprising, slaves were confined to their own tribe
on Sundays, denied travel without a ticket from their masters (particularly at night), and three or
more unrelated slaves were forbidden from meeting together. The strictures paralleled those
imposed after the 1656 scare and were probably as quickly forgotten.42

Miscegenation was, in Heydon’s mind, an even greater threat to white Bermudian society.
By the 1670s, there had been a fair amount of racial intermixing, readily seen in the island’s large
mulatto population. What was unusual about Bermuda was that the mixing involved both white
men and women. In other colonies, the majority of interracial coupling involved white men and
black or Indian women in relationships that were not always voluntary.43 But in Bermuda, there

4IBCR 5B:175 (12 June 1671).
^ C R 2:149; 5B:260. Saunders’ son’s name was Elick and his indenture expired when he reached the
age of 20. Slaves caught without tickets were whipped after the first offence, had their ears cut for the
second offence and were branded with an “R” (probably for Rogue) if caught a third time.
43Winthrop Jordan discusses miscegenation and its implications and surveys regional variation in
racial intermixture in White Over Black. 136-78. For cases of miscegenation and laws against the
practice in the West Indies, see Barbara Bush, Slave Women of the Caribbean. 1650-1838 (London,
1990), 17-19, 28-32, 112-18, and Marietta Morrissey, Slave Women in the New World: Gender
Stratification in the Caribbean (Lawrence, Kansas, 1989), 144-49. The contrast between miscegenation in
Bermuda and in the West Indies had a lot to do with the vastly different demographic regimen of the
latter, where there was a low ratio of white women to white men and a much higher proportion of black
women to white men, circumstances shaped mainly by the hot Caribbean climate that discouraged female
European migration and labor demands of the sugar industry, which necessitated the steady importation of
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were a significant number of cases where white women gave birth to mulatto babies. In 1670, for
instance, William Peasley’s servant Judith Porter was whipped after she gave birth to a mulatto
baby and refused to state the father. When ordered to investigate a case of an English woman
married to the Indian slave of Captain John Hubbard six years later, the tribe Justices found that
they had been married in a private ceremony. Heydon responded by ordering that “no English
person may be married in the church without license from the Council” or without publishing
banns, effectively giving the government veto power over interracial unions.44
But this measure did not stop white women from becoming intimate with slaves; it merely
reduced legally sanctioned unions. When caught, they were still punished for fornication, as in the
case with Mary Bolton and Didgo, the company-owned black hangman for the colony. Whipping
for both parties was the mandatory punishment.4S In January 1680, Isaac Davis’s daughter, Mary,
was presented for her “disorderlie carriage and rideing on horseback with Negro men both by night
and by day” as well as “some other white females that have usuallie accompanied the negroes in
the night in the like manner, and in dancing in the nighte disorderlie” with them. The parish
justices were required to keep a careful watch for future incidents and anyone taken up would be
fined 10s. or whipped. Masters who were suspected of allowing their houses to become meeting
places were bonded to stop the practice.46

huge numbers of African slaves.
■
“BCR 5B: 157; 7:33. At an assize in December 1661, Margaret, an Irish servant in Devonshire and an
Indian man were whipped for adultery. At the same assize, Elizabeth Sanders, the wife of John Sanders,
and Negro Thomas, the slave of Thomas Lea were whipped for fornication, although it appears that
adultery was committed; BCR 5B: 12-13.
■
“BCR 7:5. In February 1661, the council had permitted mariner John Davis to marry mulatto
Penelope Strange, who belonged to the company but required him to either reimburse the company 40s.
for her wages each year or substitute another slave in her place; BCR3:368.
^BCR 7:85, 114. In 1682, Mary Harris gave birth to a mulatto child in Smiths Parish. Despite legal
sanctions, white women continued to give birth to children of mixed parentage throughout the eighteenth
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There were also many cases of white men fathering mulatto children. In June 1670,
company servant Thomas Cox was presented for fornication before marriage with company-owned
mulatto Penelope that resulted in a child. Cox was ordered to serve one more year from the birth
of the child; Penelope was ordered whipped, but could be reprieved if Cox agreed to serve a
second year to save her. Benjamin Ellis and mulatto Bess, a servant o f Nathaniel Sayle, were
convicted of bastardy in 1671. After Thomas Wood and Francis Burges were presented for
bastardy with two of the company slaves in 1672, Heydon ordered that “whatsoever marries one of
ye Company Negroes shall become a Colonie Slave and their posteritye likewise” to discourage
miscegenation in the future. Nevertheless Thomas Wood, a Castle soldier, was willing to make
this drastic leap in December 1673; he had fathered a child with a mulatto woman named Ann
Simons belonging to the company and wanted to marry her “to prevent their living in sin.” Faced
with this strange situation, Gov. Heydon solved the problem by accepting £20 from Wood (the
value of the slave) and freeing her before Wood married her, effectively circumventing his own
decree. Jonathan Turner and his slave woman were presented for bastardy in June 1677. Thomas
Wilson fathered an illegitimate child with Moll Turner in January 1679. George Williams, a
servant of Mrs. Jane Vaughan, fathered children with Deborah, an Indian belonging to his mistress,
and Henry Tucker’s mulatto, Mary Maie.47
Governor Heydon’s battle against miscegenation was primarily motivated by his belief that
the island’s non-white population was already too large. In 1671, in an effort to slow down the
birth-rate of the slave population, the governor issued a proclamation warning “Negroes, Indians or

century, see chapter 8.
“^ C R 5B: 157 (Cox; it is unknown what choice Cox made in the matter); 5B: 183 (Ellis); 5B:208
(Wood and Burges); 5B:245, 264 (Wood and Simons; their union had taken place by February 1674. The
governor ordered Wood to “build a cabbin upon ye Castle Point Land [in Tucker’s Town], his mulatto
wife to live in it, who offered to serve at ye castle upon that Account”); 7:26 (Turner); 7:74 (Williams).
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mulattoes as shall be found guilty of ffomication or whoredom shall be whipped in the respecting
tribes where they live” at the councillor’s discretion. Masters who refused to present their slaves
for these offences were fined 4s. He forbade the future importation of any blacks and Indians in
1676, and when Captains Andrew Elliard brought a number to the island four years later, Heydon
made him post security to carry them away. He also posted a reward of 40s. to any informer who
alerted the government to any mulattoes, blacks or Indians introduced in the future. In August
1680, he required the prohibition to be read quarterly in every chinch. This import ban prevented
Solomon Robinson from landing a number of Indian prisoners from King Philip’s War banished
from Massachusetts in 1681, a move that was probably good for the peace of the island/8
Besides preventing the slave population from increasing through importation from abroad,
Heydon also did his utmost to rid the island of blacks and Indians who, through manumission or
self-purchase, had gained their freedom. In May 1672, Heydon admonished Thomas Carsie
[KerseyJ of Southampton tribe for leasing a house to Ann Ford, “a free negro woman.” The
governor ordered her to apprentice herself to someone by June 15 or be deported from the island
and Carsie was warned that if he “entertained” Ford again, he’d be fined 40s. “Black Cate” was
likewise ordered to bind herself to a master or be expelled at the same assize. By March 1674,
Heydon extended this specific decision concerning Black Cate and Ann Ford to include all free
blacks, Indians, and mulattoes in Bermuda and ordered that all freed slaves must depart the island

■®BCR5B:181, 208, 313; 7:73, 84, 89; 8:121. Slave marriages were recognized by authorities in some
cases. In 1680, Anthony MacKennie, a mulatto belonging to Nathaniel Smith and Hannah, a mulatto
belonging to John Ehvick. were presented for “fornication before marriage” rather than the usual charge
of bastardy. The court ordered each master to pay 10s. and the slaves be whipped. Robinson was master
of the pink Hopewell. It has long been held that Indian prisoners from King Philip’s War were landed in
Bermuda and interbred with the black slave population, but Heydon’s refusal to let Robinson land his
human cargo contradicts this old belief. He probably continued on to Barbados and discharged the
Indians there.
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within six months or put themselves under the supervision o f a white master.49
This proclamation created a curious paradox for Bermudian slavery that was to remain in
place until 1762. Bermudian law never proscribed slave emancipation but the ban on ex-slave
residency transformed freedom from servitude into exile from the colony. Self-purchase, the
ultimate goal of bonded blacks and Indians, and manumission, the final reward for faithful service
on the part of kind masters, forced liberated recipients to leave home and family and undertake the
difficult process of starting over in another colony. Such freed blacks faced the frightening
possibility of becoming re-enslaved and the daunting task of trying to compete with white
craftsmen and black slaves for work in settlements that perhaps had even more stringent laws
regulating their freedom, rights, and mobility. Heydon’s short-term measure for diminishing the
island’s black population set a precedent that fundamentally shaped the nature of the colony’s
institution of slavery for a nearly century to come.50
Not surprisingly, Heydon’s attack on the latitude granted by Bermudian planters to their
black and Indian slaves met with resistance and resentment on the island. His English attitude
towards slavery and inclination to codify social control through proclamation was at odds with
Bermudian masters who had grown up with slaves and negotiated racial relationships within their
households every day of their lives and had no say in formulating racial policy. But in December
1673, a “daingerous plott” o f a planned uprising shocked the island’s white inhabitants and
fostered feelings of mistrust. The intended rebellion even reached the stage where two slaves rode

^ C R 5B:209, 267.
^Following a small, aborted uprising in July 1664, Governor Florentius Seymour had ordered all “able
bodied free Negroes” to leave the island on John Stowe’s ship for Barbados or the Bahamas. The uprising
was particularly alarming, since England was then at war with the Dutch. Seymour made an exception
for freedmen who had “spent the strength of their youth amongst us, but are now become uncapable of
labour” in order to prevent callous masters from ridding themselves of slaves who were past their prime.
Soon after the incident, it seems the order was neglected and had been all but forgotten by the time
Heydon assumed office; Lefroy, 11:216-17.
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through several parishes on horseback to stir their brethren in the rest of the country. The ensuing
court marshal sentenced six black slaves to death but “in regard [that] their is noe blood shed
through their heinous plott”, Governor Heydon commuted their sentence to having an “R”
(probably for Rogue) branded on their forehead and having their nostrils slit under the gallows at
Crow Lane, where they had intended to rise. The two slaves who had ridden horses were taken to
their punishment on horseback. An unspecified number of minor participants were whipped at the
site and sent home. His leniency, however, caused several problems in the ensuing months.
Several white persons threatened reprisal on the guilty slaves, but Heydon responded that “Caine is
markt” and none may kill him (in reference to the slit nostrils) and warned that any whites who
killed those punished would themselves face charges for murder. In March 1674, Heydon called a
follow-up meeting to levy the costs of apprehending and imprisoning the slaves involved upon their
owners whom, it was discovered, had not punished their slaves. The owners feared that their
slaves would deliberately misbehave and cause them to forfeit the bonds that Heydon had required
for the slaves’ good behavior. Thus in the wake of the uprising, the rebellious slaves were
empowered over their masters, who faced the loss of a considerable sum.51
In June 1681, more violence broke out when an Indian slave rose up against his master.
John Burt overheard William Maligan’s Indian slave John plot to kill the Maligan family “and after
that he said he would kill himselfe,” but before Burt could warn the master or the authorities, the
slave executed his plan. He first broke into the house at night and stole a gun, two pistols, a hat,
and a set of clothes and then set the house on fire. The Indian fired the guns at the open door,
5,BCR 5B:249, 261, 265. The principal participants were Rev. Sampson Bond’s slave Robin, Richard
Norwood’s Argee, Capt. John Stowe’s Frank, Mr. Squire’s Kitt, Mr. Wentworth’s Hercules and Capt
John Darrell’s Tom. It is worth noting that these slaves belonged to men who were the political and
commercial elite of the island. Following the plot, the Somers Island Company enacted .4 Lawfor making
all Negroes, Indians andMallattoes that shall be brought into the Island to bejforfeited. .., which
enslaved any blacks brought to the island to the company and decreed that slave testimony be admissible
in court for trying future conspiracies; Lefroy, 11:404-5.
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hoping to kill the family as they emerged, but he missed and was seized by Maligan, who hauled
the slave before a hastily assembled Council of War. The gravity of the crime and the need to
deter other slave who might entertain similar ideas produced a harsh sentence: John was hanged at
Gibbet’s Island at the mouth of Flatts Inlet, and afterwards his body was drawn and quartered. His
head was mounted on a pole on the island and his limbs displayed at the Flatts, Cobbler’s Island,
Somerset Bridge, and Stocks Point.32 The choice of these locations was by no means accidental,
for at a time when most traveling was done by boat these four spots were along the main boat
lanes. Traffic in the west brought one through Somerset bridge or past the tip of Spanish Point,
while trips into Harrington Sound required passage through Flatts Inlet. And everyone traveling to
or from St. George’s from the country sailed past Stocks Point. Indian John’s body thus bore
grisly testimony to the fate of slaves who tried to oppose their masters.
A year later, another slave was sentenced to death for plotting an uprising. Based on the
testimony of two o f his fellow slaves, Thomas Smith’s negro Tom was convicted in August 1682.
Richard Hawke’s slave Coffee reported that “ever since the planting of come, Tom at Mr. Smiths
has bin often with him to have him rise to kill white Ffolkes.” Tom’s plan was carefully conceived:
“next Sabbath Daie about Suppertyme he will Rise up in Harrises Baie and kill Anthony White and
Anthony Peniston [chief planters and militia leaders]; and then he could drive all the others before
him; and he would begin with his Master first and bid me kill my master too . . . he could cum at
three gunns and a box .. . with powder and shott.” A simultaneous rising was to occur at Crow
Lane, and the two “companies” were to join and fight up to Spanish Point, where they would
procure boats and rim away to sea. ‘Those that would not fight with him, the Inglish might kill
them if they will.” Tom threatened to kill Coffee if he informed upon him and marked him

’’BCR 7:101-102.
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“between the thumb and forefinger” with a knife to seal the bargain. Tom also claimed to have
carried out a similar uprising in Jamaica, where “he killed as manie people as in this.”53 Mr.
Brereton’s slave Primpoe confirmed Coffee’s account. Tom had approached him at Thomas
Dunscomb’s house when Primpoe was visiting his wife there, but Primpoe refused to join him and
even went so far as to say “he should cut his throte before he would goe.” Tom assured him that
he already had guns, powder, and a boat ready and two other blacks and an Indian at Harris’s Bay
committed to the uprising but Primpoe still refused. After talking with Coffee, the two slaves
revealed the plot to their masters.54
This revolt brought to light a number of interesting elements normally submerged within
Bermuda’s society. Although some slaves were willing to resort to violence to gain their freedom,
others were committed to maintaining the system to which they were accustomed. That Primpoe
was willing to have his throat cut before participating in the plot may have been bragging partly to
reassure the court taking his deposition, but it should be noted that he was probably Bermuda-bom
and had a wife and liberty to visit her. Coffee’s master, Richard Hawkes, was a Quaker who
more than likely extended his belief in the equality of man to the workings of his household. As a
result, Coffee’s relationship with his master was not necessarily an adversarial one. Tom, on the
other hand, had been brought to Bermuda from Jamaica, where he had probably labored under the
much harsher work regimen of the sugar plantation system. As an outsider, he had few ties in
Bermuda and his attitude toward slavery differed markedly with that of his fellow slaves. Tom’s
plot also revealed the danger of integrating slaves into the militia system, as was extensively done

nBCR 7:117. Virginia Bernhard notes that in Jamaica, there were minor slave revolts on outlying
plantations in 1673 and 1675 and a more organized and widespread one in 1678; Bernhard, “Bids for
Freedom: Slave Resistance and Rebellion Plots in Bermuda, 1656-1761,” in Slavery and Abolition 17:195
(1996); see also Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 259-60.
5<BCR 7:117-18.
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in the colony; he probably acquired his knowledge o f firearms at musters and his plan o f battle,
with “companies” rising up at different points on the island, emulated the system set up to defend
the island against foreign invaders. Incredibly, despite the conviction and the testimony that Tom
intended to kill him, Thomas Smith petitioned the government to transport his unruly slave off the
island rather than have him executed. The governor’s decision in the matter has not been recorded,
but the absence o f a writ of execution suggests that Smith’s request was granted.55
Even after these disturbing incidents and proclamations limiting their activities, slaves
were still doing pretty much as they pleased in 1682. Heydon’s successor, Governor Florentius
Seymour, complained that they “continued their disorderly walking in the night and absenting
themselves from their masters’ habitacions, both by day and by night without leave or tickett.”
They also met regularly, “principally on the Sabbath and Holie Daies,” where “by their masters’
overmuch levity and indulgence [they] . . . trade, deale and barter, contrary to several orders.”56
There were occasional prosecutions, like the fining of John Beak and Richard Appowen in
November 1683 for “entertaining other men’s negroes,” but the assault on the Somers Island
Company’s charter and other events in England were increasingly absorbing the attention of the
colony by 1684. In twelve years, Governor Heydon orders and proclamations had constrained the
rights and activities of Bermuda’s slave population to a considerable degree. He more sharply
delineated the social boundaries between whites, blacks, Indians, and mulattoes and eliminated the

"Smith’s petition seems to have been motivated by charity rather than personal fiscal interest
According to custom, owners of slaves who were executed by the government were entitled to
compensation. Smith gained little or nothing by selling Tom abroad, and probably lost money once the
cost of transporting him off the island was deducted from his sale price; BCR 7:118. On slaves in the
colony’s militia, see for instance Heydon’s proclamation of 3 May 1673, in which he required that “all
Masters of ffamilyes . . . [shall] bring or send unto ye respective Rendevous their Negroe men or boys that
are 14 yeares of Age & upwards with what weapons they think meet at Lances or Axes” when an alarm
was sounded or be fined 500 pounds of tobacco; BCR 5B: 233.
"BCR 7:116.
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island’s free non-white population, which occupied an ambiguous position somewhere between
bondage and citizenship. For Bermudian blacks and Indians, Heydon’s tenure cast a dark shadow
over their future. The racial integration that had begun within a few years of the colony’s founding
and had grown over a half-century was halted and they found their economic activities, physical
mobility, and religious participation under attack. Resistance to Heydon’s measures came from
both white masters and mistresses, who refused to implement his orders and the slaves themselves,
who manifested their unwillingness to accept them in ways ranging from disregarding prohibitions
to violence and revolt. For better or worse, Sir John Heydon changed the nature of slavery in
Bermuda by setting precedents that would persevere long after he had departed.
By the same token, legal enactments and black codes were only restricting if they were
enforced and if Heydon’s laws constituted a stick with which to beat Bermuda’s slave population,
it was a stick that was rarely employed. Inter-racial relations were predominately shaped within
the households and parishes in the colony on a local level; prosecuting slaves within the island’s
courts was a tacit admission on the part of masters that they could not control their slaves, which
shamed them before their neighbors and undermined their authority with other slaves. Other slave
owners disagreed with and thus disregarded the colony’s laws, preferring to grant their slaves as
much liberty to travel and ground to cultivate as they saw fit. In fact, as tensions between the
company and colony increased, it became a political act deliberately to violate the company’s
orders. The extension of privileges bonded slaves to masters within a family structure far more
tightly than any regulations. The workings of slavery within Bermuda had far more to do with
negotiation rather than legislation according to the scant number of instances where cases were
tried in court; the frequent but ephemeral daily encounters between masters and slaves that shaped
Bermudian slavery were not recorded and thus will never be known. Although Heydon succeeded
in putting many laws on the books governing slavery in the colony, the extent to which he actually
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altered the relationship between masters and slaves was probably minimal. Still, Heydon’s laws
remained on the books and were periodically invoked by later generations of Bermudians when they
were deemed useful or necessary.

Maintaining the Company Monopoly
Of all the irregularities that Heydon found in Bermuda upon his arrival, the shifting focus
o f the island’s economy most alarmed him. The move away from tobacco agriculture that had
begun in the 1630s now threatened the prosperity and authority of the Somers Island Company that
had sent him out as governor. The island’s central location at the crossroads of the Atlantic made
it a port of call for an increasing number of vessels from other English colonies and foreign
shipping. Some put in for water or to repair storm damage, but others were attracted by the
island’s growing reputation for cheap and plentiful provisions and other commodities. These
interlopers diminished the company’s profits and subtly empowered the colonists by giving them
alternatives to the magazine trade. Above all, Heydon sought to enforce rigidly trade regulations
and investigate fraud, smuggling, and schemes to circumvent the company's monopoly over
Bermuda’s economic activities.
The governor struck first at English and foreign interlopers who came to the colony to
trade. Outsiders were forbidden to retail merchandise on the island because they threatened the
success of the Company’s magazine ship that was dispatched annually to ship each year’s tobacco
crop to London and provide the planters with goods and materials unobtainable on the island. The
items sold off the ship, however, were retailed on the island at an exorbitant markup, ostensibly to
defray the high cost of freight. In reality, the few remaining company members were mostly
haberdashers and merchants who sought to maximize their profits by forcing the planters to buy
goods only through their factors at their price because there were no alternative sources. Outside
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merchants who offered goods at fair market value threatened to undercut the monopoly by allowing
the planters to snub the magazine. Thus the success of the company’s marketing strategy depended
on keeping the colony in isolation, an economic prisoner denied commercial visitors from abroad.37
Besides the outright ban on allowing vessels not licenced by the company to trade, Heydon
also imposed measures to combat more subtle challenges to the company’s commercial autonomy.
He required “all strangers coming to trade with this country” with more than £5 to be appraised of
the company prohibition on private commercial dealings. He also passed a law forbidding anyone
from transporting money above £5 out of Bermuda. This measure was made ostensibly to
maintain the amount of specie on the island, but was also aimed at outsiders who came to sell
goods to the planters. Even company members were required to use only the magazine ship. In
1680, upon the insistence of magazine ship captain Matthew Norwood, Governor Heydon
imprisoned Jonathan Francis, master of the ship Providence of London, for taking on board three
chests of company member Samuel Trott’s tobacco.3*
A greater danger posed by inter-colonial trade lay in the inability of the planters to pay for
the goods they purchased. The Somers Island Company claimed the right to manage the colony’s
entire tobacco crop. This ensured that they collected the penny per pound duty they levied to
maintain the colony and profited from the magazine freight rates they charged the planters to ship

57The high rate of imported goods on the island had been a source of complaint from the earliest years
of settlement, but the former absence of non-company trading vessels had meant that the colonists simply
had to pay the exorbitant costs. In 1650, for instance, Governor Josiah Forster warned the company that
“the Want of a Magazine of Goods . . . to be sold at reasonable Rates” was a major grievance, “for the
people do find in general that the wonted prices be much raised by most of the Agents here, to the great
oppression of the Inhabitants.” Outside traders not only provided an alternate supply, but the prices they
asked put those demanded by company factors into an unfavorable perspective. In 1673, the assembly
again protested “the extortions practised by factors” in selling goods shipped from England. It is unclear
whether the high rates were dictated by the company members who consigned the goods or were set by the
factors in the island (many of whom were on the council); regardless, it was a source of resentment on the
part of the populace toward the company and its government in the island; Lefroy II: 18, 383.
“BCR 5B:266; 7:4, 90.
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their tobacco to England. Since the island’s economy was short o f coin, tobacco was usually
remitted to outside merchants to pay for substantial shipments of goods. This tobacco was then
smuggled off the island and onto vessels waiting off the coast or anchored at the West End, far
from the vigilant eye of the government. In 1671 Governor Heydon ordered that a notice warning
all non-company ships not to carry away Bermudian tobacco be affixed to the mainmast of all
incoming vessels. Nevertheless, much tobacco was illegally conveyed off the island during
Heydon’s years as governor. In 1669, New Englander John Alden freighted 21,000 pounds and a
Dutchman named Bredaake spirited away 15,000-20,000 pounds of tobacco —an act that violated
both company policy and the Navigation Act. The following year, the pink Four Brethren of
London carried away 19,000 pounds. In 1672, four vessels with at least 40,000 pounds of illegal
Bermudian tobacco were seized in England and several others evaded capture. In 1678, two New
England captains named Kent and Cose reportedly smuggled 4,000 pounds of tobacco off the
island.59
The other danger of unlicensed trade lay in the article that was invariably imported: liquor.
Drunkenness lay at the root of many of the island’s crimes and conflicts, so effective regulation of
liquor was vital to the colony’s moral and civil well-being.60 Soon after his arrival, Governor
Heydon warned against the unlicensed retailing of liquor. Later, he also fixed prices at licensed
alehouses so that proprietors did not take advantage of their monopoly to enrich themselves,

^BCR 5B:189; FRAG G:I669-l67l; Lefroy, 1:740-41; BCR 7:45. The charge against Kent and Cose
was leveled by Capt. Leach, the master of the company magazine ship Charles of London.
“BCR 5B: 151; Lefroy II: 150. Efforts were made to combat the flow of rum onto the island and the
unlicensed retailing of liquor as early as 1661. John Stowe of Paget, for instance, was dismissed from his
post as foreman of the Grand Inquest in 1670 because he was “apt to be inflamed with drinke [and]
frequently subject to speake pationatlie” and swear.
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perhaps driving some of their customers to steal.61 In 1671, John Stock and a Spaniard named
Spinosa were fined 40s. each for selling liquor and keeping disorderly houses. The following year,
at least twelve cases were presented for the same offence. Other Bermudians, especially slaves and
servants, made their own liquor, “bibby,” from fermented palmetto sap.62
Governor Heydon strove to maintain the trade ban by combating the actual mechanism of
exchange. The island’s boats were forbidden to contact vessels that had not formally entered the
island’s harbors. In 1680, Nathaniel Hunt was admonished by Heydon for going out to several
ships lying off the West End. Two years later, Hunt was again caught trading with West End
vessels, probably for rum, since he was also presented for being '‘frequentlie guilty of running into
excess of drunkenness aboard” them. In December 1682, William Outerbridge lost his post as
constable of Hamilton Parish when he was caught smuggling tobacco out to Captain Edward
Clemmons’s ship Welcome of London. Whenever Heydon detected Bermudians trading their
goods or commodities off the island, he took measures to stop the practice.63
By 1670, the colony had developed a thriving export trade in provisions to the Sugar
Islands and to the many vessels touching on its shore. To produce this surplus of food,
Bermudians altered their land use strategy from the sole production of tobacco to a diversified
allotment of space toward foodstuffs, pasturage, and tobacco cultivation. Heydon sought to
diminish the production o f provisions for market while still enabling the island to feed itself in

41BCR 5B: 130, 158. The price of brandy was fixed at 8s. per gallon consumed inside and s. if it were
taken away. Rum sold for 2s. less per gallon, respectively. In May 1672, fixed prices for Madeira,
Malaga and Canary wine (18d./quart), beer (2s. inside, 18d. take-away/gal.), rum punch (6dVquart),
brandy punch with muscovado sugar (8d./quart) and brandy punch with white sugar (10d./quart) were set
BCR5B:210.
“BCR 5B:182, 209, 227. Most of those guilty lived in St. Georges’s: James Briggs, John Welch, and
Roger Bailey were each presented twice, while James Wright, and Tucker’s Town resident Samuel Smith
were each fined once. Josephas Spinas/Spinosa and wife were presented again in 1672.
“BCR 7:91, 116, 120.
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order to eliminate the reason why vessels from other colonies called at Bermuda. In 1656 and
again in 1670, the Somers Island Company sought to force planters to convert the island’s
considerable amount o f pasturage back into tobacco fields by restoring the acreage of pasture lands
to their 1635 level. This effort to turn back the clock and expand tobacco production was widely
ignored by Bermudian planters and virtually unenforceable, since it was by no means clear where
pastures existed in 1635. The governor also did his best to discourage settlers from raising
livestock by imposing fines for animals "which by the negligence of the owners straid into other
men’s ground.” In 1674, Heydon forbade Bermudians to export Indian com, the main crop grown
for the provisions trade. Another significant Bermudian export was fish, which were salted and
sold to passing vessels. The practice of harvesting large numbers of fish involved using huge
“hauling nets or saines” from the shore. In 1674, Heydon limited the size of nets to no more than
ten fathoms in length. Other Bermudians caught porgies (a type of fish) out of season "and Idilfed]
them to dry for sayle,” a practice which Heydon outlawed in 1677.64
Bermuda also had a thriving tanning industry in the 1670s, an off-shoot of the animal
husbandry pursued in the colony; but tanning took its toll on the island’s environment. Governor
Heydon railed against the wholesale cutting of buttonwood trees, whose roots were “found by
experience of ye tanners most convenient for [the] Tanning of Leather.” Many passing vessels
traded in Bermuda for tanned hides. By 1679, the number of buttonwoods had diminished as the
amount of leather exported by Bermudians increased, causing Heydon to forbid the export of hides
off the island, upon penalty of forfeiture.65

“Lefroy, 11:80; entry for 2 Sept. 1656 in "Documents Related to the Government of Bermuda, 16151688,” Mss. Rawlinson D 764, Bodleian Library; BCR 4:89; 5B:264, 266; 7:6, 75. The “white bone
porgayes sculls” were “ketcht through the lucor of Jaine” off the eastern end of the island in April and
May. Violators were fined 5s. for every fish they illegally took.
“BCR 7:4, 63.
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Platt had also become a significant island export. The practice of weaving palmetto
strands to fashion mats, hats, and other items had sprung up soon after the arrival of the first
blacks and Indians were brought to the island. As the volume of piatt production expanded beyond
the amount required for domestic consumption, however, the demands for raw material had an
adverse effect on the island’s palmetto forest. In order to halt the “public practice o f .. . [using]
palmetto tops to make broomes and hattes” for export, Governor Heydon ordered Bermuda’s
sheriff to keep a diligent watch for cuttings, especially on company-owned land.46 Settlers who
went to sparsely inhabited Ireland Island “uppon the pretense o f getting [land] crabs and killick
stones [net weights] for their fishing” but really for cutting palmetto tops were ordered punished in
1679. In 1682, Thomas Wooton was fined 200 pounds of tobacco for trading with Edward
Smith’s slaves for palmetto tops; the slaves were whipped.67
Whaling was another contested activity in Bermuda. The Somers Island Company claimed
the exclusive right to the profits from all whales killed in Bermuda, but licenced under-companies
or groups of settlers to undertake the actual hunting for a share of the profits.68 Part of these
arrangements always included the grant of a portion of the value of each whale caught to the
governor as part of his salary, who was to oversee the fishery. Since the earliest years o f the
colony, all captured whales were brought to St. George’s, where they were processed and the oil

“BCR 7:3. Heydon was particularly upset because several palmetto trees had been cut down between
the town and the ferry on the company land on St. George’s Island.
67BCR7:73, 112.
“On the early history of whaling in Bermuda, see Wilkinson. Adventurers of Bermuda. 88, 112, 11819, 322-24 and Edward Schortman, “A Short History of Whaling in Bermuda,” in Mariner’s Mirror
55:77-86 (1969). Contemporary descriptions, penned by Richard Norwood and Richard Stafford,
appeared in the Philosophical Transactions in 1665-68, reprinted in Frederick True, The Whalebone
Whales of the Western North Atlantic (Washington, 1904), 27-30. In 1670, the members of the Somers
Island Company formed an under-company to pursue whaling, but raised only half the necessary funds to
outfit the venture; records related to this endeavor are in “Minutes of the General Board of Adventurers in
Whale-fishing in Bermuda, 1670-71,” St. John’s College Library, Oxford.
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derived from rendering the blubber was stored in the “governor’s cistern.” This oil was then
supplied to the inhabitants “at a reasonable price” as fuel for the lamps that lit many Bermudian
homes.69 This practice was not without its inconveniences, however. One April morning in 1670s,
the town was awoken by a horrid stench emitted from a rotting whale carcass that had run aground
on a shoal near the governor’s house. James Savle, son of former governor William Sayle, was
towing a whale he had killed from Smith’s Island to the town for processing when it accidentally
came loose off Gallows Island and stuck on the shoal. Governor Heydon issued a proclamation
that in the future, all whales were to be processed at nearby Building Bay, rather than in town.70
In May 1676, four Bermudians were interrogated after they butchered a sperm whale at
the West End, but Heydon pardoned them after it was revealed that they had found it floating dead
and towed it to Ireland Island.71 On April 6, 1681, however, the governor responded to a direct
challenge to his control o f the island’s whaling fishery. He was informed that “divers persons are
preparing to fitt upp a whale boate” to capture whales "up country” without his permission. By
April 23, news reached St. George’s that two whales had been killed and brought into Port Royal
Harbour in Southampton Parish. Sheriff Hubbard attempted to arrest the leaders, Anthony
Peniston and William Keele, but they resisted “and were wrestled from us violently” by their
accomplices. The governor summoned all involved to St. George’s on the charge of “high breach
of peace.” There, lawyer William Milboume made an impassioned argument that killing whales

<9BCR 7:96. The governor's cistern was located roughly between where Bridge House and Reeve Court
stand today in St. George's.
70BCR 5B: 147, 152. Nathaniel Mills told a different version of the story. He claimed that Sayle had
deliberately set the whale adrift off Stile Hill after towing it from “the backside of Ll Stokeses Island” to
the west. This seems hard to believe, since Stokes’s Island was out of the way and whales were very
valuable.
71BCR 5B:310-21. Daniel Hill, John Hill, Jonathan Witter, and John Ward were the principal figures
involved in the incident.
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was the right of all English subjects and that the King’s law, which gave open access to the whale
fishery, took precedent over company laws. The governor and council withheld judgement in the
matter and referred the case to London.72 Governor Florentius Seymour eventually fixed upon a
solution a year after Heydon left the island by banning the construction and use of whale boats in
the future, thus removing the ability of fractious colonists to hunt whales.73
Sir John Heydon’s success in enforcing the Somers Island Company’s trade monopoly was
considerable. Doubtless some smuggling and illegal trade persisted —given the size of the island
and the limited ability’ of the colony’s sheriff and councillors to police the shores it was all but
impossible to completely prevent violations —but the breeches of the company’s mercatilist policy
were not great enough to undermine the success of the extortionate magazines. Indeed, Heydon’s
enforcement was so successful that the colony’s planters and merchants complained to the king
about the company’s economic policies. It was these complaints, coupled with differences within
the company itself, that eventually led to the dissolution of the Somers Island Company charter in a
quo warranto suit in 1684.

The long tenure of Sir John Heydon as governor threw into sharp relief the considerable
differences between Englishmen and Bermudians and crystallized local self-identity in the colony.
Heydon’s attitudes toward morality' and slavery' contrasted with those of the island’s old families of
Bermuda-bom creole planters and revealed the gulf between contemporary English culture in the
1660s and the older cultural traditions that the first settlers had brought with them in the 1610s and

^ C R 7:97-98. Milboume owned one of the boats seized by Hubbard because he had found it full of
blubber.
^BCR 7:111. Notwithstanding Seymour’s proclamation, Richard Leacraft and Daniel Stiles were
charged with killing a whale when only John Stringer and William Keele had been licensed by the
governor, Minutes of Council, 26 March 1683, BCR 7:122.
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1620s that had mutated in relative isolation in response to population pressures, religious
indoctrination, the influence of Indian and black slaves, and contact with other colonies and
emerged as a unique Bermudian identity. Heydon’s style of administration jarred with that of the
many Bermudian governors who had preceded him, amplifying the differences between the
metropolitan London company and the vernacular traditions of the colony. More importantly, this
strident English overlord ruled over the island with his council (most of whom, as agents of
company investors, toed the company line) without giving the populace a voice in government; only
once during his twelve-year term did Heydon call an assembly, and he dissolved it almost
immediately for drawing up a list of grievances rather than the laws that the governor wished them
to formulated. The colonists had their lives controlled by enactments sent out of London and
proclamations issued by Heydon, and thus had no outlet for their frustration other than protest and
smuggling. The resentment that grew within the colony was increasingly channeled towards the
small body of men who exerted incredible and, from the planters’ perspective, unwarranted and
illegitimate control over their lives, Englishmen with whom they now had very little in common.74

The Downfall of the Somers Island Company
As Sir John Heydon was waging war with the Devil and interloping English and colonial
merchants for the souls and success of the colony, the decades-old Somers Island Company began
a battle for its very survival. Its parent company, the Virginia Company of London, had perished
74Charles Andrews, Colonial Period in American History I: 241-42. The list of grievances formulated
by the 1673 assembly was forwarded to the company, who rebuked them for their insolence, and is
reprinted in Lefroy, 11:382. Significant within the text of the complaints was the assembly’s objection to
the company earlier calling the island’s youth, “spawne and young fry”: “We cannot but conclude yt the
terming of us as irreligious, and irrational prophane and refractory, and ye hopeful issues of our Bodies
which are dearer to us than our lives (we mean the youth of our country) opprobriously nicknamed
Spawns and young ffry, is no less than a machiavellian designe of some interested persons to wrap us in a
Bears skin and with ye Dogs of cruelty to devour us.” The populace, through their assembly, bristled at
this cultural attack levelled by the company and resented the air of superiority that radiated from London.
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in 1625 but the smaller, more efficiently managed and successful venture in Bermuda lived on. Its
early members included some of the most prominent political figures of the 1630s and 1640s, but
over the years, the vision and direction of corporation and colony diverged. Differences in
economic priorities sowed the seeds for a conflict that was eventually played out in the courts of
London and resulted in the toppling of one of England’s last joint-stock companies and the
establishment o f royal rule in Bermuda.
Throughout the 1660s and 1670s, the conflict between the Somers Island Company and
the colony centered on the orientation of Bermuda’s economy and the efforts o f the few remaining
London investors to return the island back to its condition in the 1620s. Control of the marketing
of Bermuda’s tobacco, collection of a penny per pound duty on the crop, and maintaining a captive
retail market on the island were the chief goals of company members, who exploited company
prerogatives that had been built into the original charter. But while these prerogatives had been
just and fair in the early years of settlement, economic conditions had changed considerably by the
time the company pressed for stricter enforcement in the 1660s. The penny per pound duty was
supposed to pay the salaries of ministers and government officers, supply and repair the island’s
fortifications and keep roads and bridges in a fit state, but the colony had long levied an additional
collection on resident planters to meet these needs. This duty was assessed before the tobacco was
retailed, so regardless of the current price o f tobacco, the company earned around £1,500 on each
year’s tobacco crop before it even went to market. Since the island price of tobacco was between
2.4d. and 3d. per pound in the 1660s and 1670s, the company duty was the equivalent of 33% 42% the value of tobacco exports (see appendix 2). The company also licensed the magazine ships
that came to collect the island’s tobacco and set the freight charges for shipping the annual crop to
the London market, usually 3/4d. - Id. per pound for tobacco and 40s. per ton on all other goods,
so they stood to make another £1,125 - 1,500 on freight, a sum that more than offset the cost of
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outfitting. Through these charges and prerogatives, the Somers Island Company earned between
£2,500 and 3,000 each year even before the island’s crop was sold for doing very little while the
colony’s planters lost anywhere from 58% to 83% of the value of the tobacco they grew in freight
and duty. Company members also profited from retailing the island’s tobacco in England and
abroad and enjoyed the exclusive right to be the sole vendor of finished goods and raw materials to
the colonists, which they sold through their factors at a considerable mark-up. In 1670, a sailor on
the magazine ship M arigold reported that linen, brandy, tobacco pipes, and other goods wholesaled
on the island at “three pence on the shilling,” a modest 125% markup, but were then resold
throughout the year by the investors’ agents at much higher prices.7S
By the 1660s, dividends came more from the company’s monopolistic control over the
island’s economy, rather than from rents or other ventures on the part o f individual shareholders.
One by one, laws and orders came from London to safeguard their sources of profit. It was a
system of exploitation that the colonists recognized and resented, but were powerless to challenge
directly. By the time a quo warranto suit was initiated, the Somers Island Company was a mere
ghost o f the joint-stock venture that founded the settlement in the 1610s, a vulture that picked at
the small profits of the islanders and held them back from economic development.76
The first thrust against the Somers Island Company came not from indignant colonists, but

75John Hardy, A Description of the Last Vovaee to Bermudas. In the Ship Marigold S.P. Commander.
(London, 1671), 6.
76The best source for the dissolution of the Somers Island Company is Richard Dunn, “The Downfall of
the Bermuda Company: A Restoration Farce,” in William and Marv Quarterly. 3rd ser. 20:487-512
(1963). Dunn’s account tends to trivialize the issues at stake. He does not give ample credit to the
colonists’ efforts to defeat the Somers Island Company and downplays the Crown’s prosecution of the
case. His emphasis is partly a product of the main source he used, attorney Francis Burghill’s copybook
[Rawlinson MSS D 764, Bodleian Library], which reflects a certain amount of personal frustration with
Bermudians and Crown officials alike. Henry Wilkinson, Adventurers of Bermuda. 363-73, briefly recites
an account of the downfall and asserts that a Bermudian willingness to pay a 4 '/: % general export duty
(far cheaper than the 33%-42% they were paying as company duty) endeared their cause to Charles n,
371. See also Charles Andrews, The Colonial Period of American History. 236-48.
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rather was internal in origin. Perient Trott, a London merchant who dealt in tobacco, purchased
the earl of Warwick’s twenty shares in 1659. the year after his death, and had added another seven
by 1662. This quantity made him far and away the biggest investor and landholder in the colony.
In a replay of the conflict between noble and merchant investors in the Virginia Company and in
other corporations of the 1620s and 1630s, Trott’s efforts to revitalize the planter economy and
make the system of transporting and marketing the island’s tobacco more efficient were bitterly
opposed by other members of the company who were more content to exploit the traditional
magazine system. A breech between the two factions occurred in 1669 when Trott dispatched
vessels to collect the tobacco grown on his land, despite the company’s refusal to license them.77
When Trott’s faction temporarily gained control over the company in 1674, he threw out the laws
restricting trade and confining shipping only to the magazine ship and appointed a new governor to
replace Sir John Heydon, but the following year he was ousted and Heydon reinstated for another
three-year term. The noble members complained to the king that Trott had landed 51,000 pounds
of tobacco in London without paying company dues and asked for a royal order that Trott be
forbidden to ship tobacco in the future.78
The noble party exacted a harsh revenge upon Trott once they had regained control: they
expelled him from the company and declared his lands forfeit because of his failure to pay
company dues on the tobacco he had imported. The property was claimed by Lord Daniel Finch,

^ u n n , “Downfall,” 494. See also Richard Norwood’s 1662/3 survey, reprinted in Lefroy, 11:645-731.
In 1673, Trott had apparently bribed Notary Public Timothy Briggs to issue a false letter to Gov. Heydon
which omitted a clause that forbade Trott’s ship, the Elephant, to trade. Heydon detected the error, but
after some debate allowed Trott’s son, Samuel, to ship out old tobacco from the crop of 1672 that
remained on the island. The Privy Council prosecuted Briggs, who sheltered himself from justice within
the royal palace of Whitehall. He was eventually turned out, arrested, and committed to Newgate Prison
on January 31, 1677; APC I:#1031 (7 July 1675); BCR 5B:268-69.
^APC I:#1019 (12 Feb. 1675). Trott paid the King’s duty on the tobacco, but refused to pay the
company’s duty.
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Thomas Barrington, and Henry St. John, who had tenuous claims as the husbands of three of
Warwick’s daughters and heirs. It did not hurt that Finch was the son of Heneage Finch, Charles
H’s Lord Chancellor, which virtually assured the Crown’s support of the seizure. In 1675, word
reached Bermuda that Heydon was to seize Trott’s land and place it under the control of William
Milboume, a lawyer whom Finch had dispatched specifically to insure the transfer.79
Trott approached the Crown for help in reclaiming his lost shares, but his words fell on
deaf ears; Charles H's loyalties were made clear when he revoked the free trade order that Trott
had persuaded him to issue in 1674. Thwarted through official channels, Trott turned to the
popular press and advanced his cause in a pamphlet war whose opening salvo was a tract entitled
A True Relation of the Just and Unjust Proceedings of the Somers Islands-Companv. published in
1676 at his own expense. The following year, he once again petitioned for free trade with
Bermuda, but the Privy Council also sided with the company. Trott next appealed to the House of
Commons, attacking constitutional defects of the company charter. His new attack was
accompanied by two more pamphlets illustrating his case: Some of the Bv-Laws made bv the
Govemour and Company of the Citv of London, for the Plantation of the Summer-Islands and The
Case and Grievance of divers Merchants and others of London. Members of the Bermuda
Company and of the Planters, although who these other merchants were remains unclear. The
company anticipated Trott’s new assault, refuted his claims, and the issue was shelved.80
The undeterred Trott raised the issue a second time in the House of Commons in 1678 with
79Finch Papers, DG 7/1/1,4, 7, Box 4964, Leicestershire Record Office. Finch had “pitcht upon”
William Milboume, a merchant living in Devonshire Parish in 1675 because he “knew none else in ye
Island” —hardly a recommendation. Milboume required £10 a year for his services and suggested Finch
send over ten gallons of brandy and some sack wine to Gov. John Heydon and Sheriff Anthony Jenour to
“encourage them in the execution of our order” to seize Perient Trott’s land; Egerton Mss 2650, f. 10,
British Library.
“CSP (C) 10:#9, APC 1:1110-13 (12 Jan. 1677); Dunn. “Downfall,” 495-96. Copies of these two
previously undated pamphlets can be found in the John Carter Brown Library.
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a new, broader pamphlet that expanded its attack to the conduct of the company’s governor, Sir
John Heydon, and played up the sufferings of the King’s subjects in the colony. The new attack, A
True Relation of the Illeeall Proceedings of the Somers-Island Company in the Courts at London.
demonstrated that Trott was becoming adept as a pamphleteer. He had changed tactics, seeking
now to pull down the Somers Island Company rather than be restored as a member. He demanded
that Parliament revoke the company’s charter and have the Crown assume the task of governing the
colony, assuming that the company policies that obstructed his ability to carry on a private trade
with Bermuda would be swept away once the original charter was annulled. His new attack
unsettled Somers Island Company leadership to such an extent that in July 1679, negotiations were
launched to split the land between Trott, Finch, Barrington, and St. John, but Perient Trott died
before any agreement could be reached. Trott’s ten-year battle was important because it publicized
troubles within the company and in the colony and raised awareness within London that all was not
well in Bermuda. Indeed, it is doubtful whether the complaints of Bermudian planters would have
ever reached the ears of royal officials if Trott’s battles had not attuned them to listen. Trott foiled
in his personal attempt to change the Somers Island Company from within, but his lobbying drew
royal attention to Bermuda.81
After Perient Trott’s death, the battle against the Somers Island Company was taken up by
the Bermudian colonists. William Righton and other disgruntled planters and merchants became
familiar with Trott’s war through copies of his various pamphlets and petitions that found their
way onto the island despite company efforts. They were no doubt introduced by his son, Samuel
8IDunn, “Downfall,” 496-96. According to an agreement dated 7 July 1679, Trott was to get the rents
on all the contested shares for the year 1678. Thomas Barrington, Henry St. John, and Daniel Finch were
to restore four shares in Hamilton, two shares in Devonshire, three shares in Southampton, one share on
St David’s Island, and seven shares in Warwick. Trott in turn, was to release three shares in Warwick
and one share in Hamilton; Finch Papers, DG 7/1/1, Box 4964, L. R. O. That these company members
cared so much for their Bermudian property belied their protests elsewhere as to the worthlessness of
Bermudian tobacco.
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Trott, who had emigrated to the island around 1670 to manage his father’s properties. In May
1677, Sir John Heydon collected sixteen or seventeen copies of Trott’s first pamphlet that had
arrived with the magazine ship and ritually burned them in front of the pillory in St. George’s.
Nevertheless, a few copies escaped Heydon’s detection and served as an inspiration and model for
Bermudians to echo Trott’s grievances.*2
Early in 1679, John Stowe, Thomas Smith, Christopher Smith, and Richard Mathelin
forwarded two petitions from “us Freeholders, Merchants and Inhabitants of Bermuda” pointing
out that the vast majority of shareholders were resident in Bermuda. Notwithstanding, the company
in London taxed them unfairly, refused to allow them to call an assembly, and kept “your
Majesty’s poor subjects in a manner slaves.” Whitehall launched an inquiry into the issues raised
but the company successfully defended itself. A second petition in a similar vein, this time signed
by fifty-four of the colony’s leading men, arrived in July and included an expanded list of
grievances that convinced the Crown that the Somers Island Company might be hiding something
after all. After ruling that the company had gone too far in seizing Perient Trott’s property without
a trial in Bermuda (as stated in their charter), the Lords of Trade offered the company a choice
between their arbitration in the matter or a quo warranto trial of the 1615 charter at a meeting on
July 30, 1679.83

“Trott directed agitation on the island from London. In 1676, Gov. Heydon wrote Daniel Finch of the
“arivall of Mr. Trott’s printed bookes with.4 Private Letter how to manage them” [emphasis mine]; Finch
Papers, DG 7/1/6, Box 4964, L. R. O. Richard Dunn suspects that William Righton helped Trott compose
his last pamphlet, informing him of tire alleged misdeeds of Gov. Heydon. Righton introduced the
laments of Bermuda’s colonists into Trott’s pamphlets, an element that finally succeeded in commanding
the attention of Parliament The company retaliated against Righton in May 1678 by denying his title for
a share of land and awarding it to Henry Sandys; Dunn, “Downfall,” 497; CSP (C) 10:#211, #699.
“Actually, this was not the first time that the spectre of a quo warranto suit had been raised before the
Company. In 1671, a Captain Brett had called attention to “ye oppressions of ye Companes Tyranizinge
over ye Planters.” Brett cited the example of Lord Willoughby in Barbados and offered to serve as royal
governor of Bermuda for seven years if the King annulled the Somers Island Company charter; Clarendon
Mss 102, ff 1-4, Bodleian Library; CSP (C) 10:#990i, 1031, 1052, 1061-62; Dunn, “Downfall,” 497-98;
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In a follow-up meeting in October attended by Bermudians William Righton and Josiah
Pitt, the Lords of Trade upheld the company’s right to collect port charges, neglect calling an
assembly on the island, and ban shipbuilding. The Lords did object, however, to the company’s
obstruction of petitions from the inhabitants to the Crown and their seizure of the lands of William
Righton, Thomas Leacraft and Godherd Asser in retaliation for their rabble-rousing, but given
these trifling objections, the members of the company felt the Lords of Trade favored their cause.
Rather than risk reproof forced upon them in an arbitrated settlement, they opted to gamble on the
quo warranto suit —an all-or-nothing contest they felt confident of winning. In December 1679,
Richard Banner, the company secretary was sure that "their Charter would justify what they had
done,” and so the suit went to trial.84
On January 21, 1680, Perient Trott's ghost must have reveled as the King ordered
Attorney General Sir Creswell Levins to begin prosecuting the quo warranto suit against the
company that the merchant had hated so much. Trott’s heirs, hoping to regain his land on the
island, put up the money necessary to initiate the trial. Once launched, however, it limped along at
a snail’s pace, neglected by the King and the colonists alike. The Crown was uninterested in, if not
actually opposed to, dissolving the company, since Bermuda produced nothing of worth and
threatened to become a drain on the royal coffers if the King assumed responsibility for governing
the island. Daniel Finch, the man who had usurped Perient Trott’s land, had by 1679 become
governor of the Somers Island Company, as well as an M.P. and Privy Councillor, he no doubt
worked hard to undermine the prosecution from within the King’s government. It was up to
Bermuda’s disgruntled setders to raise the funds to prosecute the case, but they found it difficult

Leffoy, 11:466-77. Dunn points out that Bermudian pamphleteers emulated Trott’s earlier works in their
content and rhetoric.
MCSP 10:# 1065, 1072, 1191; APC I:#1295, 1317; Dunn, •‘Downfall,” 498, Lefiroy, 11:477-81,486-87.
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and expensive to wage a war against the company on its home ground from their distant island
home with scant monetary resources.®5
When word reached Bermuda that the Somers Island Company was being threatened by a
quo warranto suit, the news became fodder for a range of civil disturbances and split the island
into warring factions. Josiah Pitt was jailed by Sir John Heydon soon after his return from
England in September 1680 for “promoting disturbance’' and publicly reading papers against the
Somers Island Company government. But in doing this Heydon went too far; the proclamation that
Pitt had read and which Heydon ordered burned was not Trott’s propaganda but the King and
Council’s orders. Councillor William Peniston pointed this out to the governor and boldly stated
that he would have the orders read and published in his tribe before renouncing his seat.86
After over a year of inactivity, the trial lurched forward in February 1681 with the arrival
of the Bermuda magazine ship in London. William Righton brought yet another petition signed by
84 Bermudians that argued that since the vast majority of shareholders lived in Bermuda, the
government of the company should be transferred there; the Somers Island Company had ceased to
trade as a joint-stock company, no longer met the quorum of members fixed in the charter, and had
not convened the thirty “assistants” who were, according to the charter, to make up their London
quarter-court in over fifty years. But the magazine ship also brought another petition asking the
King to “restore the Company, our nursing fathers to its ancient method of government” that was
penned by a pro-company party on the island. By all means the King should “reform what is amiss
amongst them, [but] let not this island suffer with their dissolution.” It seemed, to the court,
“DNB 12:1-2; CSP (C) 10:#1277; APC I:#1333; Dunn, “Downfall.” 498-99; Leffoy, 0:490. Dunn
wrongly stated that during the suit, Bermudian lived in “a Lockean state of nature” in which all company
duties, taxes, and regulations were suspended. In the same royal decree that recalled Gov. Heydon, the
King maintained that the company’s duties and laws remained in force pending the decision of the quo
warranto; CSP 11:#31 (25 Feb. 1681).
“BCR 7:90; Lefroy, 0:505, 507.
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another weary chapter in this tedious drama until Righton reported Heydon’s suppressing of the
King’s orders and Pitt’s continued imprisonment for broadcasting them. Within five days, the
King ordered that Josiah Pitt be released and recalled Heydon home to answer for his “great
contempt of your Majesty’s authority.”87
The Bermudian representatives who came to London even found themselves a capable
lawyer to advance their cause. Sometime in 1680, Righton had come into contact with Francis
Burghill, an office-seeker who haunted Whitehall in search of an overseas post. Burghill was a
strident Tory and something of a sensationalist who improved the rhetoric of the unsophisticated
colonists. The lawyer inherited Perient Trott’s casebook containing the evidence against the
company he had gathered and set to work in prosecuting the quo warranto suit. He also probably
coached Righton, Trott’s son John, and Nathaniel Smith for delivering testimony at the February
meetings that resulted in Heydon’s recall.88
By April the trial of the Somers Island Company was widely publicized. A printed version
of the Bermudian petition appeared in circulation, relating how the company had erased lawful land
titles, taxed the colony without the assembly’s consent and spent the proceeds feasting at their

^CSP (C):#18, 21-22, 25, 31. Righton claimed that the pro-company petition actually had been
fabricated in London by Sir Gilbert Gerard and others. It was signed by company men on the island,
including former governor Florentius Seymour and his son Daniel, Piovost Marshall John Bristow and his
son, ministers Henry Vaughan Jr. and John Fowle, Richard Hanger, Thomas Witter, Francis and John
Tucker, Thomas Howe, and a few public tenants and servants in the hopes of “preferment and continuance
in places of profit” Notably missing were the signatures of any councillors.
“Dunn, “Downfall,” 499-501. Burghill’s first entry in his copybook related to the quo warranto trial
was dated 27 June 1681, but the company wrote in March 1681 that Burghill was active in the suit
Richard Dunn states that Burghill was “a minor hanger-on at Whitehall” who held only “a paltry court
appointment as royal Herald of Somerset.” Burghill was not the outsider that Dunn made him out to be,
however. Leffoy asserts that the lawyer had been recruited by Cromwell as a spy. When this was
disclosed a few years later, this fact resulted in his being dismissed as a Gentleman of the Bedchamber to
Charles n and Governor of Calshott Castle because he was “not worthy of trust” It also probably factored
into his unsuccessful application for the post of governor of Antigua in 1661; Rawlinson MSS D 764:33
(Bodleian Library); Lefroy, 11:514.
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London meetings, admitted strangers without land to the company’s government while denying a
voice to Bermudian landowners, and maintained an economic stranglehold on the island, driving up
the price o f Bermuda’s tobacco through excessive duties and freight until it could not compete on
the open market. The quo warranto suit also began to stir the minds of other royal officers. If the
charter of the Somers Island Company (the oldest colonial joint-stock venture then in existence)
could be tried, perhaps other, later colonial charters might be similarly tested and reclaimed by the
King. Edward Randolph suggested as much in a letter he sent from Massachusetts to the King.
He pointed out that the Massachusetts Bay Company had a similar charter, but "The misdemeanors
and arbitrary proceedings of Massachusetts far exceed those of the Somers island Company.” The
battle for Bermuda, it would seem, was the first salvo in Charles’ war against the colonies and his
effort to restructure England’s imperial system.89
Word of Heydon’s recall reached Bermuda around mid-April. The company reappointed
Florentius Seymour to replace Sir John, who departed for England on June 24 in the ketch Society.
Soon after his arrival in mid-August, Heydon met personally with Charles II, which reassured
company members that they still had the upper hand in the trial. A hearing was set for October 26
to review the old governor’s conduct; Righton's case, however, was not ready on that day and he
suffered the humiliation of having to pay the company £3 for a postponement. When the two
parties finally met on November 2, Heydon was acquitted of any wrongdoings.90
Finch and the company, it would seem, now had momentum in the trial. They had
succeeded in delaying the trial by manipulating the court and the sheriffs of London in the hopes
that the prohibitive costs of pressing the suit would drive Righton, John Trott, and other

®CSP(C) 11:#68,93.
"CSP (C) 11:#261, 271, 283. Lefroy, 11:502-7.
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Bermudians away. At the end of the delay, Heydon had been vindicated —a positive sign. Their
success, however, was short-lived. A month after Heydon’s hearing, Lord Culpepper returned
from a voyage to Virginia; he had called briefly in Bermuda both coming and going and his report
on the state o f the island was pretty damning. The population was “much divided” and “in very
great disorder” as a result of the quo warranto suit. Culpepper also reported that the island’s
company-appointed minister (probably Sampson Bond) not only declined to use the Book of
Common Prayer, but actually prohibited it. This was the first account of the colony from an
unbiased source to reach the Lords of Trade and it disturbed them enough to order the new attorney
general, Sir George Jeffreys, to vigorously prosecute the case and prohibit the company from
issuing orders to Bermuda until after a verdict had been reached.91
In 1682, however, the company suddenly found itself in a favorable climate despite
Culpepper’s report. In that year, Charles II was mired in a political war with his Whig opposition
and was busy attacking royal charters both at home and in the colonies. London, a bulwark of
Whig resistance, promised to offer the company a friendly jury in the suit, so they abandoned their
strategy of delay and legal obstruction and pressed for a quick decision. It became Burghill and
Righton’s turn to delay. In March 1682, Burghill pleaded with the King’s brother, the Duke of
York, not to let the issue be settled by “a Whigg Jurey, there being noe other now to be had in
London.” The trial was decided during the Michaelmas Term and the court, hostile to the Crown
prosecution, deemed the issue a private matter between the company and Burghill, effectively
shutting out the attorney general from participating. The verdict returned was equally
unsurprising: the company’s charter was upheld and its rights to tax, regulate, and govern the

9,CSP(C) ll:# 3 i9 ,334,635.
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colony were restored.92
The company had lost no time in shoring up their defenses against a second trial. They
made peace with Perient Trott’s heirs by returning some of the shares they had seized in 1675, thus
removing the principle cause that launched the original quo warranto suit. They also sought to
win popular support and reassert their authority on the island. They turned out councillor John
Stowe, who had defended the King’s orders and banned Finch’s old lawyer, William Milboume,
from representing clients since he had defected to the side of the anti-company party. They also re
established the ban on exporting tobacco in non-licensed vessels. In Bermuda, Sheriff John
Hubbard was so zealous in his enforcement that in his effort to prevent Edward Clemens’ ship
Welcome from removing any of the island’s tobacco, he damaged one of Samuel Trott’s tobacco
boat to such a degree that it sank alongside the ship. Trott’s servants and slaves had to be fished
out of the water and were eventually landed in Cornwall.93
The confidence of the London company was shared by Governor Henry Durham, who had
replaced Florentius Seymour after his death in November 1682. When William Righton returned
to the colony, he found that Durham and his council spoke "with great contempt and reproach of
the King” and that “few dare assert the King’s honor and dignity” there. Durham raised the
spectre of “popery and robery,” asserting that the colonists “would be forced to go to church by
drum and fiddle and would be bought and sold under the guns of thirty or forty frigates.” For
reporting the state of the quo warranto suit in Hamilton church that March, Righton was bonded
for his future good behavior. The island’s ministers even used their pulpits as a platform for
propaganda, where they “have of late by the Company’s orders preached the King’s government

nCSP (C) 11:#635; Rawlinson MSS D 764:38-39, quoted in Dunn,”Downfall,” 503-4.
” CSP (C) 11:#438, 741, 840, 987, 1097, 1205; Dunn, “Downfall,” 504.
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down and the Company’s up, and inspired many with the belief that they will be ruined if the King
takes the island . . . for that the courtiers will buy their land and they will have a popish
governor.”94
Undeterred, Francis Burghill, William Righton, and the attorney general started from
scratch in 1683 and launched a second quo warranto suit against the Somers Island Company.
Burghill had already invested £300 of his own money in the prosecution, which he hoped the
disaffected colonists would refund if he was victorious. Their new attack came from two
directions. Burghill made a persuasive assault on the corporate organization embedded in the
original charter. In 1615, there were 156 members resident in London; the inhabitants of Bermuda
were their servants or tenants, but none owned the land on which they lived and labored. By 1683,
the vast majority of the shares had been purchased by Bermudians to such an extent that the
London company members did not own even one-twentieth of the island. Indeed, there were only
nineteen current members of the company, but this number included ten "sham purchasers to make
voters” that Charles Pym had under his control. This paltry sum did not meet the protocol set out
in the 1615 charter for governing the corporation, which required twenty-four shareholding
assistants, six of whom were to change each year. The modev collection of merchants and

tobacconists who formed the Somers Island Company in 1683 were indeed a pale shadow of the
assembly of noble figures who had launched the colony seventy years earlier.95

MCSP (Q 11:#1075; BCR 7:122. Admittedly, Righton’s report was biased, since he called the London
investors “Rogues and Rascalls and a Cursed Company.”
95CSP (C) 11:#1087, 1096; Rawlinson D 764, f. 33. The shareholders included Gov. Daniel Finch,
Dep. Gov. Sir Gilbert Gerrard, Thomas Barrington, Henry St. John, haberdashers John and the Richards
Chandler Jr. and Sr., w harfinger Henry Dandy, ministers Samuel Smith Jr. and Sr. (who actually owned
no land), merchant-tobacconists Hugh Noden, Richard Beauchamp, and Mr. Meredith, broker Humphrey
MeverilL Mr. Webb, Thomas Harford, Mr. Waller, and Mr. Browning. Lord Manchester had eight shares
in trust, but none in his own right. Sir George Waterman owned seven shares, but these were mortgaged
to Henry Killigrew in 1680.
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The Crown took a different approach, one that would allow them to by-pass the whole
legal process if necessary. Attorney General Sir George Jeffries argued that Bermuda’s strategic
location had become a matter of national security. '‘Bermuda lies in the eye of all trade to the West
indies, so that it might destroy it, if in the enemy’s hands. If the King think the place not well
fortified or unable to defend itself. . . I conceive that. . . he may send such a Governor as he thinks
fit” over the protests of the Somers Island Company. In September 1683, the King chose Richard
Coney to be governor of the militia and forts of the island and the company had no choice but
grudgingly to accept him the following month.96
Given the situation, Richard Coney was a poor choice for governor since he reinforced the
company’s prophesies of creeping popery. An appraisal of Coney’s unsuccessful bid for the
governorship of Newfoundland in 1681 revealed that his wife was Roman Catholic and had
brought up all of their children in that faith. As a result, he received no support from the island’s
clergy. Coney’s lukewarm endorsement by the company and his ties to the King alienated him
from the pro-company faction and his difficult temperament lost him the support of Righton and
the colonists who favored dissolution. In short, Coney’s disastrous tenure as governor began even
before he set foot on the island, but it is doubtful that anyone could have been effective in that post,
given the circumstances.97
Richard Coney arrived in Bermuda on January 24, 1684, armed with instructions to
enforce the company’s trade restrictions and collect port charges and duties on tobacco. Within a
few months, his hot temper and poor understanding of the ways of the island’s politics brought him

^CSP (C) 11:#1095, 1235; Lefroy, 11:516-24; Dunn, “Downfall,” 504. Dunn mistakenly thought that
Coney was chosen by a confident Somers Island Company, when in reality their acceptance of him
indicated that it was losing ground in the suit.
'"CSP (Q 11:#146 (letter from the Bishop of London to Sir Leoline Jenkins, 20 June 1681), 1235,
1397
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into conflict with just about every leading figure on the island. William Righton, the leader o f the
anti-company faction, fell out with Coney after an incident in May 1684. Righton’s son had gone
to St. George’s to obtain clearance papers for his ship from Coney but because of his Quaker
beliefs he had kept his hat on during the interview. Coney took this as a sign of disrespect, beat
Righton with his cane, and later imprisoned him. In pursuance of his royal charge to look after the
island’s defenses, Coney had forbidden the settlers to yield obedience to their militia commanders
and retained the keys to the storehouse where what little powder and shot the island possessed was
stored. It was felt that Coney “did not trust the country with a jot of powder”; rather than improve
the safety of Bermuda, Coney had diminished it, since “if war and invasion came the country must
be taken before the inhabitants can put themselves in a state of defense.” His behavior also stood
in marked contrast to his saintly predecessor, John Heydon. William Righton complained that “the
country knows him to be miserably poor and so much given to drunkenness, swearing and lying
that there is not a spark of respect for him.” The assembly, when called, feared embezzlement and
refused to raise money for him. Righton pleaded with Francis Burghill in London to convince the
King to “lay [Coney] aside and put in a wiser man . . . for he grows worse every day.” Since it
was unclear whether Coney was answerable to the company or to the Crown, the Bermudians did
not have an outlet to voice their dissatisfaction. Instead, tensions continued to rise and the
governor became more unpopular with each passing month.98
Meanwhile back in London, things grew worse for the Somers Island Company. The
appointment of Coney demonstrated that their control of the administration of their colony was
slipping away. In June 1683 a dispute over land titles divided company members internally.
Charles II succeeded in revoking London’s charter and the Whig sheriffs and juries who had

98BCR7:126; CSP (C) 11:#1695 (Righton to Burghill, 20 May 1684), 1763 (William Milboume to
same, 22 June 1684).
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returned a favorable decision in the first quo warranto suit were replaced with hostile Tories.
Throughout 1684, the company had delayed as best they could by refusing to release their
corporate records and allow the Crown to examine them. Nevertheless, the end was near and on
May 7, the Somers Island Company held their last quarter court meeting in Saddler’s Hall on
Gutter Lane, London. They claimed £1,592.10.0 in debts and sold off over one hundred acres of
public land in Bermuda to recoup their losses. On June 16, 1684, the second quo warranto suit
was concluded and the Somers Island Company was dissolved."
After four years of labor, prosecutor Francis Burghill was rewarded with a posting as the
first Crown governor of the colony that he had fought so long to free. Charles II appointed
Burghill on June 30, and the lawyer immediately set to work recasting the governing of the colony.
He advocated free trade with other English colonies so the planters could make better profits for
their tobacco. He pressed the Crown to force the late company members to repair the forts they
had for so long neglected and repay the colonists for taxes levied above the cost o f government
over the past five years. Burghill also wanted to revive land tenure by “knight-service,” requiring
that every share to send two armed men on urgent occasions. The public lands, Burghill thought,
might yield up to £600 a year in rents which should more that pay for government expenses,
ministers’ salaries and maintenance of the colony’s forts. The Crown would still collect its duties
on enumerated commodities like tobacco without having to contribute a shilling to support the
colony. Burghill’s plans were imaginative, far-reaching, and practical.100
"The land dispute was between Stephen Waterman and Hugh Noden. The land in question had been
forfeited by regicides Owen Rowe, Cornelius Holland, and Sir John Danvers after the Restoration and
given to Henry Killigrew. Waterman claimed his father. Sir George Waterman, had purchased the land,
but Hugh Noden maintained that Killigrew had sold it to him; CSP (C) 11:#1137-38, 1412. The Somers
Island Company sold the public lands to William Gore, John Lloyd, and John Mallory of London, but this
sale was later annulled because the charter forbade the alienation of company property; CSP (C)
11:#1666-67; Leffoy, 11:525-27; Rawlinson D 764, f. 32; Dunn, “Downfall,” 504-5.
lfl0€SP(C) ll:#1782-84.
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Sadly, Francis Burghill never got the opportunity to put his scheme into execution.
Somers Island Company Governor Daniel Finch became the second Earl of Nottingham in 1682
upon the death of his father and he assumed a prominent position in court. Although his influence
was not great enough to save the company, it was sufficient to dash Burghill’s hope and deny him
his reward. In August, Nottingham went before the Lords of Trade and Plantations, and lied
outrageously to scupper Burghill’s aspirations: he reported that "at least fifty families had left
Bermuda on the apprehension of Mr. Burghill’s appointment as governor, and a hundred more
were prepared to leave.” As a result, the Lords decided to continue Coney as governor. An
outraged Burghill complained to the Privy Council, citing his role in the quo warranto prosecution,
at his own expense, and even offered to serve without salary, but to no avail —Finch was once
again in place to bar his appeal. The King commissioned Richard Coney as Bermuda’s first royal
governor on December 16, 1684.101
In Bermuda, the news of the dissolution of the Somers Island Company was cataclysmic.
Samuel Trott and William Righton received the good news in a letter from Francis Burghill that
arrived on July 8 and announced it in the island’s meeting houses and churches. Coney and his
council, disbelieving the news, quickly put a stop to their activities. The governor turned Trott and
Righton “out of doors with violence and passion and offered to fight [them] with pistol and sword.”
By October, there was some question on the island whether Coney’s commission as governor was
still valid. Henry Bish, a minor official who had come out with Coney, turned on the governor and
denied he haH any authority. Righton, Trott, Bish, and several leading assemblymen held a mock-

,0,CSP (C) I I:#I835,1849, 1893, 2010; Dunn, “Downfall,” 505-6; DNB 12:1-5. Dunn failed to make
the connection that Finch was Somers Island Company Governor, Privy Councillor and Earl of
Nottingham, a revelation that surely would have affected his interpretation of the trial. Burghill’s letter
book suggests that the Duke of York was the prime backer of the prosecution, which might explain why
Finch, a loyal supporter of Charles II, led the opposition to James and welcomed William III in 1688.
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funeral for the company, where '"there was burnt claret enough for all comers.” Such were the last
respects paid to the Somers Island Company that had built the colony of Bermuda up from nothing,
but had grown decadent and exploitative in its old age.102

The history o f Bermuda under the Somers Island Company was one of a colony that
exhibited a remarkable degree of flexibility. The island was quickly settled, enjoyed a healthy
environment, fixed upon a lucrative staple crop in tobacco (whose cultivation was greatly aided by
techniques learned from the island’s first Afro-Hispanic and Indian slaves), and achieved a
considerable degree of stability through the establishment of a responsive, representative
government and a strong, Puritan church. As in New England, company and colony strove to build
a “city upon a hill,” but they soon discovered that this city had walls. The small size of the island
and the reproductive success of the early settlers soon led to over-population and a failure on the
part of tobacco planters to shift to an economy of scale when the market price of that commodity
plummeted. Overcrowding and dim future prospects led the colony to “export” settlers who
helped found other English colonies in the West Indies and North America, establishing miniBermudas throughout the Atlantic world. This circulation of settlers anticipated the transoceanic
flow of Bermudian sloops and sailors throughout the eighteenth century that resulted from the
maritime revolution that immediately followed the dissolution of the Somers Island Company.
When tobacco prices plummeted in the late 1620s, the colonists diversified their economy
by shifting attention toward animal husbandry and growing provisions, chiefly for the Sugar
Islands o f the Caribbean. Both the company and the island weathered the English Civil War; the
company members rose to some of the highest positions in the Parliamentarian government. In

,02CSP (C):#1834, 1899.
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Bermuda, the religious conflicts of the 1630s were resolved by the island’s Puritan leaders, who
forged a moderate consensus after the death of Charles I and maintained control over the colony.
It was only after the Restoration that irreconcilable differences between London and Bermuda
came to the fore.
Heydon’s administration was about defining groups, setting boundaries, and hierarchically
ranking these groups. Bermudian society, he found, had blurred distinctions between the social
positions o f blacks and whites, and men and women as it had evolved over fifty years, until the
identity and culture of the islanders had diverged considerably from that of Heydon’s
contemporaries in England. Bermuda’s economy was equally schizophrenic in that it blended
staple tobacco exports to England with a more diversified range of exports destined for the West
Indies. Heydon sought to order the segments of Bermudian society and establish precedents: white
over black, male over female, Puritan over Quaker and other non-Puritan religions, tobacco over
foodstuffs, and —most importantly —company over colony. He wanted to rationally structure a
smooth-working and efficient machine in which every cog had its place. Bermudians successfully
resisted Heydon’s efforts for the most part because they realized that their success and vitality was
a product of their ability to creatively and pragmatically blend together a wide range of economic
pursuits and draw strength from a population that was multi-racial and multi-ethnic in origin. Life
on a small island was governed more by individual negotiations rather than rules imposed from
above that often did not suit local conditions. Bermudians resisted Heydon’s efforts to categorize
and arrange them by refusing to police themselves; the governor could personally maintain his
authority in St. George’s, the enforcement of his will depended upon colonial officials throughout
the rest of the island. The colonists preferred a home-grown Bermudian identity in which social
boundaries were blurred and there was little Governor Sir John Heydon could do to change them.
The efforts of Heydon and the Somers Island Company to order Bermudian society
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touched a nerve, for they threatened to undo nearly six decades of development and adaptation and
disrupt the successful functioning of the colonial economy. The company sought to cut the colony
off from the rest of the world just at a time when commerce and empire were expanding, and
Heydon’s administration made Bermudians realize the degree to which their culture and concerns
diverged from those in London. The islanders responded by attacking that which threatened them
—the company —in an effort to gain the freedom they considered necessary to maintain their way
of life. The future lay in trade, not tobacco, and Bermudians fought long and hard to bring down
the company that failed to see prosperity in the emerging Atlantic economy. After 1684,
Bermudians had much greater autonomy in managing their own development. In one of the great
ironies of Bermudian history, the colony’s planters successfully defeated the Somers Island
Company to preserve the agrarian society that had developed on the island by the 1670s, but their
victory ushered in changes that swept this society away and replaced with a drastically different,
capitalist maritime one in less than two decades. 1684 was a crucial turning point in the colony’s
history, for Bermuda’s maritime revolution began with the death of the Somers Island Company.
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p a rt n
THE MARITIME REVOLUTION

From its inception in 1615 until the conclusion of the second quo warranto suit in 1684,
the Somers Island Company in London shaped events in Bermuda to a significant degree, despite a
growing sense o f independence and resistance on the part of the colonists. Even during the
turbulent decades of the English Civil War, the company had the final say on colonial policy and
selected the island's ruling elite. In spite of the clamorous protest of Bermudians whose economic
interests lay in England’s other New World possessions, the London-based company directed the
island’s economic orientation toward England. The dissolution of the Somers Island Company
ushered in a new phase of Bermudian history in which economic and de facto political autonomy
shifted from England to Bermuda after the colony passed from the proprietors to the Crown. The
Board of Trade and royal governors were ostensibly in control, but Whitehall was far more lax in
its supervision than the self-interested company members had been, and the latter quickly learned
that they could do little in the colony without local support. For all intents and purposes,
Bermudians gained a considerable degree of local autonomy in the years before the American
Revolution.
The fell of the Somers Island Company also brought about a massive shift in economic
orientation Within two decades, Bermuda underwent a '‘maritime revolution,”1in which the

'Maritime Revolution, as applied here, refers not to the technological innovations that facilitated
European maritime expansion in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but rather an economic revolution
313
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earlier diversified agrarian economy gave way to one centered on trans-Atlantic commerce and
industry. After the company’s prohibitions on shipbuilding and inter-colonial trade were swept
away in the wake of the quo warranto trial, Bermuda’s merchants, sailors, and shipwrights rushed
to join the burgeoning Atlantic trade. For a few transitional years, Bermudians sought to marry
their traditional and emerging economies by growing tobacco and provisions for export while
simultaneously creating a fleet o f vessels to convey these crops to England and the West Indies, but
the island’s limited resources could not support the effort, and the attempt had a disastrous effect
on the environment. In the 1690s, the shipbuilding industry grew from merely providing vessels to
transport home-grown commodities to market to became an important sector of the colonial
economy in its own right. By 1700, the colony’s rising generation of mariners employed
Bermuda’s now sizeable merchant fleet instead as carriers for hire, speculative traders, and
privateers in times of war. The Maritime Revolution —the threshold moment when the economic
importance o f earnings from trade, commerce, and industry surpassed earnings from production of
domestic commodities for export —was complete in Bermuda early in the eighteenth century. The
colony was remarkable for the speed with which this extensive and far-reaching transformation
was achieved, as profound in impact as the more widely known Sugar Revolution of 1640-1680

made possible by the integration and diversification of colonial economies. Any discussion of the British
colonial economies must begin with John McCusker and Russell Menard, The Economy of British
America. 1607-1789 (Chapel Hill, 1985), especially the introduction and chapters 1-3, 13-16.
Core/periphery and metropolis/colony economic models, important for mapping out the integration of
economies, are addressed by McCusker and Menard, ch. 1 and D. W. Meinig, The Shaping of America. A
Geographic Perspective on 500 Years of History: Atlantic America. 1492-1800 (New Haven, 1986), 25867. For the rise of colonial shipbuilding and merchant fleets in other English/British colonies, see James
Shepherd and Gary Walton, Shipping. Trade and the Economic Development of Colonial North America
(Cambridge, 1972), Ralph Davis, The Rise of the English Shipping Industry in the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries (London, 1962), and Joseph Goldenberg, Shipbuilding in Colonial America
(Charlottesville, 1976).
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was in the West Indies.2
Bermuda’s sudden and pervasive economic shift had far-reaching social, political, legal,
demographic, and environmental repercussions. The physical landscape changed dramatically as
tobacco fields were reforested to grow cedars for the island's shipbuilding industry. In 1685,
Bermudian planters exported half a million pounds of tobacco; by 1705 the colony did not grow
enough to satisfy its own domestic consumption and had to import some from Virginia. A
“breadbasket” for Barbados and other West Indian islands in the seventeenth century, Bermuda
became just as dependent as the Sugar Islands upon outside sustenance and had to import threequarters or more of its food throughout the eighteenth century because over 90% o f its land was
covered in forests of cedar trees. The colony’s political and legal systems became more
sophisticated as the decision-making process shifted from London to St. George’s. New courts
sprang up to address maritime commercial disputes and the members of Bermuda's assembly
became increasingly bold and innovative in challenging the authority of the colony’s royal
governors and in devising ways of evading the strictures of the Navigation Acts to maximize their
profits or render local government ineffective in taxing themselves. The demography of Bermuda’s
population changed radically as so many men took to the sea to work in a notoriously dangerous
profession; shipwrecks, combat, and disease in foreign ports increased male mortality and led to
the emergence of a significant female majority on the island. By 1727, nearly one-third o f the
colony’s households were headed by widows or single women. Gender relations altered as the
Puritan patriarch gave way to his wife acting as a “deputy husband” for much of the year while her
spouse was away at sea. Wives and widows ran households, educated children, owned ships,

^For a general overview of the Sugar Revolution in the West Indies, see Richard Dunn, Sugar and
Slaves: The Rise of the Planter Class in the English West Indies. 1624-1713 (Chapel Hill, 1972) and
Richard Sheridan, Sugar and Slavery: An Economic History of the British West Indies. 1623-1775
(Baltimore, 1973).
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managed slaves, conducted business, and had an expanded legal, economic, and social role as a
result of the Maritime Revolution. Male slave labor was transformed from agricultural drudgery
to skilled labor, a shift that had a considerable impact on race relations and the level of integration
within the society. The work of female slaves was less significantly changed, but did shift from
agricultural pursuits toward dairying, domestic service, and cottage manufacturing activities like
weaving platt.
Equally pervasive but more difficult to assess are changes in the mentalite of Bermudians,
black and white, male and female, who participated in a cosmopolitan Atlantic economy. The men
who sailed Bermuda’s fleet of sloops called at ports from Newfoundland to Barbados and from
Liverpool to Lisbon, where they picked up news, observed innovations in fashion, manners, and
architecture, and purchased the rich and varied material culture reflected in the colony’s probate
inventories. In short, the Maritime Revolution brought about a total transformation of the island's
society and drastically altered the traditions and institutions that had developed during the Somers
Island Company period; the people, pursuits, language, lifestyle and landscape of Bermuda in 1750
bore litde resemblance to the island of a century earlier/

Part II explores Bermuda’s maritime economy as it developed in the century after the
dissolution of the Somers Island Company and focuses on the physical changes wrought by the
shift from tobacco cultivation to commercial enterprise. Chapter 5 chronicles the rapid shift from
field to sea, complete by 1700, and addresses factors that accelerated economic change and the
transformative effect the shift had upon Bermuda’s environment. It also examines the organization

3One-tliird female-headed households in 1727 in PRO 37/12:ff. 11-29 and discussed in chapter 8.
Oa tobacco and timber, see PRO CO 37/7:175, 181-82; CSP (C) 23:#162; Bryan Edwards, The History
CHI ITT1r’r n T"°"^~'al of the British Colonies in the West Indies. 4 vols. (London, 1794) 1:470.
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and growth o f Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry —the mainspring of the maritime economy —and
chronicles the evolution of the Bermuda sloop, the island’s unique, home-grown contribution to
Atlantic maritime technology. Local cedar, sloop rigging and sharp hull design, and slave labor in
building and operating Bermudian vessels gave the colony’s shipping fleet important advantages in
competing in the Atlantic trade. Chapter 6 surveys how the Bermuda sloop was employed in a
wide range of ventures that included the speculative and carrying trades, smuggling, salt raking,
privateering, whaling, wrecking, and fishing. The variety of pursuits gave the Bermudian maritime
economy considerable flexibility in adapting to fluctuations in trade, emerging markets, and
changing conditions during times of peace and war. A narrative history of the colony told from an
economic rather than political perspective underscores the importance of events in the larger
Atlantic world upon Bermuda and demonstrates the degree to which the island's merchants and
mariners were engaged in what amounted to a global exchange network. It ends with a sketch of
Bermuda on the eve o f the American Revolution in order for one to better appreciate the changes
and challenges that this war and its aftermath posed to Bermuda’s integrated maritime economy.
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CHAPTERS
MARITIME REVOLUTION AND THE BERMUDA SLOOP

In the century after the dissolution of the Somers Island Company, Bermuda was
increasingly forgotten by a Crown kept busy with wars in Europe and managing larger and more
important colonial possessions in the West Indies and North America. The Board of Trade, the
body responsible for managing overseas trade and colonial affairs, paid scant attention to the tiny
island after its tobacco exports dwindled to a trickle and then ceased altogether. In wartime, the
colony’s governors sent shrill missives warning that if the island fell into enemy hands Great
Britain’s trade with the Americas would be cut off, but the French and Spanish were equally
neglectful of Bermuda and the island survived war after war unmolested. The colony’s small
population and paltry exports led those in Whitehall to conclude that Bermuda’s contribution to
Great Britain's imperial economy was “of very little consequence” indeed. Ironically, the island
closest to the geographic center of the North Atlantic was deemed among the most marginal of
settlements within the empire.4
A cursory examination of the trade statistics compiled by the Customs Office would
underscore the apparently dismal failure of Bermuda to discover a profitable staple for export and
confirm the assertion of one governor that poverty “universally abounds” in the colony (figure 5-1).
During the first half of the eighteenth century, Bermuda’s slight exports to England almost covered

'PRO CO 37/10:218. Gov. John Hope, Description of Bermuda, 1727.
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the value of goods imported, but after 1750, Bermudians consistently ran a yearly deficit that
averaged around £10,000. From a British perspective, the relationship was a model of
mercantilistic policy, since wealth continuously flowed from this poor little colony into the mother
country. Bermuda’s only sustained economic “boom” occurred in the 1720s when plaited hats and
bonnets made from palmetto leaves on the island were in vogue in elite London circles, but by
1735, the fickle winds of fashion had replaced Bermuda bongraces with hats from Leghorn
(modem Livomo, Italy) and the island’s exports fell accordingly. When Governor John Pitt
reported in 1737 that the island still hadn’t “yett fix’d upon [anything] for the Encouragement of
the inhabitants, either to make or grow to exchange our neighbors to trade with us and make
returns to our mother country,” a Board of Trade member might have shruggedliis shoulders and
consoled himself that most of Britain’s other colonies were thriving.5

•
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Table 5-1. Bermuda’s Balance of Trade with Great Britain, 1697-1775 (source: Appendix 8).

5PRO CO 37/12:32, 203. Gov. John Pitt to Board of Trade, 30 April 1729; 25 March 1737.
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A sharp mind might have wondered where Bermudians obtained the money to so
consistently overspend after 1750. Specie to pay for the fine fabrics, china, silver, and other goods
annually dispatched to this ‘‘poor” island surely had to come from some source. The island's few
exports —potatoes, cabbage, onions, sawed stone, and a little cedar wood —averaged perhaps
£3,000-5,000 in value and went mostly to the West Indies, a sum insufficient to balance the
island’s trade deficit with Great Britain. In an age of ledger-book accounting, where a comparison
o f the value of commodities exchanged for manufactured goods (imports vs. exports) was the
measure of the health and success of a colony, Bermuda appeared dysfunctional. But not many in
London pondered the mystery: the size of the economy was too small to warrant close attention
and since the colony always bought more English goods than it paid for with exports, no one in
England complained.
An eighteenth-century visitor to Bermuda would have been struck not by scenes of
poverty, but rather with the prosperity reflected in the houses and gardens of not only the colony’s
merchants and landowners, but also those of ship captains, mariners, and artisans. Admittedly, to
an English eye the landscape had an unkempt and unimproved appearance —great stands of
monotonous cedar trees covered the island and there was hard'^ a cultivated field in sight —but the
whitewashed stone homes of the island's inhabitants were large and neat, compared favorably with
the mansions and dwellings to be seen in other British colonies, and presented a pleasant and
pastoral vista to visitors. Governor John Hope found Bermuda “one of the most romantick like
places [one] can imagine.. . . All the country looks like one continued village and every house in it
as white as snow” when he arrived in 1722. Even the dress and manner of the island's large slave
population was impressive and contrasted sharply with the near-naked hordes, foiling away on West
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Indian sugar plantations or laborers in the rice and tobacco fields o f the Southern colonies.6
If we were to call on Walter Mitchell, a well-to-do merchant living in St. George’s one
afternoon in 1730, we would find a household furnished on a level to rival any in Bridgetown,
Charleston, Philadelphia or Boston. From his fine attire, one might find it hard to believe that this
prosperous Bermudian was the grandson c f a poor tobacco farmer who emigrated to the island to
seek his fortune in 1618. The imposing mansion that Mitchell built in 1701 fronts right on the
street and is surrounded by a garden. From the entry chamber beyond the front door, a finely
carved cedar staircase leads up to the private chambers on the second floor, but our attention
would be drawn toward the large hall and parlor to our left and right. Three dozen bass and cane
chairs line the walls in a room “at rest,” while a wealth of silver plate gleams from the cupboard.
Two swords and a pair of pistols hung in the comer remind us that Mr. Mitchell is a militia officer,
while the gold-headed cane and a pair of silver spurs nearby attest that he is also a gentleman. Five
“looking glasses” mirror all this grandeur. We might interrupt Mrs. Mitchell’s formal tea, served
in Chinese porcelain cups brought from half a world away and set out on a tea table imported from
the Netherlands. This genteel atmosphere masks the source of this wealth —the wharf three blocks
away —where Mitchell’s three sloops rock at anchor and his shop and warehouse lie crammed with
textiles, ribbons, gloves, rum, sugar, com, flour, and sundry other goods. Mitchell was one of the
most successful merchants in St. George’s, but the houses of his more modest neighbors were
similarly furnished with domestic and imported chairs and beds, silver and pewter, ceramics,
books, and other creature comforts. Where was the poverty that was so consistently reported to

6John Hope to Lord Carteret, n.d. [March 1722], in John Hope, Private Letterbook, Bodleian
Library, Mss. Rawlinson A 484:2.
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London?7
How do we reconcile these two vastly different views o f Bermuda in the eighteenth
century? Bermudians imported thousands of pounds worth of goods annually from Great Britain
and elsewhere, evident in the island’s houses, but the colony produced almost nothing in terms of
commodities. The key to Bermuda’s economic success can be found in earnings derived from
maritime commerce, the “invisible” costs of doing business in the Atlantic world that eluded the
consideration of contemporary students of mercantilism. Bermuda’s economy was driven by the
shipbuilding industry which provided a fleet of merchant vessels, and by the merchants, ship
captains, and sailors who shuttled between ports in the West Indies and North America with
cargoes of colonial commodities shipped on consignment or purchased on speculation. Freight
charges, wages earned by sailors, and profits from trading ventures more than offset the colony's
trade imbalance with Great Britain. Bermudian vessels called into all the major British Atlantic
colonial ports and quite a few minor ones, but in such small numbers that they passed largely
unnoticed by contemporaries and recent economic historians alike. The island’s shipbuilding
industry also produced a highly valuable “export” —speedy cedar sloops that were eagerly sought

7Mitchell’s mansion, now called “Stewart Hall” after a Loyalist family who settled in Bermuda
after the American Revolution, still stands in much the same shape as one might have found it in 1730;
the only addition is a small addition on the north side, built as a silversmith’s shop around 1819. The
description of the visit is based on Mitchell’s 1731/32 probate inventory. His estate, valued at over
£4,100, placed him on a par with other members of the colonial elite in North America and the West
Indies. Mitchell was chosen because he is fairly representative of the island’s eighteenth-century
merchant/ship-owning elite, profiled at greater length in chapter 7. Other Bermudian houses were even
grander and could boast far more lavish furnishings; Stewart Hall was surpassed by Bridge House in SL
George’s and many of the “country mansions” to the west Cara Metz used probate inventories to
compare 18th century household assemblages in St. George’s with those of Annapolis, Maryland and
found a higher proportion of non-essential items in Bermuda; “Wealth and Society in Eighteenth-Century
Bermuda: A View From the Colonial Capital of St George’s” (MA Thesis, Anthropology; College of
Williamand Mary, 1994), esp. 38-70. Inventory of Walter Mitchell, 8 Feb. 1731/32, BOW 6:282-85; see
also Michael Jarvis, “An Archival Report on Stewart Hall, St George’s Bermuda” (Bermuda National
Trust 1992) and Michael Jarvis, Bermuda’s Architectural Heritage: St George’s (Hamilton, Bermuda,
I998J, 69-71.
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by merchants on both sides of the Atlantic. A third source of wealth came from salt raked on the
Turks and Caicos Islands, which constituted a virtual “hinterland” for Bermuda some nine hundred
miles to the southwest. Add to this profits from whaling, salvaging wrecks in the West Indies and
in local waters, privateering during wartime, and smuggling a considerable volume o f goods from
the Dutch West Indies, and the source of Bermuda’s previously inexplicable prosperity suddenly
becomes clear. The range of diverse maritime pursuits gave the colony one of the most flexible
economies in the Atlantic world, capable of adapting to changing market conditions and sudden
shifts between peace and war. Bermuda’s economic success, ironically, stemmed from its lack of a
single staple; the island’s broad base of activities allowed it to quickly realign itself with changing
economic conditions by offering its entrepreneurs a range of options.
The shift from agriculture to maritime pursuits constituted a fundamental transformation
in the very nature of the colony’s economy. Bermudian tobacco cultivation (and agricultural
economies in general) implicitly set a finite limit on growth which was achieved when land and
labor reached their full capacity of employment. Bermuda reached its agricultural “carrying
capacity” relatively early, once there were enough planters to farm all of the island’s tobacco land.
Thereafter, the agrarian economy was incapable of expansion and could not benefit from an
economy of scale when the price of tobacco fell in the 1620s. Technological innovation might have
increased crop yields, but there would always be a ceiling to the amount of wealth the tobacco
economy was capable of producing. The shift to a maritime economy presented the island with
near-limitless opportunities for growth and profit. No longer would the small size o f the island
restrain success. During the eighteenth century, commercial growth was limited only by the ability
of Bermudians to build and man sailing vessels, for there was an ever-growing demand for
maritime carriers during this unprecedented period of colonial economic expansion. War and
peace might expand and contract the size of merchant fleets and the profitability of commerce, but
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the demand for commercial services nearly always surpassed the supply. In the eighteenth century,
the index of Bermuda’s economic potential was not the produce of the island, but the growth and
diversification of the Atlantic World as a whole.8
This chapter first examines how Bermuda made the transition from tobacco cultivation to
a fully maritime economy in the decade following the dissolution of the Somers Island Company, a
turbulent period in which the future economic orientation of the colony was by no means
uncontested. The shift occurred during the tenures of the first five royal governors, weak and
corrupt men whom Bermudians were able to manipulate or circumvent. The focus shifts to the
shipbuilding industry and the evolution of the Bermuda sloop, upon which the rest of Bermuda’s
maritime economy depended. This unique vessel was a superior carrier and was a focal point upon
which economic ventures, family partnerships, and personal fortunes were founded.

The Shift from Field to Sea
Bermudians began to expand their merchant fleet almost from the moment the first quo
warranto suit was launched, and during the five years in which the trials dragged on, the colonists
took advantage of the suspension of the ban on shipbuilding to produce a variety of watercraft.
While lawyers wrangled in London, Bermudians built vessels to convey a wide range of islandgrown provisions and domestic produce to West Indian and American markets. In the political
turmoil that erupted after news of the company’s dissolution reached the island, the pace of
shipbuilding and exporting island commodities further accelerated, culminating in an environmental
crisis by the late 1680s and the consolidation of Bermuda’s economy in the 1690s. Agricultural

*John McCusker and Russell Menard assert that during the period 1650-1770, the average annual
growth of Britain’s colonies was 2.7% (3.2% for British North America), or more than 2,400% over the
120-year period; McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North America. 52-60; 62-63 charts secular
cycles of economic expansion and contraction in England and British American.
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and maritime pursuits were initially complementary sectors of the economy, but over time the sea
eclipsed the land as the focus of Bermudian activities.
In the wake of the quo warranto trial, the Crown changed little in the structure o f the
colony’s government; Bermudians who had naively hoped for self-rule were staggered when they
learned that the Lords of Trade and Plantations intended to maintain the status quo and put all
previous company laws back in force. Richard Coney, the last, much-reviled governor appointed
by the Somers Island Company, was continued by the Crown despite vocal opposition of
Bermudians who had come to hate the man who represented the oppressive company. A large
portion of the company’s alleged debts, amounting to £828, were assumed by the Crown, which
planned to pass them on to the colony as future taxes. After an acrimonious five-year war against
the company, the Bermudians had won a hollow victory —and they were not happy.
Governor Richard Coney bore the brunt of outraged Bermudians’ hostilities, and could do
little to stop the colony from plunging into chaos. When news that the company “was broke”
reached Bermuda, Coney found that the islanders “aim at sole government themselves and to
choose a governor, saying that the King will not concern himself with an island of rocks and such
poor people.” The Board of Trade indicated otherwise when they replaced Coney’s dubious
company commission as governor with one signed by the king, but the situation continued to
devolve. By October 1685, Coney woefully confessed that “this country has long stood in a
tottering condition and is now nearly fallen to ruin.” The leading merchants and planters on
Coney's council abandoned him and refused to take an oath of allegiance and supremacy. The forts
guarding the shipping lanes were in the hands of the large anti-Coney faction and allowed merchant
vessels to come and go at will. The militia refused to muster and the island's anti-papist clergy was
discontented with the Duke of York. Tenants of the public Crown (formerly company) Land
refused to pay their rent. A radical fringe even threatened to set up “a free government and take to
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piracy,” but this scheme was quelled when its ringleaders were arrested and put aboard the HMS
Golden Rose. Coney was even threatened with personal violence and feared that he was “daily in
danger of my life.” Christopher Burrows and a band of followers assaulted Coney on the Parade in
St. George’s, beating him severely until he was rescued by his household slaves. As 1685 drew to
a close, Coney was powerless, for “every man do as he pleaseth” and “no man will stir about any
public business.”9
Coney’s difficulties stemmed mainly from the feet that he was an outsider, and thus could
not gamer any support within Bermuda’s close-knit society. Sixty years of intermarriage produced
a people with extensive kinship ties and strong internal allegiances who considered themselves
more Bermudian than British. Coney and successive royal governors made few inroads in
extending British imperial policy because “the whole country is too near o f kin to prejudice their
dear friends by declaring truth in the King’s interest.” To oust Coney, the colonists banded
together and employed the same means they had earlier used to displace the Somers Island
Company: they circulated a petition declaring Coney guilty of various transgressions, raised £300

9CSP(C) 11:#1899; 12:#210, 212, 214, 262, 396, 505, 552; The anti-Coney faction was led by
such prominent Bermudians as William Righton (BurghiU’s chief abettor in the quo warranto suit),
William Peniston, Richard Stafford, George Bascome, Thomas Outerbridge, and Thomas Richards.
William Righton was one of the principal tobacco smugglers; Coney had him arrested, but his friends
rescued him from prison. Henry Byesshe, Sarah Oxford, and Bermudian Anthony l^hhe sought to make
Bermuda a pirate base, and were imprisoned on the HMS Golden Rose, commanded by the same William
Phipps who would discover the Ambrosia Wreck two years later, they were carried back to England and
imprisoned in the Tower of London, but later released without trial. William Keele and George Bascome
held Smith's Fort and Paget Fort at the entrance to Town Harbour without a commission from Coney and
let "ships pass in between the two forts at all hours of the night and anchor within a stone's throw" of St.
George's. As for the clergy, Coney thought Sampson Bond and Henry Vaughan too Stridently Puritan in
their beliefs and considered them enemies of the Church of England. William Milbourne, the radical
agitator, lawyer, and preacher who had figured prominently in the quo warranto trial left the island soon
after the company’s dissolution and emigrated to New England. He was the minister of Saco, Maine,
until that settlement was abandoned in 1688 and the following year became minister of the First Baptist
church in Boston. He took a prominent role in the rebellion against the Dominion of New England and,
later, in the Salem witch trials. It would appear that his earlier Bermuda attacks on the company were
part of a larger, personal disregard for authority in general; pers. comm., David W. Vorhees, Papers of
Jacob Leister.
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to buy influence in court, and enlisted Samuel Trott to prosecute the case in England.10
In January 1686, Coney’s authority was temporarily propped up by the arrival of Captain
Bartholomew Sharpe’s frigate Josiah. Sharpe’s arrival was unintentional, for he was driven into
Bermuda “by want of provisions.” He became a supporter of Coney only after the “peers” of the
island, “as about twelve of the principal men pretend to call themselves,” refused to sell him goods.
Sharpe admitted that “I should think myself a traitor if I did not seek out means” to help the
ineffectual Coney. Armed with a loyal constabulary force composed of Sharpe’s 100 sailors,
Coney began to exert his authority. The governor’s forces were further augmented with the arrival
of Captain William Coward with another 30 men in March.11
The arrival of Sharpe, Coward, and a third ship, the Prosperous (Captain Conaway)
narrowly averted a full-scale political revolt in Bermuda, for Richard Coney surely would have
been deposed when word of the reported success of the Duke of Monmouth’s rebellion reached the
island early in 1686. In Bermuda, many felt that "the Duke was the rightful king and no papist,”
and Coney used Sharpe’s men to keep a careful watch for a rising. William Righton, Joseph
Milboume, and William Peniston were the apparent leaders of the unrest. To make matters worse,
many planters took advantage of the suspension of tobacco duties to expand their production in

,0CSP(C) 12:#396,399,409. Coney recommended that, in the future, the Crown send only
Britons to fill colonial offices, since the English officers already there had intermarried and been won over
to Bermudian interests. The articles against Coney accused him of creating new fees, seizing slaves and
goods arbitrarily, obstructing trade and navigation, wasting gunpowder through frivolous salutes, rejecting
his council's advise, compelling labor without wages from the island's poor, assuming ecclesiastical
jurisdiction, and “discouraging the old cavaliers and favouring those that fought against the King.” This
last, it was hoped, would win the Crown over to the Bermudian side.
nCSP(C) 12:#532, 596. Sharpe had earlier cruised in the western Caribbean and Pacific, and
written an account published as The Voyages and Adventures of Capt. Barth. Sharp and others, in the
South Sea (London, 1684). His attack on Darien [modem Panama] from Jamaica was documented in “A
Brief Account of Captain Sharp and other his companions. . . ” in John Exquemeling, The Buccaneers of
America, or a True Account of their Most Remarkable Assaults (London, 1684; reprint Glorieta, NM,
1992), 237-83.
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some areas, while others reforested their land to grow trees for shipbuilding. These conflicting
trends, when combined with the colony’s consistent demographic success, left an island “too full of
inhabitants, [where] there is not land nor employment for such a multitude, so that the country is
pestered with thieves and idle persons” —just the sort of mob that Righton, a former preacher,
sought to enlist in rebellion.12
By the spring of 1686, Bermuda was divided into two warring camps. With the help of
Sharpe, Coney seized two forts in St. George’s and imprisoned their rebellious commanders,
George Bascome and William Keele, but within days they were rescued from prison by a mob and
spirited to “the country [, which] keeps a strong guard to protect them from recapture.” On the
main island, most Bermudians had “generally turned their houses into garrisons” in case Coney
made forays there with Sharpe’s men. In mid-March, one of Sharpe’s sailors reported that he had
heard a drum call the Pembroke militia together, followed later by the report o f 30 or 40 guns.
After Richard Stafford declared “let us lay all animosities aside and with one shoulder heave out
this governor,” Coney had the former company sheriff imprisoned in leg irons on Sharpe’s ship
because he did not trust the prison in St. George’s after Bascome and Keele’s previous escape.
Captain Coward confessed in a letter to England that “we expect an attack every hour” and that
Coney “has not a [Bermudian] officer that stands by him, civil or military.” The governor even
feared that the “treacherous and disloyal” Bermudians, “abhorrers of any government but of their

,2CSP(C) 12:533. Coney described Righton as “once a preacher, now turned lawyer, by trade a
tailor and for many years a servant to Hugh Peter.” Peniston was allegedly “a Fifth-Monarchist, branded
on the shoulder” and a participant in “Venner’s Rising;” he had reportedly defrauded a London merchant
of an estate in Bermuda and was by trade a fisherman. Milboume was the brother of William, the
attorney who Daniel Finch dispatched to seize Perient Trott’s land in 1675. Milboume was likewise a
Fifth-Monarchist, and his brother, Jacob, was one of the principal instigators of Leisler’s Rebellion in
New York. Daniel Finch to Henry St. John and Thomas Barrington, August 17, 1675, BL, Egerton Mss.
2650:1H.
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own raising,” might betray the island to France in the event of a war.13 The situation remained
tense for some months. In April, there was still "‘rebellion against the King . .. and that the people
will not believe that any King but Monmouth is living.” When the anti-Coney faction learned that
Sharpe was accused of piratical acts at the Bay of Campeache, they informed the Lords of Trade in
the hopes of removing him from the island. Charges and counter-charges flooded into London
from both sides until the Lords of Trade directed Sir Edmond Andros, bound for New England, to
stop off at Bermuda “with special powers to examine disputes and settle the government,” while
they considered a replacement for Coney.14
The Lords of Trade found enough in the accusations leveled at Bartholomew Sharpe to
order Captain St. Loe of the HMS Dartmouth to sail from Nevis to Bermuda and arrest Sharpe for
piracy. After his arrival, St. Loe learned that Sharpe had sold “upwards of 30 Spanish Indians,
subjects of the King of Spain, captured at Campeachv” in Bermuda, clear evidence of his piratical
activities, and imprisoned him and his crew. With his loval support gone, a desperate Coney
pleaded with St. Loe for help, and convinced the naval commander to take the five alleged
ringleaders of the rebellion (Stafford, Keele, Bascome, Righton, and Joseph Hinson) to England for
trial.15 With these men gone, a modicum of peace was restored, and by December 1686, Coney

l3CSP(C) 12:#596, 602.
I4CSP(C) 12:#706. Andros arrived in August, and took a number of depositions relating to the
seizing of the forts, violence done to and by Coney [the governor caned one of William Righton’s sons,
because the Quaker refused to remove his hat in Coney’s presence!, excessive government fees and the
governor’s imprisonment of Englishman James Smailes and the arbitrary seizure of goods belonging to
him. This last case, accompanied by a petition from Smailes’s wife for his release, was particularly
influential to the Lords of Trade, since it was unrelated to the political wrangles in Bermuda and
apparently represented a clear example of Coney’s maladministration. These depositions are recorded in
BA, Minutes of Council, 1685-87 and extracted in CSP(C) 12:#709, 841.
,sCSP(C) 12:#852, 918, 949, 1004, 1045, 1533. Upon his arrival in 1686, the Bermudians tried
to bribe St Loe to take Coney prisoner, but the captain refused and agreed with the governor that
Bermudians were “a mutinous, turbulent, hypocritical people, wholly averse to kingly government” The
Beanudian prisoners went to London via New England and Plymouth. In Boston, they met with Edward
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happily reported that “the country has been much quieter.” After firm proof that Monmouth’s
rebellion had failed reached the colony, Coney reported that Bermudians “threw off their cabals
and sundry other of their evil practices.” The governor’s authority was still tenuous, especially
when word reached Bermuda that a new governor had been appointed, but the colonists had lost
their appetite for revolution. The forts continued to decay and watch was only intermittently kept.
A bitter Coney predicted that his replacement “will find the people as I have found them: faithless,
smooth-tongued hypocrites.”
Coney’s replacement was Sir Robert Robinson, a naval officer who had distinguished
himself as captain of the HMS Monmouth, for which he was knighted in 1675. Robinson was
enjoined to restore order in the colony and impose the old company laws so odious to Bermudians;
he was to collect the Id. per pound tobacco duty, ensure that all tobacco be exported only in the
magazine ship from London, require all Bermudian vessels to load and unload only at Town and
Castle Harbours to halt unregulated trade, and set aside 1/3 of the taxes raised in the colony to
redeem the company’s old debts. In light of the reported unrest in the colony, Robinson requested
a troop of 40 soldiers (ostensibly to protect the island from pirates), new ordnance, small arms and
ammunition for the forts, and passage to Bermuda in a man-of-war. Robinson was given cannon
and weapons but was denied the troops, and set off for Bermuda with his work cut out for him.16
Sir Robert Robinson arrived on April 10, 1687 and lost no time in consolidating royal

Randolph, who, according to Stafford, “pitied us much [and] blamed our guards for not releasing us.”
Righton died en route. After a cursory investigation, the others were released in December and paid
reparations for their suffering. Sharpe was tried in Jamaica and acquitted; Coney sent a letter attesting to
the accused pirate’s good character.
“William Shaw, Knights of England 2 vois. (London, 1906), 11:250; CSP(C) 12:#845, 955, 1015.
See CSP(D), James n, 2:#1094 for a list of the munitions that Robinson took to Bermuda. Robinson was
appointed governor on July 4, 1686. He chose not to revive the old company law that prohibited
Bermudians from trading with other English colonies. The Lords of Trade and Plantations finally
extended to Bermuda free trade within the empire in July 1688, but by then it only confirmed the
Bermudian practice of the past seven years. CSP 12:#753, 1828, 1891.
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power by completely restructuring the colonial government. He appointed a new council,
secretary, justices of the peace, and militia officers and called a general assembly in July (after the
winter crop harvest), which he enjoined to pass new laws redressing the colony’s defects. Although
his effort to make Bermudians pay the Id. per pound duty on the their exported tobacco met with
resistance, the governor’s lobbying to free Bermudians from the sole use of a single English
magazine ship endeared him to many planters. With a growing fleet of locally built vessels,
Bermudians baulked at paying high freight charges to outsiders when they could carry their
tobacco in their own ships more quickly, safely, and profitably. Robinson’s decisive first month in
office paved the way for a peaceful administration. Perhaps as a mariner himself, he better
understood the islanders whom he was sent to govern.17
The Bermuda that Robinson found on his arrival was a colony in flux, midway in the
transition from field to sea. The population, Robinson estimated, was between 8,000 and 9,000,
perhaps a third of whom were black, Indian or mulatto. The island’s demographic
growth was as
*
prolific as ever; during the seven years prior to his arrival, the colony averaged 120 white and 75
black births to 51 white and 40 black deaths registered annually in the parish churches —a
sustained rate of two births for every death in both the white and slave populations. Robinson also
found the island’s fields full of tobacco and other crops. The quo warranto trial initiated a sudden
change in the way Bermuda's inhabitants used their land, for after the Privy Council suspended the
company’s right to claim its Id. per pound duty on all tobacco grown on the island in 1682,
Bermudian planters rushed to grow and export as much tobacco as possible. Lower duty,
absorbing their own freight costs and the ability to select the best market for their crop

l7PRO CO 40/lA.l-ll; 22 April 1687, Robinson to William Blathwayt, CSP(C) 12:#1216, gives
the members of his new council, secretary and justices of the peace. CSP (C) 12:#1341, i-vi lists
Robinson’s articles to the assembly, as well as the names of the assemblymen and the governor’s disbelief
that Bermudians couldn’t afford the ld./pound duty. CSP (C) 12:#1217 argues against the magazine ship.
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considerably expanded the profit margin for tobacco cultivation. In 1683, outcome of the trial was
by no means certain, and the island’s planters sought to gain as much from this perhaps temporary
loophole as they could. Production rose from about 400,000 pounds grown in 1679 to over half a
million pounds by 1685 and peaked at perhaps 800,000 pounds in 1687. Much of this tobacco
was smuggled off the island and shipped to West Indies and New England ports. During Coney’s
tenure, some Bermudian ship captains loaded the island’s tobacco in false casks lined with fish,
while other planters rowed their crop out to sea and loaded it aboard passing merchantmen and
Bermuda sloops in the offing. Robinson estimated that probably 250,000 pounds were smuggled
off the island to Barbados and other West Indian ports in 1687. To maintain these phenomenal
yields, Bermuda’s planters must have cut comers by ignoring crop rotations, neglecting fertilizers,
clearing and farming even marginal land, and otherwise pushing the soil to its limit.18
As the colony’s planters rushed to cash in on this agricultural bonanza, other more
commercially-inclined Bermudians were intent on building as many sailing vessels as they could
during the suspension o f the company’s shipbuilding ban. They sought the means to trade on their
own behalf and an alternative to the hated magazine system. Bermudian shipwrights needed large
amounts of timber and attacked the surviving stands of cedars on the island alongside tobacco
planters bent on clearing new fields. In these vessels, ship captains discovered new lucrative
avenues of trade. While many planters grew tobacco for export to England, others raised

l8CSP (C) 12:#1341 (population figures), 12:#1217 and appendices 3 & 4 for tobacco figures and
prices. A population estimate for 1677 stated similar figures: 120 white, black, and mulatto births (but
only h a lf of them are christened), 30 white marriages and an unspecified number of slave marriages, and
an average of twenty deaths per year. It is unclear whether the 215 birth figure for 1687 reflects all births
or merely those christened; if the latter is true and the 1677 practice that only half of those bom were
christened, the actual number of births may have actually been closer to 400 per year; Lefiroy, 11:432.
Tobacco sm u gglin g related in Governor Richard Coney to the earl of Sunderland, June 4, 1685,
CSP(C)12:#210. Coney reported that Bermudian sloops “lie off seven or eight leagues at sea till the boats
bring out the tobacco to them” and added that “this was a common fraud in the Company’s tune.”
Bermudian captains refused to let Coney search their ships, and without a constabulary force, he was
powerless to enforce the icing's laws.
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provisions, livestock, and other island commodities and manufactures to ship to colonies in the
West Indies and North America or sell to passing vessels. By 1677, in fact, the profitability of the
provisions trade had eclipsed that of tobacco; the "beef, pork, fish, wax, honey, palmetto-hatts,
baskets and woodenware” exported to the West Indies was worth an estimated £6,000, compared
with the £5,000 value of the island’s tobacco crop. In 1685, Bermuda’s landscape was a mosaic of
pastures, vegetable and tobacco fields, and fruit orchards, with a few dwindling stands of
indigenous cedars and other native flora in between shares and on wasteland in the eastern tribes.19
The size of Bermuda’s merchant fleet expanded considerably from the start of the quo
warranto suit through the 1680s. In 1679, there were about a dozen vessels in the colony built and
owned by Bermudians under license of the company.20 By July 1687, Governor Robinson reported
that the size of the merchant fleet had risen to "32 sloops and 10 brigantines of 20 to 90 tons.” In
actuality, the fleet was larger and more diverse in rigging types. A fragmentary list of vessels
entering and clearing between May 1687 and 1688 lists a frigate, eight barques, three brigantines,
a ketch, a pink, five shallops, five ships and twenty-five sloops built and registered in Bermuda,
including eight vessels built over the course of that year.21 Most of this fleet was engaged in

'’“Heads of Inquiry and Answers of the Somers Island Company,” 1679 in Lefroy, 11:431.
“Bermudian vessels mentioned in BCR 8 for 1679 included the barques Jane and Mary,
Resolution, Hopewell, Mayflower, John's Adventure, Dove, Adventure, and Blessing, the ketch Mary and
Margaret, the ship Owner's Advice, and the Providence, of unspecified rigging. These vessels were
bonded by Gov. John Heydon not to trade while loading and unloading goods at the owners’ or masters’
warehouses in the parishes on The Main. There may be others that confined their shipping activities
solely to St. George’s or spent the entire year trading in the West Indies or North America. BCR 8:46-47,
51-52, 55, 61, 64, 68.
i

21BA, C397, fragmentary shipping list, 1 May 1687 - 13 December 1688, entered into a database.
The figures presented here are based on extracts of individual vessels rather than counting
entries/clearances, which would artificially inflate the count. In total, 57 vessels departed 93 times in the
period. Nine non-Bermudian vessels cleared the colony during the year, with home ports in Barbados,
New England, North Carolina, Jamaica and New York. A breakdown of destinations and cargoes are
presented below. This year was atypical in that the discovery of the Ambrosia Wreck north of Puerto Rico
attracted many vessels and disrupted the normal cycles of trade.
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commerce with the West Indies, calling at the Turks and Caicos Islands, Tortuga or Tortola for
salt, or at the sugar islands where they exchanged Bermudian provisions for sugar, molasses, and
rum. The increase in this trade is evident in shipping records for Barbados and Jamaica in the
1680s; Between 1683 and 1688, around 20 Bermudian vessels called each year in Barbados and
another five annually in Jamaica.22
A look at Bermuda’s trade to Barbados and Jamaica during the 1680s gives some idea of
the significant quantity of Bermuda-made or grown commodities that flowed into those colonies.23
In 1688 alone, the following commodities were exported from Bermuda in colonial-owned vessel
(Table 5-2):
Item
Livestock, Poultry and Dairy
salt beef
salt pork
live horses/cattle
live hogs
tanned hides
live turkeys
butter
Fishery
salt fish
whale oil
Produce
onions
cabbage
tobacco

Barbados

Jamaica

117 barrels

3 barrels
16 barrels

37
10

37 sides
170
6 firkins, 114 tubs

43 tubs

41,200 wt., 200 quintals
70 barrels, 6 casks, I tun

9 barrels

11,000 pounds
1,500
1,100 lb., 2 chests, 100 rolls

21,500 pounds
40

“database of PRO CO 33/13-17 (Barbados), CO 142/13-17 (Jamaica).
“Barbados and Jamaica have the oldest extant Naval Office Shipping Returns for any British
colony. Barbados entries and clearances begin in 1678 (PRO CO 33/13-14); Jamaica's returns begin in
1680 (PRO CO 142/13-14) but the year 1687 is missing. These records list vessels and cargoes arriving
and departing on a daily basis, giving us the opportunity to monitor all of the legally-entered goods
introduced in a colony. The total output of goods extracted below was only a portion of Bermuda's total
production at the time and doesn’t reflect goods exported to other West Indian and North American
colonies.
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Item
Wooden
board
cedar timber
cedar trees, live
bass chairs
pails and tubs
heading
staves
assorted woodenware
Braziletto wood
Lignum vitae wood
Other manufactures
beeswax
honey
rosewater
spirits
candles
brooms
straw platt, hats & baskets
rope
beads
“sweetmeats”
small seed
side saddles

Barbados
10,000 feet
70 pieces
174
8
71 nests
2,240 pieces
8,700
1 ton
22 tons
10 tons
2 casks, 4 bundles, 42 pounds
3 rundlets, 1jug, 12 bottles
19 cases, 12 bottles, 6 gallons

Jamaica

61
27 nests

72 gallons
26 cases, 20
110 cases

4 boxes
116 bundles
4 bundles

40 dozen
5 dozen and
1 cask

6 rundlets
1 barrel
2

In return, Bermudian vessels departed with at least 722 barrels of rum, 82,340 pounds of raw and
refined sugar and a small quantity of molasses.24
The goods exported to Barbados and Jamaica were the product of a diverse array of
economic activities, ranging from commercial fishing and whaling to domestic manufacture of
furniture and woven platt. It is clear from the number of barrels of salt beef and livestock exported
that Bermudians maintained herds as a commercial enterprise and slaughtered most male cattle
except for a few breeders for market each year; cows were kept alive to support the dairy industry

24The influx of rum led to increasing incidents of drunkenness in the island. In April 1688, the
Grand Jury appointed a day of humiliation in part for the “prevalence of drunkenness, swearing and
unlawful games.” Because the flow of rum and brandy from the West Indies continued to rise,
drunkenness continued to be a problem in the 1690s and 18th century. Assize, 5 March - 18 April, 1688,
£SF(C) 12:#1704.
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that produced butter and cheese for export. The vast quantity of salt fish suggests that Bermudians
fished commercially in local waters as well; a 1691 act that prohibited the use of large “hauling
nets” reveals that the reefs were over-fished during the previous decade for the Sugar Islands trade;
regular renewal o f this act suggests that the reefs did not speedily recover. The assault on
Bermuda's few surviving forests waged by shipbuilders was compounded by the export o f timber
and woodenwares such as staves, headings, furniture, pails, and tubs. The braziletto and lignum
vitae wood that arrived in Barbados originated not in Bermuda, but was cut down by ships’ crews
on uninhabited islands in the Bahamas, the Bay o f Honduras, or elsewhere in the Caribbean. The
80 barrels of whale oil exported were the approximate yield from five of “grampus,” or pilot
whales, which annually frequented the island between February and May and would have been the
surplus after the island’s domestic need for lighting fuel had been met.25
Among Bermuda’s exports, perhaps most surprising was the rosewater produced by
island’s seventeenth-century distilling industry. In the early years of the colony, immigrants
transplanted English roses in Bermuda for medicinal and culinary purposes which thrived in the
new environment and became ubiquitous in the gardens surrounding planters.’^homes. The earliest
roses brought to the colony were probably the Apothecary’s rose (Rosa gallica officinalis), the
Damask rose (R. damascena), R. alba and R. centifolia\ their descendants survive in old house
gardens to this day. The honey and beeswax that Bermudians exported to Barbados were also

“Braziletto was a type of dye-wood that produced a deep red color. Inmates of Bridewell and
other poor houses were frequently made to saw the wood into sawdust to better extract its coloring.
Edward O’Donoghue, Bridewell Hospital: Palace. Prison. School. 1603-1929.11:56. The preamble to the
act against fish hauling states that “of late years, great destruction of fish hath been occasioned by hawling
severall kinds of fish which usually are caught with hook and line.” It forbade taking breams and grunts,
proscribed fishermen from harvesting “excessive quantities tending to waste and destruction,” and limited
the maximum size of nets to three fathoms in length. Curiously, the act mandated that the fine for
malefactors be set by their neighbors. This act is not printed in the standard collection of Bermudian
laws, Acts of Assembly. Made and Enacted in the Bermuda or Summer laiands. From 1690 to 1713-14
(London, 1719), but survives in manuscript in BCR 9:f. 27.
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linked to rose cultivation, for many planters kept hives o f bees near their gardens to pollinate their
roses. The manufacture o f rosewater in Bermuda was more complicated than merely steeping rose
petals in fresh water. In 1644, Roger Wood imported one of the first rose stills from England in
the company magazine ship. In the second half of the seventeenth century, most large households
possessed a rose still, for extant probate inventories abound with references: Stephen Paynter had
a rose still and “stillhouse” at his plantation in Warwick tribe in 1660. John Knapton’s 1668
probate inventory, listed “one still with cap and worme” worth £5, kept in his buttery.
Schoolmaster and mathematician Richard Norwood's 1676 inventory included a rose still, a copper
still, “one bottom o f copper for a Rose Still,” and a hive o f bees. The stills were generally valued
between 10 s. and £1.10.0 (a considerable sum) and were usually kept in the hall or parlor,
although a few were stored in butteries, closets or in their own still-houses.26 Settlers produced
rosewater by first steeping the petals in fresh water, then distilling it into a highly concentrated
alcoholic essence, and would have produced the 110 cases of spirits exported to Jamaica in 1688 in
a similar manner. The finished product was casked or racked off into bottles for domestic use and
export. Rosewater was a common ingredient in Elizabethan recipes and apparently remained
popular in the colonies long after its use declined in England. Rosewater may have also served as a
perfume for West Indian planters who persisted in wearing European garb entirely unsuited to the
hot climate of the Caribbean. The heavy, gorgeously ornate costumes of the period worn by the
planter elite, coupled with the infrequency of washing, must have produced an acute need for

“A cursory survey of Bermudian probate inventories in BOW4 found rose stills belonging to Mrs.
Hannah Browne (two stills, 1683), John Squire (two stills, 1687), Henry Moore (1689), William Maligan
(1690), Richard Jennings (1691), Solomon Robinson (1692), George Bascome (1692), Thomas Gibbs
(1694), William Greene (1694), Stephen Righton (two stills, 1694), Daniel Durham (1698), Benjamin
Wainwright (1700) and Joseph Darrell (1700). This list is by no means comprehensive, and I am sure far
more examples can be found in earlier volumes.
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perfume to mask body odor (figure 5-1).27
The transition to a maritime economy was greatly accelerated by the serendipitous
discovery of a rich shipwreck at the start of Governor Robert Robinson’s administration. Early in
1687, a Massachusetts-bom treasure-hunter named William Phipps ended his four-year search for
the wreck of the Altimiranta, a rich Spanish treasure ship that had sunk on the Ambrosia Bank
north of Puerto Rico 42 years earlier. Phipps recovered gold and silver worth a reported £300,000
before departing for England with his fortune. A grateful James II knighted Phipps soon after his
arrival, after taking a substantial share of the treasure for the Crown.28 While Phipps was in
England, word of the wreck spread quickly to Bermuda and throughout the Caribbean and a host of
fortune-seekers descended upon the site. Bermuda first learned of the wreck when William Davis

^BCR 2:227; BOW 1:121,219; 2,1:19,60, 104, 120, 128, 231; 2,2:14,76, 83,91, 101-4; 3,1:7,
20, 37,49,54, 130, 178; The Bermuda Rose Society, Old Garden Roses in Bermuda (Hamilton, 1984);
Jill Collett, Bermuda. Her Plants & Gardens. 1609-1850 (London, 1987). Thomas Outerbridge’s 1694
inventory lists a pewter still, but it is unclear if it was used to produce rosewater. The following
inventories list hives of bees: John Squire (1687), William Basden, three hives (1687), John Darrell,
thirteen hives at Heron Bay (1689), John Casson, five “swarme of bees” (1689), William Maligan, two
“stocks” of bees (1690),Thomas Gibbs, two hives (1694), Stephen Righton, nine hives (1694), Daniel
Durham, two hives (1698), Thomas Parker, nine “old cedar beehives” (1700), Joseph Darrel, two worth
£1(1700). For contemporary instructions on how to infuse or distill rosewater, see Sir Hugh Plat,
Deliehtes for Ladies (London, 1609, reprinted London, 1948), “Secrets in Distillation,” 63-67. For the use
of rosewater in Elizabethan recipes, see Loraa Sass, To The Queen’s Taste: Elizabethan Feasts and
Recipes (New York, 1976). On elite West Indies attire, see Richard Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 281-86.
Stephen Moorhouse, “Medieval Distilling-Apparatus of Glass and Pottery,” Medieval Archaeology 16: 79121 (1972), outlines the evolution of ceramic and glass stills and provides examples of what ones used in
Bermuda may have looked like, as does Randle Holme, The Academy of Armory (London, 1688), 227-34.
For the discussion of a ceramic still dating to the 1620s recovered at the Martin’s Hundred site in
Virginia, see Ivor Noel Hume, Martin’s Hundred. (New York, 1982), 101-5. An 18th century manuscript
cookbook in the St George’s Historical Society, outlines the methods for making “otter” [oil] of rose by
steeping rose leaves in the sun and skimming the resulting oil off the surface; recipe at the back of Vox
Stellarum. or a Loval Almanac for the Year of Humane Redemption. 1736 (London, 1736).
“In his search for treasure, Phipps had the backing of the Duke of Albemarle and other noble
investors. Phipps’s share of the booty came to about £16,000. He was rewarded with posts as provost
marshal general (1688-89) and governor (1691-1694) of his native Massachusetts. Cotton Mather wrote
The Life of Sir William Phipps (Boston, 1697) soon after the governor’s death. See also DNB 45:236-37;
Alice Lounsberry, Sir William Phipps. Treasure Fisherman and Governor of Massachusetts Bav (New
York, 1941). For the Ambrosia wreck, see Cyrus H. Kairaker, The Hispaniola Treasure (Philadelphia,
1934) and Peter Earle, Wreck of the Altimiranta (London, 1980).
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Book III.

The Head o f a common still by which all sorts o f waters
from Herbs and Rowers are distilled.
.'

The Bottom o f the common still, which hath pot into it.
the leaves and flowers from whence the water is drawn: and
is made fast in the said common furnace.

K<^) \

I&

0

|

The furnace for the common still whose part I need not
describ seeing it is so commonly in use amongst us. Se
C. i t . n. t. 2.

The forme o f the distillatory for the drawing of
waters and oylcs out o f simples by Heat o f lire
ascending which is termed distilling per Ascensum.

T he forme o f the still or Balneum Mariae,
wherein the things to be distilled are put up and
closed in a cucurbit, or Retort (which are Instru
ments o f glass for distilling being larg at the
bottom) and set ouer the heat o f fire and set in a
furaice filled with line sand or Ashes. There is an
other square still o f this forme.

Figure 5-1. Engravings of several common types of stills that may have been used to
manufacture rosewater in seventeenth-century Bermuda, from Randle Holme, The
Academy of Armory. Book HI, 227, 230.
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and Abraham Adderley triumphantly returned home in late June with three tons of silver plate and
money worth over £27,000. A fleet of Bermudian sloops, barques and shallops departed
immediately and between August 1687 and January 1688, at least thirteen Bermudian vessels
worked the wreck. Those that arrived early enjoyed all of the wealth they recovered, but in
October a fleet of Jamaican vessels arrived and (somewhat arbitrarily) required all wreckers to give
one-sixth the value of their salvage to that colony’s governor. In December 1687, one returning
Bermudian captain reported that there were over twenty vessels from New England, Jamaica,
Bahamas, and Bermuda picking over the wreck. Even after paying duty, the riches gained by
Bermudian captains were considerable; Thomas Harford raised twelve copper guns and four bags
of “good monie.” Samuel Harvey recovered 1,500 weight of bullion “plate andcoyned monie,”
while Thomas Gilbert found twice this amount. Edward Merritt brought up 2,000 pounds of gold,
along with a quantity of silver. All told, Bermudian captains landed at least 16,700 pounds of
silver and over a ton of gold in the colony between June and December 1687, worth over £ 48,000
sterling —a value equal to the colony’s entire tobacco crop for a decade.29
“This information was derived from a fragmentary port book covering May 1687 to October
1688 preserved in the Bermuda Archives as C397. The Bermudian vessels that brought a substantial
quantity of treasure from the Ambrosia wreck between June 1687 and January 1688 were: sloop
Experience (William Davis), sloop Dove (Abraham Adderley), pink Hopewell (Solomon Robinson), sloop
John's Adventure (Edward Merritt), sloop Martha and Mary (Thomas Harford), sloop Joseph and
Benjamin (Samuel Harvey), sloop John and Thomas (Thomas Gilbert), barque Mary (Benjamin Brereton),
sloop Phoenix (Henry Fifield), sloop Samuel (Samuel Hubbard), sloop Builder's Adventure (Benjamin
Hinson), shallop Hopewell (Thomas Moore) and barque Dove (Anthony Jenour). Robinson reported that
the wreckers were “all of them poor fellows until now.” Many of these individuals and families rose to
great prominence in the eighteenth century. Gov. Robert Robinson was later accused of skimming off a
significant portion of the treasure and under-reporting Bermudian finds to the Crown; his official list of
money recovered, in PRO CO 40/lA:84-85, is at odds with C397, which seems to confirm the accusation.
The Crown claimed 10% of the value of recovered treasure over 400 wL and 50% of the value of treasure
that weighed less; Robinson collected £600 for the Crown and suspected that £15,000-16,000 was taken
“up the country,” upon which the king’s share was not levied. Chief Justice Henry Hordesnell,
Robinson’s accuser, assessed the total amount of bullion brought in at 11,582 poundst of which the Crown
deserved 1,388 pounds. Of the wreckers, only Quaker Solomon Robinson paid his share, £400, for which
he was “hated by all the rest for his honesty.” After Phipps' return to the Ambrosia Wreck in December
1687, he severely curtailed further Bermudian wrecking; after mid-January 1688, the nine vessels that
returned to Bermuda entered only a paltry 122 pounds of silver. CSP(C)12:#1340, 1611,1810.
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Distributed among the captains, sailors, and ship-owners, this windfall went toward
building fine mansions and funding future shipbuilding and providing the capital for other
commercial endeavors. The injection of so much hard currency also helped convert the foundation
of the Bermudian economy from its seventeenth-century deferred credit system based on the value
o f tobacco to a specie-based monetary economy in which most transactions were settled as they
occurred. No longer would the colony’s inhabitants need to wait until the General Division to
settle debts and balance accounts; money and its trading equivalent, the bill of exchange,
K

empowered Bermudian merchants and ship captains to flexibly buy and sell in overseas markets,
free not only from the cycle of tobacco harvests on the island but also from reliance upon the
English creditors who managed the tobacco trade in London. Wealth and the ability to make
money thereby became increasingly divorced from the land and its ability to produce crops.

The expansion of tobacco and provisions cultivation, timber harvesting for shipbuilding,
furniture, and woodenware for export, and over-fishing the island’s reefs for an export market took
a dreadful toll on the colony’s resources. The fragile island environment could not sustain such
demands, and by the late 1680s the ability of the land to support continued tobacco cultivation
began to wane. As early as March 1687, Governor Coney could see that “much of the timber is
ruined [and] the heart of the land is worn out.” The clear cutting of the island’s cedar trees
removed natural windbreaks that protected orchards and crops from storms and left fragile tobacco
A pair of court cases underscores the discrepancy between Robinson’s reported figures and the
value accepted on the island. In April and May 1688, Thomas Atwood successfully sued Christopher
Smith and Samuel Harvey for breach of contract and forfeiture of bond. Atwood had agreed with Smith
and Harvey before departing for the wreck to split all treasure recovered, and the parties were bonded a
penal sum (£1,000 in the agreement with Smith, £5,000 with Harvey) to keep the agreement At the
wreck, Atwood recovered a paltry £3,500 while Smith and Harvey salvaged in excess of £10,000 each, and
upon returning to Bermuda, the two refused to divide evenly. Atwood won both cases, but Smith and
Harvey kept a substantial fortune. Gov. Robinson reported to the Crown that Harvey had recovered only
£2,000 and entirely omitted Christopher Smith’s entry. BCR 8:242-45; PRO CO 40/lA:84-85.
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plants in the fields vulnerable to high winds. Just three years after die dissolution o f the company,
the vast number of orange, lemon, pomegranate, pineapple, and other fruit trees were “lately
blasted and all totally lost.” By 1693, tobacco planting had all but ceased: “the increasing sterility
of the soil and the epidemic idleness of the inhabitants” had ruined the crop, and there was not
enough tobacco grown in that year to load a vessel of thirty tons. To add to the island’s
agricultural woes, expanded trade accidentally introduced “amongst us an unfortunate weed, whose
annual increase proves very injurious to ye land, generally called the wire weed,” along with
several new varieties o f ants and worms. As late as 1721, one governor recalled that “about thirty
or forty years ago, these islands abounded with several sorts of fruits . . . but now there’s little but
the remembrance of them left, all those trees and plants having been destroyed by blasts.”30
Perhaps the first lesson that Bermudians learned from their rapid shift to a commercial economy
was that unrestricted exploitation could not be sustained; keen attention to conservation in the
colony’s laws and managed forestry on the part of Bermuda’s land-owners in the eighteenth
century attest to the fact that the island’s elite would not allow the excesses o f the 1680s again to
occur.
The 1690s was a period of consolidation and more deliberate management within the
general shift from agriculture to industry and commerce. As tobacco cultivation reached the point
of diminishing returns, Bermudian landowners chose to reforest their fields with the cedar trees so
vital to the shipbuilding industry. Consequently, the island’s planters were either displaced or
forced to learn new skills relevant to the emerging commercial economic orientation of the colony.
In 1687, at the height o f the tobacco boom, there were only 151 craftsmen and very few merchants
among a militia muster o f 730, representing about 21% of the adult male population, “the people

“CSP (C) 12:#1029; PRO CO 40/1A: 102; CSP(C) 12:#210,212; 14:#51; Governor John Hope,
“A Description of the Bermuda or Somers Islands in America, in the Year 1722,” PRO CO 37/10:216.
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being mostly planters.” Over the next decade, those who tilled the soil gradually disappeared as
hundreds departed for the Bahamas and the Carolinas in search o f new land and better
opportunities or learned new trades and joined the maritime revolution. In May 1691, one
governor reported that “none will labour ashore, either on land or in trades, but [many
Bermudians] are expert and industrious in maritime affairs and naturally stout and strong.” By
1700, the number of agriculturalists were negligible; instead, the colony's workforce included 670
masters and sailors, 50 shipwrights and enough blacksmiths to operate five industrial shipbuilding
forges, accounting for almost the entire adult male population of 803. Wealth came not from the
bounty of the soil, but rather from wages earned in skilled professions and the fruit o f their
industry. Bermuda had become “an island of mechanicks.”31
Another important event in the transition from planter to mariner and an unwelcome legacy
o f the maritime revolution was the “Great Sickness” of 1692. The Maritime Revolution altered the
disease environment within the colony as Bermudian shipping patterns more extensively connected
the island to the rest of the Atlantic world. During the Somers Island Company period, Bermuda
was a remarkably healthy place, rivaled perhaps only by New England in terms of demographic
success. With the exception of the famine that accompanied rat infestation of 1614-15 and a short

3lPRO CO 40/lA:101; Edward Randolph’s Account of Bermuda, November 23, 1700 in Edward
Randolph: Documents and Letters 6:632; BL Sloane 2902:f. 104. Not all of the craftsmen in 1687 were
geared toward maritime industry; while the coopers, sawyers, joiners, blacksmiths and carpenters listed
conceivably supported the growing shipbuilding industry, the island's shoemakers, weavers, plasterers and
cordwainers did not. The migration from Bermuda began as early as 1687, when Ll Gov. Molesworth of
Jamaica reported that many families of the “loose sort” [poor] had emigrated to his island. The following
year, Henry Hordesnell observed that the island was still “too thickly peopled” and that “young men grow
up daily and there is no land for them to settle on.” In April 1692, Gov. Isaac Richer reported that many
Bermudians were leaving to find opportunities elsewhere and that in the week before his letter, 80 had left
for the Bahamas after ants ravaged the winter com crop. John Lawson noticed many Bermudians in
South Carolina when he visited that colony in 1700 who had doubtlessly been drawn there by low land
prices relative to Bermuda (20s. an acre); there they built ships, transplanted “Bermudas currants,” tended
cattle, and brewed “beer” using juniper berries as they had done in Bermuda. CSP(C) 12:#1212, 1772;
13:#1485, 2170; John Lawson, A New Voyage to Carolina: Containing the Exact Description and Natural
History of that Country (London, 1709), 2-4, 7,63, 80, 90, 106.
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lived and local outbreak of bubonic plague brought by a vessel from London in 1619, the island
suffered little from disease. “The nature and qualitie” of Bermuda, noted Nathaniel Butler in 1622,
was “either to kill or cure quickly, wher it meetes with infected bodyes. . . . diseases (unless
meerely accidentall) are straungely and indeed wonderfully rare and uncommon here.”32 The
colony’s settlers fared better in the colony than they would have in the England they left behind.
London, for instance, was hit by no fewer than by no fewer than six waves of bubonic plague
between 1603 and the Great Plague of 1665 that killed anywhere from 7.5%-24% of the city’s
population, and was also subject to periodic outbreaks of typhus, dysentery, influenza, and
smallpox. Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, and other port towns did not fare quite as badly, but still
suffered periodic epidemics that carried off 15-20% of their inhabitants.33 The four- to six-week
voyage to get to Bermuda and the company-imposed economic isolation of the colony prevented
virulent disease from reaching the island’s shores before 1684. Generations of Bermudians were
thus bom and thrived in a relatively disease-free environment.34 With the transition to self-directed

“Nathaniel Butler, Historve of the Bermudaes. 204-5.
“Paul Slack, The Impact of Plague in Tudor and Stuart England (London, 1985), ch. 5-6; Peter
Clark, “A Crisis Contained? Conditions of English Towns in the 1590s,” in Peter Clark, ed., European
Crisis of the 1590s (London, 1985); Weinreb and Hibbert, London Encyclopedia. 618-19. London, the
port of origin for many of Bermuda’s settlers was notoriously unhealthy. Bubonic plague (Pasteurella
pestis) epidemics occurred in 1593, 1603, 1606-10, 1625, 1636, 1640-47, and 1665. During the 1603
outbreak, 2,798 died in one week in the City alone (the medieval core of London granted by charter, not
including Westminster to the west and Wapping, Stepney, and Radcliffe to the east). Over 35,000 died in
the 1625 epidemic. During the Civil War outbreak, Paul Slack estimated that 10% of the population died
each year for seven years. The Great Plague killed as many as 100,000,68,576 of whom were listed in the
“bills of mortality” printed weekly during the 18 months that the disease ravaged the London,
representing 17.6% of the population. The Great Fire that leveled London the following year destroyed
much of the over-crowded and unsanitary city and wiped out the indigenous rat population in which the
bubonic plague gestated between epidemics; as a result, the London that rose out of the ashes was a
relatively healthier place, but still depended on emigration to grow. On bubonic plague and its means of
transmission, see William McNeill, Plagues and Peoples (New York, 1977), 1-13. On typhus, see Hans
Zinsser, Rats. Lice and History: The Biography of a Bacillus (Boston, 1934).
34An apparently nonfatal contagious disease swept through the colony in May and June of 1664.
To atone for the “the afflicting hand of the Almightie hath been justly as well as lately stretched out
against us, and most of our families, by Sickness and distemper of bodies, which is not yet wholly abated,”
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trade, Bermudian sailors became exposed to diseases entrenched in other ports to which they
readily succumbed, because their island home had not fostered vigorous immune systems. The
speed of their sloops and the proximity to West Indian ports enabled contagions to reach the
Bermuda and infect an unprepared population. For nearly a decade after Bermudians took to the
sea, the colony escaped the fevers and epidemics that raged elsewhere, and as late as 1687, the
assembly boasted that “there are no accustomary diseases here but cures, if rightly applies may be
readily obtained.”35
When the first epidemic disease reached Bermuda’s shores five years later, it hit the
vulnerable population with a vengeance. In June 1692, a passing vessel brought yellow fever to the
colony from the West Indies, where it had been raging in Jamaica and the Leeward Islands. For
three months, the “mortall feaver” devastated the colony, killing at least 767 people, or about 12%
of the island's population. The disease was significantly more fatal to white Bermudians than
slaves: it killed 610 of the 4,331 white Bermudians (14%), while only 127 of the island's 1,917
slaves (6.6%) succumbed. Worst hit were adult white males; before the epidemic, 960 men
between the ages of 15 and 60 were capable of bearing arms, a number reduced by yellow fever to
just 610 —a mortality rate o f over 36%. A larger share of the defense of the colony therefore fell
to the 562 slave militiamen, but the shelves and rocks surrounding Bermuda's coast continued to be
the most potent deterrent to foreign invasion. The epidemic helped to expedite the shift in land use
from agriculture to reforestation, since many of the fatalities were probably older planters whose

Governor Florentius Seymour declared a Day of Humiliation, upon which the colony was to pray for a
cure. Little is known about the nature of this disease, but the number of burials recorded in the
Southampton parish church register suggests that it wasn’t fatal; the number of burials was one for 1661,
two for 1662, one for 1663, two for 1664 and none in 1665, Hallett, Earlv Bermuda Records. 23-23; BCR
5B:42.
“PRO CO 40/1A: 102.
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land was then taken over by children more inclined to maritime pursuits than toward maintaining
the dying tradition of tobacco cultivation. The loss of many planters at a time when interest in
cultivation was declining also disrupted the oral transmission of agricultural knowledge to the
younger generation, for there were few mentors to instruct those interested in farming after the
epidemic.36

On the political front, the royal governance of Bermuda in the seventeenth century peaked
in efficiency and success during the four-year term of Sir Robert Robinson. During his
administration, he reformed the existing court system by appointing a professionally-trained chief
justice, Englishman Henry Hordesnell, and established a Vice Admiralty Court and Customs
House. After he had allegedly "filled his bags” with treasure from the Ambrosia wreck, Robinson
petitioned for his own recall in October 1688, claiming that he had been “for several months at
death’s door,” but news of William Ill’s ascendancy and declaration of war with France reached
Bermuda in April 1689 and rooted Robinson there until early 1691. While he waited for his
replacement, Robinson sold a number of the King’s slaves (formerly company slaves) abroad for
his personal profit, along with the pirate ship Revenge, which had surrendered to the King in May
1688, and embezzled the revenue raised by the colony’s tax on liquor. He succeeded in improving
the island’s defenses by March 1690, but had crossed his council and undercut his local support
when he turned Receiver of Customs Samuel Trott out o f office and imprisoned him. The council
thereupon complained to the Lords of Trade that Robinson ignored their advice and exercised
“PRO CO 37/1:30; CSP(C)18:#588. Thomas Burton estimated that the “violent and malignant
fever” of 1692 killed over a quarter of Bermuda’s inhabitants, but noted that by 1700, the population had
recovered. John Dudgeon, an agent sent out to find buried Spanish treasure in Bermuda, wrote “the late
mortality was very sore here, which carried off most of the antient inhabitants. Here died in nine months
800 good men women and children.” Dudgeon was thus frustrated in his attempt to interview people who
could remember the dawn of settlement and the traces left by earlier castaways. “Letters Relating to
Treasure in Bermuda,” Bodleian Library, Mss. Rawlinson A 305:39.
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“arbitrary and unlimited power.” In retaliation for the removal of Trott, most Bermudian ship
captains refused to pay customs duties, ignored St. George’s as the official port of entry, and
arrived and departed the island at will because Robinson had no power to enforce his commands.
By the time Robinson’s replacement arrived in January 1691, the situation was little better than it
had been during Coney’s administration.37
The colony’s new governor, Isaac Richier, and his successors in the 1690s would fare no
better than Robinson. The post was a poor one, for the Crown offered the same rather inadequate
salary that the Somers Island Company had previously offered: an estimated £100 from the
governor’s share of the whale fishery, £60 from rent of the Crown Lands (the ten shares in St.
George’s set aside for the governor’s use in 1620), and a £240 salary that the colonial assembly
was supposed to grant the governor upon his arrival. In reality, few if any whales were taken, the
rent from the public land was difficult to collect (the land itself had been stripped of all timber and
produced little of value), and the assembly used its control over voting the governor’s salary for
political leverage and refused to pay executives with whom they quarreled. The inadequate
position only attracted incompetent men on the make, who hoped that through bribes and bullying
they could return to England with more money than their salary promised. Robinson said of his

37Robinson had a long and frustrating wait before he returned to England and the illicit treasure
he had shipped home with his son. John, in July 1688. James II granted his request for recall and
appointed the hated Richard Coney as his replacement, to which the Bermudians strenuously objected.
Hordesnell, Robinson’s chief critic, had served under the Prince of Orange at the Battle of Seneff and the
Siege of The Hague, and apparently convinced the king that Robinson should be removed. Robinson
claimed that Hordesnell never attended church and “raised a faction” against him, and asked “in the
future, we want no more lawyers.” Isaac Richier was appointed as governor of Bermuda in September
1689, received his commission in December, but refused to leave England for nearly a year. Richier
arrived in the Archangel (Captain Hicks), which carried Robinson and New York’s governor designate,
Henry Sloughter to that colony. Robinson, who had earlier sent ten barrels of gunpowder to New York
rebel Jacob Leisler, was enlisted in May to try prisoners in his rebellion. In September, Robinson was
stuck in Boston, for Captain Hicks refused to carry him back to England. CSP(C) 12:#1340, 1918, 192023; 13:#30,32,68,428,471, 794,945, 1370, 1484, 1786; Andrews, The Colonial Period of American
History. QI:130.
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own office that Bermuda was “so sterile that only an indigent man is fit for it;” his successors
would find the same. The governors who followed Sir Robert did not endear Bermudians to royal
rule, but did extend the same salutary neglect to the colony’s maritime economy that allowed it to
expand relatively unfettered by the Navigation Acts.38
Soon after his arrival, Richier claimed that Robinson’s “whole government was one of
continued thieving and oppression,” but his was not much better; he seized a vessel belonging to
the powerful Trott family and was caught red-handed smuggling tobacco into Scotland in a sloop
he had built for himself using timber from the King’s Land. He commissioned Rhode Islander
Thomas Tew as captain of the Amity in 1691, but Tew soon turned pirate, rounded the Cape of
Good Hope, and wreaked havoc in the Red Sea. Richier’s administration was severely disrupted
by the Great Sickness, which was accompanied by a significant degree of social disorder. In the
wake of the epidemic, Richier, informed London that the colony’s government was all but
paralyzed because “all the Council are dead but [five].” In the ensuing chaos, government
authority broke down and Richer was “forced to suffer many affronts” because without loyal
officers, he feared that any punishments he might order would be ignored, by which “the King's
power should be absolutely despised.”39 Thus in the space of a season, the colony not only
suffered, for the first time, a shockingly high loss of life from disease but was also afflicted with
the social disorder that invariably accompanied sudden and fearful epidemics.'”
John Goddard, the third royal governor, began his troubled tenure in 1693 by demanding
£1,000 from his predecessor soon after his arrival as back pay from the date of his commission in
MCSP(C) 12:#919; 13:#114.
■
’'’Letter, Richier to Lords of Trade, February 4, 1692/3, PRO CO 37/1:30; August 1, 1692, APC
2:459.
”PRO CO 17/1:30; Deposition of Mary Darrell, I Dec. 1720 in PRO CO 290:47. Darrell’s
mother, Mary Tucker, died in August 1692 during “the Great Sickness.”
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England; when Richier refused, Goddard threw him in prison and confiscated his goods. Samuel
Day succeeded Goddard as governor in 1698 and built a grand mansion on Crown Land in the
heart of St. George’s using public funds, timber, stone and labor, which he then claimed for
himself as private property. He also charged exorbitant fees for mundane services, arbitrarily
jailed those who objected to his misbehavior, and was accused of clipping coins. Not surprisingly,
these grasping scoundrels alienated most Bermudians from royal rule and fostered a local contempt
for any colonial officials sent out from England. One might even suspect that Daniel Finch, the
earl of Nottingham and last governor of the Somers Island Company, deliberately used his
influence with the Board of Trade to inflict punishment upon the colony that slipped out of his
grasp in the form of inept and extortionate colonial governors.41
In the midst o f this political upheaval, Bermudians steadily increased their merchant fleet.
By 1700, Bermudians owned and operated 60 sloops, 6 brigantines, and 4 ships, totaling about
2,800 tons of shipping. Through out-migration to the southern American colonies and the
Bahamas and the Great Sickness, Bermuda’s population fell from an estimated 8,000-9,000 in
1687 to 5,862 in 1699. Tobacco exports plummeted from half a million pounds in 1685 to less
than 10,000 in 1706; a year later, Bermuda didn't even grow enough tobacco to meet its own
demands and had to import some from Virginia at 9d. a pound. When asked by the Board of Trade

4,CSP(C) 13:#1370, 1485, 2636, 2719; 14:680, 911; 17:326, 439. The intricate wrangles of this
period are covered in greater depth in Henry Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 28-62. Samuel,
Nicholas, and Richard Trott’s brother-in-law was Sir Robert Clayton, who acted as Bermuda’s patron in
court and worked to have Richier replaced. After his arrival, Goddard begged to be transferred to
Maryland and serve as governor there without salary, complaining that “the inhabitants [here] are so base
and niggardly that they would deprive me even of the fees enjoyed by my predecessors.” Day’s mansion
still stands in St. George’s and is called the Globe Hotel; it was later used as the office of Confederate
Commercial Agent Major Norman Walker during the American Civil War and now houses the Bermuda
National Trust Museum and the exhibit “Rogues and Runners: Bermuda During the American Civil
War.” See Michael Jarvis, “An Archival Assessment of the Globe Hotel, St. George’s Bermuda,” a report
prepared for the Bermuda National Trust, May 1994. On the positive side, Richier proclaimed religious
freedom in Bermuda, but reminded the colonists that “the king makes no provisions for the support of any
but ministers of the Church of England.” CSP(C) 13:#1484, 1843; 14:#795.
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what had become o f Bermuda's formerly sizeable tobacco exports, a later governor summarized in
1705:
Some time after the original settlement of the island, the earth was rich and fertile, but of
late years experience hat taught us it will not yield half yt. encouragement as formerly.
And likewise before the Company's dissolution, the price of tobacco was reduced to so low
a rate, by their severities which never since could be advanced, therefore it is in vain to
plant tobacco, the produce of which would not find bread for the planters, so that the
quantity now planted is not much more than what hath its consumption here. When such
vast quantities o f tobacco was planted, the greatest part of this settlement was in the hands
of tenants, wch. had no other ways for payment of their rents but by the produce of the
same, not having regard to the preservation of timber by which they could reap no benefit.
But now the greatest part of this island is come into ye hands o f fiee-holders who diligently
take care for ye growth and preservation of timber, with wch. they raise mighty advantages
by ye building o f small vessels, some whereof are exposed to sale, others are employed in
ye service of neighboring plantations, so that a great part of ye ground wch. formerly was
planted is now suffered to grow up into groves of cedar.42
As Bermuda entered the eighteenth century, the Maritime Revolution was complete. Bermudians
grew trees instead o f tobacco and used their vessels to draw upon hinterlands of natural resources
and markets for trade hundreds of miles away. The colonists had shifted their focus from the tiny
20-square miles o f land on which they lived to the vast ocean that surrounded that island, and the
sea was transformed from watery wails that confined Bermudian trade to a single London market
in the tobacco days into a highway that linked them with ports and peoples within an expansive arc
o f land that stretched from Trinidad and the Spanish Main through the West Indies and along the
coast of North America up to the seasonally ice-bound shores of Newfoundland. As the dozens of

■
“BL, Sloane Mss. 2902:f. 102 (1699 census); Edward Randolph to Lords of Trade, November 15,
1700 in Robert Toppan and A.T.S. Goodrick, eds., Edward Randolph: His Letters and Official Papers
from the New England. Middle, and Southern Colonies in America and the West Indies. 1678-1700. 7
vols. (New York, 1898-1909) 7:632, hereafter, Randolph. Letters and Papers. Randolph had a brief,
unpleasant stay in Bermuda in 1699-1700, in which he fought with Governor Samuel Day and spent
several months incarcerated at the King's Castle. When word of his imprisonment reached Whitehall, he
was exonerated by the Lords of Trade and Day recalled to answer for himself. PRO CO 37/7:175, 181-2
lists Bermuda’s legitimate tobacco exports: 1701: 323 rolls/4.657 lbs.; 1702: 753 rolls/10,068 lbs. 1703:
1,393 rolls/21,732 lbs.; 1704: 709 rolls/11,624 lbs.; 1705 (estimated): 9,138 lbs. See also CSP(C) 23:#162
and Appendices IV-VI. Governor Benjamin Bennett, the author of the 1705 account also pointed out that
during the tobacco years, most Bermudians were tenants who were forced to grow tobacco under terms of
their leases for much of the 17th century, PRO CO 37/7:177.
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colonies planted by European nations thrived and grew, Bermudians were uniquely situated to
become “the carriers of the Atlantic.”

The Bermudian Maritime Economy in the Age of Sail
Bermuda’s maritime economy was composed of a number of interdependent sectors whose
proportional importance shifted with changing market conditions and the state of hostilities in
Europe and the colonies. Shipbuilding was the cornerstone of the economy. The island’s
shipwrights turned out speedy and maneuverable sloops that were internationally famous for their
fast sailing and longevity, which composed the core of the colony’s merchant fleet. Merchant ship
captains exploited a wide range o f markets in the New World, linking regional economies in the
middle and southern American colonies with others in the West Indies and shifted between
speculative trade on their own behalf, freighting goods consigned by merchants resident in other
port, and chartering their vessels out for months or years in return for pay. An analysis of trading
patterns reveals that the island’s mariners were opportunistic traders who did not overly specialize
in particular routes, but rather continuously assessed markets throughout the Atlantic World.
During times of war, privateering offered an alternative way to employ Bermuda’s fast vessels,
wonderfully endowed to outrun larger but less weatherlv foes and prey upon unarmed or lightlyarmed enemy merchantmen. Bermudians used the Turks and Caicos Islands, Tortuga, and Tortolla
as an extended hinterland where they raked salt from natural ponds and man-made salinas, which
they sold abroad to generate capital for further trade. These islands were essentially colonies of the
colony, which were exploited for over a century. Although this salt raking did not take place on
Bermuda proper, the activity was a vital component of the Bermudian economy, performed by
sailors, professional salt rakers, and slaves and integrated within seasonal trading and migration
patterns. Smuggling was another important component of the colonial economy. Early legitimate
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trading contact with the Dutch in Curasao, St. Eustatius, and St. Martin led to illicit exchanges of
manufactured goods made in the Netherlands and French brandy, nun, and sugar for salt and
Bermuda sloops. Ineffective policing in Bermuda throughout the eighteenth century encouraged
widespread disregard for the Navigation Acts, and it is likely that the islanders used their highly
maneuverable and shallow draft sloops to land smuggled goods in remote bays and rivers on the
North American mainland. Whaling, fishing and wrecking rounded out the island’s economic
activities.43
SHIPBUILDING44
The sturdy craftsman, with laborious Hand,
Fells the tall Tree, and drags it to the Stran
Resounding Shores return the Hammer’s Blows
Beneath the Stroke the gaudy Pinnace grows
Launch’d and completely mann’d in Quest of Gain,
Spreads her light Sails, and tempts the watery Main.
—Nathaniel Tucker, “The Bermudian” (1774)45
“[Bermuda is] almost the sole plantation of his Majesty wherein the main object of the
inhabitants is turned toward the construction of vessels, from the sale and employment of
them the inhabitants derive their principle subsistence"
—John Brickwood, 178746
“Historians have previously discounted Bermuda’s economic success in the 18th century, partly
because of their failure to appreciate the extent of earnings outside of the island and the difficulty of
measuring these earnings, and partly out of taking the rhetoric of the island’s elite that claimed poverty at
lace value. The shipping patterns examined below demonstrate that few other than Bermudians visited
the colony, so most of what was known about the island came from second-hand accounts of English
travelers or from Bermudians themselves. Jack Greene asserts that in the 17th century, Bermuda’s
economy was not very vigorous and that it further stagnated after the shift to the sea. He does, however,
recognize the island’s burgeoning population and admits that even if few became vastly wealthy, most
enjoyed a modest prosperity. Greene. Pursuits of Happiness. 43. 152-54.
■
“Except for the term “shipbuilding,” (the construction of sailing vessels), I use “ship”
deliberately to describe to a three-masted craft with square sails, rather than in a generic sense. Wherever
possible, vessels will be referred to by their individual rigging configuration, although the terminology
changed over time.
"“Reprinted in BHO 4:72-79 (1947). Nathaniel Tucker was the brother of St. George and
Thomas Tudor Tucker, two prominent Bermuda-born figures in the U.S. early republic.
■“Extract from a letter to John Brickwood, 1 March 1787, in Liverpool Papers v. 32, BL Add.
Mss. 38,22 l:f.247.
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The shipbuilding industry was at the core of the colony’s economy throughout the
eighteenth century. Each year, Bermudian shipyards turned out anywhere from twenty to a
hundred of the best-designed sailing vessels in the Adantic. This output was vital to maintaining
the island’s merchant fleet, but also produced a surplus of vessels that were internationally famous
and commanded large sums from merchants abroad. No other British colony approached the per
capita level of production maintained by this tiny island for over a century. The shipbuilding
industry was the mother of all trades in Bermuda and without the sizeable body of skilled
craftsmen who transformed forests of cedar into well-built sloops, the colonial economy would
have stagnated or collapsed.
The skill of the island’s shipwrights played a large part in furthering the success of the
colony’s merchant fleet. The secret of Bermuda’s success rested upon three foundations: cedars,
sloops, and slaves. Bermuda’s native cedar was one of the best shipbuilding materials available,
and produced vessels with considerable longevity and enhanced sailing characteristics. Bermudian
shipbuilders and mariners overwhelmingly preferred sloops to other, larger craft for their speed,
size, and handling, for the vessel could outrun foes, chase down prey, navigate narrow and winding
channels, penetrate shallow waterways, and reach almost any port in the Atlantic despite
unfavorable wind conditions. It was the perfect colonial trading vessel, adaptable to privateering,
smuggling, and general shipping. Slave labor was vital to the success of both the shipbuilding
industry and the operation of the merchant fleet. As the colonial economy shifted from farming and
herding to seafaring, the island’s black and Indian slaves were trained to build and sail sloops, and
thus slave labor was transformed from agricultural drudgery to skilled professions. Although the
majority of slaves were paid wages or otherwise compensated, the price o f this labor was below
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that of white workers and thus the overhead cost of building and sailing the island’s merchant fleet
was considerably less than that of other colonies (most notably New England), where labor and
material costs fluctuated with peace and war. Bermudian shipwrights thus combined a unique
material, skilled but unfiee labor, and a superlative vessel design to create the Bermuda sloop,
vessels that were in the words of one contemporary, “the fastest sailing vessels in the world and
last the longest.”47
Origins of the Industry
The beginnings of Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry and the beginning of the colony were
one and the same, for colonization began with the salvage of the shipwrecked Sea Venture and the
construction of the Patience and Deliverance in 1609-10. The growth of ship- and boat-building
in the late 1610s owes much to a Dutchman named Jacob Jacobson, whom Governor Nathaniel
Butler hired to build vessels after the ship carpenter was shipwrecked there in 1619. Jacobson
possessed skills far beyond those of the average ship carpenter, for Butler put this “enginier” in
charge of salvaging the wreck of the San Antonio in 1620-21 and settled him on land in Somerset
Island. The Dutch shipwright stayed in Bermuda after Butler departed, married a Bermudian
woman and, except for a brief visit to England around 1625, lived out his days on the island. He
trained at least two “able boyes” from among the company’s indentured servants as shipwrights
and was still building boats in 1630.4® Anthony Peniston and Dutchman John Stowe, shipbuilders

47Much of this section comes from my M.A. thesis, “Cedars, Sloops and Slaves: The
Development of the Bermuda Shipbuilding Industry, 1680-1750,” College of William and Mary, 1992, a
portion of which was published as ‘“The Fastest Vessels in the World’: The Origin and Evolution of the
Bermuda Sloop, 1620-1800,” BJAMH 7:31-50 (1995). The material presented here makes use of
additional research and corrects minor errors in these previous works. In this analysis of the Bermuda
shipbuilding industry, I attempt to answer the challenge to explore the importance of colonial shipbuilding
posed by John McCusker and Russell Menard in The Economy of British North America. 320-21.
48Lefroy, 1:150; Butler hired Jacobson “to staye with me dureinge my government,” during which
time “he hath multiplied [the colony’s] botes (of which ther is noethinge more needfull nor important)
into five times the nnmher that I found them,” Butler, Historve. 254. Jacobson and William Seymour
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active in the 1640s and 1650s and former company servants, were probably two of Jacobson’s
pupils.49
Jacobson was educated at a time of great maritime technological innovation in the
Netherlands. The Dutch emerged as a great seafaring nation in the late sixteenth century and
improved their shipbuilding skills and vessel designs during their rebellion against Spain.
Shipbuilders abandoned traditional designs based largely on ship-of-war models in favor o f lighter
and more versatile vessels adapted for commercial purposes that employed a wide range o f rigging
configurations. A multitude o f smaller shallops, ketches, barques, and sloops were added to the
older merchant fleet dominated by ship-rigged vessels of 200 or more tons. The “sloep” was a late
sixteenth-century Dutch innovation, suited to navigating the shallow and winding channels o f the

were put in charge of salvaging cannon and treasure out of the San Antonio and Warwick. Jacobson fitted
out two “Crazie botes,” which were more than likely “camels” used by the Dutch to float deep-drafted
ships over bars at the mouth of the Zuider Zee. Divers probably attached lines from the wrecks to these
“crazie boats” at low tide, which would float off or pull apart the sunken hull as the tide rose. Jacobson
would have built the “crazie boats” for the task. At the time of the salvage, Butler also praised Jacobson
for another new boat he had just finished, which “hath in every way answered my expectacon.” The
Somers Island Company recruited Jacobson after he had returned to England in 1626 and sent him back to
Bermuda with instructions to the governor that “he be caused to stay in the Islands except necessitie be
otherwise during the space of five years after his arrival there” while he trained two apprentices, in light
of his vital skills. In August 1628, Jacobson and a band of men broke into the kitchen of John Burrows,
bullied a servant, and stole a pot of stewing potatoes, for which he was fined 50 pounds of tobacco. A bill
tendered by Goodwife Harvard in 1630 includes a debt of 36 pounds of tobacco due to Jacob Jacobson “for
trimminge the boat.” Jacob apparently died some time before 1639, for in that year his wife Gwendolyn
was listed as the owner of his Sandys shares in a trespass lawsuit. The Islack [Isaac?] Jacobson presented
for drunkenness and putting himself in the stocks in St. George’s in 1669 may have been Jacob’s son.
BCR l:124r.-26v„ 171r-72v, 182v; 5B:128; FRAG D:64r, Lefroy, 1:248-54.
49The later work of Peniston and Stowe reflea Dutch influence; in 1651, Stowe built the
Elizabeth and Ann under license of the earl of Warwick and the following year sold a “Dutch boat” to
master Thomas Atwood for £1.10.0 and in 1676, Anthony Peniston launched a “yacht or ketch,” the Trial,
BCR 2:182, 210; 5A:301r. Dutch influence was sustained and reinforced throughout the company period
by the arrival of a number of Dutch vessels that called at Bermuda from the 1630s onward, either in
distress or to trade salt and other goods for provisions and tobacco. At least two Dutch prizes (ship Hope
in 1658 and brigantine Hope a.k.a. Friendship in 1665) were brought by their English masters to
Bermudian waters, which gave the colony’s shipwrights ample opportunity to study other examples of
Dutch ship construction. The few Bermudian masters who were allowed to trade came into contaa with
Dutch sloops at Curacao and New Amsterdam, where they were extensively employed by the Dutch West
India Company. BCR 2:299, 5A: 73v., 74v., 75v.; FRAG G.
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Zuider Zee and the rivers of the south. It had a single mast and a large triangular fore-and-aft sail
that could harness wind within a 270° arc. Jacobson would have incorporated this configuration in
the boats he built for Butler as that which best suited Bermuda’s predominantly southwestern
winds. Sailing west (as the important Castle Harbour forts lay in relation to the Town of St.
George), the sloop tacked more efficiently against the wind than square-rigged vessels; to this day,
the western part o f Bermuda is called “up country,” and the eastern parishes “down country”
(downwind), names that survive from the days of sail. Bermuda’s local boatbuilding tradition thus
came from European rather than African or Native American technologies. Notably absent are the
periaugers and dugout canoes found throughout the West Indies and in the southern American
colonies, whose origins lay in the West African canoes that skillfully navigated the heavy surf of
that area and greatly facilitated the coastal slave trade and in Native American design. Since its
earliest period, Bermuda’s homegrown shipbuilding industry employed European techniques of
framing with clinker-built or flush-plank hulls.50

50William Baker, Slooos and Shallops (Columbia, SC, 1966), 38; Joseph Goldenberg,
Shipbuilding in Colonial America (Charlottesville, 1976), 77. Throughout the seventeenth century, the
Dutch continued to improve and diversify their civilian and military vessel forms. Jaap Bruijn notes that
over the century, “ships became more slender, the length being increased in proportion to the width.
These improvements were applied to smaller as well as the bigger warships” and points to the swiftsailing Dunkirk privateers of mid-century as a particularly efficient finished product; Jaap Bruijn, The
Dutch Naw of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Columbia, SC, 1993), 62. Other single-masted
Dutch vessels of the period included the jagt (yacht), chaloupe (shallop), poon, scholschuit, kraak, boeyer,
snik, pram, and pink, which varied according to mast placement, proportions of the vessel, and the use of
gaffs in the rigging; most of these vessels employed zwaards, or “swords,” which were tear-shaped boards
placed on the beams to reduce leeway; for illustrations of these vessels, see C. Croenewegen, Verzameling
van Vier en tachtig Stuks Hollandsche Schepen. Geteenkend en in Kooer Gebraet (Rotterdam. 1789).
Bldon Trimingham discusses the local conditions that shaped the evolution of the Bermuda sail rig in
“The Development of the Bermuda Rig,” BJAMH 2:127-42 (1990). For a discussion of the African
origins of periaugers, see W. Jeffrey Bolster, Black Jacks: African American Seamen in the Age of Sail
(Cambridge, MA, 1997), 47-50, 60-61. Thomas Harriot depicts dugout canoes made by Native American
inhabitants of the Outer Banks of North Carolina in A Brief and True Report of the New Found Land of
Virginia (London, 1590, reprint 1972), plates XII-XIII. In 1613, Richard Norwood fashioned a dugout
canoe with outriggers from a hollow tree he found on Longbird Island and used it to reach areas on the
main island where he was surveying, but this method of boatbuilding apparently did not catch on. He
made another boat at St. David’s with Giles Marsh, but it sank off Cooper’s Island; Norwood, Journal. 53,
57.
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Boatbuilding was an important activity throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth century,
since boats were necessary for fishing and transporting people and goods in an age when roads
were few and often in a bad state of repair, and to reach the island forts that guarded the entrances
to Castle and St. George’s Harbours.51 By the middle of the seventeenth century, Bermudians had
come to favor a two-masted vessel of about five tons to freight their tobacco crops to St. George’s
and the magazine ships. In 1670, mariner John Hardy, one of the crew of the company magazine
ship Marigold, praised these boats in verse:
This time it lasts not long when suddenly,
Must work all hands, the Island-Boats we see
Deep loaden with Tobacco, which they bring
Unto the side, from whence we take it in.
To give description of the same Boats,
With tripple corner’d Sayls they always float
About the Islands in the World there are
None in al points that may with them compare
The boats carried five or more chests of tobacco each and "lie so near the wind that they will fetch
the same place they look upon, close hal’d.” The illustration that accompanied his description
shows a sleek boat with two raked-back masts carrying triangular boomless sails and no headsails
and bears a striking similarity to a Dutch boat illustrated in 1629 (figures 5-2 and 5-3).52 This

5lFrom the outset of colonization, fish was a significant part of the colonists’ diet —more so than
in most other English colonies. Archaeological excavation at the King’s Castle on Castle Island in 1993
uncovered a large deposit of faunal material comprised mostly of fish bones. Late seventeenth-century
layers at the Hill House site at Hog Bay also contained a high concentration of fish remains. Even at the
house of Henry Tucker, four-time acting governor of Bermuda and president of council in the late
eighteenth century, fish made up a significant portion of the household diet Norman Barka and Edward
Harris, “The 1993 Archaeological Investigations at Castle Island, Bermuda,” in BJAMH 6:1-80 (1994);
Michael Jarvis, “A Preliminary Report on the Archaeological Excavation at the Hill House Site, Hog Bay,
Sandys, Bermuda,” unpublished report submitted to the Bermuda Maritime Museum, August 1992;
Joanna Bowen and Michael Jarvis, “Provisioning Systems in the New World: The British Colony of
Bermuda,” BJAMH 6:81-94 (1994).
“John Hardy, A Description of the Last Vovaee to Bermudas in the Ship Marveold. Sfamuell
Pfensaxl Commander (London, 1671), 7. The Marigold arrived 13 May 1670 and departed 5 July; BCR
FRAGG.
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Figure 5-3. A Dutch boat of 1629 (from William Baker, Sloops and Shallops,
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“Bermoodes saile” came to be associated with the island and was included in Samuel Fortrey’s
1675 survey of sailing rigs and was in use in Boston waters by the 1680s. By 1700, Edward
Randolph estimated that there were between 300 and 400 of these two-masted boats employed in
local Bermuda waters for fishing, whaling, and general transportation.53
Despite the multitude of local boats built in the seventeenth century, the island produced
very few ocean-going vessels prior to the 1670s. Bermudian shipwrights proved they were capable
of building a large, two-decked square-rigged ship in 1639 when a group of shipwrecked Spaniards
commissioned such a vessel to complete their voyage. The ship, christened El Salvador, was built
and outfitted between November 1639 and February 1640 and sold to the Spaniards for 7,900
pesos (£1,461.10.0 sterling), a sum the Spanish castaways considered usurious.54 Besides this
ship, there were only around fourteen ocean-going vessels built between 1612 and 1670, and most
of these were built in the 1660s. Shipbuilding thus played a relatively minor role in the island’s
economy during the Somers Island Company period, partly because agriculture commanded so
much of the colonists’ energy and partly because the company discouraged shipbuilding and, after
53Baker, Sloops and Shallops. 53, 72-73: Samuel Fortrey, “Of Navarchi,” ca. 1675 mss. in the
Pepysian Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge: “The Bermoodes saile is much the same with ye
shoulder of Mutton saile, but hath no boome at all and riseth with a higher peeke, being a perfect Triangle
but being so large at bottom and no boom to extend it, before a wind it cannot stand larger that the deck of
the vessel but hangs out in a great bagg and also by a wind it will bunt very much, which will cause a
great deal of back saile; which will much hinder the way of the vessel; nor is it so yare to tack for that the
sheet must be always handed from side to side.” Fortrey, who claimed to have invented a new and
superior type of sail, was understandably critical of the Bermuda type, which seems to have resembled a
modern-day spinnaker. Hardy apparently saw nothing awkward about the way Bermudians employed the
sail. By the eighteenth century, Bermudians had added booms to their boats’ sails, as well as bowsprits to
create the dinghies that are still raced on the island today. Edward Randolph to the Lords Commissioners
of Trade and Plantations, 15 Nov. 1700, in Randolph Letters and Papers. 7:632.
’Moan de Rivera y Saabedra’s account of the shipwreck of the store ship La Viga and tender El
Galgo, translated by L.D. Gurrin, “Shipwrecked Spaniards, 1639: Grievances Against Bermudians,” BHO
18:18, 22-23 (1961). The vessel was large enough to convey 120 passengers, spare gear and provisions to
Spain. Saabedra complained about the “poorness of the timbers, the bad construction, and insufficient
nailing” that he observed in the ship. Conversion to £ sterling: 7,900 pesos = 1,975 doubloons, using
1651 conversion rate of 1 doubloon=£0.74 sterling; John McCusker, Money and Exchange in Europe and
A m e rifa 1600-1775: A Handbook (Chapel HilL 1978), 11, 98-100.
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1663, banned it outright unless the builder obtained a special licence from London. During the
1670s and 1680s, Bermudians increasingly disregarded company prohibitions as they assembled
the merchant fleet that would transform the island. The mature Bermuda sloop evolved in the
crucible of economic change in the 1680s and 1690s as Bermudians perfected a vessel suited to
their style of trade.55
CEDAR
Bermuda’s unique endemic cedar, Juniperus bermndiana, possesses admirable
characteristics as a shipbuilding material well suited to the warm waters of the Caribbean, where
most Bermudian vessels spent the majority of their lives. The tree evolved over the millennia as a
tenacious plant capable of resisting strong winds and salt spray. It grew right up to the water’s
edge by anchoring its roots in the cracks and fissures of the island’s limestone bedrock and asserted
its dominance over other arboreal species on the island. One nineteenth-century naturalist claimed
that in Bermuda it was “the only tree that can withstand the fury of the elements.” Its deep red to
purple heartwood has a very high resin content, which makes it extremely resistant to rot and
desiccation on land and repels teredo worm and other marine borers underwater. In 1735, botanist
Phillip Miller linked “the extreme bitter taste in the Resin with which this Tree abounds” with the
feet that “the Worms do not eat the Bottoms of the vessels built with this Wood, as they do those
built with Oak” and remarked that for this reason “vessels built with cedar are much preferable to
those built with any other sort of Timber, for the use of the West India Seas” —something

55Bermudian records reveal fourteen vessels that can be confirmed as having been built on the
island prior to 1670. Because the names of rigging types were in flux, it is difficult to determine exactly
what type of vessels were built. They include: the barque/ship Elizabeth and Ann of 50 tons cargo
capacity (1651), ship Blessing (1655), Bahamas Adventure (1658), shallop James/Hopeful James (1662),
small cedar vessel Hope (1662), small cedar vessel Thomas and Marie (1663), ship Bermuda 's/Bermudian
Adventure (1663), pinnace Rebecca (1664), shallop Blessing of 15 tons (1665), small vessel/ship Blessing
(1667), barque Elizabeth and Marie (1667), shallop Bettie (1668), ship Samuel’s Adventure (1668), and
Joseph andBenjamin(166S); BCR 2:249, 258; 5A: 7r-v, 44v, 74r, 88v, lOlr, 103v. 113r, FRAG G.
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Bermudian boatbuilders had learned a century earlier. As a result, sailing vessels built of the
wood had over twice the longevity o f other British- or colonial-built vessels; oaken vessels
generally rotted within ten to twelve years, but Bermudian vessels could expect a lifetime of twenty
to thirty. For this reason and others, Bermudian vessels fetched “double the price of those built in
New England or elsewhere,” according to one governor.56
The high level of resin in the Bermuda cedar also meant that it had a very low shrinkage
coefficient and thus could be used “green,” without the lengthy wait of six-months to a year that
mainland North American timbers needed to “season,” or dry out. Bermuda cedar lost perhaps
10% of its volume as it dried out, far less than the nearly 40% shrinkage of American oak. When
used green, the cedar was easier to work and planks sawn from the timber bent more readily to the
curve of the hull. Bermudian shipwrights could thus select and use cedar trees for shipbuilding
immediately rather than having to plan ahead, and as a result the industry responded more flexibly
to changing market conditions and the colonial fleet’s demands, since it was capable of producing

56J. bermudiana is a close relative of J. virginiana, lucayana, and barbadiensis, softer cedars
native to Virginia, Bahamas, and Barbados respectively. The species was classified by Linnaeus himself,
William Beebe, Nonesuch: Land of Water (New York, 1932), 16, 20, 22; John Matthew Jones, The
Naturalist in Bermuda: A Sketch of the Geology. Zoology, and Botany of that Remarkable Group of
Islands (London, 1859), 132; Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 18; Phillip Miller, The Gardener’s
Dictionary: Containing the Methods of Cultivating and Improving the Kitchen. Fruit and Flower Garden,
as also the Phvsick Garden. Wilderness. Conservatory and Vineyard. 3 vols. (London, 1735), v. 1,
unpaginated, entry under Juniperus bermudiana. On the importance of resin content, see Samuel Record
and Robert Hess, Timbers of the New World (New Haven. 1943), 8. In 1762, Thomas Parsons examined
a twenty-year old Bermuda sloop that a ship’s carpenter certified that the hull “was equally as good now
as the day she was launched, and she [will] not complain men 40 years to come.” When Parsons sent a
small cedar sailboat to England as a present, he boasted that “she shall beat anything of her length in
Europe [and] the wood is so durable that barring accidents she will be as good a hundred years hence as
she was the day she is launched”, Bodleian Library, Mss. D.D. Dashwood (Bucks), Bundle B7/l/5a:30-31.
For the lifespan of other colonial vessels, see Daniel Scott Smith, “A Note on the Longevity of Ships,”
American Neptune 34:68-69 (1974). Robert Burton also noted that Bermudian “cedar trees are different
from all others, and the wood is very sweet”; The English Empire in America (London, 6th ed., 1728),
146. Howard Chapelle points out that while most American-built vessels were short-lived, some
Chesapeake-built sloops and schooners incorporating juniper, laurel and mulberry in the hull could also
last as much as thirty years, The Search for Speed Under Sail. 1700-1855 (New York, 1967), 13. Quote
from letter of Gov. Isaac Richer to the Lords of Trade, 12 May 1691 in CSP(C) 13:#1484.
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vessels faster than shipyards elsewhere. Structurally, Bermuda cedar possesses a high tensile
strength and at least one contemporary reported that it “answers in every respect to oak timber.”
The wood has a fine, straight grain and uniform texture that is fairly hard and holds its place well
when used in framing and furniture construction. Carpenters found it firm under their tools and
easy to cut. Some contemporaries noted a level of brittleness that made it dangerous during naval
engagements because it might “split to pieces with a cannon ball,” but Bermudians used it
extensively for building privateers and accepted the risks. For all its strength, Bermuda cedar was
lighter than American white- or English oak and thus produced vessels with comparable structural
integrity with only two-thirds the displacement weight, enabling Bermudian sloops to carry heavier
cargoes or more cannon than their English or American counterparts and sail in light winds that
would leave heavier vessels becalmed.57
Bermudians were also lucky that the island’s cedar was o f remarkably fast growth. The
tree will grow a foot or more per year, and with minimal pruning the trunk will grow straight in
areas moderately sheltered from the wind. Trees that naturally or perhaps deliberately were bent
were perfectly suited for the strakes and knees in vessel frames. Phillip Miller reported in 1735
that “in their native country [Bermuda cedars] will grow to be large enough for ship timber in 20
years from seed, as I have been credibly informed by several persons who have lived there many
years.” A French visitor to the island in 1704 similarly related that Bermudian vessels were at the
time made exclusively out of cedar, which was “in a sort indestructible” and that the island’s
^The World Displayed. (London, 1760), v.4, ch. 12, quoted in Record and Hess, Timbers of the
World. 8-9, 369; Phillip Miller, The Gardener's Dictionary. J. bermudiana-, H. P. Brown and A. J.
Panshin. Identification of the Commercial Timbers of the United States (New York. 1934), 122, 137;
E.H.B. Boulton and B. Aiwyn Jay, British Timbers: Their Properties. Uses and Identification (London,
1944), 54, 100. Cedar’s specific gravity is around 0.44, significantly lower than the 0.55-0.6 of American
white oak (Quercus alba), the principal material used by New England shipwrights. Cedar weighs 30-35
pounds per cubic foot, again much lower than the 40-50 pounds per cubic foot of English oak (Quercus
pedunculata). During naval engagements, flying splinters were as deadly as cannonballs and shot and the
wounds tended to become infected.
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shipyards were turning out a “prodigious number of ships” each year. They sustained this growth
by actively cultivating the cedars, “planting new ones in measure as they cut down the old ones.”
The rapid growth meant that “in less than 20 years one can cut planks more than a foot wide.”
Because most Bermudian vessels were only 30-30 tons, with planking seldom thicker than an inch
or two and not overly large frames, cedars of young growth were suitable material.58 Older trees
could reach massive dimensions and provide the structure for ambitiously large vessels, while
young growth furnished material for smaller sloops or the planking for ships and brigantines. By
selectively choosing the right trees for each new vessel according to size, Bermudians minimized
waste and efficiently used their timber resources.59
The price o f cedars on the island rose to incredible heights because of the high demand
from the shipbuilding industry, and as a result, stands of the trees became the benchmark of
wealth. The island was extensively reforested by Bermudian landowners who actively cultivated
the cedar and harvested stands every 20-30 years, when the timber was large enough for house- or
ship-framing. It is likely that they staggered planting and clear-cutting to ensure a steady supply,
with some stands set aside for the long-term growth of more massive trees. Evidence from wills

’“Miller, Gardener’s Dictionary. J. bermudiana; R. Pere Labat Bermuda section of “Voyages
Aux Isles de l’Amerique, 1693-1705.” translated by Eugene Kelly and printed in the Roval Gazette. 4
Dec. 1934; Barry R. Phillips, The Bermuda Cedar Tree (pamphlet, Pembroke, Bermuda, 1985) gives
directions on cultivating cedars after the deadly scale infestation of the 1940s, discussed below. Miller
successfully cultivated Bermuda cedars in England and gives detailed directions for their care; thus his
assertions as to the growth rate of the tree should not be dismissed as second-hand hearsay, but rather the
comments of a careful observer. In 1997, cedar trees at Andrew Trimingham’s house, Sayling, planted
after Hurricane Emily hit the island in 1986 had reached a height of over 15 feet and most of them were
perfectly straight
’’’Oswald A. Reade, Plants of the Bermudas, or Somers Islands (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1883) found
a cedar growing near Daniel’s Head on Somerset Island with a 14-foot circumference, and a five and a
half-foot diameter ten feet above the ground, 99. Nathaniel Lord Britton, Flora of Bermuda (New York,
1918), examined a 70-foot high cedar with a trunk four feet in diameter, and measured circumference of
the trunk of the ancient cedar in Devonshire Churchyard at 15.43 feet Britton also estimated that the
cedar grows one-half inch a year in thickness, a formula that would agree with Labat’s assertion that 20year old cedars could yield boards a foot wide, 410.
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shows that Bermudians had deliberate long-term plans for their trees and conceived of cycles of
planting and harvesting. When John Argent wrote his will in 1710, he directed that no timber be
cut from his land for at least seven years. In 1707, Daniel Hinson asserted that “it is my will that
my executors doth build the hull of a vessel of ye trees that is now uppon my Lands and be sould,”
with the proceeds divided between his wife and two children. Thomas Astwood specified that after
his death, “my part o f the little sloop now on the stocks, after she is finished” was to be sold to pay
off his debts.60
Wills recorded throughout the eighteenth century frequently contained a “cedar clause”
that usually forbade widows from cutting down timber on land for which they were given life
tenancy. In 1716, for instance, Thomas Gibbs ordered that after his death, his widow “shall not
cause to cutt my Growing trees . . . except for the repairing of the mansion house” in order to
preserve the cedar forest for his children. John Dickinson's 1709 will specified that, although his
widow could use his estate, she was forbidden to sell or cut down any cedar trees growing on the
properly; but Dickinson gave his son 100 cedar trees of his choice from the land. Nathaniel
Prudden gave “sixteen of my best trees” to his son Edward in his 1716 will. The directions in
Warwick resident Henry Tucker’s 1714 will suggest a degree of sex-segregation within land-use
strategies; Tucker wished that after his death, his sons George and Daniel would “cut up and carry
away my Timber trees growing or to grow in or upon” his land, but they were to avoid damaging
“the com or potatoes of my said wife,” suggesting that the cultivation of provisions was within the
female domain, while the oversight of cedar trees was a male prerogative.61

60BOW4:100 (John Argent, 1710); BOW5:l (Daniel Hinson, 1707); BOW5:99 (Thomas
Astwood, 1715).
6lBOW5:211 (Thomas Gibbs, 1716); BOW4:61 (John Dickinson, 1709); BOWS: 164 (Nathaniel
Prudden, 1716). BOW5:187 (1714).
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Stands of cedar were not only assets to be husbanded and preserved like capital, but also a
visible testament to the wealth of the landowner. The colonial assemblies, composed of landowners
and shipbuilders with a vested interest in preserving the island’s forests, revived company laws that
protected the growth of young cedar trees and imposed a fine of three times the value of timber
illicitly taken as a penalty.62 During financial crises or depressions in trade, groves of cedar were
harvested to pay off debts. In 1709, for instance, Southampton parish shipbuilder Joseph Todd
specified in his will that his executors should sell the timber and trees on a plot of land he owned
and use the proceeds to provide for his children. Other Bermudians used timber stores to balance
accounts: St. George Tucker specified in his will that “all my Timber on my Overplus land and
that on my land in Warwick, standing and lying, shall be disposed o f’ to pay his debts and funeral
charges. Mary Mitchell carried this sentiment to an extreme, specifying in her 1771 will that the
cedar tree growing in front of her house in St. George’s be cut down and used to fashion her coffin.
The forests also served as dowries and endowments; when Jean Hector St. John De Crevecoeur
visited Bermuda in the 1760s, he related that "a girl’s fortune is counted by the number of cedars —
that of my hostess has been 2,700. I do not know how to compare these fortunes with the fortunes
of Europeans, because after having constructed ships, the price and value of the cedars is more
than doubled.” A later French visitor went so far as to assert that cedars were “the only wealth of
the inhabitants .. . one estimates the wealth of each person by the number of trees which he
possesses. They sell them standing fo r a guinea apiece.'’’ Wealthy Bermudian families took pride

aAn Act for Preventing the Destruction o f Young Cedars, passed 4 Sept. 1693; this act
encouraged prosecutions by awarding one-third of the fine to the informant. In 1763, the assembly passed
An Act to Prevent the Exportation o f Cedar Timber o f the Growth o f these Islands, except only such as
shall be worked up in Chests, Chairs, Tables, or other Cabinet Wares, and tubs or pailes, which reveals
that the colony’s 17th century furniture-making industry had not died out; Acts of Assembly. Made and
Enacted in the Bermudas or Summer Islands. From 1690 to 1713-14 (London, 1719), 28-29; Reginald
Gray, comp., Acts of the Legislature of the Island of Bermuda. 1690 to 1883. 2 vols. (London, 1884),
1763, xvi
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in their cedar stands in much the same way that Virginian planters might boast o f their tobacco
fields or West Indian planters show off their cane fields and sugar mills. Cedar replaced tobacco
as the lifeblood of the island’s economy by empowering Bermudians to trade in the present and
ensuring, through careful husbandry, that future generations might do the same.63
The changes that shipbuilding wrought on the island’s landscape were extensive. Instead
of the tobacco fields and pastures of the company period, a visitor to the island in the eighteenth
century found carefully-maintained groves of cedar trees. Crevecoeur noted that “all land not
cultivated is covered by red cedars, with which they build sloops.. .. [This cultivation] is their
principal interest and their greatest wealth.” During the 1780s, 90% of the land was “reserved in
woods to the supplying of timber for building small ships, sloops, and shallops . . . the principal
occupation and employment of the inhabitants.”64 Cedar was king because it was wonderfully
suited to shipbuilding: it resisted decay, was immediately usable, was strong yet light, and grew
quickly. Bermudian shipwrights took this remarkable material and fashioned it into vessels well
designed for the requirements of the Atlantic and Caribbean trade.
Perhaps the greatest testament to the resilience of the Bermuda cedar can be seen on the
island today. In the decade after 1942, a scale infected the island and killed over 96% of the
island’s cedar trees. Although resistant strains of Bermuda cedar are slowly reforesting the island,

<°BOW4:32 (Joseph Todd, 1709); BOW4:82 (St. George Tucker, 1710); BOW9:77 (Mary
Mitchell, 1771). Jean Hector SL John De Crevecoeur, Lettres d’un Cultivateur Americain (Paris, 1784),
235-7; translated by Louis Friedland and reprinted in BHO 3:210-3 (1946). The Bermuda account follows
Crevecoeur’s visit to Jamaica and was not included in his Letters From an American Farmer (London,
1782); Francois Michaux, “Notes on Bermuda,” Annals of the Museum of Natural History, vol. 8 (Paris,
1806) translated and reprinted in BHO 7:107-9 (1950). We have little information on the exact values
placed on Bermuda cedars for the eighteenth century, a post-Revolution statistic revealed that in 1796, the
late John Hanmer’s 2,031 cedar trees were worth £882.14.4, or a little over 8s.7cL each; Bermuda Gazette.
2 Jan. 1796.
Edwards, The History Civil and Commercial of the British Colonies in the West Indies. 1:470;
Crevecoeur. Letters. 203.
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many areas are still covered with the bleached trunks of trees that died over fifty years ago, whose
wood is still strong and retains the odor so characteristic of the species. Similarly, in the few
instances where the wrecks of Bermudian vessels have been located, the timbers are in a
remarkable state of preservation after centuries below the sea.65
SLOOPS
The Bermudian sloop grew out of the boatbuilding tradition of the seventeenth century and
emerged as the dominant vessel type in the colony’s merchant fleet after the 1680s period, when
the island’s shipwrights experimented with a variety of rigs.66 In 1687-88, for instance, only 25 of
the 49 vessels owned and built in Bermuda were sloops; the rest of the fleet included a frigate, five
ships, three brigantines, eight barques, a ketch, a pink, and five shallops. By 1700, 60 of the

“ Stuart Hayward, J. Gomez, Vicki Holt and Wolfgang Sterrer, eds., Bermuda’s Delicate Balance:
People and the Environment (Hamilton. Bermuda. 1981), ch. 15. The juniper scale, Diaspis visci, and
oyster shell scale, Lepidosaphes newsteadi, were introduced from California and despite the introduction
of 16 new species to prey on the scales, killed 85% of the island’s cedars by 1951. The Shipwreck File at
the Bermuda Maritime Museum notes that Bermudian treasure diver Teddy Tucker found a 70-foot long
Bermuda sloop that sank ca. 1775 between Providenciales and West Caicos built of Bermuda cedar. Some
of the frames were raised and after only a thin layer of deteriorated surface was removed, “the wood was
as good as new, and smelled strongly of cedar.” I have dived on the wreck of the Hunter's Galley, a
Bermuda sloop that sank in 1752 off Pompano Beach in Southampton and found the cedar timbers of this
wreck to be in an excellent state of preservation and still highly resinous. This wreck was excavated in
1974-75 by Edward Dethelfsen and a team from Franklin Pierce College, “The Hunter Galley: An
Exercise in Undergraduate Historical Archaeology,” in J. Barto Arnold HI, ed., Beneath the Waters of
Time (Corpus Christi, 1978), 223-29.
“Maritime Historian Howard Chapelle asserts that the Bermuda sloop was first developed in
Jamaica and the technology was introduced by emigrants from Jamaica to Bermuda in the 1670s when the
island became deforested. It is difficult to substantiate this claim, however, on a number of grounds; first,
there is little evidence that Jamaica became deforested during this period, and if anything there was an
excess of available shipbuilding material on the island as fields were cleared for sugar cultivation.
Secondly, there was widespread deforestation in Bermuda during the 1670s and 1680s, and the supposed
Jamaican emigrants would not have found the “abundant growth of light red cedar” that Chapelle claims.
Finally, an extensive search of Bermudian records has failed to turn up any individuals who made the
trek; the flow was from Bermuda to Jamaica, not the other way around. Given the activities of Bermudian
shipwrights after Jacobson, it is safe to conclude the sloop was developed on the island rather than an
import Chapelle, “The Bermuda Sloops and Dinghies: The Development of a Type Taken over from
Jamaica, and of the Bermuda Dinghy,” Yachting. April 1933, 57-60; Chapelle, The History of American
Sailing Shins (New York, 1935), 297.
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colony’s 70 vessels were sloops of 30-40 tons, and by 1715, all 92 of the vessels in Bermuda’s
merchant fleet were sloops, ranging from the 7-ton Mayflower to the 60-ton Seaflower. Over time,
the sloop emerged as the most efficient vessel for Atlantic and West Indian trading, privateering,
and smuggling.67
The Bermuda sloop that emerged from Queen Anne’s War in 1714 had been sculpted by
various economic and logistical constraints that shaped its size, design, and production and
reflected the complex interplay between the ingenuity of Bermuda’s shipbuilding mariners and their
need to reach West Indian and Atlantic markets in spite of adverse winds, tempestuous weather,
and the pirates and privateers who haunted Atlantic and Caribbean shipping lanes in the 1690s and
1700s. The dimensions of the colony’s sloops were largely governed by the age and size of the
cedar timber earmarked used in construction, for Bermuda cedars rarely reached heights of over 50
feet; as the century progressed, Bermudian shipwrights supplemented the timber available for
shipbuilding on the island with woods imported from New England, the Chesapeake, the Carolinas,
and the West Indies. This addition led to an increase in the size of Bermuda-built vessels, but they
were still comparatively smaller than those produced in other colonies.
The Bermudian sloop was easily recognizable for its sharp-lined hull, its raked-back mast,

<7Partial shipping list, May 1687-Dec. 1688, BA C397 (database); Randolph, Papers. 7:632
[typographical error in this reprint gives 76 vessels, rather than the correct sum of 70]; database of
Bermudian shipping for 1716, extracted from PRO CO 41/6-7. On tonnage: John McCusker notes that
there were three different tonnage measurements in use in the 18th century: measured tonnage that was
computed from a vessel’s size, registered tonnage that was listed on a vessel’s certificate of registry, was
usually a discounted portion of the measured tonnage (this averaged about 1/3), and which varied from
colony to colony, and cargo capacity tonnage that measured the weight or volume of goods the vessel was
carrying (which during the 17th century was less than the measured tonnage but had surpassed this figure
by 1775). These measurements had nothing to do with modem displacement tonnage, which assesses the
weight of the vessel by the amount of water it displaces; “The Tonnage of Ships Engaged in British
Colonial Trade During the Eighteenth Century,” Research in Economic History 6:73-104 (1981). In this
section references are to the registered tons listed in the Naval Office Shipping Lists (PRO CO 41/6-7)
unless noted otherwise. Variations between Bermudian and English measured and registered tonnage are
addressed in appendix 6.
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and its matching raised stem and bowsprit. The hull o f the Bermuda sloop was more sleek and stiff
than most of its contemporaries, which enabled it to sail faster and make less leeway. Bermudians
counted on this speed and maneuverability to escape pursuing pirates and enemy warships. The
light weight of the hull also helped it to outrun foes in light wind conditions. The earliest draft o f a
Bermuda sloop was published by Swedish naval architect Henrik Chapman in 1768, apparently
taken from the lines of a large privateer built in the 1740s and reflects both the sharp lines and
mast setting (figure 5-4). The rake of the mast, set 15° off vertical, effectively shifted the center of
gravity further back along the keel and permitted the sloop to carry an enormous press of canvas
without driving her head under, illustrations of the period show that the boom extended a
considerable distance behind the stem to accommodate the sizeable mainsail throughout the
eighteenth century(figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7). The raised bowsprit, set at a 90° angle to the mast,
was less vulnerable in heavy seas. Larger sloops often employed square topsails in addition to
their mainsails, jibs, and foresails, and a few carried flying jibs, spritsails, watersails, ringsails, and
boomsails as well in order to make maximum speed in any wind condition (figure 5-8 and 5-9).
With sharp lines, a raked-back mast, and a vast sail area, the Bermuda sloop was the racehorse of
the Atlantic shipping lanes, easily distinguishable from its slower competitors.68

68Fredrik Henrik af Chapman, Architecturia Navalis Mercatoria (London 1768), plate LVII;
Baker, Sloops and Shallops. 118-21; Howard Chapelle, The Search for Speed Under Sail. 67-68; PRO CO
37/14:39. Chapelle assesses the Bermuda sloop in Chapman’s work as “wide and deep; the entrance was
short, convex, and full; the run line long and fine. She had moderate drag to the keel, much rake to the
stem post, and a well-rounded rabbet. The sheer was marked with a high-crowned roof over a stem cabin,
the mid-section was formed with a straight sharply-rising floor, high well-rounded bilge, and upright or
slightly flaring topside. The mid-section form eased the sweep of the buttock-bow lines, reducing the
average cambers sharply over what a flat-floored mid-section with the same relative length and depth of
hull would require. This sloop hull had good flow lines for her proportions, being without sudden change
in overall form or excessive fullness anywhere under water. She would sail well on the wind as far as the
cut and material of her sail would permit However, the potential maximum speed, for her length, had
been sacrificed in some degree to obtain an effective displacement in order to take on armament cargo,
and the necessary ballast to carry sail in a fresh breeze.” On auxiliary sails carried by Bermudian vessels,
see the inventories of the sloops Porgy and Polly and the brigantine Roach, captured by the Spanish in
1766; PRO CO 37/20:32-33.
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Figure 5-4. Swedish naval architect Fredrik Henrik a f Chapman’s draft of a 1740s
Bermuda sloop (Architecture Navalis Mercatoria. plate LVII). Chapman lists the
following statistics: length between perpendiculars: 65.5 ft., bredth moulded: 21.75 ft.,
draught: 12.66 ft., displacement: 4751 cu. ft., guns: 10 four-pounders on deck, 12 swivel
guns. Howard Chapelle estimated its displacement tonnage at 129.3 long tons. Chapman’s
draft was for a vessel larger than the Ann (Richard Pitt), the largest sloop in the 1742 fleet,
which had a 55-foot keel, 23-foot beam and 10.5-foot hold and was computed at 141
measured tons.
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Figure 5-5. A Bermuda sloop of the early eighteenth century at anchor. Note the rake of
the mast, the raised stem and the long boom extending beyond the stem. Under sail, the
ribband would be parallel with the water (“Bateau Bermudien,” Courtesy o f the Bermuda
Historical Society).
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Figure 5-6. Sketch of a Bermuda sloop purchased by the Royal Navy and used to survey
Bermuda’s reefs, ca. 1790 (National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, PAD 8547 RM 005583).
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Figure 5-7. Edward Orme’s 1807 engraving, “A Bermudian Sloop, with a View upon the
Spanish Main,” exhibits the same extreme length of bowsprit and boom. This twelve-gun
privateer does not have the same rise in the stem shown in figure 5-5.
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Figure 5-8. Maritime Historian Howard Chapelle’s conjectural reconstruction of the sail
configuration of the Chapman 1740s Bermuda sloop (The Search for Speed Under Sail.
68 ).
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Figure 5-9. Artist's reconstruction o f the sail configuration o f a close-hauled Bermuda
topsail sloop (Gordon Philips. First. One Thousand Miles: Bermudian Enterprise and the
Bank o f Bermuda (Cambridue. 1992).covcr).
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The chief advantage of the sloop (and other fore-and-aft rigged vessels) was its ability to
maneuver through 270° of wind direction, which gave it important tactical and strategic
advantages. Fore-and-aft rigs like the sloop and schooner could, while close-hauled, approach four
points o f the compass sailing into the wind (45°), while square-rigged vessels seldom accomplished
six points (60°). As a result, Bermudian sloops were able to sail where other vessels simply could
not. Tactically, they could escape enemy vessels by outsailing them to windward and navigating
channels where foes could not follow. Evasion, rather than armament, was favored by most
Bermudian masters and because they chose not to carry heavy carriage guns there was more space
for cargo, thus increasing the carrying capacity and profit margin of each run.69 On long hauls —
particularly those heading into the wind —the sloop was far more efficient than a square-rigged
ship as a carrier. Ships were forced to wait in port, often for long periods, for a fair wind to reach
the open ocean; once at sea, their options were governed by the prevailing winds. Since it could lie
no more than six points off the wind, a square-rigged vessel trying to reach a port upwind had to
tack or wear more frequently, which lengthened its voyage and put greater stress on its rigging.
The crew was paid regardless of whether they were under sail or waiting in port, so voyages
prolonged by ill winds resulted in greater expenses for the shipowners or merchants freighting the
vessel. Sloops, on the other hand, could leave a port using a greater range of prevailing wind
directions and get underway in conditions that kept square-riggers at their moorings. Once at sea,
sloops more quickly and efficiently reached windward ports because they could sail closer to the
wind; their passage required fewer tacks and therefore spent less time under sail. Shorter passages
and less time wasted waiting in port meant more frequent voyages, minimizing the relative cost of

^Bermudian sloops often carried swivel guns, which were only mounted on the vessel’s rails
when the sloop was threatened and were far lighter than carriage guns. Like a giant shotgun, the swivel
fired grape shot in a wide arc at close range —an effective deterrent against enemy privateers who favored
boarding as their main tactic.
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crewmen’s wages and maximizing earnings from hiring out the vessel to foreign merchants
shipping cargoes.70 The sharp lines of Bermudian hulls minimized leeway and helped the sloop
turn with greater precision to maximize distance gained to windward. The speed advantage in local
encounters was mirrored by important gains on long-haul passages to windward. Figure 5-10
illustrates how close-hauled sloops made seven knots to windward for every five knots gained by a
square-rigger moving at identical speeds. One Bermudian governor boasted in 1757 that “our
vessels, being able to turn to Windward much better than any other vessel, can get in at any time of
the year to Virginia, New York, Boston and Carolina when the others cannot and by our
Neighborhood to those colonies can in a few days gett any quantity” of trade goods and
commodities. The maneuverability of the sloop thus gave Bermudian merchant-ship captains
greater flexibility in selecting markets to vend cargoes or pick up freight, and more appeal as
carriers because they were capable of reaching ports that ships simply could not during certain
seasons.71
The sloop and its later successor, the schooner, were ideal vessels for the colonial trade. In
examining increased productivity’ in eighteenth-century colonial shipping, economic historians Gary
Walton and James Shepherd point out that large vessels (ships, snows, and brigs) were less
efficient that small vessels (sloops and schooners) despite a much lower ratio of crew per tons
because of the numerous small and scattered markets in the colonies. Large merchant carriers like
the broad beamed, flat bottomed, bluff-stem Dutch fluit, or flyboat, were slow but efficient bulk
carriers, profitably employed in Europe because of the high concentration of ports and the diverse

TOOn delays in port and square-rigged sailing, see N.A.M. Rodger, The Wooden World: An
Anatomy of the Georgian Naw (London, 1986), 46-8. The lack of maneuverability in square-rigged ships
could prove downright fatal if a vessel met a leeward shore; if anchors failed to hold, the unfortunate ship
would inevitably be driven onto the rocks while the sailors remained powerless to save themselves.
71PRO CO 37/18:179, William Popple to the Board of Trade, 18 April 1757.
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Figure 5-10. Ideal performance of a sloop (left) and ship (right) when sailing to windward.
If both vessels sailed at 10 knots (nautical miles per hour), the sloop would have a forward
speed of 7 knots to the ship’s 5 knots. During a 24-hour period, the sloop would outsail
the ship by 48 knots.
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but acute demands o f dense populations in urban centers. Theflu it and other large vessels were far
less suited to colonial markets, since ships needed more time in port to discharge and collect their
cargoes, risked glutting small markets with the volume of their goods, had more difficulty in
assembling the maritime labor necessary to sail the vessels due to the chronic shortage of sailors,
and risked capture during wartime because they were often slower and less handy, unless they
carried cannon that reduced their cargo capacity. Their deeper drafts and square rigs made it
impossible for them to reach many ports upriver or whose channels were blocked by sandbars.
Sloops, on the other hand, were virtually the polar opposite of the fluit. They carried less cargo
because their sharper lines (decreased block coefficient) reduced the capacity of their holds, and
required a large crew proportional to their size (4-7 men) because they carried a lot of sail. Unlike
the high-volume, low-value cargoes hauled by flvboats (grain, timber), Bermuda sloops hauled
low-volume, high-value cargoes like rum and sugar or smuggled manufactured goods. But sloops
discharged their cargoes quickly and thus made more voyages per year than larger vessels could;
what the sloop lacked in size, it made up in frequency. Sloops were also easier to maintain and
service, since replacing spars, repairing hull damage and careening consumed less time, required
more easily available material and needed less specialized facilities. Since the Bermudians sailing
the vessel were often the same men who built it, they already possessed the skills necessary to make
repairs and thus did not have to hire skilled help in outports. In his study of the Georgian Navy,
maritime historian N. A. M. Rodger asserts that service within Britain's royal fleet mirrored that of
merchantmen: the navy’s largest vessels, ships of the line, only spent about 41% of each year
under sail, while frigates (fifth- or sixth-rates), the work-horses of the Royal Navy, spent about
half their time at sea. The smallest vessels, designated sloops but actually rigged in variety of
ways, spent the majority of their time at sea; the Antigua sloop and the Merlin sloop serving in the
West Indies between 1760 and 1761, for example, each spent 78% of their time at sea, nearly
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double that of the battleships of the day.72
In 1734, Bermuda’s fleet of sloops averaged 6.2 men per vessel, slightly more than sloops
in other colonies, but necessary for handling the vessels’ comparatively oversized sails. In that
year, at least 18 vessels in the merchant fleet made three or more round trips between Bermuda and
other colonial ports, in addition to shuttle voyages between ports abroad. As master of the sloop
Success, John Higgs made five return voyages to New Providence, South Carolina, and Nevis.
Robert Harvey’s Lowry similarly made eight trips between Bermuda, the Leeward Islands, and
Virginia. More frequent voyages between ports and faster tum-around times made Bermudian
merchants competitive and efficient carriers who could rapidly and flexibly respond to fluctuations
in market conditions by acquiring and freighting goods to areas where there was the greatest
demand. The speed of the Bermuda sloop also made it the most desireable carrier for passengers
and perishable goods that required as short a passage as possible to minimize sea sickness and
spoilage. Their smaller holds were kinder to cargoes like sugar and rum that leaked through their
casks, for the weight of the combined cargoe did not crush casks stowed on the lowest tiers to the

^Walton and Shepherd, Shipping. Maritime Trade, and the Economic Development of Colonial
North America. 73-90. They assess productivity as dependent on such variables as ship size, crew size,
seamen’s wages, victualing costs, armaments, shipbuilding costs, insurance costs, ship speed, and port
time. In their analysis, they claim that there was little technological advancement and that ship size and
maritime wages remained static during the century before 1775 —assertions that are partly or fully
contradicted by trends in Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry (discussed below). Marcus Rediker, Between
the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea (Cambridge, 1986), appx. C, shows considerable fluctuation in seamens’
wages over time, and in peace and war. Walton and Shepard also assume that ships’ crews were
discharged in port and their wages not part of the overhead of the voyage, which goes against the acute
shortage of maritime labor and the need for captains to retain their crews in order to continue their
voyage. Thomas Dnerflinger. A Vigorous Spirit of Enterprise: Merchants and Economic Development in
Revolutionary Philadelphia (Chapel Hill, 1986), 116-26, discusses the delays and difficulties in fully
freighting larger vessels and the need of commercial brokerage services. On similar delays that beset the
Royal Navy, see Rodger, The Wooden World. 38-39. John McCusker, “The Tonnage of Ships,” 76-77,
addresses block coefficients and their effect on cargo capacity and sailing properties. Howard Chapelle
computed the block coefficient of the ca. 1740 Chapman draft of a Bermuda sloop hull 0.44, reflecting her
sharp lines; The Search for Sneed Under Sail. 66-68. The Dutch flyboat, on the other hand “measure[d]
little and stowjed] much” and had much higher block coefficients; Davis, Rise of the English Shipping
ladustev. 49.
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same degree as would occur in larger vessels.73
The Bermuda sloop was well suited to trade and commerce in the West Indies, where most
of the Bermuda fleet spent its time. Its cedar hull resisted rot in warm waters and the light weight
of its timbers permitted captains to carry heavier cargoes. The sloop rig efficiently made use of
wind in navigating difficult channels and in reaching destinations to windward, which was
particularly advantageous in defying the prevailing northeast tradewinds of the Caribbean. The
sharp lines of the hull and large canvas area made the Bermuda sloop a fast sailer, capable of
evading pirates and larger ships-of-war and more easily capturing prizes when employed as a
privateer. Its small size was advantageous in the under-developed markets of the colonial trade,
and abbreviated time in port increased the number of voyages that captains made each year. In
short, the Bermuda sloop could sail anywhere in the Atlantic, opening up a wide range of markets
for the island’s merchants to integrate profitably.74

73The Bermuda shipping and manning figures are from a database extracted from CO 41/6-7. In
1734, the fleet employed at least 365 masters and sailors; small, ten-ton sloops got by with four men, but
larger 50-ton sloops required a crew of nine. The Success made the following departures: 21 Jan., 14
March, and 16 May 1734 for New Providence, 27 July for South Carolina, and 25 Nov. for Nevis. Other
vessels that made three or more round trips in 1734 include Best In Christendom (3), Content (4),
Elizabeth (registry 30 Sept. 1731, 3), Experience (3), Friendship (reg. 21 April 1731, 3), Lark (3), Lowry
(4), Martha and Elizabeth (reg. unlisted, 3), Martha and Elizabeth (registry 9 May 1734, 3), Mary and
Elizabeth (3), Mary (3), Pembroke (3), Phoenix (3), Ruby (3), Sarah and Elizabeth (3), Success (reg.
unlisted, 5), Success (reg. 14 Feb. 1734), and Trial (reg. 3 Nov. 1731). Registries are listed on some
vessels to distinguish them from others with identical names in order to avoid confusion and the double
counting of data. On leakage of nun and sugar and problems of stowage, see John McCusker, “The Rum
Trade and the Balance of Payments of the Thirteen Continental Colonies, 1650-1775,” Ph.D. diss.,
University of Pittsburgh, 1970, Appx. C, 774, 796-801, 820-22, 828-30.
74Praise for the Bermuda sloop was widespread and came from all quarters. In August 1694,
Gov. Russell of Barbados requested the Admiralty purchase a brigantine or sloop “such as they build in
Jamaica or Bermuda - the best sailers in the world” for coastal defense after a French privateer snow
decimated that colony’s shipping; the following month, he persuaded his council to fit out “two prime
sailers, a brigantine and a Bermuda sloop,” to cruise with the HMS Bristol. He still advocated purchasing
one, “valuable to protect our trade and obtain intelligence,” but his words apparently fell on deaf ears. In
1696, the infamous pirate Captain Kidd thought enough of Bermudian vessels to use a brigantine built on
the island as his tender. Pirates in the 18th century continued to favor the Bermuda sloop; in 1724, Gov.
John Hope wrote that “the Bermuda sloops are such sailers that if they are anything large, the Pyrates
never pert with them.” In 1733, Gov. John Pitt coasted that the colony’s sloops were “esteemed the Best
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SLAVES
The Maritime Revolution in Bermuda fundamentally transformed slavery in Bermuda, for
as the economic focus shifted from field to sea the work done by slaves changed from agricultural
drudgery to occupations demanding considerable skill and training. This change altered the social
relationship between whites and blacks in the colony and had profound repercussions on the
treatment of slaves and on the level of racial integration within residence and workplace. The
social and economic workings of Bermudian slavery in the eighteenth-century contrasted with
forms prevalent in the dominant plantation slave labor system in place in most of Britain’s slaveowning colonies prior to the American Revolution. Most male Bermudian slaves worked as
carpenters, joiners, caulkers, pilots, and mariners, skilled professions vital to the shipbuilding
industry and to the operation of the merchant fleet. Many Bermudian shipwrights and mariners
employed their own slaves in building and sailing sloops, for which they paid wages or other
compensation far below that which skilled white workers demanded. This extensive and innovative
use of slave labor within traditionally wage labor-based contexts drastically reduced both the cost
of constructing vessels and the operating expenses of trading voyages and gave the Bermuda
merchant fleet a considerable edge over competing carriers from other colonies.75

in America for sailing and duration.” Slave mariner Olaudah Equiano served on a 60-ton Bermuda sloop
that belonged to his Philadelphia master, Mr. King, in the 1760s, which he esteemed “one of the swiftest
sailing vessels in the West Indies,” CSP (C) 14:#1266, 1341; 16:#733; PRO CO 37/11:37; 12:130;
Olaudah Equiano, The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Eouiano. or Gustavus Vassa. The
African (London, 1789) in Henry Louis Gates, The Classic Slave Narratives (New York, 1987), 83, 87.
75Part of this research has been previously presented as “Maritime Revolution and the
Transformation of Bermudian Slavery, 1680-1775.” a colloquium paper presented to the Omohundro
Institute of Early American History and Culture, 18 March 1997. The cost of skilled maritime labor was
considerable; the following wages were paid to the men who refitted the HMS Winchester in Bermuda in
1713: caulkers, 5s./day, ship’s carpenters, 7s.6d./day, sailmakers, 5s./day, coopers, 5s./day, and general
laborers, 2s.6d./day. The refit employed 20 carpenters, 12 caulkers, 2 sailmakers, 2 coopers, and 2 “men
to attend pitch and tar” for 20-28 days at a total cost of over £306 BDA; BA, CV 7,2:353-54. Black
shipwrights, carpenters, and caulkers (or their masters) apparently received full wages when ship repair
was performed on non-Bermudian vessels, and a discounted wage for constructing vessels for Bermudian
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From the 1670s onwards, the expansion of shipbuilding reoriented the focus of male slave
labor as the size of the colony’s merchant fleet steadily grew in size. The few male slaves who had
fished local waters during the company period constituted a ready-trained supply of mariners and
were recruited by the first Bermudian ship captains to enter into inter-colonial trade. Other male
slaves (particularly boys) were taught seamanship when their masters eschewed planting and took
to the sea. A third group became sawyers, joiners, caulkers, blacksmiths, and shipwrights and
formed the backbone of the colony’s shipbuilding industry. As more and more slaves were
integrated into the maritime economy, the shipping fleet swelled and the island prospered from its
increased trade.76
Over the course of the eighteenth century, slave labor became increasingly vital to the
operation and success of Bermuda’s merchant fleet. In 1700, Bermudian sloops employed 170
white masters skilled in navigation and 500 sailors, one hundred of whom were black, mulatto, or
Indian. Thus, at the beginning of the eighteenth century, roughly one in seven Bermudian sailors
were slaves, and one out of five male slaves were deep water sailors. Perhaps another fifth of the
male slave population were fishermen, whalers, and treasure divers, whose activities were confined

purchasers; in refitting the Bermudian sloop Hope, for instance, Daniel H. Outerbridge’s carpenter slaves,
Ben, Bay, Joe, James, Will, and Jamie were paid only 2s.6d. and a pint of rum a day for their twelve days’
work, rather than the much higher work rate that prevailed in other ports: CV15:35 (March 1780).
76The most effective monograph-length treatment of maritime slave labor is W. Jeffrey Bolster,
Black Jacks: African-American Seamen in the Age of Sail (Cambridge, Mass., 1997), which explores the
lives of black sailors of ships and boats along the coasts of Africa, the West Indies, and North America
from a socio-cultural perspective. Bolster points out one of the great ironies of maritime labor although
white seamen were among the most marginal of workers, slave mariners were perhaps the most
privileged, since their mobility put them in touch with black communities throughout the Atlantic World;
black sailors thus were links between slave communities and conduits for the flow of information,
traditions, and material culture. Racial and cultural aspects of Bermudian maritime labor are covered in
chapter 7. See also Julius Scott, “The Common Wind: Currents of Afro-American Communications in
the Era of the Haitian Revolution,” (PhD diss., History, Duke University, 1986), James Farr, Black
Odvssev: The Seafaring Traditions of Afro-Americans (New York, 1989), and Martha Putney, Black
Sailors. Afro-American Merchant Seamen and Whalemen Prior to the Civil War (New York. 1987).
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to local waters while the remainder built and serviced ships and constructed houses in the colony.
Less than two decades after Bermudians abandoned staple agriculture, most of the male slave
workforce was employed in maritime pursuits.77
The chance survival of a fragmentary list of passengers and sailors departing Bermuda
sheds light on the composition of the crews of Bermuda’s merchant fleet between August 1708 and
July 1709. The list records the departure of 137 craft to 23 different ports. Of the 102 vessels that
list their crews, 63 carried one or more slaves (62%). A total of 90 slaves (one mulatto, 78 blacks,
and eleven Indians) and two freedmen (one Indian and one mulatto) were included in a maritime
workforce of 655 sailors and masters. Over half of the slaves were personally linked to the
owners, masters, or crew members of the ships on which they served; at least 24 were owned by
the owners of the vessels, while another 27 accompanied their masters to sea and worked alongside
them. Nine slaves were owned by widows who sent them to sea to earn wages for their financial
support. The remainder of the slaves were presumably hired by captains and shipowners from
friends, neighbors, and relatives in the colony.78
By the 1720s, the number of slaves employed in the crews of Bermuda’s merchant fleet
had increased sharply, prompting a debate over the nationality of black and Indian slaves in the

7TPRO CO 37/2:194. In 1699, the adult male black population was 566, although only 529 were
“able-bodied” and could muster in the militia. No one has undertaken a systematic analysis of Bermuda’s
1,000 or so wills and probates that survive from the 17th and 18th centuries; such a project could identify
the professional training of male and female slaves and generate price indexes reflecting the value
ascribed to this training, as well as genealogies of slave families that parallel those of their white owners.
Until research of this sort is completed, it is impossible to reveal the numbers of slaves engaged in various
professions. Slaves also made an important contribution as masons and built most of the island’s oldest
houses. As shipbuilding grew in importance, Bermudians shifted from building timber-frame houses to
ones made of the island’s native limestone, a change that I address in chapter 7.
^“Passengers, Sailors . . . and Masters of Vessels Sailing from Bermuda Between 1708 and
1720,” BA, C 398. The rest of the book is extremely fragmentary and only a few months in 1712 and
1720 are recorded. The register was kept because individuals departing Bermuda had to be free of debts
or vouched for by a bondsman before they were allowed to leave.
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eyes of the law, since the Navigation Acts required that at least two-fifths of the crew of every
British vessel must be subjects of the Crown. Bermudians considered their slaves to be British and
manned their vessels accordingly, in many cases with a black majority. In 1696, the governor’s
council mandated that vessels measuring less than forty feet carry a maximum of three white and
three black sailors to prevent the colony’s militia from being depleted during King William’s War,
while those over forty feet in length were allowed an additional white crewman. The proportion of
slaves among Bermudian crews increased after 1711, when Bermudian vessels above 40 feet in
length were limited to no more than six white sailors, but "as many Negroes or slaves as [captains]
shall think fitt.” The rise of Bermudian salt raking further expanded the use of slave sailors in
order to maximize profits; by 1725, one governor reported that “all vessels clear out with a number
of mariners sufficient to navigate the vessel anywhere, but they generally take three to four slaves
besides . . . they [then] go agathering of salt at Turks Island etc. When they then arrive, the white
men are turn’d ashoar to rake sa lt. . . for 10 or 12 monthes on a stretch [while] the master with his
vessel navigated by Negroes during that time goes a Marooning —fishing for turtles, diving upon
wrecks, and sometimes trading with pvrates. If the vessel happens to be lucky upon any of these
accounts, Curasao, St. Eustatia, St. Thomas or the French Islands are the Ports where they always
are well received without any questions asked, and if a good price is offered, the vessel generally
goes with the cargo. If not, they return and take in their white sailors with salt from the Turks
Islands and under cover o f their old clearings from hence they proceed to some of the Northern
Plantations.” Consequently, for most of the year most Bermudian sloops were manned entirely by
slave crews under the command of only a single white master on each ship.79
Naval Officers in other British ports viewed Bermudians’ employment of slaves in a

79Minutes of Council, 2 Feb. 1696/97 and 5 Feb. 1711/12, reprinted in BHO 3:189-90 (1946),
3:156 (1948); Gov. John Hope to Board of Trade, 30 Sept 1725, PRO CO 37/11:231-3.
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different light and occasionally attempted to seize Bermudian vessels that violated the two-fifths
clause in the Navigation Acts. The issue was put before the Board of Trade in 1725 in a case
where Robert Dinwiddie, Bermuda’s Collector of Customs, seized the sloop William for smuggling
and having a crew o f one white and three black sailors. In the William's defense, Provost Marshall
George Tucker protested that “it has been a long time customary . . . to clear out negroes as
sailors” and offered their participation in the island’s militia as service to the crown. Other
Bermudian masters cited cases where they cleared ports in Bristol and London with substantial
black crews. Based largely on their military service, Whitehall eventually recognized Bermuda’s
slaves as British subjects where the Navigation Acts were concerned and acquitted the sloop from
seizure.80
With this official sanction, the number of slaves employed in Bermuda’s merchant fleet
ballooned. In 1740, at least one-quarter of the sailors on virtually every sloop was black and by
1770 most Bermuda sloops were navigated “by the captain and mate and all the rest of the hands
[are] Negroes.” A census taken four years later revealed that the colony’s 200 or so vessels
employed 572 white and 481 black sailors: although white masters and mariners served
intermittently on vessels and spent a portion of the year raking salt, slave crews constantly manned
the colony’s fleet and thus formed the backbone of the colonial fleet. On the eve of the American
Revolution, nearly half (45.7%) of Bermuda’s sailors were slaves, representing 38% of the adult

“Vice Court of Admiralty, July 13. 1725, PRO CO 37/11:236-48. In 1714, London Surveyor of
Ports John Lea unsuccessfully attempted to seize Francis Jones’s sloop Elizabeth for sailing with a crew of
six whites and four blacks after Jones refused to pay Lea a bribe of ten guineas. Bristol’s naval officer
made no objection when Richard Gilbert’s sloop Resolution entered that port manned by four whites, two
blacks, and an Indian. In 1787, the legal question of slave status was once again called into question, and
the King’s Advocate General reaffirmed the earlier Bermudian decision. H. M. Stationary Office, General
Orders for the Government of Officers in the Plantations (London, 1805), ch. 36, quoted in Packwood,
Chained an the Rock. 44. Robert Dinwiddie later became governor of Virginia; see chapter 7.
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black male population.81 During and after the Revolution, slave employment remained high,
despite the risks of war and the subsequent disruption of trade. In 1788, for instance, threequarters o f the crews of thirty salt-laden Bermuda sloops that called at Newfoundland were "‘robust
able Black men,. . . slaves to the owners of said vessels” considered by local fishermen to be not
only skillful sailors but also “as expert in catching fish as old country men [Newfoundlanders].”82
The success of Bermuda’s merchant fleet in the eighteenth century depended on the
extensive use of slaves as sailors. Indeed, without slave labor, it is doubtful that Bermuda’s
maritime economy would have been able to compete successfully in the volatile eighteenth-century
Atlantic trade. The employment of perpetually-bound workers within a wage-based labor system
gave Bermudian ship captains a distinct advantage over their counterparts in Britain and other
colonies, since slave sailors were paid only a fraction of the wages demanded by free white
mariners. With this savings, Bermudians could undercut the freight rates offered by their colonial
competitors (chiefly New England vessels) and still profit because their overhead cost for each
voyage was lower. As a result, they were widely known as "the Dutch of America” because their
sloops were “the very best and swiftest sailing vessels, and get freighted readily at a better price
than the vessels of any other country.” Cedar and sloop rigs made Bermudian vessels superior
carriers, but slave crews made them profitable.83

8,PRO CO 37/36:42; CSP(C) 18:#936. Bermuda’s adult male black population in 1774 was
1,275. In contrast, 9% of South Carolina’s skilled slaves were mariners in the 18th century, the third
largest slave profession in that colony, Philip Morgan, “Black Life in Eighteenth-Century Charleston,”
Perspectives in American History 1:187-232 (1984).
“Daniel Prowse, A History of Newfoundland From the English. Colonial and Foreign Records. 2
vols. (London, 1896), 346. Bermuda’s post-Revolution expansion into Grand Banks fishing was cut short
the following year when the governor of Newfoundland protested to the Board of Trade that it was a
violation of the Palliser Act of 1776; Packwood, Chained on the Rock. 25.
“ Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 21; PRO CO 37/13:185; 20:164. Bermudian masters
and shipowners further minimized their overhead because they did not have to pay Greenwich Hospital
Money, 6d/month for each sailor mandated to the Act of Parliament on their slave mariners. PRO CO
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This edge was particularly advantageous in times of war, when the wages that merchant
seamen demanded skyrocketed to reflect the increased risks they ran. Bermuda’s merchant marine,
in contrast, enjoyed a stable wage structure because slave sailors couldn’t strike for higher pay. In
1770, Governor George Bruere noted that “in times of war [Bermudians] are very wealthy, their
vessels which sail remarkably fast, getting a preference everywhere for freight. . . [while] other
owners must give exorbitant wages to their seamen, the Bermudian owner, if he commands the
vessel himself (as many of them do) and is proprietor of four negro sailors,” paid competitive
wages only to his white mate. Consequently, Bermuda’s fleet was fully employed in the carrying
trade between the colonies and enhanced its profits by charging freight rates that were higher than
during peacetime but still lower than their competition while their operating expenses remained
unchanged. Although there were inevitably a few captures, the veteran crews of Bermuda’s swift
and nimble sloops usually outsailed enemy privateers. Slave labor was thus an essential element in
giving Bermuda’s merchant fleet an economic advantage in competing with their larger colonial
neighbors for over a century.84
Black employment in Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry is more difficult to measure, since
no commercial records from Bermuda’s many shipyards survive. When Jean De Crevecoeur
visited Bermuda in the 1760s, he noted that a “great number [of Bermudian sloop] are manned by
negroes, a race of men long since refined not only by their stay on this island but by education that
they have received from their Masters. They aid in building ships [vessels] and afterwards sail
them to [the West Indies], where they are preferred above other boats for navigation and

37/18:64-65.
"David MacPherson, Annals of Commerce. Manufactures. Fisheries and Navigation. . .
Containing the Commercial Transactions of the British Empire. . . from the Earliest Accounts to the
Meeting of the Union Parliament in January 1801 4 vols. (London, 1805) 111:504.
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smuggling. Their ability as sailors and shipbuilders, their faithfulness as supercargoes, the
punctuality with which they direct the business of their masters, and bring home their vessels is
indeed a truly edifying sight.” Crevecoeur’s comments suggest that some slaves were both
shipwrights and sailors, shifting between sedentary periods in Bermuda building sloops and making
ocean voyages throughout the Atlantic world. Ship carpenters were assets to any crew for their
ability to patch holes, fix rigging, and repair damage after storms or naval engagements, and slaves
trained as shipwrights were welcome at sea. Slaves employed in the shipbuilding industry were
often multi-talented, trained in a range of crafts. Thvas, a.k.a. Josiah Saunders, was described as
“an extraordinary good Caulker, and a tolerable good Ship Carpenter” in an advertisement after he
had run away in 1756 from John Burrows, his Bermudian master who had emigrated to St.
Eustatius. Thyas returned to Bermuda the following summer and was thought to have moved to
South Carolina in 1758 and taken up with a female ex-Bermudian slave who had run away from
White Outerbridge.85 Most black shipwrights, caulkers, carpenters, and blacksmiths never left
Bermuda, where they were constantly employed in producing the impressive volume of vessels
launched from the island’s shipyards each year. In 1749, for instance, the 32 vessels (1,030
registered tons) launched from Bermudian shipyards must have required between 300-500
craftsmen. By the eve of the American Revolution, perhaps twice this number of workers labored
to built the 100 vessels launched annually. On a cultural level, Bermuda’s year-round resident

“ South Carolina Gazette. 10 Nov. 1758. transcribed in Lathan Windley, Runaway Slave
Advertisements: A Documentary History from the 1730s to 1790. 4 vols. (Westport, Conn, 1983), 3:167.
Thyas had belonged to the late Samuel Burrows Sr. of Hamilton Parish (d. 1751) and was given in his will
to John, who moved to St. Eustatius [BOW 12a:58, not probated until 1771, when an inventory was
taken]. He was sighted in Bermuda in July of the following year, where he was perhaps visiting his
family. Thyas then went to Charleston and was imprisoned in the municipal workhouse in August 1758
but was released when no one claimed him. The 32-year old slave was described as “extremely artful and
sensible . . . very lively, active and mannerly. . . remarkably clean and neat in his Dress; he often wears in
one of his Ears a Gold Ring-Bob . . . he speaks English extremely well.” His skills would have made him
readily employable in that colony’s burgeoning shipbuilding industry. Burrows offered a considerable
reward of £14 Sterling for his return in St. Eustatius, St Christopher, or South Carolina.
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black shipwrights provided stability within the island’s slave community, in contrast to black
mariners who spent the majority of their time at sea. We may speculate that perhaps land-based
slave craftsmen looked after the families of black sailors while they were away. Despite the fact
that the exact number of slave shipwrights remain elusive, it is clear that Bermuda’s highly skilled
slave sailors and shipwrights made an important contribution to the general success of the colony’s
maritime economy and enhanced Bermuda’s ability to compete with the shipping fleets and
shipbuilding industries of Great Britain and her other colonies.86

The Bermuda Shipbuilding Industry: Organization and Productivity
Bermuda’s late seventeenth-century shipbuilding industry was structured along kinship
lines and its organization was remarkably informal when compared with industries in England and
her other colonies. Bermudian shipbuilding grew out of an earlier boat-building tradition bom of
necessity and made use of essentially the same technology. Vessels were built "by the eye,” or
without plans, by unregulated craftsmen who personally acquired the necessary materials and labor
for each new project. This contrasted sharply with the English and Dutch industries in which
highly structured guilds regulated wages, prices, and production, and the less sophisticated but
prolific shipbuilding industry in New England. Outside Bermuda, vessels were built at specialized

“ Crevecoeur, Letters. 202; Jarvis. “Cedars, Sloops and Slaves,” 38, based on database of PRO
CO 41/6-7; BL, King’s Mss. 205:810, population of Bermuda in 1749: 1052 adult white men, 154 too old
to muster [above 60 years old], 387 at sea when census was held; 869 adult black men. Joseph
Goldenberg, Shipbuilding in Colonial America. 54,61-68 estimated that shipyards employed between one
and two dozen men each and surveys the use of slave labor in shipbuilding in American colonies; in
Massachusetts, they were employed as early as 1713. rented by shipwrights from other owners per job,
paid high wages and were apparently few in number. By the 1730s, shipyards in Charleston, South
Carolina, employed slaves as sawyers, caulkers, and shipwrights and in the following decades, slaves
appeared in shipyards from New Hampshire to Georgia. In 1744, non-slave-owning shipwrights in South
Carolina unsuccessfully petitioned the colonial assembly to limit the number of slaves employed in the
industry, arguing that they could not compete with cheaper slave labor. The social and cultural
implications of skilled slave labor and racially integrated workplaces (shipyards and sloops) in Bermuda is
covered in chapter 7.
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yards, usually by contract rather than on speculation, and labor was stratified from the master
shipwright who designed the vessel to the lesser shipwrights, joiners, caulkers, sailmakers, painters,
carvers, sawyers, coopers, glaziers, blacksmiths, plumbers, and common laborers each hired by the
day or week to perform their respective tasks. Construction, from laying the keel to launching the
finished hull, usually took from four to six months for an average ship. Even the largest yards in
England and New England seldom turned out more than one vessel a year. Shipwrights had at best
a modest income, which helps explain why there were no shipbuilding dynasties in seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century England. The infrequency of vessel construction, the necessity of purchasing
material from timber merchants (English ships were built almost entirely with imported wood,
rigging, and naval stores), and the complicated and expensive necessity of hiring a range of skilled
laborers for each job drove up the cost of shipbuilding in England and the North American
colonies.87
The Bermudian industry, in contrast, was far more efficient because it integrated the
supply of materials, labor, and capital and sustained a high volume of production. Certain families
specialized in shipbuilding and passed down technical skills and superior designs from generation
to generation. Building and operating Bermudian sloops were not divorced from each other as they
were elsewhere; fathers, brothers, sons, or the shipwrights themselves sailed on the output of
Bermuda’s shipyards, so there were strong personal incentives for producing vessels of superior
quality and high levels of workmanship. Because the shipbuilder personally selected timbers from
his own land or from other persons interested in the construction, the industry did not incur the
^On the English shipbuilding industry, see Ralph Davis, The Rise of the English Shipping
Industry in the 17th and 18th Centuries. 55-57, 82-87; the industry was centered on the banks of the
Thames, where large Royal Navy and East India Company ships were constructed. A lesser industry in
East Anglia that produced coastal traders thrived in the 16th century, but was swamped by the number of
captured DutchJluits during the wars of the 17th century and only recovered during the early 18th
century, when they began building vessels using the Dutch design. On New England shipbuilding, see
ibseph Goldenberg, Shipbuilding in Colonial America. 54-61,68-76.
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higher overhead of purchasing material from specialized timber merchants who bought the timber
locally or imported it from abroad. The low shrinkage of the cedar eliminated seasoning delays
and Bermuda’s fine weather enabled shipyards to operate all year round; New England yards, in
contrast, were closed by harsh winters for half the year. Because Bermuda sloops fetched high
prices in the Caribbean and elsewhere, Bermudian shipbuilders constructed vessels on speculation
and sold those that were not needed for the island’s merchant fleet at a profit abroad. Skilled slave
labor was always on hand in the colony for constructing vessels, so the shortage of workmen that
occasionally prevailed in continental colonial shipbuilding industries did not exist in Bermuda.
Bermudians thus had the material, means, labor, organization, and facilities to turn out vessels
throughout the year to supplement the island’s merchant fleet or to export to other colonies. Full
time operation and the more efficient use of skilled slave craftsmen lowered shipbuilding costs in
the colony and thus increased profits from speculative sales abroad.
The number of vessels built in Bermuda grew from a handful each year in the 1680s to
nearly a hundred annually on the eve of the American Revolution. Between 1698 and 1707, a nowlost ship register recorded the construction of 3 ships, 17 brigantines and 217 sloops (26 a year),
and a similarly misplaced list reveals another 435 vessels (27 a year), mostly sloops, constructed
between 1707 and 1724.*8 Later and more precise figures derived from port records reveal that the
number of vessels built each year expanded and contracted with the state of international hostilities
and market conditions. At the end of each colonial war, for instance, vast reserves of shipping kept
in port flooded into Atlantic shipping lanes, depressing the price of vessels, freight rates, and
mariners’ wages as the supply of maritime services outstripped demand. Similarly, depressions in
trade undercut the profitable employment of vessels, which discouraged new construction. The

“ PRO CO 37/8:116.
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output of Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry and the size of her merchant fleet thus reflect the health
of the Atlantic trade over time; the Bermudian economy, attuned almost exclusively to commerce,
was analogous to the “canary” of the Atlantic “coalmine” because the colony’s lack of native
staple production made it highly dependent on the state of trade. The following chart, derived from
data in appendix 7, presents the number of vessels built for selected years prior to 1775:
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Table 5-3. Annual output of the Bermuda shipbuilding industry, 1688-1775
Shipbuilding as an industry in Bermuda was a highly profitable source of revenue in its
own right, since vessels built on speculation were sold at a considerable profit elsewhere.
Determining the cost of shipbuilding, the sale price of vessels, and thus the profitability of the
industry for the eighteenth century is difficult due to incomplete data, but what evidence survives
suggests returns of 250% or more. In 1704, one St. George’s shipwright agreed to built two sloops
of 25-foot keel for just 20s. (£1) BDA per ton in Bermuda currency. By 1724, the cost of
shipbuilding had doubled, for in that year Governor John Hope estimated that the 27 sloops of
about 40 tons each built the previous year cost o f £2 BDA per ton to build, exclusive of fitting out
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costs such as cordage, sails, cables, and anchors that added another £1-2 per ton to the total cost of
manufacture. The timber for the 32 sloops built in 1740, exclusive of fittings, cost £3,500 BDA at
a time when the average vessel in the fleet was 64 tons, for an estimated cost of £1.71 per ton.89
Although the values of many eighteenth-century Bermuda sloops are known from probate
inventories, their tonnage is seldom listed. Those for which cost per tonnage figures are available
consistently sold for about £10 BDA in the colony after several years’ service and substantially
more in the West Indies by mid-century.90 St. Eustatius was a particularly lucrative market for

®Lawsuit, Samuel Stone vs. Seymour Jacobson, 18 Nov. 1704, in Book of Assizes, vol. 1 (170418), transcript by Winslow M. Bell in Library of Congress, I: f. 2; Stone hired shipwright Seymour
Jacobson to build the two sloops at Stone's wharf at the east end of St. George’s, but Jacobson neglected
the contract Stone won £20 for loss of revenue due to the delay in building the vessels. Joseph
Goldenberg estimated the building and timber cost at about 45% of the total cost. Cordage comprised
21% and ironworks another 16%, while cost of sails varied from 2-14%, depending on price and whether
old sails from another vessel were available. The remainder went to joiners, carving, painting, boats, and
blocks. Although iron and blacksmith’s work might have been more costly in Bermuda, sails were
undoubtedly cheaper because so much duck was smuggled from the Dutch West Indies at half the price of
English canvas (see section below). Cordage was manufactured by slaves and poor Bermudians from
palmetto trees growing on the island and could be had locally at a low price. The vessel’s boat was
usually built at the same time as the sloop, using the same labor and material. Surprisingly little money
ever changed hands during the entire building process, and vessels could be quickly constructed even
during periods of economic depression when specie was in short supply; Goldenberg, Shipbuilding in
Colonial America. 94-95. 1740 figures computed from PRO CO 37/13:184, 188.
90The following vessel sales form the basis of the price per ton estimate (in Bermuda currency),
which rose over time: 1678: barque Ann and Rachel, 18 tons, sold for £116 [BRC8:40]; 1690, shallop
Unity, 30 tons, sold for £270 [BCR8:330]; 1707, sloop Rose, 35 tons, sold for £300 [PRO CO 37/8:137];
1727, sloop Bachelor, 15 tons, sold for £150 [CV 9,1:309]; 1748, sloop Elizabeth, 100 tons, sold for
£1020[CV 10,2:137], In Nov. 1696, John Argent purchased the hull of an unfinished vessel still on the
stocks from Samuel Daffy for £300, but was later sued for refusing to pay the shipwright; BA Book of
Actions (1694-99) 1:23. Other scholars have offered comparable price-per-ton figures for other colonies
which seem to be based on registered tonnage: Ralph Davis asserted that the cost of merchant
shipbuilding rose in England from £5 ST (sterling) per ton in 1675 to £8-9 ST per ton in 1775. Robert
Albion demonstrated that the cost of building heavier naval vessels (third-rate ships) rose from £9 ST in
1675 to £20 ST per ton during the American Revolution. Gary Walton and James Shepherd give figures
of £6.8.0-7.19.0 per ton for New York and Philadelphia and £3.18.0-5.9.0 per ton in New England in
1784 (presumably in pounds sterling) but point out that estimates are complicated because some figures
refer only to the hull while others include the cost of masts, yards, and rigging. Joseph Goldenberg
likewise recognizes these ambiguities as well as variation in the value of colonial currencies and refrains
from estimating costs, but does note that contemporary observers stated that American-built vessels were
often £2-4 less per ton than British-built vessels. Walton and Shepherd, Shipping. Maritime Trade, and
the Economic Development of Colonial North America. 70-71; Ralph Davis, Rise of the English Shipping
Industry. 374-75; Robert Albion, Forests and Sea Power (Cambridge, Mass, 1926), 92-93; Goldenberg,
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Bermudian sloops, since merchants from French, Dutch, Spanish, and British colonies gathered
there to buy and sell goods and vessels. In 1758, for instance, 21 Bermudian vessels were sold in
St. Eustatius for 27,050 pieces o f eight and £750 (St. Christopher), equivalent to £4,045 ST or
£6,067 BDA —a sum that exceeded the entire annual reported domestic production of the colony.91
By the end of the eighteenth century, Bermudian shipbuilders were getting £13 - 13.10.0 BDA
[8.13.4 - 9 ST] per ton for the merchant vessels they built and as much as £24.10.0 BDA [£16.6.8
ST] per ton for vessels commissioned by the Royal Navy.92 The shipbuilding industry thus not
only sustained the colony’s merchant fleet, but also brought in considerable revenue as a
manufactured export in its own right, a commodity that incurred no imperial duty and thus eluded
the attention of clerks in the Board of Trade. Bermudian masters constantly sought “to bring their
vessels to a good market, that they may get home to build another.” Sloop-building for export also

Shipbuilding in Colonial America. 94-95.
’'Charles Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 1680-1791 provides the best
treatment on the history and organization of the Dutch West Indies in the 18th century; on the kleine
vaart, see especially chapter 6. W.R. Menkman “St. Eustatius Gouden Tijd,” West Indische Gids 15:36996 focuses entirely on St Eustatius. The NWIC charged a duty of 2% of the sale price of every vessel sold
in St Eustatius, and the lists of these duties represent a valuable resource for assessing transactions that
went unrecorded in most other colonies. The Journael of 1758 is in the Algemeen Rijksarchief (The
Hague, hereafter ARA), NWIC vol. 624:184. Bermuda vessels sold for £10-12 ST a tort while those of
New England fetched £4-5 ST. The 21 vessels sold in St. Eustatius that year represented about half the
number of vessels built that year, but it is impossible to determine how many of these were new and how
many were older vessels sold and replaced by new ones on the island; in 1739, Governor Popple estimated
that the 40 vessels built an n u ally cost about £3,500, so Bermudian shipbuilders realized perhaps a four
fold profit when selling them in the Dutch ports. The conversion of colonial currencies quoted above
involved four separate calculations: Dutch colonial money of account to European value (discounted
1.25), European pieces of eight to pounds sterling (6.0514), Sl Christopher pounds to pounds sterling
(discounted 1.6), and pounds sterling to Bermudian pounds current (multiplied by 1.5); see John
McCusker, Money and Exchange. 278, 292-93, 311, 321. Gov. William Popple reported the gross annual
production of Bermuda (palmetto platt, furniture, baskets, cedarware, onions, potatoes, livestock, etc.) at
£5,000 BDA in 1750; “Report on the State of the American Colonies, 1749,” King’s MSS 205:£f. 388401, British Library. Bermudians also bought and sold goods at the Danish islands of St Thomas and Sl
John, but the volume was far less in comparison with the Dutch ports; PRO CO 37/13:186, 189.
92Letter, Gov. Henry Hamilton to Board of Trade, I Jan. 1792; Frederick Schmitt, “The
Development of the Royal Navy ‘Bermuda Class’,” BHO 19:78 (1962).
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helped disseminate the technology of Bermudian vessel design throughout the West Indies and
eventually to Europe when foreign merchants sent home the sloops they purchased in the West
Indies.93
Shipbuilding for domestic consumption was entirely unregulated and vessel construction
for sale abroad was rarely hindered. The fact that Bermuda sloops made excellent privateers and
warships concerned the colony’s governors, who considered their sale to the French and Spanish as
a threat to British national security and shipping interests. Governor John Pitt’s seizure o f the Don
Carolus in 1733 illustrates this worry; early in the year, a French major named De Ponthay
purchased a large new Bermudian sloop that had called into Martinique. The vessel returned to
Bermuda with a hold full of sugar as payment with an English master of record, but was navigated
by a French naval officer. The sloop was brought to a secluded cove and the shipwright who had
built her was contracted to rebuild her as a privateer with stouter timbers. While waiting for the
work to be completed, the French officer carefully studied the island’s channels and tried to
purchase several black fishermen, reckoned the best pilots in the colony. Before the sloop was
finished, however, Governor Pitt seized the sloop and banished the Frenchman in the interest of the
island’s security. Denied thereafter of building warships in Bermuda for foreign buyers,
Bermudian shipwrights sold prefabricated sloops to Dutch, French, and Spanish buyers in the West
Indies during the Seven Years’ War until the colonial assembly passed an act in 1763 ‘io prevent
the making of frames of Bermuda vessels and sending them in pieces abroad.” The island had
recently suffered at the hands of French privateers and was willing to constrain its own
shipbuilding industry to protect the merchant fleet by keeping Britain’s enemies from obtaining

"The links between shipbuilding for export, smuggling, and the technological diffusion of the
Bermuda sloop design are covered below. Quote from Gov. John Hope, “Account of Bermuda, 1724,”
PRO CO 37/11:42.
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warships.94
Although cedar hulls were highly durable and had a long life-span, Bermudian masters
favored newer vessels readily available from the colony’s shipyards. In 1716, the average sloop in
the colony’s fleet was just 2.07 years old. By 1750, the average age had increased, but it was still
only 4.29. Masters favored new vessels because they operated at peak performance and required
less maintenance than older vessels. Due to the high demand for Bermudian sloops in foreign
ports, Bermudian captains could hold onto them while new and sell them just before they needed
their first expensive overhaul; when the vessels showed signs of wear, they were sold at a profit
and the master returned home to construct a new one. Foreign buyers could still expect an
additional ten or more years of use from the sloop after it was refitted, and many Bermudian
vessels reached considerable ages. The ship Friendship, for instance, was 31 years old when it
was acquired by a consortium of Charleston merchants in 1773. An analysis of the 27 second
hand Bermuda vessels insured by Lloyd’s of London in 1764 reveals an average age of 7.7 years,
although many were over ten years old and two were built in 1748. By 1775, the average age of
the 37 Bermuda-built vessels that Lloyds insured was 11.5 years, although four were over twenty
years old and one, the brigantine Fanny, had been built in 1749. Despite their age, these vessels
were all rated in good condition, in many cases better than newer-vintage ships built in other
colonies. This pattern of periodic replacement further enhanced the performance of the Bermuda

**New York Mercury. 11 March 1733; PRO CO 37/19:128. Documents forwarded to the Board
of Trade make no mention of Pitt’s seizure, but the governor was very lax in his correspondence and
submitted the same answers without revision to the Board of Trade’s queries on several occasions. Henry
Corbusier, the Bermudian seller of the Don Carolus, was interrogated by Pitt and his council; he swore
that he still owned the vessel and it was returned to him; Minutes of Council, 12 Feb. 1733/34, reprinted
in BHO 13:50-56 (1956). Shipping disassembled hull frames to the West Indies absolved shipbuilders
under contract from risking the vessel to capture or shipwreck during its delivery voyage, when the
builder was still liable. It also saved him the necessity of procuring the iron fittings, rigging, and other
imported supplies.
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merchant fleet, which was chiefly composed o f young vessels at the height of their efficiency.95
Seasonality and geography also affected the output and organization o f the shipbuilding
industry in Bermuda. The colony’s shipyards were apparently most active during the winter
months, when most o f the island’s merchant fleet was in port and discharged sailors supplemented
the labor force in the island. These winter sloops were launched between February and May. A
smaller number o f launchings took place between September and October, vessels built with the
help o f other discharged sailors during the summer hurricane months when some of the island’s
fleet kept to the island. By 1750 the timing o f launches had become less seasonally pronounced as
production rose and became more sustained, a trend that may be linked to an increase in the
number of shipbuilding specialists and a corresponding decline in reliance on the labor of
discharged mariners. The following chart of vessels launched by month in 1715 and 1749 reflects
changing patterns in the seasonality of the industry:

”PRO CO 41/6-7 database. The average age of the fleet in 1734 was 2.53 years old. R. N.
Olsberg, “Ship Registers in the South Carolina Archives, 1734-1780,” South Carolina Historical
Magazine 74:227 (1973); Lloyd’s Register. 1764 (reprinted London, 1968) in PRO Q S/D RR 1/1; Lloyd’s
Register. 1776 (reprinted London, 1971); Lloyd’s rated the vessels it insured “A, E, I, O” followed by a I
or 2 according to condition. Only 4 of the 37 Bermuda-built vessels received “I” ratings; one of these, the
ship Maria (#M-72), was so antiquated that “old” was put down instead of a year of construction. On
maintenance, Thomas Parsons estimated in 1762 that the Bermuda sloop needed to be re-caulked about
once every seven years, a considerably longer interval than that of oak vessels, whose planks shrank to a
greater degree and thus required more frequent attention; Bodleian Library, Mss. D.D. Dashwood
(Bucks), Bundle B7/5a:4.
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Table 5-4. Vessels launched in Bermuda, 1715 and 1749, by month.96
Geographically, Bermudian vessels were constructed in the eastern parishes of Hamilton, Smiths,
and Devonshire, but operated from the western parishes of Pembroke, Paget, Warwick,
Southampton, and Sandys, a pattern that reflects choices in land use and the island’s topography
(figure 5-11). Bermuda’s early settlers quickly discovered that the land in the eastern parishes was
relatively less fertile than that land the west for agriculture. As a result, the area was far more
wooded during the tobacco years and became the island’s primary forest reserve throughout the
eighteenth century. Most of the colony’s shipbuilding dynasties lived in the east and made use of
the timber readily at hand to construct vessels. The sheltered shoreline of Harrington Sound and
the North Shore were ideal for building vessels that were vulnerable to high winds and storm
damage while on the stocks. The western parishes also maintained reserves of cedar trees, but
continued to use better quality land for growing provisions and pasturage for livestock. The
majority of Bermudian sloops were based in the west to benefit from the sheltered shore along the

96Jarvis, “Cedars, Sloops, and Slaves,” 71, 77.
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Figure 5-11. Map of the parishes of Bermuda. Shipbuilding was done in the eastern
parishes, mostly along the north shore and Harrington Sound. Note the lack of bays in the
eastern parishes and the many coves and sheltered anchorages along Somerset Island and
the north shore o f Paget, Warwick, and Southampton Parishes and among the islands of
the Great Sound.
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Great Sound, stretching from Crow Lane where Paget, Pembroke and Devonshire parishes came
together along the north shores of Paget, Warwick, and Southampton, to the many bays and coves
of Somerset, Boaz, and Ireland Islands. The high spine of hills through these parishes helped to
protect vessels anchored in the Great Sound from storms and hurricanes which usually approached
from the southwest, while bays offered additional safety from the wind. The eastern parishes were
ideal for constructing vessels, the lack of good harbors on the north shore discouraged builders
from keeping them there, and although many eastern shipwrights kept shares in the vessels they
built, the sloops invariably operated out of the good harbors of the western parishes. Table 5-4
contrasts the value of timber reserves with the location of vessel registry by parish to reflect the
internal distribution of the construction and operation of Bermuda merchant fleet:97

97BA, mss. Bermuda Census, ca. 1788. reprinted in BHO. 3:104-18, 170-84, 223-43 (1946); PRO
CO 37/36:42. St. George’s was a special case: in the 18th century, the capital had a very good harbor and
shipbuilding facilities at Burch’s Wharf (now the Corporation parking lot west of #50-52 Water SL) and
Convict Bay. The merchants who owned vessels in St. George’s tended to be new arrivals from Great
Britain or elsewhere who purchased them from Bermudian shipwrights or from abroad and did not
participate in the normal reciprocal organization of the industry, discussed below. Flatts Village at the
mouth of Harrington Sound was another exception. Although the inlet became clogged with sand in the
19th century, it was earlier a good anchorage close to the warehouses and wharves of the village. The
number of vessels built on the banks of Harrington Sound can be determined by payments the shipbuilders
made to dism antle temporarily the bridge at The Flatts that spanned the only outlet of the sound; 1732, An
Act Laying an Impost on Raising Flatts Bridge, Acts of Assembly. 106. Surviving government accounts
reveal that four vessels were built between May 1737 and June 1738 (roughly one every three months),
two more in 1741 and three in 1742; PRO CO 37/13:150-53; 14:89-93, 123-24. As for the quality of
cedar timber, it was thought “that those cedars which grow upon the high ground are the best,” CO
37/13:188.
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Table 5-5. Distribution of timber (1788), and the registry of vessels (1774), by parish.
The organization of the shipbuilding industry and the ownership of the colony’s merchant
fleet overlapped considerably. A cursory glance at Bermuda’s shipping registry from 1715-1751
immediately reveals that the ownership of the colony’s merchant fleet was widely dispersed. Few
Bermudians commanded the capital and physical resources to build and own a ship outright, so in
most cases it took the combined labor, resources, and funding of several individuals to produce a
finished sloop. Construction of a typical sloop began with the formation of a copartnership to
which each member brought different skills and assets needed to build and successfully operate the
vessel. Some partners, particularly those with large land holdings, provided cedar trees for the
frame and planking. Others contributed their own skilled labor or that of their slaves necessary to
transform stands of cedar into a seaworthy hull. The inventory o f Devonshire shipwright William
Cox reveals the tools and materials typically found in a Bermuda shipyard: two sets of carpenter’s
tools, a pit saw, 927 feet of one-inch cedar plank, 405 feet of 3/4-inch cedar plank,98 36 small boat

*Ia contemporary shipwright manuals, planking is usually defined as being at least 1 1/4 inches
thick. Cox’s inventory reveals that Bermudian shipbuilders were using much thinner wood as planking,
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timbers, 86 large boat timbers, three pieces o f boat stems, 87 sloop timbers, one stem post and two
“after bends” for a sloop, nine trees “not yet squared,” the frame of a boat 16 feet long, and 20
pounds o f tallow." Cox’s four male slaves were employed no doubt in sawing cedar trees into the
planks, and shaping the timbers and framing pieces that made up the sloops and boats built in the
yard.100 Other shipowners provided timber and land on which the ship was constructed, but hired
shipwrights to do the work for them. Captain John Harford’s 1711 will mentioned that he was
“one third owner of the sloop now in building at my landing place” in Smiths Tribe, but it is clear
that he wasn’t a shipwright himself.101 Devonshire shipwright John Morris worked for a number
of prominent shipowners, including George Hubbard, William Williams, and Samuel Sherlock and
grew quite wealthy from his work; his inventory listed four axes, nine new adzes, 39 boards, 6
planks, assorted lumber and chalk, 125 timbers at his shipyard and five adult male slaves —Dick
(£ 25), Bacti (£ 30), Young Dick (£ 30), carpenter Will (£ 45) and Prupo, a mulatto (£ 40) —
whose high values reflect their skills. His assets amounted to £ 643.18.8, exclusive of the value of

probably due to the relatively small size of the vessels they were building and the difficulty in warping
thicker pieces of cedar prior to attaching them to the ship’s frame, especially below the water line.
"In The Search for Soeed Under Sail. 14, Howard Chapelle mentions that melted tallow mixed
with whitewash (burnt, powdered limestone) served as a cheap substitute for paint. The whitewash-tallow
coating was applied to the exterior of the hull below the waterline to extend the life of a vessel. Cox’s will
(BOW4:128-34) mentions a lime kiln on his property. Given the large amount of tallow imported into
Bermuda and the abundance of native limestone that was regularly converted into lime for land
construction, the application of tallow-whitewash coatings on vessels built on the islands was probably
widespread and might have been an important factor in the longevity of Bermudian sloops. An itemized
list of the refitting expenses of the sloop Hope in March 1780 lists £12.4.0 paid to Robert Farmer for
“tallow for the sloops bottom” and £7.15.0 to Andrew Miller for paint and oil, CV15:35.
10ftThe relatively high values of Cox’s man Harry and his boy Sam, at £ 40 and £ 25 respectively,
strongly suggest they were skilled laborers. Cox owned 1/3 of the Lilly, worth £ 133, which was at sea
when he died. Debts due to his estate by Mr. Tatem of Bermuda and Col. Browne of Barbados reveal
some of Cox’s commercial connections.
l0,BOW 4:127. He willed his share to his wife Sarah.
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his house and land.102
Although most of the needs of Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry were met by the island’s
physical resources and labor, a number of vital ingredients had to be purchased abroad. Cedar
served admirably for hull planking and framing materials, but it was too brittle and short in length
to make good masts, booms, bowsprits, and spars. As the industry grew during the first half of the
eighteenth century, the island’s ability to provide enough cedar for all of the vessels built was
pushed to the limit, forcing shipbuilders to import increasing amounts of board, planking, and
timber from the Caribbean, Carolinas, Chesapeake, and New England (see appendix 9).103
Bermudian shipwrights also learned to use different woods in different parts of the vessel, so that
by mid-century they were building composite hulls better adapted to marine conditions. For
instance, rails and decking made of Bermuda cedar were dangerous in a firefight because they were
brittle so shipwrights instead used softer New England and Carolina pine for above-water planking
that would not shatter into as many deadly splinters when struck by a cannonball. In another case,
Francis Forbes attached softer Carolina pine planking to a cedar frame below the water line on a

102BOW 4: 3-8. Morris did not own shares in any vessels at the time of his death. His
connections with Hubbard, Williams, and Sherlock are mentioned in the bequests in his will. He seems to
have earned a suitable living as a professional shipwright using his team of skilled slaves and did not
speculate on shipping ventures.
IIDIn 1739, Gov. Alured Popple wrote that “ever since the cedars have grown more scarce, from
the quantity us’d for many years pass’d in building of sloops, the Bermudians have built their frames with
cedar and bought their planks at the Bahamas.” When the governor of the latter colony attempted to
implement a licensing scheme for cutting wood there (despite the fact that most of the islands were
uninhabited), he threatened the entire Bermuda shipbuilding industry and was bitterly opposed in London
by Bermuda’s agents, PRO CO 37/13:86. Bermuda's increasing demand for shipbuilding wood, most
notably pine, oak, and mahogany, occurred at approximately the same time as the development of timber
exploitation in northern New England (New Hampshire and Maine) and in the Carolinas. Bermudian
masters found processed board and planking waiting for them at many Southern and New England ports,
saving them the trouble of converting wood into boards and planks and thus maximizing cargo space
aboard their vessels. For more information on the development of colonial timber exploitation, see
Charles Carroll, The Timber Economy of Puritan New England (Providence, 1973), Thomas Cox eL al..
This Well-Wooded Land: Americans and their Forests from Colonial Times to the Present (Lincoln,
Nebraska, 1985), and Timothy Silver, A New Face on the Countryside (Cambridge, 1990).
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schooner that was frequently grounded but cedar planking on deck to “answer the double purpose
of lying aground with her load while her upper works resist the usual effects of the sun.” In
addition to wood, the shipbuilding industry also demanded pitch, tar, tallow, and turpentine to treat
planking above and below the waterline, iron, lead, brass, and coal for the hardware necessary to
build the frame and attach rigging, and sails, cordage, rigging, and cable for sailing and anchoring
the sloop. The volume of imported shipbuilding supplies increased over the course of the
eighteenth century to keep pace with increased production. On the eve of the American Revolution,
Bermudian shipwrights used lignum vita (for parts under constant wear), New England white pine
(for spars and decking), Virginia pine, cedar (for masts, booms, bowsprits and spars), and tallow
(for treating the hull), Carolina pitch, tar, turpentine, and pine, and Bahamian mahogany, madeira,
and fiistick to construct their “Bermuda” sloops. Efficient shipbuilding thus encouraged copartners
to already have at least one vessel at sea to obtain non-local materials abroad cheaply and freight
them to the island free of charge.104
Vessel construction began when a threshold level o f timber, planking, and ironwork was
assembled and progressed steadily through a series o f stages. The shipwright first laid down the
keel on a properly supported slip and pinned the stem and stem in place. He next attached the
futtocks, or ribs, one by one and held them in place by adding the keelson and ribbands. After the
middle futtocks and top timbers were scarfed onto the lower futtocks, workers connected the two
sides with beams fastened to the frame with knees. The shipwright then planked the interior and
exterior of the hull and deck and while carpenters finished the interior and cabin work, caulkers
drove “stuff’ (“junk”, oakum, or cottonwool) into the seams between the planks to make the hull

I04Letter, Francis Forbes to Messrs. Brickwood, Pattle & Co., 14 Aug. 1787, describing his
schooner Active, reprinted in BHO 5:43-44 (1948). For illegal sailcloth imports, see the section on
smuggling in chapter 6.
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watertight. Just before the vessel was launched, the exterior of the hull was coated with a tar and
hair or lime and tallow mixture and sometimes covered by a sheath of sacrificial planking, a half
inch thick layer of wood that was replaced regularly when infested with marine borers. After
launching the hull, the vessel was fitted out with mast, spars, and rigging while afloat. From start
to finish, a skilled shipwright and a team of three to five reasonably skilled craftsmen could
probably build a fifty-ton sloop in three or four months.105
Shipbuilding partnerships reflected kinship and neighborhood networks in which various
members brought to the project skills, slave labor, cedar trees, and imported materials such as
plank, spars, iron- and brass-work, sailcloth, pitch, tar, turpentine, and tallow for building and
finishing the vessel. After the vessel was launched, partners were free to sell their shares or
collectively employ the vessel in freighting goods and speculative trading ventures. A closer
examination of ownership patterns reveals how those of Bermuda’s old elite families who
successfully made the transition from field to sea dominated the organization and operation o f the
island’s merchant fleet. In 1716 (the first year for which we have ownership data), Bermuda’s
shipping fleet numbered 84 sloops divided into 245 shares held by 179 individuals, for an average
of 2.92 shares per vessel. This dispersal of ownership not only reflected the varying contributions
of those who built each vessel, but also represented a primitive form of risk management insurance:
if a vessel was lost at sea, no one member of the community suffered disastrous financial loss.106

■“Besides more efficiently using the island’s cedars, shipbuilders often avoided assembling all of
the timber needed for construction because of its influence on morale; shipwrights in Grenada in the
1960s didn’t collect all their material prior to building because they said that the whole pile would then be
"too discouraging" to see at the outset; Douglas Pyle, Clean Sweet Wind: Sailing Craft of the Lesser
Antilles (Preston, MD, 1981), 20. On the pace of shipbuilding, see Joseph Goldenberg, Shipbuilding in
Colonial America (Charlottesville, 1976) 86-91.
10<sThe Bermuda shipping fleet as defined here are those vessels built and registered in Bermuda
in that year. The division of ships into shares presents a problem in quantification; although a ship might
have several owners, the portion of the ship that each of diem owned might vary considerably. Some
owners, like William Pitt (died 1710) might own as little as 1/16 of a vessel. Others, like Benjamin
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At least 35 vessels in the merchant fleet were “family owned”; 47.9% of the 73 sloops that had at
least two owners had multiple owners with the same surname. In some cases the owners were
father-son combinations: William Outerbridge Sr. and his two sons, William Jr. and John, owned
the 20-ton Elizabeth and Ann. Other vessels were owned by siblings; the Spy o f Bermuda was
owned by two sets of brothers: Christopher, Daniel, and John Lusher and George and John Wells,
along with three others. The Samuel was jointly owned by Daniel, Jr., John, and Mary Stiles, the
sons and daughter of Daniel Stiles o f Southampton.107 Still other vessels were owned by brothers
and their wives; George and Jehoadan Tucker owned the St. George with Daniel and Jemima
Tucker, their brother Florentius Tucker, sister Jehoadan Davis (nee Tucker), and John Darrell.10*
Ten o f the ships in Bermuda’s 1716 merchant fleet (12%) had one or more female owners. In six
cases, women owned shares in vessels with relatives, including brothers, fathers or husbands.
Other women were independent operators; Elizabeth Walker and Elizabeth Woolrich both owned

Hinson, owned more than an equal allotment; his will mentions that he owned 3/4 of the Benjamin (with
Edward Archer) and Vi of the Mary, leaving the other half to Josiah Forster and John Fowle, BOW 4:7677; 5:178-81. Dispersed ownership as de facto investment insurance was also practiced in England,
where shares were often split into 32nds or 64ths; as a result, ownership and the operation of ships in that
country were usually divorced from one another while in Bermuda, those who owned and operated the
vessel were usually one and the same. The risks were quite real, for in the early 19th century, Ralph
Davis estimated that 4-5% of England’s merchant fleet was lost each year, Rise of the English Shipping
Industry. 81-88. Commercial insurance was introduced in Bermuda in the 1770s, but even then was
rarely employed. The Bermuda merchant fleet was most profitably employed during wartime when freight
rates —and insurance rates —were at their highest. Rather than lose profits by paying premiums as high
as 35%, Bermudians accepted the risk of capture, cognizant that if their vessel was taken, they could
always return home to buy a new one. Outport merchants freighting Bermudian vessels were free to take
out insurance policies of their own on the goods they shipped, but these transactions were independent of
Bermudian masters insuring their bottoms and are not reflected in Bermudian records of the period. See
also Anthony Atwood, The Correspondence and Letters of a Bermudian Merchant 1779-1799 (ed. A.T.
Tucker, Bermuda, 1930).
107Hallett, Early Bermuda Records. 1619 - 1826. 14.
10*The number of “family-owned” vessels would increase dramatically if the definition was
expanded to include owners related by marriage and first cousins but without an exhaustive genealogical
study of the leading Bermudian families it would be impossible to clearly establish the number of related
owners; PRO CO 41/6-7 database.
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part of the Elizabeth with John Peniston and Joseph Williams. Sarah White inherited her late
husband’s share in the Katherine in 1709 and remained an active owner with Thomas Jones and
Thomas Lea until at least 1716.109
Unlike copartnerships in England where those who owned and operated ships seldom
overlapped, in Bermuda there was a high correlation between individuals who owned shares in the
vessel and cargo and those who commanded the sloop. Owners and their direct relatives (brothers
or sons) navigated 41 of the 84 vessels in the fleet (49%), while owners commanded 33 o f their
own sloops (39%). The Elizabeth and Ann, mentioned previously, was commanded by Thomas
Outerbridge, yet another William Outerbridge Sr.’s sons. John Keele navigated the sloop
Recovery, owned by William Bascome and his brother, Daniel Keele. On its three round-trip
voyages in 1716, the Samuel was mastered by two of its owners, Abram Adderley and John
Sherlock. The Spy's two masters were brothers Israel and Daniel Lusher. Of the 179 individuals
who owned shares in Bermuda's shipping fleet, 50 were masters of their own vessels and another
17 served as masters o f sloops in which they had no financial stake.110
In his dual role as master and owner, a Bermudian ship captain had to manage his crew,

109BOW 4:48-50. The other two independent female shipowners were Deborah Jones and
Elizabeth Dickinson.
““Vessel ownership by captains was common in other British colonies as well. Thomas
Doerflinger found that 42% of the vessels registered in Philadelphia before the American Revolution were
owned in part by their captains, Vigorous Spirit of Enterprise. 50. As with “family” ownership, the
frequency of “family” mastery would doubtless increase if it were possible to include cousins and in-laws
within the definition. The names of the mates and crew are rarely listed, but it is highly likely that sons,
brothers, and perhaps even owners sailed in vessels in a lesser capacity than master. In rare cases,
Bermudian owners leased their vessels to non-Bermudian masters; a charter-party agreement in Feb.
1692/93 between Samuel Stone, Thomas Harford, Thomas Atwood, John Hilton, Nicholas Trott Jr., John
Dudgeon, and William Forster, owners of the sloop Dolphin, and Thomas Walker leased the vessel to
Walker for 9-12 month so he could hunt for treasure. 1116 owners retained a vote each in determining
where the vessel went (Walker got two votes), and claimed 1/3 of any treasure found; Walker and his crew
got the other two-thirds and was responsible for wages. The owners were responsible for all Bermudian
port charges and one-third of those incurred in ports overseas, CV1:124.
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safely and quickly navigate his sloop between ports and buy and sell cargoes in foreign markets.
He was simultaneously an investor, a manager, and a merchant/supercargo upon whom the success
of each shipping venture largely depended. As one who had a financial stake in the outcome of
each venture, the master-owner flexibly selected his cargo and chose his destinations to yield the
greatest returns. As joint-owner, he no doubt took better care of the sloop he commanded than
would a hired master and was less likely to abandon his ship in a storm or after a wreck. Masterowners also reduced operating expenses by commanding their own vessels, since the ship-owning
copartnership did not have to hire an outsider at a high weekly or monthly wage. Slaves who
accompanied their master-owners to sea (as many of them did) further reduced operating costs.111
Ownership patterns of the 1734 shipping fleet closely resembled that of the 1716 fleet.
The 86 vessels in the merchant fleet were divided into 253 shares (average 2.94 shares per ship)
owned by 175 individuals, of which 34 (39.5%) had two or more owners with the same last name.
Family mastery of vessels increased: 50 vessels (58.1%) were commanded by owners or their
close relatives, and 41 vessels (47.7%) were navigated by one or more of the owners. Female
ownership declined after 1716, for only five vessels (5.8%) in 1734 included a woman among its
owners. Data from 1750 reflects a number of changes in the merchant fleet, which increased in
size to 110 craft built and registered in Bermuda, divided into 321 shares (2.9 shares per vessel).
The number of family-owned vessels declined to comprise only 32.7% of the fleet, but cases of
family mastery increased to 59 vessels, comprising 53.6% of the merchant fleet with 49 vessels
(45%) commanded directly their owners. The number of women who owned shares further

mFor a discussion of the role of the master in larger English ships, see Davis, Rise of the English
Shipping Industry. 159-74. English ship masters were usually empowered to sell their vessels if offered a
good price, but in trading ventures were often more constrained in their activities. The merchants who
freighted vessels usually sent along a supercargo of their own selection (often nephews, sons, brothers, or
other relatives) to buy and sell their cargoes, rather than rely on the ship captain.
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declined until only four vessels (3.6%) had female owners at mid-century. Although ownership
patterns changed slightly over time, several enuring trends emerge: the fleet was built and owned
almost exclusively by Bermudians who had longstanding kinship and commercial relationships, the
construction and operation of the vessels was intertwined through the integration of the roles of
owner and mariner, slave labor played a vital role in supplying necessary personnel to build and
operate vessels and thus reduced the costs bourn by owners, and ownership was dispersed to as
many as eight persons as a means of sharing the risks of navigation in an age marked by warfare
and piracy. The operation of Bermudian merchant fleet can best be understood as a family
business writ large, employing most of the male labor in the colony within a system of production
and operation that underpinned the entire colonial economy.
This kinship-based organizational system dominated the Bermudian shipbuilding for the
first seventy years and more, but over the course of the eighteenth century, alternative strategies
emerged. In the 1710s and 1720s, a small number of merchants from Scotland, England, the
American colonies, and the West Indies emigrated to Bermuda, men who generally resided in St.
George's, the capital, and owned only a small town lot or two. What they lacked in land, however,
they usually made up for with ample stocks-in-trade and capital. Although they did not possess
their own timber reserves, they managed to build vessels by buying a minimal amount of Bermuda
cedar and importing other necessary materials from abroad, usually in their own vessels. They
hired local shipwrights and slaves to build their vessels and paid them daily wages and daily
allotments of rum and food. The vessels were frequently owned solely by their builder, or
occasionally in twos or threes with other land-poor St. George’s merchants. The building of the
Walpole and Charming Sally in 1734 illustrates this ‘‘St. George’s approach” to shipbuilding.
Alexander Herron (an Englishman, lieutenant of H. M. Independent Company of Foot stationed in
the capital) and St. George’s merchant Robert Brown became co-owners of the New-England-built,
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40-ton sloop Success in 1732. Between 1733 and 1735, Herron and Brown steadily imported the
makings o f two vessels in this vessel. Early voyages were made to New Providence, where com,
bacon, flour, and pork were exchanged for booms, bowsprits, masts, and rum; in August 1733, for
instance, the Success brought in 1,900 feet of Madeira plank and a parcel of sloop timbers for
framing. The next month the Success went to Maryland to trade salt, rum, platt, sugar, and train
oil for more booms, bowsprits, masts, and sloop spars, along with com and pork to trans-ship to
New Providence. When the Success returned to Bermuda in February 1734, it carried another
7,270 feet of Madeira plank and 234 sloop timbers; by this time the framing of new vessels must
have already started. In March, more com and provisions went south and in May, another 44,000
feet of lumber arrived in Bermuda. In July, a parcel of specialty woods for individual fittings
entered Bermuda: 12 tons of lignum vitae, another 100 sloop timbers and 2,000 feet of Madeira
plank, as well as 25 tons of boxwood and braziletto, dyewoods destined for re-export. Late in
October, the Success brought the last of the shipbuilding supplies in from Georgetown, South
Carolina: 133 barrels of pitch and 149 barrels of tar. On November 7, 1734 Alexander Herron’s
Walpole, a snow of 70 tons, was launched and left for South Carolina to return surplus barrels of
pitch and tar. The following year Herron launched the Charming Sally, a sloop of 20 tons
apparently built with the material left over from the construction of the Walpole. Thus Brown and
Herron constructed two vessels using Bermuda’s skilled shipwrights but only a minimum of the
colony’s shipbuilding materials, demonstrating how outsiders to the island’s close-knit kinship
network could still obtain the means to trade."2
U2Brown and Herron were related by marriage to Walter Mitchell, a rich St. George's merchant
who had bequeathed the money used to purchase the Success to them in his 1731 will; Mitchell’s wife,
Sarah, was Brown’s grandmother and Herron’s mother-in-law. Their timber imports far exceeded the
needs of the two vessels they built; they probably sold the excess materials and used the profits to pay the
shipwrights and their crews. The Walpole never returned to Bermuda; it was probably built on contract
for an outside buyer, since snows were relatively uncommon for Bermuda and were not well adapted for
local weather patterns. The Charming Sally made two voyages to Barbados and St Christopher in 1735
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Technological Diffusion and the Legacy of the Bermuda Sloop

The Bermuda sloop would have had little impact on the general evolution of maritime
architecture had it remained confined to the tiny island where it was built, but the colony’s farflung trade and the impressive output of its shipyards ensured that shipwrights throughout the
Atlantic world became familiar with this vessel. Contemporaries scrutinized the superior design of
the Bermuda sloop, whose features were copied and incorporated into local shipbuilding methods
elsewhere. The dissemination of individual technical elements cannot be traced perfectly, but we
may at least date the spread of the Bermuda sloop with reasonable accuracy. The study of
Bermudian marine architecture was almost exclusively visual and first-hand because the island’s
shipbuilders used no drafts or other written sources to help them form the lines of their hulls; skills
and knowledge in this traditional industry were transmitted orally through apprenticeship and
acquired over a lifetime. The earliest known draft was that made by Fredrik af Chapman in the
1740s from a very large Bermuda sloop apparently bought by the Royal Navy (figure 5-4), but by
that time hundreds of shipwrights in dozens of ports must have had the opportunity to study
individual Bermuda sloops.
By the 1690s, Bermudian sloops had become common in most West Indian ports and
resembled locally built versions rigged in the same manner. The thousands of Bermudians who
emigrated to the Bahamas in the 1670s - 1690s doubtless included a number of shipwrights, and by
1700 the colony had its own small fleet of sloops built from the cedar, mahogany, and madeira

and 1736, carrying codfish, herring, mackerel, sturgeon, shingles, staves and oil from New England or
Newfoundland and returning in ballast. Alexander Herron left Bermuda around 1740 for Georgia, where
he eventually became lieutenant governor, while Brown lived out his days in St. George’s. PRO CO 41/67; Michael Jarvis, “An Archival Assessment of Stewart Hall, St. George’s. Bermuda” (Bermuda National
Trust, 1993), 19-20. The mercantile activities of “outsiders” to Bermudian society are further covered in
chapter 7.
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trees native to the islands. The 200 or so settlers who sought refuge in Jamaica after the Spanish
sacked New Providence in 1684 may have brought elements of the Bermuda sloop design to that
colony.113 In the early 1710s, Bermudian sloops were calling in Bristol, Liverpool, and London
with cargoes of platt woven on the island, and by the late 1730s they had made their first
appearance in Cadiz, Lisbon, Leghorn, and a few ports in Ireland.114 The Royal Navy acquired the
sloop that Chapman studied and recorded in the 1740s, which may have been the inspiration for the
fast and nimble mail packets and revenue cutters that plied the English Channel in search of
smugglers in the late eighteenth century, which had the 15° rake of the mast characteristic in
Bermudian sloops. Howard Chapelle asserts that the Bermuda sloop model was probably adopted
in the Chesapeake during the first quarter of the eighteenth century and was a precursor of the
sharp-model schooners —and thus an ancestor of the Baltimore clipper ships of the nineteenth
century. Arthur Middleton states that as early as 1708, Virginia shipbuilders were constructing
vessels based on the lines of Bermuda sloops. The emigration o f Bermudian shipwrights to
Virginia, Maryland, and the Carolina partially explains how Bermudian designs were transplanted
to these colonies and executed using local woods, but the small flow of skilled slave labor
constitutes another, during the Seven Years War, a number of non-Bermudian-owned slaves were
apprenticed in the shipbuilding industry to help build vessels, but in 1764 they returned to their
home colonies with experience and knowledge of Bermuda sloop construction. Insurance records
from Lloyd’s of London reveal that many second-hand Bermuda sloops were based in London and
traded with “The Streights” [Gibraltar], Newfoundland, Lisbon, Genoa, Bilbao, Hamburg, Memel
1“Michael Craton and Gail Saunders, Islanders in the Stream: A History of the Bahamian People
(Athens, GA, 1992), 98-100, see also William Glover, “The Decline of Boat Building in the Bahamas
Islands,” MA thesis, Atlantic University, Florida, 1974.
,I4PRO CO 37/13:186. Later, Bermuda's schooners circulated in the same manner. John Bryan's
Bermuda-built schooner Mary called at Lisbon in March 1768, according to the New York Gazette. 7
March 1768.
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[Netherlands], Pensacola, Mississippi, Viana, Smyrna, Corunna, Quebec, and Africa, as well as
ports in British North America and the West Indies which were already frequented by Bermudian
mariners. Africa was a particularly favored destination, since Bermudian vessels made excellent
slavers. At least three Bermudian vessels departed for Africa with sizeable crews in 1764 and
another six made voyages there in 1775. The maneuverability of the Bermuda sloop was no doubt
useful for navigating coastal rivers where slaves were procured, while the vessel’s speed shortened
the length of the Middle Passage between Africa and America and thus minimized the number of
slaves who died during the crossing. 115
On the eve of the American Revolution, there were many sharp-lined, speedy and nimble
sloops plying the shipping lanes and coastal waterways of America and the West Indies besides
those made in Bermuda, and the island’s specialized fleet lost some of its edge as carriers as a
result; ironically, the fame of the design and the prolific output of the island’s shipbuilding

II5Chapeile, The History of American Sailing Ships. 296-99; The Search for Sneed Under SaiL
65-66; William Baker, Sloops and Shallops. 106-25. A cutter is similar to a sloop, but its bowsprit is
adjustable; it is significant to note that cutters first appear as a vessel designation in the Royal Navy in the
1740s, about the same time the Bermuda sloop observed by Chapman was acquired. The Royal Navy
commissioned Bermudian shipwrights to build four classes of warship, and deferred to the Bermudians’
modifications of their original hull lines. Between 1795 and 1812, Bermudian shipyards turned out at
least 45 vessels ranging from 70 to 430 tons. A discussion of Bermudian military shipbuilding contracts
is covered in the Epilogue, but see Frederick Schmitt, “The Development of the Royal Navy ‘Bermuda
Class’,” in BHO 19:71-79 (1962). The Elizabeth of Whitehaven (John Steel), Oswego (H. Cummins) and
Penge (James Taylor) made voyages to Africa and Gambia in 1764, and the Apollo (A-349), Betsey (B139), Friendship (F-294), King George (K-22), and Tom (T-150) made trips in 1775; Lloyd’s Register.
1764 and Lloyd’s Register. 1776. On 27 Sept. 1700, Benjamin Stowe registered his 80-ton Bermuda-built
brigantine in New York, the first instance of a Bermuda vessel owned in that colony [List of Vessels
Registered in New York from 25 June 1700 - 29 Sept. 1700; PRO CO 5.1045:250], On Bermuda sloops
in the Chesapeake, see Arthur Middleton, Tobacco Coast: A Maritime History of the Chesapeake Bay in
the Colonial Era (Newport News, 1953), 220-25; of the 38 sloops mentioned in the Virginia Gazette
between 3 Sept. and 31 Dec. 1737, no fewer than 25 were from Bermuda. In 1745, the Virginia colonial
government bought or hired a Bermuda-built sloop as a guarda costa to stop smuggling and enemy
privateers. Positive proof that Chesapeake shipbuilders copied the lines of Bermuda sloops comes from an
advertisement in the Maryland Gazette of 3 Sept. 1761, when a builder offered to sell the hull of a vessel
on the stocks “built. . . very much after the Bermudas model” and the following year Benjamin Mifflin
met a Bermudian supervising the construction of a ship, a brigantine, and a sloop in Annapolis. Henry
Wilkinson discusses the exodus of foreign-owned slaves trained in shipbuilding in Bermuda in the Old
Empire. 341-41.
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industry led others to improve further the original vessel and employ it to compete with Bermuda’s
merchant fleet for the commerce of the Atlantic. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the
Bermuda sloop was among the fastest vessels in the world; by the American Revolution, it was just
one o f a number of sleek and speedy vessels and had lost its primacy in the Age of Sail.
Nevertheless, Bermuda’s shipwrights made important contributions to the evolution of marine
architecture and the growing efficiency of transoceanic shipping productivity through their
innovations and design.

The Bermudian shipbuilding industry produced a unique vessel famous for its durability,
speed, and handling and provided the colony with a competitive and efficient merchant fleet. Using
carefully husbanded local cedar and slave labor, Bermudian sloops were cheaply and quickly built
and operated. They were efficient carriers, well suited to smuggling, and unmatched as small
privateers, versatile vessels that allowed Bermudian masters to seamlessly shift between legitimate
trade, illicit commerce, and predatory plunder in a period racked by warfare. This range of uses
guaranteed the fleet’s continuous employment despite the state of hostilities. The industry often
produced a surplus of vessels, whose sales abroad brought additional revenue to the island that
eclipsed the combined value of exports from what little agriculture, domestic manufacture, and
livestock raising persisted into the eighteenth century. As the Bermuda sloop became widely
dispersed through trade and sale, it influenced shipbuilders throughout the Atlantic world who
borrowed liberally from the design to improve the speed and seaworthiness of their own locallybuilt craft.
At around 1,000 registered tons or 3,000 measured tons per year (see appendix 6), the
volume o f Bermuda’s shipbuilding industry was surpassed by several other British colonies and
was dwarfed by Massachusetts, which turned out over 8,000 tons of shipping in 1769, but the
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colony’s level of production is highly remarkable when one considers its size. That a tiny island of
twenty square miles launched perhaps as many as 3,000 vessels in the century before the American
Revolution is a testimony to the efficiency of the industry, the careful conservation and
management of the island’s resources, the extended and sophisticated network of trade by which
shipbuilding materials were imported, and the skill of the families and slaves who designed and
constructed these exceptional sloops year in and year out. The Bermuda sloop was the engine that
drove the island’s maritime revolution and Bermuda’s maritime economy throughout the eighteenth
century. It was the base from which the island’s trade flourished, a common ground shared by
white and black workers, a conduit for the flow of news, technology, culture, and commerce, and a
unique artifact highly adapted to the demands of navigation locally and throughout the Atlantic
world.116

ll6Jacob Price, “A Note on the Value of Colonial Exports of Shipping,” Journal of Economic
History 36:707 (1976); McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North America. 321. Massachusetts
was out-building Bermuda before the 1690s, and the island never caught up. North American colonial
shipbuilding experienced a boom in the 1760s, when several colonies surpassed the output of Bermudian
yards for the first time. In 1769, seven British colonies had surpassed the 1,047 tons of Bermudian
shipping built that year Massachusetts (8,013 tons), New Hampshire (2,451 tons), Connecticut (1,542
tons), Pennsylvania (1,469 tons), Rhode Island (1,428 tons), Maryland (1,344 tons), and Virginia (1,269
tons). It should be noted that all (except perhaps Rhode Island) had vast timber resources to draw upon.
Much of New England shipbuilding went to support its fishing fleets, although some vessels were built to
sell to merchants in Great Britain.
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CHAPTER 6

“IN THE EYE OF ALL TRADE”: BERMUDA’S MARITIME ECONOMY
“Bermudians [seem] by nature to be the Carriers of America, as they can do it at
less Expense than any others.”
—Captain Andrew Dumford, 1784'

From the beginning o f the quo warranto trial in 1679 to the start of Queen Anne’s War in
1701, Bermuda’s merchant fleet rapidly expanded to take advantage of the opportunities to trade
with her neighbors. The number of Bermudian vessels increased from a handful in 1680 to thirty
in 1687 and more than doubled by 1700, at least a four-fold increase in just twenty years. In 1700,
Bermuda possessed a fleet o f 60 sloops, six brigantines and four ships, totaling about 2,800 tons of
shipping. This fleet was manned by 170 navigators and 500 sailors (including 100 black or Indian
slaves), and maintained and augmented as needed by the island’s fifty shipwrights and five
industrial blacksmith shops. Clearly, Bermuda had fully committed to maritime commerce and
shipbuilding as its economic mainstay, a vocation that would persevere well into the nineteenth
century.2
Bermuda’s trade evolved over the century preceding the American Revolution, in step with
the growing sophistication o f British commerce as a whole in the Atlantic world. Bermudian

'BL, Add. Mss., 38,345:f. 169. Ralph Noden, Agent for Bermuda in London, made almost the
same statement in a letter to the Board of Trade, 31 Oct. 1739, PRO CO 37/13:127.
*Edward Randolph to Lords Comm, for Trade, November 15, 1700 in Randolph Letters and
Papers. 7:632.
407
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masters called at ports throughout the West Indies and North America to trade, freight goods for
other colonial merchants, and supply the domestic needs of their homeland, which specialized
almost exclusively in growing cedar trees and thus had to import three-quarters of its provisions.
Because the island’s trade was catholic, the relatively small number of Bermudian vessels that
annually visited each colonial port have largely escaped the notice o f scholars whose work focuses
on specific colonies or port cities. A shift to a Bermudian perspective, however, reveals the
dispersed nature of the island’s commercial exchange network and shows how the colony’s
merchant fleet creatively integrated regional markets and flexibly altered their trading patterns as
market conditions changed. Wide-ranging Bermudian merchant-captains were among the best
informed traders of the Atlantic, for the island was a hub of information gathered by mariners
returning from far-flung ports with current market prices, newspapers, and local gossip.
Bermudian captains crossing paths in foreign ports also freely exchanged information, further
extending the island’s base of knowledge. The activities of Bermuda’s fleet were part of a larger
evolution within the Atlantic colonial trade that enabled economic specialization in some regions
(the Sugar Islands of the West Indies), encouraged other colonies to diversify (the Chesapeake),
and spurred still others toward industry and manufacturing (New York and Philadelphia).3
The hallmark of the maritime revolution and the vital first step toward a commercial
economy was the development o f an indigenous merchant fleet. Bermuda greatly enhanced its
future prospects and economic autonomy with the construction of its first trans-Atlantic vessels in
the 1670s and 1680s: once Bermudian vessels replaced the English and colonial vessels that had
formerly freighted the colony’s tobacco and provisions, the wealth formerly spent on freight
charges remained within the colony and was redistributed as wages and profits to Bermudians.

3On regional economic development, see John McCusker and Russell Menard, The Economy of
British North America. 1607-1789 (Chapel Hill. 1985), esp. 128-31, 145-46, 155-59, 194-98,283-90.
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This shift occurred very quickly, within a decade of the dissolution of the Somers Island Company.
In 1663, Bermudian vessels accounted for just five (21%) of the 24 entries and clearances that
year, but between November 1, 1687 and October 31,1688, the island’s fleet accounted for 92 of
the 107 vessels that departed the island (86%).4 Although the size of Bermuda’s merchant fleet
expanded and contracted throughout the eighteenth century with peace, war, economic booms and
depressions, locally-owned vessels always accounted for the lion’s share of the colony’s trade:
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Table 6-1. Size and composition of Bermuda’s merchant fleet, 1680-1774. “2-mast sqr.”
includes brigantines, pinks, snows, barques and ketches; “other” includes shallops and
ketches (Appx. 7).
Bermudians maintained a monopoly over their own trade creating commercial barriers to
dissuade merchants from Great Britain and other colonies from emigrating to the island and
discourage non-Bermudian captains from selling cargoes in the colony. Informally, the forty or so
interrelated families that dominated Bermudian society could effectively ostracize unwelcome
newcomers by collectively snubbing them socially and refusing to help them meet their domestic

figures extracted from databases of BCR FRAG G (shipping register, 1659-1671) and C 397
(shipping register, May 1687 - Nov. 1688) in the Bermuda Archives.
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needs, but Bermuda’s elite also used the colony’s legislature to safeguard their control over the
island’s trade. In 1690, the colonial assembly (composed chiefly of merchants and mariners)
passed an act to collect “powder money” to buy gunpowder for the island’s defenses on all
incoming vessels. Bermudian vessels under 40 tons paid 2s. and those over 40 tons paid 4s., but
“strangers” were charged Is. per ton of their vessel until 1701, when the rate was further increased
to 16d. per ton. An act setting a duty on imported liquor passed in 1691 charged strangers double
the duty paid by Bermudians. In 1694, the assembly passed An Act Laying and Imposition on all
Jews and reputed Jews Trading or Merchandizing in these Islands, which required Jewish
merchants to obtain a £5 license before they could conduct trade and charged the few Jewish
residents on the island 20s. a month and £5 for every cargo they imported. Through such measures
Bermudians kept at least 80% of the colony’s trade in their hands throughout the eighteenth
century:5

SBCR 9: £f. 21, 29; Acts of Assembly... From 1690 to 1713-14. 35, 50-2, 65. By the eighteenth
century, the same Bermudian families that arrived in the 1610s and 1620s had intermarried to a
considerable degree. Kinship relations hindered the workings of Bermuda’s courts in enforcing
commercial regulations imposed upon the colony from Britain, especially in smuggling cases. Gov.
Richard Coney wrote in 1685 that “the whole country is too near of kin to prejudice their dear friends.” In
1697, Gov. John Goddard similarly stated that unless Bermudians were sent for trial to England, they will
“commit what disorders they may, [for] they will not punish one another.” CSP(C) 12:#396; 15:#1122.
The act again st Jewish merchants was apparently aimed at a few individuals who soon departed and was
repealed in 1760; Reginald Gray, comp., Acts of the Legislature of the Islands of Bermuda. 1690 to 1883.
2 vols. (London, 1884) 1:1760, xiv. Sampson and Jacob Meats, two West Indian merchants who were
probably dislodged by the act, later exacted a revenge of sorts when they helped get Bermudian governor
Samuel Day dismissed from office in 1700; Robert Cohen, “Sampson and Jacob Mears, Merchants,”
American Jewish Historical Quarterly 67:233-45 (1978).
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Table 6-2. Registry of vessels clearing Bermuda in 1687/88, 1716, 1734, and 1750.
The development of an indigenous merchant fleet6 also gave Bermudians considerable
economic autonomy because it empowered them to choose where to vend the produce of the island
and seek the best regional colonial markets to buy and sell commodities in speculative trading
ventures. The merchant fleet was also necessary to enable the colony to specialize in raising timber
for shipbuilding instead of foodstuffs as a more economically expedient use of the island’s limited
land because it supplied provisions obtained abroad to sustain the island’s population. Trade and

Table 6-2 derived from databases of C 397 and PRO CO 41/6-7. Regional breakdown as follows,
with specific ports where listed: Nov. 1687-Nov. 1688, 107 departures; registry: 92 Bermuda, 3 London, 7
New England (2 Boston, 1 Ipswich), 3 New York, 2 Barbados. 1716: 182 departures; registry: 147
Bermuda, 8 Great Britain (3 Bristol, 2 Liverpool, 1 Glasgow, 1 Irving, 1 London), 7 New England (2
Newport, 2 Boston, 1 Rhode Island, 1 Mass. Bay, 1 Swansea), 6 Pennsylvania (5 Philadelphia), 4
Maryland (1 Annapolis), 2 Virginia, 8 West Indies (4 Antigua, 2 Nevis, 2 Barbados). 1734: 164
departures; registry: 137 Bermuda, 8 New England (5 Boston, 1 New Hampshire, I New London), 5
Virginia (1 Williamsburg), 3 North Carolina, 9 West Indies (8 New Providence, 1 Montserrat). 1750: 182
departures; registry: 156 Bermuda, 2 London, 7 New England (2 Boston, 2 New London, 1 Milford, 1
Conn., 1 Piscataqua [Portsmouth, NH]), I New York, 5 Maryland, 2 Virginia (1 Williamsburg), I
Beaufort, NC, 1 Charleston, SC, 7 West Indies (2 Antigua, 2 St Kitts, 1 Anguilla, 1 New Providence, 1
Iamaira)L
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the cedars that guaranteed future sloops became more important than self-sufficiency.7
Bermudians developed a series of interlocking shuttle- or triangle trades to exploit the
most profitable avenues of commerce and satisfy the domestic needs o f the colony. Tables 6-3
and 6-4 chart the ports of origins and destinations of Bermudian vessels entering and clearing the
colony in 1716 and clearly reveal the inter-regional and seasonal nature of the island’s trade.
Although the number of departures from Bermuda was fairly consistent over the course of the year,
the pattern of arrivals reflects periods when the island’s fleet was trafficking within the West Indies
or between the West Indies and the North American colonies in March and April and avoiding the
island during peak hurricane season in September. During the late summer hurricane months,
Bermudians usually careened and refitted their sloops in sheltered coves and bays and only
departed in late September or October after the height of the season had passed (figure 6-1).8

7By 1700, Bermuda had gone from having a surplus of provisions to being a net food consumer,
importing 16,000 bushels of Indian com that year. Collector Thomas Brooke commented that “the Island
decays yearly as to its produce. . . I believe this year [we] will want more . .. were it not for sundry small
vessels which. . . bring in supplies and for fish of which there is abundance catcht, the island could not
subsist.” In 1705, Governor Benjamin Bennett reported to the Board of Trade that the ground remaining
unforested was “too little to produce provisions for ye many inhabitants here”; cedar, rather than sugar,
was the commodity cultivated to the virtual exclusion of all others. Three years later, Bennett estimated
that the produce grown in Bermuda (onions and cabbage) satisfied “not more that 2/5 of what is required”
and his successor, Henry Pullein, noted a further decline when he claimed “this little island groweth not
ye eighth part of the com we eat.” CSP(C) 12:#1611, 1779; 18:#588; 22:# 1205; 23:#761; 24:#231iv,
27:#651. Bermuda’s dependence on food importation from North America was particularly felt during
the American Revolution, then the island was reduced to near-famine conditions; see chapter 9.
*PRO CO 37/14:125, 130. Gov. Alured Popple noted that by 1743, Castle Harbour had become
unsafe because its “foul ground” provided a bad anchorage. During the hurricane season, vessel owners
avoided St. George’s and Castle Harbours and either put to sea or moored their sloops in Bermuda’s many
“creeks and local Bays.”
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Tables 6-3 and 6-4. Arrivals and Departures to/from Bermuda in 1716 (Source: PRO CO 41/6-7)

Trade with the West Indies occupied the majority o f Bermuda’s merchant fleet. In 1716,
137 of the 182 vessels (75%) that departed Bermuda were bound for the Caribbean. The Bahamas
were the most popular destination; 45 Bermuda sloops went there to rake salt, cut logwood and
shipbuilding timber, salvage wrecks, and trade with the many ex-Bermudian settlers who had
emigrated there in the late seventeenth century. The Leeward Islands of Antigua, Nevis, St.
Christopher/Kitts, and Montserrat attracted 36 Bermudian vessels and another 26 went to
Barbados freighted with com, flour, salt beef and pork, staves and heading, and lumber re-exported
from the North American colonies, and livestock, cabbages, onions, potatoes, ducks, turkeys,
furniture, and quarried stone from Bermuda. They returned with sugar, molasses, rum, and British
manufactured goods purchased in the Sugar Islands. Twenty-one Bermuda sloops called at the
Turks Islands; seven dropped off Bermudian salt rakers in February and March at the start of the
season while the others called regularly to keep the rakers supplied with rum and food and carry off
the cargoes of salt they produced. Five went to Jamaica and the rest tried the markets at St.
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Thomas, St. Domingue, Anguilla, and Curasao. Once in the West Indies, these vessels often
shuttled between islands, carrying passengers and goods locally or picking up cargoes consigned to
merchants in the northern colonies (figure 6-2).9
After the West Indies, the Chesapeake was the most popular trading partner. The flow of
ships between Bermuda, Virginia, and Maryland was sharply seasonal. Bermudian vessels flocked
there in great numbers in October and November —the slaughtering season —laden with salt raked
in the Turks and Caicos Islands earlier in the year or stockpiled in storehouses, when that
commodity was in great demand and consequently fetched the highest price. Bermudian salt
exports to the Chesapeake rose from 6,690 bushels in 1716 to 8,140 bushels in 1734 and reached
9,730 bushels by 1750, but these figures do not include the much greater volume of salt that was
carried directly from the Turks and Caicos to Virginia in Bermudian vessels. They exchanged the
salt for shipbuilding material, cash, Indian com, and salt pork and returned to Bermuda in January,
February, and March, often laden with the Chesapeake winter wheat crop to supply Bermuda’s
sustenance. Chesapeake com exports rose from 28,029 bushels and 1,110 barrels in 1716 to

^Figures derived from PRO CO 41/6-7 database. In 1716, Bermuda shipped 70 lbs. of beeswax,
48 chairs, 2098 coconuts, 10 horses, 100 bushels of lime, 122 barrels of whale oil, 1,700 sawed Bermuda
stone, 20 sheep, and 9 tables, along with imprecisely recorded quantities of butter, cabbage, livestock,
onions, platt, potatoes, and rosewater produced in the colony to the West Indies and re-exported 5,720
bushels of com, 237 barrels of flour, 81 barrels of pork. 6,100 staves, and 1,212 bushels of wheat, along
with lesser quantities of bread, beer, cider, tobacco, shingles, pitch, and lumber. Bermudians re-exported
30 hogsheads, 4 tierces, 7 barrels, and 13 casks of brown sugar, 138 hogsheads, 28 tierces, 4 barrels of
molasses, 12 tierces and 57 barrels of muscovado sugar, 8 hogsheads, 11 tierces, 8 barrels, and 16 casks of
rum, 5 barrels, 10 casks, 10 tierces. I hogshead and 500 pounds of sugar, and 11 hogsheads of white sugar
to North American ports after satisfying the island’s internal demand. A small provisions fleet departed
Bermuda in February and March each year with island-grown winter crop of onions, cabbages, and
potatoes and re-exported grain and salt pork from the Chesapeake to feed the Leeward Islands.
Bermuda’s provisions-growing apparently hit its low point around 1730, when commercial depression
produced near-famine conditions and over 1,000 people migrated to other colonies, but by 1762 things
had improved. In that year, Bermudian Thomas Parsons boasted that “there are not less than 30,000
ducks shipt off [the island] in the months of May and June for the West Indies as an overplus of stock.
They sell for £3.5.0 - £3.10.0 per dozen. The turkeys that are sent from hence from 12/6 to 16/4 a piece.
If our vessels have no very long passage, they will clear £300 to £350 a trip.” Bodleian, Mss. DJD.
Dashwood (Bucks). Bundle B7/l/5a:6.
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48,113 bushels in 1734 and 73,345 bushels in 1750, and the quantity of salt pork similarly climbed
from 231 barrels (1716) to 852 barrels (1734) and but declined slightly to 604 barrels (1750).
Throughout the eighteenth century, the Chesapeake was Bermuda’s primary source of food; salt
meat was a mainstay of shipboard diet and com fed much of the colony’s slave population.
Although tobacco cultivation dominated the Chesapeake Tidewater area, provisions and livestock
raising grew in importance in the piedmont and in more marginal areas during the eighteenth
century. Bermudian and other colonial merchants buying to supply their own needs and those of
the Sugar Islands played an important role as customers in fostering economic diversification in the
Chesapeake and creating viable local alternatives to tobacco monoculture.10
From New York, Pennsylvania, and New England, Bermudians imported flour, ship’s
bread, and salt beef for shipboard provisions, shipbuilding material, iron, coal, timber, a range of
specialty food items suited to their English palates (apples, beer, butter, cider, cheeses, and malt),
and candles and soap for household use. These commodities were brought to Bermuda in vessels
from New York and New England (often illicitly) in the 1660s and 1670s, so Bermudians knew to
knew to draw upon these markets after they built their own merchant fleet. From the 1720s

1“Import and export figures from PRO CO 41/6-7 database; as stated in the shipbuilding section,
the Chesapeake was also an important source of board, plank, timber, masts, spars, booms, bowsprits, and
naval stores. I am grateful to Professor David Harding of Longwood College, Virginia, who emailed me a
list of exports to Bermuda from the Rappahannock River area; although these don’t reflect the entirety of
foodstuffs exports from Virginia, the following totals underscore the continuity and volume of the trade:
1726: 8,900 bushels com, 1728:4,500 bsls. com, 65 bsls. peas and beans, 1733: 6,400 bsls. com, 100
bsls. peas & beans, 40 bsls. wheat, 1736: 4,750 bsls. com, 80 bsls. peas & beans, 100 lbs. feathers, 1,800
lbs. pot iron, 1739: 9,500 bsls. com, 60 bsls. peas & beans, 1740: 6,200 bsls. com, 1741: 3,000 bsls. com,
1743: 3,330 bsls. corn, 1744: 4,225 bsls. com, 1751: 3.600 bsls. com, 1754: 9,400 bsls. com, 1755: 7,300
bsls. com, 5,000 shingles, I hhd. tobacco, 1762: 3,600 bsls. com, 3,366 lbs. ship bread, 1774: 4,500 bsls.
com, 17 brls. flour, 200 bsls. peas & beans, 300 ft. oak plank; PRO CO 5/1352; 1442-44, 1447; 1449;
Tl/512:207. John McCusker and Russell Menard describe the horseshoe-shaped area of provisions- and
livestock-raising surrounding the tobacco-based Tidewater in Economy of British America. 129-33. By
the early 1770s, the grain trade to the West Indies and southern Europe accounted for nearly 20% or the
Chesapeake’s export earnings, and the wood and grain shipped to the Caribbean averaged nearly £20,000
sterling a year. On contemporary processes of salting pork and beef, see John Collins, Salt and Fishery, A
Discourse (London. 1682), 16-17, 121.
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onwards these colonies were also the source of some manufactured and semi-manufactured items
that had previously come from Great Britain, reflecting the growing diversity and complexity of the
economies of port cities and towns in America north of the Chesapeake. New England provided
anchors, bricks, earthenware and pottery, worked pewter, cast brass- and ironware, pumps and
blocks, and bolts of coarse textiles. New York and Philadelphia shipped bricks, earthenware, barand pig-iron, nails, paint, tools, and glassware. Bermudians increasingly turned to the North
American colonies to satisfy their needs more cheaply for these commodities and as customers
(albeit on a minor scale), encouraged the growth of industry in the northern colonies. To New
England and the Middle Colonies, Bermudian merchant-masters chiefly carried salt re-exported
from the Turks and Caicos Islands and other salt islands, which helped preserve pork, cattle and
fish and encouraged colonial livestock raising and the Newfoundland fisheries."
Bermuda’s trade with the Caroiinas began with the foundation of the colony in 1670 and
continued throughout the eighteenth century. Bermudians initially drew upon this region for timber
and naval stores and cut their own wood along the inner banks of Albemarle and Pimlico Sounds
after their shallow-draft sloops crossed the bar at Ocracoke. As the colonial economies of North
and South Carolina developed, Bermudian masters imported increased quantities of salt beef and

"Among the commodities imported from New York and Pennsylvania bread and flour were the
most significant: 1716: bread, 28 brls., and flour, 742 brls. & 24 tons; 1734: bread, 538 brls. and flour 683
brls. & 11 tons; 1750: bread, 364 brls., and flour/biscuits, 597 brls. & 110 tons. Bricks from New
England and the Middle Colonies increased from 5,700 (NE) in 1716 to 12,300 (NE)/7,000(M) in 1734;
Bermuda has no native clay, so all bricks were imported. Pottery, earthenware, and glassware figures are
imprecisely enumerated, but their presence on archaeological sites should establish a terminus post quem
in the first quarter of the 18th century for dating purposes. It is worth noting that very little fish was
imported from New' England, suggesting that harvests from the island’s reefs continued to meet the
colony’s dietary needs. PRO CO 41/6-7 database. McCusker and Menard point out that West Indian
demands stimulated manufacturing in the North American colonies, ranging from ceramics to coaches
and furniture by the 1770s. For this discussion and a general overview of the regional economies of New
England and the Middle Colonies, see McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North America. 91111, 189-208, 288-89. For New' England’s early iron industry and the spread of forges throughout the
Middle Colonies, see James Mulholland, A History of Metals in Colonial America (University, AL, 1981).
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pork, leather, corn, and rice, but wood, pitch, tar, and turpentine remained the most important
commodities brought to Bermuda to sustain the island’s shipbuilding industry. Bermuda’s trade
and commercial connections with Charleston and other southern ports grew over time, as British
colonies to the north developed their own fleets and had less need of Bermudian commercial
services. In 1762, for instance, 55 Bermudian vessels cleared Charleston, accounting for over 10%
of the port’s traffic; these vessels brought 57% of all the salt imported that year.12
The remainder of Bermuda’s trade was with Great Britain and Madeira, here they obtained
European and manufactured goods, wool, linen and other textiles, hats, shoes and clothing, tea and
re-exports from the East Indies, and Madeira wine. The trade with England was usually indirect;
through the 1720s, usually only one or two Bermudian vessels a year made the voyage. In 1716,
the platt woven in the colony attracted eight British vessels, mostly from western ports rather than

12PRO CO 41/6-7 database. Bermudian registered tonnage (1,840) was equal to 10.02% of the
total tonnage (18,358) clearing Charleston in 1762. For a list of Bermudian clearances in other years see
table C-33 of Converse Clowse, Measuring Charleston’s Overseas Commerce. 1717-1767. Statistics from
the Port’s Naval Lists (Wash. D.C., 1981), 108, 120. 123. Exports of timber and naval stores already
quoted in the shipbuilding section of chapter 5. In 1663, even before the permanent settlement of
Carolina, Bermudians protesting the Somers Island Company’s ban on shipbuilding proposed to send
sawyers and workmen to “Roanoke” (North Carolina Outer Banks) to obtain “great timber,” planks, and
masts for shipbuilding and the island’s forts; Leffoy II: 194. Many Bermudians emigrated to the Carolinas
in the 1690s and early 1700s as the colonial economy shifted to maritime pursuits. John Lawson noted
the growth of South Carolina’s shipbuilding industry (along lines parallel to Bermuda) and livestock
raising when he visited that colony in 1700: “They build a considerable Number of Vessels of Cedar, and
other Wood, with which they trade to Cuirassau [Curacao] and the West Indies; from one they bring
money, and from the other the Produce of their Islands, which yields a necessary Supply of both to the
Colony. Their Stocks of Cattle are incredible, being from one to two thousand head in one Man’s
Possession.” On Bell Island, Lawson met a Bermudian who was “employ’d here with a Boy to look after a
Stock of Cattle and Hogs, by the owner of this Island” and dwelt in a palmetto-thatched hut similar to
those built in his native colony, with whom Lawson spent the night. South Carolina produced, according
to Lawson, “great Quantities of Wheat and Indian com, in which this Country is very fruitful, as likewise
in Beef pork, tallow, hides, Deer-skins and Furs; for these Commodities the New England-Men and
Bermudians visited Carolina in their Barks and Sloops, and carry'd out what they made, bringing them in
exchange Rum, sugar, salt, molasses and some wearing apparel, tho' the last at very extravagant Prices,”
As in the Chesapeake, October was the slaughtering season, when Carolinians butchered their cattle and
needed salt in great quantities. A New Voyage to Carolina: Containing the Exact Description and Natural
History of that Country (London, 1709), 4, 7,63,81. See also, Charles Crittenden, The Commerce of
North Carolina. 1763-1789 (New Haven, 1936), 130.
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London, but after the platt industry declined in the late 1720s, few if any British vessels
deliberately called at Bermuda each year. As Bermudian smuggling with the Dutch West Indies
increased in volume, the colony’s merchants and masters had less need to make the long round-trip
journey to England. British goods that Bermudian merchants could not or chose not to replace
with Dutch substitutes were shipped via Barbados, and though the price rose to reflect the freight
cost to the West Indies, it was still less trouble than making the trip to England’s large and
frequently unhealthy ports, where Bermudian mariners might be pressed into the Royal N avy. The
Madeiras trade resembled that with Britain, for only one or two Bermudian vessels made the
journey each year to fetch wine for the colony’s elite. Madeira was the chief source o f the colony’s
wine and the only European port from which it could be exported directly, since the Navigation
Acts made an exception in the island’s case (all other European wine had to pass through Britain
before it could be re-exported to the colonies). Bermudians shipped local wax and whale oil and
re-exported wheat, flour, com, staves, and heading from North America to the Madeiras and
returned with wine, whose quantity rose from 23 casks in 1716 to 50 pipes in 1734 and 114 pipes
and 3 hogsheads in 1750. Some of this wine was re-exported abroad but the majority was
consumed in the colony. In the 1740s, Bermudians in the Madeiras trade further profited from
favorable specie exchange rates: pistareens obtained in the West Indies that passed for 16d. in
Bermuda currency went for 16d. sterling in the Madeiras, earning traders an extra 33% on the
value of the coin in addition to the profits of selling the wine.13
l3PRO CO 37/12:45, 92, 128; 13:186. Cargoes from British ports listed in the Naval Office
Shipping Lists are impossible to quantify, since they are typically recorded as "European goods per
certificate”, “3 coquets of dry goods”, or simply "linen” or "wool” with neither quantity, value, nor unit
stated. Registry of the eight British vessels calling in 1716 were to 3 Bristol, 2 Liverpool, 1 Glasgow, 1
Irving, 1 London, CO 41/6-7 database. Bermudian vessels calling at London were very rare, usually only
one or two each year; from 1702-4, for instance, Lloyd’s Lists of Ships (copies in House of Lords Record
Office) records that William Maligan’s Loyalty departed Gravesend for Bermuda on Dec. 8, 1702 (#170),
and the arrival of William Boulton’s vessel Mary from Bermuda on 19 Oct. 1703; I am grateful to John
McCusker for suggesting this source. In 1724, Gov. John Hope estimated that Bermudian imports from
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In these various trades, Bermudian merchant-mariners carried goods in one (or more) of
three capacities: they rented space in their holds or their entire sloops to merchants in outports who
freighted cargoes consigned to factors or agents, they carried cargoes for overseas merchants
consigned to themselves, which they sold as best they could and received a commission ranging
from 0.5-5% of the sale, or they purchased cargoes on their own behalf on speculation and sold
them at a profit or loss in other regional markets. Most mariners probably shifted between the
three strategies, opportunistically carrying goods for North American and West Indies merchants
and planters, and then filling up any empty space in their holds with commodities they purchased
on speculation after considering the weight, bulk, and composition of the freighted cargo. The first
two modes of mercantile operation provided steady revenue, carrying cargo at a set price per ton or
chartering their entire vessel to merchants responsible for paying the captain and crew monthly
wages. Earnings derived from commissions on consigned goods sold in outports provided the
master with a modest income and no risk, since even if the cargo was sold at a loss he earned his
fee. Speculative ventures were more risky but could potentially yield much greater returns.
Because Bermudian merchants were remarkably well informed of market conditions many chose to
manage their own cargoes. These three modes of carrying were by no means mutually exclusive
and Bermudian masters shifted back and forth between them in order to maximize the profitability

Britain amounted to £10,000 sterling while platt sold well and submitted a comprehensive list of item
(discussed in chapter 8). Gov. John Pitt guessed that the value of imported manufactured and East India
goods had dropped to £6,000 by 1729-31 and were shipped to the colony via Barbados, a port safely
distant from the waters haunted by Caribbean pirates; Bermudians were then importing “fabric, East India
goods, pepper and spices, brasseryware and ironware, cordage, sail duck, and wood” shipped from
London, Bristol, and Liverpool. In 1740, Gov. Alured Popple added to the list shoes, stockings, lace,
anchors, axes, hoes, tinware, saddles, cutleiy, pewter, haberdashery and millinery ware, gold and silver
lace, and refined sugar, he estimated 2/3 of the £9,000 worth of British goods imported that year came
indirectly via the West Indies, and that another £3,000 worth of re-exported East India and European
goods came onto the island, also via the West Indies. David Hancock is currently working on an
economic history of the Madeiras wine trade, forthcoming. Gov. William Popple wrote that by 1749, the
export of pistareens to the Madeiras had almost drained the colony of these coins, BL King’s Mss.
205:806.
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of their voyages. If a master foiled to find good prices in a given port, he could take on another
merchant’s freight for a different colony. Once the freighted cargo was delivered, the master could
assess market conditions in the new port and choose either to buy goods on speculation or take on
more freight. If offered a tempting price for his sloop, a Bermudian master might also sell it and
return home to build a new one. Bermudians thus flexibly alternated their carrying strategies to
respond to changing market conditions and accommodate the demand for freight services by
merchants abroad.14
Some colonial merchants chartered the exclusive use of Bermudian vessels for a varying
period of time. In 1678, for instance, Philip Pendry of Port Royal, Jamaica, hired George
Wainwright’s 18-ton sloop Dolphin for eight to twelve months at a rate of £20 ST a month plus
crew’s wages, with an advance payment of £50 ST. According to the agreement, Wainwright
stood to earn £160-240 ST for the use of his sloop, the Bermudian crew received wages, and
Pendry had the entirety of the vessel’s hold at his disposal and control of where the sloop would
sail. The following year William Basden, owner and master o f the 16-ton sloop Mayflower, rented
the freight of his vessel for two years to William Morris of Port Royal, Jamaica, for £216 ST? a
year. In 1709, Emanuel Low & Co. of North Carolina hired the Bermuda sloop Bonadventure for
3 months and 13 days at a cost of £131.5.6 BDA. By the 1740s, Bermudian vessels hired by
merchants in North American ports sometimes freighted cargoes to Ireland, Lisbon, Cadiz, and
Leghorn, destinations they did not call at in prosecuting their own trade. This arrangement was
safest for the Bermudians from a commercial sense because their earnings were pre-established
,4PRO CO 37/16:87. On merchant activities and modes of business operation, see David
Hancock, Citizens of the World. 81-84. London’s more sophisticated merchants added another element:
investing in the development of primary production overseas (sugar and rice plantations, slave stations),
which they supplied with their own raw materials, machinery, manufactured goods, and personnel to
minimize the overhead of the ventures. On the mechanics and profitability of speculative trade between
North America and the West Indies, see Richard Pares, Yankees and Creoles: The Trade between North
America and the West Indies before the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1956), esp. 139-63.
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while the merchant who rented the vessel linked his fortunes to prevailing market conditions.
Barring bankruptcy or loss o f the vessel, the sloop produced revenue without risk.15
More often, however, Bermudians opportunistically picked up what freight they could in
colonial ports by the ton in piecemeal loads through newspaper advertising and casual or
formalized negotiations with local merchants. William Tucker was one o f many Bermudian
mariners who solicited freight in the Pennsylvania Gazette in the decades before the American
Revolution. On October 3, 1734, he advertised that his sloop Pembroke would sail to Barbados in
three weeks with only two-thirds of her loading. Interested merchants and passengers were directed
to contact him aboard ship at Plumstead’s Wharf.16 The rates and arrangements o f one-off freight
runs are elusive, but in many cases Bermudians became regular carriers for other colonial
merchants. Between 1742 and 1744, for instance, merchant Robert Pringle of South Carolina
employed at least six Bermudian mariners to send goods and letters between Charleston, Barbados,
Bermuda, New York, St. Kitts, Jamaica, and the Bahamas, but favored Boaz Bell as his carrier.
Bell’s sustained service eventually led Pringle to trust him as his supercargo, for in January 1743
the South Carolina merchant empowered Bell to sell a cargo of rice for him “to the best advantage
for ready money” and use the proceeds to purchase some pots of sweetmeats, ginger, and clayed
sugar, and barrels of dry muscovado sugar. Pringle was later “much obliged to Capt. Bell for his

15BCR8:42 (charter-party agreement between Waimvright and Pendiy, 12 March 1677/78), 66
(ditto, Basden and Morris, 2 Sept. 1679); Basden was to receive his payment by quarterly installments and
was presumably paid in Bermuda currency because sterling was not mentioned. Gov. Alured Popple,
Answers to Board of Trade, 1740, PRO CO 37/13:186. The merchants hiring the vessel were also
responsible for the wages and victuals of the captain and his crew. In 1710, for instance, Captain Samuel
Stone tended a £28 bill to an employer for wages and victuals, BCR 9:137.
Pennsylvania Gazette. 3 Oct. 1734. Tucker advertised another voyage to Barbados on 13 May
1742. See also the ads of Bristow Brown (20 Oct. 1737), Robert Bascome (4 May 1747), William Hall (9
July 1747) and Edward Stiles (4 July 1751).
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care” in the transaction.17 New York City merchant Brandt Schuyler used no fewer than nine
Bermudian masters to ship goods between his colony, Bermuda, Madeira, Antigua, Curasao, and
St. Thomas between 1739 and 1752.18 Freight rates varied according to the distances between
ports of origin and destination and were negotiated individually by transaction. For instance,
freighters paid £4.0.0- 4.10.0 ST per ton on cargo shipped from Bermuda to Plymouth or
London.19 In colonial ports, freight rates were also often assessed by measure of the commodity
shipped. Indian com bound from the Chesapeake to Bermuda or the West Indies was generally
freighted at 12d./bushel, while rates for barrels of beef, pork, flour, and bread, passengers, and
livestock varied widely. By 1734, Governor John Pitt asserted that “Freight is what [Bermudians]
chiefly support themselves and their families with,” suggesting (if he was correct) that hiring out
‘’Walter B. Edgar, ed., The Letterbook of Robert Pringle. 1737-1745. 2 vols. (Columbia, SC,
1972), 1:101, 333-34, 368-69, 416; 11:474,476-77, 481, 563, 756-58, 805. The Bermudian captains
employed were Florentius Cox of the schooner Swan, who sold 47 muskets on Pringle’s behalf in the
Bahamas, Boaz Bell, of the sloop Elizabeth and Endeavor, who bought coffee, sweetmeats, and limes and
sold rice and an “India Satin work’t counterpin [counterpane, bedspread]” in Barbados for Pringle,
Captains James Hunt and James Tucker, whose brigantine St. Peter went to New York in 1739, Captain
Cooper bound to Bermuda, Captain Beek on a voyage to St. Kitts and Bermuda, and David Conyers,
master of the sloop March, whose hold was mostly filled with goods shipped by another Charleston
merchant, Gabriel Manigault, for St. Kitts and Jamaica.
‘"Brandt Schuyler Ledger, mss. 766: 2.4. 19. 29-30. 39. 89-90, 99-100, 103-4,158, 216, 220,
Baker Library, Harvard University; it is difficult to quantify the information in Schuyler’s accounts
because it rarely enumerates cargoes or gives tonnage of freight. Schuyler regularly consigned his
Bermuda-bound goods to Captain Henry Corbusier, an emigrant to the colony from the French West
Indies who settled at Orange Grove near Flatts Village. He also employed a Captain Adderley, John
Jauncey (sloop Mary, sloop Dove, brigantine Dolphin), Richard Smith, William Smith, Thomas Seymour,
Vincent Saltus (sloop Anne), Thomas Gilbert, and Jeremiah Peniston. See also CV 14:171-72 for an
account of goods shipped by John Smith of Philadelphia to John Luke of Barbados in James Cox’s sloop
Fair Trader, Cox earned £28.1.8 freight on the flour, bread, pork, staves, and heading consigned to Luke
and also made commissions on the sale of candles, and barrels of salt pork and beef that he sold for Smith.
19CV 7,2:352; 9,2:35; 10,2:124-26. Henry Corbusier shipped platt to London at £4 sterling/ton in
1720 and paid £6 for his own passage. John Tucker paid £6 BDA/ton on a chest of platt sent to London
on the English ship Blackwood in 1729. In 1749, James Esten shipped 298 barrels of pitch and 669
barrels of tar in John Smith’s 150-ton sloop Hannah. A ton of cargo was equal to 8 barrels, yielding a
figure of 120.875 tons total and earning Smith £543.18.9 sterling for the voyage. Esten was given 40 days
to load the cargo and had to pay half the freight up front and the rest a month after delivery, and had to
pay Smith £2.10.0 sterling for each day he detained Smith after the 40 days. Return freight from England
4o Bermuda was likewise £4 per ton in 1740, rising to £5 per ton by 1747, PRO CO 37/14:3; 15:53.
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vessels had eclipsed speculative trading as the merchant fleet’s chief employment.20
Bermudian freighters and speculative traders relied heavily on overseas contacts and the
island’s collective information network to profit from buying and selling cargoes on their own
behalf. The sustained Bermudian out-migration since the 1630s facilitated the colony’s
commercial expansion after the 1680s by placing relatives in virtually every British colonial port.
Upon this base of shared kinship and Bermudian heritage, the colony’s merchant mariners built a
network of factors, brokers, and trading partners abroad that they were willing to entrust with
substantial sums of cash and credit. For instance, at least eight Bermudian merchants had
emigrated to Charleston, South Carolina, alone and established themselves in important trading
houses by the 1770s. To maintain and strengthen kinship bonds, many Bermudian families
dispatched promising lads to uncles and cousins in foreign ports throughout the eighteenth century,
where they learned the business practices of other colonies.21 In cases where friendly exBermudian factors were unavailable, merchant-mariners dealt with strangers or, in some cases,

“CV9,1:375. Maritime protest of the sloop Defiance, 27 Nov. 1729. Bermuda sloops normally
freighted 2,000-3,000 bushels of com per voyage (depending on size), which would earn £100-150 BDA
per trip. See the invoice of Charles Dunbar of Jamaica, who shipped beef (at 1 pc. 8/8 per barrel), herring
(6 ryals/brl.), a slave woman (£4 passage), and mules (at 50s. each plus cost of feed) to Curasao in 1714 in
a sloop belonging to Hugh Wentworth, CV 7,2:56. Gov. John Pitt to Board of Trade, 10 Oct. 1734, CO
37/12:167.
21Agents and factors abroad would have doubtlessly received the same commission on sales that
Bermudian supercargoes did when selling the cargoes of non-Bermudian merchants consigned to them.
The Mitchell family exemplifies the reciprocal nature of this exchange of kin. Walter Mitchell, the
merchant whose house was profiled at the beginning of this chapter had a brother, John, who emigrated to
Philadelphia. John sent his son, William, back to Bermuda to be trained in his uncle’s counting house
and after the boy married in 1730, Walter built and gave him a house in St. George’s, and left William his
wharf storehouse, and a vessel in his will. William succeeded his uncle as a militia officer and also
became a successful St George’s merchant. The exchange worked both ways, for many Bermudians sent
their sons abroad; see the section on the Forbes family in chapter 7. Michael Jarvis, “An Archival
Assessment of Stewart Hall, St George’s, Bermuda” (Bermuda National Trust 1992), 5-15, and “The
History of “City Hall”, or the St George’s Historical Society Museum Building” (St George’s, 1995), 311. The Charleston merchants were Joseph Cox, Thomas and Jeremiah Savage, White Outerbridge, Seth
Place, Edward Tucker, William Somersall, and Joseph Hunt; South Carolina Gazette. 1 Sept 1758, 10
Nov. 1758; BA CV 14:161, 224,417-18; see also appendix 12 for Bermudian emigrants in the 1780s and
1790s.
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dispensed with enlisting the commercial services of others entirely. In February 1761, for instance,
Bermudian master Stafford Somersall posted an advertisement in the St. Christopher’s Gazette
offering to sell bread, flour, fish, boards, plank, hoops, staves, shingles, and spars from his sloop
anchored at Sandy Point. Through direct sale, Somersall avoided paying commissions to vendue
masters or merchants in the ports he visited.22
The colony’s extensive kin-based network of commercial contacts were important in
keeping up-to-date information throughout the Atlantic world. Their correspondence with
Bermudian relatives supplied them with current news of market trends abroad, for sloops shuttled
mail as well as cargoes between ports. As a result of their far-ranging trade and frequent return to
the colony, Bermudian masters collectively kept abreast of market conditions in all the ports they
were likely to visit and shared navigational information that made their passages safer. Such
knowledge was vital to their success, for it often meant the difference between safe passage and
shipwreck or capture, a profitable voyage and a dead loss. Bermudian merchants also closely
monitored the political climate in foreign colonies, since the advent of war prompted a substantial
shift in the operation of Bermuda’s merchant fleet. The quicker that shift was made, the fewer
vessels would be lost to privateers and the greater the number of prizes that Bermudian privateers
would snap up at the outset of hostilities. In the 1720s, a manuscript newspaper circulated within
the island listing market information and warning of areas haunted by pirates. Governor John
Hope boasted in 1724 that Bermuda was “the best place for Intelligence of any in America, for the
Number of Sloops belonging to these islands, continually trading backwards and forwards from the

aSt Christopher’s Gazette. 7 Feb. 1761. in ARA, NWIC 1191:#21. Very few copies of West
Indian newspapers survive other than a few in the ARA (mixed in among Dutch colonial records), the
American Antiquarian Society and the John Carter Brown Library, see Clarence Brigham’s survey of
colonial newspapers, printed serially in Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society (new series),
vols. 24-37.
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Southern and Northern America (tho’ they seldom enter, yet they always call in) makes it that we
know much better what passes in the Western World than any other colony in it.” Lying at the
crossroads of the Atlantic, Bermuda was thus a hub of news and information which well served the
colony’s merchant fleet.23
War had a major impact of the strategy employed by Bermuda's merchant fleet. During
wartime, the majority of the colony’s sloops became carriers while the largest of the fleet were
armed and converted into privateers. Freight rates rose dramatically during wartime, due to the
threats posed by privateers and enemy navies; because the wages of Bermudian sailor-slaves
remained static, ship captains realized greater earnings per voyage. Bermudian mariners counted
on the speed and maneuverability of their sloops and the skill of their crews to evade or outrun
Spanish and French privateers they met between ports. Captains risked the value of their sloops,
their slaves (who were usually seized as prize goods), and to a minor degree their lives, but they
accepted these risks and thus kept the colony’s fleet fully employed during wartime. As a result,
they generated considerable revenue and kept Atlantic trade flowing while other less adventuresome
^Bermudian governors were consistently impressed by the speed with which they came to learn
momentous news from the colonies that surrounded them, brought thither by Bermudian masters. In
1701, a Bermudian captain informed Benjamin Bennett of the number of ships, guns and men in the
French Fleet assembled at Martinique, information that was quickly relayed to Whitehall. In August of
the following year, Bennett learned that General Codrington had captured the French portion of St.
Christopher just days after it happened. He also knew the number of French privateers fitting out in
Martinique and had heard that colonial merchants from New York were supplying the French and
Spanish with provisions. In 1708, Boaz Bell learned from a French merchant in Curasao that a 18-ship
fleet from Calais was planning to attack South Carolina and sent a warning note to the governor of that
colony, for which he was rewarded. Andrew Auchinleck similarly learned that “the Spanish are making
war-like preparations in Havana” for an invasion of Georgia in 1738 and sent warning accordingly. A
Bermuda sloop was the first to sight the vast armada formed when the French Brest fleet joined the
Spanish West Indian fleet just north of the Virgin Islands in late August 1740, and another sloop brought
the news that this fleet had been “very much shattered” by a hurricane a few days later, observing that
“the wrecks of many parts of ships were seen floating” in the area and a three-foot diameter mast formerly
belonging to a ship of the line washed ashore at Turks Island. It is unclear how long the manuscript
newspaper was in production; Governor Bennett forwarded a copy dated 31 May 1720 to the Board of
Trade, but no others followed. London printer Joseph Stockdale emigrated to Bermuda in 1783 and
published the colony’s first newspaper, the Bermuda Gazette the following year. PRO CO 3:290; 4:1; 5:5;
8:353; 10:85; 11:39; 13:51; 14:9-10.
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or slower merchantmen remained at their moorings. Carrying other merchants’ goods had other
advantages, for it was up to the freighting merchants insure their cargo, while unlucky Bermudians
who carried their own goods on speculation lost far more than just the value of their vessel when
captured by the enemy. Still, such losses to captured Bermudian captain generally constituted only
a minor setback since he could return home and build a replacement, usually in less than six
months.
Celebrated elsewhere, the cessation of hostilities signaled a sharp decrease in Bermuda’s
shipping earnings.

At the conclusion of King George’s War in 1749, Governor William Popple

wrote of Bermudians that ’’the present Peace will greatly lessen their profits in Trade[. Tjheir
vessels being too small in Time of Peace are only valued for their swiftness.” Twenty years later,
Governor George Bruere noted “in times of war [Bermudians] are opulent and make a great deal of
money, their sloops and brigantines being the very best and the swiftest sailing vessels get freighted
readily at a better price than the vessels of any other country,” but noted that in the wake of the
Seven Years’ War, the island’s prosperity had dropped off sharply; “all our cash saved or made in
time of war is carried off to purchase com for our negroes.” Making the transition from war to
peace was difficult for Bermudian shippers who had to sail shipping lanes once again full of
competitors, but by employing a number of carrying and trading strategies, Bermuda’s merchant
fleet remained profitably employed.24

^PRO CO 37/16:141; 20:164.
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“Where money is god, loyalty cannot dwell”: Bermudian Smuggling
“A man cannot get an estate by being honest”
—Bermudian maxim, 1688“
Bermudian masters and merchants added to the earnings from their legitimate commerce
and freight by engaging in a considerable illicit trade, principally with the Dutch and Danish West
Indies. Before and during the American Revolution, Bermudian mariners flouted Great Britain’s
Navigation Acts by purchasing Dutch textiles and manufactured goods and French rum, sugar, and
molasses from merchants in St. Eustatius, St. Martin, St. Croix, and Curasao, and also conducted
less formal exchanges at secluded bays and harbors in uninhabited islands. Although it is by
nature difficult to measure the volume and value of this illicit segment of Bermudian commerce,
existing evidence suggests that smuggling was a major source of revenue and met much of the
material culture needs of the colony.
Bermudian smuggling first began as a protest against the duty on tobacco levied by the
Somers Island Company and the company’s requirement that all tobacco must be carried
exclusively in their chartered magazine ship. In the political chaos that followed news of the
company’s dissolution, Bermudians took to smuggling their tobacco on a massive scale. The
growing fleet of sloops built in the early 1680s empowered them to trade and smuggle on their own
behalf. Since Governor Richard Coney and his successors lacked any constabulary force, they
could not compel Bermudian mariners to pay the penny per pound tobacco duty now demanded by
the Crown and most of the island’s crop was shipped to Barbados, Philadelphia, and New England
duty-free. In June 1685, Coney reported that “tobacco is daily transported clandestinely” —he
estimated 100,000 pounds that year, about a quarter of the colony’s crop —along with cedar

“Both quotes from Henry Hordesnell to Lords of Trade, 28 Jan. 1687/88 and 21 Feb. 1688/89;
CSP (C)12:#1611; 13:#30.
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timber and other prohibited articles. Two years later, Bermudians again “favoured themselves” by
freighting about 250,000 pounds of their own tobacco —more than half the crop —so that when
the magazine ship arrived, the captain “had not half a cargo for his ship.”26
Bermuda’s natural topography lent itself to the planters’ smuggling efforts. Once
fishermen and mariners learned to navigate the torturous and winding channels through the reefs,
they gained access to dozens of sheltered bays and coves close to shore where they could load their
tobacco. The shore of the west end of the island was particularly well suited to clandestine
exchange, far from the prying eyes of colonial searchers confined to the capital (see figure 1-2 for
the geographic layout of Bermuda). The reef system was a virtually impenetrable boundary to
foreigners unacquainted with the island and the colony’s first line of military defense, but the
barrier was quite porous to knowledgeable captains with maneuverable sloops. The Bermuda
sloop had all the characteristics of an ideal smuggler —a fast vessel of moderate size (easily
concealed), with a small cargo capacity (quickly discharged), highly maneuverable with shallow
draft (to reach remote and relatively inaccessible landing places) and easily replaced if captured or
seized —and boasted a remarkable longevity to boot. Armed with such vessels, planters freighted
their tobacco virtually on their own front doorstep and departed the island, entirely bypassing St.
George’s, the colony’s capital and official port of entry. Tobacco smuggling was short-lived,
however, for the crop was largely abandoned after 1688 as the economy shifted from agriculture to
shipbuilding and commerce.27
Bermuda’s commercial links with the Dutch West Indies were forged in the late 1680s,
during the colony’s initial expansion into the Caribbean trade. Because Bermuda’s emerging trade

“CSP (C) 12: #212,396, 1340-41, 1666; Randolph, Papers. 7:632.
to w a rd Chapelle The History of American Sailing Ships. 31, outlines the traits of the ideal
smuggling craft cited alxjve.
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centered almost exclusively on New World markets, the number of vessels that went to Europe
annually fell to a handful and consequently the flow of manufactured goods to Bermuda dwindled.
The Bermuda-Dutch connection was entirely legitimate in the offing. As Bermudians developed a
salt-raking industry in the Turks and Caicos Islands, they frequently sold surplus salt in the Dutch
islands for ready money or exchanged it for other commodities. Bermudians who that cut logwood
and braziletto dye-wood at uninhabited Bahamian islands also sold their harvests to the Dutch.
Through this contact, Dutch merchants in St. Eustatius and Curagao took notice of the speedy and
nimble Bermudian sloops and offered their owners commanding sums for their vessels. The Dutch
New West India Company (NWTC) which governed the colonies profited more from its inter-island
trade (the kleine vaart, or “little trade”) with French, Spanish, and English neighbors than from
home-grown commodities; St. Eustatius and Curasao functioned chiefly as entrepots where
foreign-grown colonial goods were exchanged for Dutch manufactures rather than as primary
producers of tropical commodities. The Dutch eagerly sought to purchase Bermuda sloops to
pursue their own illicit trade with the Spanish Main and were willing to pay more than double the
prevailing price in Bermuda. St. Eustatius emerged as the most lucrative market for sloop exports
because Spanish, French, and Dutch merchants competed there to buy the output of Bermuda’s
shipyards, but other West Indian colonies also offered high prices for Bermuda sloops.28

“Charles Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 1680-1791 provides the best
treatment on the history and organization of the Dutch West Indies and the kleine vaart in the 18th
century (see especially chapter 6). W.R. Menkman "St. Eustatius Gouden Tijd,” West Indische Gids
15:369-96 focuses entirely on the trade of St. Eustatius. For an overview of the island’s history, see Ypie
Attema, St Eustatius: A Short History of the Island and its Monuments (Zutphen, NL, 1976) and Patricia
Kandle, “St. Eustatius: Acculturation in a Dutch Caribbean Colony,” (MA thesis, Anthropology, College
of William and Mary, 1985). The NWIC charged a duty of 2% of the sale price of every vessel sold in St
Eustatius, and the lists of these duties represent a valuable resource for assessing transactions that went
unrecorded in most other colonies. The Joumael of 1758 is in the Algemeen Rijksarchief (The Hague,
hereafter ARA), NWIC vol. 624:184. Bermudians also bought and sold goods at the Danish islands of St
Thomas and St John, but the volume was far less in comparison with the Dutch ports. PRO CO
37/13:186,189.
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In selling their salt and sloops Bermudian captains broke no laws; the hitch came when
they were paid for their goods and vessels. The American colonies were notoriously specie-poor,
so hard currency was often unavailable for purchases. Barter and promissory bills of exchange
were safer and more common than cash payments in Caribbean waters notorious for their pirates
and privateers. The Dutch colonies were outlets for a considerable portion of Holland’s textile
industry and other manufactures, where they sold far below the price of similar —dutied —goods
in English, French, and Spanish ports. As a result, St. Eustatius became a successful colony
despite its small size, poor soil, and mediocre harbor chiefly because the island’s merchants offered
cheaper prices on European goods and thus attracted buyers merchants from neighboring colonies.
Sugar, indigo, brandy, salt, cacao, and rum flowed into St. Eustatius and on to the Netherlands,
while Dutch manufactured goods flowed out in return. Colonial merchants also exchanged goods
with each other, both in port and in the roads off Oranjestad, the capital and only port in St.
Eustatius.29 English merchants, for instance, easily obtained French brandy and Spanish indigo
and cacao in the Dutch ports. The problem with this ideal colonial trade network was that it
violated the mercantile policies and navigation laws of Great Britain, France, and Spain.
Bermudian merchants had no alternative but to take Dutch merchandise in full or partial payment
for their sloops and were committed to smuggle the goods home because they could not be landed

29The Dutch colonies were run by a proprietary company, the NWIC, as opposed to the national
colonies of France, Britain, and Spain. The NWIC was chartered in 1675 to replace the bankrupt Old
WIC and lasted until 1791. In addition to its bases in the West Indies, the NWIC also had possessions in
West Africa and on mainland South America (Essequibo and Demerara). It is something of a misnomer
to call St Eustatius a free port; it was free to the extent that vessels from all nations were allowed to trade
there, but the NWIC made money by charging fees on incoming and outgoing cargoes (2-3%) and on the
tonnage of entering vessels (2 Vi guilders/ton). Although the vast majority of OW1C papers were pulped
in the early 19th century, most of the NWIC archives has survived and is preserved in the ARA;
documents include incoming and outgoing port books, duty lists, ship sales, annual censuses, slave sales,
and company correspondence. Goslinga. Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 189-229.
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legally.30
To safeguard their smuggling and create the appearance of conforming to the Navigation
Acts, Bermudians developed a circuitous trade that mixed legitimate commerce with illegal
activity. Masters began most trading ventures with a voyage to the Turks Islands for salt, after
which they sailed to the northern colonies to exchange salt for a cargo of foodstuffs. From there
the sloop sailed to the British Sugar Islands (St. Christopher was a favorite, only nine miles from
St. Eustatius), where the captain sold his cargo at a profit and for cash. He then departed empty,
or “in ballast,” for Bermuda or another British port, but would instead go to the Dutch islands.
“The neighbourhood of the Dutch Islands to our English Islands gives them the same opportunity,
or rather a safer [one] (being cleared at an English port) of taking European goods” at St.
Eustatius, St. Martin, and Curasao. Sloops sailed to the west end of Bermuda, where their goods
were surreptitiously landed, and then officially entered at St. George’s at the east end with the
clearances and empty holds they possessed when they left their last British port. One exasperated
governor lamented “how easy it is for them to bring any quantity of European goods from those
parts and so land them here . . . as they are not bound here, not having specific clearances, but
make always a pretense to put in. . . . By this means, they can take in what European goods they
please, that have been Clandestinely imported here or that they may have brought and run them to
the northward before they come to any regular port.” Other Bermudians sailed from the Dutch
islands to Anguilla where, “a small acknowledgment [bribe]... procures a clearance for Dutch

“Governor Alured Popple accurately described the system in 1741 in a letter to his brother
William (who eventually succeeded him as governor of Bermuda): “Our sloops are generally built for sale,
and the Dutch are as generally the purchasers [but] the Dutchmen do not pay all money, and the
remainder must be brought home in goods by stealth.. . . One Heyliger, a rich Dutch merchant at St
Eustatia, annually buys many of our sloops sent abroad. . . and too often many of them are paid for. . .
with goods.” PRO CO 37/14:67.
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goods entered as English.”31
Ship captains engaged in smuggling often took the further precaution of discharging the
white members of their crew in the Turks Islands and then exclusively using slave labor to sail to
Bermuda and land cargoes. As in most British colonies, slave testimony was inadmissible as
evidence in Bermudian courts. When Collector Robert Dinwiddie seized Solomon Frith’s sloop
William in 1725 for illegally landing a hogshead of Virginia tobacco, he found he could not
prosecute the case; Frith had discharged his three white sailors at Turks Island before voyaging to
Virginia and buying the contested tobacco. Upon reaching Bermuda, he had his slave-sailors,
Robin, Sam, and Ben, land the tobacco. Since Frith refused to incriminate himself and the slaves
couldn’t testify, Dinwiddie was forced to abandon the case and return Frith’s sloop. On the eve of
the American Revolution, Governor George Bruere reported that it was still common practice that
“in case anything of contraband goods is to be taken in or discharged, the swearing captain [white
master] may step aside and the negroes and their leader compleat the business.”32
Bermudian mariners loaded their West Indian contraband goods with confidence because
the risk of getting caught in Bermuda was minimal. In 1771, Richard Washington was entirely
correct when he warned the earl of Hillsborough that “there is not at present in any part of H.M.
dominions less attention to the interest of the Revenue, nor to the manufacture of Great Britain than
what has for many years prevailed in these islands.” The colony was deemed too unimportant for
the Board of Trade to send out anything larger than a fiftv-man garrison, the Independent

3lWilliam Popple to Board of Trade, 3 March 1749; PRO CO 37/16:83-84; BL King’s Mss.
205:805. In the 1740s, the Bermuda Council maintained that only vessels loading or unloading cargoes
were obliged to enter formally. Those arriving in ballast were not recorded in the naval office shipping
returns; as a result, it is difficult to estimate the number of vessels involved in smuggling goods into
Bermuda. PRO CO 37/15:126-32; 16:83.
“Bermuda Archives, “Passengers, Sailors. . . and Masters of Vessels Sailing from Bermuda
between 1708 and 1720” C398; PRO CO 37/36:42, 77; CSP (CS) 18:#936.
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Company of Foot, which was stationed in St. George’s. In the decades before the American
Revolution, royal governors were aware of the growing tide of smuggling at the West End but were
powerless to halt it because they lacked the men forcibly to stop the flow of illegal goods. Even if
the governors had a sizable body of loyal troops, it would be impossible to patrol adequately all the
bays and coves along the winding coastline at the west end. Governor John Hope realized in 1724
that “the situation o f these islands is such that without a competent number of customs officers
(with appointments sufficient to put them above being bribed with a shilling sixpence) it is
impossible to hinder illegal trade here.” Hope was not fooled by the high number of Bermudian
sloops entering St. George’s with empty holds: “What is meant by vessels entering in ballast is
that all such vessels as have been upon an illegal trade and who have any goods that are seizable on
board, they take care to come in by a channel at the West End of these islands and as there are
many convenient creeks and harbours which are hid or land lockt, it is easy to put these goods on
shoar .. . without its ever coming to the knowledge of any Officer.”33
The case of the sloop Two Brothers illustrates the usually hidden workings of Bermudian
smuggling. Early in 1717, Dutch merchants David Aboab Candory and Ishael Hales bought
Bermudian master Peter Mallory’s old sloop, Two Brothers, for cash in Curasao. The two
Dutchmen sent the sloop back to Bermuda with a cargo of fifty bolts of brown oznabrig consigned
to the sloop's former owners, John Jennings and John Cox, and a set of detailed instructions.
Candory asked Jennings and Cox to sell the cargo to the best advantage, use the money to purchase
a new sloop of about 30 foot keel on their account and then “take out of this sloop her mast, sails,
rigging and all other apparrell to fit the new one.” They further directed that the hull of the Two
Brothers be sold for salvage. If a newly launched sloop or one on the stocks could not be found,

^John Hope, “An Account of the Island [of Bermuda] in 1724,” PRO CO 37/11:45.
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Jennings was to have one built to specifications. When the new sloop was ready, Candory and
Hales ordered it to proceed to Curasao with a freight of 6,000-8,000 pounds of onions, two dozen
high-backed bass chairs, two large cedar tables, and some tubs of butter. Such were the hopes of
the Dutch merchants.34
When the Two Brothers reached Bermuda from Curacao, she was leaking badly. The list
of expenses for work necessary to save the vessel and cargo included “negro hire to pump the sloop
to keep her afloat,” Captain Mallory’s compensation for drying out the fabric, hauling the sloop
ashore to repair the leak, storage and port charges, and —incredibly —the cost “to hire ye boat and
hands to get ye goods off Privately in the Night”! Jennings wrote back to Curasao, informing the
Dutch owners of the unfortunate events. The oznabrig, Jennings wrote, was o f poor quality and
the quantity that had not been spoiled by the leak sold for only 10 l/2d. a yard. As a word of
advice, the Bermudian merchant mentioned that “no goods from Curasao will answer here except
cash, sailduck, all sorts of spice and none but what is very good. The Constant [smuggled] stores
from Europe which supply our country cheaper than we can afford to sell.” Evidently, smuggling
had caused Bermudian taste in textiles to rise above such coarse fabrics as oznabrig! The request
for butter was deferred, since that which was then available on the island was “not so good as it
will be in the Spring, by reason it was made in hot weather,” so Jennings promised to send thirty
tubs at a later date.35
The sails, yards, and rigging of the Two Brothers were old and unfit to transfer into a new
sloop. Jennings found a small sloop on the stocks that would be ready to sail by “cabbage time,”
but the hull alone cost £100. The dilapidated hulk of the Two Brothers fetched only £28. Candory

■^Bermuda Archives, Composite Volumes (CV) 9, part 1:146-47.
“ Ibid.
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and Hales had made no provision for paying Mallory and his crew, who successfully sued for their
wages in Bermuda. In the end, the Dutch merchants had run up a considerable debt with Jennings
and Cox who, fortunately for later historians, had all the letters and accounts entered into the
colony’s entry book of miscellaneous commercial papers in case they needed to sue the Curagaoans
to collect their due. That a lawsuit did not arise strongly suggests that suitable reparations were
made, no doubt landed “privately in the night” at the west end of the island.36
The Sailcloth Act, passed by Parliament in 1735 to protect the English cloth industry from
foreign competition, was particularly obnoxious to maritime colonies like Bermuda and was flouted
extensively. At the time, most Bermudian sails were fashioned from Holland and Russian duck
acquired in the Dutch Antilles. An extension o f the Navigation Acts, the Sailcloth Act specified
that British vessels only use British-made sailcloth for their sails, stamped to certify their origin.
In 1741, Governor Alured Popple noted “how shamefully the sailcloth act is eluded” in Bermuda
for want of precise wording in the legislation. Bermuda’s amateur lawyers found numerous
loopholes to sidestep a law that would force them to buy more expensive and generally poorerquality canvas for their sails. Although the act mandated that vessels carry a complete set of
English sails, it didn’t specify that the set had to be new; as a result, most Bermudian captains kept
an old set of stamped sails made from English duck to conform to the letter of the law. As soon as
the sloop cleared port, the English set was taken down and sails made of Russia or Holland duck
was set in its place. The act also failed to define what was meant by a “compleat set” of sails.
Evasive masters used English duck for their mainsail, foresail and jib, but used foreign canvas for
their squaresail, topsail, flying jib, spritsail, watersail, ringsail, and boomsail, which collectively
used twice as much canvas as the first three sails. When caught, masters also claimed that their

*CV 9,1:147, 151.
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sails were blown to pieces near foreign ports and could only be replaced with foreign duck. In
1749, Bermuda’s court established a legal precedent that made it all but impossible to prosecute
sailcloth violators. When English Searcher William Selby seized sails belonging to a sloop owned
by Councilor Thomas Smith, the Bermudian insisted on a trial, during which he argued that
breeches o f the law could only be prosecuted where the sails had been manufactured; a Virginia
sailmaker who used foreign duck, for example, could only be tried in that colony. By implication,
unstamped, foreign-made sails were effectively legal, since the violation could only be tried in
Dutch ports, where the act wasn’t enforced! The court, presided over by Smith’s friends, decided
in his favor and returned the seized sails, leaving an exasperated Governor Popple to protest that
“Justice is most Partially administer’d” in Bermudian courts; “I am well assured the King will
stand no chance in any court but the Court of Exchequer,” over which the governor himself
presided.37
By the middle o f the eighteenth century, Bermudian smuggling had grown from merely
taking Dutch goods in payment for sloops to an independent traffic in illicit goods [mostly liquor,
drygoods and East India imports] intended for re-export to other British colonies —so much so that
the manufactures market in Bermuda was virtually glutted. Governor William Popple knew that
“Bermuda sloops frequently trade with the Dutch at St. Eustatia and as the Dutch trade with the
French, French commodities may clandestinely be imported into the West End. . . . I am certain

379 Geo. II. Cap. 37, An Act Further Encouraging and Regulating the manufacture o f British sail
cloth and tor the more effective securing the duties now payable onforeign sail cloth imported into this
Kingdom in Danby Pickering, The Statutes at Large: from Magna Charta to the end of the eleventh
parliament of Great Britain Anno 1761. 109 vols. (Cambridge, 1764-69) XVII:84-87. The act was to take
effect on 29 Sept. 1736 in Great Britain and 25 Dec. 1736 in the colonies. Masters caught using
unstamped sails were to be fined £50 and sailmakers using unstamped foreign duck to make sails were to
be fined £20. PRO CO 37/14:39; 16:87-91, 171-78, 194. In 1748, Justices Nathaniel Bascome and John
Harvey revealed their participation in the Dutch West Indies trade when they refused to sit on a Vice
Admiralty Court case concerning a Curagaoan prize, for fear that the Dutch governor of that island would
retaliate if they condemned the vessel. PRO CO 37/15:222.
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Goods (especially liquors) are run” ashore. “I do assure you shortly that we shall not send to
England for any goods at all, everything to be had at St. Eustatia brought new and sold at about
half the price. . . . The island was now so well stock’d with Sail Duck, etc.” from St. Eustatius in
1741 that the one vessel that had up to then annually gone to England for manufactured goods
declined to make the trip. In 1750, Bermudian ship captains exported more white sugar than they
imported, from an island where the commodity was neither grown nor refined! In 1768, it was
observed that “it is very obvious that the consumption of rum is much greater than what the duties
are received for.” Governor Popple felt most sorry for the seemingly few Bermudian “fair
merchants” in St. George’s: “St. Eustatia and Curacoa are the destruction of the English trade here
and among the Leeward Islands . . . . There is hardly any convenience that but may be bought from
the Dutch at about half the price” of the same English-manufacture item. “I am sorry to see so
much iniquity carried on and have no power to prevent it.”3®
To support their commercial activities further, Bermudian merchants effectively colonized
St. Eustatius and St. Martin in the 1740s and 1750s. By 1755, there were over a score of
Bermudian trading houses in Oranjestad, and St. Martin was anglicized to such an extent that the
colony’s official records were kept in English by a scribe who had immigrated from St.
Christopher. In 1772, Bermudian minister Alexander Richardson emigrated to St. Eustatius to

“PRO CO 37/13:74; 14:64-65, 67; 20:115. In 1750, Bermudian vessels imported 35 barrels of
white sugar and exported 72; extracted from Naval Offices Shipping Lists, Bermuda 1715-1751, PRO CO
41/6-7. Alured Popple tried to combat smuggling by appointing John Lewis as “waiter” for the West End
in 1740. On the surface, this measure seemed a step in the right direction; Lewis’s job was to search
vessels arriving at the West End and then wait on board until they sailed for St. George’s to enter
officially. In practice, however, the office was ridiculous; the waiter could not inspect several vessels
arriving simultaneously, nor could he prevent stops between the West End and St. George’s without
personally accompanying each to the capital. Since his position was unsalaried, Lewis was susceptible to
bribes. In reality, the creation of the office was the worst possible move, for it became “rather a screen for
illicit trade than a preventative of it.” The position was redesignated Searcher for the West End, and was
at best indifferently executed in the 1750s and 1760s. In October 1764, newly-arrived Governor George
Bruere sent a small detachment of British troops to the West End to stop smuggling but they returned after
they were refused quarters. PRO CO 37/14:39; 19:50,253.
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Figure 6-3. Map of St. Eustatius. Tumble Down Dick Bay (“Baai van Tumble Down
Dick”) to the northwest of Oranjestad was a notorious center for international smuggling
in the eighteenth century (Source: Map Division, Algemeen Rijksarchief).
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cater to the spiritual needs of the sizeable Bermudian community in the colony. Direct trade
between Bermuda and the Dutch ports was limited, leading previous historians to underestimate the
role of Bermudian merchants in the Dutch Caribbean economy, but if one follows individual
Bermudian vessels, an extensive local trade shuttling back and forth between St. Martin, St.
Eustatius, and nearby British colonial ports emerges. Bermudian merchant William Gilbert did not
log a single voyage to or from Bermuda, but used St. Martin as a base for thirteen voyages to St.
Christopher, Anguilla, and St. Eustatius in 1735, carrying passengers, wine, salt, and provisions.
Other Bermudians who made frequent use of St. Martin that same year included Francis Peniston,
Benjamin and Thomas Gibbs, Giles Corbusier, John Leacraft, John Hubbard, John Dickinson,
Benjamin Pendar, and Seth Place.39
Bermudians not only defrauded British officials in their own colony, but fleeced those of
the Dutch ports as well. Employees of the NWIC felt no great love for the company back in the
Netherlands and harbored much the same attitude that Bermudians had had for their own company
a century earlier. Customs officers, clerks, and even governors traded on the side in violation of
^Goslinga, Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 127, 223. Arthur Tucker, “Parson
Richardson, 1755-1805, his Life and Times,” BHO 12:64-74 (1955). Goslinga noted that “all three
[Dutch Antilles] communities almost completely lost their Dutch identity in the course of the 18th century
through an Anglicizing procedure that could not be stopped.” St. Martin’s inbound naval list, 1735, in
NWIC 1184:122. St. Eustatius and St. Martin’s censuses for 1758 (NWIC 624:154-59, 314-28) list 19 old
Bermudian surnames: Campbell, Cox, Roberts, Packwood, Pindar, Burch, Mitchell, Stowe, Dill, Peniston,
Gibbs, Gilbert, Jennings, Tucker, Robinson, Richardson, Stovall, Harriot, and Middleton. There was also
a John Marittton, “Engelse Schoolmeester” living in St. Eustatius. The Dutch similarly attempted to send
factors to Bermuda but met with far less success. Claiming British citizenship on the grounds that his
father was bom during a brief period when the English occupied St Eustatius in 1672, Dutch merchant
Abraham Heyliger attempted to “obtain the privileges of an Englishman in order to settle a warehouse” in
Bermuda. Governor Alured Popple successfully urged the Board of Trade to deny the request because he
felt “morally certain it would be the total ruin of the English trade of this island. [Heyliger] would soon
introduce such quantities of rigging, sailcloth and linens from St Eustatius that our merchants would
have no vent here for what they import from England
Holland would reap every advantage from
Bermuda.” In 1726, John Simpson Doncker of St. Eustatius also claimed British citizenship because he
was baptized by English minister Remerson Testamaker when St. Eustatius was in British hands. PRO
CO 37/14:69-70; CV 9,1:206. In the 1750s, St. Eustatian Theodore Godet successfully emigrated to
Bermuda and established himself as a merchant; he maintained extensive commercial connections with
the French, Dutch and Danish West Indies.
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NWIC policy and were susceptible to bribes for making the most cursory of searches and tactical
omissions on clearance papers and manifests. The clearance system in St. Eustatius was singularly
inefficient; after a searcher inspected a departing vessel, he issued clearance papers that the captain
had to show to the commander of Fort Oranje (who did not re-inspect the ship) before leaving. The
vessel could, however, return to the roadstead afterwards and depart the following day, presenting
an opportunity to take on additional cargo after officially clearing or, more commonly, to pass on a
clearance “in ballast” to another —loaded —vessel. The result of this particular fraud is the
apparent disappearance of arriving vessels that cannot be accounted for by registers of ship sales.
In January 1771, for instance, thirty-five of the 271 vessels (13%) entering St. Eustatius were
never recorded as leaving. Between June and December 1760, twenty-five Bermudian vessels
entered St. Eustatius from Bermuda or from other West Indian ports, but only nineteen were
recorded as departing. Two of these vessels were listed as departing more than once without re
entry: the schooner Richard (master Richard Steed) from Bermuda left three times in ballast to
Antigua and the sloop Billy and Betsey (Joseph Basden) from St. Christopher departed twice to the
same port in ballast. At the same time, several of the Bermudian ships that had entered earlier
“disappeared.” It is reasonable to conclude that after Steed and Basden were officially cleared,
they passed along their papers to their countrymen, who thereby evaded inspection. Other British
vessels simply left without bothering to obtain Dutch clearance, especially those illegally calling
there while en route to another port, since they didn’t need a Dutch clearance certificate to
complete their voyage. The problematic nature of Dutch Antilles’ port records unfortunately limits
their use in quantifying the volume of trade in those ports and hinders the ability of British, French,
and Spanish colonial historians to measure accurately the amount of smuggling in the West Indies.
Nevertheless, they offer valuable insights into the sophistication, diversity, and organization of
eighteenth-century inter-Caribbean trade and reveal that a considerable amount of illicit commerce
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was occurring.40
Through the sale of their sloops, Bermudian merchants empowered French and Dutch
merchants to smuggle goods into British ports because they passed on their British ship register
with the vessel. This allowed foreign-owned shipping to evade the Navigation Acts by posing as
British vessels. Ship registers issued in Bermuda were often left blank where the owners’ names
were supposed to be written, so foreign purchasers could fill in their own. In 1757, Governor
William Popple outlined the registry fraud to the Board of Trade: “The Bermudians build a great
many vessels, which they very often sell to the Dutch at St. Eustatius and Curasao and the person
that registers being under no express obligation by law in the case of selling to a foreigner to
deliver up the register in some of H.M. settlements. The Dutch take care to secure the register and
under that color trade to the Northward for provisions which they afterward sell to the French.
And thus even now, tho’ bond is given to land provisions at some English settlement, the Dutch can
go to each English settlement for once, give in bond, and never return there again.” The governor
recommended that Whitehall require in the future that British registers be canceled or destroyed
when the vessel was sold. Another fraudulent practice was for the Dutch or Danish purchaser to
transfer the ownership of the vessel to a poor Bermudian holder, one critic observed that ‘The
vessel, thus equipt [with sails and rigging] is sometimes registered as the property of a person not
worth £50 and enjoys every consequent advantage. Under this predicament are many vessels
trading to these and other islands, and for many years one or two, laden with rum and sugar, have
been consigned from St. Croix to one of [the island’s] councillors.”41

■“NWIC 624:871-99; Menkman, “Gouden Tijd,” 374. Bermudian vessels that “vanished” include
the sloops Maria (Powell Middleton), Cornelia (John Trott), Paradox (Jeremiah Musson), and Good
Intent (Samuel Stovall).
41PRO CO 5/246:24; 37/16:92; 18:178.
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By the 1770s, smuggling had become endemic in Bermuda. Richard Washington, a
frustrated English merchant who had trouble establishing himself in Bermuda, outlined the wellestablished system that had developed by the 1770s: there were regularly “ 10 to 20 or more
vessels annually built [in Bermuda] and sent to the West Indies to be sold as Articles of Commerce.
. .. The greater part is disposed of at St. Eustatia [and] the returns are chiefly made in foreign sail
cloth, cordage, linnen, tea, rum, sugar, and checks, and when it so happens that one is sold at the
other islands [Curacao, St. Croix, St. Thomas, etc.] for bills [of exchange] or specie, the greater
part is commonly applied to the purchase of those articles.. . . It rarely happens that any vessel
arrives here from the West Indies without part of her cargo being taken in at a Danish or Dutch
Island.” Most o f the island’s 7,000 slaves, “whose clothing occasions a very [great] consumption
o f checks, coarse linnens, etc., as does that of the labouring poor and seafaring men” were clad in
garments made of smuggled Dutch textiles, and less than 1/3 of the sails and rigging on Bermudian
vessels were thought to be of British manufacture. Most of the rum and Madeira wine drunk in the
colony was likewise illegally landed. During the American Revolution, Bermudians used
techniques and contacts developed in their smuggling trade with the Dutch to ferry vital arms and
gunpowder to the rebellious North American colonies and made significant and unappreciated
contributions to the American war effort by expanding their smuggling to unprecedented levels.42

White Gold: Bermudian Salt Raking in the Turks and Caicos Islands
Salt was Bermuda’s “white gold,” the commodity that led them to smuggling and upon
which the colony’s North American trade depended throughout the eighteenth century. In an age
without refrigeration, salt was vital for preserving meat and fish and its shortage was acutely felt in

42Letter, Richard Washington to the earl of Hillsborough, 29 May 1771, PRO CO 5/246:23-25.
Bennudian>Dulcli smuggling during the American Revolution is covered in greater detail in chapter 9.
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the colonies, especially during wartime. The need for salt was the primary force that drove the
Dutch to expand into the Caribbean in the early seventeenth century, and only later did they
establish commercial colonies.43 The Bermudian salt raking industry, based primarily in the Turks
and Caicos Islands, was a vital part of the colonial economy. The two island chains were
effectively an extended economic hinterland a thousand miles away from Bermuda which the
colony developed, improved, and colonized. The salt islands also played a vital role in stabilizing
Bermudian society by providing employment for many poorer Bermudians, since their seasonal or
permanent removal prevented the buildup of class tensions that might have exploded into rebellion.
Salt raking communities were thus small pockets of Bermuda transported to out-of-the-way comers
of the West Indies, and salt raking was a way of life for hundreds of Bermudians for several
generations. At the height of the industry in the 1780s, nearly a thousand Bermudians ventured to
the Turks and Caicos for the salt season in "‘the salt fleet” each year between March and October

43By the early seventeenth century, the Newfoundland fisheries needed tens of thousands of
bushels of salt annually to preserve their catch before carrying it to market in the Catholic countries in
Europe. To the Dutch, salt was “the mother of all commerce.” It was vital to the herring fishing industry,
used in butter and cheese production, and needed to preserve meats for the long voyages made by the East
Indiamen of the V.O.C. In the late sixteenth century, Spain cut off both Setubal (St. Uves) on the Iberian
coast and the Cape Verde Islands from the Dutch, eliminating their supply of salt. This led mariners from
the Low Countries to the West Indies in 1594. in search of the “white gold” so vital to the Dutch
economy. At Punta de Aray off the coast of Guiana they found an abundance of natural pans where in just
sixteen weeks one Dutch captain obtained three hundred tons of salt. In the early 1600s, small fleets of
armed vessels from Holland, West Frisia, and Zeeland annually fetched Caribbean salt for merchants back
home. The salt-raking process was very simple. Sea water gathered in shallow natural depressions, or
pans, and then the dry heat of the climate and the constant trade winds blowing across the pans quickly
evaporated the water and left only the salt Dutch rakers then broke up the salt surface using long iron
bars and used wheelbarrows to bring the chunks of salt to boats waiting to carry it to ocean-going ships.
The salt obtained from these natural lagoons was considered 30% purer than the rock salt they had
previously imported from Iberia. Most of the work was done in the evening or at night, to avoid the heat
and glare of the day. Rakers also traded their leather shoes for wooden ones, since salt quickly ate away
the leather —shoes for which the Netherlands is still famous. The Spanish did not leave the Dutch
unmolested in their quest for salt, and for sixty years the two countries skirmished throughout the West
Indies. Between 1600 and 1650, the search for salt led tire Dutch to colonize Aruba, Santa Catalina
(Providence) Island, Bonaire, Trinidad, Tobago, and Curasao, with varying degrees of success. Comelis
The Dutch in the Caribbean and on the Wild Coast. 1580-1680 (Gainesville. 1971), 116-120.
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(figure 6-4).44
Bermudian salt raking was initially a case of backward economic integration. In the 1650s
and 1660s, the islanders raised herds of cattle and hogs for export to the Sugar Islands, but
shipping livestock was fraught with difficulties and usually many died at sea. Butchering and
salting the meat in Bermuda suggested itself as an easier and safer alternative, but the island had
suffered itself from periodic shortages of salt since the 1620s and 1630s; high humidity prevented
salt formation through natural evaporation in Bermuda, and salt production by boiling seawater (as
the Sea Venture survivors had done) demanded too much firewood. During exploration and out
migration in the mid-seventeenth century, a small number of Bermudian ship captains became
acquainted with many uninhabited and unclaimed islands scattered throughout the West Indies, and
a few of these were discovered to possess the right conditions to make salt from sea water naturally
through evaporation. In 1660, Thomas Sayle was among the first importers when he returned from
the Bahamas in the frigate William with a cargo of salt. Other vessels arriving with salt included
John Stowe’s Elizabeth and Anne in 1662, Samuel Stone’s Samuel’s Adventure from “Salt
Tortudoes” (Tortuga) in 1668, and Anthony Peniston's Bermudian's Adventure the following year
from New Providence. In the 1670s, the number of vessels bound for the salt islands further
increased. Bermudians had finally found a cheap and ready supply of the salt they needed for
preserving their meat and fish for home consumption and export.45

•“Bermuda Gazette. 17 Jan. 1789.
“backwards integration occurs when the production or manufacture of one commodity prompts
investors to develop another industry in order to provide raw materials or components more cheaply for
their primary concern; Hancock, Citizens of the World. 19, 81-82. In 1609-10, the Sea Venture obtained
salt to preserve the meat of the wild hogs they hunted for the voyage to Virginia by boiling seawater in
kettles to produce a high brine concentration into which the meat was dipped. A salt-maker named Ralph
Gamer was among the first sixty settlers brought to Bermuda on the Plough in 1612. Gov. Richard
Moore was instructed by the Virginia Company to make an immediate trial of salt, so that if there were no
natural pans, the Company might send over Plaster of Paris or clay in order to make a suitable artificial
one. By 1623, two salt pans had been built under the direction of the Earl of Warwick at Crawl Point, but
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Figure 6-4. Map of the Bahamas, Turks, and Caicos Islands (Source: Neil Kennedy,
“Wrangling and Jangling,” adapted from Craton and Saunders, Islanders in the Stream).
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By the 1680s, salt raking had become big business and Bermudian mariners shifted from
raking for domestic consumption to selling the salt abroad. In 1686, for instance, New England
and New York alone consumed an estimated two million bushels annually. The demand drove up
the price, and Bermudians responded by raking more salt. Although they initially exploited a
number of islands, they settled primarily on the Turks and Caicos chains by 1700 because of their
easy accessibility from Bermuda. The Turks and Caicos Islands, located to the southeast of the
Bahamas Islands, were among the many islands in the Caribbean that failed to attract European
settlers in the early seventeenth century and remained uninhabited until Bermudian masters cruising
through the West Indies happened upon them. The dry climate and poor soil that had discouraged
settlement made them perfect for producing salt. Initially, the salt rakers exploited natural salinas,
shallow ponds that filled with seawater that evaporated over time. Unlike the hot and dry islands
used by the Dutch off the coast of South America, salt formed in the temperate Turks and Caicos
as a result of the steady, dry breeze that blew across the islands and wicked away moisture.

they were out of repair. Gov. Harrison ordered carpenters Thomas Pye and John Askew to repair them
and in order to relieve the island of “the greate want of salte to save fish.” Rev. Lewis Hughes left two
Dutchmen, Lucas van Halst and Peeter Vrooss, to operate a salt pan he had built at his own expense at
Crow Lane when he departed in 1623, but the governor caused it to be moved to St. David's Island for the
convenience of the capital. Bermuda's climate was cooler and much more humid than those areas where
the Dutch raked their salt. Natural salt pans simply did not work in Bermuda and the only means of
manufacture involved boiling seawater, a process that consumed large quantities of firewood. By 1662,
there was an area in Warwick parish called Salt Kettle, perhaps a site where cauldrons were erected for
making salt, but no other remaining traces of the colony’s earlier salt-making industry. The supply of salt
was intermittent and irregular in the 1630s and without vessels of their own to procure it, the colony was
reliant on the magazine ship or other passing vessels stopping off at the island. Robert Rich suggested to
his brother, Sir Nathaniel, in 1618 that he should send Richard Day in a ship to the West Indies to procure
new plants, goats, and “salt, whereof we here stand in great neede.” In October 1622, leading planters
complained that the magazine ship sold salt at the excessive price of sixty shillings a bushel. Roger
Wood discovered in 1631 that even the colony's governor could be humbled by a ship' captain's refusal to
trade; the Seajlower brought eight or nine tons of salt, but declined to accept Wood’s provisions in
exchange and chose instead to sell the salt to planter Thomas Burges. Lefiroy, Memorials 1:61; BCR l:2v.,
BCR l:101r.; FRAG B:39r.; FRAG C:50v., 58r.; BCR FRAG E:100r.; FRAG F:#3, (Gov. Roger Wood's
Letterbook, 1631-32); FRAG G (Shipping register, 1656-71); Vernon Ives, Rich Letters. 54, 239.
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Living conditions were thus bearable for the salt rakers during their eight- or nine-month sojourn.46
Still, salt raking was an arduous and unpleasant job. During high tides, rakers let sea
water into natural ponds in which, over time, the brine became increasingly concentrated as water
evaporated and impurities settled to the bottom. They then channeled the brine into broad, shallow,
artificially created pans, where after three or four weeks it crystallized and formed a cake of coarse
salt about four inches thick. The salt was then broken up by hand, raked into piles and hauled in
barrows to the shore to await trans-shipment, after which rakers introduced another batch of brine
to the pan and the process was repeated. During the wet, winter months (December-February), the
rakers cleaned the pans of lime and other built-up impurities to ensure good-quality salt the
following year. The rest of the time, they toiled under hot, direct sun in a very dry environment and
working with an extremely corrosive substance that burned the skin and caused sores. The island’s
landscape supported little but scrubby vegetation, forcing rakers to rely on imported food for their
diet. By the late eighteenth century, Bermuda stone houses had replaced earlier wooden thatched
huts, and water- and windmills had been built to mechanize the salt-making process and mules
introduced to haul the salt raked in the pans, but before the American Revolution, life in the salt
islands was primitive and hard.47

44Bermudians did not only rake salt at the Turks Islands. Salt raking, in conjunction with
turtling and wrecking, was undertaken at “Caicos, Bahamas and the Maroon Islands of Testigos, Blanco,
Orchila, Tortuga, Rocases, Isles D’Avis, etc.” PRO CO 37/16:142. For a description of the Turks,
Caicos, and Heniagua Islands in 1754, see PRO CO 23/6:44v. On Turks Island climate and amateur
treatments of the island chain’s history, see H.E. Sadler, Turks Island Landfall. 7 vols., n.d. and Terry
Tucker, “The Turks and Caicos Islands Group in its Relationship to Bermuda,” BHQ 31:78-89 (1974).
47For an historically inaccurate but nonetheless interesting account of the geography of the Turks
Islands and the salt-making process, see Gladys Harriott’s memoir, “Turks Islands - The Bermuda
Connection,” BJAMH 8:59-86, which mentions many 19th- and 20th-century innovations to the salt
raking industry. Mary Prince, a Bermudian slave, described the awful working conditions in the salt pans
in the early 19th century, when the salt raking industry had shifted from white to slave labor “I was given
a half barrel and a shovel and had to stand up to my knees in the water, from four o’clock in the morning
‘til nine, when we were given some Indian com boiled in water . . . we worked through the heat of the
day, the sun . . . raising blisters.” The slaves worked until dark, shoveling up the salt in large heaps
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The organization o f the Bermuda salt raking industry in the Turks and Caicos Islands
changed over the course of the eighteenth century in response to political and economic concerns.
During the first half of the century, white sailors did most of the salt raking in the summer months.
Most Bermudian captains left for the West Indies in the spring with a double crew, half of whom
were slaves. The white half of the crew was dropped off at the Turks or Caicos Islands with six
months of provisions, while the master and the slave crew pursued a “marooning life,” flexibly
trading between islands, hunting turtles and whales, cutting logwood and salvaging wrecks. The
timber, turtles, and treasure were sold most often in Curasao and St. Eustatius, but other West
Indian ports sufficed as well. In the autumn, the sloops returned to collect their white crews and
the salt that had been raked. Some of this salt also went to the Dutch islands (since salt was an
unenumerated commodity according to the Navigation Acts, it was perfectly legal for Bermudians
to sell there), but most of it went to the Carolinas and the Chesapeake at the peak of the
slaughtering season,. The price of salt varied according to season and geography, but in the early
eighteenth century it generally fetched around 16-18d. ST per bushel in St. Eustatius and 2s.2d. ST
in Philadelphia and New York. Thus the captain of a 50-ton Bermudian sloop who sold 3,000
bushels of salt for 20d. ST a bushel (all average figures) netted £250 for the season and paid
perhaps a third to half of this to the men who raked it. He had paid no wages to his white crew
while they were ashore, spent a fraction of normal seaman's wages on his slave crew during the
summer, and earned a varying sum from his opportunistic summer pursuits, netting him a

before cleaning the barrows and shovels each day. The slave-salt rakers were quartered in a long post and
beam shed without a floor. The brine posed considerable health risks; Mary Prince lamented that “our
feet and legs, from standing in the salt water for so many hours, soon became full of dreadful boils, which
eat down in some cases to the very bone, afflicting the sufferers with great torment.” On one occasion she
got sand in the sores on her feet, and her master beat her because she could not push her barrow fast
enough. The slaves also had to measure out the bushels of salt that were sold to passing vessels; Mary
Prince, The History of Mary Prince. A West Indian Slave. Related bv Herself (London, 1831), reprinted in
Henry Louis Gates, ed., The Classic Slave Narratives (New York, 1987), 197-202.
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considerable annual income. The industry as a whole was thought to be worth £20,000 BDA in
1758.4*
Few Bermudians used their slaves in the salt raking industry before the late 1760s because
they were unwilling to risk their valuable property at the Turks and Caicos Islands, which were
periodically invaded by the Spanish and French. A few slaves were raking salt in 1729 when the
Spanish raided the Turks Island and captured them. Their owners sought in vain for the £400 they
claimed in compensation. As property, slaves were clearly too valuable to be left on the
undefended salt islands. White Bermudians taken prisoner during the invasions were eventually
released, but slaves were sold in the colonies of their captors, to the loss of their owners and the
slaves’ families in Bermuda.49
Although little is known about individual Bermudian salt rakers, most were apparently
poorer men or old sailors who “retired” from the sea. Some emigrated seasonally while others
spent two or three years on the island. Depositions taken after a French invasion in 1764 shed light
on the organization and social background of the rakers. Henry Frith, a 39-year old Bermudian,
had spent the previous two seasons there raking salt, “having found it more beneficial to him to
gather salt than to follow his business as a mariner.” During the previous 30 years, Nathaniel
Darrell had raked salt when he was not employed as a mariner. The 64-year old Samuel Tatem
had raked salt “from time to time” for 49 years at Salt Key and did it full time after his health had
begun to fail. The rakers “continued a considerable time [on the island] till fetch’d off by other
Bermudian vessels” and were entirely reliant on passing sloops for food and other necessities.
«PRO CO 37/11:231-33; 16:142-44: Journal of the House of Assembly 1:780. The Turks and
Caicos Islands were surrounded by treacherous reefs and thus fruitful areas for wrecking; the Ambrosia or
Silver Banks where William Phipps found his rich Spanish wreck lie to the southwest of the Caicos chain.
For an incomplete list of wrecks in the waters surrounding these islands, see RE. Sadler, Turks Island
Landfall. 2:20-35.
^ R O CO 37/12:53.
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They collectively raked the salt “out of the Pickle [brine pans], which was piled into heaps and
covered with thatching to preserve it from the rain.” The permanent rakers then sold it to their
countrymen or other passing vessels and divided the profits according to a share system that
closely resembled that employed on privateers, while temporary rakers (discharged crewmen)
stockpiled salt until their captains returned.50
The constant threat of attack bred fierce, self-reliant, violent, and often ungovernable
individuals in this frontier setting. In 1749, Governor William Popple wrote that “they live without
any protection or visible sign of belonging to any country, not having anything to shew that they
live under any regular government” and judged they were little better than pirates, since they
“committ many disorders on vessels in distress, and as they have boats and small craft, may
plunder small vessels that fall in there way.” These “maroon Bermudians” were even known to
refuse help to their own countrymen. In 1765, Samuel Dunscomb’s sloop Success struck the
Northwest reef off Grand Caicos Island in the night. The following day, Dunscomb spied fifteen
boats belonging to the salt rakers about three leagues off, whereupon he rowed out to them and
offered them half the cargo and the value of his vessel for their aid. Stone faced, they replied that
they never assisted anyone, since they “all came out upon shears [shares].” Dunscomb found his
deck a foot or more under water when he returned, and while he and the crew dove to save some of
the sloop’s provisions from the submerged hold, eight of the rakers’ boats circled the sunken sloop.
Dunscomb upped his offer to two-thirds, but they still declared they “would not help him nor
anybody else.” In the end. the unfortunate crew of the Success took to their boat and eventually
reached the Turks Islands, where they found a passage home. The incident reveals the submerged
social and class conflicts within Bermuda’s extended colonial society. In this case, the rakers —old

“PRO CO 37/19:244-49
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sailors, poor or unskilled whites, mulattoes, and the dregs of the island —were placed in a position
o f power over a successful master from one of the leading families. Resentment and pecuniary
concerns overwhelmed what feelings of kinship and shared identity existed, so the rakers refused to
help Dunscomb. The raker/wreckers doubtlessly realized that just by waiting, they could obtain
the entire value of the sloop’s salvage once Dunscomb had abandoned it. The remark about shares
suggests that the value of salvaged goods was apportioned in the same manner as the salt they
raked, collectively gathered and evenly divided at the end of the season. In this respect, the
maroons and salt rakers were exactly like the pirates to whom Popple compared them; pirates,
wreckers, and salt rakers all came from similar, migrant and poor backgrounds, marginalized men
whose egalitarian communities worked on a share system which democratically divided the fruit of
their collective labor.51
After the 1764 attack, France abandoned its claim to the Turks and Caicos Islands, but as
the threat of foreign invasion receded Bermuda and the Bahamas came into conflict as each
claimed the island chains. In 1767, the Bahamas appointed Andrew Symmer as agent for the
Turks Islands over the loud protests of Bermudians to the Board of Trade about this illegal
extension of Bahamian jurisdiction.52 Symmer immediately established residency requirements for

5,PRO CO 37/16:142; Providence Gazette. 27 June 1765.
“From 1670 until 1802, jurisdiction over the Turks and Caicos Islands was contested between
Bermuda, which claimed sovereignty by right of discovery, improvement, and conquest, and the Bahamas.
The first attack on Bermudians using the Turks came from the ex-Bermudian governor of the Bahamas,
Nicholas Trott, who tried to levy a duty on all salt raked there and outlaw logwood cutting on the islands
and fishing for wrecks offshore. Bermudian masters countered that the northernmost key in the chain lay
at 21°20' north latitude, 150 leagues from New Providence and well south of the Proprietors of the
Bahamas’ grant, which included only islands between latitudes 22° and 27° north, PRO CO 37/1:178;
protest lodged by Bermudian masters Leonard White, Samuel Stone, Benjamin Stowe, Jonathan Turner,
Nicholas Hinson, and Daniel Johnson. In the petition, they claimed that Bermudians had “a constant
trade without any molestation or trouble for forty years last past,” which would put their first forays onto
the Turks around 1653. The fact that Bermudians had recaptured the islands from the Spanish in 1711,
and that the vast majority of salt rakers were Bermudian anchored the colony’s claim in the eighteenth
century. The Bahamas countered by claiming that the original charter granted to the proprietors was
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rakers and implemented a number of changes that succeeded in giving the Turks Islands an air of
permanence for the first time. The ten-month residency requirement that Symmer mandated
discouraged the footloose, independent and occasionally desperate men who had formerly raked
salt on the island. In 1768, Governor George Bruere reported that families were seasonally
emigrating, and that more married men were raking salt and sending home the proceeds to their
wives and children in Bermuda. Symmer formed a governing board in which he appointed two
members and the inhabitants elected the other eight to draft local ordinances and settle differences.
During the winter of 1767-68, Symmer granted 12-acre "plantations” to the permanent settlers of
Grand Turk Island for raising cotton and provisions and encouraged them to clean and improve
existing salt ponds and create new pans on the dry land adjoining the ponds. The following
summer, Symmer laid out two towns on Grand Turks and one on Salt Key. In Shelburne Town on
Grand Turks, Symmer granted 80- by 120-foot waterfront lots to residents and newcomers alike on
the condition that they build upon them within a year, maintain continuous residence, and pay a
modest annual quitrent of Is. Symmer found the inhabitants "dutiful, peaceful and industrious”
and requested 200 small arms from Whitehall for a militia. To discourage vagrants and unruly
single men, Symmer required that wives and children accompany Bermudian salt rakers to the
Turks. As more and more Spanish vessels called at the Turks to purchase salt for Hispaniola and
Vera Cruz, the islanders grew less dependent on Bermudian and other British colonial shipping for
their prosperity and supplies. In just a few short years, Symmer’s policies had succeeded in
radically altering the composition of the salt-raking community, transforming the island from a

supposed to have included the islands (but didn't), and asserted that the proximity of the contested islands
to their own made them the logical caretakers of the ungoverned cluster. See Neil Kennedy, “‘By
Wrangling and Jangling a Country Prosper’: Bermuda’s Claim to the Turks Islands, c. 1678-1804,” paper
presented at the International Seminar on the History of the Atlantic World, Harvard University, August
1997,3-7.
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frontier outpost to something resembling a settled colony (figure 6-5).53
As the Turks gradually became more settled, the rootless and predatory men who had
formerly raked salt there moved to the Caicos Islands, where they alternated between raking and
wrecking in local waters. “For want of imployment in times o f peace,” wrote Governor Bruere in
1772, these men anchored their shallow-draft sloops in bays and channels and waited for English
and foreign vessels to run upon the rocks “on those numberless keys or banks.” They then
plundered the unfortunate ships in much the same way they did Samuel Dunscomb’s Success.
Bruere bemoaned this “a great Scandal to the fame and generosity of the British nation.” It is
unclear whether they merely capitalized on the navigational errors of others or whether they
actually caused the wrecks by luring vessels onto the reefs or false channels. Regardless, they
maintained the same predatory manner of life that the buccaneers had a century earlier among the
most marginal of Caribbean islands.34
Although a growing number of Spanish and American vessels called at the Turks to
purchase salt, Bermudian capital and personnel still dominated the salt raking industry and
Bermudians obtained better prices when purchasing their salt than foreigners. Bermudian captains
often bought at a “very moderate price” from their countrymen on credit and made remittance to
the rakers’ families in the colony. In many cases, the island’s leading merchants extended credit to
rakers in Bermuda before the salt season began to buy necessary provisions, transported the rakers
to the Turks Islands, and regularly provided their wives and children with food, clothing, and
money for medical and other expenses. During the salt season, Bermudian rakers lived frugally on

53PRO CO 23/17:25, 47-53. The new pans were laid out on the two islands in the middle of the
ponds; Symmer found that pickle transferred from the ponds to the new pans dried surprisingly fast, due
to “the heat of the sun and shallowness of the pans.” The best salt at the time came from the Rocky Point
area of the pans.
“PRO CO 37/21:22.
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Figure 6-5. Nautical chart o f the Turks Islands made in 1753 by the French.
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com and fish, and wore oznabrig clothes sent by '‘their wives and friends” in Bermuda. At the end
of the season, rakers sold their salt to their benefactors (or their appointed agents) and returned
home for the winter months. The extension of credit thus created a system of debt-peonage
whereby Bermuda’s elite and poor were locked in the colony and at the Turks into a reciprocal and
paternalistic relationship.55
The increased security of the Turks also prompted a transition in the racial composition of
the rakers. Once invasion was no longer a threat, Bermudians began to send many of their slaves
to the Turks and Caicos Islands to rake salt. This shift ushered in a considerable degree of social
erosion in the employment of the colony’s slaves, for since the 1680s most Bermudian slaves had
worked in highly skilled professions. The growing demand for labor in the Turks Islands led to
temporary or permanent exile for many of the island’s slaves, who were forced to work in arduous
conditions that resembled the gang-type plantation labor regimen common in the Sugar Islands and
coastal Lower South. In Bermuda, slaves had rarely if ever worked in gangs, so such a labor
organization must have come as a shock to the slaves transferred to the Turks. As reports of living
and working conditions filtered back to Bermuda’s black community, the threat of deportation to
the Turks became a potent threat to keep slaves in line. The transfer of many Bermudian slaves to
the Turks also sowed distrust and resentment of their white masters among Bermudian blacks and
tore at the social fabric of Bermuda’s hitherto tight-knit slave community.56

55PRO CO 37/21:71-76, 84; James Smith. Slavery' in Bermuda. 60-61.
*PRO CO 37/21: 72,85. Benjamin Lightboume was one of the first to bring slaves with him to
the Turks to rake salt after he had retired there in 1768 from a life at sea; Andrew Symmer tried to tax
Lightboume’s slaves and denied him profits from the ponds he worked. Mary Prince, a Bermuda-born
slave, was sent to Grand Key, Turks Islands, around 1805, by which time the shift to slave labor in the salt
raking industry was virtually complete. White owners or "holders” of the salt ponds resident in the Turks
received shares in each season’s profits based on the number of slaves they contributed. Prince worked in
the salt works for ten years before her master, Mr. D
(sic), “left off the business and retired” to
Bermuda and took her with him to wait upon his daughters. Mary’s mother also worked in the Turks
Islands alongside her, but returned to Bermuda before Prince; Mary Prince, The History of Mary Prince.
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As Andrew Symmer’s reforms brought greater stability to the Turks Islands and slaves
were sent there to work, the productivity of the islands’ salt pans rose sharply. The output of the
Grand Key salinas rose from 70,000 bushels in 1766 to 121,174 two years later, while the exports
from Salt Key rose from almost nothing to 42,821 bushels. The price of salt at the time ranged
from 7d.-20d. ST per bushel, but at an average price of 14d., salt netted over £9,500 ST wholesale
(much of which was remitted to family in Bermuda) and earned Bermudian shippers additional
profits when sold at higher prices in North America. Yields further rose as the rakers built new
salt pans, causeways, and bridges "‘for the more expeditious making of salt.”57
This promising start was jeopardized in 1772 when the Bahamas attempted a series of
measures to drive Bermudians from the Turks. A Bahamian act mandated that governance of the
ponds be restricted only to residents with families on the islands and required that all rakers arrive
by February 10 each year —forcing Bermuda’s seasonal migrants to brave poor weather in the
dead of winter, months before raking could begin. According to the act, servants and slaves who
missed more than 48 hours of work in a season lost their shares —placing an impossible workload
on these workers in order to discourage Bermudians from using slave labor. The Bahamian
government further extended a poll tax over the Turks Island inhabitants to drive away poor rakers,
and Bahamian Governor Shirley appointed John Graham Collector of the Turks to gather these
new duties, infringing on the office of the Crown-appointed Symmer, whom he deemed too familiar
with his Bermudian wards. This political and jurisdictional invasion o f the Turks was loudly
protested by Bermuda’s government, which complained that 750 of the 800 Turks Islanders were
Bermudian, that the islands were not part of the Bahamas, and that at 160 miles to windward of

A West Indian Slave. Related bv Herself. 197-202.
^ R O CO 23/17:22-24, 51; 37/21:83. Symmer charged l/2d./bushel duty on all salt exported.
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New Providence, the Turks were actually more difficult to reach from there than from Bermuda.
Salt, they asserted, was not an enumerated commodity and thus not subject to any duties.
Furthermore, the Bahamians could rake as much salt as they wanted at Exuma and did not need the
Turks Islands for their supply. The Bermudians rightly averred that the measure would not benefit
the Crown in any way and would seriously hurt Bermuda’s trade and shipbuilding industry, which
depended on salt to sell in North America in order to obtain food and timber. The act, they
stressed, strove either to depopulate the Turks or to force the rakers to remain there needlessly
during the winter months, which would “greatly lessen their affections” to their families through
separation and prompt many of them to drink away their season's earnings in rum. Thus
considered, the Bahamas act posed a dire threat to Bermuda’s economy and social structure by
unhinging the colony’s trade network and breaking up families. In the midst of the fracas,
Bermudian Paul Bascome led a band of renegade salt rakers to Rocky Point, where they made up
salt independently of Symmer’s official governing body, flouted John Graham’s attempts to levy
duties, and threatened to sue Symmer’s council in a Bermudian court if they interfered. Even more
ominous was the arrival of a heavily armed Bermuda sloop in 1774, whose crews wore grenadierfashion caps with the word “Experiment” painted upon them and made a military show of might
before the Bahamian officers in the Turks. The Board of Trade eventually denied the Bahamian
act and thus defused a potential war between the two colonies, but the duties paid and losses
sustained by Bermudians through restrictions went uncompensated and hurt the industry
throughout the early 1770s.58
Throughout the eighteenth century, Bermudian exploitation of the Turks and Caicos

“PRO CO 23/22:8, 31-32, 38,42; 37/21: 69-86; Kennedy, “Wrangling and Jangling,” 9-11.
Bascome eventually sued Samuel Tatem and James Graisbury, two of Symmer’s commissioners, in a
Bermuda court for trespass. Bascome’s followers included George, Barnett, Thomas, and Charles Cooper,
Benjamin Smith, Thomas Dickinson, and Joseph Stirrup.
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islands was an important element of the colony’s integrated economy and significantly shaped the
social structure of the colony. The salt raked on these and other islands bolstered the colonial
balance of trade, and the seasonal employment of hundreds of Bermudians diffused social tension
and presented an alternative to the permanent migration from the colony that had been the norm in
the seventeenth century. The rise of the salt industry placed significant labor demands upon
Bermuda that both competed and complemented those of the shipping industry, which Bermudian
merchants met with bound labor. Salt production earned profits for Bermudian rakers and masters
alike and bound them closer together in a paternalistic but class-stratified relationship and created
a system of debt-peonage that constrained poor whites. As the geopolitical landscape of the West
Indies became more fixed and regular in the 1760s, Bermudian slaves were sent to the Turks to
work the pans in increasing numbers. Salt was the closest thing to a staple commodity that
Bermuda produced, but it was made by a seasonal and migratory population a thousand miles from
Bermuda’s shores and never figured into the balance of trade accounts made by officials in
Whitehall. Turks Island salt was, in short, the lifeblood of the Bermudian maritime economy, and
Bermudian captains were ready to go to war with the Spanish, French, or even fellow Britons in
the Bahamas to keep the arteries open.

Whaling, Fishing, and Wrecking
Trans-Atlantic commerce, shipbuilding, smuggling, and salt raking made up the bulk of
Bermuda’s annual earnings, but local maritime pursuits —fishing, whaling, and salvaging wrecks
on the island’s northern and western reefs —brought in modest profits, provided an important
training ground for apprentice sailors, and was an important source of food for the colony. The
transoceanic activities o f deep water mariners should not eclipse the considerable contribution of
pilots, fishermen, divers, and salvers to Bermuda’s maritime economy. The local fishing industry
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was particularly important because it provided a major staple in the Bermudian diet. Throughout
the century about 200 fishing boats plied local waters, manned predominately by slaves. In their
daily navigation o f the island’s reefs and channels, they learned local undersea topography and
were esteemed the best pilots in the colony. From the early seventeenth century onwards, fish
harvested from the reefs were kept alive in fishponds carved into the foreshore, where they were fed
and fattened until needed fro the dinner table. Fishponds thus helped Bermudians maintain a
considerable reserve of fish and eliminated the need to artificially preserve fish by salting or other
means. Despite its importance, fishermen were thought inferior deep water sailors. By 1765, the
fishing industry was “a Branch of Business that greatly attracts the lower Class” of white
Bermudians, but although “deemed a mean course of Employment” by the island’s ambitious
merchant elite, it was acknowledged a great “nursery for seamen” and a ready source of skilled
maritime labor for the colony’s merchant fleet to draw upon in time of need.S9
Whaling was another important enterprise because it provided the colony with necessary
lighting fuel and modest exports that surpassed £1,000 in good years. Bermuda’s whaling industry
is the oldest among Britain’s colonies, launched in 1617 when three whaleboats were sent out by
Governor Daniel Tucker. The whales they hunted were “trunk whales” [apparently modem sperm

^Randolph Letters and Papers 7:632; PRO CO 37/19:182. On black pilots, see CO 37/16:98,
188; 17: 55; 20:111; 21:22. Bermuda’s population was remarkable among Britain’s colonies for
accepting fish for a large part of their diet. Fish bones composed most of the early 17th-century faunal
assemblage at Castle Island, as well as later assemblages at the late 17th-century layers of the Hill House
site in Hog Bay excavated by the author. Fish made up much of the diet of even the colonial elite, as
demonstrated by analyses of faunal material in the 18th-century layers at Stewart Hall relating to
merchant Walter Mitchell and Colonial Secretary George Tucker, and the late 18th-century kitchen and
cellar layers associated with President of Council Henry Tucker at the Henry Tucker House. See Joanna
Bowen and Michael Jarvis, “Provisioning Systems in the New World: The British Colony of Bermuda,”
BJAMH 6:81-94; Michael Jarvis, “A Preliminary' Report of the Hill House Site, Hog Bay, Sandys,
Bermuda,” report prepared for the Bermuda Maritime Museum and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries,
and Parks; Marley Brown et al., “Preliminary Report of the Excavation of the President Henry Tucker
House, St George’s, Bermuda,” Department of Archaeological Research, Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation, 1991; Norman Barka and Edward Harris, “The 1993 Archaeological Investigations at Castle
Island, Bermuda,” BJAMH 6:42-54.
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whales] which “by reason of [their] extraordinary swift swimming and stoute mettall” eluded
capture, and although many of them were often “strook and wounded,” none were killed. The
Somers Island sent out professional harpooners in the Neptune late in 1617 who met with similar
disappointment, after which whale hunting was suspended .<so In 1664, whaling was revived with
great success; in that year, 18 adult whales were killed, and 44 hogsheads of oil were shipped to
London after local needs for oil were met. Within two years, harpooners commonly took “one, or
two or three in a day,” according to Richard Norwood. Success had much to do with the special
boats “mann’d with six oars, such as can row forwards or backwards” that local shipbuilders had
designed which permitted harpooners to approach close enough to make their “harping-irons” stick
fast in the whales. Bermudians now also hunted only those whales that had entered the island’s
shallow reef system after learning that whales struck in deep water could dive “with such violence
that the Boat is in danger to be haled [hauled] down after them if they cut not rope in time.” To
capitalize on the whaling revival, leading members of the Somers Island Company formed an
under-company devoted to entirely to whaling, but it invested too little capital to put the fishery on
a sound footing and was soon disbanded. The whale fishery was tightly controlled by the
company, which licensed participants and demanded £10 for each whale killed be paid to the
governor as part of his salary.61

“Butler, Historve. 88, 92-3. 285. The Neptune arrived in March 1618 at the height of the whale
season with five shallops as whaleboats. The men “struck and launced divers whales” in the deep waters
off the South Shore but failed to kill any. Gov. Butler tried again during the spring of 1622, but his
venture likewise came to nought The only scholarly treatment of whaling in Bermuda is Edward
Schortman, “A Short History of Whaling in Bermuda,” Mariner’s Mirror 55:77-86 (1969), who makes the
claim that Bermuda’s whaling industry is the oldest in the New World.
61The anonymous author of “The New American Whale-fishing about the Bermudas” in the first
Philosophical Transactions. 1:1 (6 March 1664/5), 11-13, states that the previous year, Bermudians
succeeded in killing first two old females, 88 and 60 feet long, and three calves, and later 16 others,
apparently all humpback whales (“head pretty bluff, and full of bumps on both sides; the back perfectly
black and the belly white”). Each of the adults yielded about 7-8 tuns [approximately. 1,764-2,016
gallons]. The whales entered the reefs to feed on sea grass, which was discovered in their stomachs when
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After the dissolution o f the Somers Island Company and throughout the eighteenth century,
Bermudians exported whale oil when there was a surplus, most commonly to London, Liverpool,
and Barbados, and in some years, the quantity exported could climb as high as 400 - 500 barrels.
The 14 whales killed in 1685, for instance, were worth an estimated £80 each, earning about
£1,120 for the fishery that year and in 1723, the 5,782 gallons o f oil (the yield of 5-6 large whales)
exported was worth around £600. As the New England colonies became increasingly active in
whaling in the North Atlantic, however, Bermudians found their oil came to an “indifferent market”
abroad.62
Governor John Hope took a keen interest in Bermudian whaling, which he considered “one
of the great curiosityes in the world.” On one foray into the reefs, the governor personally killed a
young whale with his own hand. He considered it to be "the prettiest diversion ever I saw if it was
not sometimes attended with danger,” in a letter to friends in England. During 1723 season, he
regularly spent three or four hours every morning on horseback, riding up and down the country
watching whales being hunted out to sea. “1 can seriously see them killed destincktly from the top
of the hills and as they draw the boat along the shoar I gallop after them and seldom fail of being in
at the death of the whale.”63 After Hope's departure in 1727, the whaling industry languished due
mainly to increased competition and poor management. In 1734, three times the usual number of
boats fitted out that year, but competition between various groups of whalers resulted, according to

they were butchered. Richard Norwood, “An Extract of a Letter... giving an account of. . . the Whalefishing there practiced anew,” Philosophical Transactions 1:30 (1667), 565-67. Bermuda exported 117
hogsheads (29 tuns) of whale oil in 1666 and 42 ‘/- tuns in 1667; BCR FRAG G, pink Elias of London
(Holmes), departed 10 Dec. 1664; ship Hercules (Thomas Leech), departed 9 Sept. 1666; vessel Relief
(John Faulkner), departed 23 Sept. 1667; shipping for the year 1665 is missing from the register.
aCSP(C) 12:#210; PRO CO 37/11:49; 12:162. Gov. John Hope, who participated in several
whale hunts, estimated that each of the largest whales killed yielded about 1,000 gallons of oil.
^John Hope, private letterbook, 1721-27, Bodleian Mss. Rawlinson A 484:10, 30.
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Governor John Pitt, in “the utter ruin of the Fishery” because “the compass of water they have to
fish in for whales is so small and narrow that seven or eight boats only hinder each other and bring
in nothing.” The decline began in the earl 1730s, for Pitt noted that “for these two years past
[there wasn't] a sufficient quantity [of oil] for the use of the inhabitants.”64 The industry recovered
somewhat for 11 whales were taken the following year and eight more in 1736, but competition on
the island was still rife.65
Governor Alured Popple reformed the fishery soon after his arrival in 1737 by persuading
the assembly to restore the old licensing system in order to put an end to counter-productive
competition. The scheme was initially unsuccessful because, although two companies were
immediately established at the east end of the island, “the different harpooners sent out by them
were so eager to strike every whale which appear’d in sight that they often drove the whales away.”
At the end of the season, one company went bankrupt and sold their boats and equipment to the
other, and thereafter, the consolidated, surviving Smith’s Island Company met with more success.
At the west end of Bermuda, there were initially so many small companies fishing for whales that
Popple had difficulty monitoring them, but by 1741 only three were left. In contrast to the thirtymember Smith’s Island Company, the west end enterprises were mostly small family operations,
run by three or four managers in charge of hunting, processing and trying of oil. A further act was
passed to fix the hunting season between March 20 and the first week in May and make an agent
for each company accountable for duties. Despite the reforms, Popple lamented “I very much fear
that nothing can ever restore the whaling fishery to its former flourishing condition, so long as it

wGov. John Pitt to the Board of Trade, 30 May 1734, PRO CO 37/12:162; 13:16. Between 1687
and 1737, whaling was open to all Bermudians without licenses, but governors still claimed £10 for every
whale caught.
“PRO CO 37/12:202; 37/13:14.
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remains free and open.” His suspicion was realized in 1744, when he sadly reported that “the whale
fishery has totally fail'd this year thro mismanagement.”66 The industry did recovered in the 1750s
and 1760s, however, and returned modest profits to its backers.
Slaves made up the vast majority of the personnel involved in the whale fishery, since there
was usually only a single white harpooner in each boat. Four to six slaves in each whaleboat
provided the muscle during the search for victims and hauled the harpooned whales back to shore.
They were usually owned by members of the whale companies and apparently fished during the
rest of the year. Unlike the New England whale industry, based mainly in Nantucket and New
Bedford, which sent vessels to sea for days or weeks at a time, slaves rowed Bermudian
whaleboats out each morning during the season and returned each afternoon, “kill or not.” The
whales were towed to a number of whale processing stations, where they were butchered and their
blubber was “tried,” or boiled into oil (figures 6-6, 6-7, and 6-8). By 1770, the various small
companies had been amalgamated into the Company of Whale Fishery, which had 19 principal
investors. On the eve o f the American Revolution, local, small enterprises had given way to a
centralized venture dominated by leading members of the island’s merchant elite, and independent
hunters who had formerly competed with each other became employees of the same island-wide
company.67

“PRO CO 37/13:54-6; 14:37-8, 72. The act initiated by Popple also raised the governor’s
prerogative on each whale from £10 to £14.
47PRO CO 37/20:149, 182-85; 21:28-29. Whale processing stations were formerly located at
Smith’s Island, Richardson’s Bay (St. George’s), Green Bay (Castle Harbour), Tucker’s Town,
Devonshire Bay, East Whale Bay, Whale Island, and near Somerset Bridge; author’s visual survey,
Edward Schortman, “Short History of Whaling,” 79. The account book for the St. George’s Whale
Company, based on Smith’s Island, is preserved in the St. George’s Historical Society Collection (BA, PA
2145) and offers insight into the organization and financing of the industry. The investors in the
Company of Whale Fishery were James Cox, Richard Wright, John Cox, Stephen Judkin, John Coulson,
John MacKenzie, William Higgs, Daniel Outerbridge and Edward Pearmen from the East End and
Thomas, Ephraim, and John Gilbert, Paul Paynter, Joseph Jauncey, Daniel Seymour, Cornelius Williams,
Jeremiah Butch, John Morris and Thomas Fowle from the West End. In 1770, the company petitioned
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Figure 6-6. Photograph of black Bermudian whalemen butchering a whale, ca. 1890
(Courtesy, St. George’s Historical Society).
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Figure 6-7. Photograph o f a slab o f whale blubber being cut and hoisted ashore at St.
D avid's Island (Courtesy. Bermuda A rclm os. N E Lusher Album , plate 25).
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Figure 6-8. Trying ovens at Smiths Island whaling station, ca. 1940. An upturned cast-iron trying
r^nldrpn lies in the foreground (Source: E.A. McCallan, Life on Old St. David’s, 97).
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Bermudians also profited from the misfortunes of others who ran onto the island’s reefs in
bad weather or through incompetent navigation. Between 1700 and 1775, at least 62 vessels were
completely wrecked on Bermuda’s reefs and a few more sank but were raised from the bottom.
Some vessels, like the 600-ton French ship Jane and Cornelius (master Durivage Haret De
Perigny) carried rich cargoes. The logwood, wine, cochineal and money salvaged from that vessel
were worth over £10,000, and the one-third share demanded by Bermudian salvors (plus expenses)
amounted to a considerable sum. Timber, sails, rigging, anchors, iron fittings, and cables taken
from wrecks also helped supply the Bermudian shipbuilding industry and reduced shipbuilding
costs because shipwrights recycled salvaged material. In many cases, white and black fishermen
scrambled aboard vessels soon after they wrecked and began plundering them —sometimes even
before passengers and crew made it ashore! In 1768, Governor Benjamin Bennett complained that
“the white people and their numerous negroes, either when fishing or otherwise on [our] coast, are
very irregular to vessels in distress, cast away or shipwrecked, and do frequently secrete and
plunder the poor distressed sufferers.” Perhaps these Bermudian sailors and navigators had little
sympathy for anyone who wrecked on the reefs they knew so well, or perhaps their greed
encouraged them to watch from afar as foreign vessels grounded and sank within sight of their
West End homes.68

the Board of Trade to abolish the £14 per whale fee claimed by the colony’s governor. Bruere complained
in 1772 that the company had fished without his license for the past two years and had only paid him £80
in the last 7 years even though they had caught many more.
6aThe number of wrecks quoted above is based on my systematic stripping of maritime protests
that document partial and total maritime losses recorded in the 15 Composite Volumes in the Bermuda
Archives. Richard Marx, Shipwrecks in the Americas (New York, 1983), 303-5 gives an incomplete and
not entirely accurate list of wrecks. The 62 wrecks included ten Bermudian vessels, only one of which
(the Hunter’s Galley off Pompano Beach) has been located. If found these Bermuda wrecks offer an
excellent opportunity for studying the naval architecture of the Bermuda sloop as it evolved in the 18th
century. The wreck of the Jane and Cornelius is documented in PRO CO 37/4:80, 107; CV 4,3:456-62.
For an example of salvage charges and awards, see the protest of Edward Fowler, snow Lancashire Witch
(sank 30 M y 1744, salvage costs £689), CV 10,1:27, 36-37.
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Manners should not be entirely blamed for miscalculating the location of Bermuda and
wrecking upon the island’s reefs, for until navigational instruments were improved and the
widespread use of chronometers enabled captains to fix their longitude in the late eighteenth
century, Bermuda’s position was hard to determine and inaccurately set down on many sea charts.
The same stormy weather that had made the island infamous in the sixteenth century continued to
wreak havoc with shipping, and many vessels ran aground at night and in stormy weather. In
1724, Governor John Hope revealed one of the secrets of the “Bermuda Triangle” when he
identified a rogue current to the west of the island: “notwithstanding all the precautions that
mariners take to shun this place, yet they very often make it (as they call it) when they do believe
themselves to be at 40 leagues distant from i t . . . . There is a current to the Westward of these
islands which sometimes runs south and sometimes north, irregularly, but so Rapid sometimes that
it is not to be believed how far. Some vessels to my knowledge, have been drawn out of their
latitude in one night’s time after having made the land the night before, By which means it is easy
to be accounted for why so many homeward [Europe] bound vessels do pass so near these islands
without the power to help it.” Sailing vessels had no way of measuring leeway, so a vessel sailing
due east on a course computed to pass forty miles south of Bermuda that ran into a rapid current of
water flowing northward, would actually sail a northeastern course. Many a captain was
completely surprised when Bermuda’s outer breakers suddenly appeared and watched with horror
as his vessel under full sail piled onto the rocks because it could not stop in time when they thought
they were scores of miles away from the island. Local salvaging and wrecking in Turks, Caicos,
and Bahamian waters, contributed perhaps £1,000 - £2,000 annually to the Bermudian economy on
average, although during particularly good years this sum could climb to well over ^OOO.69

®PRO CO 37/11:40. In 1740, Gov. Alured Popple, using instruments “invented by Sir Isaac
Newton and perfected by Mr. Hadley,” computed Bermuda’s longitude to be 65°40\ more than forty miles
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Bermudian Privateering and Shipping Trends

Bermuda’s trade from the 1680s to 1775 developed and adapted to geopolitical changes in
the Atlantic-Caribbean basin as new colonies and markets emerged and European powers shifted
between peace and war. The following narrative of Bermudian history told from an economic,
rather than political, perspective underlines the centrality of trade to the colony and demonstrates
how events within the larger Atlantic system had direct and important consequences on the island’s
prosperity and society. Shipbuilding, adequate provisioning, the profitability of trade,
demographic and emigration trends, and slave unrest were all affected by and attuned to the
international state of hostilities between Great Britain and her European neighbors. The activities
of Bermudian privateers are interwoven within this larger narrative, since it was only during
periods of war that these private, independent warships fitted out and garnered wealth for the
colony.

off the mark, CO 37/13:183. For navigational errors due to the westward current, see the protests of the
Joanna of Denmark in 1759 (CV 12:263, 279) and the French ship Union in 1766 (CV14:35). On the
chronometer and the discovery of longitude, see Dava Sobel. Longitude (New York, 1995). Charles
Berlitz set off a national craze in the United States when he published The Bermuda Triangle (New York,
1976), which temporarily lured a naive and gullible generation into believing that there was a sinister
body of water where ships and planes mysteriously disappeared lurking to the east of the United States.
Subsequent research has revealed many errors and flaws in Berlitz’ book and the rash of other works in
the same vein. Some of the cases actually occurred well outside the “triangle” formed between Bermuda,
Jacksonville (or Cape Hatteras) and the Bahamas. Many of the disappearances have logical explanations
that preclude UFO visitations or mysterious forces of nature, while other cases are simply fictitious.
Nevertheless, there are a few unusual occurrences during the colonial period of note. On 10 May 1736,
the Boston Gazette reported that a sea monster was sighted at Bermuda with “the Upper part of whose
Body was in the Shape and about the Bigness of a Boy of 12 years old, with long Black Hair, the Lower
Part Resembled a Fish.” This classic merman was apparently first seen on shore and chased into the
water. Some Bermudians were reported to have chased him in a whaling boat, with the intention of
harpooning the creature but when they were near, “the human Likeness surpress’d them into compassion
and they had not the Power to do it.” No mention of this incident appears in the colonial records of the
period, nor was it brought to the attention of Gov. Alured Popple, an amateur natural philosopher who
would have been very interested indeed. The publisher of the newspaper perhaps had space to fill and
Bermuda must have seemed an exotic enough location as a setting for this improbable story.
Alternatively, an unknown Bermudian might have been testing the gullibility of the Yankee press.
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When Bermuda first emerged as a shipping power in the 1680s, the colony’s trade was
predominately oriented toward the West Indies, where livestock and island-grown tobacco and
provisions were exchanged for sugar and rum. By 1687, Bermuda was turning into an entrepot in
which grain and lumber imported from North America and re-exported to the Caribbean was
displacing domestic production for export and the pace of shipbuilding had increased sharply.70
Bermuda’s trade continued to grow after the outbreak of King William's War in 1689. Although
the size of England’s shipping fleet leveled off and perhaps even declined during the war,
Bermuda’s small merchant marine at least doubled in size. The colony’s nimble sloops filled the
vacuum created when larger European ships grew fearful of venturing into the pirate- and
privateer-infested waters of the Caribbean and the Atlantic.71 Bermuda’s initial forays into
privateering at this time left much to be desired, however. In 1691, Governor Isaac Richer
commissioned Rhode Islander Thomas Tew to command the Bermuda sloop Amity, but Tew turned
pirate and went on to a highly successful —but entirely illegal —cruise in the Indian Ocean and
Red Sea. Eight other Bermudian privateers received commissions, but their more law-abiding
cruises met with little pecuniary success. The organization of privateer crews differed significantly
from that of merchantmen, since privateersmen received no wages and depended entirely upon their
share of the value of the prizes they captured for their livelihood. Privateering offered the average
mariner the chance to become instantly rich on a successful cruise, but he also risked working for

’“BA, C 397, shipping list, 1687-88 database. The cargo manifests in this register are often
omitted or difficult to decipher thwarting a quantitative analysis of the commodities shipped, but the types
of goods listed clearly indicate re-export
’’Davis, Rise of English Shipping. 22-43. English merchant shipping actually decreased from
340,000 tons in 1686 to 323,000 tons in 1702. Davis characterizes this period as of one of consolidation
after the rapid economic expansion of the seventeenth century. Wars and competition with the French
diminished England's re-export trade to Europe, especially in sugar and tobacco.
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nothing if no captures were made.72
By 1700, the trade of Bermuda’s now-sizeable merchant fleet had shifted from focusing
on the British Sugar Islands and had expanded into new directions. According to Edward
Randolph, only a few sloops still carried "‘fish, onions and cabbages . . . and sometimes Oyle to
Barbados and the Leeward Islands” in 1700. Although many vessels continued to frequent West
Indian ports, captains increasingly called at ports in Britain’s North American colonies as
Bermuda’s salt raking industry developed in the Bahamas, Turks and Caicos Islands, and
Saltortugas. As a sideline to the salt trade, many Bermudians cut braziletto and other dyewoods on
deserted islands and exchanged it, sometimes with cargoes of salt and their sloops, in Curasao and
St. Eustatius for Dutch manufactured goods and pieces of eight. Randolph concluded that despite
the hard usage of a succession of corrupt and extortionate Bermudian governors in the 1690s, the
island’s trade was flourishing and would only grow. Tobacco cultivation had all but ceased, and
money replaced tobacco as the medium of exchange in Bermuda.73

Pirate Thomas Tew’s career is documented in Capt. Charles Johnson (attrib. Daniel Defoe), A
General History of the Robberies and Murders of the Most Notorious Pirates (London, 1724, reprint
1972), 419-39 and Henry Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 63-66. Tew rounded the Cape of Good
Hope and tackled a richly laden Arabian ship manned with 300 soldiers, which he captured despite being
overwhelmingly outnumbered; the treasure amounted to over £3,000 per man. The pirate then joined with
a French pirate named Mission to found the radical republican colony of Libertaria in Madagascar in
which slavery was abolished. Tew eventually returned to Rhode Island with perhaps £100,000 worth of
treasure and sent about £5,000 to the Bermudian owners of the Amity —about ten times the value of the
sloop. Colonel William Outerbridge’s 1/9 share was said to have earned him £550. Owners Richard
Gilbert, John Dickinson, Anthony White purchased land with their windfall, while Samuel Stone built a
fine house and wharf in St. George’s. The fates of the Bermudian crewmen remain a mystery, but most
probably died when Libertaria was overrun in 1695. During King William’s War, Bermuda’s other
privateers included: brigantine Marigold (Leonard White), commissioned 10 May 1694; sloop Resolution
(Richard Gilbert Jr.), 18 May 1695; sloop Success (Richard Wise), 7 July 1696; brigantine Charles
(Benjamin Stowe), 20 Oct 1696; sloop Blessing (Leonard White), 8 June 1697; brigantine Bristow
(Thomas Jenour), 23 July 1697, and sloop Mary (James Brown), 21 Sept. 1699; BA, Book of
Commissions 1:149, 158, 173, 175, 179, 181, 186.
^Randolph to Lords of Trade, November 15, 1700 in Randolph. Letters and Papers 7: 633-36.
Among the abuses, Randolph complained that the King's customs officers were regularly turned out of
office by newly-arrived royal governors, that several Bermudian vessels carrying perishable goods like
cabbages and onions were unnecessarily delayed by Governor Richier, who demanded bribes for their
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In the wake o f King William’s War Bermudian masters first confronted the piracy rampant
in the Caribbean. The Bahamas Islands were a particularly favorite haunt of these maritime
marauders, who used this base to attack Bermudian shipping, salt-raking, and wrecking ventures.
Bermudian Thomas Frith scored a blow for the colony’s merchant fleet in January 1699, when he
captured a freebooter named Hind and watched him hang in New Providence, but pirates took their
share of Bermuda sloops in the months that followed; Daniel Ross’s sloop Joseph and Benjamin
was surprised while at anchor by French pirate named Thoman at Bloody Bay, Tobago, which was
then used to capture several other vessels. Thoman treated Ross and his crew “very barbarously,”
and those sailors who survived returned to Bermuda with tales of horror. In 1700, William Joell
lost his sloop to the Welsh pirate John James, and the notorious Louis Ferdinando captured no
fewer than nine Bermudian vessels —almost one-ninth of the entire fleet. At least two Bermudians,
Nathaniel North and John Bowen, turned pirate and achieved command around the turn of the
century, but their activities were mainly confined to the Indian Ocean and thus they did not cross
swords with their fellow countrymen in Caribbean waters.74
The outbreak of Queen Anne’s War added French privateers to shipping lanes already
infested with pirates, but Bermudians answered by outfitting their own privateers to combat these

release, and the exorbitant fee of ten pieces of eight to register vessels as small as 30 tons, when no other
port charged above two pieces of eight. Randolph's complaints eventually prompted the Board of Trade to
thoroughly revamp the administration of the colony and bring its laws in closer conformity to those of
other British colonies.
7<PRO CO 37/3:29, 195; 9:37; BA BCR 9:ff. 105-6; in March and April 1700, Ferdinando
captured Joseph Dill’s sloop Amity, William Richardson’s sloop Truelove, Samuel Saltus’s sloop Unity, a
brigantine belonging to John Trimingham, Richard Jennings’ sloop Samuel’s Adventure (which he kept
for himself), and a sloop belonging to Thomas Gibbs on the north coast of Cuba near the “Bay of
Hounds.” For Bowen and North, see Johnson, General History of the Pvrates. 452-64, 511-39. Several
masters saw Bermudian James Briggs among Ferdinando’s crew and accused him of taking an active part
in capturing their vessels. Bermudian Richard Gilbert captured a Spanish pirate pettiauger near Rogue’s
Hole, Saltortuga, and claimed it as his prize. An inventory of goods lists a “parcel of Jurkt meat” worth
£0.10.0, perhaps the first case where this type of processing is mentioned, PRO CO 37/6:38.
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predators and prey on French commerce. Between July 1701 and May 1706, Governor Benjamin
Bennett issued letters of marque to no fewer than 15 vessels. The sloop Rose had the most
impressive career, under the command of Lewis Middleton, she took the French privateer Three
Friends and three Spanish coasters with silks, sugar, and slaves near Cuba in November 1709 and
the following year recaptured the Turks Islands for Bermuda after the Spanish had invaded the
island. Middleton’s successor, captain William Richardson, seized a Spanish vessel worth over
£1,200 for illegal trade and captured the French ship Diligence of Martinique in 1710.75
At the close of the war, Spanish guarda : oastas fitted out to combat British merchants
attempting to trade illegally with Spain’s colonies posed a new challenge to Bermudian commerce.
They were empowered to seize any vessel caught carrying Spanish produce, and the rapacious
captains of these vessels stretched their definition of Spanish produce to include Spanish money —
including the pieces of eight that were the general currency of the West Indies. In May 1713,
Bermudian Samuel Sherlock lost his sloop Samuels with allegedly “Spanish” salt raked at Crooked
Island in the Bahamas (territory claimed by the governor of Cuba). Francis Jones lost his sloop
Swan when a garda coasta discovered seven bags of cocoa on board her just off Bonaire. But
these individual losses paled in comparison to the general commercial depression in the Atlantic
that followed the Peace of Utrecht. Bermuda’s governor, Benjamin Bennett, wondered how an
island now dependent on imports for seven-eighths of its food and all of its liquor was going to
survive, since ‘"trade all over the West Indies is at present at a stand.” The Bahamas were still a
75PRO CO 37/7:26, 231. Bennett’s commissions were: 19 July 1701 and 17 July 1703, brigantine
Bristow (Thomas Jenour), 25 Aug. 1701, ship Charles (William Jones), 26 Aug. 1701 and 25 Sept. 1703,
ship Kent (Daniel Hubbard), 28 Jan. 1701/2, brigantine Madeira (Samuel Trott), 26 Feb. 1701/2, sloop
Tyger (Jeremiah Burrows), 2 March 1701/2 and 20 Jan. 1702/3, brigantine Samuel and Susannah (Daniel
Scrogham), 11 March 1701/2, brigantine Loyalty (William Maligan), 28 March 1702, sloop Resolution
(Benjamin Burton), 10 Aug. 1703 and 10 April 1705, ship Charles (Richard Jennings), 27 Oct 1703, ship
Amity (Charles Barrett), 26 May 1704, sloop Lark (John Trimingham), 10 June 1704, ship Samuel and
William (William Ball), 29 Dec. 1704, ship Elizabeth (Francis Jones), 18 Dec. 1705, sloop Dolphin (John
Evans), and 30 May 1706, sloop Blossom (Samuel Stone).
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haven for pirates who harried Bermudian trade and by 1717, Bennett estimated that there were “at
least 1,000 [pirates] distributed in ships, brigantines, and sloops,” and lamented that “their
numbers will increase, for when they take a vessell, some of the sailors generally turn to them.” To
combat the rising tide of piracy, George I offered to pardon all pirates willing to abandon their
profligate ways and surrender to the Crown. Bennett impressed Captain Henry Jennings and many
other pirates when he dispatched his only son to the Bahamas to announce the pardon. At least
300 came to Bermuda to submit, but many more remained at large.76
The infestation of the Bahamas dealt a particularly damaging blow to Bermuda’s trade
because the colony’s masters habitually sailed first to the Turks Islands for salt, “which many of
the pirates know well and consequently,” wrote Bennett, “when they* want a sloop or provisions,
[they] can tell where to meet a Bermudian.” Pirate Charles Vane, who refused the King’s pardon
when offered in New Providence, harbored a particular grudge against Bermudians. In Bahamian
waters, his sloop Ranger captured vessels commanded by Bermudians John Tibbv, Edward North,
Daniel Styles, James Basden, John Peniston, Joseph Vesey, and William Hall. In each case, Vane
beat the crews and took all slave sailors because Bennett had arrested Thomas Browne, one of
Vane’s friends, in Bermuda. Vane threatened to “give no Quarter to Bermudians” if Browne was
hanged, but in the summer of 1718 he shifted his operations to northern waters off the coast of
South Carolina and met with no more Bermudians.77

7sPRO CO 37/9: 55, 114, 119, 211-12, 215; Henry Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 73.
On the role of Spanish guarda coastas and Hispano-British smuggling, see J. H. Parry, Philip Sherlock
and Anthony Maingot, A Short History of the West Indies. 4th ed. (New York, 1987), 86-92.
^R O CO 37/10:12, 15, 19, 23-24, 29, 35-37,43. 47; 11:37. A black pirate cut away the mast
and bowsprit of John Tibby’s sloop Diamond and burned them. After capturing Edward North’s William
and Martha, Vane beat the entire crew and one unfortunate sailor had his hands and feet tied around the
bowsprit and a loaded pistol with slow match shoved into his mouth to make him confess where the
sloop’s money was hidden. One of John Tibby’s men was hanged by the neck until near-dead and then
had his collarbones cut with a cutlass. Despite their depredations, Bermudians were reluctant to try and
execute pirates who were captured on the island; In 1724, Gov. John Hope wrote that “I’m sony to say it,
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War against Spain in 1719 prompted at least two large Bermuda sloops to outfit as
privateers. The eight-gun Hopewell (James Seymour) and the ten-gun Devonshire (William Joell)
sailed in consort off the Spanish Main and took five prizes, but during the cruise, the Devonshire
tackled a much larger Spanish frigate that knocked away her boom and mortally wounded her
commander (figure 6-9). Francis Landy replaced the fallen Joell as commander of the Devonshire,
added four more cannon, and on May 11, 1720 took on two larger Spanish privateers off Cape
Rose, Hispaniola. Landy boarded the larger vessel three times during the six-hour battle before he
succeeded in taking her, and the other Spanish captain ran his vessel aground and burned her to
avoid capture. Hostilities ceased in 1721, but Spanish garda coastas continued to plague the West
Indies, creating “a miserable situation” resembling a state of undeclared war. Such “Spanish
barbarities committed on the subjects of Great Britain, France and Holland” considerably
hampered Bermudian trade in the West Indies and created a climate of fear and distrust. In a letter
to the Board of Trade, Governor John Hope drew a direct connection between the Spanish revenue
patrollers and piracy when he observed that “the Clandestine trade [with Spain’s colonies] is so
prodigiously advantageous that [mariners] will venture estate, body and soul, so that vast numbers
are taken and inhumanly treated” by the Spanish when caught in the act, who regularly seized their
vessels and marooned men on deserted islands. “Revenge very soon enters an injured mind and
makes a violent progress in such as have been educated at sea,” admitted Hope, who recognized

but these people do not look upon those monsters with that Abhorrence which they ought to do, and I find
that when [Bermudians] do fall into those villain’s hands, our treatment is not so rough as that which
other people meet with.” Hope suspected that some Bermudian masters traded provisions for plunder with
pirates in the Bahamas and noted that the islanders had refused to testify in two pirate trials the previous
year. On the B aham as as a nest for pirates in the 1710s and 1720s, see Michael Craton and Gail
Saunders, Islanders in the Stream. 104-20, and David Cordingly, Under The Black Flag: the Romance
and the Reality of Life Among the Pirates (London, 1995), 150-57, 225, 246. Bermudian records do not
indicate Browne’s fate. Charles Vane’s career is covered in Johnson, General History of the Pvrates. 13547. He was eventually betrayed by another buccaneer, captured, tried and hanged in Spanish Town,
Jamaica, in March 1721 and his body was displayed at nearby Gun Cay as a grisly deterrent to would-be
pirates.
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Figure 6-9. Painting o f the Bermuda prnatcer sloop Devonshire about to engage a much
larger Spanish frigate o ff Curasao in 171 <•> William Jocll, her commander, w as mortally
wounded during the battle (Source: Wilkmson. Bermuda in the Old Empire, plate iv).
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that “there is no nation or law [that] can protect these poore abandon’d wretches in making
reprisals, so it is no great wonder that. . . to save their lives from starving, they are obliged to rob
the first they meet. This, my lords, is the reason and source of Pyracy.”78 Between 1727 and
1729, garda coastas arbitrarily seized thirteen Bermudian vessels and cargoes worth over £9,000
on the high seas and slaves worth £400 were captured ashore at Turks Island, during a time of
peace when the Bermudians could not retaliate by sending their own privateers to answer in kind.
To add insult to injury, the Spanish converted the Bermuda sloops they captured as new guarda
coastas against the island that built them. Governor John Pitt protested this “oppression so
destructive to the small trade” of Bermuda and railed against the rapacious Spanish rovers who
“have taken and illegally detained our vessels and goods” without cause. As a result of these
depredations and their effecting a general depression in West Indies trade, the size of the Bermuda
fleet shrunk from 65 vessels in 1729 to 56 vessels two years later, in the same two-year period, at
least 1,173 Bermudians migrated to North and South Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and New
Providence to seek a safer and more secure livelihood. Food shortages and out-migration also
caused tension within the slave community and contributed to a conspiracy to revolt late in 1731.

^ R O CO 37/10: 86-92, 95-108, 110-114, 173, 183. 197; 11:144-45. The vessels captured were
the sloop Philippo Ouinto of Curasao carrying hides, cacao, and arms, the sloop Friendship of New York
(then a Spanish prize), a leaking packet boat with contraband goods near Curasao that was plundered and
allowed to sink, the sloop Catherine, also of Curacao with contraband, and the sloop Louisa of
Martinique. Landy lost 4 men killed and 19 wounded out of his crew of 75; the Spaniards lost 25 dead
and 6 wounded out of a crew of 85. Ironically, the valiant Captain Landy was murdered in St. George’s a
year and a h a lf later by John Lewis, the son-in-law of councillor Samuel Smith, who was executed for the
crime.
A 1730 case in Bermuda's Vice Admiralty Court perfectly illustrated Hope’s scenario.
Bermudians Timothy Tynes and Craddock Chellito were captured by a Spanish garda coasta and taken
into Puerto Rico, where they took employment with Don Joseph Traheau, a Frenchman who was a subject
of Spain. Traheau had the men crew his small two-masted Bermuda-built sailboat to Havana, but en
route, the Bermudians threw him overboard near Point De La Plato and escaped to the Turks Islands,
where they met with a Bermuda sloop that took them home. After their return, the story of their escape
came to Gov. John Pitt’s attention, and the two men were tried for murder, piracy, and robbery. Dining
the trial, Chellito turned state’s evidence and was pardoned, but Tynes was executed; CO 37/12:65-70.
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In short, prevailing economic trends had a pervasive impact over Bermudian society and its
perceived future prospects.79
Although thirty years of internecine warfare on the high seas may have put severe strains
on colonists, it produced further refinements in the design of the Bermuda sloop. Pirates,
privateers, and guarda coastas were agents of natural selection that helped weed poorly-shaped
hull designs out of the colonial merchant fleet and the shipbuilders’ repertoire. In this evolutionary
model of marine architecture, the island’s builders replicated hull designs of vessels that escaped
capture while the drafts of those that were taken were consigned to the dustbin. In 1730, for
instance, Daniel Jennings was almost taken by a small pirate sloop manned entirely by mulattoes
and blacks near Grand Caicos Island. After a six-hour chase, in which the apparently Spanish
pirates "‘fired several volleys of small shott” and threatened not to give quarter unless he
surrendered, Jennings succeeded in eluding his pursuers and arrived safely at Port Royal, Jamaica - thanks largely to the speed and maneuverability of his sloop Nymphet. After such a performance,
builders would duplicate the lines of this proven vessel in future hulls. Although even the fastest
and best-designed sloop could be captured while careening, surprised at anchor in harbor, taken by
rowboat in becalmed weather, or lost through bad luck and poor navigation, the dangers of trading
in the Caribbean pushed Bermudian shipwrights to build superior sloops to survive in hostile
waters and keep the colony’s commerce alive.80

79BL Add. Mss. 32,769:£f. 228-32; PRO CO 37/12:53, 59, 92, 130. The vessels captured were:
Britannia (Benjamin Wright), £600, Beggar's Benison (Joseph West), £300, Spy (George Wells), £2,000,
Happy (William Richardson), £1,000, Bonny Jean (Charles Strachan), £300, Samuel (Richard Joell),
£800, Three Brothers (Thomas Lea), £800, Warwick (John Vesey), £800, Little Mary (Daniel Jennings),
£400, Blessing (John Tucker), £200, Content (William Keele), £500, Double Tom (Richard Gilbert),
£800, and Charlotte (Wyatt), £600. In 1731, Gov. John Pitt stated that Bermuda had lost 17 vessels to the
Spanish in the previous six years. The link between the size of Bermuda’s population and the prosperity
of the Atlantic trade is further developed in chapter 7.
“BL Add. Mss. 32,769:f.244. Jennings had recently lost the Little Mary to a Spanish garda
coasta before his encounter with the pirates.
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Bermuda’s fortunes revived in the early 1730s, as indicated by the rise in the value of
British imports from £6,000 ST in 1731 to £10,000 ST three years later. The size of the fleet
rebounded to 90 vessels, and the flow of emigrants off the island stopped. The merchant fleet
enjoyed moderate success and the colony’s whaling industry produced a modest supplementary
revenue. The recovering economy received a sharp blow when the Bahamas assembly passed an
act in 1738 that claimed jurisdiction over the Turks Islands and prohibited salvaging wrecks,
cutting wood, raking salt, and fishing for turtles without a license, upon penalty of a £100 fine and
forfeiture of ship and cargo. Bermudian John Steed was the first to have his vessel seized when he
was caught with a cargo of planking that he purchased from a Bahamian. After the Bahamian
court condemned the vessel, "the poor man [was] ruined and oblig’d to go to sea, a common sailor,
to support himself and family.” In protesting the act to the Board of Trade, Bermudian Governor
Alured Popple stressed that salt raking was the "groundwork of our trade to America” and pointed
out that the Turks and Caicos Islands were outside the original charter to the Bahamas.
Bermudians were even willing to obtain licenses if their cost was fixed instead of "dependent upon
the [Bahamian] governor’s pleasure.” The conflict pitted colony against colony, Bermudians
against ex-Bermudian emigrants, and Popple warned that the tense situation could erupt into
violence: “as the Bermudians are a good deal exposed to the Spaniards when they are raking salt at
the Turks Islands, they go very well mann’d and arm’d and often .. . equip, arm and man one of
their sloops of about 100 tons for the protection of the others. Should therefore any Bahamian
sloop, under pretense of a license from the governor pretend to search or seize any Bermudian, he
would meet with a warm reception.” The situation was defused after the Board of Trade
disallowed the Bahamas act, but jurisdiction over the Turks was left unresolved. In the middle of
this conflict, Spanish garda coastas captured two more Bermuda sloops belonging to George
Burch and Daniel Durham while they were turtling off Puerto Rico, just weeks before the infamous
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search and seizure that set off the War of Jenkins’ Ear.®1
After war was officially declared in 1739, Bermudians once again converted a number of
their larger sloops into privateers to prey on foreign vessels and protect their own unarmed carriers.
Governor Popple commissioned several privateers that included the eight-gun sloop Popple
(Samuel SpofForth), which captured a Spanish vessel carrying 8,000 pieces of eight off Curacao,
Thomas Outerbridge’s six-gun sloop Anne, James Dickinson’s 14-gun sloop, also Anne, and the
sloops Sea Nymph and Neptune, commanded by brothers Robert and Seth Harvey. By June 1740,
Bermuda had outfitted no fewer than eight privateers —more than twice as many as had been sent
out by any of the North American colonies. While Bermuda’s privateers were away, two strange
sails haunted Bermuda’s west end throughout October 1739 and threatened the small fleet of
fishing boats that worked the reefs and the two rich fishing banks to the southwest of the island.
One of the sloops was caught and boarded but her French master claimed to be a merchantman
caught among Bermuda’s shoals; Popple suspected that she was really a privateer hoping to
capture a fishing boat manned by Bermuda slave fishermen and force their prisoners to pilot them
to shore. Bermudians who manned privateers belonging to Bermuda and other British colonies
welcomed the chance to revenge the abuses they had earlier suffered at the hands of the Spanish.
As commander of the Rhode Island privateer Virgin Queen, Bermudian captain Charles Hall
sacked the town of Puerto Plata, Hispaniola, during which he killed five Spaniards, destroyed the
town’s battery, and captured a schooner moored in the bay. By 1740, however, the Spanish had
captured several sloops and the four Bermudian privateers then in commission, which drained the
colony of men to such a degree that Governor Popple feared that in case of an invasion “we cannot

®'PRO CO 37/14:87-88. The territorial debate over the Turks and Caicos Island wasn’t resolved
until 1804; see Neil Kennedy, By Wrangling and Jangling a Country Prospers’: Bermuda’s Claims to
the Turks Islands, c. 1678-1804,” Working Paper, International Seminar on the History of the Atlantic
World, 1500-1800, Harvard University, August 1997.
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man our Forts nor even make [a] little shew.” The island’s small permanent garrison, the
Independent Company of Foot, had arrived with Governor Bennett in 1701 and by then were old
men with insufficient arms. The island suffered further from near-famine conditions during the
war because Bermudian masters almost exclusively shuttled freight back and forth between the
West Indies and North America, and thus did not call into Bermuda with cargoes of grains and
other foodstuffs; in response the assembly enacted an embargo on exporting livestock and other
food for four months at the height of the crisis.®2
Bermuda’s trade with North America and the West Indies returned to its normal
interlocking shuttle and triangle patterns after the declaration o f peace in 1742. Concerns over
smuggling prompted Governor Popple to enforce an oft-ignored clause in his commission to require
all vessels to load and unload only at St. George’s, which aroused the ire of the many shipowners
in the western parishes who were accustomed to shifting cargoes at storehouses near their homes.
The requirement was discontinued after Governor Alured Popple’s death in 1743, but was
reinstated by his brother, William, who replaced him as governor in 1747. Throughout the 1740s
and 1750s, plans to establish alternative ports to St. George’s at Crow Lane and Ely’s Harbour

“ PRO CO 37/13:133, 145-49, 181; 14:9, 33, 51, 72; Howard Chapin, Bermuda Privateers. 17391748 (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1923) provides a much more detailed account of Bermudian privateering
during the mid-18th century. He noted that William Wilkinson was commissioned as captain of the SL
Kitts privateer sloop Mary in June 1742; in consort with a Rhode Island vessel, he took six prizes in the
Lesser Antilles, but two of them were illegally seized by Royal Navy vessels. Bermudian Captain John
Vickers commanded the Rhode Island privateer Revenge in 1744; Chapin, 3-7. Deposition of Thomas
Newton, quartermaster of the Virgin Queen. Newton and Gov. Popple condemned Hall’s action and
protested that his commission did not authorize him to make land attacks. Treasure from the raid
amounted to £15 BDA per man. During the short war. Captain Florentius Spofforth took a Spanish
schooner off Curasao, but returned the vessel to its master when he discovered that she leaked badly but
took the cargo of specie; he later “behaved well” in the Mediterranean, where he was presumably cruising
for prizes. The colony’s public finances suffered greatly during the conflict Most of the government’s
revenues came from port and liquor import duties, because they produced no commodity worthy of
taxation; because few Bermudian freighters called into the colony during the war, there were no imports to
tax and the public coffers emptied. Conflicts between Popple and the assembly led to the dissolution of
the latter in 1740 without drafting any new revenue acts.
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were hotly debated within the island’s assembly, but nothing came of them and St. George’s
remained the colony’s sole port until after the American Revolution. The most noteworthy event of
these decades was the Hurricane of August 1743, which knocked down many cedar trees,
destroyed houses, sank several sloops and fishing boats, and prompted a long and expensive period
o f rebuilding.83
Two years later, the European War of Austrian Succession spilled over into the colonies,
and Bermudian privateers again took to the sea and the merchant fleet shifted back to a shuttle
freight trade between North America and the Caribbean. James Canton’s schooner Recovery and
William Wilkinson’s Diana were particularly successful privateers during this war. The capture
of a Dutch Cura^aoan vessel carrying Spanish contraband goods in 1747 put Bermudian privateers
and smugglers at odds with each other, for the Dutch governor of that major Bermudians
smuggling center threatened reprisals against the island’s shipping if the vessel was condemned.
Commercial concerns prompted both Vice Admiralty Court justices to decline to hear the case
(they were merchants involved in the smuggling), which was decided by Governor William Popple.
Steering a course between the two contending factions, he condemned the contraband cargo
(cutlasses and small arms) but acquitted the vessel. The irate crews of two privateers, mostly

“PRO CO 37/14:125-26, 129, 132, 148. 150; 15:56-57, 102-9, 126-29, 156, 211; 16:25, 30-35,
38-43, 61. The loading/unloading clause, article #71 of the governor’s commission, caused both Popples
much trouble with the assembly. In 1747, for instance, the assembly refused to vote a salary for William
Popple until he discontinued the policy and then adjourned themselves in an unparliamentary fashion
when he refused. Popple himself thought the requirement “prejudicial, dangerous and expensive to the
trade and navigation” of Bermuda and pieaded with the Board of Trade to retract it, but recognized its use
as “a rod in a governor’s hand” that might “reduce [Bermudians] to obedience to the King’s Instructions.”
The Board of Trade finally revoked it in Oct. 1748, much to the colony’s relief. Popple favored the
creation of new ports, but was resisted by his council, many of whom were St. Georgians. The town
debate flared up again in 1757-59, and the assembly was so evenly split that both factions refused to
attend the house, for fear their side would lose the vote. In 1764, the four St. George’s members of the
governor’s council narrowly defeated the assembly’s A ct.. .to lay out land by Crow Lanefor building
warehouses and a town. A similar act would later succeed in 1791 and created the Town of Hamilton,
Bermuda’s present capital; CO 37/18:153, 174-5; 19:5, 191-99.
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“lawless, profligate and abandoned men” recruited in North America, were stirred up by several
leading members of the Bermuda assembly, and only the timely muster of the St. George’s militia
prevented a riot. The trade of the colony suffered greatly until Governor Popple instituted a novel
means of protecting Bermudian vessels from capture by privateers: he turned as many as he could
into flags of truce by putting a single French or Spanish prisoner aboard each. Popple wrote that
“every merchant here was glad to gett a prisoner in order for a protection to his vessel,” and the
goal of Bermudian privateers expanded from merely capturing cargoes to acquiring prisoners to
cover the traffic of their merchant fleet. Wartime again sharply contracted the supply of food in
Bermuda, but the scarcity was felt even more sharply in the West Indies. The island’s modest
exports of poultry and vegetables became highly profitable, as was shipping grains and meat from
North America to the Caribbean. As famine increasingly threatened Bermuda, many greedy
merchants ignored their own colony’s needs to cash in on the lucrative provisions trade with the
West Indies. Disaster was only narrowly averted by the declaration of peace late in 1748.®4
Peace in the early 1750s prompted a return to speculative ventures and salt raking, but
Bermudian vessels did not go unmolested in Caribbean waters despite the cessation of hostilities.
In June 1751, a Spanish garda coasta seized Benjamin Appleton’s sloop Jolly Betty and Andrew
Tucker’s brigantine Sea Nymph off Grand Key, Turks Island. After stripping the vessels of
provisions and running rigging and beating several crew members, the captain of the Spanish
vessel demanded 500 pieces of eight or he threatened "that instant [to] come ashore with all his

“PRO CO 37/15:79, 94, 222, 246-48, 250-56; 16:8. The Dutch ship was theAfietje Lietfe of
Curasao. The rebellious assemblymen were Henry and John Tucker, west end shipowners who resented
the requirement to load in the capital, and St. George’s merchant Robert Browne who was part-owner of
one of the privateers. For a list of the flags of truce issued by Popple between Aug. 1747 and June 1748,
see CO 37/16:19-23. In Oct. 1748, Popple wrote that turkeys that cost 3s.8d.-4s. in Bermuda sold for a
half pistole in the Leewards, and that a dozen ducks worth 9s. sold for £4 there. In Bermuda, com and
flour were in short supply and livestock had all but vanished except breeding stock. The price of flour
climbed to 20-2 Is. per cwt [hundredweight, actually 112 lbs.].
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crew and put every man on the Key to death.” Tucker and Appleton paid. The following year, the
Spanish took four more Bermuda sloops that were salvaging wrecks in Bahamian waters and gave
out that they “intend[ed] to make the area their cruizing ground in the future.” The next setback
came at the hands of the French, who sent a fleet in May 1753 from St. Domingue to take
possession of the Turks Islands "‘with the intention to settle” their own colonists there. Bermuda’s
acting governor, President Francis Jones, complained to the Board of Trade of this French attempt
to “deprive us of the Liberty of raking salt and going in quest of wrecks [and],. . annoy our trade
to and from the island of Jamaica. This affair seems of the greatest consequence to H.M. Subjects
in America [but particularly for Bermudians] and must require speedy redress.” British protests
succeeded in forcing the French to leave the salt islands, but the masters who had lost their vessels
and the rakers who had been imprisoned and deprived of the profits of a season received no
compensation.85
During the Seven Years’ War, Bermudians shifted back to privateering and freight.
French cruisers took an unusually high number of Bermudian merchantmen and the colony once
again suffered from a lack o f provisions. Two French privateers hovered just off the coast of
Bermuda for several weeks in 1761, preventing the island’s fishing fleet from venturing out onto
the reefs and further diminishing the colony’s supply of food. The government outfitted a privateer
at their own expense to drive the Frenchmen off, but after a month of fruitless cruising the
Bermudian patrol sloop was decommissioned and the French warships returned. The French took
“PRO CO 37/17:185-86; 18:9, 19-20, 22-24. The French invasion began on 10 May 1752 with
the arrival of a small French sloop with 40 men, which landed 12 men at the Grand Key who took
possession of the island for the King of France. A similar ceremony was enacted later that day on Salt
Key, Sand Key, and Grand Caicos Island. Four days later, a French man-of-war of 74 guns with 365 men
arrived and begun to build two lighthouses “for the advantageous navigation of French vessels.” The
French force captured two Bermudians and a Bahamian sloop that arrived and sent the men to Sl
Domingue; there the French governor released them but warned the men never to return to the Turks and
Caicos Islands. Depositions of Nathaniel Astwood, John Conyers, Benjamin Cooper and Benjamin
Hayward.
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Captain Henry Tucker’s sloop inbound from England, carrying goods worth over £7,000, “by
which capture here almost every Person has suffered” and all correspondence lost. Governor
Popple once again banned the exportation of livestock and food off the island to maintain a
sufficient food supply. As Bermuda suffered for food, the colony’s merchant fleets freighted
provisions between North America and the West Indies in such volume that one Bermudian
claimed that there were “at least 100 sail of vessels now employed in carrying the produce of North
America to the Southern colonies [Caribbean] and if it was not for our vessels, I assure you the
inhabitants of the West Indies would be many times on the eve of starving from the interruption
that is given to the trade by the enemies’ privateers.” But while Bermudian merchants and captains
were helping to save the West Indies and line their own pockets, their neglect of their own island
almost led to a violent uprising. As in 1730, the distress of the food shortage, coupled with a
smallpox epidemic, the threat of French invasion, and the fact that most Bermudian men were
abroad in the carrying trade sowed the seeds of dissent among black Bermudians and led to the
planning of a slave revolt which was nipped in the bud in August 1761. The link between famine
and slave unrest became clear in the eyes of the colonial elite, and although the plot was swiftly put
down more attention was paid to supplying Bermuda thereafter.86
The return of peace brought a shift back to salt raking and another French invasion,
exactly a decade after the 1753 raid. In May 1763, Samuel Stiles was loading a cargo of salt for

“PRO CO 37/18:198; 19:46-48,60; Thomas Parsons, 1762; Bodleian Mss. D.D. Dashwood
(Bucks), Bundle B7/l/5a: 19-20. Two French privateers from Martinique haunted the island in 1761, and
the following year were replaced by five from Hispaniola. On the 1761 slave conspiracy, see chapter 8
and Virginia Bernhard, “Bids for Freedom: Slave Resistance and Rebellion Plots in Bermuda, 16561761,” Slavery and Abolition 17:198-203. Gov. George Bruere linked famine and slave revolt even in
time of peace when in 1770 he wrote that “it is to be feared that the inhabitants will at one time or other
be famished or the negroes drove to rebellion for want, as we buy only from hand to mouth and most of
the com we buy is brought to us by the northward and other country vessels” and thus sold at dear rates.
Bruere asked for a company of British regulars to be deployed to the island to deter slave uprisings, CO
37/20:165.
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an Annapolis merchant who had hired him when a French 64-gun warship arrived at Salt Key,
Turks Island, with a snow, xebec, and sloop in tow. After taking Stiles’s sloop, the Frenchmen
landed, torched the huts of the resident salt rakers, and took forty of them prisoner. The armada
then went to Grand Key where they landed seventy uniformed soldiers who marched across the
island, destroying the salt rakers’ huts and taking 130 prisoners while the warships captured
another five Bermuda sloops. After expelling the Bermudians, the French began to build a
lighthouse and fort on Grand Key, prompting a strong diplomatic protest from London. Foreign
Minister George Grenville issued an ultimatum demanding the French withdraw within nine days
or he would sent the entire British fleet at Spithead to recapture the island. Faced with another
full-scale war, the French backed down and abandoned their claim, and Grenville even obtained
£3,710.17.0 ST (£5,566.5.6 BDA) compensation for the salt rakers who had lost their huts and the
captains who had lost sloops. They had collectively lost perhaps another £10,000 in revenue from
missing a whole salt season, but the money was welcome nonetheless. That Great Britain was
willing to go to war for the Turks testifies to the importance placed on the salt trade to British
North America, and France’s withdrawal signaled a tacit admission on their part that the Turks
and Caicos Islands were British possessions. The loss of a salt season, however, seriously
disrupted Bermuda’s speculative trade, since without salt to sell in the Chesapeake and the Middle
colonies, Bermudian masters had to purchase food for the colony on credit or with specie, hurting
the island’s balance of trade and draining hard-earned profits from the Seven Years’ War.87
The next attack on the salt raking industry came from the Bahamas and the Royal Navy.

^R O CO 37/19:241-48; 20:5 (depositions of Samuel Stiles, Henry Frith, Nathaniel Darrell, and
Samuel Tatem); Eric Williams, From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean. 1492-1969 (New
York, 1970), 90. The following year, Spanish garda coastas took three of John Jennings’ sloops taking
salt from Tortuga. Admiral Tyrrell of the West India fleet sent the HMS Beaver to the port ofLaquira
which succeeded in freeing the Bermudian prisoners and releasing the vessels, but the Spanish refused to
make reparations acceptable to Jennings, CO 37/19:349; 20:8, 39-53.
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In 1768, the governor of the Bahamas sent Andrew Symmer to the Turks Islands as his agent and
impose residency requirements and duties on exported salt. Symmer’s policies turned out to
improve the cumulative output of the islands and make the Turks a more settled place, but they
were attended with losses and tension in the short run and rankled many Bermudians long
accustomed to complete autonomy over the raking industry. The same year, a Captain Gregory,
commander of the HMS Scarborough arbitrarily and illegally seized several Bermuda sloops
raking salt at Tortuga and commandeered their salt. The losses sustained in time of peace at the
Turks and Tortuga were slightly recouped, however, through the expansion of trade with the Ceded
Islands (Grenada, Dominica, Tobago, and St. Vincent) and Florida, which Britain had retained at
the end of the Seven Years’ War. Bermudians joined the flow of British and Scottish settlers to the
new territories, and Bermudian merchants helped supply the new colonists with provisions, tools,
and timber as they established plantations. Some Bermudians also emigrated to the new British
colonies to seek their fortunes and establish a commercial beachhead for the island’s trade there.88

“CO 23/17:1-53; 37/20:90, 103, 141. In Aug. 1769, the Board ofTrade affirmed Bermuda's
right to rake salt undisturbed in the Turks and Tortugas Islands, but kept Symmer in place as agent
answering directly to that body. The Bermudians raking salt in Tortola probably relocated there after
Bahamian interference in the Turks. Gregory apparently went unpunished for his highly illegal seizure.
David Hancock, Citizens of the World. 26-29 reviews how the acquisition of the ceded islands and their
subsequent development boosted the British imperial economy in the late 1760s and early 1770s. Douglas
Hamilton, “Patterns of Scottish Political Patronage in the British West Indies, c. 1763-c. 1800” (Working
Paper presented at the 1997 Atlantic History Seminar, Harvard University) explores how Scottish
emigrants quickly established themselves financially and politically in the Ceded Islands by drawing upon
patronage networks radiating out of London. Members of the Forbes, Paynter, Wilkinson, and Young
families relocated int eh Ceded Islands in the 1760s and 1770s. The Gilbert family (John and Ephraim)
was chiefly responsible for the push to settle in Florida and secured a grant for 40,000 acres and had
surveyor William De Brahm design a street plat for the town of New Bermuda. A group of Bermudian
emigrants arrived in 1766 but apparently stopped short of East Florida on their journey south from
Savannah and settled in the town of Sunbury, Bernard Bailyn, Vovaeers to the West: A Passage in the
Peopling of America on the Eve of the Revolution (New York. 1983), 462. The typescript of a manuscript
census of East Florida in 1774 in the Library of Congress might reveal the identities of Bermudians who
did make it to the new territory, but the author has not had the opportunity to study this document to date.
Thomas Forbes was still living in East Florida in 1782, when he advertised in the Charleston Roval
Gazette that a sailmaker slave of his had run away (quoted in Lathan Windley, Runaway Slave
Advertisements. South Carolina 3: 575.
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On the eve of the American Revolution, Bermuda's trade had become standardized in its
cyclical shifts between carrying freight, speculative commerce, and salt raking during peacetime
and privateering and freighting during times of war. The volume of shipbuilding ebbed and flowed
with the state of markets abroad and the size of the colony’s merchant fleet, but remained the most
important and steadily productive sector of the economy. In 1774, the colony’s merchant fleet of
around 90 vessels ranged from 20 to 200 tons in size and spent much of its time freighting salt
from the Turks and Caicos Islands, hauling grains, salt meats, timber and shipbuilding supplies
from North American ports, loading rum and sugar in the British West Indies, and selling sloops
and smuggling textiles, foreign-produced sugar and brandy, and European manufactured goods
from the Dutch islands. The fleet was manned by around 200 white masters and mates, perhaps
250 white mariners and nearly 500 slave sailors, reflecting a considerable change from the racial
composition of the fleet’s personnel in the early 1700s. In the 1770s, the shipyards of the island
launched around 45 vessels a year, but these were much larger than the twenty-ton sloops built
early in the century. Between 500 and 1,000 Bermudians, mostly men, spent at least three-quarters
of the year raking salt in the Turks, which had grown into a considerable source of revenue for the
colony and a vital component of Bermuda’s commercial exchange system. The various elements of
the colony’s trans-Atlantic trade had all appeared by 1700, but it took time for Bermudians to knit
them into a flexible and stable mercantile strategy. By 1774, their time-tested system had become
rooted and formalized among the island’s elite.
But while Bermuda’s successful trade network became increasingly refined and habitual,
the rest of the Atlantic world was in flux and grew at a significant rate, altering Bermuda’s place
within the colonial trade. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, Bermuda’s merchant fleet
was surpassed in size only by that of the New England colonies. Shipbuilding was marginal in the
Chesapeake, Carolinas, and West Indies and the small fleets based in those colonies catered mostly
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to internal and local trade. As regional economies expanded, Bermudians profited by connecting
markets and carrying goods for colonial merchants who had little choice in carriers or other outlets
for their goods. By the 1770s, however, shipbuilding in the colonies from New Hampshire to
Georgia had grown considerably. In 1771, these colonies launched 128 square-rigged vessels and
291 sloops and schooners totaling 24,068 tons —a sum five times the size of Bermuda’s merchant
fleet and over ten times the output of Bermuda’s shipyards. Virginia’s merchant fleet, for instance,
had risen from eight brigantines and two sloops in 1708 to 102 vessels totaling 6,168 tons by 1762.
More significantly, as colonial economies expanded and the volume of their exports grew, shipping
strategies favored larger square-rigged vessels with smaller crews that could carry goods cheaper
than small sloops —despite the cost-effective use of slave labor. By the eve of the American
Revolution, merchants in most of the larger American ports had their own vessels and had less
recourse to hire Bermudians to freight their goods, and when pursuing their own speculative
ventures they came into direct competition with Bermudian masters. In short, by 1774 Atlantic
shipping lanes had become far more crowded than they had been previously and a greater number
of colonial carriers competed for the trade of the Atlantic.
Bermudians had responded to these challenges by increasing the output of their
shipbuilding industry, the size of the vessels they launched and the size of their merchant fleet,
despite the island’s small area and limited resources, and although the colony’s trade still
prospered, it had declined sharply relative to the meteoric growth of its neighbors. The maritime
revolution that swept through Bermuda in the 1680s —the shift from a sole focus on cultivation to
a diversified, commercial economy in which shipping and shipbuilding had played a major role —
had apparently spread to the mainland. Bermuda continued to thrive, but was increasingly losing
the contest for commerce with her larger, more populous, and more materially rich cousins to the
west. The Bermuda sloop retained its fame for its durability, speed, and sailing properties and thus
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still found ready buyers abroad, but the island’s merchant fleet found it increasingly difficult to
compete with the many, larger vessels built to the west and, in some cases, with West Indian
merchants who had purchased Bermuda sloops themselves. Special niches like salt raking and
smuggling gave Bermudian traders business avenues that North American entrepreneurs had not
developed, however, and helped keep the island’s economy resilient and strong. Poised on the
brink of war, the Bermudian maritime economy was vital, however, and fully integrated within an
Atlantic colonial trade system. The island made much of its money from the West Indian trade, but
was largely dependent on North America for food and freight. The War for American
Independence would shatter the island’s habitual trade pattern, bring the vulnerable colony to the
brink of famine but also hold out the chance for unprecedented profits, and in the wake of the war,
force Bermuda to reorient itself within a considerably altered Atlantic World, the subject of chapter
9 89

An Assessment of Bermuda’s Maritime Economy

Chapter 5 began by contrasting the seemingly abysmal state of Bermuda’s balance of trade
with Great Britain with the personal wealth o f Walter Mitchell, a leading St. George’s merchant
and posed the question: how did Bermuda make its money? The analyses of the shipbuilding
industry, the colony’s trade, and its other maritime activities that followed revealed Bermuda’s
significant sources of income and hinted at the values of these revenues. No governor, colonial

®John Holroyd, First earl of Sheffield, Observations on Commerce to the American States. 6th
ed. (London, 1784), 96, quoted in Jacob Price, “A Note on the Value of Colonial Exports of Shipping,”
Journal of Economic History 36:704-24; Arthur Middleton, Tobacco Coast 263-64, 279. Price estimates
that on the eve of the American Revolution, the American colonies built perhaps 40,000 tons of shipping
annually, of which it sold at least 18,600 tons worth £140,000 ST to Great Britain, 722.
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official, or Bermudian merchant ever explicitly addressed the various components of the island’s
maritime economy, so we have no contemporary synthesis of Bermuda’s place in the trans-Atlantic
commercial network. We do, however, have scattered references for the earnings of some branches
of maritime activities for the 1770s - 1790s that may be usefully compared, despite considerable
changes in the island’s commerce for this period. The whale oil, onions, cabbages, ducks, turkeys,
and other goods exported chiefly to the West Indies were consistently estimated throughout the
eighteenth century at around £5,000 ST after domestic needs had been met. The 48 sloops and
schooners launched in 1771 were worth around £22,000 ST, perhaps two-thirds of which were
exchanged for Dutch goods and French sugar, molasses and rum that earned even greater, but
inestimable, profits for their sellers. In 1788, the island’s fleet of 137 vessels carried £300,000 ST
worth of goods and earned a profit of £99,000 from speculative ventures and freight; proportional
values for 1774 would be approximately £200,000 worth of goods and £65,000 in earnings for the
90 vessels then in the fleet. Secretary Henry Tucker estimated that Bermudian sailors earned close
to £30,000 in wages in 1774, but it is unclear whether this figure should be included in the profits
from shipping quoted above. The colony’s salt raking industry produced another £12,000 ST or
thereabouts by 1774. If we add a modest £2,000 ST from shipwrecks salvaged in Bermudian and
West Indian Waters, repairs to crippled, non-Bermudian vessels calling in distress, and informal
logwood cutting, Bermuda’s estimated annual income for 1774 was £104,000, excluding Tucker’s
estimate for wages, earnings from smuggling, and domestically produced foodstuffs, house- and
shipbuilding wages, and manufactures consumed within the colony.90
90PRO CO 37/36:31-32. The island’s 1774 merchant fleet of about 90 vessels earned perhaps
more than the ratio to the 1788 figure quoted above, since before the war it’s trade drew upon merchants
in the thirteen colonies that later revolted as customers, as opposed to the post-war period when Bermuda
was still struggling to reorganize its trade, CO 37/40:212. Value of shipbuilding approximated at 48
vessels of 35 tons and sold for £13 ST/ton (higher than the London rates Price quotes, but Bermuda
vessels fetched a premium price in the West Indies). Lord Sheffield (quoted in Price) lists the tonnage of
the island's fleet that year at 1,098 registered tons (22.9 tons each), which is sharply at odds with earlier
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Table 6-5. Estimated Revenue of Bermuda in 1774, in £ Sterling.
The total income of the colony was sufficient not only to meet its trade deficit with North
America for food and shipbuilding materials and with Great Britain for manufactured goods, but to
provide a surplus that led to an accumulation of wealth and capital investments within the island.

and later averages of registered tonnages in the 30s (see appendix 7). John McCusker’s recommendation
for a correction value of 50% to convert registered tonnage to measured tonnage (used when vessels were
sold) would yield an average of 34.35 for Sheffield’s 1771 figures, which I suspect is too low but have
used to compute the value of shipbuilding; Price, “Note on the Value of Colonial Shipping,” 707, 719;
John McCusker, “The Tonnage of Ships Engaged in British Colonial Trade During the Eighteenth
Century,” Research in Economic History 6:80 (1981). Salt earnings projected from the expansion of the
raking industry to 200,000 bushels exported at 14d. ST per bushel in 1774 from 163,000 bushels in 1768
(quoted above) and seems reasonable, given an earlier quoted figure of £20,000 BDA (£13,333 ST) in
1758 before the pans were improved and expanded. Wages from Henry Tucker Sr. to SL George Tucker,
July 31, 1774, in Tucker Coleman Papers, Swem Library, College of William and Mary. Until the
Independent Company was disbanded I 1762, the Crown contributed another £1,000 per year in wages,
quartering, and provisions for the troops that garrisoned the island, CO 37/14:64; 19:125.
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In the late 1780s, the merchant fleet was worth about £145,000, and the land, timber, and houses
on the island were worth an additional £391,000. All told, the wealth of Bermuda during the
golden age of sail in property and capital was over £500,000, a figure that contrasted sharply with
the apparent poverty o f the island in Board of Trade accounts and governors’ correspondence.91
Colonial and economic historians alike can leam from the workings of Bermuda’s
maritime economy to consider the importance of the “invisible” costs of doing business in assessing
the success of regional economies within the Atlantic world and the importance of payments for
commercial services. Bermuda and New England were early pioneers in the trade between
American colonies, but by the eve o f the American Revolution most colonies possessed at least a
dozen indigenous merchantmen and several had considerably more. Bermuda’s example also
reminds us to look for earnings beyond the physical boundaries of the colonies we study, for much
o f the island’s wealth came from salt raking in the Turks, vessel sales in St. Eustatius and other
West Indian ports, and logwood cutting and wrecking in the Bahamas and Honduras. Shipbuilding
and the development of a transoceanic merchant fleet sparked a maritime revolution that
transformed Bermuda’s economy and reshaped the island’s society and landscape. Perhaps future
research will explore the effects that the growth of shipbuilding and merchant fleets had in other
North American colonies. Given the small size of Bermuda and its merchant fleet, one might be
tempted to marginalize or dismiss the colony’s place within the larger, pan-Atlantic trade network
of the eighteenth century, but that would be a mistake. Despite many liabilities, Bermuda
successfully competed in the colonial trade by creating a flexible and diversified commercial
economy by exploiting unclaimed resources, connecting emerging markets, and drawing upon kin
and ex-islanders who had moved abroad in earlier waves of out-migration. Similarly creative

9'Island wealth computed from BA, Bermuda Census, ca. 1788.
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adaptations will surely emerge for other economies with further research.92

92Much work has already been done on tracing the development of commerce and shipbuilding in
North America. For New England, see Bernard Bailyn, The New England Merchant in the Seventeenth
Century (Cambridge, Mass., 1955); Bernard and Lotte Bailyn, Massachusetts Shipping. 1697-1714: A
Statistical Study (Cambridge, Mass., 1959); Christine Heyrman, Commerce and Culture: The Maritime
Communities of C olon ial Massachusetts. 1690-1750 (New York, 1984); Daniel Vickers, Farmers and
Fishermen. Two Centuries of Work in Essex Countv. Massachusetts. 1630-1850 (Chapel Hill, 1994) and
Samuel E. Morison. A Maritime History of Massachusetts. 1783-1860 (Cambridge. 1921). The merchant
fleets of Britain’s West Indian colonies have been entirely neglected by British colonial historians, who
have focused almost exclusively on slavery and sugar plantations. Trans-shipment of West Indian sugar
was dominated by English-owned shipping, but extant Naval Office Shipping Lists reveal a sizeable
number of colonial-owned ships, sloops and brigantines involved in inter-Caribbean trade. For pre-1750
West Indian shipping returns, see PRO CO 27/12 (Bahamas, 1721-57), CO 33/13-17 (Barbados, 1678-91,
1695-1713, 1715-21, 1728-31, 1733. 1735-38. 1747), CO 142/13-17 (Jamaica, 1680-1722, 1727-1769),
CO 187/1-2 (Nevis, 1704, 1720-29). The Dutch differentiated between the kleine vaart, or “small trade”
between West Indian islands and the grote vaart. the "great trade" between Europe and the colonies. The
success of St. Eustatius and Curagao stemmed largely from commodities acquired from French, Spanish,
and British colonies in the kleine vaart and then shipped home to the Netherlands. Pre-1750 Dutch
dagregisters (port entry books) and inkomende/uitgaande regten (duty books) are preserved in the
Algemeen Rijksarchief (ARA) at The Hague for St. Eustatius (1729-34, 1743-46), Curagao (1711-13,
1715), and St. Martin (1735-44, 1747-48. 1750-51) in NWIC 250-52. 619-25,628-33. 635-37, 1184-88,
1190-96. See also Comelis Goslinga, The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 1680-1791.
especially ch. 6. For New York and Philadelphia, see Gary Nash, The Urban Crucible: The Northern
Seaports and the Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass., 1979); Virginia Harrington,
The New York Merchant on the Eve of the Revolution (New York, 1935); Cathy Matson, Merchants and
Empire: Trading in Colonial New York (Baltimore, 1998); Thomas Doerflinger, A Vigorous Spirit of
Enterprise: Merchants and Economic Development in Revolutionary Philadelphia (Chapel Hill, 1986);
Charles Chandler, Early Shipbuilding in Pennsylvania. 1683-1812 (Philadelphia, 1932); Virginia
Harrington. The New York Merchant on the Eve of the American Revolution (Gloucester. 1964). For
Charleston, see Converse Clowse, Measuring Charleston’s Overseas Commerce. 1717-1767: Statistics
from the Port’s Naval Lists (Washington, D.C., 1981). For the Chesapeake, see Arthur Middleton,
Tobacco Coast: A Maritime History of Chesapeake Bav in the Colonial Era (Newport News, 1953) and
William Kelso, “Shipbuilding in Virginia, 1763-1774,” Columbia Historical Society Records. 48:1-13
(1971). Shepherd and Walton, Shipping. Maritime Trade, and the Economic Development of Colonial
North America. 115. North America’s annual commodities exports amounted to £1,615,000 to Great
Britain, £759,000 to the West Indies and £426,000 to Europe and Madeiras in 1769-71. See also
McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North America. 71-88, for the rising importance of trade and
an analysis of balance of payments.
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PART HI
MALE WORLDS, FEMALE WORLDS:
RACE AND GENDER IN BERMUDA’S MARITIME SOCIETY

Bermuda’s Puritan patriarchal planter society of the seventeenth century was extensively
altered by the maritime revolution, as economic imperatives redefined gender roles and race
relations within the colony and on board ship throughout the wider Atlantic World. The economic
shift challenged the order of planter society and forced Bermudians to extensively modify the way
they interacted with each other and organized their households and resources. The move from
isolation to participation in a pan-Atlantic exchange network further altered the island’s culture as
influences, ideas, and items from abroad were introduced. The demands of maritime labor and
commerce isolated Bermudian men from their families for much of the year and produced a
peculiar demographic structure within the colony, notable for its pronounced female majority.
While men were gone for extended periods, Bermudian women supervised commercial and
domestic activities, raise families, supervise slaves, and act as “deputy husbands,” to borrow a
term from historian Laurel Thatcher Ulrich. Racial lines between men blurred due to the rigors of
collective maritime labor and the considerable degree o f racial integration within the shipyards and
among the crews of the merchant fleet. Divisions between the white and black women resident in
the colony were more persistent, but like male Bermudians they engaged in similar, often collective
work. In the midst o f the changes prompted by Bermuda’s maritime revolution, the family
anchored colonial society and pervasively shaped the economic organization of the island’s
488
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shipbuilding and shipping industries and the colony’s politics. Within the family, race and gender
roles intersected and were negotiated, assigned, and redefined.1
Part III explores how Bermudian society changed as a result of the economic shift toward
maritime enterprise by following colonists from the cradle to the grave in order to illustrate the
very different worlds occupied by men and women and gauge how race set further parameters
within largely gender-defined life experiences. The demands of maritime labor and the perils of the
sea influenced Bermudian masculine culture by forging common bonds between white and black
sailors. The island’s dense kinship network influenced maritime training and the structure of
shipboard hierarchy and created a maritime labor system far less exploitative and brutal than that
found on larger contemporary British merchant vessels. Slave sailors working within this
'Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, Good Wives: Image and Reality in the Lives of Women in Northern
New England. 1650-1750 (New York, 1980), 35-50. Little attention has been paid to the social aspect of
Bermudian history. Henry Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire (Oxford, 1950) is the only book-length
scholarly treatment of the colony’s 18th-century history, but its focus is decidedly political and it touches
only in passing on daily life and non-elite families. Cyril Packwood, Chained on the Rock (New York,
1976) and James Smith, Slavery in Bermuda (New York. 1976) focus on black Bermudians and slave
society, but are more concerned with exploring slavery as an institution rather than as a working system of
social and economic interaction; by focusing their attention solely on the black portion of the population,
they miss important elements that bound the society into a collective whole. Elaine Forman Crane, “The
Socioeconomics of a Female Majority in Eighteenth-Century Bermuda,” Signs 15:231-58 (1990) is the
only published work to date to address women’s history in the colony, but see Anna Agbe-Davies, “Paying
‘Attention to the Ladies’: A Study of the Lives of Women in Bermuda, 1772-1810,” (unpublished
undergraduate paper. College of William and Mary, 1992), based largely upon Bermudian correspondence
in the Tucker-Coleman Papers, Swem Library, Williamsburg. Very few family papers and diaries have
survived from the eighteenth century (almost none dating before the American Revolution), which
frustrates our ability to gather information about daily life in the colony and document the history of
Bermudian women, but historical archaeology promises to shed light on this otherwise irrecoverable
subject The main exception is the Tucker-Coleman Papers at Swem Library, College of William and
Mary (hereafter TCP), which contains correspondence from Bermuda sent to St. George Tucker, who
became a prominent lawyer, judge, author and professor of law in Virginia. These letters date from 1771
to 1826 and illuminate many facets of family and social history and are quoted extensively in chapters 7
and 8. St George Tucker was bom in 1752 to Col. Henry and Anne (nee Butterfield, the daughter of
councillor and militia general Nathaniel Butterfield) Tucker of The Grove, Southampton. He attended the
College of William and Mary in 1772, embraced the pro-Independence cause during the American
Revolution, and later taught law at his alma mater. For a more complete description of the collection, see
A Guide to Special Collections in the Earl Gregg Swem Library (Williamsburg, 1993), 17-18; for more on
the life of St George Tucker, see Mary H. Coleman, St. George Tucker. Citizen of No Mean Citv
(Richmond, 1938) and Philip Hamilton, “The Tucker Family and the Dynamics of General Change in
Jeffersonian Virginia, 1775-1830,” (PhD diss., History, Washington University, 1995).
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integrated wage-based labor system shared in the prosperity o f their voyages and came to
appreciate their position through direct comparison with the lives and labors of slaves in the
colonies they visited. The dangers of the sea took their toll on black and white sailors alike and
produced a distinct imbalance of the sexes within the colony.
This skewed demography, in turn, shaped the experience and expectations of Bermudian
women who were rooted to the tiny island. Widows, single women, and wives acting as “deputy
husbands” not only dominated the colony’s domestic economy, extensively owned property, and
acquired wealth, but also participated to a limited extend in manufacture for export and overseas
shipping ventures. They capably managed affairs in a colony that was increasingly an “island of
women” and exerted rights and freedoms that few women in the mainland colonies enjoyed. The
maritime revolution altered Bermudian slavery as male labor became increasingly skilled and most
slave labor was equated in wages rather than assumed compelled service. The foundations of the
island’s slave community rested on the many ancient, creole-born slave families that had formed
and grown since the 1620s, rather than the shared ethnic ties of African-bom slaves and common
experience of the Middle Passage that bonded slave communities elsewhere. Sustained
demographic growth, skilled, wage-based labor, racial integration within homes and workplaces,
personal relationships with masters and mistresses, and a reluctance on the part of white
Bermudians to sell their slaves abroad produced a remarkably stable slave community with dense
kinship ties. The nature of Bermuda’s economy and the widespread but small-scale ownership of
slaves blended paternalism with capitalism, gave them a stake in the island’s fortunes and future,
and empowered them as consumers to shape their material surroundings. Masters and slaves were
thus unified in pursuit o f similar goals within the maritime economy and had much more in
common with each other than with whites and blacks elsewhere. Bermuda’s eighteenth-century
society was thus divided into distinct male maritime spheres and local female domestic spheres
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which both extensively depended upon slave labor for success and survival, but these disparate
worlds came together within the common bonds of family, kinship, and shared Bermudian identity.
On a fundamental level, gender rather than race had the greater role in shaping the life experiences
of Bermudians before the American Revolution.

The Bermudian Family
From the founding of the colony, the family was the most important unit within Bermudian
society. Unlike the migration patterns to the Chesapeake and many other English colonies, families
came in significant numbers to the colony in the 1610s, enjoyed good health, and had many
children who survived to adulthood. The rapid filling o f Bermuda’s available land quickly halted
further immigration, so the individuals and families that arrived early on established deep ties to the
island and, with no influx of new arrivals, intermarried with each other out of necessity, to
consolidate wealth and land, and to cement commercial, political, and religious alliances. Although
migration off the island diminished Bermuda’s population from the 1630s onwards, elder sons and
daughters of the colony’s founding families remained rooted to their hereditary shares of land
generation after generation. In 1685, Governor Richard Coney found the country far ‘"too near of
kin” for his liking and deplored that the island’s strong sense of localism and overlapping kinship
ties had unified the society against British mandates and the efforts of outsiders to do business
within the colony. By 1700, the fourth generation of Bermuda-bom colonists were coming of age
at a time when many English settlements were just gaining a measure of stability.2
Black Bermuda closely paralleled that of white society. Although the colony’s first blacks
did not voluntarily migrate, those who were brought to Bermuda included relatively equal numbers

2CSP (C) 12:#396.
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o f men and women who quickly formed families. Left largely to their own devises during the
tobacco years, their numbers grew in the healthy climate, a racial blend of African, Caribbean and
North American Indian, and European stock despite late seventeenth-century efforts to combat
miscegenation. Owned in small numbers and dwelling in small “negro cabins” or within white
households, slave families dynastically mirrored those of their white owners. Even when slave
husbands and wives belonged to different masters, the small size of the island meant allowed them
to visit family and kin on Sundays and their off-hours, since the island was only twenty miles long.
Few new slaves were brought to the island because the native population was remarkably prolific,
so the languages and cultural traditions brought by early slaves from Africa and the West Indies
received little reinforcement. In 1700, the fourth generation of Bermuda-bom black, Indian,
mulatto and mustee slaves were also coming of age and shared much the same sense of localism
and cultural affinity as their white masters.
Bermudians entered into their families at birth when their mothers, surrounded by family,
neighbors and a midwife, delivered them into the world. Although little is known about Bermudian
midwives, it is clear that there were at least a few in each parish and that they played an important
role in the birthing process at a time when there were few male doctors on the island. During the
Company period, midwives were required to swear formal oaths, much like churchwardens,
constables, or justices of the peace, in which each was "to use your best skill and diligence in
Delivering such women of their children as shall crave your assistance.” After 1661, unsworn
midwives were forbidden to practice their art. Midwives were also strictly charged with reporting
illegitimate births and learning the identities of the fathers of bastard children. There is some
evidence to suggest that Bermudian midwives, like those in other colonies, made herbalist remedies
and locally dispensed traditional medicine. Birthing was thus a female activity, and women
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dominated the lives of all children during their early years.3
While birth was a private, feminine affair, a child’s public life and identity began with his
or her christening which occurred soon after delivery in the local parish church. Bermudian names
were drawn from one of three sources throughout the eighteenth century, reflecting the values and
traditions of the families that bestowed them. A few families, like the Baileys, Bells, Brownlows,
Briggs, and Forsters, favored names drawn from the Old Testament of the Bible that included
Aaron, Abraham, Boaz, Elisha, Elijah, Ezekiel, Gabriel, Isaac, Israel, Jeremiah, Josiah, Keziah,
Moses, and Zachariah for boys and Bathsheba, Bethia, Deborah, Esther, Hannah, Jehoadan,
Keturah, Miriam, Rachel, Rebecca, Ruth, and Sarah for girls. These families may have
individually retained a stronger religiosity inherited from the seventeenth century and kept alive
Puritan devotions long after they had fallen out of common use. The majority of families favored
English or New Testament names, however, which were repeated generation after generation until
names like Benjamin, Daniel, Francis, George, Henry, James, John, Joseph, Nathaniel, Richard,
Samuel, Stephen, Thomas, William (for boys) and Ann, Eleanor, Elizabeth, Francis, Jane,
Margaret, Martha, and Mary (for girls) abounded. Parents also gave their daughters names that
reflected virtues, such as Charity, Honora, Love, and Prudence. A third naming practice
commemorated the union of two family lines in the names of boys, often second or third sons, who
were given their mother’s maiden name as their first names. As a result of this combination of

3Meeting of Council, 26 Dec. 1661; BCR 5B: 19; An Act Against Bastardy and Incontinence,
BCR 9:f.23; Bermuda Acts of Assembly. 1690-1714. 3; An Act Against Bastardy (1723, iv); An Act to
Prevent Murthering and Destroying o f Bastard Children (1738/39, xiii) in Reginald Gray, comp., Acts of
the Legislature of the Islands of Bermuda. 1690-1883. On midwifery and herbalism, see the 1738 trial of
Mary Pitcher and Flora Smith for infanticide. Smith, Pitcher’s mother, was a midwife by profession and
in the weeks preceding her daughter’s miscarriage, she dispensed coriander seed, a “purge of allavis,”
sweet marjoram, sage, rosemary, thysop, thyme, rue, and catnip. The first trial found them both guilty,
but their attorney, John Slater, appealed the case and when retried, the women were acquitted; PRO CO
37/13:94-118. On colonial midwifery in general, see Laurel Thatcher Ulrich, A Midwife’s Tale: The Life
of Martha Ballard Based on Her Diarv. 1785-1812 (New York, 1990), esp. chapters 1 and 4.
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Bermuda’s distinctive surnames, many Bermudians named in this manner who emigrated elsewhere
may be easily recognized. A few male names, like Flortentius [Seymour] and Perient [Trott], were
family names brought from England and repeated in subsequent Bermudian generations, while
others, like Adaman Eve, were perhaps well-intentioned puns that were kindly not inflicted on
future progeny.4
Early childhood was spent in and around households that were often crowded with
siblings. Black and white Bermudian women were remarkably prolific, and commonly gave birth
to a child every two to three years between the ages of 16 and 30. When Philip Freneau visited
Bermuda in 1778, he noted that it was “'no uncommon thing to see 14 or 15 children in every house
you come to.” Low infant mortality rates, coupled with emigration and higher adult mortality,
produced a highly youthful population resident in the colony (see appendix 10):5

4A detailed study of Bermudian naming practices has yet to be undertaken, but there are
sufficient sources in AC. Hallett. ed., Early Bermuda Records and C.F.E. Hallett, comp., Early Bermuda
Wills. 1629-1835 (Hamilton, Bermuda. 1993). Names quoted above are based on a survey of family
surnames beginning with A-E in the latter. Pairings of Bermudian surnames in the survey included
Forster and Spofforth Bascome, Wentworth Basden, Dickinson Beek, Bristow Brown, Paynter Burrows,
Ballenger Burt, Middleton Conyers, Lightboume Darrell, Stafford Dickinson, and Durham and Jadwyn
Dunscomb. The first son tended to take the father’s first name, and was designated “Jr.” or “the
Younger” until his father died. Within the Smith and Brownlow families, there were several girls named
Fridesweed after a maternal surname, indicating that this practice was not entirely confined to the male
line. St. George Tucker, of Virginia fame, was named for his grandfather, whose mother’s surname was
St. George. Mallory Todd of Smithfield and Stafford Lightbourne of Fredericksburg were two
Bermudians who moved to Virginia in the 1760s and were easily recognized as Bermudian by their
names. For a comparative discussion of naming practices in New England, see Ulrich, Goodwives. 14752; she distinguishes between “families of reproduction” (demography), “families of sentimentality”
(naming patterns and their meaning), and “families of property” (ownership and inheritance) to explore
the overlapping functions and linkages of familial units.
Philip Freneau, “An Account of the Island of Bermuda,” 10 May 1778, printed in BHO 5:98
(1948).
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Year
1699
1721
1727
1738
1749
1756
1762
1768
1774

WHITE
Adult (%)
Child (%)
1,853(51.3) 1,762(48.7)
2,765(57)
2,084(43)
2,678(52.8) 2,391(47.2)
3,443(63)
2,026(37)
3,329(63%) 1,960(37%)
3,986(62.3%) 2,415(37.7%)
3,718(60.4%) 2,435(39.6%)
3,664(61.5%) 2,297(38.5%)
3,847(62.9%) 2,273(37.1%)

BLACK
Adult (%)
Child (%)
1,175(53.2)
1,032(46.8)
1,782(50.7)
1,735(49.3)
1,732(44.7)
2,145(55.3)
1,981(52.3)
1,804(47.7)
2,088(52.5%) 1,892(47.5%)
2,718(55.5%) 2,182(44.5%)
2,851(54.4%) 2,393(45.6%)
2,637(54%)
2,248(46%)
2,704(53.8%) 2,319(46.2%)

TOTAL
Adult (%)
3,028(52)
4,547(54.4)
4,410(49.3)
5,424(58.6)
5,417(58.4%)
6,704(59.3%)
6,569(57.7%)
6,301(58.1%)
6,551(58.8%)

Child (%)
2,794(48)
3,819(45.6)
4,536(50.7)
3,830(41.4)
3,852(41.6)
4,597(40.7)
4,828(42.3)
4,545(41.9)
4,592(41.2)

Table 7-1. Population of Bermuda, 1699-1774, divided racially into adults and youths.
Children consistently made up at least 40% of the colony’s population and in one year
(1727) the majority of Bermudians were children. The ratio of black children to adults slightly
exceeded that of the white population after the 1720s, suggesting a greater fertility rate among the
island’s slave women or perhaps more access to sexual partners than their white Bermudian
women. The island’s population figures reflect two "'baby booms” in the mid-1720s and in the
early 1750s; between 1721 and 1727, the number of white children increased by 307 in just six
years and the jump in black children by 410 was even more dramatic. In the seven-year period of
peace between 1749 and 1756, the number of white children rose by 455; the addition of 290 black
children during the same period was modest in comparison but still reflects a sharp increase. The
sex ratios of boys to girls was slightly imbalanced, but in a pattern inversely proportional to the
adult population: over the course of the eighteenth century, there were consistently more boys than
girls in both the white and black populations, and in 1749 and 1768 the disproportion reached its
highest in the white population, when there were five boys for every four girls (see appendix 10).
This trend led Elaine Crane to suspect that Bermudians widely practiced infanticide whereby
parents selectively culled “unproductive” girls, but a far more plausible explanation would be that
the age at which a child became an adult differed between the sexes. According to militia laws,
boys became men when the reached the age of 15, but girls might have become “women” in the
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eyes of census-takers when they were capable of bearing children —as early as 12 or 13; the age at
first marriage of eighteenth-century Bermudian women has yet to be studied, but a cursory
examination of surviving parish records suggest it was quite young. Statistically, the difference in
age of adulthood of two years brings child sex ratios level with each other in all but the two most
extreme years (174S and 1768), and seems to better account for the disparity in census figures than
an insidious and widespread practice of selective neglect and baby-killing.6
Bermudian households were racially mixed, so the island’s many white and black children
grew up side by side living in the same houses, perhaps performing the same chores, and joining in
the same games and activities. The recovery of clay marbles, lead jacks, parts of porcelain dolls,

4Crane, “Female Majority,” 235, 252-57. Crane discounted varying ages of adulthood: “there is
no reason to think. . . that the age of division was different for males than for females or that the numbers
were deliberately (or inadvertently) distorted in any way,” but there are no surviving descriptions of the
criteria used by the island’s census-takers. Other evidence conflicts with Crane’s infanticide theory.
Surviving 18th-century court records reveal only eight cases of infanticide prosecutions: Hester Brangman
(20 Jan. 1704, imprisoned, outcome unknown), Negro Sarah (20 Oct. 1715, verdict Ignoramus), Lea
Ward (6 June 1722, sentenced to death for slitting her bastard child’s throat), a slave woman belonging to
John Tebby (1733, executed for murdering her child), Mary' Pitcher (6 Dec. 1738. convicted in first trial,
acquitted in retrial), Negro Hannah (June 1748. buried premature newborn; sentenced to death, escaped
from prison with assistance despite being loaded with weighty' irons), Elizabeth Dabnash (9 July 1762,
strangled her male bastard child), and Rhoda Frith (“silly, half-witted girl. . . debauched by an apprentice
lad. . . her child was found dead,” pardoned by King); Bodleian Library. Mss. Rawlinson A 330,
Bermuda Quarterly Court, 1689-1724 (Hester Brangman and Negro Sarah); Minutes of Council, 7 Aug.
1733 (John Tebby’s slave), in BHO 13:7 (1956); BA, Court of Assize (transcript, Winslow M. Bell), AZ
102/4:33-34, 54 (Ward); AZ102/9:171, 185 (Dabnash); PRO CO 37/13:94-101 (Pitcher), 16:161 (Negro
Hannah) 37:104-6 (Frith). The Bermuda assembly passed a single law addressing the matter. An Act to
Prevent Murthering and Destroying o f Bastard Children, in 1738 but one suspects that if such a practice
was widespread it would have been addressed earlier and more frequently; Gray, Acts of the Legislature
of the Island of Bermuda. 1690 to 1883. 1738/39, xiii. Crane countered this low number by claiming
women were adept at concealing the crime, but surviving parish records do not reveal an undue proportion
of infant female burials that would result from this practice. The imbalance in the slave population would
be hard to explain, since black women had no incentive to do away with their female offspring: their
labor, male or female, was not entirely their own, and their masters or mistresses were responsible for
supporting their children regardless of sex. One might extend Crane’s claim to white infanticide of black
female babies, but one doubts that slaves would not have resisted. One possible explanation for the black
sex imbalance is that black girls were sold abroad, but export records and public accounts (slaves were
taxed) do not support this theory. The age of adulthood for white Bermudian males varied by law; the
1691 Act to Regulate the Militia and subsequent militia acts called all men between the ages of 15 and 60
to muster, but the Court of Chancery and most wills established adult maturity at 21, the age in which
male heirs inherited property, Acts of Assembly. 20-21.
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and even a bone-handled toy pistol from eighteenth-century layers in archaeological excavations in
St. George’s and Hog Bay suggest children had considerable leisure time and opportunities for
amusements. They dressed in clothes resembling their parents and owned outfits ranging from
coarse work clothes to Sunday finery (figures 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3). All children, black and white,
male and female, learned to swim, fish, and sail at an early age. These were natural activities on
an island and prepared them for a life in which sailboats were the chief means o f transportation and
fish the staple of the colonial diet. In 1722, Governor John Hope noted that “all [Bermudians] can
swim and tho’ their fishing boats are often overset by violent gusts of wind, yet it rarely happens
that any of them are lost.” Philip Freneau remarked that “from the time of their birth, [children]
are familiarized to the water to such a degree, that by the time they are five, six, or seven years of
age, all the boys, and many of the girls can live under the water and in it, pretty near as well as the
fish.” In this respect, Bermudian mariners had a distinct advantage of the common sailors in the
Atlantic World, few of whom could swim. Swimming and sail handling also initiated Bermudian
girls into a maritime culture in which they would play a significant, albeit limited, part. Their
maritime activities, although limited to local waters, would give them greater insight into the lives
and labors of the mariners most of them would marry.7

’PRO CO 37/10:214. Philip Freneau, “Account of the Island of Bermuda,” 98-99. In 1687, Gov.
Sir Robert Robinson noted that Bermudian women were skillful in swimming and piloting, and that
children were “chiefly exercized in fishing, swimming and diving,” CO 40/1A: 103. It is beyond the scope
of this dissertation to undertake a statistical demographic profile of Bermuda’s eighteenth-century
population by cohort; some parish records documenting births, deaths, and marriages survive and have
been transcribed in A.C. Hollis Hallett, Early Bermuda Records. 1619-1826. which might form the basis
of such a study. Information of average family size, rates of infant mortality, age of women at marriage
and first birth, and other statistics would add immeasurably to our knowledge of Bermudian family and
social history. Space between births based on genealogies of the Tucker Family of Bermuda, documented
in Robert Dennard Tucker, The Descendants of William Tucker of Throwleigh. Devon (Spartanburg, SC,
1991). Toys were found at Stewart Hall. Tucker House, Bridge House, and the Mitchell House in St.
George’s, and a toy pistol at Hill House in Sandys Parish. The assemblages of the St. George’s sites have
not yet been completely catalogued; the pistol was found in layer HRS 006, unit 7Q, which contained
sheet refuse dating from the late 17th to mid-18th centuries; Agbe Davies gives a Mean Ceramic Date of
1740 (using Stanley South’s formula) for this period of occupation. See Michael Jarvis, “A Preliminary
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Figure 7-1. Portrait o f Anne Tucker, with her daughter, Elizabeth, and son, Nathaniel,
painted by Joseph Blackburn in 1753 Nathaniel, seated on his mother's lap. was three
years old and had not set been ' breeched.' or put into male attire. (Courtesy, Bermuda
National Trust).
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Figure 7-2. Portrait o f Thomas Tudor Tucker, age nine, by Joseph Blackburn in 1753
(Courtesy. Bermuda National Trust)
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Figure 7-3. Portrait o f Frances Tucker, age thirteen, painted by Joseph Blackburn in 1753
(Courtesy, Bermuda National Trust)
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Bermudian children were educated at home by their mothers and fathers (when home from
the sea) and many o f them attended schools run by the island’s clergymen, a few professional
schoolteachers, and by single women and mothers in informal classrooms across the island.
During the first half o f the eighteenth century and perhaps later, these schools were racially
integrated and attended by both boys and girls. White and black boys and girls studied side by side
a curriculum that focused on reading, writing, religious education, and some mathematics,
supplemented with Latin and a foreign language by talented educators. When the post of
schoolmaster in Devonshire Parish became vacant in 1738, no fewer than four private instructors
vied for the post. Besides the standard reading, writing and arithmetic, Benjamin Burrows offered
to teach his pupils how to keep ‘“merchants accounts”, but John Tucker Jr. won the competition for
his practical experience in teaching ““the art of navigation.” Schoolmasters in Devonshire and
Southampton had the use of several shares of land surrounding their schools, which compensated
them for teaching “such children whose parents are unable to pay for their schooling.” Free
education was thus available to those youths who wished to attend, and as a result the colony
continued to enjoy a high rate of literacy throughout the eighteenth century.8

Report on the 1992 excavations at Hill House, Hog Bay Flat, Bermuda,” 6, and Anna Agbe Davies, “The
Ceramic Assembly at the ‘Hill House’ Site, Hog Bay Park, Sandys, Bermuda,” BJAMH 6:137. On the
average mariner’s inability to swim, see Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 19499, and N.A.M. Rodger, The Wooden World. 53; many sailors were impressed landsmen who grew up far
from the water and men who grew up in cold-water British or North American ports where swimming
was unpleasant or considered medically dangerous; furthermore, the ability to swim was thought to
prolong death by drowning after shipwreck, but would have saved the lives of many men who died in
accidents in fair weather, often only feet from shore or a vessel.
Petitions of James Moir, Benjamin Burrows, James Burchall, and John Tucker Jr. in Minutes of
Council, 3 Jan. 1737/38, 2 May 1738, 16 May 1738, reprinted in BHQ 16:5-6, 81-82 (1959). Moir was
and English schoolmaster who had earlier been denied the Devonshire post by Gov. Pitt, who had
awarded it to Mr. Squire, formerly the mate of a ship. Burrows was a scrivener, merchant’s cleric, and
private tutor in Hamilton Parish. James Burchall identified himself as a schoolmaster, probably in SL
George’s. Tucker was most likely the son of John Sr., the colony’s coroner. For a general overview of
Bermudian education, see A. C. Hollis Hallett, Chronicle of a Colonial Church. 1612-1826 —Bermuda
and Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 289-92.
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A diary kept by the Rev. James Holliday reveals the highly advanced state of education in
Bermuda in 1746. In that year, he visited “the Library” and “Charity School” in St. George’s,
collected alms “for the encouragement of the schools,” inspected three schools in Devonshire
Parish, and surveyed eight schools taught by women in Pembroke Parish attended by 90
“scholars.” At another school taught by Mrs. Adams, he noted that “her negro girl [was] the best
scholar by far.” In December, Holliday met with John Harvey to discuss “putting orphans to
School.” Holiday himself was licensed to run a public school in March 1749 by Governor William
Popple, and planned a curriculum that included “latin and other languages, writing, arithmetick,”
among other subjects. In 1775, Frances Tucker of Somerset wrote to her brother, St. Geoige
Tucker, in Virginia that her daughter Fan (Frances) had already learned to read and write in a local
school, and that the family planned to send her to '“the Parson” [Rev. Alexander Richardson] in St.
George’s for further education; St. George had lived with and studied under Richardson in the late
1760s, who prepared him to attend the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg in 1771.
Fan’s younger siblings were taught by a Mrs. Vade in Somerset in 1787. Education in Bermuda
was mostly concerned with literacy and numeracy, skills that Bermudian children would later need
to draw upon to make business transactions and run households within the island’s commercial
economy. “Ornamental” schools that taught dancing, music, fencing, embroidery and other high
culture refinements did not maker their appearance until the 1780s, and reflected one of the many
post-Revolutionary changes to affect the colony.9
9CV 10,2:127; “Diary of the Rev. James Holliday, 1746-1747,” BHO 2:84-89 (1945) provides a
rather terse but enlightening glimpse into Bermudian society in the middle of the 18th century. The
Pembroke schools Holliday inspected were taught by Mrs. Pitts (10 scholars), Mrs. Robinson (6), Mrs.
Kuellins (6), Mrs. Coverley (20), Betty Stovell (20), Mrs. Salter (20), Rebecca Dunscomb (4), and Mrs.
Morris (4). Holliday kept to his home parish and left the inspection of the island’s other schools to his
fellow clergymen. His diary incidentally record that he spent a lot of his time fishing, visiting around the
island, and gardening. Letters of Frances Tucker to St George Tucker, 30 Mar. 1775 and 30 Oct 1787,
in TCP. In 1781, Henry Tucker of Somerset related to his brother-in-law that an “acceptable” school
which taught dancing, fencing, and music had been established at Bermuda’s West End. Refinement
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Bermuda might have become a major center of learning in the Atlantic had not George
Berkeley’s ambitious plan to found a college there gone astray. Berkeley was the dean of Trinity
College, Dublin, in 1723 when he proposed to found a college in Bermuda for educating English
colonists and American Indians, reviving Sir Nathaniel Rich’s century-old dream of establishing an
Indian school. Berkeley considered Bermuda an ideal location because it was equidistant from
Britain’s West Indian and North American settlements and could thus draw students from a wide
array of colonies, while the remoteness of the island would prevent Native American students from
running away, as they often did from English missionary schools in New England. He was highly
successful in raising funds and as Bermuda became a fashionable subject, many of London’s
leading figures endowed the college. The College of St. Paul’s was chartered On June 1, 1725
after Berkeley had collected almost £5,000 in funds, and the British government promised an
additional £80,000 to be raised by selling seized Jesuit land in St. Christopher. Due to bad
weather, Berkeley never reached Bermuda and his plan went astray as a new royal administration
tumed against the promotion of learning in the colonies. He lived for a short time in Rhode Island
and endowed Yale and Harvard with scholarship funds and books destined for Bermuda before
returning to England. Although Bermuda eventually established a college in the early nineteenth
century (Bermuda College) modeled on Berkeley’s scheme, in the eighteenth century the colony had
to make do with the dozens of small grammar schools scattered among its parishes and sent its
most promising young scholars to Yale, Harvard, Edinburgh, and Oxford.10

schools proliferated in the 1790s and early 1800s after the arrival of British garrison troops; Henry Tucker
to St George Tucker, 9 Aug. 1781, TCP.
1“Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 307-13; George Berkeley, A Proposal for the Better
Supplying of Churches in our Foreign Plantations and for Converting the Savage Americans to
Christianity, bv a College to be Erected in the Somers Islands, otherwise called the Isles of Bermuda
(London, 1725), reprinted in Alexander C. Fraser, The Works of George Berkeley. P.P.. Formerly
Richnp n f f ln v n p -t vnlc (Oxford, 1871), 111:214-31, IV: 104-9.
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Between the ages of ten and twelve, the life paths of Bermudian boys and girls diverged
into two distinct and separate life-cycles: black and white males went to sea or became apprentice
shipwrights, blacksmiths, carpenters or other craftsmen and black and white females learned a
variety of domestic skills, married, bore and raised children, and were often widowed. White
women ran households in which they supervised black female labor, educated younger children,
looked after their husbands’ business concerns while they were away at sea, and actively supported
members of their extended family and neighborhood. In their teens, the world of male Bermudians
expanded to encompass the Atlantic world from Trinidad to Newfoundland, and from the wild,
logwood coast of the Bay of Campeache to the quaysides of London, Liverpool, and Lisbon. At
the same time, the world of female Bermudians was confined to Bermuda’s shores or further
contracted to the precincts of their resident parish or household. Gender fundamentally shaped the
trajectory of Bermudian life and the spacial consciousness and activities of Bermudian men and
women.

To describe Bermuda’s racially and socially integrated maritime society is to dissect it,
artificially separating intertwined elements and doing harm to the cohesion of a complex
commercial and kinship network. Race, class, and gender have become standard categories for
isolating subgroups within a community, but where home spaces and work places are mixed the
lines of separation become blurred. There are many perspectives from which to analyze
Bermuda’s maritime society. In an attempt to disturb blurry and overlapping racial, gender,
familial, and class boundaries as little as possible, I have chosen to use geography as my guide. In
Chapter 7 ,1 examine Bermudian society abroad —Bermuda’s male sphere —by profiling the
mariners and ship captains who drove the maritime economy and the merchants who conducted
business over vast distances through a network of factors and agents. Over half of Bermuda’s
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black, white, and Indian men spent most of their time at sea plying the shipping lanes of the
Atlantic or in foreign ports, and the rigors and risks of shipboard life had a considerable impact on
the lives of the island’s many mobile and cosmopolitan sailors. By examining the lives they led, we
may better appreciate the realities of their daily existence, the stresses and constraints placed upon
them by maritime labor, and the culture and values that emerged from living in constant battle with
the elements and market conditions. Through the biographies of three colonial merchants, we may
see the intercection between island society and the larger Atlantic world, and how business
practices slowly shifted from a kinship-based system that drew upon the colony’s earlier waves of
out-migration toward the formation of copartnerships among strangers by the eve of the American
Revolution. Within this discussion of masculine Bermudian society in the eighteenth century, I
address other physical alterations to the colony’s landscape wrought by the maritime revolution
that went beyond the reforesting of old tobacco fields. Trees, clothes, and luxury items imported
from abroad replaced land as visible indicators of wealth and status, but the island’s poorer sailors
had direct access to markets with exotic goods and surrounded themselves with a material culture
that often surpassed well-to-do households in North American colonies. The importance of cedars
for the shipbuilding industry prompted a shift in house-building materials from wood to stone,
which altered the form of the island’s vernacular architecture. Well-traveled ship captains and
emigrant merchants observed Georgian building practices and other architectural elements abroad
and incorporated them into the houses they erected in Bermuda. The shift to a maritime economy
also prompted an extensive rebuilding and expansion in St. George’s, the colony’s capital and
official port of entry since 1612. Wharves and warehouses sprung up along the waterfront to
service the transoceanic trade and craftsmen catered to the construction of new vessels and the
maintenance and repair of the merchant fleet.
Chapter 8 explores Bermuda’s sedentary society and principally addresses the structures
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o f family, the lives and labors of Bermudian women, and the cultural currents of the island’s slave
community. The colony’s characteristically large families were the cornerstone of Bermudian
society and provided a foundation of stability that sustained its inhabitants as the island
experienced profound economic upheaval. Although the roles of men and women within the family
changed over time, the basic unit persevered and played a vital part in preparing Bermudian girls
and boys for their vastly different life cycles. While mariners roamed far and wide, Bermuda’s
white and black women knew only their tiny island home, but to them fell the great responsibility of
raising families and tending crops and livestock. White women owned property and shares in
ships, traded on their own behalf, and used Bermuda’s courts to defend their interests. The
importance of religion, so contested during the company period, diminished after the shift to a
maritime economy. This chapter also examines the structure of the island’s slave community and
addresses the factors that bonded slave and master as well as those that sowed dissension.
Collective, racially integrated labor, profit-sharing through wages and private ventures, stable
families, good working conditions, and common living quarters fostered good relationships between
the races, but periods of economic depression, food shortages, and personal grievances brought
tensions to the fore. Taken as a whole, however, the level of overt resistance and white repression
of slave activities and mobility in Bermuda is strikingly low when compared to other contemporary
slave colonies. Part ID ends with a sketch of Bermuda on the eve of the American Revolution to
set the stage for measuring the impact of the war upon the colony and summarizes how the various
elements of the island’s society (like the many elements of the maritime economy) joined together to
make a flexible, stable, and cohesive whole.
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CHAPTER 7
Male Worlds: Mariners, Masters, and Merchants

Bermudian mariners traveled far and wide, developing an international and cosmopolitan
understanding of the world through exposure to the various colonial cultures that developed in
British North America and the West Indies and interaction with French, Spanish, Dutch, and
Danish merchants and mariners in port and on the high seas. The necessities of international
business encouraged them to become bi- or multi-lingual. To acquire the many skills vital to
become a successful merchant-mariner, Bermudian boys were sent to sea in their early- to mid
teens, by which time they had already acquired a basic knowledge of sailing by operating small
craft in local waters. In 1700, when sixteen-year old John Coverly lodged a deposition in an
admiralty court case, he was identified as a mariner rather than ships’ boy, indicating that he must
have made several voyages to warrant his title. Brothers Tudor and Henry Hinson wrote to their
cousin, St. George Tucker, in 1772 to inform him that "'Papa is learning us Navigation.” The
sixteen-year old Tudor was destined to go to sea "in the vessel that is building below the house”
and hoped "I shall take a small voyage in her, very likely to Virginia” to visit his cousin. Although
Henry was likewise taught navigation, he related perhaps sadly that "they tell me I am going in the
shop” to learn accounting and other skills necessary to become a supercargo11 and merchant. A

llA supercargo was a passenger or member of the crew charged with handling all commercial
transactions on the voyage, including the buying and selling of speculative cargoes. On Bermudian
vessels, the captain often functioned as supercargo.
504
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lad’s sea education took place in the comfortable context of a family setting, for boys usually
sailed with their fathers, uncles or brothers. Their training came with patience and care rather than
through the harsh words, canings, beatings, and other punishments used to "encourage” new
crewmembers on most merchant and naval vessels of the period. In the absence of any records that
shed life on the maritime training of slaves, we may conjecture that slave boys also went to sea in
their mid-teens, most likely in vessels crewed by their fathers. The social aspect of Bermudian
shipboard life was thus an extension of the integrated, multi-generational, kin-based arrangements
that prevailed on shore. Male social relations at sea and within the colony were not markedly
different, and Bermudian boys were gently eased into their new roles as they began their maritime
careers.12
Bermuda’s organization of shipboard labor within a family context resembled terrestrial
practices in other colonies where farmers drew upon their sons’ labor to plow, sow, and harvest
fields and craftsman fathers trained their sons in the skills of their professions. Kinship relations
would have a sustained influence on Bermudian mariners throughout their careers. For their first
two or three years at sea, boys learned the skills necessary to become competent mariners —how to

l2Dep. of John Coverly, PRO CO 37/3:256; Tudor Hinson to St. George Tucker, 6 Mar. 1772;
Henry Hinson to St. George Tucker, 6 Mar. 1772 in TCP. Henry and Tudor Hinson were bom in 1753
and 1755 respectively in Paget Parish to Cornelius and Mary Hinson, two of nine children. Mary Hinson
was Col. Henry Tucker’s sister and thus St. George Tucker’s aunt; Hallett, Earlv Bermuda Records. 83,
107. Family connections formed the basis of both the ownership and operation of the Bermuda merchant
fleet (see chapter 5). John Gilbert, for instance directed in Iris 1716 will that his younger brother William
“should go to sea with my brother [in-law John] Trott to be instructed in the art of navigation.” He gave
his other brother, Thomas Gilbert, all of his carpenter’s tools, suggesting that Thomas intended to
become a shipwright or ship’s carpenter, BOW 7:134. Navigational instruction was primarily passed
down orally from father to son, but Bermudian probate inventories do record a number of printed works.
For instance, James Brown’s 1708 inventory included copies of The Sailor’s Practical Navigation and an
unnamed sea atlas, BOW 4:23. In Essex County, Massachusetts, boys similarly made their voyage in their
mid-teens, although a few went to sea as young as eight. By the age of 16. most were working a steady
nine- to ten-month season. As in Bermuda, many of these boys went to sea with their fathers or other
relatives. Daniel Vickers, Farmers and Fishermen: Two Centuries of Work in Essex County.
Massachusetts. 1630-1850 (Chapel Hill. 1994), 173-74.
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handle sails, hoist and lower anchor, load, stow, and unload cargoes, react to a wide range of
weather conditions and environments and the fundamentals of navigation. Those who were clever
or well-connected learned more advanced navigational techniques and eventually became first
mates and masters who commanded vessels of their own. Slave sailors and many white sailors,
however, were destined to remain able seamen for their entire lives.13
A Bermudian mariner destined for command of his own vessel went through a fairly
standard professional progression after he had become a proficient sailor. He first took a voyage
or two as a mate, in which he was responsible for commanding a watch and coordinating the labor
of the sloop’s crew when the master was absent. Surviving maritime protests reveal that mates
were often the brothers or sons of a vessel’s master. In 1745, for instance, master John Conyers
sailed with his brother, Joseph, as mate and his other brother, Benjamin, as crew in the sloop
Endeavor, seven years later the same John Conyers was mate in the sloop Hunter's Galley,
commanded by his brother Clement when she sank near the west side of the island. In 1750,

13Initially, Bermudian maritime labor followed similar practices of indenture in binding sailors to
masters for set periods and pay: in 1652, for instance. John Stowe and Thomas Atwood, owners of the
Elizabeth and Ann exchanged a male slave for the remaining time on servant John Welch’s indentures
with his master, Bartholomew Dobbs, after which Welch was sent to sea. In 1654, sailor James Oker
bound himself for three years to John Stowe in return for £3.10.0 yearly and the right to ship one tierce for
himself on each voyage. Two years later, Anthony Peniston hired Roger Wood for £5.10.0 to sail his
vessel, the Blessing, for a year, BCR 2:205, 236, 261. With the growth of the merchant fleet and the
expansion of skilled maritime labor, formal indentures were dropped for less structured, familial work
patterns. On the use of family labor on farms and in crafts in other colonies, see McCusker and Menard,
Economy of British North America. 246-49, 298-300; James Henretta, “Families and Farms: Mentalite in
Preindustrial America,” WMO 3rd ser. 37:688-700 (1980); James Lemon, The Best Poor Man’s Country:
A Geographical Studv of Early Southeastern Pennsylvania (New York, 1972), 91-93, 216-22; Kenneth
Lockridge, A New England Town: The First Hundred Years (New York, 1970), 72-75. Large family size
and the extensive use of family labor in agriculture, combined with the limited profitability of cultivating
foodstuffs in New England explains in part the insignificance of slavery and servitude in New England.
The promise of inheritance gave farmers some degree of control over their sons’ labor, but Robert Gross
argues that this was apparently declining on the eve of the American Revolution, The Minutemen and
Their World (New York, 1976), 81-85, 179-84. Margaretta Lovell reveals that the production and
distribution of furniture in 18th-century Rhode Island was dynastically organized along extended kinship
lines in patterns very similar to the shipbuilding industry and merchant fleet operation in Bermuda,
“‘Such Furniture as Will Be Most Profitable’: The Business of Cabinetmaking in Eighteenth-Century
Newport,” Winterthur Portfolio 26:27-62 (1991).
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Richard Somersall served as mate in his brother Stafford’s snow Charming Ann. Mates knew the
fundamentals of navigation and were capable of commanding a vessel (many did when the master
died suddenly at sea), but the permanent transition from mate to master often depended on family
connections and capital accumulation.
Many Bermudians progressed from mate to master by their early- to mid-twenties and took
their first command of a vessel that was partly owned by their father or other close relative. They
plied the shipping lanes for a few years, freighting goods for foreign merchants or carrying their
own or their family’s cargoes on speculation. Masters usually served as supercargoes on their own
vessels and drew upon schooling and business training acquired earlier in life. Masters also needed
to manage the four to six men that crewed the sloop (seven to ten for a brigantine), many of whom
were relatives or slaves owned by themselves or their families. Through their portion of freight
earnings and sales commissions, successful masters steadily accumulated enough money to
purchase shares in the vessel they commanded or in many other cases inherited such shares from
their fathers, and as co-owners they earned even more from their ventures from returns on their
investments. Eventually, masters retired from the sea altogether after having purchased shares in a
number of vessels, and perhaps employed their own sons in their places as their fathers had done
before —thus the torch was passed to the next generation of Bermudian mariners. In Bermuda,
these “retired” merchant-masters continued to manage their family’s overseas commerce but did
not directly participate in the exchange. Many entered politics, first as assemblymen and perhaps
later as members o f the governor’s council, and lived out their days at their family seats,
surrounded by grandchildren and cedar trees. A few made occasional forays back to the sea to
break the monotony o f life on a small island and re-acquaint themselves with the shipboard life of
their youth, but most successful merchants left the operation of their vessels to the younger
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generation.14
An alternative strategy for skilled mariners whose families did not own vessels was work
as masters for Bermudians who had no sons of their own or for merchants in other colonies who
owned ships but needed capable commanders. In Bermuda, masters’ wages rose from £3 BDA per
month in the 1690s to £4 BDA per month by 1725 and £5 BDA per month by 1757; mates could
expect wages of £2-3 BDA per month and sailors got 32s.-45s. BDA per month during the same
period. Masters were often granted the right to use part of the vessel’s cargo space for their own
private freight in addition to their salaries. In 1725, for instance, Governor John Hope hired
Perient SpofForth to command his ship Express on a voyage to Honduras and Leghorn for £4 BDA
per month and the right to ship three tons of personal freight. By saving their wages and profiting
from private ventures, Bermudian masters from less well-to-do families were able to earn money to
purchase their own vessels and gained practical commercial experience to boot.15

1JExcept for the year 1708 and fragments of 1712 and 1720 (noted in chapter 5), the lists of
sailors manning the island’s merchant fleet have not survived. Portions of crews, however, are listed in
the many maritime protests that survive in the Bermuda Archives. Composite Volumes (CV) series.
Maritime protests were depositions taken when a vessel was wrecked or damaged, or a master was forced
by extremities of weather to jettison cargo, chop away masts and spars in order to save the ship, or
otherwise involuntarily interrupt the normal course of a voyage. In each document, the master “protested”
ag ain st the weather or other circumstance, described the event fully, and was then absolved of financial
responsibility to the vessels’ owners. These wonderful sources not only offer insight into shipboard life
and the dangers of the sea, but also might provide much information on Atlantic weather patterns in the
18th century. The Conyers and Somersall cases cited are in BA, CV 10,1:83; 10,2:179, 288; there are
many more. On mates taking over for dead masters, see the 1746 case of the sloop Mary, when master
Witter Saltus was disabled by smallpox and mate Nathaniel Hunt brought her to Bermuda, CV10,1:185.
On shares in vessels bequeathed by' parents to children, see for instance, widow Sarah Stiles’ 1738 deed of
gift of “all the sloops or vessels whereof I am anywise owner or part-owner” to her sons John and
Copeland, both mariners. BA, CV8:2. In 1724, Gov. John Hope noted that his council was composed of
“all men who have visited most parts of the trading world in the quality of commanders of vessels. They
are very well to live and are respected in the country.” PRO CO 37/11:117.
l5PRO CO 40/lA: 104; Bodleian, Mss. Rawlinson A 484:88. The following wage rates have been
gleaned from Bermudian records, in local currency: 1710 : Seamen’s wages: Captain Samuel Stone,
£3.10.0/month, mate David Ming Sr., £3/month, sailors, £1.10.0/month, victuals 8d./day per man (BCR
9:137); 1750: four mariners on sloop Mary (Henry Tucker) paid 45s./month [£27/year] to sail to
Honduras (CV10,2:204); 1757: wages on snow Moore, master £5/month, mate £3, sailors 40-45s., boy
25s. (CV12:158). For averages of sailors’ wages by year in the larger Atlantic labor market, see Marcus
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Those less fortunate sailors who through lack of connections, bad luck or inability never
made the jump to the level of master spent much of their lives at sea earning wages to support
families back in Bermuda. Although they were full participants in Bermuda’s trans-Atlantic trade,
they did not share in the profits made by their countrymen who commanded them or owned the
vessels that they sailed. It is highly likely that the same system of debt peonage practiced between
ship-owners/masters/employers and rakers in the salt raking industry functioned within the
merchant fleet: that the island’s commercial elite extended credit and took care of the families of
common sailors while they were away at sea and docked their wages accordingly. When age began
to rob poor sailors of their agility, endurance, and health, many of them also retired to land —but
they ended up in the Turks Islands rather than Bermuda, where they raked salt to earn money that
they remitted back to their families at home. Many sailors had periodically engaged in salt raking
as crewmen during summer voyages earlier in their lives and thus already had knowledge of the
process. These men may be viewed with some justification as Bermuda’s “proletariat” —wage
workers who did not own any means of production (sloops or land) —but paternalistic links with
the colony’s commercial elite, extended kinship ties, common friendships, and a shared sense of
Bermudian identity forged during childhood and aboard ship seems to have prevented class
resentment on the part of white mariners and kept tensions from erupting into violence within the
colony. Those most disaffected were free to emigrate elsewhere or sign onto the many British- or
foreign-owned vessels short of crewmen. Social relations, available outlets, and opportunities for

Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. Appx. 304-6. Bermudian wages fell far below
Rediker’s figures, which list the average captain’s wage at £6 sterling a month (appx. £9 BDA) and
common sailors’ wages at £2.4.0 sterling (appx. £3.6.8 BDA or 66s.8d.). This is probably due to the wide
availability of maritime labor in the colony, which contrasted with its chronic shortage elsewhere, and the
fact that the expectation of inheritance of family-owned vessels and other kinship relations tempered wage
negotiation. During the American Revolution, monthly wages rose to £6.6.0 for master, £5.5.0 for mate
and carpenter, £3.15.0 for bosun and steward, and £3.10.0 for the cook and seamen on board the sloop
Hope in 1780, CV15:35.
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upward social mobility all contributed to minimize conflicts between owners, masters, and sailors
within Bermuda’s maritime economy.16
Slave sailors encountered the same obstacles to their progress that many poor white
mariners confronted. Although they became highly proficient seamen and many acquired enough
skills to navigate vessels themselves, they were never formally recognized as mates or masters.
There was undoubtedly a racialist element in this restriction —an inability to place a slave master
in command of free white sailors —but the British colonial legal system was also responsible for
depriving black Bermudians of a formal role in transoceanic mercantile trade. Masters and mates
had to swear oaths to plantation bonds and the legitimacy of their cargoes, and the ambiguous legal
status of slaves and their denial of rights in the courts of British colonies where slavery was
widespread precluded them from being masters. The laws of Bermuda and the West Indies that did
not recognize slave testimony thus presented an insurmountable hurdle to the progression of black
mariners. Many slaves, to be sure, served in the roles of mate and perhaps even master at sea
because o f their skills and ability, but once in port they reverted to the status of common sailor.
Slave sailors also presumably lacked the free choice of when they might retire from the sea, since
they could be compelled by their owners to make voyages against their inclination. But given the
general ease of desertion from ship and the chronic shortage of mariners in foreign ports, white
masters would have been foolish to force disgruntled slaves to make involuntary trips. Bermuda’s
considerable dependence on slave labor to operate their merchant fleet suggests that slaves and
l6On salt raking and older sailors "retiring” to the Turks Islands, see chapter 6 and deposition of
Benjamin Lightboume, PRO CO 37/21:84-87. Lightboume went to sea at the age of 16 in 1743 and
sailed in a number of vessels until 1768. when at the age of 41, he became a full-time salt raker because
he did not “enjoy his health well att sea.” Marcus Rediker’s central premise of Between the Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea is that common sailors constituted the first body of collective industrial labor during the
expansion of the capitalist system and, by implication, were the first proletariat He argues that the
sustained legal repression and commercial exploitation they were subjected to fostered a sense of
collectivism and resistance in response, 288-98. The picture that emerges for Bermuda’s maritime culture
contrasts sharply with that described by Rediker, for reasons discussed below.
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masters negotiated working conditions, the frequency of voyages, and the inducements and
compensations that bound slave sailors to their vessels.
Bermudian slave sailors gained distinct social and economic advantages from their lives at
sea. They generally received a portion of their wages as seamen (usually one-third) and thus
possessed the means to accumulate wealth. In some cases, slave sailors owned by Bermudian
wives or widows were sent to sea by them to earn revenue for the household; the rest of their pay
supported their white mistresses who fed and clothed the siave-sailors’ own wives and children.17
Bermudian ship captains also granted the enslaved mariners among their crews the privilege of
freighting their own “private ventures,” small-scale speculative shipping that resembled that
enjoyed by the master and mirrored the mercantile exchange of the sloop’s voyage in microcosm.
By 1730 it was “a common practice among [slave sailors]. . . to carry abroad to other places
beyond the seas Adventures of brass, pewter, platt, bongraces, caps, etc.” The slaves sold or
traded these goods in the ports they frequented as an extra means of making money to supplement
their share of their wages. Olaudah Equiano, a slave employed as a sailor for a considerable time
in the West Indies in the 1760s, related how in four trips made over the space of single month of
trading, he converted a glass tumbler worth a half-bit [3d.] into merchandise worth a Spanish
dollar [5s.] —a twenty-fold profit. In four years, Equiano earned enough through his private
ventures to purchase his freedom. Equiano’s captain both encouraged him and protected his goods
from unscrupulous white traders because it gave the slave-sailor a personal stake in the outcome of
each voyage and discouraged him from deserting. Bermudian captains did the same for their

17For instance, when Benjamin Young gave his slave Natt to his three daughters in 1761, he gave
the man one-third of the wages he earned as a mariner. Five years later, Mary Todd gave “one half of her
time” to her slave woman Hannah, with the other moiety going to her sister, Love. In L768, Frances
Mallory willed that her slave Jack was to enjoy half of his wages and time after her death. CV 8:161;
14:176, 268.
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slaves. By the 1760s, some Bermudian slaves had become so adept at trading that they served in
an unofficial capacity as supercargoes and managed purchases and sales of the vessel’s cargo.
Jean Hector De Crevecoeur recalled that “I have seen several of these black [supercargoes] at the
tables of the rich Jamaican Planters, treated with all the consideration which their intelligence and
faithfulness merit.” To function in this capacity, these slaves would not only have to be able
seamen, but also know how to read, write, assess market conditions in outlying ports, and perhaps
speak several languages —skills acquired only after years of voyaging throughout the Atlantic and
Caribbean. Slave privateersmen often enjoyed even greater windfalls, since their masters
traditionally gave them half of their prize money in recognition for the dangerous work they did.
With the capture o f a richly laden prize vessel, a Bermudian slave might earn enough money in an
afternoon to purchase his freedom. Through private ventures, wages, and prize money, Bermudian
slave sailors were empowered to earn substantial sums of money.18
Black Bermudian sailors were among the most socially privileged and cosmopolitan slaves
in the Atlantic World, because in their far-reaching voyages, they encountered a wide range of
slave communities and markets in the colonies at which they called. With money in their pockets,
they were consumers and participants in largely independent and ill-understood slave economies

iaAn Actfor the Further and Better Regulating o f Negroes and other Slaves andfor the more
Effectual and Speedy Way o f Prosecuting them in Criminal Cases in Acts of Assembly. Made and
Enacted in the Bermuda or Summer Islands. From 1690 to 1736 (London, 1737), 94-95. The act forbade
ship's captains from allowing their slaves to carry private ventures, but the law was ignored, since it was
in the captain’s interest to give his slaves a stake in the voyage; no cases of seizure appear before the
Court of Oyer and Terminer in the 1730s or 1740s. Olaudah Equiano [a.k.a. Gustavus Vassa], The
Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Eauiano. or Gustavus Vassa. The African (Leeds, 1814) in
Gates, The Classic Slave Narratives. 84-87,89. Equiano’s narrative is an extraordinary document
Besides being one of the earliest slave narratives, it sheds light on maritime slave labor and, through the
eyes of its author, takes the reader on an extensive tour of British, French and Dutch ports in Africa,
America, the Mediterranean and the West Indies. De Crevecoeur, “Description of Bermuda,” 202. When
Rear Admiral George Murray visited Bermuda in May 1795, he wrote home that Bermudian privateers
were “mostly maimed with Slaves, but they are quite different from any other Slaves I ever met with,
being trust worthy, and good Seamen, and their Owners give them half their Prize Money,” quoted in Jack
Amell, “The First Bermudian Naval Vessels,” unpublished paper in BA
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embedded within larger colonial domestic economies and brokers of goods and information in black
capitalist exchange networks that mirrored those of their white masters. Through their travels, they
gained a broad-based perception of the institution that bound them and could better gauge the
conditions under which they and their families in Bermuda labored by comparing them with life on
the tobacco, rice, and sugar plantations and within the port cities of the colonies they visited. The
experiences and observations of sailor slaves informed the slave community confined to Bermuda
and fostered a considerably wider view of the slave system than available on the many isolated and
parochial plantations common in the American South and West Indies. In their transoceanic
voyages, Bermudian sailor slaves not only linked their island’s slave community with the outside
world, but also connected slave communities dispersed throughout the Atlantic and Caribbean with
each other. Their importance as transmitters of culture and news to a wider African creole world
far surpassed their economic contribution as petty traders. These highly mobile slaves were
middlemen in economic and cultural exchanges that in some small way reunited the African
diaspora and helped to forge a pan-Atlantic Afro-American identity.19
Bermudian maritime labor was influenced by social relationships and loyalties already
established on land that were transferred to the decks of the colony’s sloops. Common household
origins, coupled with the proximity of shipboard life and shared tasks, bound white and black men
together and produced a sustained level of racial intimacy rare in other British colonies.
Throughout the eighteenth century, the manning of Bermuda's sloops was mostly a family affair.
l9Bolster, Black Jacks. 7-43. This cross-colonial perspective did not automatically lead to a
common sense of identity or kinship, however. Bolster noted that Barbadian slaves displayed a fierce
localism, and asserted a superiority over slaves on neighboring islands when they boasted they were “troo
Barbadian bom.” Bermudian slaves, lacking strong African roots, considerably refined in speech and
dress compared with their enslaved brethren elsewhere, and possessing considerable skills, probably felt a
similar superiority. On independent slave markets and economies, see Hillary Beckles, “An Economic
Life of their Own: Slaves as Commodity Producers and Distributors in Barbados,” John Schlotterbeck,
“The Internal Economy of Slavery in Rural Piedmont Virginia,” and the introduction to Morgan and
Berlin, eds., The Slaves’ Economies. 31-47, 170-81.
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White and black Bermudians who shared the same households on land often went to sea together.
The 1708-9 list of sailors and passengers gives many examples of crews related by blood and
common residence. The four-man crew of the sloop Anne, for instance, was composed of master
Christopher Lusher, his son (a boy), his slave, Negro James, and Thomas Watson. The sloop
Samuel's crew included master Daniel Gibbs and his three sons (John, Nathaniel and Joseph), as
well as Davy, the slave of one of the vessel’s owners. A father and two sets of brothers manned
the sloop Woolidge\ master William Sr., William Jr., Richard and Jeremiah Leacraft and Stephen
and Hugh Painter. Thomas Burch’s Barbados-bound Advice carried Captain Josiah Forster and
his slave Robin, Nathaniel Merritt and his slave Ben, and sailor Joseph Ward. Southampton
widow Mary Keele sent her son, John, and her slave, Tony, aboard the sloop Joseph and
Benjamin, bound for the Turks Islands. One would be hard-pressed to find a Bermudian sloop
crew that did not share kinship or household connections in the eighteenth century. Even before
they took to sea, captains and crewmen knew each other, and many had grown up and attended
school together.20
Despite the extensive family structure that pervaded the Bermudian merchant marine, a
number of Bermudian sailors left positions in the island’s fleet to join the vast number of mariners
serving on vessels o f all nations. This occurred particularly often during times of economic
depression, when the volume of British trade constricted and resulted in a downsizing of
Bermuda’s merchant fleet with a corresponding reduction in employment opportunities. They
encountered competition with other un- or under-employed mariners in other colonies, but their
extensive time at sea helped these able-bodied sailors get positions. Because of their skill and

“Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 288-98; BA, C 398, Anne (departed
Sept. 16, 1708), Samuel (Oct. 8, 1708), IVoolidge (Nov. 9, 170Z), Advice (Nov. 22, 1708), said.Joseph and
Benjamin (April 21, 1709).
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knowledge o f trade routes and markets, Bermudian masters were highly prized and took jobs
navigating vessels registered to other British ports. After years of navigating, many hired
Bermudian masters eventually settled in the overseas colonies where they traded —a variation on
the island’s long-standing tradition of out-migration —but they maintained close ties with their
families in Bermuda and further expanded the colony’s trade network. Captain Mansfield Tucker
commanded the Charleston schooner Neptune on at least four voyages to St. Augustine in the
1730s before he eventually settled in South Carolina. In 1765, Nathaniel Dickinson navigated the
sloop Benjamin, which was owned by Thomas Savage and Richard Newbold, two Bermudian
merchants who had emigrated to Charleston. Captain Stafford Lightboume moved to
Fredericksburg, Virginia, and commanded several sloops that plied Chesapeake waters in the
1760s and 1770s. Thomas Roberts became one of Bermuda's most wide-ranging sons when he
accompanied Captain Cook on his famous voyage of discovery in 1776. At the age of twenty-six,
Roberts signed on as an able-bodied seaman and within three weeks had been given the position of
quartermaster. Unfortunately, he died of dropsy and was buried at sea off Niihau, Hawaii in
January 1778. Although it is impossible to track all of the Bermudian sailors who left the island
fleet and entered into the wider Atlantic maritime labor market, a variety of records indicate that
many did, and that they made important contributions toward manning the fleets of other
colonies.21

JIFor Mansfield Tucker, see Joyce E. Harman. Trade and Privateering in Spanish Florida. 17321763 (Jacksonville, 1969), 86-88. The Thomas Tucker who called at St. Augustine in 1759 may have
been Mansfield’s son. Nathaniel Dickinson (202) was just one of many Bermudian masters mentioned in
the abstracts of registered transcribed in R. Nicholas Olsberg, "Ship Registers in the South Carolina
Archives, 1734-1780,” South Carolina Historical Magazine 74:189-279 (1973). Stafford Lightboume’s
maritime activities are partially documented in a series of runaway slave advertisements that he posted in
the Virginia Gazette and Maryland Gazette. He employed slave labor to operate his sloops as he had in
Bermuda, but found that Virginia-born slaves were far more willing to abscond. Mulatto Sam ran away
from his sloop Trial at the Rapahannock River in February 1771, despite the fact that Lightboume
claimed he never mistreated the slave (Virginia Gazette. 7 March 1771; Maryland Gazette. 18 Feb.
1771). Another mulatto, Manuel, ran from Lightboume’s sloop Industry at Fredericksburg in November
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Throughout the eighteenth century, virtually every man in Bermuda depended on the sea
for his livelihood. By 1739, it was impossible to distinguish the number of seafarers in the
population “because almost every man not superannuated uses the sea.. .. None stay at home, but
such who have acquired an ample fortune or have an easy way of living” —those ship-owning
former mariners who had retired from the sea and entered politics. Abstractly considered, the
operation of Bermuda’s merchant fleet resembled a cluster of overlapping family businesses, run
by white and black members of the same household in a multi-generational and dynastic fashion
which drew upon a larger, near-island-wide extended family for supplemental labor. The sloop
was essentially a factory that produced movement instead of tangible commodities for export, and
for this service the owners and operators were well paid. Kin-based corporate ownership
guaranteed that wages and profits stayed within the family and within the colony, thus perpetuating
a dynastic system. Given the large number of sloops in the colony’s fleet and the high demand for
skilled maritime labor abroad, most white Bermudian mariners could reasonably expect to rise
steadily from ship’s boy to mate or master over the course of a decade or two and (the perils of the
sea notwithstanding) return home to Bermuda to spend time with their family and friends in old
age. Sailors who did not progress beyond able seaman and those who became salt rakers were
likewise able to return to Bermuda, but their homecomings were only seasonal and their homes
less well-fumished. The promise, if not the realization, of social mobility was open to white
Bermudian mariners.22
1772 (Virginia Gazette. 19 Nov. 1772); quoted in Windley. Runaway Slave Advertisements. 1:92, 124; H:
85-86. On Thomas Roberts, see J.C. Beaglehole, The Voyage of the Resolution and Discovery. 17761780. 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1967), 1465.
HGov. Alured Popple’s account of the colony in 1739, PRO CO 37/13:185. Daniel Vickers has
found that most of the sailors who worked in the Massachusetts cod fishery retired from the sea in their
30s, when their positions were often assumed by their sons. His examples of father-son combinations in
the crews of fishing vessels and the emergence of a family-based, native-born fishery in the late 17th
century parallel trends within Bermuda’s merchant fleet; Farmers and Fishermen. 134-41, 165-67, 173-
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This picture of maritime labor contrasts sharply with that advanced by maritime social
historians for the larger Atlantic World, in which working conditions, wages, and social relations
were violently contested, exploitative, and antagonistic. The much larger, predominately Britishowned ships that carried the bulk of the Atlantic trade had crews of twenty to forty or more and
naval vessels required hundreds of men both to sail and to fight a warship during engagements.
The need to man these large craft motivated many abuses such as kidnaping and crimping in the
merchant service, and impressment in the navy. The multitude of unskilled men forcibly brought to
sea by these means were poorly fed and clothed and “trained” by impatient bosuns and mariners,
often with a cane or the end of a rope. Life on board large merchantmen and naval frigates was
tightly regimented by officers with near-despotic powers who instilled discipline, compelled labor
and maintained their authority through beatings, floggings, and other punishments. Those who
survived and picked up enough skills to become an ordinary or able-bodied seaman responded by
deserting bad ships and driving hard bargains with employers to gain the best wages and conditions
they could command. The common sailor became enmeshed in a maritime culture that was young,
rootless, epicurean, often violent, cosmopolitan yet superstitious, and conservative. His dress, gait,
and language made him stand out from landsmen while in port. In short, he lived in a not-entirely
hospitable wooden world, at home neither on land nor at sea, caught between the arbitrary will of
the captain and the savage fury of the-elements.13

87.
aRediker. Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 10-21, 116-204, 208-53; Jesse Lemisch,
“Jack Tar in the Streets; Merchant Seamen in the Politics of Revolutionary America,” WMQ. 3rd ser.,
25:371-73, 375, 379-91 (1968). The 18th-century mariner is an elusive subject, for most were illiterate
and their activities aboard ship are usually only recorded when something went wrong; Rediker’s
exposition of social tension and violence aboard ship overstates the frequency of such occurrence for just
this reason; he draws most heavily upon High Court of Admiralty records for his sources, which reflect
cases of dispute or criminal behavior. Although shipboard violence and abuse undoubtedly occurred, it
was arguably far less common than Rediker suggests; tire vast majority of vessels sailed from port to port
without incident, but Rediker’s sources document only the few voyages where complications arose. On
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Bermudian seafaring life was regularized and predicated by social relations inherited from
childhood and transferred from landed Bermudian society. Kinship in the case of white sailors and
long-established familial relationships in the case of slaves made beatings and actual violence
aboard Bermudian sloops rare. The crews were small, commonly four to six men divided into two
watches, and interaction was personal rather than governed by the class-like separation between
officers and men aboard larger, non-Bermudian vessels. The training of new sailors was patiently
done with an eye toward a lifetime of service, rather than an immediate and exploitative need for
labor on each individual voyage. Even slaves, whom one might consider even more vulnerable to
the abuse of captains, fared better than common white sailors elsewhere. The skilled nature of
maritime slave labor influenced the treatment o f unffee sailors by their masters, in that harsh
treatment incapacitated necessary hands and weakened the effectiveness of the vessel to sail, while
arbitrary punishments would encourage slave sailors to desert. Slave-sailors, moreover, were not
easily replaced if they were disabled or ran away, since it took at least two years to train another in
the skills of a mariner. Also, reports of individual masters’ treatment of slaves at sea circulated
within the colony after voyages. One suspects that masters who earned a reputation for brutality
not only found difficulty in finding crews, but were also snubbed by the many slave-owning
Bermudians who treated their slaves well; popular opinion might have held little sway over a
captain at sea, but it was strongly felt once ashore. These considerations empowered slave sailors
to negotiate the terms of their service and forced masters to treat them kindly.24
manning the Royal Navy and shipboard discipline during the Seven Years’ War, see N.A.M. Rodger, The
Wooden World. 145-252.
“In Bermuda, slave-owning was extensive —in 1774, for instance, 80% of the freeholders in
Devonshire Parish owned one or more slaves. Most Bermudians thus had a first-hand knowledge of
managing and disciplining slaves. The density of settlement by the mid-18th century meant that most
Bermudians lived in close proximity to one another. Thus it was difficult to prevent the sounds or visible
results of beatings from neighbors. Where close surveillance by whites prevailed (in Bermuda and in
urban settings in America) slaves were apparently better fed and treated. Compare, for instance the urban
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Bermudian mariners also differed significantly from the vast majority of Atlantic seamen
because a large number of them were married. This tangible link with the shore and with
Bermuda’s landed community was an important restraint on the excessive hedonism stereotypically
attributed to sailors and was a stabilizing influence on the behavior of Bermudian mariners in
foreign ports. Wives and families drew black and white Bermudian seamen back to the island year
in and year out and grounded their lives in a greater purpose. They were thus less likely to desert
or emigrate abroad or take foolhardy risks. They channeled their earnings and profits toward
supporting loved ones at home rather than bacchanalian sprees abroad. Bermuda’s many married
mariners also had the very fact that they had wives in common, which set them apart from the
rootless seamen of other colonies. Marriages bridged the gap between land and sea for Bermudian
masters and mariners and considerably shaped the distinctiveness of the colony’s maritime
culture.25
The crews of the island’s sloops already possessed a common collective sense of identity
as Bermudians and had forged interpersonal bonds with each other before they stepped aboard ship
—bonds entirely lacking among the strangers who made up the crews of most other merchant and
naval vessels. Because of the large number of sloops in the colonial fleet and the small size o f each
crew, many Bermudian sailors passed the social boundary from sailor to “officer” (master or mate)

and plantation experiences of Frederick Douglass in his autobiography; Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass, an American Slave (Boston. 1845). reprinted in Henry' L. Gates, The Classic Slave Narratives.
243-331. Slave ownership and the treatment of slaves within Bermuda are addressed in chapter 8.
“Marcus Rediker characterizes 18th-century maritime culture as essentially nomadic, due to
mariners’ lack of attachments to shore; Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 159. In his study of the
Georgian Navy, Nicholas Rodger found that only 2% of the ships’ companies he studied made remittances
to wives ashore, and that even though officers were more likely to marry, only one-quarter of those killed
in the Seven Years’ War left widows. Among crews, 85% were single men aged 25 or under. On the
other hand, when it was announced that only married members of the crew of the HMS Magnanime were
to be given leave in Sept. 1756, 492 of the 750 men on board produced wives! Rodger, Wooden World.
78-79. For wives of Royal Navy seamen, see Suzanne Stark, Female Tars: Women Aboard Ship in the
Age of Sail (Annapolis, 1996), 20-32. 50-63.
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and consequently appreciated the roles and responsibilities of each position. In larger merchant
vessels, the ratio of sailors to officers was so high that few common seamen ever rose to command
their own vessel and few captains felt sympathetically toward the usually anonymous men under
their command. And where most British merchant captains sought to squeeze as much labor out of
their crews in order to please the ship owners who had hired them, Bermudian masters were
answerable to themselves, their families, and their friends, who were probably less exacting and
more forgiving. The organization of the Bermudian shipping industry thus produced a sharply
different strain of Atlantic maritime culture that was firmly rooted within the landed society of the
colony, structured along kinship lines, socially and racially integrated and communal rather than
hierarchical and antagonistic, and as a result, far more productive, reliable, and stable. Although
the brutal picture of shipboard life painted by Marcus Rediker may have been common, it was by
no means universal and recent studies of the manning of odier colonial fleets suggest that the traits
of Bermuda’s maritime culture were not unique to that colony.26

“The Dangers of the Seas Excepted”: Life and Labor aboard a Bermuda Sloop

“The Dangers of the Sea Excepted” was a stock legal phrase that appeared in most
shipping bonds and commercial documents penned in the age of sail, a clause that recognized the
power of nature to disrupt the best-laid plans of merchants and mariners. Even the soundest
vessels and most skilled captains fell prey to storms and hurricanes that swept across Adantic
shipping lanes. Most merchants primarily feared the loss of their cargoes, but for every for every
ship that perished in a storm, a half dozen or more lives were lost. The Bermudian mariner spent

“See especially Daniel Vickers, Farmers and Fishermen. 165-67, 197-203.
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his life at sea amidst a host of dangers, ranging from catastrophic foundering during tempests and
shipwreck on uncharted reefs to more mundane —but no less fatal —perils like falling from aloft or
dying of heatstroke or yellow fever in a foreign port. The confined conditions, shared dangers and
collective labor aboard ship bound white and black Bermudian men more closely together and
produced a strikingly masculine and racially integrated shipboard culture that could not help but to
spill over into island society when the crews returned home.
The sea was a dangerous and awe-inspiring place to work when viewed from the deck of a
typical Bermuda sloop that was forty-five feet long and eighteen feet wide. Mariners’ perception of
time was simultaneously the most natural and the most artificial in the eighteenth century.
Seasonal weather patterns largely dictated the voyages undertaken by masters and sailors, and the
entire crew paid constant attention to the conditions of the wind, sky, and water for harbingers of
storms, squalls, and ‘"dirty weather.” But clock also rigidly divided the days of these men so
attuned to nature into four-hour watches, marked by the ringing of the ship’s bell every half hour.
The carefully monitored flow of sand through the hourglass was vital to both computing one’s
position on a sea chart by dead reckoning and organizing the watch system of labor division aboard
ship. The crew was divided evenly into two "watches,” whose responsibility it was to sail the
sloop, keep watch for other vessels, and monitor the weather while the other watch rested. Aboard
the small Bermudian sloops, watches were racially integrated and in the long hours on duty
deckside and in the cramped forecastle where the sailors slept, white and black crewmen shared
food, stories, and song in the days and weeks at sea.~7
dimensions reflect a typical sloop of the 1740s, based on Thomas Waterman’s 67-ton sloop
Sarah, 40’ keel, 18’6” breadth, 8’6” depth of hold, PRO CO 37/15: 169. On the watgh system, see
Rodger, Wooden World. 37-40. Music and dance played an important part in passing time while at sea
and celebrating in port Dick, a Bermudian slave belonging to John Gilbert, was a “very good seaman and
rigger,” but his skill at the fiddle and his fondness for dancing probably did more to endear him to the
crews with whom he sailed. He ran away in 1788 from Virginian Thomas Kerr, whohad hired him;
Vkfrinia Independent Chronicle. 2 Jan. 1788, quoted in Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements 1:392.
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Understanding and perhaps even friendship sprang from the cooperative and inter
dependent nature of maritime labor. Work at sea was necessarily integrated and collective. Black
and white sailors had to work together to operate the vessels they sailed. Raising anchor and
setting the huge canvas of the Bermuda sloop’s oversized mainsail required the cooperation and
united effort of all hands, since these arduous tasks could not be relegated only to the black portion
of the crew. This shared sense of work, performed day in and day out while at sea, influenced the
relationship between free and unfree Bermudians and privileged and poor whites, blurring social
distinctions. Unlike most overseers on plantations, white Bermudian masters performed the same
tasks as their slaves and thus had reasonable expectations of their capabilities. They could spot
and discipline legitimate slackers because they were personally familiar with the work. Experience
and ability undercut racial hierarchy, creating situations where veteran black sailors instructed and
commanded novice white “boys” in shipboard tasks. Most importantly, black and white sailors
shared a collective fete, for in the grip of a storm they survived or perished together. On such
small vessels, mutiny or rebellion on the open sea was not a viable option, since the loss of even a
single hand might incapacitate the sloop and doom all to a watery grave.28
Jeffrey Bolster discusses black musical ability and notes that slaves frequently were cooks aboard larger
merchant vessels; Black Jacks. 32-35. No documents survive for Bermuda that address the specific roles
aboard ship filled by slaves.
^Rediker, Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 77-115; Rodger, Wooden World. 41. Rediker noted that
since shipboard labor was such a public activity, “crews were extremely sophisticated in judging the
quality of each man's contribution.” 95. In reconstructing the maritime world of the early eighteenth
century, Marcus Rediker draws sharp social distinction between officers and common sailors and
examines the friction and, in Rediker’s opinion, proto-class tension between the two. Such distinctions
certainly existed aboard large ships whose crews usually exceeded twenty, but a substantial amount of the
Atlantic trade was carried in small sloops and schooners like those operated by Bermuda, where the
highly personal level of constant interaction precluded such differentiation. In the 1780s, Bryan Edwards
discovered that much tension in plantation societies sprang from the fact that white planters or overseers
did not perform fieldwork and thus had unreasonable expectations of the amount of labor they could get
out of their slaves. This, Edwards noted, was particularly true in the case of recent arrivals from Europe,
unaccustomed to local climate, who purchased slaves and plantations; Edwards, The History Civil and
Commercial of the British Colonies in the West Indies. 2 vols. (London, 1794), 11:12-14. Throughout the
eighteenth century, there was only a single case where a Bermudian slave rebelled at sea. In 1754, Black
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A mariner’s ongoing battle with the elements further fostered a sense of collectivism
because crews united to resist the forces of nature intent on doing them harm. Reefing the mainsail
in a raging sea, for example, was an exacting task that required all hands, but upon completion the
sailors shared a feeling of triumph over wind and waves. Bermudian mariners spent their lives at
sea amidst a host o f dangers. Shipwrecks, storms, work-related accidents, and hostile engagements
readily spring to mind, but the insidious effects of disease in foreign ports and poor diet afloat also
took their toll. Perhaps as many as one in three sailors died while in service, making the
professions one of the most dangerous in the eighteenth century. Death came from a variety of
sources to pick off individuals and whole crews alike.3
Shipwreck, the total loss of vessel and cargo, was the worst fate to befall Bermudian
masters and crews. Insurance was rare in the colony prior to the American Revolution, so the
island’s merchants and masters risked all with each voyage. Bermudian clerks copied down
hundreds of maritime protests in the eighteenth century, leaving modem historians an extremely
valuable source for studying accidents and conditions at sea. When masters encountered some

Dick murdered John Seymour, master of the schooner Rub v. on the high seas. Dick was seized by the rest
of the crew and brought to Bermuda, where he was charged with piracy'. Two years later, the Bermuda
assembly was still awaiting a commission from London to try the slave when he escaped from the prison
in St George’s. BA, Minutes of the Assembly. 1746-1765. 152, 162-64; PRO CO 37/18:112-15.
Rediker, Devil and the Deeo Blue Sea. 92-93; Rodger, Wooden World. 53; Davis, Rise of the
English Shipping Industry. 156-58. Rodger estimates sailor mortality as high as 50%. Rediker perhaps
overestimates the effects of discipline, “the necessary and bloody complement of the increasing
productivity of seafaring labor,” in his estimation of the roots of mortality. Jeffrey Bolster, Black Jacks.
68-101, addresses the level to which shipboard working relationships undermined racial hierarchy and
concluded that “although formal boundaries [between officers and sailors] could flex to accommodate
human relationship, they never entirely broke down... . Racial boundaries certainly existed, but they were
often secondary to those established by the institution of the ship,” (75) and that “the degree to which race
was mitigated in the hierarchy of the ship” was reflected by the traditional designation of all non
proficient sailors as “boy,” regardless of age or race. 81. Bolster asserts that although most white sailors
did not consider blacks as their equals, the also did not unthinkingly accept a racially hierarchical view of
society. Since Bermudian society was dominated by sailors and slaves, by implication racial hierarchy
was far less securely established in that colony because it was constantly reassessed by individuals who
measured value by ability rather than skin color.
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difficulty that interrupted or prevented the completion of their voyage, they called at the nearest
port and made a full disclosure of the events —the maritime protest —to absolve themselves of legal
and financial responsibility for losses to the ship’s owners or freighters. Well over a thousand
maritime protests have survived in Bermuda (a convenient port for ships in distress in the Atlantic)
which record accidents that befell merchant vessels from many nations and colonies. Maritime
protests are, o f course, a skewed sample of the collective experience of storms at sea: to reach port
and make a protest, one had to be fortunate enough to survive. But the accounts of the survivors
offer us a glimpse into the daily perils experienced by Bermuda’s sailors.
To relate the hundreds of surviving accounts of storms and the damages they did would be
tedious, but a small sample sufficiently illustrates the range of experiences that Bermudian masters
encountered. Storms at sea and rough weather were a natural and frequent occurrence and wreaked
havoc on sailing vessels. The skills of masters and sailors were tested by the elements and, if they
were found wanting, then the results were devastating, if not fatal. In storms, danger came from
both high winds and heavy waves. To navigate their vessels during storms, masters had to reduce
as much windage as possible —anything from sails to yards and rigging —but still retain enough
sail to retain steerage. During storms, many captains got off lightly by only having a few sails
blown out. When this occurred, the tattered sails had to be quickly replaced by crewmen who
ventured aloft or out on the bowsprit in order to keep the vessel under control. As the fury of the
wind increased, yards and masts frequently snapped under the strain and carried away, forcing
sailors to cut away the standing rigging that attached them to the hull. In extreme conditions, the
crew had to chop off the mainmast in order to keep severe winds from pushing the vessel over onto
its beam. All of these tasks had to be done quickly, often at night, on a heaving deck awash with
white water and lashed with spray and gale-force winds. Working in such conditions, sailors were
often carried overboard to their deaths.
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The sea posed an equal, if not greater, threat to the safety of vessels during storms. Sloops
faired worse in heavy seas than larger ships because they lacked sufficient mass to reduce their
pitch and roll. They were more easily tossed about by waves and subject to more sudden and
violent fluctuations in their movement under way. Some of the waves that broke over the deck
inevitably found its way through hatches and into the hold, spoiling cargoes and adversely affecting
the sloop’s sailing ability. In extreme cases, waves pushed a vessel over onto its beam ends,
forcing the crew to quickly cut away the mast and standing rigging to enable the sloop to right
itself before she filled and sank. Occasionally, a great wave broke over a vessel and the sheer
weight of the water shattered the planks and timber of the frame or pushed the hull underwater.
Reports of this type of accident were rare, for few sloops recovered from such devastating
damage.30
Most storms were not fatal to sufficiently seaworthy vessels, although individual sailors
were frequently lost overboard. When conditions improved, crews jerry-rigged their crippled
vessels and made for the nearest port for repairs. After a storm in 1707, Robert Burton’s sloop
limped into New York with a split mainsail and a missing foreyard and foretopmast. He got off
lucky. Edward Todd’s sloop suffered far more damage during a storm in August 1734 when a
wave struck his sloop, stove in her side, and knocked away her round house and binnacle. Todd’s
brother and two other sailors were swept into the sea and the rest of the crew survived the tempest
only by clinging to the waterlogged hulk. The survivors, two white and two black sailors, lived on
a few apples and wet biscuits that floated out of the cabin until they were saved by a ship from
New York. Captain Tucker’s voyage from Monte Christi, Santo Domingo, to New York was

"On the vulnerability of vessels in storms, see Sebasn'an Junger, The Perfect Storm (New York,
1997). Although this work chronicles a modem incident -- the losses that Gloucester’s swordfishing fleet
sustained during the Halloween Gale of 1992 —Junger skillfully reviews the many ways in which high
winds and large waves sank ships, ancient and modem.
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interrupted when a hard gale of wind unhinged his rudder, forcing him to steer with a cable and
twelve feet of foreboom lashed to the side for over two weeks until he reached Bermuda. John
Tudor’s brig foundered in a storm a few days out of Bermuda, forcing the crew to take to the
ship’s boat; fortunately, they were rescued by a captain returning from the coast o f Africa. In
January 1764, David Conyers’ brigantine Manchester was disabled when a heavy sea shifted her
ballast and laid the ship on her side, forcing the crew to frantically cut away the mainmast, boom,
foretopmast, and foreyard in order to save their vessel and themselves. But in many cases we have
no accounts of how vessels were lost. The loss of Samuel Dickinson’s sloop in a storm near the
Madeiras was noted by only a single line in a personal letter, stating that ’’all his people
perished.”31
Hurricanes posed an even greater threat to vessels, especially when sloops were caught in
port or near land. When hurricanes struck Bermuda, masters and crew remained powerless to help
their sloops and had to trust their moorings or anchors to save them. A storm that hit the Turks
Islands on July 10, 1715 drove six Bermuda sloops ashore because their anchors would not hold.
A seventh, on the verge of grounding, cut its cables and escaped to bring the tragic news home to
Bermuda. Two months later, Samuel Spofforth survived another storm that claimed ten or twelve
more vessels in Bermuda’s fleet in the Bahamas. Kingston, Jamaica was hammered by a hurricane
on October 22, 1726, which beached Thomas Handy’s 70-ton sloop Angelbright, but Handy and
his crew got her off fourteen days later. John Vesev’s Warwick was less fortunate; in the same
storm the sloop was totally wrecked near the "tan House.” Eight years later, a heavy September
gale beached John Darrell’s sloop Elizabeth and Richard Jenning’s sloop Summer Island in the

31Boston News Letter. 9 April 1707 (Burton); New York Weekly Journal. 9 Sept. 1734 (Todd);
New York Mercury. 2 April 1759 (Tuckert‘-Providence Gazette. 16 Sept. 1762 (Tudor, 11 April 1764
(Conyers); CV 8:257; Col. Henry Tucker to St. George Tucker, 18 March 1776 (Dickinson), in TCP.
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same port. The hurricane that hit Charleston on August 27, 1730 threw William Gibb’s sloop Two
Sisters ashore near New Market. Five years later, a hurricane hit the Leeward Islands, sank
several Bermudian sloops and killing their crews. Even in home waters, Bermudian vessels were
not safe. A tempest that hit the colony on August 18, 1743 damaged most of the sloops and
fishing boats there. Five boats were lost, along with the slave fishermen who manned them. One
sloop, loaded and ready to depart, was thrown upon some rocks and split in two. All told, shipping
losses surpassed £3,000 BDA. In contrast to most shipwreck accounts from other colonies,
protests documenting Bermudian wrecks seldom mention a high loss of life because most
Bermudian sailors could swim —in feet, a few Bermudian masters had several sloops sunk from
under them —but there were also dozens of vessels lost with all hands far from shore, where the
ability to swim could not save them.32
Unfamiliar coastlines and difficult weather conditions led to other losses. In the early
years of Bermudian mercantile expansion, Richard Gilbert grounded his sloop Welcome on the
eastern side of Cape Cod in 1686. When a passing master from Carolina saw that the keel and
floor timbers were broken in this "forlorn, perish’d vessell” he suggested that Gilbert bum her for
her iron fittings —“better to save a little than lose all” —before carrying on his voyage. Doubtless
Gilbert would have preferred assistance to advice. William Higg’s fine new sloop was “by severity
of the weather in the night” driven onto Rockaway Beach, Long Island, and became a total loss in
January 1736; three of his crew died of hypothermia and the other men were “much froze.” Powell
Middleton lost his sloop Olive Branch when he hit an uncharted shoal seven miles off the northern
coast o f Cuba in 1751. Three years later, John Bascome’s schooner Catherine sank after she

^Boston News Letter. 22 August 1715: 12 Sept. 1715 (Spoffortli). With the exception of one
little boy, all of the crews of the six sloops wrecked at the Turks Island miraculously survived; Boston
Gazette. 17 Feb. 1726 (Handy and Vesey); 29 Oct. 1730 (Gibbs); New York Weekly Journal. 28 Oct. 1734
(Darrell and Jennings); PRO CO 37/13:189 (Leewards); 14:150 (Bermuda).
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struck a reef off Greasy Point on Caicos Island. Bascome and his crew were forced to walk thirty
leagues to reach Blubber Point, where they were rescued.33
Depositions relating the loss of John Bursley’s sloop Dickinson in 1749 offer one of the
most exotic shipwreck accounts in Bermudian history. In the tale, told by 23-year old sailor Green
Parker, the Dickinson departed Bermuda in June, bound for Jamaica and the Bay of Honduras with
a crew of fourteen. The vessel arrived safely in Jamaica and stayed there two weeks before
proceeded on to Honduras. For eight weeks in July and August, the crew loaded over a hundred
tons of logwood worth £ 1,420 ST and then left for Bermuda. At four a.m. on October 7, the sloop
was passing through the Gulf of Florida when a gale drove it ashore on one of the Florida Keys.
Parker was below-deck when he heard the cry of “White water!” He came on deck as the sloop
grounded on a reef and heeled over on her beam ends, so he jumped overboard into the surf and
swam for shore. “In a very short time she sank,” recalled Parker, with all their tools, food and
cargo. Of the fourteen, only three other crewmembers survived: Robert Hawks, Nicholas
Westcott and Henry Fogg. After the storm abated, “some Indians came to them and they . .. put
[Parker] on board a Spanish launch, by which means he got to St. Augustine and from there to
South Carolina.” In Charleston, Parker found a ship to take him to Bermuda where he reported the
accident. Of the other three men left among the Indians in Florida, Parker sadly admitted that “he
knoweth not what is now become of them.” Robert Hawks arrived in Bermuda a few weeks later,
but the fete of the other two remains a mystery.34
Ice also posed a threat to Bermudian masters so unaccustomed to the stuff on their warm
^BCR 8:183-87; Boston Gazette. 26 Jan. 1736; CV 10,2:28; CV 12:55.
^CV 10,2:168, 214. A similar wreck and rescue happened to a Frenchman named Pierre Viaud
in 1766. Viaud published his account in 1768 as Naufraee et Adventures de M. Pierre Viaud. Natif de
Bordeaux. Capitaine de Navire. Histoire veritable, verifee sur TAttestation de Mr. Sevettenham.
Commandant du Fort St. Marc des Appalaches (Bordeaux, 1768), translated and reprinted by Robin
Fabel. The Shipwreck and Adventures of Monsieur Pierre Viaud (Pensacola, 1990).
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island. In late April 1712, Jacob Hall’s sloop was driven ashore on the New Jersey side of the
Delaware River near Newcastle “by ice which cut the sloop and fill’d her with Water.” Janies
Burcher lost his sloop Maryanne, anchored in the Rapahannock River, in January 1737 when an
ice floe came downriver “in such quantities and with such violence” that it cut the sloop’s cables;
the Maryanne grounded further downstream, but before she could be saved more ice stove in the
hull and the vessel sank. Sunken wrecks posed as much of a navigational hazard as natural reefs
and rocks. William Burrows lost his sloop Friendship at night when he hit another wreck off
Jamaica. The crew took to the ship’s boat as the Friendship slipped beneath the waves and
reached Kingston after sixteen days beneath a tropical sun.3S
Work-related accidents also crippled or claimed the lives of Bermudian mariners. Even in
fine weather, sailing a vessel was a dangerous undertaking. Historian Marcus Rediker rightly
asserts that a ship was the most complicated invention of its day. To operate this sophisticated
machine required crews to harness powerful natural forces, wind and tide, through the deployment
of sails and anchors and involved much heavy lifting. The stress of manhandling sails and shifting
cargoes into place caused many sailors to “burst their bellies,” a contemporary term for hernias.
Sailors ascended high masts to set and reef sails and shifted them aloft using blocks and tackle that
could kill if they fell or were accidentally dropped. Although Bermudian sloops were considerably
smaller than square-rigged merchant ships, their masts were still tall enough to produce a fetal fell.
In New York in 1731, for example, an unnamed Bermudian youth slipped while unrigging one o f
his schooner’s masts and “dashed out his brains” on the deck below. In 1767, Captain Darrell was
beating against a headwind when the head of his mainmast carried away and two men aloft
tumbled to the deck. One broke his skull, both legs and one of his arms and died instantly; the

^Boston News Letter. 28 April 1712 (Hall); CV 9.2:137 (Burcher); New York Weekly JoumaL 8
July 1734 (Burrows).
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other was “very much bruised, but likely to recover,” according to the New York Mercury. En
route from Charleston to Bermuda, Captain Joseph Pitt was “knock’d overboard by his free boom
in the night and drown’d” in 1776, probably by an unexpected gibe. Countless less serious
accidents claimed fingers and toes, broke bones, and in some cases left mariners crippled for life,
forcing an involuntary retirement from the sea.36
Disease in foreign ports also took its toll on the ranks of Bermuda’s sailors. During the
seventeenth century, the island’s population lived in relative isolation and enjoyed good health.
When Bermudian men went to sea, however, they entered hostile disease environments in the ports
they visited. Disease killed or incapacitated crippled individual sailors and disrupted voyages by
incapacitating crews and left vessels short-handed. Yellow fever in the West Indies killed many
mariners, but smallpox caught in New York and Philadelphia claimed perhaps an equal number.
In October 1709, William Pitt died of smallpox on board the sloop Trial soon after his vessel left
New York for Bermuda. Captain Richard Gilbert and his entire crew came down with smallpox
en route from Madeira to New York in November 1718, and were forced to call at Bermuda to
recover. Gilbert’s brother, Benjamin, also had a voyage interrupted the following year when one of
his crewmen came down with smallpox in Madeira. He loaded his sloop Sarah with wine to take
to New York and set off in late October 1719, leaving the sick sailor behind. The following day,
however, Gilbert and all but one of the rest of his crew came down with the disease, forcing him to
return to the island. There, he left three more of his men ashore and set out once again with a
healthy crew, but after a week of beating against contrary winds the disease once more appeared.
Gilbert had to bury one sailor at sea and two others were on the verge of death before the Sarah
limped into Bermuda in December. Samuel Rivers lost one crewman and had four of his sailors

^Boston News Letter. 20 May 1731 (New York); New York Mercury. 19 Jan. 1767 (Darrell);
Col. Henry Tucker to St. George Tucker. 18 March 1776 (Pitt), in TCP.
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disabled by smallpox during a voyage from New York to Curasao in October 1731 and was
similarly forced to land his sick in Bermuda. That same month, shipowner William Watlington
protested his disastrous voyage in the sloop Batchellor's Delight. En route from New York to
Barbados, the sloop’s captain, Jeremiah Burrows died of smallpox and was buried at sea.
Watlington’s son, Francis, was the mate and assumed command, but he too became ill and soon
died. Watlington’s other son, Joseph, two other sailors and the ship's boy also fell sick, leaving
only three healthy sailors, all slaves, to sail the sloop to Bermuda. A similar case occurred in May
1746 involving master John Dickinson and the crew of the sloop Henry. Three days after the
vessel arrived in Philadelphia, Dickinson contracted smallpox and was forced to remain in port to
recover his health. Mate Thomas Prizgar assumed command and left on the 25th, but four days
later, he, too, suddenly fell ill and died. John Tucker, the only white sailor on board, was “almost
ignorant of the art of navigation” and relied entirely on the sloop’s black crewmembers to chart the
vessel’s course home to Bermuda. Bermudian mariners perhaps lived in greater fear of dying from
diseases in foreign ports and suffering sickness while on the high seas. Against wind and waves,
they could at least actively struggle, but deadly microbes brought about a pitiful end and landed
them in graves far from their island home.37
Man-made perils loomed large during times of war and peace from privateers and pirates.
Despite the high speed and maneuverability of their sloops, many Bermudian vessels saw action
during which sailors were killed or wounded by cannonballs, splinters, grapeshot, snipers and

37BOW 4:88 (Pitt); Boston News Letter. 8 March 1719 (R. Gilbert); CV 7,2:298 (B. Gilbert); CV
9,2:41 (Rivers); CV 9,2:43 (Burrows). The late Capt. Burrows was the son of the Batchellor’s Delight's
other owner, Paynter Burrows. The sloop was also carrying “a Jew freighter or supercargo” named
Benjamin Gomez, who was stranded in Bermuda when the sailors of that island refused to man the sloop
out of fear of getting smallpox. CV 10,1:147 (Dickinson). Scurvy was another disease that killed many
sailors throughout the eighteenth century, but few if any Bermudian mariners suffered from the affliction,
caused by Vitamin C deficiency, because their short passages (seldom lasting longer than a month) never
kept them from fresh food long enough for symptoms to appear.
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hand-to-hand combat. Those who were captured were subject to beatings, torture, marooning on
deserted islands, abandonment on the high seas with inadequate food and water, and imprisonment
in cramped and unhealthy foreign jails. Because of their habitual use of the Turks Islands for salt
raking, Bermudian sloops were particularly vulnerable to enemy privateers and pirates alike, who
knew where to find them. In 1704, Governor Benjamin Bennet defended his policy of liberally
distributing letters of marque to the Board of Trade by explaining that “att Turks Island pirates
frequently came and took vessels that were raking salt there . . . I would encourage persons by
giving them commissions [so] they would goe fitted and mann’d accordingly.” By commissioning
the sloops, he empowered them to defend themselves and even to strike first at perceived enemies.38

The sad story of John Holmes and his family is typical of the depredations suffered by
Bermudian pioneers on exposed islands in the West Indies. Some time before 1709, Holmes, his
wife, and “some of his family” moved from Bermuda to Harbour Island in the Bahamas, part of a
larger exodus from the colony during Queen Anne’s War. On August 27, Holmes anchored his
Bermuda sloop near his home after completing a trading voyage when he saw a strange vessel
approach. Thinking it to be some English vessel calling to purchase salt, he was surprised when
the ship hoisted French colors and fired a salvo at his vessel and house. He and his family
surrendered to the French, after which their leader, Captain Marteil, took Mrs. Holmes aboard his
ship, stripped her, pressed a loaded pistol against her chest and threatened to fling her overboard
unless she revealed the location of the family’s treasure. When she could not, Marteil tied husband
and wife to a tree on shore for the night. The next day, the pirate captain lashed Holmes to his own
sloop’s mast and beat him severely with the flat of a cutlass “to the number of five hundred blows,

MCSP (C) 22:#501.
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until all thought him dead.” When he regained consciousness, another pirate lit slow match
between his fingers and toes, which caused great agony and threatened to "bume his privy
member,” whereupon Holmes confessed what little the family had hidden. After ransacking the
house and taking Holmes’ sloop, the Frenchmen put the Holmes family ashore about sixteen miles
from their home, stripped of clothing and “in great necessity” of food and water. Marteil went on
to sack the islands o f Exuma and Eleutheria, where he committed “many monstrous barbarities”:
The pirates shot a bound Samuel Knowles as he pleaded for quarter before they raped the man’s
daughters, burnt most of the houses on the islands, and hanged and beat many of the women who
lived there. Many of the settlers’ wives suffered grievously or were killed during this assault by
especially misogynistic pirates, which played a significant role in causing Bermudian emigrants to
suspend their colonization of the Bahamas for at least a decade. It is little wonder that salt raking
was done chiefly by ex-sailors used to fighting until the late 1760s; Martell’s attack underscored
the vulnerability of wives and children left on the unfortified Turks and the impracticality of
permanently settling the island before the Caribbean had been cleared of pirates.39
Although pirates were guilty of the worst abuses suffered by Bermudian mariners and
settlers, privateers and Spanish giiarda costas took far more vessels. The losses they inflicted

•’’St. George’s Historical Society Collection Box 5 (BA, PA 2145), depositions of Edward
Holmes, Samuel Harvey, and Elizabeth Stroude. Stroude’s account related the worst cruelties. She and
“the rest of the women who were inhabiting there [were] hoisted up by the hands tied behind them, tho
several! of them [were] big with child, and whilst the}' were thus barbarously hoisted up, the}' beat them
violently with their cutlasses to extort a confession of [our] supposed hidden wealth.” On Eleutheria, it
was reported that “one woman bigg with child [was] so batten as occasioned the child’s rotting within
her, another beaten to death. . . . One woman they tyed in her house and then set fire on the house.” The
survivors returned to Bermuda. Little is else is known about the pirate Marteil, but his treatment of
women contrasts sharply with that of English pirates, who rarely raped or brutalizes female captives or
residents of the cities they sacked. As part of his argument for extensive homosexuality among pirates, B.
R. Burg asserts an “almost childlike reverence for captured females” on the part of pirates, rather than an
over-riding misogyny that led to brutal treatment. Attitudes apparently varied by nationality and
individual background, however, so it is difficult to contextualize Martell’s actions. Burg, Sodomy and
the Pirate Tradition: English Sea Rovers in the Seventeenth-Century Caribbean (New York, 1984).
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were generally more financial than personal, but capture adversely affected the health and freedom
of crews as well as the pocketbooks of merchants. Throughout the eighteenth century, conflicts in
Europe rippled out across the Atlantic and pulled colonies into wars that were truly worldwide in
scope. Although campaigns waged on land have received the lion’s share of attention from military
historians, the formal and informal wars waged at sea affected a larger segment o f the population
because they interrupted normal trade patterns and were fought on a far larger field of battle. Set
midway between the Old and New Worlds, Bermuda was on the front line of every war.
Bermudian records are peppered with accounts of Bermuda sloops taken by warships and
privateers. Especially at the outbreak of each colonial war, the merchant fleet sustained high losses
before masters learned to alter their sailing patterns to avoid heavily traveled shipping lanes.
Throughout the ostensibly peaceful years of the 1720s, Spanish giiarda costas seized and
destroyed many Bermudian vessels and marooned their crews, "whereby abundance of seafaring
men have lost their lives.” In 1729, for example, A Spanish vessel arbitrarily seized Thomas
Vardell’s sloop and brought her into Havana, where her cargo of 700 barrels of flour were sold
without even a trial. Five years later, Nathaniel Bethell's sloop was likewise taken by the Spanish
en route to Bristol. In 1744, Captain John Dickinson scuttled his salt-laden sloop off Cape
Henelope, rather than let it be captured by the French privateer Experience. The following year,
two Bermudian privateers suffered the embarrassment of being captured by French men of war
while careening in Donna Maria Bay, Hispaniola. Bermudians Henry Jennings, Richard Durham,
Francis Cooper, Benjamin Wilkinson, William Cox, William Tucker and John Benjamin all lost
vessels to the French in 1745. Joseph Dickinson lost his sloop to the famed Spanish captain Don
Pedro de Araochia near Bermuda in 1746, but it was later recaptured by the New York privateer
Castor and Pollux. In 1751, two more Dickinsons, Robert and James, lost their sloops at the
Turks Islands to a Spanish pirate from Santo Domingo. The French privateer Colibre captured
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Captain Higgs’ sloop Pandora in 1762, but Higgs was able to buy it back for a thousand pieces of
eight. In 1748, Thomas Gilbert’s sloop was similarly ransomed at St. Domingo for £225; Gilbert
had to leave a relative in that port as collateral for the money. These examples were but a few of
many losses sustained by the island’s merchant fleet in the years preceding the American
Revolution. Each capture cost the island’s merchant-shipowners anywhere from £250 to £2,000 or
more, entailed considerable delays and interrupted business, and often personal hardship, but their
sufferings paled in comparison with those of white Bermudian sailors stranded in foreign prisons or
abandoned on uninhabited islands, and black Bermudian sailors sold to new masters far from their
island home.40
As if the dangers posed by dirty weather, uncharted shoals, foreign enemies, and renegade
pirates were not enough, Bermudian masters also fell prey to the greed and cunning of corrupt,
grasping governors and officials in other British colonies. In 1698, Governor Blake of South
Carolina threatened to seize master William Joell’s sloop Success unless he purchased a ship’s
register for the exorbitant sum of £80; Joell complied even though his old register was still valid for
another seven months. Soon after departing, the unlucky Joell lost his new register —along with
his vessel and his arm —when he was forcibly taken by pirate Israel Hind.41 Bahamas Governor
Elias Haskett far exceeded Blake in rapaciousness, however. He inaugurated his tenure in office
by commissioning John Warren to seize "all foreigners” who cut wood or raked salt in Bahamian
waters. In July 1701, Warren seized William Tucker’s sloop Seaflower, at anchor in East
Harbour, Caicos, and outside of the territory set out in the Bahamian charter. The Seaflower was

*PRO CO 37/12:45; 16:8; Providence Gazette. 1 Jan. 1729; 11 Oct. 1744; 4 July 1745; 6 Nov.
1746; 6 May 1751; 20 June 1751: 8 August 1751 (Two other Bermuda sloops commanded by a Witter and
a Tucker, managed to escape the Spanish schooner); 4 March 1762; 3 June 1762; New York Mercury. 8
July 1734.
41CSP(C)17:#193.
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brought to New Providence, where the case was tried in an Admiralty Court personally presided
over by Haskett and composed by a jury of his own selection. The governor threatened the
Bermudian crew that he “would cut the ears from their heads” if they testified. Through torture, he
managed to extract a confession that in 1699, the sloop had raked salt at the Turks Islands. The
fact that this offense occurred before Haskett’s proclamation, under a different master, and also in
waters beyond Bahamian jurisdiction notwithstanding, Haskett’s jury condemned the sloop.
Haskett, as governor, then denied Tucker’s appeal and when the sloop was auctioned by the Vice
Admiralty court, only Haskett and Tucker’s agent, Henry Frith, bid on it. Haskett acquired it for a
song, for he reclaimed two-thirds of his own purchase price, perquisites as governor and admiralty
court judge. As a parting word to an outraged William Tucker, Haskett said he “had never yet
hanged a Bermudian, but he would make no more to do it than to hang a dog.”42 Haskett’s crony,
justice Thomas Walker, later condemned Thomas Atwood's sloop Elizabeth for having a single
piece of wool that Walker claimed was of Bahamian origin and swore to let fee vessel rot at anchor
in fee harbor before he would release it. Bermudians could obtain no justice in these blatant cases
of abuse because the politically powerful Lords Proprietors who ran fee Bahamas colony sheltered
their colonial officials and were themselves unassailable in English courts. Such mistreatment
from fellow Britons fostered Bermuda’s traditional xenophobia and helped to strengthen a common
Bermudian identity in fee fece of foreign persecution. Bermudians had to protect their own
mariners and trade, as it became increasingly clear feat the Crown would not.
^CSP (C) 19:#982; 20:#25, 78. During the trial, Haskett made his own brother-in-law foreman
of the jury. The governor threatened to “either shoot or hang” John Coverley, one of the sailors, prompt a
false confession. Haskett received 1/3 of his own bid for the sloop as a prerequisite of his office. He did
not long profit in his corrupt administration, however. After he turned on Read Elding, a leading
Bahamian, a mob led by the same John Warren who had captured Tucker’s sloop imprisoned him, and a
public tribunal deposed Haskett as governor and shipped him off in chains to New York. There, Haskett
charged his deposers with piracy, but soon after he went to England to press his claim it was discovered
he was an undischarged bankrupt and the man fled to Europe to escape his debts. See Craton and
Saunders, Islanders in the Stream. 106-7, and CSP(C)19:#1042.
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Bermudian seamen lived in an unfriendly world, constantly on guard against the awesome
forces of nature, invisible but deadly diseases, French, Spanish, and pirate ships intent of robbing
them of life and purse on the high seas, and the perfidy of corrupt British officials in port. Such
sustained threats bound Bermudian mariners together against common foes even while they
whittled down the number o f Bermudian men through attrition. Isolated for long periods aboard
ship, a distinct masculine culture emerged that was shared by Bermudian mariners. Subjected to
the same stresses and resisting the same threats, black and white mariners had more in common
with each other than with landsmen or women. Their world, paradoxically, was simultaneously as
boundless as the ocean and as confined as the twenty- by fifty-foot vessel on which they lived and
labored, their culture among the most cosmopolitan and the most conservative. “The dangers of
the seas” transformed mariners and made them into a distinct subculture within the Atlantic world,
but Bermudian kinship and identity made these white and black mariners different from common
sailors elsewhere. They may have battled the same elements and fought against the same enemies,
but Bermudian sailors were more clannish, suspicious, and had a greater sense of group cohesion.
Bermuda’s sailors returned home —those who returned home —changed men whose lives and
experiences were very different from those of their mothers, sisters, and wives ashore.

“Wild Sons of Neptune”: Bermudian Sailors Ashore
Just as social relations established on land shaped maritime culture, many aspects of
shipboard life pervaded the island’s landed society. Nautical terminology peppered the speech of
Bermudian men, women, and children. The western parishes are still commonly referred to as “upcountry,” because sailboats heading west had to beat against the island’s prevailing wind to reach
them. One Bermudian law forbade the practice of tying livestock “athwart” (rather than across)
the island’s roads. To this day, many Bermudians refer to anything that fells in the water from
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shore as having gone “overboard,” as if the island itself is one big vessel. Shipboard dress was
also transferred ashore. All men except those who aspired to be gentlemen generally wore the short
bluejackets, oznabrig shirts, and canvas trousers of a sailor. Captains might have a “shore-going
rig,” a fine outfit with breaches for transacting business in port, but while at sea they wore the
same clothing as the men they commanded.43
Not surprisingly, the importance of religion in daily life declined after Bermuda embraced
a maritime economy. The intensely Puritan society of the seventeenth century became far more
secular and moderate in its religious beliefs after the shift to Crown administration and the sea.
The devout Somers Island Company had regularly dispatched ministers who held similar doctrinal
views to the colony but after the Crown took over, the island’s churches were filled with orthodox
Anglican ministers. The great battle over Quaker toleration that raged in the 1660s and 1670s
ended with a whimper when the Crown extended religious toleration to the island after the company
was dissolved in 1684. Bermudian Quaker ship captains, however, quickly found their pacifist
beliefs at odds with the demands of sailing vessels in the pirate- and privateer-infested waters of the
West Indies. They either lost their vessels or their faith, for by the first decades of the eighteenth
century, all references to the once-sizeable Quaker community on the island vanish. With more
than half the colony’s male population away at sea for much of the year, the parish churches were
considerably less full than they had been during the tobacco years; although each parish had
enough men to serve as churchwardens and vestrymen, most of the family pews were occupied by

°On the distinctive dress that sailors wore, see Rediker, Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 11, and
Bolster, Black Jacks. 91-92. White and black Bermudian sailors wore identical attire; for a description of
the dress of sailor slaves from Bermuda, see Lathan Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements. 1:100, 392
(Virginia), HI: 115, 167, 243, 247, 352 (South Carolina), IV:34 (Georgia). Captain Benjamin Stiles had
among his personal effects a green silk waistcoat, a gold watch and ring, a green baize gown, three pair of
breeches and a “fine beaver hatt” in addition to his working clothes (three checked shirts, three pair of
trousers, a two cloth waistcoats, a pair of pistols and a cutlass) when Ills sloop Polly was seized by a
Spanish guarda costa at the island of Laquira in 1766; PRO CO 37/20:44.
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women and children during services. The regularity of religious worship on individual Bermuda
sloops can only be guessed at, but given that maritime culture was remarkably secular, one
suspects that men seldom attended services under sail or in foreign ports. Bermudian sailors
transferred their habitual indifference to religion at sea to the land as well, and the frequency of
protests against cursing, Sabbath-breaking, and other moral offences on the part of parish justices
of the peace suggests that the small number of sincerely religious men left on the island lost their
battle to maintain a godly community in the midst of so many “wild sons of Neptune.”44
Puritanism in Bermuda had effectively faded by 1700, a victim of the shift to a maritime
economy. The Presbyterian “meeting house” (later Christ’s Church) persisted in Warwick Parish,
but orthodox Anglican ministers preached in the rest of the island’s churches. Although wellattended, the preaching o f the Reverend George Whitefield in 1748 did not spark evangelism in the
colony, and the Great Awakening that swept through the North American colonies in the 1740s-

"On Bermuda’s churches and their 18th- century ministers, see A.C. Hollis Hallett, Chronicle of
a Colonial Church. 1612-1826 —Bermuda. On religion and the secular nature of maritime culture, see
Rediker, Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 169-79. Rediker asserts that shipboard life was actively irreligious,
especially in pirate communities, because calling on God in the midst of danger admitted human
weakness and undercut the strident independence cultivated by most sailors and concludes that “irreligion
became a basis for community, a triumph of sorts over a menacing natural situation.” Simon Newman
argues against Rediker’s dismissal of religion based on the significant number of crosses and religious
iconography tatooed on early 19th-century American mariners in “Reading the Bodies of Early American
Seafarers,” WMO 3rd ser., 55:74-76 (1998). Bermudian sailors were probably more religious than most
seamen because of their schooling as children. The decline of Bermudian Quakerism is poorly
understood, but the shift to a maritime economy undoubtedly had a significant impact. The decline in
persecution also removed one of the principal unifying forces of the community, and left to their own
devices the meetings apparently dwindled in membership. Quakerism and sailing were highly
incompatible, but the autobiography of Ned Ward demonstrates that at least one 18th-century sailor
achieved a balance; Ned Ward. The Wooden World Dissected: In the Character of a Ship of War
(London, 1708). Captain Benjamin Stiles had a large bible, a prayer book, and a sermon book among his
personal effects when his sloop was captured by the Spanish in 1766, which suggests he might have
preached to his crew on Sundays, PRO CO 37/20:44. When St. George Tucker took passage home from
Williamsburg, Virginia in August 1773, he noted in his diary that the captain, a Bermudian named Stowe,
delayed departure until Monday so he could attend services in Norfolk and prayed each night before going
to sleep; that Tucker was surprised enough to note it suggests Stowe was exceptional, and commented that
“these Sailors are the most godly set of ungodly Fellows that ever were created,” BHO 4:19-20 (1947).
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1770s entirely bypassed Bermuda.45 “A regard for religion is not a characteristic of the
Bermudians,” declared one English visitor, who noted that they rarely attended church unless there
was a christening, a funeral, or a stranger preaching.46
Rough, often violent behavior spilled ashore and pervaded the activities and values of life
in Bermuda. Sailors drank heavily between voyages and Bermuda’s assembly and parish vestries
found it difficult to prevent unlicensed tippling houses from springing up wherever a merchant or
ship captain had a spare hogshead of rum or two to retail. Sir Charles Napier, a nineteenth-century
visitor wryly remarked that especially in St. George’s, "The smell of cedar is overpowered by that
of rum.” One of the most interesting glimpses into the daily life of Bermudian sailors ashore comes
from Robert Hill’s trial for murder in 1741. Hill was visiting his family between voyages when an
unknown sail was sighted off the coast. Fearing an invasion, sentries lit alarm fires on the island’s
hilltops and Hill dutifully assembled in St. George's with the rest of the militia to defend against the
lfoe. The vessel was discovered to be Bermudian, however, after which Hill and some other

^ e v . George Whitefield visited Bermuda in March-May 1748 to recover his health after an
arduous preaching tour in Georgia. He preached nearly seventy times to packed audiences in Pembroke,
Devonshire, Warwick, and St. George’s parishes. An open-air assembly drew 1,500, most of whom were
slaves who hoped that Whitefield would denounce the institution that bound them, but the preacher railed
against thieving, cursing, and lying instead. He departed the colony on June 7 in John Esten’s sloop
Betsey. While returning to Georgia, the sloop was chased and fired at by a large French privateer, but
Esten outsailed her and delivered Whitefield safely to Savannah. "Rev. George Whitefield’s Bermuda
Diaries,” BHO 4:28-34 (1947); Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 316-19; Arnold Dallimore,
George Whitefield: The Life and Times of the Great Evangelist of the Eighteenth-Centurv Revival. 2 vols.
(Edinburgh, 1980), 11:223-28; A.C. Hollis Hallett. Chronicle of a Colonial Church. 243-45. On the Great
Awakening in the North American colonies, see Patricia Bonomi, Under the Cope of Heaven: Religion.
Society, and Politics in Colonial America (New York, 1986). Rhys Isaac, The Transformation of Virginia.
1740-1790 (Chapel Hill, 1982), Edwin Scott Gaustad, The Great Awakening in New England (New York,
1957), and Alan Heimert, Religion and the American Mind from the Great Awakening to the Revolution
(Cambridge, Mass, 1966). The feminization of religion that transpired in 18th-century British North
America seems to have few parallels in contemporary Bermuda, based on surviving parish church records.
46W. Winterbothom, An Historical Geographical. Commercial and Philosnhical View of the
American United States and of the European Settlements in America and the West Indies (London, 1795),
IV:291, quoted in Wilfred B. Kerr, Bermuda and the American Revolution. 1760-1783 (Princeton, 1936),
11 - 12.
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militiamen went to one of the town’s many public houses where they were later joined by the crew
of the sloop that had occasioned the alarm. As the rum flowed and the entire company grew tipsy,
the militiamen’s resentment for having to march about the countryside unnecessarily led to a heated
exchange between the two groups. Hill interposed himself between Peter Nice, the leader of the
sailors, and his fellow militiamen to stop the fight and, to ease the tension, he proposed to dance
with Nice to divert the assembly. They chose a sailor’s dance called the “three sheep skins,’’which
required one dancer to strike a blow with his hand at his opponent’s face, and the other dancer to
guard against it. As it turned out, Hill was the defender and, being in liquor, “had not the
quickness to prevent it.” He was hit hard in the face and, forgetting himself, drew his sword and
ran Nice through. The unfortunate Nice died two days later, but first forgave Hill and hoped that
he would not suffer for the deed. Hill, “a good natur’d, inoffensive man” who did not normally
drink, promised to care for Nice’s two now-orphaned daughters. The sad story has a happy
ending, however; although Robert Hill was reluctantly tried and found guilty o f murder —a capital
offence —Governor William Popple successfully petitioned the Crown for a pardon. Other
Bermudian sailors were occasionally killed in similar incidents. When a Bermudian sailor was
murdered on the high seas in 1766, the culprit, William Charon, was apprehended and confined in
prison in St. George’s to await trial. He escaped and fled the island and Bermudian masters posted
a reward of £50 for his capture in every port they visited, but Charon was apparently never
brought to justice.47
Larger and more serious disturbances occurred when many sailors were simultaneously
turned ashore, leading to incidents like the Privateer Riot of 1748. Mariners were quick to initiate
or join popular protests, especially when the cause concerned them personally. In the eighteenth

N apier quoted in Richard L. Dashwood, Chiploauorgan (London, 1872), reprinted in BHO
14:29 (1957); PRO CO 37/14:61-62; Boston Gazette. 20 Oct. 1766.
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century, sailors rioted in England and the colonies for a variety of reasons: impressment, disputes
over wages, real or perceived infringements on their liberties, and to show solidarity when one
among their number was punished.48 The Privateer Riot may have arisen from a set of
extraordinary circumstances, but it clearly revealed the volatile and dangerous nature of sailors
home from war to Bermudian society 49
The incident began in July 1748, when two Bermudian privateers, manned mostly by men
recruited in New England, were cruising in the West Indies and encountered a Dutch merchantman
with a cargo of guns and cutlasses to the Spanish Main. The Dutch captain produced a license
from the governor of Curasao to carry the arms, but British law did not recognize its legitimacy
and the vessel was captured, manned, and sent to Bermuda to be condemned by the Vice Admiralty
Court there. Word of the seizure quickly reached both Bermuda and Curasao, and the Dutch
governor threatened to seize the property of Bermudian merchants stored there if the vessel was
condemned. As a result, Bermuda’s three Vice Admiralty Court justices —all major traders with
the Dutch —declined to sit on the case, leaving Governor William Popple to be sole judge in the
matter. Throughout the lengthy and tedious trial, the leading merchants of the island (most of the
council and assembly, in feet) lobbied Popple for an acquittal, but the governor’s final verdict
condemned that portion of the cargo that was contraband of war (the guns and cudasses), but freed
the rest of the cargo and the vessel. The island’s merchants breathed a sigh of relief, but the

'“For merchant sailors, see Jesse Lemisch. "Jack Tar in the Streets,” 381-407, Rediker, Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea. 242-53; Bolster. Black Jacks. 87-88.96; Gary Nash, The Urban Crucible: The
Northern Seaports and the Origin of the American Revolution (Cambridge, Mass, 1979), 138-40, 144.
For the Royal Navy, see Rodger, Wooden World. 237-42.
49The following account of the Privateer Riot is taken from William Popple’s letters to the Board
of Trade, 9 Aug. 1748, PRO CO 37/15:246-48; 16:30-35. A similar scenario occurred in 1719, when a
privateer’s crew was denied a rich Dutch prize; the men tried to blow up the colony’s powder magazine,
housed in the upper floor of the Sessions House (the State House that Nathaniel Buder built in 1620-21),
but their fuse was discovered and the attempt thwarted, PRO CO 37/10:78.
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privateer crews, denied of a considerable amount of prize money, were disgruntled and enraged.
Peace with France had been declared midway through the trial, which diminished the success of
future cruises by denying them French prizes. It looked like the war would soon be over and the
privateers’ future prospects appeared grim.
Soon after Popple's verdict was announced, a large body of privateers descended upon St.
George’s on July 30. They arrived by boat and by foot, and two men reportedly swam over to
town. When the governor heard that they intended to blow up the ship and break open the
storehouse where the Dutch cargo was held, he immediately called up the Independent Company
and gathered the militia. At 4 pm, Robert Brown, a St. George’s merchant and part-owner of one
of the privateers, called at the governor’s house as spokesman for the disaffected sailors. He
demanded the cutlasses that the governor had condemned to the privateersmen by law, but Popple
was not stupid enough to arm these men. Instead, he stalled for time by sending for Attorney
General John Slater to weigh the legality of the request. Slater, perhaps cowed by the sight of so
many unruly men milling around Popple’s mansion, refused to come. As Popple and Brown
waited, the governor heard with relief the martial drum of the militia in the distance, who were
drawing up on the Parade near the storehouse where the arms were kept. Hearing the militia,
Brown stormed out of the mansion and he and the privateersmen retired for the evening.
The following morning, one of the privateer captains named Griffith and five of his men
called on Governor Popple to request relief in light of the paltry value of their award, to which
Popple agreed.50 After they had left, Popple "perceived a body o f seven or eight more and looking
still downward, I observed a very large Number more coming up in a Tumultuous, Disorderly

“In the summer of 1748, Popple was living in a house in town rather than at Government House
on the hill atop modern-day Kent Street because the latter was in poor repair. The standoff took place in
St George’s Square because there are references to Robert Brown standing on “the Platform” in the
account, the battery of guns built by Gov. Robinsion on the Parade facing Town Harbour.
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manner” led by Robert Brown. The Independent Company and local militia were once again
hastily assembled and a tense standoff ensued in which the Bermudians lined one side of the Parade
and the privateer mob assembled on the other. When the governor came out on the front porch to
quell the disturbance, the mob asked again about relief. Popple told them that he had already
agreed with Captain Griffith to help them, which satisfied a portion of the crowd. A few in the
crowd asserted that the vessel was a good prize and that Popple had wronged them, to which the
governor answered, “if wrong has been done them, it was not by me.” Robert Brown then loudly
countered, “Gentlemen, the Governor has wronged you and he is the only man that has wronged
you” and then told them that yesterday Popple had refused to give them their cutlasses. Brown
then insulted the assembled military officers and encouraged the privateers to assault them.
Popple’s warning to Brown to “take care of what he said” went unheeded, and the privateers
cheered Brown with many huzzahs.
At this tense moment a shrill bosun’s whistle blown by colonial secretary George Tucker
warned Popple of the approach of Captain Griffith and Captain Hurst, the other privateer
commander. Griffith also claimed that the Dutch vessel was a fair prize and that Popple as judge
had made an “unjust decree,” to which Popple suggested he appeal the case to Britain if he was
dissatisfied. After a consultation amongst themselves the privateersmen left the Parade with
Captain Griffith’s ominous threat that "we might pay you a visit sooner than you expect.” A brave
Popple coolly answered, “I should take care to be upon my Guard and prepared at any time to see
you.” Much to the relief of the assembled Bermudians, the privateersmen marched out of town and
dispersed, after which the governor wrote to General Nathaniel Butterfield “up country” calling up
the rest of the island’s militia to suppress trouble in the future.
At 6 pm, privateersmen returned to St. George’s, where they found the town’s militia,
along with “such Negroes as were in Town” drawn up in ranks on the Parade. George Tucker
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relayed a note to the governor from Griffith, in which the captain expressed “concern for his
behaviour.. .which he attributed to his being in a passion and of a Cholerick Nature.’' He
arranged a private interview with Popple at Government House, in which he asked for food for his
men and liberty for his men to “lye aboard their ship, [they] not being provided with lodgings.”
Popple agreed, but kept the two militia companies assembled under arms all night and maintained a
strict watch on the privateers.
The conclusion to this standoff was anticlimactic. Popple wisely never released the actual
cutlasses to the privateersmen, but instead purchased them himself at a very liberal price and
turned over the sum to their captains —essentially a bribe for them to go away. The privateers
soon left to cruise against the Spanish, with whom Great Britain was still at war. Robert Brown
was never tried for his actions, although Popple clearly had enough evidence to bring charges of
sedition, contempt or high treason. The governor’s actions must have impressed the leading men
of the island, but this did not stop them from opposing him in council and assembly. Life quickly
returned to normal in St. George’s and the incident, if not forgotten, certainly was not
commemorated in any way.
Although it did not result in violence, the Privateer Riot put the colony under a great deal
o f stress, which revealed social cleavages that normally remained hidden. It is clear that in the face
o f danger, the cohesion of a common island identity bound most Bermudians together. The St.
George’s militia and the Independent Company risked personal injury when they faced the
numerically superior mob o f privateersmen, composed chiefly of outsiders -- landsmen and sailors
recruited abroad. The country, despite their hatred of St. George’s stemming from Popple’s
requirement to load and unload there, nevertheless rallied to the capital during the crisis. Even
more striking is the solidarity of the slave community, which not only declined to join the
privateersmen in their protest or seized the opportunity to run away with them, but dutifully
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mustered alongside the militia to increase the show of force before the mob. Under normal
conditions, Bermuda was a divisive, fractious place, but when threatened from without or within,
the inhabitants quickly put aside their differences and joined together to meet the crisis. Disruptive
Bermudian mariners were tolerated by the landed society, but unruly outsiders met with a united
front of opposition.
The Privateer Riot also exposed a chronic problem that had plagued the colony since the
shift toward a maritime economy: the island’s militia was inadequate for the defense of Bermuda.
Had the threat come from a disciplined French or Spanish invasion force rather than a poorly
organized mob o f disaffected sailors, the outcome would surely have been different. Throughout
the Somers Island Company period, the colony boasted a sizable and effective militia who trained
regularly and could repel an attack, but the shift to the sea robbed the colony of at least half of its
able-bodied adult men. The militia mustered irregularly and the company officers were frequently
at sea and thus not present to lead their troops. The Independent Company of Foot, a fifty-man
detachment of the Coldstream Guard, arrived with Governor Benjamin Bennett in 1701 to remedy
this deficiency, but the unit’s numbers dwindled over the years as the men aged and bought out
their commissions. In 1722, Governor John Hope guessed that only about half of the 1,000 men on
the colony’s muster rolls were on the island at any given moment and “in fair weather, the whole
inhabitants are almost all out at fishing.” When Hope exercised the militia the following year, the
highest attendance achieved was only 569 of the 1,009 men on the muster roll. Furthermore, low
government revenue and disputes between governor and assembly resulted in the chronic neglect of
the island’s fortifications, which were almost perpetually in a bad state of repair. During wartime,
the lure of riches from privateering drew an even greater proportion of the male populace to the
sea. In 1740, in the midst o f the War of Jenkins' Ear, Governor Alured Popple found it “a very
great drain to the strength of these islands . . . [for] when our privateers aregon out I assure you ..
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. we cannot man our Forts nor even make [a] little shew/’ To make their individual vessels strong,
Bermudian masters collectively weakened their colony and left it vulnerable to invasion by robbing
the island of manpower.51
Ironically, the colony’s state of defense was inversely proportional to its strategic
importance within the configuration of Great Britain’s Atlantic colonial possessions. The Bermuda
lay astride the shipping lanes leading from North America to the West Indies and from the West
Indies to Europe. “In the hands of the enemy,” wrote Thomas Parsons in 1762, Bermuda would
become “as bad a thorn in our side as we could possibly have. . . There is no vessel that goes form
North to South America [the Caribbean] but what passes within twenty leagues of this island and
often times they make it to take a fresh departure. All vessels from Jamaica, Hispaniola, and the
Leeward Islands seldom go further to the eastward than 20 or 30 leagues, so that in short they may
be said all.to pass by this island for Europe.” The colony's roads were deplorable and its small
garrison lacked weapons and were, by 1762, “a parcell of sickly wretches . . . more fit for an
hospital than to defend the country.” The island chiefest defense throughout the long era of
colonial wars was geographic and psychological: Bermuda’s safety rested on ’'The belief that all
sailors have of this place being surrounded by rocks.” The island’s many forts and lines of
breakers looked impregnable to would-be French and Spanish invaders, but in truth the forts lacked
serviceable cannon and the men to man them, and masked an almost desperate military
vulnerability. Had Bermuda produced any commodity of value or had a French commander
envisioned using the island as a base for warships to cut off Great Britain’s West India trade, the

5,PRO CO 37/10:218-19; 11: 50-51; 14:8; CSP(C)19:#456. Sailors made up more than half the
rank-and-file troops; the men in the grenadiers, or troop of horse, were predominately from the island’s
elite, landed merchants, shipwrights, and successful ship captains who retired from the sea. Of the 63 men
in the latter, only 17 missed muster. About 10% of the male population was not on the muster roll
because they were over 60 years old or were disabled. The aged portion of Bermudian society is treated at
the end of chapter 8.
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island surely would have fallen, but the colony's reputation sustained it through its long history.
Except for a small American landing party that did minor damage to one fort during the American
Revolution, Bermuda has never been attacked.52

Bermuda’s Merchant Community
Throughout the eighteenth century, Bermuda’s prosperity depended heavily upon the
hundreds of young men who manned the island’s fleet. They were the engines that drove the
colonial economy by moving cargoes between ports. The dangers of the world in which they lived
bonded Bermuda’s white and black sailors together and produced a maritime culture that spilled
over into the colony’s land-based society. Loyalty, personal ability, courage, and lineage were all
important factors in shaping each Bermudian's self-identity, but a common sense of location —
Bermudian-ness —bound them all together against a hostile world of storms, enemies, and
commercial competitors. Out of the island's mariners emerged men who specialized in directing
trade, professional merchants who exchanged commanding vessels for commanding the island’s
trade. The difficulties encountered by merchants in harnessing capital, connecting markets,
managing ships and men, and building constellations of trade through networks of agents and
factors were as daunting in their own way as navigating a sloop at night through stormy, uncharted
waters.

“Bodleian Library, Thomas Parsons. 1762. Mss. D.D. Daslnvood (Bucks), Bundle B7/l/5a:4;
Rawlinson Mss. A 484:9. Bermuda's governors were quick to appreciate the island’s geographic position,
and their letters to the Board of Trade constantly emphasized its importance. They continually asked for a
larger garrison and a man of war to be stationed in the colony, but to no effect; see PRO CO 37/10:214;
13:85, 138; 18:198; 19:108. Reefs extend a considerable distance to the north, east and west of the island,
but on the south shore, ocean-going vessels could approach to within a pistol shot of the coast and safely
land soldiers in boats; Bermuda thus had around a fifteen-mile stretch of poorly defended shoreline and
could have been easily invaded. On Bermuda’s 18th-century forts, see Edward Harris, Bermuda Forts.
1612-1957.83-127. The American attack is covered in chapter 9. After the American Revolution,
Bermuda was garrisoned and extensively fortified by the British Crown, see the Epilogue.
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Although much of Bermuda’s trade in the eighteenth century was conducted informally and
was managed by individual masters on behalf of small family copartnerships, a small but important
professional merchant elite emerged in Bermuda and began conducting business on a larger scale.
Their material and commercial success helped establish a new social and political elite within the
colony and brought a greater degree of stability to the island. Composed of members of many
ancient families as well as a few successful outsiders, Bermuda’s merchant elite played a
considerable role in shaping colonial society throughout the eighteenth century. The workings of
Bermuda’s merchant community are revealed through the biographies of three Bermudian
merchants who illustrate the mechanics of the island’s trade within a social context and reveal
changes in business practices over time. John Trimingham (ca. 1670-1735) was among the first
generation of Bermudian mariners who led the colony’s shift from field to sea; his life and activities
shed light on many of the social and physical transformations that occurred between 1685 and
1720. George Forbes (1710-1778) was one of the few outsiders w'ho penetrated the close-knit
group of old seventeenth-century families that dominated the colony; he emigrated to Bermuda in
1737 and brought with him new Enlightenment ideas as well as important trade connections with
the mother country and with kinsmen in the West Indies. Merchant Anthony Atwood’s commercial
activities in the decades following the American Revolution suggest that Bermuda’s older kinshipbased trade network was in decline, and that Bermuda’s post-war generation of entrepreneurs was
more willing to form alliances with strangers in order to exploit new commercial opportunities as
the Atlantic World was reconfigured after 1783. These men were representative of the merchant
elite of their generation. Each prospered, and two of the three married economic success with
political aspirations. In their individual lives, w'e see the hopes and ambitions of Bermuda’s
merchant community and the varying degree to which they wfere realized.
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John Trimingham, the Insider
John Trimingham was bom around 1670, the only son o f Paul Trimingham and the
grandson and namesake of John Trimingham who emigrated to Bermuda from Yorkshire as a
factor for John Dike around 1620 and who was briefly elected governor in 1649, when Thomas
Turner was deposed by the populace. The original John Trimingham was primarily a tobacco
planter who started as a tenant but later purchased land. He was also among the first Bermudians
to dabble in maritime pursuits; in 1645 he purchased a one-sixth share in the ship William and two
years later was among five investors in a privateer vessel commissioned by the earl of Warwick.
He died in London in 1655 while protesting the unreliability of the magazine ship system before the
Somers Island Company, leaving at least six shares of land to his wife Anne, son Paul, and
daughter, Anne Vaughan (see figure 7-4 for a genealogy- of the Trimingham family)/3
Paul Trimingham preferred trading to farming, and was one of a handful of Bermudian
merchants who anticipated the general shift to commerce after 1684. He sailed to Barbados in
1656, plundered a wreck off the Bahamas in July 1657, called at London in 1658 and 1659, and
traded tobacco in Jamaica the following year. In February- 1661, he purchased a share in the ship
Hopeful James and freighted over 16,000 pounds of tobacco to Port Dingle and Galway, Ireland,
that summer in the hopes of finding a better market for the island’s crop than London; while part of
his consignment undoubtedly- came from his mother's three shares, he must have purchased the
majority from neighboring planters on speculation. The voy-age was a profitable one, but earned
the censure of the Somers Island Company, who sought to limit all tobacco shipments to their
magazine ship. His travels in the 1660s and 1670s are poorly documented, but the fact that he sold
his land in Bermuda in 1665 and did not enter politics suggest that he spent much of his time at

nBCR2:3; MB 1:620; BOW 1:42; see also Chapters 2 and 3. I am grateful to Margie Lloyd and
Andrew Trimingham for genealogical information about the Trimingham family.
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Figure 7-4. Genealogy of the Trimingham family in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
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sea. He married late in life and died in 1689, bequeathing three shares of land inherited from his
mother and late wife to his two children, John and Anne (both minors), along with a share in a
shallop and a quantity of “broken wreck money and pieces of silver.” Paul Trimingham’s maritime
activities in marketing Bermuda-grown tobacco in England, Ireland, and the West Indies
personified the transition of the Bermudian economy from cultivation to commerce and reveal how
the needs of the older agricultural economy fueled the growth of maritime services.54
Not long after their father’s death, the two orphaned Trimingham teenagers landed in
Bermuda’s courts for an offence almost endemic among the island’s youth of the day; in March
1692 at an assize held in their late father’s house. John and Ann Trimingham were presented for
bastardy. For getting Ruth Greenaway with child, John was fined £5, ordered to pay her lying-in
expenses and an allowance of 16d. a week, and given the responsibility of supervising the child’s
education. Ann was presented at the same assize but obstinately refused to name the father of her
child, earning her a fine of £7. John Trimingham's name docs not appear in Bermuda records of
the 1690s, suggesting that he spent much of his time at sea gaining experience as a sailor and mate,
perhaps in the vessel in which he had inherited a share from his father. Trimingham learned his
trade during King William’s War, a dangerous period when the shipping routes of the West Indies
were filled with pirates and privateers. He emerged from the records in 1699 as master of the
sloop Lark, which made voyages to Barbados and New York that year. The following year, he
narrowly avoided capture by pirates off Cape Henry, Virginia, while en route from the Bay of
^Paul may have chosen a seafaring life because his mother held onto his late father’s land until
her death in 1678; the 16,000 pounds of tobacco computed from £67.7.3 he paid to the Somers Island
Company for the ld./lb. they collected on all exported Bermudian tobacco. In 1675, Paul had a 1/4 share
in the sloop Dolphin. He and his brother-in-law. Jonathan Turner, were among the 57 who signed the list
of grievances against the Somers Island Company in 1679 that launched the quo warranto trial; chief
among them were protests against the company’s obstruction of Bermudian shipping and marketing their
own tobacco, excessive duties, and prohibition against importing English manufactured goods on any
vessel other than the magazine ship. BCR 3: 290, 343. 397; 5A: 5v, 8v, 9r-10v, 32r, 37v, 53r, 194v,
Fragment G:28; BOW 3,1:68-71; MB 11:476.
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Campeche to New York, but was captured by another pirate, Lewis Ferdinando, a few months
later. He apparently spent much of 1701 ashore in Bermuda, where he was appointed captain of
the Paget parish militia, and then promoted to the rank of major. In June, he was an assemblyman
for Paget parish. The new governor, Benjamin Bennett, was impressed enough with Trimingham
to recommend him to the governor’s council, but the Crown passed him over.55
1702 was a disastrous year for John Trimingham. In July, he departed New York in his
brigantine Lark for Barbados, but smallpox broke out among the crew three days out of port, and
the incapacitated sailors barely managed to reach shelter in Bermuda, where the vessel was
quarantined. A month later, the Lark finally reached Barbados, but there the Barbados assembly
commandeered the swift brigantine and fitted out as a coastal patrol vessel. He was eventually
compensated £1,000 for the vessel, but his immediate trade circuit came to an abrupt end when he
lost the Lark. Thereafter, Trimingham graduated from mariner to merchant and spent most of his
time ashore. He invested in a privateer sloop, the Rose (1704) and drew upon his earlier mercantile
contacts to sustain trade with Madeira, New York. Pennsylvania Virginia Nevis, Antigua and the
Bahamas while his other vessels raked salt in the Turks Islands and Saltortudas. He regularly
employed David and Nathaniel Tynes, John Wells, and John and Joseph Skinner as masters in his
small fleet, and sent his slaves Sisco and Jack to sea in his own vessels. As wealth from shipping
activities poured in, Trimingham took his place among the colonial elite. In June 1705, Governor
Bennett made him lieutenant colonel of the newly created horse grenadiers (a cavalry unit only
open to gentlemen) and the following year after an epidemic killed two of the governor’s

35From 1689 until John and Ann Trimingham were presented, the quarterly assize was held in
Paul Trimingham’s old house, which was centrally located in the colony, thereafter it met mostly at The
Flatts for the following decade. Bodleian Library. Quarterly Court Sessions. 16S9-1724. Mss. Rawlinson
A 330:34; Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 71; CV 7.1:36; CSP (C) 17:#802, 354, 588, 644;
l9:#524-25; PRO CO 37/9:38.
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councillors, Trimingham was appointed as a replacement. At the age o f thirty five, he had reached
the pinnacle of Bermudian politics after rising from the ranks of an ordinary seaman.56
For the next two decades John Trimingham blended his political and commercial activities
together by using his seat on the council to defend and expand his shipping business. After fifteen
years of traversing the Atlantic world from the coast of Mexico to the ports of New England,
Trimingham remained rooted to Bermuda and traveled no more; except for a brief period between
February and April 1707 (perhaps a last voyage), he regularly attended monthly council meetings
until his death in 1735. Instead, he guided the trade of the men who commanded the growing
number of merchant ships he owned, drawing upon his three sons and other talented mariners who
came to his attention. 1716 is the first year for which shipping records survive to document
Trimingham’s merchant fleet, when he owned shares in six vessels that made at least thirteen
round-trip voyages, mainly to Barbados, the Bahamas, Virginia, and Madeira. But more
significant than the number of vessels he owned was with whom he owned them: a mixture of
family members and the political and economic elite of the island. Among his copartners were
Trimingham’s Paget neighbors, brothers Francis and Thomas Jones (connected to John through his
daughter’s marriage to Conrade Jones, Thomas' son), Thomas Parsons (Francis Jones’ son-inlaw), Governor Benjamin Bennett, Henry and John Tucker, Samuel Raynor, Nathaniel Butterfield
(his brother-in-law), and the Rev. Andrew Auchinleck. Seven of these men would serve as

*CV 3,2:151; 4,3:28, 254. 295. 407; CSP (C) 20:#947. 973, 1012; 22:#1205; 23:#162, 435; PRO
CO 37/7:199; BA C 398 (Shipping List. 1708-9) lists the following departures of vessels for which
Trimingham was bonded: 25 Aug. 1708: sloops Spy and Dolphin sailing in convoy to the Turks Islands; 1
Oct 1708: sloop Hawke to Barbados; 8 Oct. 1708: sloop Spy to Virginia; 29 Oct. 1708: sloop Lark to
Antigua; 9 Nov. 1708: sloop John to Antigua: 10 March 1708/9: sloop Ruth to Saltortudas; 22 March
1708/9: sloop Spy to Virginia; 4 April 1709: sloop Lark to Pennsylvania; 23 April 1709: sloop Rose on a
cruise and sloop Dolphin to the Madeiras; 3 June 1709: sloop Lark to Virginia; 11 June 1709: sloop Spy to
Virginia; 30 June 1709: unnamed brigantine to Antigua. In January 1706, Trimingham, Thomas Jenour,
and William Boulton sent 2,000 Spanish ryals to Marmaduke Darrell [a Bermudian] & Co. of Madeiras,
either as an investment in that trading house or in payment for wine previously shipped.
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councillors in Trimingham’s lifetime, and all were wealthy and prominent islanders. John
Trimingham was clearly wealthy enough to own six vessels outright, but chose instead to own
parts of vessels others; this deliberate choice was made not only to spread financial risk in case
sloops were lost or captured, but also to forge formal alliances with fellow members of the elite
that functioned as fictive kinship bonds that supplemented formalized kinship relations through
marriage. Through mutual vessel ownership Trimingham bonded himself more tightly to his
political peers, for together they shared a common enterprise. Such practices strengthened and
unified Bermuda merchant elite and created an extensive patronage network, through control of
appointments to the crews of their vessels. Bound by kinship ties, sloop copartnerships, and
political participation, Bermuda’s leading merchants families perpetuated throughout the eighteenth
century the oligarchy established by the planter elite during the Somers Island Company period.
As a prominent shipowner, wealthy merchant, and member (and later president) of the governor’s
council, John Trimingham was one of the leaders of the colonial elite.S7
John Trimingham’s astute trading and private merchant fleet provided him with a steady
income, but rather than expanding his operations exponentially, he chose instead to invest his
wealth in property. Around 1705, he replaced his father’s (perhaps grandfather's) old timberframe house with a new one with walls made of cut limestone that came to be known "Tankfield,”
and in doing so Trimingham participated in an important shift in Bermudian architecture prompted

57Trimingham’s regular attendance and activities on the governor’s council are documented in
the minutes of that body, 1706-1735. serially reprinted in BHO 5-9 (1948-52); he stopped attending
council meetings after 1731, due to infirmity rather than an extended voyage. His vessels in 1716 were the
sloops Lark (owned with Samuel Raynor), Spy (John Tucker), Henry (Nathaniel Butterfield), Benjamin
(Governor Bennett, Henry Tucker, Thomas Morgan), Susannah (Francis and Thomas Jones, Thomas
Parsons, John Sherlock), and Bristow (Andrew Auchinleck). Eventual councillors were John Tucker
(appointed 1694, Secretary), Henry Tucker (1715, Secretary), Auchinleck (1722), Parsons (1723; Speaker
of the House of Assembly, 1722-23), Raynor (1724), Francis Jones (1727; Speaker, 1698-1700, 1703-7),
and Butterfield (1727), PRO CO 41/6-7 database; Wilkinson. Bermuda in the Old Empire. 439-41.
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by the new maritime economy.5® As the island's landscape metamorphosed from cleared fields to
thick forests between 1680 and 1700, the houses in which the island's populace lived changed
dramatically in appearance, layout, and composition.
In Virginia, most of the colony's earliest architecture was of an impermanent nature for
much of the seventeenth century, intended to last only as long as the handful of years it took for
tobacco to exhaust the fertility of the soil.59 Bermuda’s earliest architecture, in contrast, was far
more substantial from the outset. Richard Moore, the colony’s first governor, was a carpenter by
trade and “framed a pretye handsome house contrived into the fashion of a crosse” for his residence
a few months after his arrival in 1612 to inspire other settlers.60 After Richard Norwood's 1617
survey established the boundaries for private shares with secure tenure, planters rushed to “built
for themselves and families not tents or cabbins, but more substantial! houses.” Daniel Tucker’s

“Surprisingly little has been written about Bermuda’s architecture, despite the excellent survival
rate of late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century’ stone buildings. Pamela Gosner, Caribbean Georgian:
The Great and Small Houses of the West Indies (Washington. D.C., 1982) is well-illustrated but presents
an uncritical and often inaccurate survey of island architecture. Hereward Watlington “Bermuda
Architecture and Anecdote,” in Bermuda Historical Quarterly 16:9-27 (1959) is another entertaining but
rambling treatment of the subject. John Humphrey. Bermuda Houses (Boston, 1923) records a wide range
of historic structures that survived up to the 1920s (many of which have since vanished), but focuses
primarily on elite residences. Humphreys compiled an inventory’ of floor plans and architectural details
that remain the starting point for any scholarly study of Bermudian architecture, but failed to ground the
dating of his studies in archival research, resulting in a skewed chronology’ and the usual overestimation
of the antiquity of many houses. In recent years, the Bermuda National Trust launched a massive project
to catalog all surviving historic structures, grand or small, that appear on Ll RJE. Savage’s 1898 survey.
This monumental task, directed by Margaret Lloyd and Rosemary Clipper, has been underway for nearly
ten years. Andrew Trimingham, Bermuda’s Architectural Heritage: Devonshire (Hamilton, 1995) was the
first in a planned series of eight book that highlights the public, military, ecclesiastical and domestic
architecture of each parish. I researched and wrote Bermuda's Architectural Heritage: St. George’s
(Hamilton, 1998), the second in the series, which focuses on the colony’s first capital.
^ o r early Chesapeake architecture, see Cary’ Carson. Norman Barka, William Kelso, Garry
Wheeler Stone and Dell Upton. “Impermanent Architecture in the Southern American Colonies,”
Winterthur Portfolio 16:135-96 (1981), but be aware that in the past five years, a substantial number of
brick structures dating from 1620-1650 have been excavated by Colonial Williamsburg and Jamestown
Rediscovery.
“Richard Norwood, Insularum de la Bermuda Detectio. f. 9; Butler, Historve. 22, 26-27.
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“brave cedar house” erected at the Overplus tract between Sandys and Southampton tribes was an
immense palace, framed “by the choysest worckmen.”61 By 1625, the colony’s numerous stone
coastal fortifications, ornate Italianate State House in St. George’s, substantial parish churches,
and scores of carefully-build residences attested to the permanence of the colony.
Bermudian craftsmen used mortise and tenon joinery to connect the cedar timbers that
formed the frames, wall studs, floor joists, and roof rafters of the average house, which was
anchored either on sills set above cellars carved out of the bedrock or through comer posts sunk
into the ground.® The space between vertical timber studs was initially covered with wooden
clapboards or filled with wattle and daub, but we may conjecture that the lack of suitable mud and
high humidity for much of the year probably prompted a shift towards stone as the infill material of
choice. The island’s soft limestone bedrock, usually only two or three feet below the ground
surface, offered another convenient building material: it was soft enough to cut with saws and
hatchets from quarries near the shoreline and early work on the first fortifications revealed that the
stone hardened after exposure rain, "sune, winde and sea” to produce stout walls. A harder variety
of limestone bedrock yielded lime when burnt in kilns, which when mixed with turtle or whale oil
and hair was an excellent mortar for building walls and chimneys. Early settlers used palmetto
leaves to create thatched roofs for the houses they constructed, which required steep pitches to
quickly shed rain before it could seep through. Despite the greater durability of stone, most
planters chose to build wood-intensive timber-frame buildings in an age when trees were a
“Norwood, Insularum. f. 9: Butler, 109-11.
“Later documents make it clear that Governor Moore's cruciform house had a cellar. In February
1995, an archaeological excavation led by the author in the kitchen of the St George's Historical Society
Museum uncovered a posthole and postmold carved into the limestone bedrock, presumably part of an
earlier post-and-beam structure. Artifacts in the infill included mid- to late-seventeenth-century onion
bottle glass and lead cames from a casement window. Michael Jarvis, “An Archival Assessment of ‘City
Hall,’ or the St George’s Historical Society Museum, St. George’s, Bermuda,” (St. George’s, 1995),
Appendix; Butler. Historve. 132.
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hindrance to clearing the land and cedars were plentiful.63
Timber-framing dominated architecture during the Somers Island Company period. Most
houses were small one- or two-room (hall or hall-and-chamber) structures, but more ambitious
residences were made cruciform in floor plan with the addition of a porch or entry chamber in
front, and a stair tower or kitchen in the rear, sometimes with a jettied upper floor (figure 7-5).
Outbuildings such as detached kitchens, butteries, milk houses, still- or brewhouses, comhouses,
and tobacco bams clustered around the main house as sites for domestic manufacturing and
housing for slaves and servants, while wharves and storehouses along the shoreline sheltered
tobacco waiting to be shipped to St. George’s and England. By the third quarter of the seventeenth
century, the “mansion houses” of the island's elite planters had grown quite large and complex. In
1675, for instance, Edward Hinson's estate on Somerset Island included a house with eight rooms
on three levels, a buttery, milk house, a two-storv com house, and a detached kitchen.64 Three-time
Bermudian governor William Sayle's house included a porch, hall, parlour and dining room with
chambers above, a “puter [pewter] room,” kitchen, and garrett (figure 7-6).65
“Norwood, Insularum. f. 11. Few structural elements survive from 17th-century Bermuda
timber-framed houses. A wall in the Old Rectory (St. George's) probably dates to the company period, as
does at least one sill on the east side of Seven Gables (St. George’s). Andrew Trimingham recently
reported the discovery of a frame building on the former U.S. Naval Air Station Annex in Southampton,
but this structure has not been fully investigated or recorded. Henry Lang discovered casement windows
and timber studs in Rose Cottage (Smiths) during a renovation. For a description of New England timberframe buildings probably analogous to Bermuda’s now-lost structures, see Abbott L. Cummings, The
Framed Houses of Massachusetts Bav. 1625-1725 (Cambridge. Mass., 1979).
^BOW 1:222. The eight rooms were the “hall, parlour, chamber below stairs, chamber over ye
hall, chamber over ye parlour, middle chamber above stairs, porch and cellar under ye hall.” This house
was probably located on the Springfield property, now in the possession of the Bermuda National Trust.
See Michael Jarvis, An Archival Assessment of Springfield. Somerset, report prepared for the Bermuda
National Trust, June 1994.
“Two inventories for Sayle’s mansion survive: one taken soon after his death on November 17,
1671 (estate worth £190.09.01) and one taken on September 23, 1684 after the death of Sayle’s widow,
Frances (estate worth £144.04.01). The rooms mentioned in the two inventories agree for the most part
(parlor, hall, westernmost outlet, porch, garret, dining room, east, west and middle rooms above stairs,
porch chamber and kitchen), but the “puter” [pewter] room of 1671 had been turned into a “still room” by
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Figure 7-5. Drawing of a late seventeenth-century jettied timber-frame house from a deed
dated 1702, sold for £110. Modern-day Bridge House in St. George’s replaced this earlier
structure. (Source: CV 3,2:177).
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Figure 7-6. A conjectural reconstruction William Sayle’s mansion in 1671, based on his probate
inventory (Source: BOW 1:149-50. Courtesy, Bermuda National Trust).
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In the 1680s, the colony’s burgeoning shipbuilding industry demanded vast quantities of
cedar and the price of wood on the island rose accordingly. As the cost of local wood became
prohibitive, Bermudians abandoned building timber-intensive framed houses in favor o f
constructing stone-walled houses that required less wood but more labor. Much of the work
involved in cutting limestone blocks in quarries, firing limekilns, and laying the walls o f stone
houses was apparently performed by slaves, for many were designated “masons” in eighteenthcentury probate inventories. The shift from wood to stone as a building material did not happen
overnight, but was rather a gradual process in which older timber-frame buildings were replaced
with stone ones as they succumbed to hurricanes. In some cases, owners dismantled timber-frame
buildings for their beams, which they sold. In 1688, a survey revealed that only 29 of the island’s
579 houses were made o f stone; the vast majority (487) were thatched timber-framed buildings,
while another 63 wooden structures had shingle roofs. The clear-cutting of cedars in the 1680s and
1690s hastened the demise of older, wooden structures by removing vital natural windbreaks;
damp, rot, and vermin weakened the wooden posts and sills that anchored the buildings and storms
—particularly the devastating hurricanes of 1712 and 1715 —finished them off. Bermudians
quickly discovered that their new stone houses were more durable and weathered storms better than
timber-framed houses.66

1684, so named for the rose still listed in its contents; BOW 1:149 (William Sayle), 323 (Frances Sayle).
“Butler, Historve. 232, 237, 292; Lefroy, Memorials 11:224; BCR 5A:66r, PRO CO 40/1 A: 101.
Building in stone was not new to the 1680s; all but one of the fortifications erected during the first ten
years of the colony were carved out of the limestone bedrock and used stone for their walls. Governor
Nathaniel Butler’s Sessions House, built entirely out of stone in 1620, was an elegant Italianate building
with a flat roof whose stylish facade may have been inspired by the designs of Inigo Jones. Later that year,
Butler replaced the timber-framed guard du corps at Castle Island with one of stone and built yet another
stone building in St. George’s the following year. The State House and guard du corps have both survived,
and are the oldest English-built standing masonry buildings in the New World. For most of the Somers
Island Company period, however, there are few references to stone buildings, since timber construction
was quicker, cheaper, and easier. Captain Robert Downam of "Stonehouse,” Devonshire, was an
exception to the rule, but the fact that his residence was so noteworthy underscored the rarity of stone
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Bermuda’s first wave of building in stone (ca. 1690-1710) produced, essentially, stone versions of
the earlier wooden houses in which masons replicated elements common in timber-frame structures:
steeply-pitched gabled roofs, cruciform floor plans, and vernacular layouts that had little regard for
symmetry. John Trimingham’s Tankfield, built around 1705, and contemporaries like nearby
Inwood in Paget parish and The Old Rectory, Stockdale, Ming House, Bridge House, and Stewart
Hall in St. George’s, are rare survivors from this important transitional period in the evolution of
Bermuda’s architecture. Tankfield’s cruciform floor plan reflects an earlier Jacobean
configuration, with its entry porch that protrudes from the hall and bed chamber on the ground
floor and the dining room/stair tower in the rear (figure 7-7). In form it is comparable to Bacon’s
Castle in Surry County, Virginia, and Drax Hall in Barbados. All wings but the porch are flanked
on the ends with chimneys, which help structurally to support the gable roof during storms. Its
roof, slated with thin-cut Bermuda limestone slabs, was deliberately less steep than the roofs of
earlier timber-frame houses —an important innovation that came with the shift to stone.
Bermudians quickly discovered that they could harvest rainwater on their stone roofs by using
gutters to channel it into pipes that led to stone cisterns, and that less steeply pitched roofs were
more efficient at collecting water. This discovery freed the islanders from their dependence on the
brackish water they found in the wells they dug, for there was no natural fresh- or flowing water on
the island. To this day, most Bermudian houses obtain the majority of their domestic water from
rain caught on their rooftops.67

architecture before 1680. The emergence of slave-masons is another example of the increasing level of
skill in slave labor that stemmed from the Maritime Revolution. On the dismantling of timber-framed
houses, see the Bermuda Grand Jury’s presentment of Edward Jones’ house in St George’s as dangerous
for “having had the timber taken away and a part pulled down” in 1744; LC, Bermuda Assizes 4:56 (Bell
transcript).
67Since only a handful of timber-frame rooms survive, it is primarily through Bermuda's early
stone buildings that we may gain some understanding of the forms of Somers Island Company-period
architecture. Half-timbered walls have survived in the cores of a few houses, including Rose Cottage in
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Figure 7-7. Floor plan of Tankfield as built by John Trimingham. Room designations based on
his 1735 probate inventory. The space between the hall and the “chamber below stairs” was
probably opened in the late IS* century. (Source: BOW 7:32-40).
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Tankfield was home to Trimingham, his wife Jane, and his six children —three sons and
three daughters. His sons, Paul, John, and Daniel, all pursued maritime careers as sailors and ship
captains and his daughters married well. The house in which the family lived was well appointed
by the standards o f the day, and in its furnishings it reflects Trimingham’s ability to mine
marketplaces abroad to obtain a diverse and international array of goods and his participation in a
pan-colonial effort to copy established norms of British gentility. A room-by-room inventory of the
house taken after Trimingham’s death in 1735 allows us to explore the domestic arrangements of
an elite mansion. Much of the ground floor and the parlour upstairs was given over to entertaining;
the house held a total of 68 chairs of varying styles distributed throughout to accommodate
neighbors, friends, business associates, and fellow politicians who called on Trimingham. China
and Earthenware punch bowls (3), wine decanters (3) and glasses (21), a syllabub pot, and
chocolate cups (8) hint at the hospitality guests might have received, and tea sets in three different
rooms underscore that the English custom o f tea drinking had penetrated the colony, perhaps
copied horn English officials dispatched to the island or from the West Indian sugar planter elite
visited by Bermudian ship captains. Trimingham’s close friends and fellow council members
probably gathered in the more intimate dining room rather than the large front hall. There, they
would have gathered around the large round Madeira table covered with a linen tablecloth set with
ivory-handled knives and forks and earthen flatware to drink Madeira wine and rum punch from
crystal glasses until late into the night, illuminated by candles and lamps; the salt glasses, silver

Smiths Parish, The Lodge in Warwick (off Keith Hall Rd.; Humphreys, Bermuda Houses, plates 68-69),
Taylor House and The Old Rectory in St. George’s. In 1996. half-timbered walls were discovered in an
apparently more recent structure on the former U.S. Navy base at Southampton Annex (pers. comm.,
Andrew Trimingham). There are also several houses, most notably Palmetto House in Devonshire, where
faux half-timbering was installed in the early twentieth century' as a colonial revival fad swept through the
island. For early vernacular houses in St. George’s, ca. 1690-1730, see Michael Jarvis, Bermuda’s
Architectural Heritage: St. George’s. 57-83. I am grateful to Edward Chappell, Director of Architectural
Research for Colonial Williamsburg, for his unpublished notes and analysis of Tankfield (1991).
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nutmeg grater and pepperbox, mustard glass, spice mortar and pestle, and chocolate stone listed in
the inventory suggest the diversity of spices and dishes that would have been served at such
gatherings. Unusual for the period, at least four of Tankfield’s rooms had window curtains and
each of the five curtained beds had its own room, providing a measure of privacy to its residents.68

Tankfield may have been more lavish in its furnishings than neighboring houses, but the
quantity and quality of the material culture enjoyed by Bermuda’s population was both rich and
varied across the board. The colony’s specie- and wage-based economy, combined with frequent
trips made by mariners to a wide range of North American and West Indian markets gave

<s8Inventory dated 30 July 1736, BOW 7:32-40. By the time the inventory was taken,
Trimingham’s three daughters had married and moved out. Elizabeth (Mrs. Thomas Jenour) and Jane
(Mrs. Conrade Jones) were both widows, and Catherine (Mrs. George Brent) lived with her husband in
Woodstock, Virginia; VMHB 9:238 (1902). The five beds were probably occupied by John and Jane (who
perhaps slept separately), and sons John, Paul, and Daniel. The upstairs parlor contained a tea table and
tray, china [porcelain] slop basin, sugar pot, teapot. 8 china cups and 15 saucers, 6 silver spoons and a
strainer, and was thus the principal site for tea ceremonies. The presence of the chocolate stones and
chocolate cups suggests that at least in the Trimingham household, it was an equally popular drink. The
dining room also contained five pair of “hart” [antler] handled knives and forks. Gloria Main, Lois Green
Carr, Lorena Walsh, and others have used items in probate inventories to index the quality of life in New
England and the Chesapeake, “Forum: Toward a History of the Standard of Living in British North
America,” WMO 3rd ser., 45:116-70 (1988). Trimingham's estate contains eight of the twelve diagnostic
items on Carr and Walsh’s amenities index and all ten items in their modem index (p. 143). Personal
items such as wigs, clothing, and pocket watches were generally omitted from Bermudian inventories, so
although Trimingham probably owned a watch and wig, it was not listed. To place Trimingham in a
context with his peers (personal estates greater than £225 [Main|/£491 [Carr and Walsh]), frequency of
ownership of the amenities or items in rural Massachusetts (Main. p. 133) and rural and urban Ann
Arundel County, Maryland (Carr and Walsh. 144-49): coarse earthenware, 69% Mass./93% rural
Md./90%; fine earthenware: 3l%/51%/80%: bed and table linen: 62%/91%/70%; knives: 39%/84%/70%;
forks: 39%/84%/60%; spices: 23%/65%/60%; religious books: 85%/86%/70%; secular books:
8%/14%/40%; wigs: 0%/9%/0%; watches or clocks: 8%/61%/60%; pictures: 8%/23%/30%; silver plate:
15%/70%/90%; tea service: —/58%/70%; mirrors: 46%/—/—. The average Massachusetts estate greater
than £225 had 3.85 of the 12 items, versus Trimingliam’s eight (possibly ten). Books are notably absent
from Trimingham’s inventory, despite clear evidence that he was literate; his widow Jane’s 1741
inventory lists a large bible and a Book of Common Praver. BOW 7:129-30. In “Wealth and Society in
Eighteenth-Century Bermuda: A View from the Colonial Capital of St. George’s,” (M.A. thesis,
Anthropology, College of William and Mary, 1994), Cara Metz composed a similar index for probates
from St. George’s parish, but the sample size is often statistically too small and may reflea peculiarities of
the island’s only urban center. A similar index using all of Bermuda’s surviving inventories has yet to be
undertaken, but should generate data more firmly grounded and representative.
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Bermudian consumers ample choice in furnishing their households. The scarcity and high cost of
land even encouraged many to improve the quality of their material surroundings rather than invest
in property. Legal imports from Britain via Barbados and Jamaica included a vast array of textiles
from Europe and the East Indies,69 earthenware, knives, forks, and crystal glasses, pewter ware,
tools, iron and brass hardware, spices, mirrors, writing paper, and other items to the value of
£10,000 sterling in the 1720s. To this may be added an immeasurable quantity of textiles,
earthenwares, and East India goods smuggled in from the Dutch West Indies. With the exception
of the cedar furniture and probably much of the silver plate, much of the contents of Tankfield and
most other Bermudian households originated in Europe or beyond.
Other items more directly reflect the many facets of John Trimingham’s life. The
escritoire in the downstairs chamber was the site of his political and commercial correspondence,
while the two sets of money scales and £52 in specie were vital to his merchant activities. The
silver-hilted sword and saddle in the entry were at the ready should the lieutenant colonel of the
horse grenadiers be called to duty. The spyglass and pair of pistols relegated to a storehouse recall
his past life as a mariner who sailed dangerous waters and defended against pirate attacks. His
extensive array of silver tankards, cups, porringers, slavers, and tableware, worth over £104, best
embody Trimingham’s transitional life; the raw material for the plate that advertised his gentility in
his mature years doubtlessly was obtained by a younger, seafaring Trimingham who wrested it

69In 1724, John Hope surveyed the range of textiles imported; “Nicaneeccs, Guinea stuffs, tapsils,
Bombay stuffs, chints, doorguzzees, chints ponabaguzzeels. Brawls chellows, bluebasts, bluelong cloths,
Bejutapants, Neganne pants, chints Cassambuzzas, china laffities, chillaes, cuttanees, chucklaces,
seersuckers, stript and check’t sooseys, chints patana. atchabames, herba taffatees, herba longees,
Albanees, Jamwarrs, Chihlaces, blue samoes. coloured ginghams, checonaes, tepoys, and Persian
taffaties” from the Indies, “double stepias, single stepias, sail cloth, spring linen, printed long cloth, broad
and narrow garlix, muslins, brownpaper Hollands, Isinghams, bag hollands, check’t linnen of all sorts,
bedticks, coloured linens, dimities, buckrum, cotton checks, sheeting cloth, dowlas, cambrick, printed
callicoes, damask for table linen, serges and duroys, plain and striped flannels, and oznabrigs” from
Europe, as well as “all sorts of hats, mens’, women’s and children’s worsted, thread and silk stockings
and caps, shoes, saddles, silk handkerchiefs, ribbons and all sorts of haberdashery.” PRO CO 37/11:44.
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from unknown wrecks in Bahamian waters and fashioned into usable forms by Bermuda’s small
core of skilled silversmiths. The plate was also an emergency capital reserve that Trimingham the
merchant might use to pay off debts. Given the frequency of wrecking both on the island’s reefs
and in the West Indies, and the number of Bermudian silversmiths, it is not surprising that many of
the colony’s households possessed at least one or two pieces of silver.70
Tankfield was also the home to 24 slaves belonging to Trimingham in the early 1730s, a
considerable number for a single household of the period. The values of the eight men, three boys,
four women and seven girls listed in Trimingham's inventory vary considerably and reflects a
broad range of ages. Worth £25-35, Ned, Gary, Kitt, and Robin were almost certainly young men
in the prime of life who were probably sailors or shipwrights; Will (£5), Bacchus (£4.10.0), Joe,
and Simon (£10 each) appear to have been older men who most likely farmed the 75 acres that
surrounded Tankfield and looked after Trimingham’s sizeable herd of livestock.7' Female slaves
reflected the same range, varying in value from just £ I for Eu (sic) to £23 for Doll and £25 for the
girl Hanna, to £2 for infants Jane and Nanney. Although their primary labors were food
preparation and washing (performed mainly in the two-room detached kitchen that still survives to
the west of Tankfield where many of the slaves probably lived), clues to other activities appear in
the household inventory. In a closet off the upstairs parlor, appraisers found a parcel of soap and
shoe heels, two old cedar stools and a dozen candle molds, suggesting that this was a workroom for

'"'On Bermudian silver pieces and their makers, see Bryden Hyde, Bermuda’s Antique Furniture
and Silver (Hamilton, Bermuda. 1971), 155-98 and Mrs. Allan Smith. “Bermuda Silversmiths and their
Silver,” BHO 2:170-79 (1945); 3:5-16 (1946).

7,In his will, Trimingham gave his man Coby to son-in-law Thomas Jenour and Jacob to his wife,
so these slaves were not valued in his probate: Jacob was worth £36 in Jane Trimingham’s 1741 inventory
and £35 in their son Paul’s 1742 inventory; BOW 7:6-9. 130. 153. Trimingham owned 7 steer, 6 cows, 3
heifers, a bull, 2 rams, 6 ewes, a sow, a “burrow” [donkey] and a horse. In a storehouse near the shore at
Crow Lane was a host of marine tools and lumber for vessel repair and careenage: the presence of a bed
suggests that some of his slaves slept here, a considerable distance from Tankfield.
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domestic manufacturing. In the chamber adjoining the detached kitchen, parcels of cotton and
wool waited to be spun on the three spinning wheels elsewhere in this room. The cedar pails,
twelve milkpans, and the chum in the buttery were used to milk cows and process cheese, cream,
and butter. Although relations are not stated in the inventory, the range of ages and equal sex ratio
suggest a multi-generational, extended family. At least fourteen of these slaves appear in later
Trimingham inventories of 1741, 1742, and 1765 with slightly shifting valuations reflecting aging
and the addition of new boys and girls. Of particular note is Lindah/Linder, a girl worth £4 in
1735 who was the mother of four worth £40 by 1765. Such data points to a considerable degree o f
stability within the small slave community living at Tankfield and the demographic success of the
Trimingham family slaves.72
During his lifetime, John Trimingham also owned three lots in St. George's, upon which he
built a small townhouse that he used when in the capital for council meetings and a storehouse to
better accommodate his merchant vessels. In doing so, he joined the many who transformed St.
George’s from a sleepy tobacco entrepot into a port town of some sophistication by 1720. When he
arrived in 1687, Governor Robinson wrote that St. George's had "about sixty houses built of
timber of about three rooms to a floor; few are of two storeys” and each was roofed with thatch,
cedar shingles or stone slate. Residents had invested little in their houses or land, since they lived
on Somers Island Company land. After the colony had reverted to the Crown, royal governors
were empowered to grant lots in the town, thus establishing secure legal tenure and benefit of
improvements. Although a few waterfront lots were granted to merchants who built wharves and

^ O W 7:35-38, 130, 153. Shifts in the valuation of slaves chart their aging; for instance, “Negro
Man Simon” was worth £10 in 1735 but had dropped in value to £2 by 1741 while the boy Will increased
from £19 to £38 in the same times pan. Nokey was apparently bom after the 1735 inventory, he appears
as a boy worth £5 in 1741 but increased in value to £7 a year later. Linder was listed in Daniel
Trimingham’s inventory (BOW 8:451), but ownership of her four children was claimed by his sister-inlaw, Elizabeth Trimingham, with whom they dwelt.
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warehouses in the 1690s, the capital was extensively laid out between 1701 and 1720 by Governor
Benjamin Bennett, who granted no fewer than 113 lots during his term in office. In 1702, he
required that all existing houses in the town be rebuilt in stone within four years or be forfeit,
which modernized the old town clustered around the church, State House, and Parade, and more
than doubled the size of the settlement by giving away free lots ''for the encouragement of building
and enlargeing the Towne of St. George’s” to any who would erect “a substantial stone house or
dwelling,” usually within two years of the grant. As a result, the port expanded westward and
northward until it comprised over 160 lots. Merchants from the town and the western parishes
thrust the town southward by erecting wharves and reclaiming land from the harbour, upon which
they built long, rectangular storehouses to receive cargoes from their sloops moored alongside.
The port became a magnet for chandlers, ships’ carpenters, blacksmiths, and other craftsmen who
catered to repairing vessels, and for tavern keepers who catered to the needs of visiting crews
(figure 7-g).73
John Trimingham was concerned in four properties in St. George’s. In 1693, he was part
o f a consortium of middle parish merchants who purchased the water lot across the street from the
old 1612 governor’s mansion, then in ruinous condition; the merchants built a common storehouse
which after 1701 was occupied as a barrack by the soldiers of the Independent Company of
Coldstream Guards posted to Bermuda. In 1713. Trimingham was granted three lots by Governor
Bennett: a long and narrow water lot to the east of the Parade upon which he built a house,
storehouse and wharf, a large, square lot prominently located to the north of the town church, and a

^CSP (C) 12:1341 vii; Jarvis, St. George's. 5-7. The grants included no quitrents to the Crown,
but did require the annual payment of a peppercorn, if demanded, on varying church feast days to
maintain the legal fiction that the Crown still owned it. Thirteen grants predate 1700, most for water lots
to the east of the Parade. Fifty-nine were made 1700-1709. and another 55 in 1712-13. Many of the early
giants established legal tenure to families that liad long occupied the properties and did not include a
building clause, but the 1712-13 wave of grants were mostly to new arrivals in the town.
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Figure 7-8. Map of the Town of St. George, ca. 1725, based on land grants. The stippled
area is the core o f the Somers Island Company-period town. The hatched area was
granted by Gov. Bennett. Landmarks: I) Gov. Moore’s mansion, 1612-1687. 2) Parade
gun platform. 3) early 17th century inlet. 4) Minister’s house and garden, 17* c. 5) prison.
6) town church, 1619+. 7) slave burial ground. 8) Governor’s Garden, site of the burial of
Sir George Somers’ heart. 9) Butler’s 1621 State House. 10)Thomas Handy’s whar£
1725. 11) President Henry Tucker House. 12) Walter Mitchell’s mansion, a.k.a. Stewart
Hall. 13) 18* c. Government House, completed in 1721. 14) George Forbes’s mansion.
15) Robert Dinwiddie’s Brick House Wharf. 16) Town Bridge, 1625-1747.
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house and lot to the north o f Bennett’s residence. The latter two properties had belonged to the
Jenour family in the seventeenth century and were inherited and apparently occupied by
Trimingham’s widowed daughter, Elizabeth Jenour. Of the four lots, only the house and wharf on
the east side of the waterfront stayed in the Trimingham family throughout the eighteenth century.74
An island-wide census taken in 1727 to defray the cost of repairing the island’s
fortifications gives us an important glimpse into the wealth structure of the colony. A total of
1,187 individuals were assessed for having some form of property, comprised of 862 men and 325
women. The tax revealed the wealth of the island to be £343.102 BDA and included follv 94.7%
of the adult white male populace. Although there was a small, wealthy elite —the top ten
individuals owned 7.3% of the colony’s total wealth —almost 61% of the population fell into the
£100-499 range. Assessments break down into the following categories:

Wealth Range
<£50
£ 50 - £99
£ 100 - £ 249
£ 250 - £ 499
£ 500 - £ 999
£1000 +

Total

# Assessed (%)
119(10.0%)
152(12.8%)
475 (40.0%)
248 (20.9%)
132 (11.1%)
61 (5.1%)
1187 (99.9%)

Wealth Owned (%)
£ 2508.33 (0.7%)
£ 9336.67 (2.7%)
£66183.33 (19.3%)
£86145 (25.1%)
£ 87850 (25.6%)
£ 91079 (26.5%)
£343,102.33 (99.9%)

At an assessment of £4,100 BDA, John Trimingham was the richest man in Bermuda by nearly £
900. He and his fellow councillors made up six of the ten wealthiest individuals in the colony and

74Grants: BCR 9:250, 263: CV 7,1:30. Trimingham’s wharf lot is located at #42 Water Street. It
passed into the Butterfield family by marriage in 1791. and the storehouse that occupies the property today
probably dates to this period. The Jenour lot to the north of St. Peter’s Church had a house built upon it
in 1709 which had perished by 1815 and is now the western half of the front lawn of Whitehall (#12
Clarence St). The Jenour lot to the north of Bridge House liad been the home of Sheriff Anthony Jenour
in the mid-17th century and was occupied by Gov. Bennett until Bridge House was rebuilt in 1706-8. The
northern half of the lot was claimed by street widening in the 19th century while the southern half has
been incorporated into the Bridge House property. Trimingham sold his lot from the 1693 consortium
(#36 Water St.) to Robert Dimviddie in 1726 for £35, who subsequently erected a large brick storehouse
and wharf, CV 9,1:236.
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the eleven members of the council collectively owned 6.9% of the island’s wealth, demonstrating
that political power and economic power went hand in hand. But although much of the colony’s
total wealth was concentrated in the hands of a few, the majority of the population maintained a
comfortable lifestyle, with wealth in excess of £100 BOA: less than 10% of the population was
truly impoverished (assessments under £50) and a number of these must have included elderly or
orphaned dependents living within the households of relatives. In short, a few highly successfol
families presided a moderately prosperous majority, while a couple of dozen impoverished
households (most of whom were public tenants on the King’s Land in St. George’s, St. David’s,
and Tucker’s Town) struggled to make ends meet.75

When John Trimingham died in 1735, he was one of the richest men in Bermuda. His
diversified estate included at least 175 acres of land, a fine mansion in Paget, a townhouse in St.
George’s, shares in three sloops, 24 slaves, and a wide array of furnishings. Using the value of his
1727 assessment as a guide suggests the following distribution of assets:76
75Data derived from a database of the 1727 assessment. PRO CO 12:11-29. Wealth computed
from a ratio of 2s. assessed per £ 100 of property. It is unknown whether the criteria for assessing wealth
included the value of shares in vessels and merchants’ stock-in-trade, or just land, slaves, and personal
possessions. For the population in 1727, see Appendix X. Data stated in Bermuda currency rather than
pounds sterling because the nearest exchange rate dates to 1738 (1.40%), deemed too far away
chronologically to be safely used, but if used would yield a total value of £ 245,073 ST for the island’s
wealth; John McCusker, Money and Exchange in Europe and America: A Handbook (Chapel Hill, 1978),
320. For an analysis of wealth broken down by sex. see chapter 7. Trimingham’s fellow councillors were
Richard Jennings (£3233), Francis Jones (£2775). Robert Dinwiddie (£2437.5), Nathaniel Butterfield
(£1917), John Jennings (£1900), Daniel Tucker (£1750), Henry Tucker (£1600), John Butterfield (£1450),
Leonard White (£1375), and Rev. Andrew Auchinleck (£1250). Wealth brackets follow those used by
Lois Green Carr and Lorena Walsh, “Inventories and the Analysis of Wealth and Consumption Patterns in
St. Mary’s County, Maryland, 1658-1777,” Historical Methods 13:81-104 (1980). Computed by decile
and quintile, the top 10% of those assessed in 1727 owned £ 135.612.5 (39.5%); top 20%: £196,804.17
(57.4%), upper-middle 20%: £74.083.33 (21.6%). middle 20%: £39.840.33 (11.6%), lower-middle 20%:
£23,137.5 (6.7%), bottom 20%: £9237.33 (2.7%).
76BOW 7:32-40. This evaluation may err in underestimating the value of Trimingham’s land,
which was not stated in his probate inventory because it was derived by subtracting his known wealth
according to the inventory from the 1727 assessment (£4,100 figure), a sum problematic in that his assets
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Wealth of John Trimingham, 1735 (in £ BOA)
! landAiouws £2429 |

I Bvrtocfc
tloopa £808

^ |

£405

money/plate £158 |

Table 7-2. Breakdown of Wealth of John Trimingham in 1735 (Source:
PRO CO 12:11-29, BOW 7:32-40).
Land made up the bulk of his wealth. A scarce commodity on a small island and the source of vital
shipbuilding material, land had climbed to around £13 an acre, a 25-fold increase since the initial
division a century earlier, when each share (25 acres) cost £12.10.0. Shipping composed about
20% of his wealth and slaves another 10%, but these two sources generated much of Trimingham’s
revenue. In his will, he granted the use of half his land and one-third of his personal estate to his
wife, Jane, who followed him to the grave in 1741. John Trimingham’s three mariner-sons died
before they could match their father’s achievements. Paul died in 1742 (perhaps at sea) and Daniel
died nearly penniless around 1765, so John inherited most of his father’s land, which was later
divided up among his sizeable family. The Triminghams did not regain their place among

may have risen or fallen in the intervening eight years. Since no bequests of any sort predating his death
were recorded in BA, Composite Volumes, we may assume his will and probate reflect his total wealth.
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Bermuda’s elite until the mid-nineteenth century. Thus while the life of John Trimingham
illustrates how an enterprising mariner gained a fortune and political office during Bermuda’s
transition from tobacco to trade, his death and the subsequent division of his estate show how
fragile the transition of accumulated wealth from generation to generation was in a maritime
society where the sea became the premature grave of many in the prime of life.

The Outsiders: Robert Dinwiddie and George Forbes
The life of John Trimingham provides a good example of how members of the old planter
elite made the transition from tobacco agriculture to commerce by drawing upon kinship bonds and
ancient neighbors to organize their shipbuilding and trade. Sustained land ownership played an
important role in providing the families of the original settlers with a timber reserve with which to
build their sloops. By the early eighteenth century, Bermuda was a homogenous and clannish place
dominated by descendants of the settlers o f a century earlier and resistant to outsiders. Emigrants
found it difficult to establish themselves without land, local trade connections, and unfair
commercial laws and in the face of local conservatism: consequently, most left after a few months
or years. Nevertheless, there were a few who for their special skills, personal charisma, or glowing
endorsements from abroad gained acceptance from the old elite or took advantage of opportunity to
acquire lots in the growing Town of St. George (one of the few places they could gain land) and
thus establish a foothold in Bermudian society. These men were exceptions to the general
exclusiveness of Bermudians, but they introduced important commercial, intellectual, and cultural
innovations disproportional to their numbers.
Bermudian resistance was understandable given the quality and activities of the first
Crown governors and the earliest emigrants from England in the 1690s, men with government
posts and an avaricious disposition. Edward Jones, for instance, was sent out as the colony’s
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secretary and provost marshal in 1699, but did little to uphold his offices. He extorted bribes,
released prisoners he liked, bullied Bermudians into paying exorbitant fees, and was finally
dismissed by unanimous vote of the Bermuda assembly, after which he fled to South Carolina to
escape prosecution in December 1702. George Larkin was commissioned to try pirates in
Bermuda, but spent most of his time making indecent assaults on the women of St. George’s and
allegedly raped a Crown slave named Nanny. He aided Edward Jones to flee from jail, for which
he was himself imprisoned at Castle Island; like Jones, he also escaped from Bermuda and fled to
South Carolina on the sloop Shadow. The Reverend Robert Baron was a drunkard and a swearer
who made sexual advances on several of his Pembroke parishioners, including widow Mary
Bullock, Hannah Coverly, Mary Lambert, Mary Jones, and Alice Finney, an elderly widow of 67
years. A few emigrants of a more tractable and useful cast also arrived in St. George’s during
period who included Peter Le Conte, a "periwig” or peruke-maker from France or the French West
Indies, surgeon John Ramsey, merchant Thomas Handy, and Dr. Richard Thomas from England, 77
Robert Dinwiddie was among the first of a small but significant Scottish invasion, of
which George Forbes was a part. The son of a Glasgow merchant, Dinwiddie had graduated from
the University of Glasgow and went into business with his three brothers, Lawrence, John, and
Matthew, by the mid-1710s; John relocated to Rapahannock, Virginia, and acted as a tobacco
factor for the firm and Matthew moved to Philadelphia, while Robert apparently served as
supercargo on the Dinwiddie merchantmen and LawTcnce managed affairs at home. In 1716, their
sloop Bachellor o f Glasgow used Bermuda as an intermediary point in shuttle trades to New York,
^ R O CO 37/3:234-40; 4:13-36 (Jones), 37, 80; 5:11, 34-35, 66; 6:143-45; 7:10-24 (Nelson);
8:182-92 (Baron); BCR 9:39 (Le Conte). Captain of the Castle John Peasley sought to lodge Larkin in
more comfortable quarters at his home in Tucker’s Town, but the prisoner behaved “so lewdly” that
Peasley’s wife “declared that shee would remove herselfe and her family from her house if ever he came
there any more to stay,” whereupon Larkin was returned to the Castle. Robert Baron initially complained
to Whitehall that he was ill treated and underpaid by his Bermudians, who responded with a rash of
depositions justifying their neglect.
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Philadelphia, Antigua, and Glasgow and exchanged European goods, coal, flour, pork, and bread
for cabbages, onions, platt, cottonwool, and cocoa. Five years later, Robert Dinwiddie relocated to
Bermuda permanently as Receiver General for the colony's Vice Admiralty court when he came to
Bermuda with his countryman, Governor John Hope, in 1721. Hope advanced Dinwiddie’s career
by appointing him Collector of Customs in 1727 (portrait, figure 7-9).78
The Scotsman failed to gain a foothold among Bermuda’s old families through marriage
and chose instead to wed Rebecca, the daughter of Scottish missionary Rev. Andrew Auchinleck.
Money answered where kinship failed; Robert Dinwiddie secured commercial allies among the
colonial elite by extending credit, and by 1725 he had lent over £5.000 in the island. He built a
fine house of imported brick in St. George's and built the largest wharf and storehouse complex in
the colony to accommodate his shipping practices, but traded little with Bermudians (Figure 7-10).
In the 1730s, his copartners in the few ships he owned were fellow emigrants, Frenchman Henry
Corbusier and Scotsman William Riddell. Through good service to the Crown, he joined his
father-in-law on the governor’s council in 1730, and eight years later was appointed to the
important post of Surveyor General o f Customs for the southern district of Britain’s colonies
(North America from Pennsylvania southward, Jamaica, and the Bahamas). The jurisdiction did
not include Bermuda, however, and Dinwiddie was forced to relocate to Williamsburg, Virginia to
better execute his office. There, he rose through the ranks of another colony’s government,
culm inating

in two terms as governor from 1751-1758. He apparently never returned to Bermuda,

but after he left, his Brick House Wharf was used as H. M. Customs House. Dinwiddie’s early
commercial success in Bermuda was continued in Virginia, allowing him to bequeath more than

’'John Alden, Robert Dinwiddie: Servant of the Crown (Williamsburg, Virginia, 1973), 3-7;
Louis Koontz, Robert Dinwiddie: His Career in American Colonial Government and Westward Expansion
(Glendale, CA, 1941), 30-35; 1716 database of PRO CO 41/6-7. Dinwiddie was bom on 3 Oct. 1692, one
of nine children of merchant Robert Dinwiddie.
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Figure 7-9 Portrait of Robert Dinwiddie. ea. 1740 (Courtesy. Heinz Archive, National
Portrait Gallery).
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Figure 7-10. Robert Dmwiddic's Brick House Wharf in St. George's, from a crude 1731
sketch. The building was unique in that it was constructed from imported red brick; see
figure 7-8 above for location (Courtesy. Bermuda National Trust).
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£25,000 to his heirs in his 1769 will.79
If Robert Dinwiddie’s career testifies to how an ambitious but stand-offish outsider used
Bermuda as a stepping stone to break into the upper strata of imperial politics and the pan-Atlantic
elite, the life of George Forbes illustrates the modest comforts and success realized by one who
successfully married into the Bermuda elite. Bom in Strathdon Parish, Aberdeenshire, to a minor
landowning father, George Forbes was educated in Aberdeen and Southampton. He studied
“phisick and surgery” at the University of Aberdeen in the early 1730s and left for the colonies in
search of more opportunities than Scotland could offer him. He arrived in Bermuda in 1735 with
little more than a handful of letters of recommendation penned by his noble but distant relatives in
Britain.80 The skills and family connections that Forbes possessed were enough for the young
^Alden, Servant of the Crown. 5-12; Koontz. Robert Dinwiddie. 35-39; VMHB 19:282-83 (1911;
Dinwiddie’s will). For Dinwiddie’s career in Virginia, see the above cited works and Virginia Historical
Society, The Official Records of Robert Dinwiddie. 2 vols.. (Richmond. 1883). Andrew Auchinleck came
from Armagh, Northern Ireland and graduated from the University of Edinburgh in 1698. He was
licensed to preach in 1701 and was bound to South Carolina to preach when his ship paused in Bermuda
in January 1706 and Governor Bennett persuaded him to stay. He was sworn a councillor in 1722 and
died in 1743; AC. Hollis Hallett. Chronicle of a Colonial Church. 127-28. His second wife was Rebecca
(nee Tucker) Jenour. die widow of Thomas Jenour. Dinwiddie was distantly connected to John
Trimingham, because Rebecca Auchinleck’s son. Thomas Jenour. wed Trimingham’s daughter. Elizabeth,
and therefore Dinwiddie’s wife’s half-brother was Trimingham's son-in-law. William Riddell and Henry
Corbusier both emigrated to Bermuda some time in the 1720s and achieved success by marrying into the
Trott and Spofforth families. By 1734, they' were both prominent shipowners, each holding shares in
seven vessels. Henry had emigrated with his brother, Giles, who was invariably master of the two sloops
the brothers owned together (1734 database, PRO CO 41/6-7). Riddell became a councillor in 1739 and
Henry Corbusier inherited Dinwiddie’s vacated seat in 1743. Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire.
440. Riddell built a fine mansion in Warwick on the shores of Riddell’s (a.k.a. Heron) Bay which has
since been destroyed, and Corbusier erected Orange Grove at The Flatts.
“PRO C 103/402B, Letter. Lachlan Forbes of Ardgirth to his son George Forbes, 10 Oct. 1735.
George Forbes was bom in 1710; his father, Lachlan, was the youngest son of Lord Forbes of Edenglassie,
Strathdon. Lachlan’s letter reveals much contextual information about his son’s education and family
background. George Forbes had lived with his cousin. Roderick Forbes, while attending School in
Southampton. His brother purchased the indebted estate of Glenkindie from Sir Patrick Sharhan around
1735. Benjamin, another brother, was barely dissuaded from enlisting in the French Army and an uncle
had emigrated to Bologne Sur Mer. The letters of recommendation were The best in the kingdome”, from
the Duchess of Gordon, Lord Forbes, Sir Andrew Forbes. Sir Duncan Forbes and the Lord Advocate.
George Forbes’ early years closely parallels those of Sir Alexander Grant (as profiled by David Hancock),
who also took a medical degree from the University of Aberdeen and emigrated to the colonies. Grant,
however, left Jamaica for London in 1739 while Forbes stayed in Bermuda. David Hancock, Citizens of
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Scottish doctor to gain acceptance among Bermuda’s insular elite. Over the next two years,
Forbes wooed Mary Jones, the daughter of General Francis Jones, a leading merchant, landowner,
and member of council. They were married at the Jones family seat in Paget in 1737, assuring
Forbes’s smooth entry into Bermudian business and politics.81
Around 1741, George Forbes moved to St. George’s, the capital, where he established a
medical practice; he was the personal physician to at least two governors and counted the leading
men of the capital among his patients. He also pursued transatlantic trade on a small scale, thus
mixing a steady revenue from his practice with more lucrative commercial ventures. Initially,
Forbes apparently depended upon his father-in-law's commercial connections in his shipping
ventures to obtain vessels and crews, but over time he developed and expanded his overseas
business through copartnerships with other outsiders in St. George’s and, following the established
Bermudian practice of emigration and factorage, through his five sons who were each sent abroad
for their education. He entered into a copartnership with English emigrant and attorney general
John Slater, his northern neighbor in the capital, and transformed an unimproved, rocky stretch of
shoreline to the west of St. George’s into a wharf and storehouse to accommodate their shipping.
In forming a copartnership with a fellow' stranger. Forbes broke with the established tradition of
using kinship ties to cement commercial alliances and spearheaded trend that wrould grow in
Bermuda in the ensuing decades. The shift provoked changes in gender relations and architecture

the World. 48-58. See also Henry Wilkinson. "Sir Francis Forbes of Bermuda and New South Wales,”
BHO 6:11-13 (1949).
8lPRO C 108/402C; Forbes family vital statistics. Man' Jones was bom on 29 December 1722
and thus 15 years old when she married George Forbes. Francis Jones was the general of the Bermuda
militia at the time of the wedding. He became a Councilor in 1727 and, as President of Council, served as
acting governor of Bermuda on three occasions: 1744-47, 1751-55 and 1764. His grandfather had also
been a Councilor in 1684-86 and his father had been Speaker of the Assembly, 1698-1700 and 1704-7.
Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 438-41.
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through ways unforeseen at the time (Forbes family tree, figure 7-11).*2

Forbes entered politics in 1749 when he briefly served at the colony’s Chief Justice,
launching a career that commingled seeking the best for the welfare of Bermuda with protecting the
interests of his family’s enterprises. In 1752 he was appointed to the governor’s council. On the
local level, he regularly served as a vestryman and justice of the peace for St. George’s parish. He
was a vocal opponent of legislation that proposed to establish a new town at Crow Lane or Ely’s
Harbour which would shift shipping to the west in the 1750s, a resistance understandable in light
of his investments in his wharf and storehouse and considerable property surrounding the capital.83
As his sons came of age in the 1760s and 1770s. they greatly expanded their father’s commercial
pursuits. Francis was schooled in Edinburgh and became a doctor like his father, but dabbled in
commercial ventures throughout his life. Robert was apprenticed to a kinsman, merchant John
Forbes of Charleston, South Carolina, in the 1760s but also practiced medicine. William and
Thomas went to sea at an early age and devoted their attention solely to commerce. By 1774,
William was a prominent merchant in St. Christopher, while Thomas enjoyed similar success in
Charleston. James, the youngest, was an indifferent apprentice and failed utterly as a merchant in
Georgetown and Charleston, South Carolina.84

HCV 10, 228 (land grant); Jarvis. St. George’s. 43-44. 85-86. Longhouse Wharf was later built
upon Foibes’s land by John Paynter in the 1780s. In 1750. Forbes owned shares in three vessels, the
sloops St. George and Mary, and the snow Charming Ann. The sloops were among the oldest in the fleet,
built in 1742 and 1743, respectively, and traded in North Carolina and the Leeward Islands. Perhaps
drawing upon Forbes’ Scottish connections, the Charming Ann imported drygoods from London; he had
sold his share to George Tucker by the time the snow departed on 13 Sept. for Virginia; 1750 database of
PRO CO 41/6-7. For the challenge of copartnerships to gender roles, see chapter 7.
“Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 440-41.
“Francis Forbes kept a letter book, which is tire source of much of the of the later Forbes family
history. The original belonged to the St. George Historical Society but has since gone missing. Extracts
from the letter book dating from 1785-1800 have been reprinted serially in BHO 4-11 (1947-54). James
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Figure 7-11. Genealogy of the Forbes family of Bermuda.
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As George Forbes reached middle age and his sons assumed a greater role in the family
business, the Scottish doctor proved himself to be a model Enlightenment gentleman, cosmopolitan
in taste, experimental by nature, and constantly questing for new information. The T-shaped house
that Forbes built in St. George’s around 1742 introduced the Georgian-style architecture he had
seen in Edinburgh, London and Southampton into Bermuda; its symmetrical fenestration and
layout arrayed around an integral central passage are the earliest examples of Georgian building
features in the colony. In the early 1770s, he built another fine mansion on Smith’s Island in St.
George’s Harbour, probably as a family retreat from epidemics.85 Forbes maintained a close
correspondence with other doctors and natural philosophers in Great Britain, to whom he sent
cedars, shells, palmettos, and other natural curiosities in return for seeds, scientific instruments,
and copies of Philosophick Transactions and pamphlets relating to medical observations. In the
“upper and lower gardens” surrounding his house, Forbes planted everything from Chinese tea
pants to Portuguese cork trees in hopes of finding a new staple suitable to the Bermudian climate.
The doctor also pioneered smallpox inoculations in Bermuda with mixed success, due to strong
resistance on the part of the island’s inhabitants who desperately feared an outbreak.86 He died in

Forbes apparently suffered from insanity or intemperance, for his sister, Anne, was appointed his guardian
in the 1780s.
“The Forbes house still stands, set back from Blockade Alley to the north of Somers Garden in
SL George’s. Originally T-shaped with chimneys at each terminus, two wings were later added to create
an E-shaped layout and the north and west chimneys dismantled; Jarvis, St. George’s. 84-87.
“PRO C 108/402D.E; Letter, John Fothergill of London to George Forbes, 20 September 1764;
Letter, George Forbes to Dr. Kersie of London, 5 August 1761. In the latter letter, Forbes contrasts his
Presbyterian beliefs with the classicism and deism of Governor William Popple, his patient: Popple “is
still deep in exposing the Beauties of Horace and concealing those of Christian Religion. We are as
distant from each others’ sentiments as ever and of late he has given me up as a perverse and ignorant
Believer. I tell him he puts more faith in Don Spinosa titan he ought.. . . [Popple] says he values me
more as a physician than a philosopher.” The two men were among the few to avoid an epidemic nervous
disorder in the Spring of 1761, Forbes by “a slender and cool diet” and Popple by doubling “his usual
quantity of old Madeira”! Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 148-51.
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1778 possessed of an ample estate worth £3,000, of which over £2,400 was property. His widow
Mary was given the use of the whole estate, and lived in seclusion with a handful of trusted slaves
on the family form on Smith’s Island until her death in 1797.87 Sons Robert and Francis remained
in St. George’s; Robert purchased Dinwiddie’s Brick House Wharf and after his death in 1785, his
widow continued his shipping business into the 1810s.88 Francis was more proficient in medicine
than trade in the turbulent period following the American Revolution and his trade, mostly with
Charleston and Georgetown, South Carolina, met with little success. Following in his father’s
footsteps, he became a councillor in 1783 and remained active in politics until his death in 1814.89
Thomas Forbes died in Charleston in 1784 and his brother William thrived as a merchant in St.
Kitts. For all their success in establishing a place in Bermudian society during the eighteenth
century, the Forbes family had died out in Bermuda by 1820.90

“Property assessments in BA. ANG/ST. GEORGE’S/PAS 6-7; Forbes’ will mentions his
townhouse and upper and lower gardens, property on Paget Island. Smiths Island, and 15 acres at Town
Cut to the east of St. George’s. BOW 12a:405.
“Robert’s estate was worth £1.500 when he died in 1785. His widow Mary steadily increased its
value: £1,850 in 1787, £2,300 in 1794 and £24.90 the following year. She married schoolmaster William
Grant in 1787 but was again widowed in 1793. Her fortune hovered around £2.000 from 1798-1810,
increased to £3,393 in 1812 and jumped to £12.200 in 1814. the year of her death. She also traded under
the name Mary Grant and Co., valued at £3500 in the 1810s. In 1788. her brother-in-law Francis Forbes
wrote that she “is availing herself of the promised advantages of trade and sticks close to her shop.”
ANG/ST. GEORGE’S/PAS 7-10; BHO 6:28.
“Francis Forbes’ commercial activities can be traced in his letter book, reprinted serially in BHO
4-11. His daughter Jane married John Davenport, St. George’s most prominent merchant in the early
nineteenth century. His son Francis studied law in London, was appointed Bermuda’s attorney general in
1811, served as chiefjustice of Newfoundland in 1815-22, chiefjustice of New South Wales, Australia, in
1823-35, and was knighted in 1837. George, Dr. Francis Forbes’ other son, joined the British Army and
became a colonel serving under the Duke of Wellington; Henry Wilkinson, “Sir Francis Forbes of
Bermuda and New South Wales,” BHO 6:11-13; Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 925.
“BHO 4:172 (death ofThomas Forbes); William’s son, also William, had become a councillor in
Grenada by 1794; during a slave revolt in that year, he died alongside the island’s governor in a skirmish
with the tdiels, Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 72.
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Anthony Atwood, a Post-Revolutionary Bermudian Merchant
As the eighteenth century progressed, Bermudians drifted away from their earlier pattern
of doing business mostly with relatives. This trend intensified after the American Revolution, when
Atlantic trading patterns were considerably altered as commercial avenues formerly open to
Bermudians were cut off and new markets opened. Many ambitious young men emigrated to the
United States and took citizenship, while others moved to the West Indies, especially to the Ceded
Islands of St. Vincent, Grenada, and Dominica to capitalize on growing trade. Bermuda’s
generation of post-war merchants drew on Bermudians abroad, but also relied more heavily on
strangers than ever before. The correspondence of Anthony Atwood, a St. George’s merchant,
sheds light on the colony’s changing trade patterns.
Anthony Atwood was a member of an old Bermudian family that had emigrated to
Bermuda before 1617. During the seventeenth century, several Atwoods emigrated to Barbados
and the Bahamas; Atwood Key to the west of Crooked Island in the Bahamas commemorates the
family. Bom some time in the 1730s, Anthony Atwood’s father, William, was a ship captainmerchant who died in St. George’s in 1757. Anthony was one of three brothers who all followed
their father’s calling and spent much of the 1760s and 1770s at sea. His surviving business
correspondence are from his more sedentary middle age years and reflect traditional Bermudian
business strategies of carrying freight, trading on his own behalf, and building vessels for foreign
buyers. Atwood regularly employed captains Thomas Dill and Samuel Rankin to command his
ships, for he had no sons to act in that capacity. Despite his advanced years, Atwood made at least
four voyages himself: to Grenada in 1782, Jamaica in 1785, St. Eustatius, St. Vincent and Grenada
in 1789, and Demerara, Martinique, and Barbados in 1792. Between 1779 and 1799, he built no
fewer than 14 ships, sloops, brigs, and schooners for his commercial correspondents in the West
Indies, as well as 4-5 boats and barges for purchasers in Demerara and Surinam. Like John
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Trimingham, Atwood invested much of his profits from his shipping business in real estate in St.
George’s, where he lived with his wife and two daughters. Parish assessments allow us to chart the
rise of his fortunes in the period documented by surviving business correspondence:91
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Table 7-3. Value of Anthony Atwood’s wealth, 1781-1807 (Source: BA, ANG/SG/PV 7-11)
Atwood’s commercial papers permit us to map out his extensive trade network as well as
to reconstruct how his business changed to adapt to the post-war Atlantic market. Appendix IX
lists Atwood’s trading partners for the period 1779-1799. At the end of the war, demand for
shipping fell off sharply as large numbers of prize vessels held in reserve were brought back into

’’Edward Atwood had emigrated to Bermuda by 1617 and served as foreman of an assize jury in
that year, BCR l:6r, BOW 12a: 12 (will of William Atwood): Anthony Atwood’s business papers have
been transcribed in AC. Tucker, ed., Correspondence and Letters of a Bermudian Merchant 1779-1799
(St George’s Historical Society, 1930) without pagination and are referred to by date of letter. Vessel
purchasers included Robert Milner (SL Thomas, 17 April 1781, 3 Aug. 1783), John Osborn (Demerara,
18 Feb. 1790), Mr. Brandon (Surinam, 2 Feb. 1792), Richard Fisher (20 Mar. 1792), William Stevenson
(St. Eustatius, 4 May 1793), Burney, Abel & Co. (St. Eustatius, 6 May 1793), William Shaddick (St.
Eustatius, 3 March 1794), Henry Adams (St. Vincent. 18 April 1794), William Woodhouse (Grenada, 11
Dec. 1794), Neilsen, Heathcote & Co. (Liverpool, 20 Sept. 1795), Heathcote, Sothem & Co. (Dominica,
24 Nov. 1796), and John Waters (Martinique, 13 April 1799).
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circulation and trade was slow to recover.92 Atwood turned to the old salt trade at the Turks Island
and made a new venture to Newfoundland, where he traded salt for 1,000 quintals of fish. Demand
in Bermuda caused the price of provisions to rise sharply in the late 1780s (in 1789, there was “not
a barrel of flour or a bushel of com to be sold for love or money”), prompting Atwood to open
trade with U. S. ports in New York and Philadelphia; where possible he drew upon Bermudians or
Loyalists who had spent their war years in Bermuda, but this was not always possible.91 By 1792,
Bermudian shipbuilding had recovered to such an extent that Atwood found “all the carpenters so
taken up that it is impossible to get a large vessel built at this time,” but labor shortages
notwithstanding, Atwood launched at least nine vessels in that decade.94 Atwood’s trading network
consisted of 48 partner merchants or firms, but only 16 of them were of Bermudian origin and only
one (his nephew and namesake, Anthony Atwood in Martinique) was a blood relative. Most (14)
of the Bermudian merchants lived in St. Thomas. St. Eustatius, and St. Vincent, showing how
effectively the colony's mercantile community colonized those West Indian islands. When dealing
with U.S., Canadian or new, expanding markets like Demerara and Surinam, Bermudians like
Atwood were forced to deal with already established merchants.
The business experiences of Dr. Francis Forbes, Atwood’s contemporary, reinforce the
pattern that emerges from Atwood’s correspondence. George Forbes’ son carried on a steady trade
in medicine and manufactured goods with London, but devoted most of his attention to growing
markets in Georgia and South Carolina. Forbes inherited a plantation called “Jericho” near
“In February 1783, Samuel Milner informed Atwood that at St. Eustatius it was “a folly to
purchase a vessel on speculation at this time, for there are a number of very fine vessels here which would
be sold for a trifle, but no one dates touch them on account. .. of the want of a trade to employ them in.”
Robert Milner in St. Thomas went so far as to declare “I would sooner set vessels on fire now than be
obliged to employ them.” (letters. 7 Feb. 1783 and 3 Aug. 1783: Correspondence)
“Letter, Smith & Fisher of Bermuda to Atwood, 17 March 1789 in Correspondence.
94Letter, Josiah Durham to Atwood, 16 Oct. 1792 in Correspondence.
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Sunbury and land in St. Mary’s and Grenville Counties from his cousin, but only with great
difficulty did he recover the property, which was formerly condemned for its British ownership.
Forbes sent his brother, James, to Georgetown, South Carolina, as his commercial agent but James
failed and returned to Bermuda in 1788. Forbes’ trade network between 1785-1802 included 33
contacts, of whom 13 were Bermudian (mostly in Charleston and the West Indies). In addition to
his brother James, Forbes traded with his brother William in St. Kitts (1780s-95) and Caicos
(1795-97) and his nephew, Francis, in St. Eustatius (1789-95, island captured) and St. Kitts
(1795+). Forbes and Atwood shared four trading partners, most notably London firms Robert
Shedden & Sons and Anthony Van Dam & Co. Like Atwood, Forbes was forced to deal mainly
with strangers and non-Bermudians in U. S. ports —to his detriment; Forbes extended over £1,500
worth of goods and credit to merchants Thomas Hancock and Joshua Barfield in that port, who
reneged on their obligations; as a British subject, Forbes found it difficult to sue, and it took him
nine years to collect his debts. New York merchant Cornelius Cruger went bankrupt owing Forbes
another £1,000 which he apparently never collected.
Expanding trade opportunities presented themselves to Bermudians after the American
Revolution which held out promises of profit, but to take advantage of these, Bermudian merchants
had break with tradition and entrust their capital, goods, and vessels to strangers. In Atwood’s
case, the risks paid off and his estate climbed. Forbes, either through want of judgement,
experience, or bad luck, backed several poor risks and lost considerable sums. The 1780s was a
turbulent period for trade as the commercial laws of the United States were hammered out and
Britain reconfigured its mercantilistic economic policies. These larger global changes posed
challenges to traditional Bermudian business strategies that forced it to more closely resemble those
of mercantile communities elsewhere and break with a predominately clannish mode of exchange.
Declining opportunities, volatile markets, and a general increase in vessel size after the war also
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challenged the masculine social progression from sailor to captain to merchant as crews got larger
and commerce became increasingly complicated and specialized. Bermuda’s maritime society
persevered after the Revolution, but professional roles became more rigidly defined and men found
their ability to work their way up the social ladder more difficult. The system would receive its
death-blow in the early nineteenth century after the colony was invaded by the Royal Navy and
British army, ending over a century and a half of maritime tradition and forcing a drastic
reorganization of Bermudian society.

Men in eighteenth-centurv Bermuda lived in a vast, watery world that encompassed most
of the North Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea. The majority of the male population were sailors
at some point in their lives, and visited far-flung ports stretching from Newfoundland to the
Madeiras and from London to Trinidad and Honduras. Together in small crews, these men
skillfully sailed the island’s sloops between ports and collectively battled against elements and
enemies in a variety of forms. White and black sailors took pride in their professions, sailors by
choice rather than impressment or necessity, and shared a common bond as Bermudians and
mariners strengthened by adversity. The island's distinct maritime culture was both shaped by and
situated within Bermuda’s landed society, and the two must be seen as two parts of the same
whole. Male experiences, however, were very different from those of Bermuda’s female
population despite the considerable transference of shipboard language, customs and dress onto the
island. Merchants, whether professionals who never left the island or former masters who chose to
specialize solely in trade, also occupied an expanded world in which they shuffled cargoes across
great distances for profit. Through their ship captains and agents, factors, and correspondents
abroad, they were attuned to a larger Atlantic world. Their imports were cultural as well as
material, which they bestowed upon island society as innovations in fashion, dress, and
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architecture. As politicians, they sought to defend their island’s economy against imperial policies
and attacks from other colonies, keep a watchful eye for the tremors of impending war, and gain
for Bermuda the greatest freedom within British system of mercantilism. But throughout the
eighteenth century, men were Bermudians first and mariners, slaves, salt rakers, merchants, and
shipbuilders second; shared life experiences and a sense of identity bridged racial and class
differences to a considerable degree to create a durable, masculine Bermudian maritime culture.
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CHAPTER 8
ISLAND LIFE: WOMEN AND SLAVERY IN BERMUDA

Bermudian society in the eighteenth century was sharply divided along gender lines. The
workings of the maritime economy kept the majority of the colony’s able-bodied men at sea for
months or years on end, leaving Bermuda populated chiefly by women and slaves. A core of
sedentary shipbuilders, merchants, schoolmasters, and "retired” seamen filled local and
governmental posts and provided a defense force (however inadequate) against foreign invasion,
but the vast majority o f Bermudian mariners spent more time at sea than at home. As a result,
Bermudian women played a leading role in the family and the domestic economy and had
considerable legal and property rights. Left alone for much of their lives by their seafaring
husbands or widowed, often at an early age, Bermudian women dominated Bermuda’s landed
society.
The island’s slave community was similarly shaped by the shift to the sea and the demands
of maritime activities. Black sailors were also absent for long periods and killed in shipwrecks, so
the same sex imbalance found within the white population prevailed in the slave community. The
maritime revolution brought about the end of commercial cultivation and redefined the labors of
most slaves, transforming them from field hands into craftsmen or sailors (men) and domestic
servants (women). White and black society drew closer through shared household and shipboard
labor, while the slave community enjoyed greater stability through increased family cohesion and
prosperity through its share of wage earnings and the trans-Atlantic commerce of slave sailors.
583
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This chapter explores the forces that shaped the lives of women and slaves within Bermuda and
examines how their labor and activities enabled and complemented those of the colony’s masters
and mariners.
An Island of Women: Bermudian Demography

Bermudian society was fundamentally affected by a pronounced shift in the island’s
demography toward a female majority that occurred in the late seventeenth century. During the
Somers Island Company period, the healthy, isolated island had a roughly equal ratio of men to
women, most of whom were native-born descendants of the colony’s first settlers. The shift to the
sea in the 1680s and 1690s drastically altered this pattern as the dangers of the sea took their toll
on seafarers and ships periodically introduced epidemics from abroad. By 1699, there was a slight
female majority within the black and white adult populations and throughout the eighteenth
century, women consistently outnumbered men.
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Tables 8-1 and 8-2. Bermuda’s white and black adult populations graphed by sex, 16991783. The female figure for 1783 includes all girls as well as adults (Source: Appx. 10).
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Shipwrecks, disease in foreign ports, and captures by pirates and privateers accounted for
the majority of male deaths. Spanish guarda costas took a particularly heavy toll in the 1720s and
1730s, leading the colonial assembly to lament that "these islands are almost filled with widows
and orphans.” Bermuda’s white male population was further diminished through out-migration and
maritime employment on ships belonging to other colonies. In 1701, Governor Benjamin Bennett
estimated that “there is now in the service of the Dutch at Curiso [Curasao] and at Barbados,
Jamaica and amongst the Leeward Islands 400-500 lusty young fellows, natives of these islands.”
The imbalance in sheer numbers within the colony’s sex ratio was exacerbated on the island by the
absence of sailors away at sea. In 1727, Governor John Hope noted that although white women
outnumbered men three to two (“vast numbers of men being carried away by ship wreck”)
according to a census taken the previous year, ’they generally reckon three women for one man
upon the island” at any given time because so many men were away at sea. Except for similar
demographic imbalances in a few New England port towns whose seafaring populations were
diminished by similar hazards, Bermuda’s female majority contrasted with the patterns o f Great
Britain’s other, predominately male, colonies.1
Although the island’s temperate climate gave it a salubrious reputation that attracted
invalids from other countries, Bermuda was far less healthy after the maritime revolution than it
had been in the seventeenth century. Fast Bermudian sloops brought still-virulent diseases to the
island’s shores, where they attacked an immunologicallv-unprepared populations. The “Great
Sickness” of 1692 was the first and worst epidemic to afflict the island before 1800, killing about
12% of the island’s populations, but there were many others. From September to December 1710,
a disease that afflicted victims with “a pain in their head or side, and then in their stomach and

‘PRO CO 13:143; CSP (C) 19:#1019; Crane, “Socioeconomics of a Female Majority,” 231, 23537.
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generally kills in five days,” ravaged the island. Five years later, a “pleurisie” killed Governor
Henry Pullein and his wife and '‘swept away great numbers.” Smallpox broke out in 1721 and
1739, prompting the colonial assembly to draft an act to prevent the spread of the disease. It was
enacted after a vessel from Jamaica brought smallpox to the island in 1744 to good effect, for “not
above two people died” in the outbreak. Parish vestry accounts for St. George’s reveal that
smallpox was rampant in the capital during the spring of 1746, and it probably spread to outlying
parishes. Another smallpox epidemic in 1761 “carried off many of the inhabitants” and effectively
paralyzed the colony’s government, since the assemblymen refused to meet in St. George’s. A
similar outbreak in May 1763 prompted another refusal. In 1765, Rev. Alexander Richardson
sadly noted that “ 15 children of St. George's died this year of a putrid sore throat and I buried 23
more in the country.” The disease (probably diphtheria) was apparently fatal only to children.
Full-scale famine never occurred on the island, but chronic food shortages during wartime left
many malnourished and made them more susceptible to diseases.2
Although maritime Bermuda was less healthy that it was in the tobacco years, the island
was still blessed when compared with the disease environments of most West Indian colonies and
North American port towns. Outbreaks in Bermuda quickly ran their course and diseases like
yellow fever and smallpox never became the endemic, constant killers they were elsewhere. Census

*PRO CO 37/1:30; 6:143; 9:85; 13:136; 19:45, 125; 40/lA:102; Boston News Letter. 6 May
1715; St. George’s Parish Vestry Minutes, BA ANG/SG/PVl :26v„ 90r.; Rev. Alexander Richardson
Diary, n.p., Bermuda Archives. The April 1715 outbreak resembled the symptoms of of the 1710
epidemic: headache and a pain in the side, often followed by death. In 1721, St. George’s parish
accounts itemized “to digging 3 graves for the 3 children that died of smallpox, 0.2.0” and lists a variety
of entries in 1746, including 1Is. paid to Captain Trott “for oyl in smallpox time.” In 1701, a smallpox
epidemic was narrowly averted by the timely quarantining of die infected Carolina-bound Charles,
carrying French Protestant emigrants. CSP(C) 19:#690. On the island’s healthy reputation and the
emigration of invalids, see for instance. Col. Henry Tucker to St. George Tucker, 13 Oct. 1772, in TCP.
Wiliam Byrd had planned to retire to Bermuda in 1736 and Lawrence Washington (George’s older step
brother) was Bermuda bound when he died: William Byrd to Mrs. John Pitt. 6 Jan. 1736/37. reprinted in
VMHB 9:237-39 (1902).
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figures suggest that the epidemics that swept through Bermuda took a roughly equal toll on all
segments of the island’s inhabitants and thus did not disturb the demographic imbalance caused by
maritime male losses. Evidence from the 1692 and later nineteenth-century outbreaks of yellow
fever suggests that mortality within the black population from this disease was considerably lower
but slave deaths from smallpox were apparently higher, trends that kept the proportions of black
and white Bermudians roughly equal for most of the eighteenth century. Bermuda’s female
population was periodically diminished by diseases imported into the colony, but women remained
in the majority due to the higher losses of men abroad.3
Bermudian population figures act as a barometer of the success of the colonial economy,
rather than as a reflection of waves of epidemics. Detailed census information demonstrates the
volatility of the number of inhabitants throughout the eighteenth century, as economic depressions
prompted many Bermudians to migrate to other colonies. Fluctuations were unevenly felt,
however, for the island lost more men than women and more whites than blacks. Despite periodic
dips (not pronounced for the 1730s but reflected in the 1740s and the late 1760s), the number of
the colony’s inhabitants nearly doubled between 1699 and 1774, reflecting the over-all success that
Bermuda’s maritime economy achieved:

3For epidemics and diseases in the West Indies, see Richard Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 40-41, 7677,300-308. Disease in the Chesapeake hampered colonization throughout the 17th century, newly
arrived emigrants were “seasoned” by disease, from which they recovered and developed immunities or
perished; see Edmund Morgan, American Slavery. American Freedom. 158-64, 180-84. Gary Nash
addresses yellow fever and smallpox epidemics in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston in The Urban
Crucible. 43,66-67, 102-6, 113-14, 160. J.H. Powell chronicles a single yellow fever epidemic in Bring
Out Your Dead: The Great Plague of Yellow Fever in Philadelphia in 1793 (New York. 1949).
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Table 8-3. Bermudian population figures, 1699-1774 (Source: Appx. 10).
The demands of the maritime economy and the colony’s peculiar demography led white
women to take an active role in economic and legal matters and assume a prominent role in
Bermudian society. White Bermudian women extensively owned property, engaged in a wide
range of domestic production and, to a lesser degree, international trade, and played an important
role in their local churches and communities. Wives raised and instructed their children, handled
business transactions for their husbands, managed households, and supervised the labor of their
slaves. Male maritime deaths left a large number of widows and fewer potential husbands for the
island’s female majority. As a result, many single women would never marry, and few widows
remarried. Slave women also lost fathers, husbands, and sons to the sea, but they did not own land
or enjoy expanded legal rights in the decades before the American Revolution. The majority
performed domestic chores and cottage manufacturing alongside their white mistresses, but also
took an active role in raising their children and teaching them life-skills. Throughout the eighteenth
century, Bermuda was thus an island peopled by largely independent women, loosely governed and
ostensibly protected by a couple of hundred slave and white shipwrights and craftsmen, old men no
longer fit for the sea, and a small but successful merchant elite. They were highly skillful at
maintaining their households and raising families and were justly praised by the few outsiders who
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visited the island. In 1687, Sir Robert Robinson found them "‘good huswives and very amorous ..
. frugall in their apparill, eating, drinking and house furniture.” Jean De Crevecoeur likewise
complimented the frugal households and simple dress o f Bermudian women. Bermudian men
might command the shipping lanes of the broad Atlantic, but Bermudian women capably ran the
island at home.4
Marriage, Family, and Household

Although a full, detailed population study of Bermuda has yet to be undertaken, evidence
suggests that most Bermudian women —those that found husbands —married in their mid- to lateteens or early twenties. Bermuda's long-established and complex kinship network within
Bermudian society may have exerted subtle influences in match-making. Trends within the
organization of the shipping and shipbuilding industries (discussed in chapters 5 and 6) reveal that
marriages apparently linked dynasties of craftsmen and merchants. Shipowners and masters
readily drew upon the labor of their sons-in-law to operate vessels. But the relatively equitable
distribution of wealth within the colony and a shortage of bachelors also relaxed social bars and
perhaps led to less parental interference in the marriage choices of their sons and daughters.
Personal letters written by members of the Tucker family in the 1770s suggest that most
Bermudian youths married for love. In July 1772, for instance, 17-year-old Henry Hinson confided
to his cousin, St. George Tucker, that he had fallen for a “Miss C

yT

r” [Caty Tucker]

who lived at Somerset Bridge and planned to court her over the next three or four years. The lovestruck lad declared “If I don’t have her, I shall never be married as long as I live.” The fortunes of
rich widows and the dowries of merchants’ daughters also figured into the greater choices that

■•PRO CO 40/lA:103; De Crevecoeur. “Description of Bermuda,” 202-3.
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young Bermudian men had in selecting wives, and lured more than a few of them into marrying
abroad despite the many single women left in the colony. Durham Hall married ”a pretty girl with
a £1,000-1,500 fortune” in New Providence endowed with 2,000 pieces of eight and several slaves
in 1772, after which he settled in that colony and went into business with his father-in-law.s
The majority of Bermudian women did marry, however, and newlywed couples established
their own households within a few years. Within these homes, Bermudian women spent most of
their time and labor caring for their children and undertaking a variety of domestic pursuits. Given
the large size of most Bermudian families and the youthfulness of the island’s population, childrearing occupied much of a mother’s time. The frequency of birth every two to three years meant
that there were infants in most households who needed considerable attention. Older siblings
helped out around the house and attended school when they weren’t left to their own devices.
Mothers spent much time teaching their younger children and instructing their daughters in
needlepoint, spinning and other forms of domestic production. Many single and older women ran
schools or tutored individual students to prime them for the grammar schools they would attend
around the age of ten.
The childhood that George Tucker recalls in his autobiography is representative of
growing up in the 1770s and 1780s in Bermuda. The only son of merchant Daniel Tucker, George
was coddled by his mother and sister during the long stretches when his father was away. He had a
lot of playmates on Somerset Island, many of whom were cousins, and he frequently got into
trouble over pranks involving prickly pears, limekilns, and gunpowder. At the age of six, an old

*Henry Hinson to St. George Tucker. 31 July 1772; Col. Henry Tucker to St. George, 25 Dec.
1772; brother Henry Tucker to St. George, 25 Dec. 1772. in TCP. Marriages were frequently mentioned
in letters to St George Tucker to keep him abreast with his young contemporaries in Bermuda. See, for
instance, Col. Henry to St. George. 8 April 1773. St. George Tucker married well in Virginia; in 1778 he
wed Frances (nee Bland) Randolph, the widow of John. Sr. of Roanoke, through which he acquired
several plantations; Mary Coleman. St. George Tucker: Citizen of No Mean Citv (Richmond, 1938).
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woman in the neighborhood taught him how to read, and when he was eight, one of the older slave
boys in his household taught him to count and “multiply as far as 12 by 12.” Thus, when he
attended the Rev. Ewing’s Latin School two years later, he was able to correct the mathematical
errors of older students. As a teen, he attended balls where he danced a mean minuet, courted
many girls, and at the age of 15 became a member of the literary society in the newly created town
of Hamilton. Women figured prominently in his daily life and shaped his education for the first ten
years of his life. With many children to raise, educate, and keep out of trouble, Bermudian
mothers must have been kept quite busy.6
Time that was not spent looking after children was devoted to the myriad tasks of running
a household. Surviving documents shed little light on day-to-day domestic production, so we know
far less about the workings of Bermuda’s internal economy than about the colony’s trade and
industry. Although commercial agriculture had virtually ceased, women tended gardens around
their houses and grew herbs, spices, vegetables, and fruit for the use of their households. Livestock
are listed in nearly every eighteenth-century probate inventory, along with earthenware milk pans,
butter chums, and cheese presses, indicating the importance of dairy products in local diet.
Although livestock exports diminished after the 1690s, most households kept breeding pairs of
sheep, pigs, and cattle, and several cows. Grazing livestock and growing cedars were not
incompatible uses of the land, so Bermudian herds still had ample pasturage. Stock was left, often

““Autobiography of George Tucker,” in BHO 18:76-90 (1961). George Tucker (1775-1861) was
the son of Daniel Tucker, first mayor of the City of Hamilton and a founding member of the firm
Jennings, Tucker & Co. (discussed in the Epilogue). His education departed from the norm in his teens.
At 15, he was instructed in law by a Connecticut loyalist lawyer, Josiah Meigs, and two years later was
clerk to George Bascome, the colony’s premier lawyer. After Bascome died in 1795, Tucker attended the
College of William and Mary, where his legal studies resumed under his cousin, St. George Tucker. After
graduating, he practiced in Richmond and Lynchburg. In 1825, he was appointed to the chair of moral
philosophy at the University of Virginia and was elected to the U. S. Congress in 1818, 1828 and 1833.
He was among the foremost Antebellum Southern scholars and an emancipationist. Perhaps his bestknow work in bis 4-volume History of the United States (1856-57).
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for long periods, on uninhabited islands in Castle Harbour and the Great Sound. Even the
residents of St. George’s kept livestock on their small town lots and grazed them on the Parade in
the town center or on the Crown Lands surrounding the capital. Wandering animals became such a
nuisance in the town by 1706 that the parish vestry built a pound and appointed a pound-keeper to
lock up stray horses, cattle, hogs, and sheep. Dairying activities and looking after livestock figured
prominently in the daily activities of Bermudian wives and female slaves.7
Textile production was another important domestic activity in the eighteenth century,
although over time it became cheaper to import fabrics, especially those smuggled from the Dutch
West Indies. Probate inventories include items used in a wide range of household manufacturing.
Richard Gilbert’s 1713 inventory lists two cloth looms, a tape [ribbon] loom, two stills and three
hives of bees, suggesting that his wife Margaret and her five daughters produced cloth, gathered
honey and distilled rosewater while Gilbert and his five sons were away at sea. In 1711, William
Cox’s inventory included three pair of cotton cards and a "stock of bees.” The same year, Joseph
Cooper’s house on St. David’s Island contained two pair of cotton cards and two spinning wheels.
Appraisers listed three spinning wheels and one pair of cotton cards in William Keele’s 1709
inventory, no doubt used by his wife and the four female slaves in the household. Thomas
Durham’s 1714 inventory included a "strand wheel” and a spinning wheel. Sarah Stone’s
possessions included a tape loom, one pair cotton cards, a yam reel, three spinning wheels and a
hand mill frame when she died in 1744. suggesting a variety of textile production. The raw'
material for spinning and weaving came from the small herds of sheep kept by many households
’BA, ANG/SG/PV1:1. The Pound in St. George’s was situated to the northwest of Reeve Court,
on the eastern side of the intersection of Duke of Kent Street and Pound Alley, it was completed in 1711
by Jonathan Ming and the first pound keeper was Nathaniel Roberts. The lot was formally granted to
James Burchall in 1727, who became the permanent pound keeper (CV9,1:264). The pound was
eventually moved to Coot Pond in May 1838 (PV9). Archaeologir^I excavations at Stewart Hall in 199091 uncovered an animal watering trough set against the wall bordering Queen Street For dairying in
New Fggland, see Ulrich, Goodwives. 15-20.
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and cotton grown around individual households for domestic consumption.8
The platt industry was a far more commercial enterprise for the women of Bermuda than
herding, dairying or textile production. Techniques for weaving platt from palmetto leaves were
apparently introduced to Bermuda by the first West Indian and black slaves who arrived in the
1610s-1620s, who taught them to Englishwomen. Throughout the seventeenth century, women
wove the leaves of the island’s native palmetto tree into mats, hats, baskets, bonnets, and other
shapes, initially for domestic use. As the provisions trade with the West Indies grew in the 1640s1660s, the islanders expanded their production of platt for export. In fact, most of the domestic
exports shipped from the island during Bermuda's commercial expansion —beeswax, honey,
rosewater, candles, brooms, livestock and poultry, butter, cheese —were largely the products of
female labor (see Table 5-2). The demand for palmetto leaves increased to such an extent that the
colonial government had to pass laws protecting the tree in 1662 and 1669 which apparently went
unheeded. By the 1680s, thousands of yards of platt and hundreds of hats, brooms, and other
“straw ware” were regularly shipped to Barbados, Jamaica, and the Leeward Islands.9
The real platt boom came in the 1710s and 1720s, when Bermuda-made hats and bonnets
became popular in London. The great demand of the English urban market (and the price it was
willing to pay for platt) prompted a further expansion of platt production in Bermuda. Virtually
every household in the colony must have woven platt in order to produce the quantities exported in
the early decades o f the eighteenth century. At its peak in the 1720s, the industry brought in
£15,000-20,000 ST a year, but the proportion of this wealth that went to the women who produced

"BOWS: 19 (Gilbert); 4:128 (Cox); 4:89 (Cooper); 4:45 (Keele; the Keeles had no children, but
the household did include four female slaves): 5:41 (Durham); 8:3 (Stone).
*Lefroy, II: 178. 288. Palmetto trees were also killed by colonists who drained their sap and
fermented it to make “bibby," an alcoholic drink; BCR 3:129.
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the platt is unclear. The colonial government passed a series of laws to protect palmetto trees and
shelter the industry by forbidding the export of palmetto leaves unless they were made up into
“basketts, hatts, bongraces” or were otherwise manufactured. The price and demand dropped
sharply in the early 1730s for two reasons: Bermudian women who emigrated to the Bahamas and
South Carolina began to produce and export platt in those colonies, which increased the supply in
England and London fashion shifted to favor Italian Leghorn (Livorno) hats. By 1736, Governor
Pitt deplored that platt was “esteem'd not worth the labor of making” because of “the great import
of Leghorn hatts into Britain.” Platt weaving continued throughout the eighteenth century and
production for export revived in the 1780s and 1790s when Bermuda hats became fashionable in
the Canadian Maritime Provinces, but the industry was never again reached the lofty heights it had
attained in the 1720s.10
Throughout the boom, women dominated the organization and production of the platt
industry. The many Bermudian women who owned or had the use of property harvested the leaves
o f palmettos growing on their land and used their children and female slaves to weave them into
platt. A lively cottage industry also sprang up in which propertied women provided palmetto tops
to landless women, who wove them in exchange for money or credit. A letter written in 1713 by
Elizabeth Smith of Boston to Mrs. Tucker, a kinswoman in Bermuda, discloses that in addition to
organizing the internal production of platt, Bermudian women also had a hand in its export and

10PRO CO 37/3:303; 10:216; 12:130; 13:184. In l734.Gov. John Pitt suggested that the Board
of Trade put a prohibitive duty on Leghorn hats to encourage the Bermuda platt industry. Gov. Alured
Popple wrote that by 1740, the industry had recovered somewhat by changing the style of their hats to
produce “light but much stronger” versions of Leghorn hats. Laws that concerned the destruction of
palmetto trees and platt weaving include An Act to Prevent the Destruction o f Palmettoes (1690/91; “a
great quantity of the produce of ye sd. trees being transported into foreign partes from these islands; no
platt exported), An Act to Prevent Stealing Corn, Palmetto Tops and Provisions (1704), An Amendment to
the Palmetto Top Act (1698, only manufactured platt exported); An Act to Prevent Destruction o f
Palmetto Tops and prevent Fraud in the Measure ofPlatt (1717), An Additional Clause to the Palmetto
Act (1732, owners allowed to cut their own tops and manufacture platt and issue receipts for the palmetto
tope they selil: BCR 9:30r.: Bermuda Acts of Assembly. 14, 16-17.46,85. 107.
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were conscious consumers who channeled the profits of their labor into goods they desired:
Your Platt I rec’d and according to your orders I am making preparation to make returns
in a Silver Tankard .. with the Coat of Armes as pr. the Draft enclosed. And I also rec’d
the 1400 yards of Platt on yor. daughters account of 8 d. and 3000 of 6 d. Platt and I shall
send her die returns in a Tankard of Silver mark’t T in the Bottom as large as that will
allow with the like coat of arms and I shall take a bill of lading and I shall inclose one in
the letter so I shall do for you and send them pr. the next opportunity so with my kind love
to you and your daughter and all our relations and friends in general.
I remain yours to serve in what I can or may,
Elizabeth Smith11
To acquire the quantities of platt mentioned, Tucker must have gathered the production of many
households. The organization of the platt industry partially reveals a separate and independent
female network of exchange within the Bermudian economy, which eludes study because it escaped
the attention of male record-keepers.12
Bermuda’s most ambitious business woman was Sibella Masters, who sought royal
patents for platt manufacture and for inventing an "‘engine for the hulling, cleaning, and preparing”
of Indian com in 1713. Masters was an expert platt weaver, highly skilled in “working up the platt
of the leafe of the Palmeta tree . . . into bonetts for the head.” She petitioned for the sole license of
making Bermudian platt hats and refining Indian com that was conditioned to resist spoiling at sea,
and went to England to press her claim. Although her patent was eventually denied, Sibella
Masters’ claim demonstrates the degree to which Bermudian women asserted themselves,

"Letter dated May 28, 1713. CV7.2:103.
12The 1732 law requiring receipts for palmetto tops suggests that they were bought and sold. A
1702 petition noted that it was “the poor inhabitants who make most platt.” In 1734. Gov. Pitt likewise
noted that platt production was “a great use to the poor.” PRO CO 37/3:303; 12:130. The laws
concerning palmetto tops make it clear that slaves often stole leaves or the entire tops of trees and wove
them into platt, which they presumably sold within the island or had sailor slaves sell abroad in out-ports
as part of their “ventures.” Men also consolidated parcels of platt and extended credit to women in return
for platt; in 1725, for instance, John Burges lent £4.16.1 to Elizabeth Burchall, which she promised to
repay in “good and merchantable platt,” CV 9,1:210. Laurel Ulrich describes a similar independent
female network of production and exchange in 1790s Maine in A Midwife’s Tale: The Life of Martha
Ballard. Based on Her Diary. 1785-1812 (New York, 1990), 75-87.
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politically and economically, and conceived of their manufacture within a larger Atlantic exchange
system. Her techniques were doubtlessly disseminated throughout the island and aided not only the
platt industry o f the 1720s but also the island’s merchant fleet by providing it with more durable
provisions for the trans-oceanic voyages the sloops made.13
Women like Tucker and Masters acquired many of the skills needed to do business and
manage their households from their mothers and in the island’s schools, but they improved and
refined them while serving as “deputy husbands” when their husbands were away at sea. During
their spouses’ absence, they bought and raised food to feed the household, directed the cultivation
of cabbages, onions, potatoes, and other crops for export, and managed domestic textile and platt
production. The wives of many mariners also frequently made commercial decisions involving the
distribution of cargoes and retailing goods, and more than a few women supplemented their
household income by operating taverns and public houses —especially in St. George’s when the
assembly and courts were in session. These pursuits required that wives purchase food and liquor
in volumes that far surpassed the earlier, reciprocal exchanges of meat and grain common in the
country parishes; female publicans had to participate in wholesale trans-Atlantic shipping to
purchase volumes far beyond the normal requirements of maintaining their households.14

l3Masters was a Quaker and apparently quite old when she made her petition; little about her life
can be gleaned from surviving wills and parish records. Her petition was approved by Lord Dartmouth
but was denied by the Privy Council on 21 April 1714. PRO PC 2/84:329, 358; Edward Northey, Report
on Sibella Masters's bonnet-making and com refining devices. n.d.. ca. 1714, Staffordshire Record
Office, Dartmouth Papers, D(W) 1778/V/698. Patents in this period normally recognized monopolies,
rather than technical innovations. Christine MacLeod noted that would-be patentees faced an
unnecessarily long, tortuous, and expensive procedure that cost anywhere from £70 to £100 in fees.
Masters apparently did not sufficiently bribe enough of the right influential people within the court
patronage system. See MacLeod. "The 1690s Patents Boom: Invention or Stock-Jobbing?,” Economic
History Review. 2nd ser.. 39:549-71. for a description of the English patent system that Masters
confronted.
l4On the concept of deputy husband, see Laurel Ulrich, Goodwives. 35-50. Ulrich advances that
wives could assume male gender roles to a limited degree in their husbands’ absence, but had to return to
their conventional domestic role upon their return. It should be noted that although she extends this
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A wife’s role as “deputy husband” was often formally recognized through powers of
attorney, by which husbands legally empowered their wives to make contracts and financial
decisions in their absence. This legal instrument gave Bermudian wives the flexibility they needed
to adapt to changing conditions and exploit commercial opportunities during the long, uncertain
periods when their husbands were off the island. Such experience also prepared wives to act on
their own behalf if their husbands died, since their earlier role as deputy husbands honed their
ability to successfully trade and earn money as widows. For example, while her husband, Henry,
was alive Frances Tucker made few references to financial matters in letters to her brother, St.
George Tucker, but after his death, she became quite vocal about financial concerns. She
demonstrated an exact appraisal of the value of her property and entailments to her late husband’s
estate, and was critical of trading ventures in which her sons were concerned. During Henry’s
lifetime, Frances passively kept track of her husband's commercial activities, but after his death
she aptly took control of her family’s finances and asserted herself in his place.15
A few white Bermudian women actively engaged in trans-Atlantic trade on their own
behalf through ownership of vessels and through speculative trading. Many widows inherited

concept to New England wives in general, most of the evidence she cites relates to the wives of mariners
and fishermen who live in port towns. The female role as deputy husband was mostly limited to urban
and/or maritime communities, rather than in farming communities. Public bills from the early 18th
century reveal the identities of a number of women (mostly widows) who “entertained” governors,
justices, committees, and councils in their establishments, including Margaret Zuill, Frances Tucker,
Mary Nelson, and Mary Stone in St. George’s, and Elizabeth Lusher, Elizabeth Peniston, Jane Jenour, and
Mary Jones elsewhere on the island. Minutes of Council, 1701-31, in BHO 5:155:6:115. 161; 7:3; 9:262;
12:39.
13The life of Frances Tucker is profiled by Anna Agbe-Davies, “Paying ‘Attention to the Ladies’:
A Sturfy of the Lives of Women in Bermuda, 1772-1810, unpublished undergraduate paper, 1992, 16-18.
After Henry’s death, her brother St. George sent regular shipments of grain and salt pork from Virginia to
supplement Frances’ household. Thirteen powers of attorney to wives (and in one case a mother) were
recorded in Bermuda’s composite volumes between 1700 and 1740, and many more may have existed but
were not entered. CV 4,3:36. 70; 7.2:162, 223; 9,1:102. 124. 313; 9,2:25, 33’. 60, 96; BCR 9:47v„ I29v„
94r.
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shares in their late husbands’ vessels which enabled them to trade abroad. In his 1711 will,
Captain John Harford gave his wife, Sarah, his one-third share o f the sloop “now in building at my
landing place.” Edward Hinson offered his wife Rebecca the choice of one of his four sloops and
directed that the rest were to be sold to provide her with capital. Henry Tucker made a gift of his
sloop and £300 in “ready money” to his wife, Jehoadan, in 1714 despite having three sons to whom
he might have given the vessel; thereafter, Jehoadan possessed not only the means but also the
capital with which to trade. Dr. Nicholas Hinson gave his wife Man' all of his interest in his sloop
Friendship in a deed of gift w’hile he w'as still alive. Women also purchased shares in vessels
outright; in 1713, for instance, Mrs. Elizabeth Jones of St. George’s purchased a quarter-share in
the sloop Mary and Sary from Samuel Daffy for £130. Through these means, women came to own
shares in ten of the 84 sloops (12%) registered in Bermuda in 1716.16
The life and activities o f Sarah Hubbard are fairly typical for a well-to-do widow in the
1710s. Her father, Captain John Tucker, was a leading figure in St. George’s at the turn of the
eighteenth century who served as the colony's secretary and treasurer. Around 1692, she married
ship captain Nicholas Hinson and had a son. but was widowed in 1698 when he was lost at sea. In
his will, he left her six slaves and his share of the sloop Eliza and Ann. The following year, she
wed silversmith Daniel Hubbard, a member of the ancient and wealthy Hubbard clan of Hamilton
Parish. She had five children with him before she was once again widowed in 1713. She secured a
land grant in St. Geoige’s the following year and built a house near the mansions of her father and
brother. Hubbard later gave this house to her two daughters, who had no better luck with men than
their mother: Jane was widowed w'hen her husband, Captain Giles Corbusier, was lost at sea in the

“BOW 4:127 (Harford); 5:182 (Hinson); 5:187 (Tucker); CV9,2:187 (Hinson); CV 7,1:70
(Jones); CO 41/6-7 database. On female ownership of vessels, see chapter 5.
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late 1730s, and Rebecca lost her husband, mariner Thomas Outerbridge, to a shipwreck in 1746.17
With her son, Nicholas Hinson, Sarah Hubbard owned the sixteen-ton sloop Hope,
launched in 1718. Between May 1718 and August 1719, the vessel made at least three round-trip
voyages to Antigua, the Turks Islands, and New Providence, where Hinson (as master) exchanged
cabbages, onions, and other provisions for salt, rum, sugar, and molasses. The Hope then made
one trip to Virginia, where the West Indian produce was traded for 700 bushels of com and oak
timber. In March 1720, the Hope departed for St. Eustatius with cabbages and whale oil, where it
was presumably sold since it never returned to Bermuda. The mother-son partnership might have
started anew with another vessel, but Nicholas Hinson was lost at sea the following year. Sarah
Hubbard’s life underscores the negative side of female economic empowerment, which was all-toooften the product of the tragic loss of beloved husbands and cherished sons.18
The shipping activities of Hubbard's contemporary. Sarah Briggs, also blossomed after the
loss of a husband. Sarah Briggs married English merchant Daniel Johnson, who died around 1705
and from whom she inherited a storehouse and wharf in St. George’s. She later married Walter
Mitchell, a prominent merchant in St. George’s in the early 1720s, but did no business with her
husband. In 1726, she built the twenty-ton sloop Sarah as an independent concern with Joseph
Dickinson while Walter operated three vessels of his own. Shipping records do not survive for
1726-1728, but entries in 1729 reveal the sloop freighted bread, flour, onions, and whale oil to
Antigua, Jamaica, and the Turks Islands and returned with cotton, molasses, rum, sugar, and salt.
In 1730, the Sarah was sold or lost, so Mitchell and Dickinson replaced it with an identical-sized

l7BOW 6:190-91, 12:111-12; CV 7:1-3. The President Henry Tucker House was later built on
Hubbard’s lot around 1752 by mariner Thomas Smith. See Michael Jarvis, “The Henry Tucker House:
280 Years of Bermudian History.” BJAMH 6:152-54 (1994).
'^The voyages of the Hope were reconstructed from PRO CO 41/6-7; BOW 6:191.
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vessel, also named Sarah, navigated by Joseph Outerbridge over the next two years. Its maiden
journey was not recorded, but its subsequent voyages were:
Arr./Dep.
Arr.
Dep.
Arr.

Date
11/28/1730
3/2/1730
5/27/1731

Port
Jamaica
Maryland
Maryland

Dep.
Arr.

7/7/1731
9/20/1731

Barbados
Jamaica

Dep.
Arr.
Dep.

10/6/1731
1/1/1732
1/22/1732

Maryland
Maryland
Leeward Is.

Careo
22 pieces sail cloth and oznabrig
rum. molasses, salt, European drygoods
2 masts, booms & bowsprits, 1500 bushels com,
19 barrels pork
500 bushels com, 600 wt. onions, 18 brls. pork
9 hogsheads molasses, 270 gal. rum, 1 hogshead
sugar, 500 bushels salt
9 hogsheads molasses, 500 bushels salt
1500 bushels com, bulk pork
500 bushels com

In 1731, Walter Mitchell died and left an estate worth over £4,000 to Sarah, and for two years she
and her son-in-law, Alexander Heron, managed her deceased husband’s shipping business. The
trading ventures of the Sarah exhibit a considerable degree of sophistication, involving the re
exportation of the commodities she brought into Bermuda to lucrative markets elsewhere, after she
had siphoned off a portion of the com, pork, and other foodstuffs for household needs. The
partnership between Dickinson and Mitchell ended with her death in 1733. and two years later
Dickinson was lost at sea.19
Female ownership in vessels and participation in overseas trade declined in the mid
eighteenth century as Bermudian business relationships changed. Between 1716 and 1734, female
ownership of vessels had dropped from shares in 12% of the fleet to 5.8%, and by 1750, only four
women had investments in Bermudian shipping. During the 1740s, Bermuda’s commercial
organization began to shift from a kinship- to a copartnership-based system that bound strangers

,9BOW 6:267-69. 282-86, 354; 7:8. Sarah Mitchell’s 7/8 share of the Sarah was worth £210
BDA Walter Mitchell owned shares in the Bermuda Merchant (with Henry Corbusier and London
merchant Ralph Noden), the Neptune (with Corbusier and Joseph Jones), and the Heron and Dolphin
(with Alexander Heron, Benjamin Wright and Stephen Judkin). Mitchell recognized Joseph Outerbridge
as ”my apprentice” in his will. In the 1730s and 1740s. Alexander Heron was active in founding the
colony of Georgia.
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within a common trading company. The copartnership firm was apparently first introduced into
St. George’s by English and Scottish emigrants to the island, who either could not or chose not to
form business relationships with old Bermudian families. Drawing upon strangers abroad, the
copartnership system opened up a much wider range of trade to those within the island willing to
entrust capital and cargoes to strangers rather than limiting themselves Bermudian kin in ports
abroad. Legal incorporation of copartnership firms began to appear in the 1750s, setting down
terms in which groups o f merchants bound themselves to share investments o f capital, expenses,
profits, and losses proportionally. In the new arrangement, members of the firm relied upon their
partners, rather than their wives, to make commercial decisions in their absence. The trading firms
also made their business transactions by consensus, further removing wives from commerce. The
changing culture of commerce further alienated women from participation as overseas exchange
became more formalized and complex. Family-based and -operated shipping businesses persevered
well into the nineteenth century in Bermuda, but they became increasingly anachronistic in the
decades after the American Revolution. Women persisted in business, but their role was
increasingly confined to retailing within the island rather than in wholesale trans-Atlantic
exchange.20
To defend their property, commercial activities, reputations, and persons, Bermudian
women readily resorted to the colony's court system. From the earliest years of settlement, white

“On the professionalization of business organization and the shift away from family operations,
see Alfred Chandler, The Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business (Cambridge,
Mass, 1977), 13-48. On female retailing, see the 1779 debt of Mary Fogg to Miss Caroline Lewis,
£10.6.10, for six gallons of rum, one pound of tea, four pounds of sugar and six pounds of pork; Lewis
presumably retailed for her father, John, a merchant-shipowner, CV14:287. A large consignment of
“sundrys from London” shipped to Mary Mitchell arrived after her death in 1774, which were almost
certainly intended for resale; they included 500 needles, 480 pounds of Hyssop and Congo tea, 6 dozen
white gloves, 14 pair shoes, and a variety of fabrics. BOW 9:102-3. In 1719, Love West of Sl George’s
(perhaps a tavern-keeper) extended £50 in credit to Captain John Lewis of the privateer sloop Three
Brothers and another £8 to three crewmen of the sloop Friendship of New York the following year, CV
7,2:313; 9,1:23.
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female colonists used law to press claims, recover debts, sue, and attack those who sullied their
good name and were similarly sued, often independent of their husbands. At the colony’s first
assize in 1616, Margaret Sanders successfully sued John Beadle and John Taylor for debt (£3.2.0
and 5s. respectively), Goodwife Barfoote was sued for 8 s.6d. debt and Anne Gille lost a suit for
defaming Thomas Radford. By the 1680s, female representation in civil and criminal cases was
well established, and a cursory survey of Bermuda’s eighteenth-century Book of Actions suggests
that they frequently resorted to litigation in commercial matters. Bermudian women also used the
courts to protect themselves from abusive husbands. In July 1690, for instance, Mary Pearman
appealed to the governor and council after she had been beaten by her husband, Edward. The
previous summer, Pearman had attacked his wife, Joseph Spinhouse, and Isaac Hobbe, and had
threatened to run Captain William Peniston through with a sword. For such actions, the court
declared him “infamous.” Mary Pearman’s new suit prompted the governor to exile Pearman from
the colony; she lost any support her husband may have provided her, but undoubtedly felt her
physical safety was more important. In 1693, Thomas Burton was dismissed as the colony’s
Collector of Customs and fined £10 after his wife presented him for beating their daughter. After
Mary Stone was assaulted by her husband, Edwin, she lived elsewhere and was given a “separate
maintenance” while her husband was bonded for his future good behavior. Mary Pitcher used the
courts to defend her reputation in 1694 after Joseph ApOwen reported "by land and by sea” that he
“saw some man lye with her.” Hauled before the court, he said he was only jesting and begged her
pardon, stating that “he knew her to bee chast and virtuous.” In a colony where women
outnumbered men, a woman’s sexual reputation had to be guarded if she wanted to secure a
husband.21

J1BCRl:4r.-v.; 8:338-39; Bermuda Quarterly Court Sessions, 1689-1724; Bodleian Library, Mss.
Rawlinson A 330: 1-4. 8, 14,26-27; CVl:131: Minutes of Council. 3 Aug. 1725, in BHO 9:178 (1952).
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A survey of the colony’s court records for the 1690s-1720s reveals the persistence of
women in bastardy cases, as the ratio of men to women became increasingly unbalanced. The
decline in the male population increasingly limited prospects for marriage as the number of
potential husbands for the island’s single women and widows dwindled. In 1772, Marvanne Smith
asked if her cousin, St. George Tucker, then attending the College of William and Mary in
Virginia: “Could you not Recommend a few Clever young fellows to Bermuda? I’U assure you
[there] is not one worth speaking o f since you and [Nathaniel Tucker] are gone.” Long absences of
sailor husbands left wives to fend for themselves for considerable periods and prompted worries
about abandonment and death at sea. There was no legal policy in the colony that established
when a missing sailor could be declared dead, so wives often had to live in suspense —often for
years —waiting for their husbands to return."
Sexual mores within the colony changed in response to shifting demographic patterns.
Despite the fact that there were fewer marriage partners, many Bermudian women nonetheless bore
children outside of the bonds of matrimony. Court records from 1690 to 1724 record the births of
at least 212 bastard children and reflect an increase in incidents as the eighteenth century
progressed:

On female sexuality and defamation cases, see Clara Ann Bowler. "Carted Whores and White Shrouded
Apologies: Slander in the County Courts of Seventeenth-Century Virginia.” VMHB 85:411-26 (1977) and
Mary Beth Norton, “Gender and Defamation in Seventeenth-Century Maryland,” WMO 3rd ser.. 44:3-39.
For a general survey of women and the law. see W.R. Prest. "Law and Women’s Rights in Early Modem
England,” The Seventeenth Century. 3:169-87 (1988).
J2Maryanne Smith to St. George Tucker. 23 July 1772. Tucker-Coleman Papers. This is the same
Maryanne Smith who inherited a mansion from Mary Mitchell, as mentioned earlier. St. George Tucker
evidently did promise Smith and her sisters some eligible Virginia gentlemen, for Maryanne later wrote
“Effie and Belle will be obliged to your for the young fellows you promised them and begs you not make it
long before you send [them],” 16 Dec. 1772.
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Decade
1690-99
1700-09
1710-19
1720-24

Women Presented Men Presented Incontinence
52
29
13
47
27
19
64
23
6
49
26
-

Miscegenation Cases
White Women Indian Black
2
0
1
4
0
3
5
1
2
5
1
2

Table 8-4. Bastardy and miscegenation cases, 1690-1724.
Although the figures for the 1720s are incomplete, the fact that there were nearly 50 cases in the
first four years of that decade suggests a dramatic rise. As the number of cases climbed,
Bermuda’s assembly modified the way in which it defined and punished the crime of bastardy.
During the Somers Island Company period, sexual impropriety, whether "incontinency before
marriage” (having a child bom within seven months of the wedding) or illegitimate births, was
punished for the immorality of the act, and those convicted usually had to perform public penance
and declare their sins in their local parish church. As the importance of religion waned and as the
worlds of men and women separated, the problem of bastardy became an economic, rather than
moral, concern for the colonial government. To avoid overtaxing the local parish poor relief
system, Bermudian lawmakers shifted the responsibility for providing for the increasing number of
illegitimate children bom in the colony to fathers. The 1690-91 Act Against Bastardy and
Incontinency strove to punish the "hainous and growing sin” of bastardy by establishing minimum
punishments to prevent local "partiality.” In cases where they declared the fathers of their
children, mothers were fined £5 or w'hipped if they could not pay the fine. For those who refused
to declare the fathers, punishments were doubled. Married men guilty of fathering illegitimate
children were fined £10 and single men £5, but they were also required to maintain their children
until they reached the age of eight. In establishing the fines, the assembly declined to prosecute
married men and women for the much more serious crime of adultery, in favor of ensuring
financial support for illegitimate offspring. Couples presented for incontinence were fined 20s. and
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forced to do penance in their local churches for three months —a holdover Puritan moral sentiment
—but prosecutions for this offence ended abruptly in July 1713, after which it was dropped as a
charge by the courts.23
In practice, Bermudian justices varied the amount they fined mothers according to their
economic condition. Single women like Mary Casson and Miriam Cooper were only fined 20s.
rather than the full £5 (100s.) mandated by law, and in a few cases the fines were forgiven if the
women left the colony; whippings administered for those too poor to pay the fines likewise varied
in number, but always exceeded twenty lashes. The amount of support demanded of fathers ranged
from 12 d.-20 d. per week, to be paid until the child was eight years old, plus the cost of the
mother’s lying-in (usually 25-30s.) and the responsibility of education. Fathers who were sailors
were bonded for the regular payment of this support before they were allowed to depart the island,
although a number denied paternity, refused support, and escaped to sea. In some cases, marinerfathers had two other men stand security for their payment and return to insure child support.24
In these bastardy prosecutions, Bermudian women displayed a remarkable degree of
resistance to the male courts that investigated and punished them. In at least 31 cases, women
refused to declare the fathers of their children, despite the fact that their fines and corporal

“BCR 9:23v. (1690-91 Act Against Bastardy), renewed 8 Sept. 1701 (CSP (C) 19:#838); Elaine
Crane, “Female Majority,” 250-52. Citing the works of Avtar Singh, and other sociologists Crane
advances that “where women outnumber men. sexual promiscuity increases commensurately,” and points
out that Robert Wells found high numbers of both bachelors and widows in 18th-century Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, which had a similarly unbalanced sex ratio. Peter Laslett Family Life and Illicit Love in
Earlier Generations (Cambridge, 1977). 106-7. and Daniel Scott Smith and Michael Hindus, “Premarital
Pregnancy in America, 1640-1971: An Overview and Interpretation.” Journal of Interdisciplinary History
5:537-70 point out that the number of illegitimate births rose generally in Old and New England during
this period, but not at the rate sustained by Bermuda.
24Database of crimes presented in Bermuda Quarterly Court Sessions, 1689-1724, Bodleian
Library, Mss. Rawlinson A 330; C 810 (another copy), n.p. (cases cited by date of presentment): Mary
Casson (10 Aug. 1690), Miriam Cooper (23 July 1691). Bermudian courts apparently drew the line at
unmarried couples living together, and presented Elizabeth Evans and Joseph Hollis of Pembroke for
“living together in an unlawful, loose kind of manner” in 1711 and bonded them £10 to desist
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punishments were doubled and they waived their claims to the father’s financial support through
their refusal. Of the 162 women presented for bastardy between 1690 and 1724, 25 were repeat
offenders who gave birth to two or more illegitimate children. Elizabeth Bethell of Sandys, for
instance, was presented in 1709, 1711, 1717, and 1724 for bastardy and on the last two occasions
she refused to state the father of her children. Bethia Burrows, a single woman also of Sandys,
likewise refused to state her sexual partner each time she was charged in 1718, 1720, and 1722.
Mary Crosskeys (aka Lambert), on the other hand, gave the names of four different men for her
children bom between 1697 and 1707. Elizabeth Stokes o f St. George's had two bastard children
with Cornelius Dorset, Jr., o f nearby St. David’s Island in 1717 and 1722, but the couple declined
to marry. Ann ApOwen of St. George’s had three bastard children in 1705, 1712, and 1713, even
though she was whipped as punishment for each one. These cases not only reveal that there were a
number of household headed by single women with children but also suggest that these women
successfully managed households that increased in size, perhaps by their own choice. Women like
Elizabeth Bethell and Bethia Burrows managed to raise three or more children independent of male
support and possessed the means to pay the £10 they were fined each time they refused to reveal
the names of their lovers; by denying paternity, perhaps they consciously declared their
independence from male control in favor of raising their children by themselves. On an island of
relatively autonomous and empowered women, they were perhaps the farthest removed from
patriarchal supervision.25
“General Assize database. Repeat offenders were Mary Adams (7 Oct. 1714, 16 Jan. 1718),
Ann ApOwen (12 Jan. 1705. 10 July 1712, 16 Apr. 1713). Elizabeth Bethell (14 July 1709. 10 Oct.
1717, 16 Apr. 1724), Mary Brown (10 Aug. 1690. 13 Jan. 1715. 17 Jan. 1717), Bethia Burrows (16
Jan. 1718, 28 Apr. 1720, 12 July 1722). Elizabeth Burrows (5 May 1709. I May 1712), Mrs. Susannah
Carneby (9 Apr. 1719, 11 Jan. 1722). Mary Conyers (16 July 1713, 17 Jan. 1717), Mary
Crosskeys/Lambert (14 Jan. 1697. 19 Jan. 1699. 10 June 1707. 16 Jan. 1708), Sarah Davis (13 Jan.
1698, 16 Apr. 1702), Elizabeth Green (27 April 1704. 5 May 1709), Mary Hilton (12 Jan. 1716. 25 Apr.
1723), Elizabeth Hutchings (13 Jan. 1698. 17 Jan. 1699). Martha Hutchings (15 July 1697, 7 Oct.
1698), Esther Moore (15 Apr. 1708 [forgiven because of illness], 12 Jan. 1712), Elizabeth Morris (23
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In the absence of white men, a few Bermudian women engaged in relations with male
black and Indian slaves that produced children of mixed birth. Indian Ben was presented as the
father of Elizabeth Bethell’s second illegitimate child, bom in 1711; Bethell was fined £5, but was
forced to watch her lover receive 60 lashes at the door of the Sessions House in St. George’s.
Sarah Jordan of St. David’s was likewise only fined while Indian James was flogged with 99
lashes. Bermuda’s courts were far less tolerant in cases where black fathers were involved and
whipped the white women presented in at least half the prosecutions. Mary Harris and her
unnamed black lover both received 30 lashes when they were presented for bastardy in 1695, but
more often than not the slave received disproportionately more; in fact, the number of lashes
assigned to slave men in bastardy cases often exceeded the number meted out for crimes like theft
and contempt of white officials. In 1701, Mary North was "whipt severely in the view of the Court
House,” but her partner, Negro Jack of Tucker’s Town, received six lashes every hundred paces on
a bloody march from The Parade in town to the Ferry at the western tip of St. George’s Island —a
distance of over three miles. After receiving her 3 1 lashes for bastardy, Anne Robinson was forced
to tie her black lover to a pole "in sight of the C ourt. . . strip him stark naked and give him 51
lashes severely laid on”; the psychological punishment of forcing Robinson to cause pain to
someone with whom she was intimate was perhaps greater than the physical pain of her flogging.
Catherine ApOwen was whipped on the two occasions she was presented for giving birth to
mulatto illegitimate children; in the first case, ApOwen named Thomas Eve, a white man, as the
father, but an inquest of midwives declared the child to be mulatto. In the second case, Negro Will

July 1691, 15 Apr. 1708), Elizabeth Place (15 Apr. 1697. 10 Oct. 1706), Mary Smith (22 July 1703, 5
Oct. 1704), Rebecca Somersall (18 July 1717. 6 Oct. 1720). Elizabeth Stafford (25 July 1689, 13 Jan.
1698), Elizabeth Stokes (10 Oct. 1717. 4 Oct. 1722), Elizabeth Todd (23 Nov. 1693, 16 Jan. 1696,22
July 1703), Ann Vardill (23 Apr. 1696, 22 July 1703), Sarah Vardill (19 Apr. 1694, 13 Jan. 1698), and
widow Mary Vardill (17 Jan. 1717, 15 Jan. 1719). Future research might reveal whether the illegitimate
births of Bermudian women were a bar to future matrimony using surviving parish records.
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was sentenced to 45 lashes despite the fact that he strenuously denied paternity. In all of these
cases, the physical punishments meted out by the white male justices were intentionally severe and
public, revealing masculine and racial insecurities on the part of men who often left their wives and
daughters for long periods while they were away at sea.26
The growing number of cases and the incidents of miscegenation perhaps prompted the
Bermuda assembly to draft a new law against bastardy in 1723 that, on one level made concessions
to female economic independence, but also more tightly proscribed interracial unions between
white women and non-white men. The new act left mothers who either declared the fathers o f their
illegitimate children or posted sufficient security for maintaining the children entirely unpunished;
women who refused to state paternity and did not possess enough money to support their children
were whipped of fined as before. The act made fathers legally responsible for weekly maintenance,
and decreed that if they refused to give support, they were to be whipped or jailed —codifying the
informal practice of Bermudian courts in previous decades which set down mothers’ legal rights to
support. The assembly ‘'further enacted and ordained” that white women who bore mulatto
children were to be “publickly whipt” at the discretion of the court rather than fined, and that "such
Negroes or other slaves” were to be whipped under the gallows by the common hangman for
presuming to lie with white women. The 1723 law thus formally established the right to support
for unwed mothers and removed punishments to economically independent single women or

J6Quarterly Court database. The cases were: Mary Harris Jr. (4 Apr. 1695), Martha Jacobson (13
Jan. 1698), Mary North (17 July 1701), Ann Robinson (7 Oct. 1703), Mrs. Mary Johnson (wife of
Walter, mulatto child bom shortly after their marriage while he was away at sea, 15 Apr. 1708),
Elizabeth Tucker (5 May 1709 and 28 Jan. 1714), Elizabeth Bethell (4 Oct. 1711), Elizabeth Davis (10
July 1712), Ann Shafton (16 Apr. 1713), Love Whitney (12 May 1715), Catherine ApOwen (14 Jan.
1720 and 12 July 1722), Sarah Jordan (4 Oct. 1722), Martha Bendicks/Vendicks (25 Apr. 1723), and
widow Margaret Steel (refused to state father, 16 July 1724). The women’s inquest that convened to pass
judgement on racially ambiguous babies was reminiscent of similar bodies that gathered to inspect women
suspected of witchcraft in the 1650s and 1660s. The punishments of five of the women were not given in
the court records, but they were probably whipped.
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widows who had illegitimate children, but more harshly punished miscegenation on the part of
white women. Surviving documents do not allow us to chart the patterns of illegitimacy in the
wake of this legislation, but it is highly likely that the increase in the numbers of illegitimate births
and single-mother households continued. It is likewise unclear whether the law diminished the
instances of interracial coupling by reducing punishment to strictly public, physical abuse;
furthermore, it is impossible to guess at the number of cases where white women and black men
became intimate but did not conceive children.27
Bermudian bastardy prosecutions also reflected a double standard in the colony, for white
men were never prosecuted for fathering mulatto children; once morality was removed as a criteria
for punishment, the economic consequence of such unions were non-existent, or could even be
positive, since the mulatto children bom inherited their mothers’ status as slaves and were
automatically maintained as such. Miscegenation was thus not uniformly proscribed for
philosophical or scientific reason (the reluctance of whites to create a mulatto population with
“tainted blood”), but rather its prohibition was gendered and reflected white male fears of white
female sexual independence and black masculinity within a society where white male presence and
control were intermittent. White female sexual independence, it would appear, was tolerated as
long as it extended only to white partners, but the line was drawn at crossing racial boundaries.

Women and Property
As Bermudian women continued to fulfill traditional duties as mothers and domestic
managers and many took over new roles as managers of plantations, ship owners, and overseas
merchants, they played an increasingly important part in Bermuda’s landed society. But in

11An Act Against Bastardy, 1723, in Acts of Assembly. 89-90.
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addition to removing seafaring husbands for long stretches, the maritime revolution also changed
attitudes toward inheritance and land ownership that resulted in a significant number of female
households and the expansion of female property ownership. Not only were “deputy husbands”
left in de facto control o f estates and the island’s many widows given at least lifetime rights to their
late husband’s property, but through purchase and inheritance an increasing number of single
women acquired land and wealth. A comparison of two of the earliest island-wide property
surveys graphically illustrates the rise in female property ownership and number o f female-headed
household as the colony shifted from an agricultural to a maritime economy. When Richard
Norwood resurveyed the colony and compiled a list of property owners and tenants for the Somers
Island Company in 1662-63, only eleven shares, accounting for 2.75% of the island’s 400
privately-owned shares, belonged to Bermudian women and only eight of them lived on the shares
they owned; English women (mostly the widows or daughters of Somers Island Company
investors) owned another 19 shares, but rented them to tenants living in Bermuda. Female tenants
and the eight women who owned the land on which they lived occupied 35 shares (8.75%). Thus in
1663, Bermudian women owned less than 3% of the island's land and fewer than 9% of the
island’s households were headed by women. The following table, based on Norwood’s survey, lists
the breakdown of female property ownership and tenancy: :s

“Richard Norwood’s 1662/63 survey, BCR 6 . is transcribed in Lefroy, 11:645-731. Figures
presented above are derived from a database of Norwood’s survey. BERMUDIAN OWNERS: Mrs.
William Spatchurst, widow of John Argent [30SMI], widow Parnell Wilkinson [31 SMI], Hannah
Dunscomb, inherited from her father, Thomas Jadwyn [8 PEM], Mrs. Ann Trimingham. widow [29 PEM,
17 PAG), Mrs. Ann Morgan [26 SOU], Jane Leacraft, a.k.a. Kestaven [32 SOU]. BRITISH OWNERS:
Margery Hobson [28 HAM], Ann Allen [32 HAM], Hester Sandys, heir of Sir Edwyn Sandys [15 SMI, 3
OVRPLS, 1 HOG, 2 SOM], Mrs. Sarah Smith, widow of George Smith [11-15 WAR], the widow of
William Felgate [21 WAR], Mrs. Elizabeth Shears [16 SOM1. OCCUPANTS: Hannah Holloway [1/7 of
I ST. GEORGE’S], Mrs. Stalvers [8 ST. GEORGE’S], widow Cox [1/3 of 28 STD], Mary Mountaine,
formerly Stowe [30-31 STD], Elizabeth Nailor [37 STD], widow Parnell Wilkinson [57 TT, 9 HOG], Ruth
Willis (tenure, not occupancy: 1 & 3 HAM. occupied 4-5 HAM], widow Deborah Hall [8 HAM], widow
Ann Jennings [16 HAM], widow Martha Cox [20 HAM], William Peniston's mother [1 SMI], Margaret
Reynolds (north half of 6 SMI], widow Long [10 DEV], Mrs. Cook [19 DEV], widow Ann Dawes [1/3 of
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Tribe
ST. GEO.
HAM
SMI
DEV
PEM
PAG
WAR
SOU
SAN
Total

Bdan Owned
0
0
2
0

3
2
0

Eng. Owned
0
2
2
0
0
0

7

Occ. bv Woman
5.5
8.5
2.5
4
2

4

Occ. bv Owner
0
0
0
0
2
2
0

0
6

4

0

0
8

2.5

0

11

19

35

8

4

Table 8-5. Shares of land in Bermuda owned or occupied by women, 1663 (Source: BCR 6).

The economic focus of the island had changed almost completely by 1727, the year in
which the colonial assembly levied a property tax on the island’s inhabitants to repair Bermuda’s
forts. Of the 1,187 persons assessed, 325 were women —over 27% of the total (see appendix 10
for a parish-by-parish breakdown). Although it is unclear what proportion of these women held
real estate, the pattern of the assessment implies that they were the heads of households which they
either owned, rented, or held through family connections. In the three parishes that distinguished
between real and personal property, a high proportion o f the assessed women owned property
ranging from one acre to over two shares (50 acres); of the 33 women assessed in Devonshire, for
instance, 27 owned property (82%) that amounted to over 400 acres, —32% of the land in the
parish. Data from these parishes suggest that about 27% of Bermuda’s freeholders were women, a
proportion equal to the ratio in the general assessment. Across the island, Bermudian women who

21 DEV], widow Wells [Vi of 26 DEV], Hannah Dunscomb [8 PEM], Ann and Ruth Bollard [6 PAG],
Mrs. Ann Trimingham [17 PAG], Mrs. Elizabeth Durham [14 SOU], Mrs. Ann Morgan [26 SOU], Jane
Leacraft a.k.a. Kestaven [32 SOU], widow Sarah Harriot [33 SOU], Dorothy Mallory {Vi of 2 OVRPLS],
Margery Harris [3 acres, 16 IRE], Elaine Crane asserted that 14 women (rather than twelve) were among
the approximately 205 shareholders, and constituted just under 7% of the total; she did not distinguish
between shares owned by Bermudian and English women. Crane, “Female Majority,” 236.
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were taxed possessed real and personal wealth totaling £84,375 —an average of just under £260
each —but women like Bethia Burch (assessed £2.329). Mary- Knapton (£1,475), Ann Burrows
(£1,400) and the other five widows whose households were valued at over £ 1,000 offset the 12
women who were too poor to be taxed and the 87 women who had estates worth less than £100.
The average value of the 862 men who were assessed was £300, only £40 more than the average
female-headed household. Coverture masked additional female property ownership, since land
owned by wives was apparently assessed under the names of their husbands. The number of de
facto female-headed households increased sharply when one considers that perhaps 500 of the 862
men assessed were mariners who were gone for much of the year and whose households were run
by their wives in their absence. A similar census taken around 1788 systematically distinguished
between real and personal property': and reveals that 196 women owned real estate and accounted
for more than 17% of the island’s freeholders.29
The sharp increase in female property- ownership or control was the direct result of the
shift to maritime labor, which frequently claimed the lives of sailors and left many widows. In
England and most colonies, the property of married women was entirely controlled by their

291727 Bermuda Census in PRO CO 37/12:11-29, entered into a database. Real and personal
property was assessed at the rate of 2s. per £100 of wealth. I have checked the values derived with parish
assessments for St. George’s and found them consistent. Because the assessment apparently included
property-less male bachelors, who were assessed a flat tax of 2s.. the percentage of female-headed
households was actually higher. In Pembroke. 17 of the 26 women assessed (65%) owned property, as did
30 of the 48 women assessed in Warwick (62.5%). The combined average of these three parishes yields a
figure of 69%, which suggests that about 225 of the 325 women assessed in 1727 owned land.
Proportions for male property ownership in the same parishes are as follows: Devonshire, 57 of 87
(65.5%); Pembroke, 64 of 98 (65.3%); Warwick. 82 of 115 (71.3%), for an island-wide average of 67.7%.
This figure suggests that 583 of the 862 men taxed owned real estate which, when the 225 female
property-owners are added, gives an approximate figure of 808 property-holders. The proportion of
estimated female property-holders (27.8%) closely matches the proportion of women assessed overall
(27.4%). Non-property-owning w-omen probably possessed slaves, furniture, silver, and other wealth
worth taxing. The 862 men assessed constituted 94.7% of the adult male population (see appendix 10).
The 1788 figure is quoted by Crane. "Female Majority.” 236. and is based on a manuscript, island-wide
assessment in the Bermuda Archives, reprinted in BHO 3:104-18, 170-84. 223-45 (1946).
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husbands under Common Law coverture, and could be sold without their consent. Single women
and widows (femme soles), on the other hand, owned property outright and were free to dispose o f
it themselves. In the vast majority of Bermudian wills, husbands left the use of at least a third and
often the whole of their estates to their widows during their lifetimes. John Metz found that over
80% of the eighteenth-century wills for Devonshire parish deferred transmission of some or all
property until after the death of the widow'. A few men directed that their wives lose the use of
their bequest if they remarried, thus encouraging them to remain widows for life. Since husbands
rarely willed absolute ownership of property to their spouses, Bermudian widows often possessed
sizable estates and presided over considerable households, but were powerless to dispose of their
wealth or engage in trade using their late husband’s property as capital. More Bermudian women
acquired outright ownership of property through the colony’s laws governing the settlement of the
estates of those who died intestate, or without leaving a will. By law, widow s received absolute
ownership of one third of her late husband’s property', which presumably included real as well as
personal wealth, while the other two-thirds were to be divided equally among children. In practice,
widows held the whole of the estate until their children came of age and inherited all in cases of
childless marriages. In Bermuda, the dangers of seafaring killed many Bermudian captains and
merchants before they composed wills, resulting in a relatively higher number of intestate estates.
By these means, many widows acquired the unhindered and absolute possession of at least a third
o f their deceased husbands’ estates over the course of the eighteenth century.30
301690-91, An Act for Settling Intestate Estates, in Acts of Assembly. 1690-1719. 17; John Metz,
“The Dynamics of Settlement in Devonshire Parish. Bermuda,” BJAMH 6 :122 (1994); Crane. “Female
Majority,” 240-42. Crane notes that by 1774. over a third of the households in Pembroke parish did not
list any children. Lifetime tenure to widows could also be specified in deeds of transfer, see the 1681
conveyance of Lawrence Underwood of Paget to his wife Ruth, in trust for their sons. William and
Thomas, CV 1:132. Transfer of absolute ownership of property from husband to wife did occur, but
generally took the form of a deed of gift made while the husband lived; see. for instance, the transfer from
Daniel Conyers to his wife, Hannah, 8 Jan. 1723/24 (CV9.1:105), Joseph Wood to Sarah Wood, 15 Oct.
1712 (CV9,2:49), and Charles Rundlett to his wife. Martha, 22 Nov. 1762 (CV8:192). On female
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In a few cases, marriage dowries and prenuptial contracts established womens’ property
rights in case they should be widowed. A 1685 prenuptial contract between widow Mary Whalley
and Thomas Burton bound him £1,000 not to interfere with the four shares (100 acres) of land that
Whalley had previously purchased in Paget Parish for £450; she gave the use of all her slaves,
cattle, plate, jewelry, and household goods jointly to her daughter, Elizabeth Whalley, and the Rev.
Sampson Bond. In 1760, Richard Stiles promised an annuity of £140 a year for his intended bride,
Mary Butterfield, in exchange for her substantial "marriage portion.” Stiles released “all his
windmill, estate, and negroes in St. Michael’s parish, Barbados” to Mary’s brother, Richard, to
assure her support. These legal instruments sheltered the assets of single women and widows from
the coverture laws that governed control of property during marriage and ensured that they would
be comfortable in case they were widowed. Such property was also safe from creditors in case
Whalley’s and Butterfield’s merchant husbands went bankrupt or died in debt.31
Despite coverture, the property rights of women in marriage were usually formally
recognized in Bermuda through the inclusion of the wife's name as a seller in deeds of transfer.
Bermudian courts qualified these deeds by separately examining waves to verify that they were not
property rights in England and other British colonies, see Maryiynn Salmon, Women and the Law of
Property in Earlv America (Chapel Hill. 1986). For a comparison with much less favorable female
inheritance patterns in Jamaica, see Trevor Bumard. "Inheritance and Independence: Women’s Status in
Early Colonial Jamaica,” WMO. 3rd ser.. 48:93-114 (1991). In contrast to Bermuda where most men
married, nearly half of the men who made wills in Bumard’s sample were single. Bermudian men were
more willing to empower their wives than Jamaican men because their Bermudian widows undoubtedly
found it far easier to run small farms and shipping concerns than their Jamaican sisters did in supervising
the many complex components needed to operate a large sugar plantation. Bermudian families were also
larger and more stable.
3,CV 1: 14-16, 18-19: 8:216. Mary Whalley was the widow of Gov. Peter Whalley. She bought
the four shares from her son. Peter. She married Thomas Burton by 1687 and two years later granted all
her personal property and the timber trees standing on her land to her daughter Elizabeth, who had
married Samuel Dally. In 1693. she sold her mansion house and four shares to the Dafiys for £300 for
their “better maintenance and livelihood.” For other marriage agreements, see CV 9,1:17; 9,2:29.
Marriage portions also went to sons; in 1688, for instance. Richard Leacraft gave his son, Jehosaphat, 15
acres in Southampton upon the occasion of his marriage to Elizabeth Morgan, the widow of William,
BCR8:321.
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coerced into unwillingly selling property to which they had a claim as early as the 1710s, but the
practice did not become general until the 1760s. Thereafter, Bermudian records consistently
contain an affidavit following each deed made by a married couple in which the wife declared that
she “freely and voluntarily, without any manner of compulsion, dread, or fear of her husband . . .
or any other person whomsoever” transferred the property to the buyer. This clause formally
recognized wives as joint owners of property in marriage -- even when that property was purchased
entirely by the husband —and gave them a voice in the division of their family’s assets.32
Although Bermudian men rarely granted outright ownership of property to their widows in
their wills, they had no such qualms about giving land to daughters. In 1709, for instance, mariner
Wentworth Basden divided his nine-acre tract in Warwick between his daughter, Sarah, who got
his house and three acres, and his son, William, who received the remainder. Thomas Smith of
Smiths Parish gave daughters Elizabeth Sharp and Man- Stone each a share of land in his 1707
will which they could pass to any heirs "lawfully issued from their bodies” —a clause reflecting a
father’s concern for the legitimacy of his grandchildren at a time when bastardy was on the rise.
Paget merchant Francis Jones willed two shares of land and two houses to his unmarried daughters,
Elizabeth and Deborah, and another three shares near Hog Bay to granddaughter Mary Jones in
1708 —half his landed property. Mary Mitchell gave her mansion in St. George to her niece,
Maryanne Smith, in 1774 on the condition that she pay her sisters, Isabelle and Effie £20 each.33

“CV14 & 15, passim. The earliest case of a separate examination of wives is the 20 March 1717
transfer of a 53-acre property in Charleston, South Carolina, from Thomas and Elizabeth Savage to
Joseph Hartwell, CV7.2:141. For a later example, see the examination of Frances Prudden in the
transference of 14 acres in Paget and a house and 16 acres in Southampton for £950 in 1759, CV 14:146.
For the earlier inclusion of wives in deeds, see the conveyance of a half share in Pembroke from Jonathan
Turner to his daughter. Elizabeth Tatem. “with the free consent of [his] well beloved wife Bridgett,”
BCR8:329.
“BOW 9:77-84. The mansion in Mitchell’s bequest now houses the St. George’s Historical
Society. Mary Mitchell was a Southampton Tucker by birth and in 1730 wed William Mitchell, nephew
of the Walter Mitchell whose house is discussed at the beginning of chapter 5. She was widowed in 1748
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John Metz found a steady increase in female property inheritance in his survey of Devonshire
Parish wills from 1640 to 1800:34

Female Inheritance of Real Estate
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Table 8 - 6 . Female inheritance of real estate in Devonshire Parish, 1640-1800. Based on
47 wills naming male and female heirs (Source, John Metz, "Dynamics of Settlement in
Devonshire,” 124).
The increase in female inheritance was part of a larger shift from a "favored heir” to an
egalitarian inheritance pattern that was a direct product of the economic transition from field to

and outlived her husband by 24 years. The will stipulated that if Maryanne was unable to pay her sisters,
they were to get the house and each pay Maryanne £20 . Only in the event that all three women died was
the house to go to their cousins. Henry. Thomas, and George Tucker of Warwick. Maryanne Smith later
left it to her own great-niece. Elizabeth Tudor Moore, in 1820: see Michael Janus. “The History of ‘City
Hall’, or the St. George’s Historical Society Museum Building,” report prepared for SGHS. 1995, 6-23.
34BOW4:41. 48. 63; see also Crane. "Female Majority.” 241-42. Crane cites a will in 1722
(BOW 7:68) where Elizabeth Wise gave use of her land to her daughter. Anne Butterfield, for life and
then ownership to Anne’s daughter. Elizabeth; in the event of Elizabeth's death, the property was to go to
“the first and next Daughter” bom of Anne, which reflected a conscious attempt to pass property down a
female lineage. Illegitimacy is covered later in this chapter. Fathers occasionally voiced their disapproval
of their daughters’ behavior in their wills; Roger Browne’s 1705 will directed that even if all his
nominated heirs died, no part of his land or house “shall ever fall to the possession of Elizabeth and
Hester Graisbury or any of their heirs, and they will well know my meaning.” The house, which once
stood at 2 Old Maids Lane in St George’s, was inherited by Roger’s single granddaughter, Mary Browne,
to whom it was formally granted in 1722; BOW 4:20-23; CV 9,2:42.
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sea. During the company period when land was the source of wealth, Bermuda’s small shares had
to be kept intact in order to yield enough tobacco to pay the rent and earn a profit. As a result,
planters favored primogeniture, and in cases where they did divide land, fathers seldom split the
land they gave their sons any smaller than half-shares (12.5 acres). When Bermuda shifted toward
a maritime economy and commercial services replaced agriculture the source of wealth,
maintaining a minimum size of landed property became less important, since the tracts became
reserves of trees and sites of habitations, rather than commercial farms. Table 8-7 graphically
illustrates the shift from primogeniture toward equal division in the inheritance patterns of
Devonshire Parish:

In h erita n ce T y p es, Multiple H eirs

1640-80 '81-99 1700-20 '21-40
H

F av o red H eir

fH

'41-60

'61-80

E qual Division

Table 8-7. Inheritance Patterns in Devonshire Parish, 1640-1780 (Source: John Metz,
“Dynamics of Settlement in Devonshire." 123).35
Because daughters permanently resided in Bermuda while sons might spend much of their
lives at sea, fathers increasingly abandoned primogeniture and divided their property among their

fig u re s don’t add up to 100% because the remaining wills had a single heir. Data not available
for 1640-80 equal division; N=56 wills.
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children, often favoring daughters with houses instead of just land. In cases where the land that
families held was insufficiently large, fathers frequently stipulated that their daughters have the use
of all or part of the house; this clause was most common among residents of St. George’s, who
lived on small town lots. In 1725, for instance, Robert Burchall willed ‘the porch, hall, chamber
and outlet, with the kitchen and the cistern and the land adjoining” to his daughter, Judith Hilton,
and her children, but entailed it so it could never be sold out of the family. Samuel Mills gave his
mansion house to his son, Samuel, in his 1768 will but required that the son pay each of his four
sisters £5; to ensure payment, Samuel Sr. directed that the sisters live in the house until he did.
Mills also gave his daughter, Eleanor, a town lot that had been previously granted to his mother,
who had directed in her will that it be passed down from daughter to daughter. As a result of
partitioning, the size of land parcels shrank throughout the eighteenth century and the number of
households increased. This atomization of landholding affected the colony’s demography by
producing a greater population size and density.36
In addition to real property, white women possessed considerable wealth in the form of
household goods, jewelry, specie, and slaves, which they disposed o f in deeds of gift and in their
wills according to their wishes. In 1726, for instance, widow Martha Harford granted her niece,
Martha Tucker (also a widow), a silver tankard, six silver spoons, several pieces of pewter, and
three slaves: a man named Mingo, a woman named Bello, and Roseanne, a girl. A large portion of
Mary Tankard’s estate, worth over £444, was comprised of her 137 pounds of silver, seven pounds
of gold, and eleven slaves. Jane Follett, the wealthy widow of Vice Admiralty Court Justice John
Follett, was very particular about the disposition of her considerable estate. In her 1705 will, she
made bequests to no fewer than 24 women, most of whom were her neighbors in St. George’s. She

“BOW 6 :122 (Burchall) 10:5 (Mills). The mansion that Mills gave to his son is Buckingham, a
Bermuda National Trust property in the Town of St. George.
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directed that her house in the capital be refurbished and rented out after her death, and the revenue
be used to maintain and educate Thomas Nowtham, apparently an orphan boy. After Nowtham’s
death, the house, along with all her coined gold and jewelry, some silver plate, one of her best
horses and side-saddles, and the service of her slaves, Nancy and Nancy’s daughter, Dinah, went to
Follett’s next-door neighbor, Elizabeth Holland. Widow Elizabeth Woolridge received a horse,
fishing boat, some of Follett’s clothing and £10 ”as a token of my love for her,” and Woolridge’s
daughter, Jane, likewise received £10 “as an acknowledgment of her care and assistance.” She
liberally distributed silver plates, porringers, sugar dishes, tankards, and other pieces to the wives
of the governor and his council, and to friends in Barbados and St. George’s. She gave £10 each to
two of her slaves, Lucy and Nancy, along with their freedom after Elizabeth Holland’s death, and
£5 to the poor of Hamilton Parish. Jane Follett’s bequests expose the cohesive female social
network within the island and reveal the support in sickness and neighborly care extended to
widows by Bermuda’s female community. Her will was just one of at least 248 made by
Bermudian women between 1680 and 1800 and demonstrates the considerable material wealth
possessed by the island’s most successful women.’7
Slaves were a particularly widely held and highly valued asset for Bermudian women,
since they were both a form of capital and a source of revenue. If a 1773 property assessment
made in Pembroke Parish in 1773 is representative of the rest of the island, white female
slaveholding was extensive. Elaine Crane found that 78% of the female-headed households in
37CV 9,1:233 (Harford). BOW 4:87 (Tankard). BOW 3,2:43-48 (Follett). On 20 Dec. 1704, John
Follett made a deed of gift to his wife, giving her his entire estate in Bermuda which “she may sell as she
thinks fit,” including the sloop John and Jane\ CV 4.3:89. An inventory of Jane Follett’s personal
properly, worth over £700, lists a collection of coffee and tea cups, along with a chocolate stone and a
copper chocolate pot. which Jane Follett would have used to entertain guests, CV3,2:52-7. See also
Michael Jarvis, “An Archival Assessment of Bridge House (1657-1971), St. George’s, Bermuda,” a report
prepared for the Bermuda National Trust, 1993. 11-23. 80-88. for more on the Folletts. For a list of wills
made by women, 1680-1800, see C.F.E. Hollis Hallett, Early Bermuda Wills. 1629-1835 (Hamilton,
Bermuda, 1993) and the Index of Bermuda Wills in the Bermuda Archives.
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Pembroke had one or more slaves and averaged 4.8 slaves per household. Slave-owning was thus
not confined only to Bermuda’s well-to-do women. Because the wives of sailors supervised the
work of slaves belonging to them and their husbands during the latter’s absences at sea, it can
safely be said that almost every white Bermudian woman daily drew upon slave labor to support
her household. Slave ownership provided Bermudian women with the income (in cases where
slaves were hired out) and labor (for domestic manufacturing and subsistence farming) necessary
to sustain their households and make them function independent of male support. Slaves often
accounted for most of the wealth possessed by single women. The value of Miriam Chapman’s
three slaves comprised the majority of her £59.2.4 estate when she died in 1714, but their work in
spinning wool and milking her cow went much further to supporting her household while she was
alive. Ann Wellman’s three slaves comprised £47, or 73%, of the £64 worth of goods in her 1743
inventory. Single women and widows in Bermuda found that property ownership was less
important than slave ownership, for the value of labor by far exceeded that generated annually by
the land at a time when the growth-cycle of cedar trees exceeded two decades and the small volume
of foodstuffs still grown in the colony brought in a meager income.38
More than a few poor and elderly widows depended entirely on their share of the wages
earned by Bermudian slave sailors and craftsmen. In 1723, widow Mary Lewis petitioned
Governor John Hope for two slaves seized from her husband’s estate after he had been executed for
murder, arguing that their labor w-as vital to her continued support. Elizabeth Evans claimed

Blaine Crane, “Female Majority,” 245-47; BOW 5:39 (Chapman); 7:150 (Wellman). Crane’s
analysis of the 1773 Pembroke parish property assessment (BA, ANG/PM/PAS1) revealed that 32 of the
41 female headed households and 94 of the 107 male headed households (88%) owned slaves. She noted
that white women were less likely to own male slaves (46%) than white men (64%), which is
understandable in light of the gendered life-cycles through which Bermudian men and women passed;
male heads of household taught their male slaves skills as they grew up —seafaring or shipbuilding; slave
boys would have had to have been apprenticed out from female-headed households to acquire similar
skills, so it makes sense that white men tended to own more male slaves than white women.
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£29.17.7 from the estate of Edward Jones in 1742 for the wages of her slave sailor, who was
unfortunately pressed into the Royal Navy while his sloop was in Jamaica. In 1762, widow
Margaret Spencer petitioned the colony’s assembly to spare her male slave, Peter, who had been
capitally convicted, because Peter was “for a long time the only means whereby she had been able
to maintain herself and her family.” After Bermudian slave Mingo Paton ran away from the sloop
Diana in 1777 in Charleston, master Henry Tucker appealed to public sympathy when he
advertised that the runaway was ’‘the property of a widow woman of Bermuda. It is hoped that no
person will harbour or entertain him.” Tucker further offered a £10 reward for “doing such an act
o f common justice” in turning in the deserter.39
In return for their financial support, widows often formed close personal attachments to
their slaves. In 1757, for instance. Captain Benjamin Harvey and over a hundred others petitioned
Governor William Popple to commute the sentence of Harvey's widowed mother’s slave, Dungy,
from death to transportation off the island after the slave was convicted of burglary. “Through the
tenderness and probably mistaken pity of your petitioner’s mother, an ancient and infirm woman,”
wrote Harvey, “she hath taken so much to heart the hanging [of Dungy] that your petitioner hath
great reason to believe should the Negro be executed, it will occasion” her death. Harvey even
offered to pay the cost o f transporting Dungy off the island, and in the end the governor and
council (several of whom had signed the petition) relented and spared the slave. Because white
Bermudian women depended so heavily on their slaves, both those working within the household

^CV 9,2:249; Ancient Journal of the House of Assembly of Bermuda from 1691 to 1785 4 vols.
(Hamilton, Bermuda. 1890), 1:241 quoted in Crane. “Female Majority,” 245-45: Charleston South
Carolina and American General Gazette. 10 April 1777. quoted in Windley. Runaway Slave
Advertisements 111:499; Bermuda Archives. Minutes of Council. 10 Feb. 1757. Mary White, daughter of
councillor Anthony White, was extremely unlucky in marriage; she first married William Joell, who was
killed in a naval engagement as captain of the privateer Devonshire in 1719 and left her only £10.7.1; she
then married ex-pirate John Lewis, who murdered Francis Landy, who had succeeded Joell as captain of
the Devonshire. Lewis was convicted of the crime and hanged on 14 June 1722; Wilkinson, 75.
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and those hired out to work at sea or elsewhere on the island, close bonds and shared
understandings developed. We turn next to examining the lives led by enslaved Bermudian women
who were such an integral part of most every Bermudian household.40

Slave Women

Commercial and legal documents and a handful of personal letters shed some light on the
lives and activities of white Bermudian women before 1775, but we can know almost nothing about
the female slaves who regularly accounted for 21-25% o f the island’s population throughout the
eighteenth century. Only a single black female "voice” survives from the eighteenth century in the
slave narrative of Mary Prince. Although the events that Prince writes about took place in the
early nineteenth century, when the institution of slavery was in the process of being substantially
modified both in Bermuda and the West Indies, her childhood experiences in Pembroke parish in
the 1790s would have been much the same as those of slave girls in the early eighteenth century.
Her narrative sheds considerable light on the tight structure of slave families in Bermuda, the
considerable degree o f integration in home space and workplace, and the emotional bonds formed
between women across racial lines.41
Mary Prince was bom around 1785 and spent her early childhood in the home of John and
Sarah Williams of Devonshire. She was purchased as an infant for their only daughter, Elizabeth,
by Sarah’s father, George Darrell. Devonshire Parish, roughly in the center of the island, was
relatively rural and, like its neighboring eastern parishes of Hamilton and Smiths, had a

40PRO CO 37/26:130.
4,Mary Prince, A History of Mary Prince. A West Indian Slave. Related bv Herself (London,
183IX reprinted in Heruy Louis Gates. Jr.. ed.. The Classic Slave Narratives (London, 1987), 183-238.
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comparatively low population density. John Williams was a ship captain and thus “was seldom at
home long,” leaving Sarah, a “kind-hearted good woman” who “treated all her slaves well,” to
manage the household by herself for much of the year. Mary Prince was roughly the same age as
her mistress, “Miss Betsey,” and grew up in the same household as her mother and her younger
brothers and sisters; her mother had “several fine children after she came to Mrs. Williams.”
Mary’s father, Prince, was a sawyer belonging to Mr. [Daniel?] Trimingham and lived nearby at
Crow Lane. As a child, she worked at light tasks that were as much a part of her education and
training as they were chores, and she used to play together with her brothers and sisters and “Miss
Betsey, with as much freedom almost as if she had been our sister.” Mary Prince’s world was in
many ways typical for Bermuda: she belonged to a single woman in a household headed by an
absentee mariner, lived with her mother and siblings near her craftsman father in a house where
domestic space was racially integrated, and grew- up in a home that was filled with and dominated
by women.42
One of Prince’s most vivid memories was of the times when male and female Bermudian
worlds collided —the reunion of a ship captain husband who was used to his crew’s obedience and
an independent wife accustomed to running her household. In the Williams family, Sarah deferred

■^Prince, History of Marv Prince. 187. Prince states that she was bom in the home of a Charles
Minors of “Brackish Pond” (the colloquial name for Devonshire Parish) and sold soon afterwards, but in
this she is apparently mistaken: the Minors family of Bermuda was confined to St. George’s and St.
Davids Islands, and there are no records of any Minors dying or owning property (BA, ca. 1788 Census)
in Devonshire parish. She said that she was purchased as an infant by “old Captain Darrell,” who was
undoubtedly George Darrell, merchant of Pembroke, who died on August 22,1796, at Spanish Point “at
an advanced age,” Bermuda Gazette. 27 Aug. 1796. quoted in C.F.E. Hollis Hallett, Bermuda Index.
1794-1914: An Index of Births. Marriages. Deaths, as Recorded in Bermuda Newspapers. 2 vols.
(Bermuda, 1989), 281; will in BOWlI:178. Darrell’s daughter, Sarah, married John Williams in the
mid-1780s. In 1788, Captain John Williams lived on 25 acres of land in Devonshire with his father, John
Sr.; their house was worth £166.13.4 (a typical amount) and there was £40 worth of cedar trees growing
on the property; BA, ca. 1788 Census. Of her happy childhood. Prince wrote “I was too young to
understand rightly my condition as a slave, and too thoughtless and full of spirit to look forward to the
days of toil and sorrow;” she had yet to encounter abusive and exploitative masters elsewhere in Bermuda
and the West Indies.
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and was “much afraid of him,"' and neglected to display "her usual kindness to the [household]
slaves” when he was home. Mary Prince, looking through the eyes of a child at this strange
invader, thought him "Very harsh” and selfish, and condemned him for the time he allegedly
“residefd] in other female society” elsewhere in the Caribbean. Sarah’s slaves “loved and pitied
her” for her submission to her husband, and Mary was "'truly attached to her, and next to my own
mother, loved her better than any creature in the world. My obedience to her . .. sprung solely
from the affection I felt for her” rather than through compulsion.43
Had the Williams family been prosperous, Marv Prince might have lived out her life
happily laboring for this woman she considered a second mother —as many Bermudian slaves
doubtlessly did —but when Prince was twelve, Sarah Williams followed the common practice of
hiring her out to work in the house of Mrs. Elizabeth Prudden, who lived about five miles away in
Paget Parish. In the Prudden household, Mary was not treated “very unkindly,” and was employed
as a nanny for Daniel, Elizabeth Prudden’s infant son. The slave girl learned to read from Daniel’s
older sister, “Miss Fanny,” who used to make Mary repeat her lessons until she was "‘able not only
to say my letters but to spell many small words.” In April 1798, Prince received the tragic news
that Sarah Williams had died and three months later, John Williams sold Prince and two sisters at
auction in “Hamble Town” [Hamilton] despite the fact that Prince legally belonged to his daughter,
Elizabeth. Mary Prince was bought for £57 BDA by a Captain I

of Spanish Point, almost

certainly mariner John Ingham of Pembroke.44
Prince, History of Marv Prince. 188.
■
“Prince, History of Marv Prince. 188-92. Elizabeth ("Miss Betsey”) Catlin and Daniel Raynor
Prudden were married in Crow Lane (Paget) on 22 Dec. 1791 and by the time Prince was hired out to
them, they lived in “a large house by the sea” had three children: James, Frances and Daniel Raynor
Prudden Jr., baptized 18 March 1798; they had at least four more children after Mary left them. Sarah
Williams was buried in Devonshire parish churchyard on 23 April 1798, so Mary Prince would have been
sold at auction in July 1798; Hallett. Earlv Bermuda Records. 278. 332; Bermuda Index. 1083. John
Williams’ sale of Prince reminds us that despite the legal rights exercised by many adult Bermudian
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Mary Prince found her new mistress. Mary Spencer Ingham [nee Albouy] a hard
taskmaster with a stem countenance, dark complexion and harsh voice. She worked alongside two
hired slaves and Hetty, a French slave woman whom Captain Ingham had captured on the high
seas while privateering. Mary’s duties included minding die Ingham’s infant child (probably Mary
Albouy Ingham, bom 1798), washing, baking and cooking in the house, and cleaning cotton and
wool —typical domestic chores. Unlike Prince’s previous mistresses, Mary Ingham hit Mary,
Hetty, and two slave children in the household in a seemingly arbitrary fashion. John Ingham
similarly abused the slaves when he was home and occasioned Hetty’s premature death through a
severe flogging. In consequence, Mary Prince had to take over the dead slave’s duties of looking
after the eleven catde that belonged to the house and also inherited Hetty’s ill usage. On one
occasion she received a hundred lashes for breaking an earthenware jug and on another was struck
by her master with a heavy boot, after which she ran away. Flight was useless on such a small
island, however; her mother sheltered her for a time in a cavern near Richard Darrell’s house, but
her father, Prince, made her return. Upon bringing her back. Prince apologized that his child had
run away, "‘but the treatment she has received is enough to break her heart. . . . I entreat you, for
the love of G od,. . . [to] be a kind master to her in future.” The slave apparently succeeded in
shaming Ingham by broadcasting his abuse and by invoking God, for Ingham did not flog her for
her absence.45

women over their property, female minors could still do little to assert their control over property they
owned.
■
“Prince, History. 192-97. Ingham was the only widespread Bermudian surname of the period
beginning with “I,” and John and Mary Ingham were the only Inghams living in Pembroke/Spanish Point,
a location substantiated by Mary Prince’s comment that her father in Paget lived “over the salt water
channel” (Crow Lane). They were married on 26 Sept. 1789 and Mary died around July 6, 1809. The
couple had eight children, but only four lived to adulthood; "Master Benjy” (b. 1790) died in 1800 and
Mary Albouy, the infant that Mary Prince had to care for soon after her arrival, died in August 1799. The
fact that the Inghams lost four children between 1799 and 1803 may have contributed to Mary’s ill
treatment; the apparent isolation of the Ingham’s farm at the extreme western tip of Pembroke parish and
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After five years, Mary Prince was sent to the Turks Islands to work in the salt ponds.
Around 1812, she returned to Bermuda and performed a wide range of domestic chores at the
household of her master, a “Mr. D— ” [possibly Dill or Darrell]: “I worked in the grounds,
planting and hoeing sweet-potatoes, Indian com, plantains, bananas, cabbages, pumpkins, onions,
etc. I did all the housework, and attended on a horse and cow besides . . . I had to curry the horse
- to clean and feed him - and sometimes to ride him a little.” She was also hired out to work at a
nearby mansion at Cedar Hill and remitted the 20d. a day she earned to the D— s once a week.
The Wood family purchased her from the D— s around 1818 and took her to Antigua, where they
employed her as a nanny and domestic servant. There she married and attended a Moravian church
school. She went to England around 1827 and became a cause celebre when she claimed her
freedom from the Woods on the basis of the 1772 Somerset case which established that slavery did
not extend to English soil. She received legal representation and support from the Anti-Slavery
League, which encouraged her to write a narrative of her life.46
Mary Prince’s life highlights a number of themes: slaves in Bermuda were frequently hired
out; white and black women worked side by side (for better or worse); running away was futile on
an island as small as Bermuda unless one sought escape across the sea; family members were never
far away and could be turned to in extreme circumstances; slave labor in Bermuda was never as

perhaps jealousy on the part of Mrs. Ingham also might have contributed to the Inghams’ abuse of their
slaves, since they were not under the surveillance of white neighbors. That Hetty was French rather than
Bermuda-bom was also probably a factor. It is important to note that while Mary Prince offers many
examples of mistreatment in the Ingham household, she does not provide a litany of similar abuses
suffered by slaves in neighboring households, which might indicate that her situation was exceptional.
Hallett, Early Bermuda Records. 155, 170, 263. 320. Cases presented to the colony’s council and assize
demonstrated community surveillance of the treatment of slaves by whites; In March 1685, for instance,
William Harriot and Jehosaphat Leacraft were presented for “unreasonably whipping a mulatto man
belonging to Ellen Burch, a widow, without authority and were fined 20s. each, Minutes of Council, 10
March 1684/85.
^Prince, History. 197-215.
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grueling and harshly exploitative as plantation field labor or salt raking in the Caribbean; close
ties and affection could span racial lines in some households. Prince’s experiences under three
different masters suggest that slaves might have been better treated in households where men were
often away, since Captain Ingham administered her worst punishments and Sarah Williams
adversely altered her familial interaction with her slaves when her husband was home from sea. If
this is true, slaves enjoyed the best living and working conditions in the one-third of all Bermudian
households that were headed by single women and widows. Perhaps most important, Prince’s
account demonstrates how the slave experience varied considerably and that treatment, duties, and
degrees of integration and affection of slaves depended on the idiosyncracies of individual owners.
Our one glimpse into the life of an eighteenth-century slave w'oman is complicated by the range of
her experiences and a concern for assessing how typical those experiences were, but nonetheless
offers a striking contrast between Bermudian slavery and the institution in other colonies.

Bermuda’s Eighteenth-Century Slave Community

Bermuda’s slave community was striking in composition and homogeneity, since the vast
majority of its members were descended from the first Afro-Canbbeans and Indians imported into
the colony throughout the seventeenth century. By 1700, virtually all the colony’s slaves were
native-born, and the importation of slaves from Africa virtually nonexistent. The maritime
revolution transformed Bermudian slave labor from agricultural drudgery to skilled maritime
pursuits and trades. Slave sailors, fishermen, whalers, and divers were vital to driving the
maritime economy and feeding the island, but slave masons and joiners played an equally critical
role in building the island’s houses, while black, Indian, and mulatto shipwrights, sawyers,
caulkers, and carpenters constructed the island’s merchant fleet. The Bermudian economy
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depended upon slave labor, but not for the same reasons that Southern and Caribbean colonies did.
Their diverse skills that effectively subsidized the construction and operation of Bermuda’s
merchant marine, rather than the commodities they produced, that made Bermuda’s slaves so vital.
In short, it was their quick hands, keen eyes, and sharp minds and not their strong backs that made
Bermudian slaves valuable.
The specialized skills possessed by these slaves mitigated their treatment and empowered
them to negotiate their wages, liberties, and mobility to a degree that few other slaves in British
colonies enjoyed. Female slaves who remained confined to individual households or circulated only
within the island had less bargaining power and did not possess the same degree of specialization in
the work they performed, but their labor was light when compared with the work of field slaves in
the Chesapeake, South Carolina, Georgia, and the West Indies. The stability of the slave family
and kinship network, the extremely high number of skilled, creole slaves, the demographic success
of the nonwhite population, the high degree of racial integration of workplace and domestic space,
and the relatively equal number of whites and slaves on the island make the structure of Bermuda’s
slave community stand out from those of Britain's other New World colonies.
Bermuda’s enslaved population steadily increased over the course of the eighteenth century
from 2,247 in 1698 to over 5,000 in 1774 (see Appx. 10), and slowly gained proportional to the
white portion of the colony’s population:
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Bermuda Population, 1698-1774
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Table 8-8. Racial composition of Bermuda's population, 1698-1774 (Source: Appx. 10).
Although we cannot oe sure that some slaves were not smuggled into the island during the
eighteenth century, parallel black and white demographic growth patterns, the absence o f ‘‘African”
or “new” designations relating to slaves in probate inventories, and the high learning curve of
skilled male slave labor (best accomplished through the apprenticeship of slave boys and
predicated on a full grasp of the English language) argues for a predominately creole slave
population. Importing slaves from Africa would have been counter-productive on an island that, as
early as 1676, had too many slaves in proportion to arable land. In that year, Governor Heydon
banned the importation of slaves in the future, but this prohibition was presumably annulled when
the Somers Island Company w’as dissolved. The Crown would not permit Bermudians to ban slave
importation for fear o f alienating the Royal Africa Company but the colonial assembly opted not to
renew the legislation because there was apparently little interest in importing new slaves to the
island in light o f natural increase. In 1708, Governor Benjamin Bennett informed the Board of
Trade that “since my arrival [1701], I have not heard of any negroes being imported to be sold.
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This country for severall years having been (by their great increase) overstocked,” actually
exported some slaves during the interval to North America. In 1732, the assembly passed an
impost of £2 for each slave (African or West Indian) imported into the colony, but the paltry
revenue derived from this duty attests to the absence of a slave trade. In 1789, Governor Henry
Hamilton also noted that Bermuda imported no slaves from Africa and that there were virtually no
African-bom slaves in the colony.'17
The white and black portions of Bermuda’s population were both shaped by out-migration,
but in different ways. During the lean times of the 17l0s-l730s, many poorer white Bermudian
families left the island for the Bahamas, North and South Carolina, and Georgia and took with
them few slaves, which proportionally increased the size of the island’s slave population. The two
races converged towards parity until the mid-1760s, when British rights to the Turks and Caicos
Islands were firmly established and it became safe to shift Bermudian slaves to those islands to
develop the salt raking industry. The transfer of slaves to the salt islands increased in the 1780s
and 1790s, and it was not until 1806 (after Bermuda lost its claim on the Turks to the Bahamas
government and its participation in salt raking diminished) that there was a black majority in the
colony. The sustained, even proportion of whites and blacks in Bermuda was remarkable among
contemporary British colonies that depended upon slave labor —particularly South Carolina and

47BCR 5B:313; PRO CO 37/8:320; House of Lords Journal XXXVHI:5773. in House of Lords
Record Office; Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 112. A survey of public revenue reveals that
Timothy Taylor was charged £6 for bringing in three slaves in January L738. but it is unknown whether
they originated in Africa. Bermuda’s roughly equal ratio of white to black inhabitants continued
throughout the 19th century, when the island had a slight black majority. With a few minor exceptions
(most notably the —20% of non-Bermudian workers living on the island), Bermuda’s present
demographic population is remarkably consistent with historic trends; a 1991 census revealed that there
were 28,345 men (48.5%) and 30.115 women (51.5%), of whom 61% were black and 39% white, Asian,
or (Bast) Indian. Adults made up 73% of the population, a figure at odds with 18th-century proportions,
perhaps a product of the longer (78 years) life expectancy of adults now that dangerous maritime pursuits
have been abandoned for international finance, offshore banking, reinsurance, and other commercial
services; Bermuda Government, Facts & Figures 1995 (Statistics Dept., Hamilton, 1995).
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the British Sugar Islands —which had drastic colony-wide and regional racial imbalances. The
proportion o f blacks to whites in South Carolina, for instance, increased from a relative parity in
1708 (4,080 white, 4,100 black slave, 1,400 Indian slave) to nearly a two-thirds black majority
(36,740 white, 57,334 black) by 1760, but these colony-wide figures mask severe imbalances in
the coastal rice-growing belt where the ratio often exceeded ten to one on many plantations. Due to
high mortality rates, South Carolina’s population growth came almost entirely from white
emigration from Europe and the importation of black slaves from Africa; before the American
Revolution, African-born slaves consistently made up about two-thirds of the slave population.48
In the West Indies, the disproportion w'as much more pronounced; on almost every sugarproducing island, whites were consistently outnumbered by their slaves in a ten to one ratio, and on
many plantations there were often hundreds of slaves managed by a handful of white overseers.
Between 1708 and 1775 in the Leewards, the combined number of white inhabitants decreased by
75% while the slave population tripled through sustained high levels of importation from Africa.
The disproportion between the races, combined with the naked and often brutal exploitation of
slave labor, fostered fear and paranoia among w'hites that w'as mostly absent in Bermuda. Physical
segregation o f the races also contributed to ignorance, misunderstanding, and mistrust between
whites and blacks in plantation slave societies. In Bermuda, the nature of unfree labor, the
composition o f the slave population, and the racial parity on the island were manifestly different
from that which prevailed in colonies where blacks were most numerous.49
The greatest manifestation of the degree of trust that white masters placed on their slaves
““Peter Wood, Black Majority: Negroes in Colonial South Carolina from 1670 through the Stono
Rebellion (New York, 1974), 142-66; Jack Greene, Pursuits of Happiness. 178-79; Philip Morgan,
“Colonial South Carolina Runaways: Their Significance for Slave Culture,” Slavery and Abolition 6:5778 (1985).
““Jack Greene, Pursuits of Happiness. 143-46. 156-60, 178-79; Richard Dunn, Sugar and Slaves.
224-62.
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came on muster days, when they assembled together to practice military maneuvers. Throughout
the seventeenth century, Bermuda’s slaves were armed and trained to defend the island against
foreign invasion at militia musters. In 1698, 529 of the 566 adult male slaves mustered alongside
their masters. An act passed in 1708 actually required that all masters bring their male slaves over
the age of 15 “with such arms or weapons as .. . their commander shall think fit” or be fined Is.
for each slave who did not attend. Governor Benjamin Bennett, formerly a captain in the British
army and veteran of campaigns in Ireland, drilled the island’s militia: when his troops assembled,
“I order the negroes to be intermixt with [the white militiamen] and practice them together in
marching and wheeling.. .. that [the slaves] might know what they have to do if an enemy should
jump hastily on shore” The slaves, armed with seven-foot lances, were trained to fight from
trenches, where in skirmishes "the negroes lances would be much more serviceable than clubb
musquetts.” In an open formation, the slave lancers were taught to level and set their weapons
against an enemy’s charge while white musketeers reloaded. The colonial militia's tactics were
thus as integrated as its troops, for without the slaves' protective spears, white gunmen were
vulnerable. An English official visiting the island was alarmed at the thought o f armed and trained
slaves and complained to the Board of Trade, but Governor Bennett responded that "it was always
the custom upon an alarm for the negroes to come wth their masters into the field with lances.” By
1708, Bennett boasted that the island’s militia was “as good as any in the West Indies.”50
Bermudian slaves not only served in the rank and file, but also manned cannon in the
island's forts and moved light artillery batteries in battle. When a cannon exploded in the West
Side Fort in 1732, three slaves who were manning the gun were wounded: the colonial government
not only paid their medical expenses but also compensated Captain John Gibbs £5 for the time lost

"PRO CO 37/10:142, 220: 12:198; CSP(C) 21:#1014 Ixvii. 1330; An Act to Regulate the Militia
o f these Islands, Feb. 20, 1707/8, in Acts of Assembly. 21-22; Packwood, Chained on the Rock, 74.
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by his injured negro blacksmith.” The close, almost familial, relationship between slaves and
masters led Governor John Hope to report that “no slaves in the West Indies are used so well as the
Negroes are here, which has good effect in relation to the strengthening of this place; for these
Negroes are all sensible to the happy situation they are in and fit to be trusted with arms if this
place should happen to be attacked. They are strong, well-body’d fellows, well fed, and certainly
would behave themselves well upon occasion.” Like their white counterparts, slave militiamen
drilled to protect their homes, families, and loved-ones when French, Spanish and pirate foes
threatened the island. Slaves employed in merchantmen and privateers relied upon this experience
to fend off attacks and capture prizes in naval engagements; their masters encouraged them to be
ferocious fighters, skilled in team tasks like firing cannon and individual skirmishing when
boarding enemy vessels. That white officers and ship captains instructed their slaves to use
cutlass, musket, and cannon reveals the social gulf between slavery in Bermuda and the institution
in the West Indies and Lower Southern colonies, where many colonies made it illegal for slaves to
possess weapons.SI

The single most important factor in shaping Bermuda's eighteenth-century slave society
was Governor John Heydon’s 1674 legislation that required all free blacks, Indians and mulattoes

5,PRO CO 37/1:176; 2:194; Minutes of Council, 6 Aug. 1733; 9 Oct. 1740 in BHO 13:8 (1956);
25:7 (1968). In 1693, Gov. John Goddard remarked that the militia's ten small field cannon were light
enough to “be caryed upon Negroes sholders.” Gov. Benjamin Bennett equipped the island’s slaves with
lances and clubs and taught them hand-to-hand combat. Mustering the island’s slaves was temporarily
discontinued after the suspected conspiracy of 1730-31. but in Oct. 1740 Gov. Alured Popple and his
council restored them to the ranks of the militia. Many slaves served on privateers. Historian Howard
Chapin notes that two slaves, Fermiander and Will Spofforth. sewed on the 70-ton, eight-gun privateer
sloop Popple in 1739. Seven slaves (Sam Jones. Dick Hunt. Joe ApOwen. Charlie Tucker, Nat Dickinson,
Tom Young, and Dick Evans) and three white men (including the captain, James Dickinson) composed
the crew of the privateer Anne of 100 tons and 14 guns: Chapin. Bermuda Privateers. 1739-1748. 2. Slave
sailor Richard Wright claimed a 3/4 share of the value of prize ships Fanny, Active, and Fancy taken
while he served on the privateer brigantine Tryton in 1779. CV15:9.
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to leave the island within six months of their manumission. The law effectively created a bi-racial
society in which whites were free and all others were slaves by expelling the colony’s free black
population; skin color thus became an immediate social identifier and fixed one’s position and legal
status. Heydon’s law was periodically renewed and remained in effect until it was struck down by
the Board of Trade in 1762. It transformed personal freedom for slaves who purchased themselves
into an exile from family, friends, and home, and discouraged white masters from emancipating
their slaves by making the deed more a punishment than a reward. Although social, labor, and
kinship lines between whites and blacks became quite blurred, the legal distinction between races
was sharply drawn.'2
In the early eighteenth century, the Bermuda assembly passed a whole series of laws
regulating the activities and behavior of the island’s slaves modeled largely on Heydon’s earlier
decrees. The rights of slaves to buy, sell, and barter goods, and plant tobacco, com and provisions
on ground given to them by their masters was rescinded in 1704, and later that year another law
made it sufficient for the testimony of a single white person to convict slaves of capital crimes. An
Act to Prevent the Stealing o f Oranges and other Fruits, passed in 1698, recognized that slaves
made “a great practice” of stealing fruit, and punished the offence by fining the master and
whipping the slave with three lashes every thirty paces for the length of the parish in which the
crime was committed. To prevent masters fearing loss of labor from sheltering criminal slaves, a

52Minutes of Council, 26 March 1674. in BCR 5B:267. Deportations took the form of purges in
the wake of the two slave conspiracy plots hatched in the eighteenth century (addressed below), when
slaves freed during years of calm were rounded up and shipped off the island. Following a rash of
poisonings, the Bermuda assembly passed .4n Act for Extirpating all Free Negroes, Indians, Molattoes
such as have been Slaves so as they do not Remain in these Islands above the space of Six Months after
such Freedom Given" in February 1731. Later that year. William Tucker purchased two free mulattoes, a
woman named Ruth and a boy named Israel for £25 at auction because they refused to leave the colony in
the allotted time. A second planned slave uprising in 1761 prompted another purge of ex-slaves. The
following year, the Board of Trade deemed the expulsion illegal, but by then the free black population had
already been deported. Acts of Assembly. 94; BA, CV 8:194; Packwood, Chained on the Rock. 77-79;
Meinig, Shaping of America. 224.
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1701 law compensated them for the value of slaves who were capitally convicted and executed.
Parish constables were enjoined by law in 1717 to patrol each night and search any “negroes
cabbins and other suspicious places” and question slaves they caught wandering abroad.53
Theoretically, these new laws tightly regulated the island’s slave population, but they were
largely ignored and widely flouted. Slave legislation drafted by officials ftesh from England and
the colony’s wealthy and landed elite was out of touch with the normal daily interaction between
the races and failed to appreciate the stabilizing influence of paternalistic granting of provision
grounds and the importance of the island’s parallel black network of exchange. Lax enforcement
and even collusion of many masters to let their slaves evade these laws made them ineffective.
Throughout most of the eighteenth century, the Grand Inquest at the quarterly courts of assize
complained of the island’s slaves' extensive mobility, their frequent patronage of “tippling houses,”
and their habit of fishing and boating on Sundays. When Governor Sir Robert Robinson seized
two free black men, Nathaniel and Daniel Force, in 1688 and sold them in Massachusetts, he
remarked that Bermudians did not even obey their own (or rather Heydon’s) laws. White masters,
saddled with the task of enforcing unpopular slave codes, overwhelmingly ignored them and
allowed their slaves their accustomed degree of liberty and mobility. Cases of murder, arson, and
burglary, and the two alleged slave conspiracies of the eighteenth century were swiftly and harshly
put down, but countless daily infractions of the colony’s slave laws were winked at and not brought
to the attention of the local magistrates. The social world of slavery, both on land and at sea, was
characterized by countiess local and individual negotiations that seldom took heed of legal
mandates as it strove to find mutually beneficial relationships between the races. Bermudian
masters had early discovered that the carrot was far more effective than the stick, and because they

53Acts of Assembly. 12-13,48-50, 82.
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did not fear losing their slaves to self-purchase, they aided and abetted their slaves in acquiring
wealth in order to more tightly bind them to their masters' pursuits.54

Religion and the Slave Family

Religious instruction and the active encouragement of slave marriages and the cultivation
of stable slave families were other ways in which white masters ameliorated the lives of their slaves
and cemented the bonds of slavery. Slave participation in Bermudian churches varied considerably
over time, often depending on the temperament of the local minister, but masters apparently never
forbade their slaves from Christian worship. In 1699, Bermuda’s councillors asserted that they
had “long indeavored the conversion of our Negroes and slaves to Christianity” to render them “ye
better and more trusty for our service,” but they found that "the better they are instructed in
religion, the further they are from conversion”: instead of assuming meek attitudes, literate slaves
instead skillfully employed the text of the Bible to justify "greater insolencies. obstinencies and
incorrigibleness in manner and deportment.'”5
Two years later, however, the assembly reported that most slaves “generally resort to the
publick places of worship.” When George Whitefield preached in Bermuda in 1748, he frequently
found an “abundance o f Negroes” among his listeners. On May 1, he gave a sermon specifically

^•Nathaniel and Daniel Force persuaded a Massachusetts court that they were free in 1692 and
were released from slavery. Their mistress. Sarah Fowler, a “wine retailer” in Boston, sued John Welch,
from whom she had purchased them for £100. Welch, in turn, sued Robinson for the money, for the exgovernor was then in Boston en route home to England: Commonwealth of Massachusetts Archives,
Domestic Relations vol. 9: 122-28 (1643-1774); Inter Charters 36:301 (1690-91). During his term in
office, Gov. Samuel Day likewise seized two free blacks and sold them off the island, and act which the
colonial assembly protested in 1701. CSP(C) 19:525.
““Answers of the Assembly to Gov. Samuel Day. 1699. PRO CO 37/2:228; Gov. Richard Cony
to the Lords of Trade, 3 Jan. 1685/86. in Lefroy 11:563 [I have been unable to locate the original of this
letter in PRO CO 37 series, and Lefroy gives no reference]; CSP(C) 19:#525 (June 11.1701).
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targeted at Bermuda’s blacks which was attended by a mixed congregation o f “near fifteen hundred
people” and found them “very sensible and attentive.” After examining a few slaves individually to
measure how well his messages were understood, Whitefield found that 'these Bermudian negroes
are more knowing than I supposed [and] that their consciences are awake and consequently
prepared in a good measure for hearing the gospel preached unto them.” At his farewell service,
Whitefield remarked that “the negroes without [outside of] doors I heard weep plentifully.”
Doubtless, the schooling that many Bermudian slaves received helped them to read and better
understand biblical texts, which made them more receptive to Whitefield’s sermons, but it is also
apparent that they were enthusiastic participants in the island’s religious life.56
Throughout the eighteenth century, parish records attest to the fact that many slaves
brought their children to be christened. The Rev. Alexander Richardson, for instance, baptized 230
slaves in 1755, the year that he arrived in Bermuda and another 147 the following year in parish
churches and at private homes following weddings and funerals. Between 1755 and 1772, in fact,
Richardson baptized more slaves than whites; in that span he christened 1,118 white children and
1,535 slaves. The christening ceremony was very important to slaves, for not only did it draw
local slave communities and extended families together for the occasion, it also empowered black
parents (rather than their masters and mistresses) to name their children and thus establish their
identity independent of white control. Although probate inventories and court cases usually only
recorded the first names of slaves along with a racial indicator (Indian, negro, mulatto), other
documents reveal surnames that suggest that the slave community maintained an internal, largely
oral, genealogy where kinship relationships were reflected through naming patterns. In 1686, for
instance, Captain Christopher Potter’s pink, John and Samuel, captured two Bermudian slaves,

““Rev. George Whitefield’s Bermuda Diary.” reprinted in BHO 4:29-33 (1947).
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mulatto James Penny and John Cawker, both country-born, who were out fishing on the reefs. In
1750, eleven slaves were arrested in St. George's for illegally catching fish in nets, and all gave
surnames common among the white population —perhaps those of their owners. In her name,
Mary Prince offers another naming tradition; her surname was her father’s first name.57
Individual slave families are as elusive to document in Bermuda as they are in other
colonies; since slave marriages were not formally recorded in church registers, it is extremely
difficult to reconstruct Bermudian slave genealogies. Bermudian families and the slave community
they formed were remarkably stable when compared to most other British colonies. According to a
report prepared by the assembly, Bermuda's slaves were "fond of domestic lives and form early
connections, but have no ceremony of marriage” —at least none which their white masters
observed or recognized. Probate inventories often mention relationships between mothers and
children, and Mary Prince’s narrative makes it clear that although the entire slave family did not
always live together in the same household, its members maintained kinship ties and periodically
visited each other. Black families were subjected to the same stresses as white families, because
many black women were widowed when their sailor husbands were killed or captured at sea. Since
roughly the same sex ratio prevailed in the slave population, many of these women were unable to
informally remarry. It is possible that slave men entered into polygamous relationships in light of

^BA, Diary of Rev. Alexander Richardson: Arthur T. Tucker, “Parson Richardson, L755-1805,
Rector of the Parish of St. George’s: His Life and Times.” in BHO 12:64-67. In the 1780s, Richardson
was the only Bermudian clergyman who was willing to christen slaves, since “the other ministers would
not baptize them.” The St. Georgians indicted for fish-hauling were Jauncey Bum. Jeremy Piggott,
Jemmy Brangman (father and son). Ned Vaughan. Toby Smith. Tom Cooper. Toby Adams, Samsey
Stokes, Tom Bull, and James ApOwen. PRO CO 37/17:40-41; Prince. History of Marv Prince. 187; see
also n. 51 above for the surnames slave privateersmen. In 1789. Gov. Hemy Hamilton wrote that slave
children were not usually baptized except by special request, since "some masters object to it, as thinking
their slaves should not be too knowing.” Slaves were encouraged to attend the island’s white churches,
and “in every church there is a place set apart for. . . slaves [usually a raised gallery], which they occupy
at discretion.” “Report of the Council and Assembly of Bermuda about Negroes,” 24 June 1789, in House
of Lords Record Office, Journal of the House of Lords XXXVIII:5773. On slave christenings, see parish
registers in Hallett, Earlv Bermuda Records.
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their numerical minority and that slave women (like their white mistresses) bore children alone, but
these occurrences went unmentioned by white commentators.58
The stability of slave families owed much to the personal attachments that most white
masters felt toward their slaves. Black Bermudian families stayed together because white
Bermudians rarely sold their slaves off the island, or to non-Bermudians who would take them
away. Despite the feet that he thought Bermuda's 3,500 slaves were ‘‘too many by half’ and that
there was “no maimer of work to employ them advantageously,” Governor John Hope reported in
1722 that Bermudians refused to sell their slaves abroad because they “have a pride in keeping
them. No body will sell a negroe here that has been bom in his family but upon the last extremity,
so that they multiply prodigiously.” Governor William Browne found the same was true over sixty
years later “it is thought as reproachful to sell a servant [slave] as it would be in any other
country to sell a son.” In 1764, Governor George Bruere complained that in a colony “overrun
with blacks” owned by whites who were, in many cases, too poor to adequately maintain them,
Bermudians still refused to sell their slaves abroad. The reluctance of Bermudian masters to sell
their slaves largely stemmed from the sustained integration and interaction of the races within
almost every Bermudian household. Familial bonds overpowered economic imperatives, because
Bermudian slaves were not considered merely as property.59

^Journal of the House of Lords XXXVUI:5772. The first registered marriage of non-whites since
the early 17th century occurred on 15 Nov. 1801. when Rev. Alexander Richardson joined David Mallory
and Betsey Tucker, two free blacks, in St. George's. A. T. Tucker. “Parson Richardson,” 67.
”PRO CO 37/9:214; 19:242. 254; Gov. Browne to Lord North. 15 Oct. 1783. reprinted in BHO
1:74 (1944). Gov. Bruere pointed out that inadequately maintained slaves resorted to plundering the
orchards and fields of others to sustain themselves, which led to a general neglect of agriculture because
would-be farmers were powerless to prevent this “night gardening,” as a few Bermudians still call the
clandestine raiding of fields. Bruere. who hoped to develop sugar cane cultivation, was thus frustrated in
his agricultural pursuits by the island’s slaves. Some Bermudian slaves were apparently sent away to
other colonies in the 1700s-1710s and some accompanied their white masters when they emigrated off the
island, but this seems to have been an isolated incident and the numbers involved are far from clear; on
Bermudian slaves who accompanied masters who emigrated, see the section on runaway slaves below. If
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The reluctance of Bermudian masters to sell their slaves abroad and the burgeoning black
population in Bermuda resulted in a dense kinship structure characterized by overlapping, extended
families much like that of the white inhabitants. Bermuda's slave families and slave community
thus differed in marked ways from slave families and communities in other colonies. According to
Barbara Bush, West Indian slave families were matriarchal and matrilineal (women controlled
economic resources and bloodlines were traced through mothers), patterns that accommodated the
high mortality levels among male field slaves and the frequency of slaves being sold abroad. A
modest degree of stability was thus established because although male partners came and went,
slave women and the children they bore remained rooted to one location. To compensate for the
instability of individual families, children in West Africa and in the Caribbean belonged to and
were cared for the whole slave community, rather than solely by their parents. When biological
parents died or were sold, orphaned children were adopted by "fictive” kin who assumed parental
roles. Due to the large sizes of most sugar plantations, slave unions and community identity were
locally centered, akin to clusters of villages rather than a large and homogenous nation. In
Bermuda, it would appear that the dispersed, small holdings of slaves in many island households
produced a more atomized kinship structure that included many nuclear families. Notions of
extended families existed, but were based on actual, rather than "Active" kinship, and biological
linkages took the place of the common African ethnic origins that united Caribbean slave
communities. The role and presence of slave fathers in Bermuda appears to have been more

a letter from Rebecca Stevenson of Philadelphia to John Coulson (16 May 1749) is typical, Bermudian
slaves had a bad reputation abroad and were not highly desired. Coulson had sent a slave woman to
Stevenson to sell, but the slave "tould everybody she was sik and could not work. She attempted to go
away several times. . . She played so many pranks hear that nobody would buy her in town
[Philadelphia]” and complained that ”1 would not take the trouble of such A Nother [slave] for three times
thevallyuofher,” CV 10,2:196. A negligible number of Bermudian slaves were advertised for sale in
colonial North American newspapers: see ads posted by Stephen Burrows, George Smith, and Edward
Stiles in Pennsylvania Gazette. 21 March 1738. 23 July 1741, 4 July 1751.
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sustained, perhaps the product of slaves' subscribing to Christian beliefs and patriarchal gender
relationships. Although slave marriage ceremonies were seldom if ever formalized by parish
clergymen, the slave community might have held its members to standards of monogamy and
behavior unobserved and unenforced by whites in the eighteenth century. As wage earners,
enslaved Bermudian fathers also had a greater role as providers than could their counterparts on
plantations in the Caribbean or the American South. It is noteworthy that although Mary Prince
lived with her mother, she took the surname of her wage-earning, ship-building father, whom she
saw off and on throughout her life and who could exert considerable influence over her behavior.
In comparison to the West Indies. Bermuda's slave community as a whole seemed less communal,
composed of many small, relatively stable, biological families, many of which were related to each
other. They shared common ancestors, rather than a common native homeland and language, and
had far more in common with their white masters than did their counterparts in other colonies.60

"Merry Meetings and Midnight Festivals": Slave Consumerism

White masters also bonded their slaves more closely to themselves and their endeavors by
allowing them to share in the fruits of their labor and thus, as consumers, allow them some degree
of control in shaping their material surroundings and ameliorating their conditions. Because the
hiring out system was pervasive in Bermuda and aboard Bermudian vessels, most of the colony’s
slaves worked for wages and were participants in a specie-based capitalistic economy. The
shipboard labor of black sailors, the construction performed by slave masons, joiners, and
shipwrights, and the domestic activities of female slaves like Mary Prince were assessed in daily,

"Barbara Bush, Slave Women in Caribbean Society. 1650-1838 (London, 1990), 83-110.
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monthly or annual salaries. Most of Bermuda’s unfree workers received a portion of their wages
(generally a third) in addition to food, shelter, and clothing, and many had considerable freedom in
selecting whom they worked for and at what rate they would labor. By the 1780s, many slaves
maintained themselves '“by their own voluntary seeking employment, the owners being satisfied
with receiving a weekly sum, not enquiring how it was procured.” Slaves were thus empowered to
shape their daily life and labor to a considerable degree and accumulate wealth through savings.61
Black sailors not only received wages, but also profited from "private ventures” in which they
bought and sold goods on their own account. Despite a Bermudian law that forbade ship captains
from permitting their slaves to engage in the practice, masters still allowed private ventures as a
means of discouraging desertion by giving their slaves a personal stake in the outcome of each
voyage. Through private exchanges, slave sailors became sharp traders well versed in the prices
and quality of a wide array of goods in foreign ports.02
The law that banished freed slaves from the colony forced Bermuda’s black community to
reappraise their economic priorities. Among the slaves in Britain’s colonies, Bermuda’s black
mariners were perhaps best empowered to earn money and purchase themselves and their family
members left on the island, but few exchanged freedom for the perils of starting anew elsewhere,

61“Report on Negroes.” 1789. Journal of the House of Lords XXXVTII:5751-74; Mary Prince,
History of Mary Prince. 203. Employers were responsible for feeding and sometimes housing the slaves
who worked for them, while those who worked at home "partake of the fare of the family as servants in
other countries”; their clothing and lodging were comparable to "the lower class of white people” in the
colony. Bermudian records are peppered with references to slaves’ share of their earnings and labor;
when Benjamin Young gave his slave. Natt. to his three daughters in 1761. he gave the man one-third of
the wages he earned as a mariner. Five years later. Man' Todd gave “one half of her time” to her slave
woman Hannah, with the other moiety going to her sister. Love. In 1768. Frances Mallory willed that her
slave Jack was to enjoy half of his wages and time after her death; CV 8:161; 14:176, 268. In 1789, the
prevailing wages for slaves were 1/5-1/4 of a Spanish dollar per day for laborers, $6-8 a month for sailors,
and $1/2-1 a day for “mechanics” [craftsmenj, not including diet.
aAn Actfor the Further and Better Regulating o f Negroes and other Sla\>es andfor the more
Effectual and Speedy Way o f Prosecuting them in Criminal Cases in Acts of Assembly. 94-95.
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with the grim prospect of seeking work in a discriminatory society or even being re-enslaved by
unscrupulous sharpers. Olaudah Equiano sadly admitted that free blacks “live in constant alarm
for their liberty, which is but nominal; and they are universally insulted and plundered without the
possibility o f redress.”63 Since white Bermudian masters were mindful that manumissions were as
much a punishment as a reward, they were extremely rare in the century before the American
Revolution. Prior to 1775, Bermuda's Composite Volumes reveal a scant fourteen instances of
manumissions. In seven cases, faithful slaves were freed after the death of their masters. In 1706,
for example, Henry Ford freed slaves John, Dinah and David after his death for ‘“the tender care
they had of me . . . in my oulde age.” Mary Tucker emancipated her slave Jack for similar reasons
and further ordered that Jack’s three children be freed when they reached the age of thirty. In six
other cases, masters unconditionally freed their male slaves “bred to the sea” for their “good and
faithful service,” and gave them leave to depart the island. In the remaining exceptional case,
Governor John Hope purchased and freed Beck, a slave belonging to the Crown, for her care of
Hope’s wife during her lingering and fatal illness in 1726.64
Instead of manumission, masters favored formally giving their faithful slaves a portion of
their time or wages, monetary bequests, and their choice of a new master when they died. In his
1743 will, George Fox gave his slave George "a day a week to work for himself.” Jane Follett
gave her “negro woman Nancy” £10, her slave Lucy £5, and her slave man Bristow 40s. and

°Equiano, Interesting Life. 89. Bermudian records reveal only two cases of self-purchase on the
part of slaves. In 1693, mulatto Tim Bovill paid 50s. to Michael Burrows to obtain his freedom and then
presumably departed the island. During the Seven Years War. sailor William Swan, formerly the slave of
Mary Basset, was captured by the French. In 1767. fellow Bermudian John Mathelin bought him and later
manumitted when Swan repaid the purchase price. CV 1:5; 14:57.
MCV 4,3:271; 8:32; 12:114. 230, 315: 14:366 (death bequests); BCR9:65v. 8lr, CV 7,2:105;
10,1:15; 12:101-2 (unconditional); CV 9,1:252, Bodleian Rawlinson C 190:94 (Hope). The
manumissions of slave-sailors may have been the result of self-purchase, but the records do not state them
as such.
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freedom after two more years of service in her 1705 will. In 1716, Widow Mary Gilbert willed
that “for her good servis” her Indian woman Morea “choose to dwell with whatever child she
pleaseth.” Giving slaves their choice of new master not only empowered them to shape their own
fixture, but also modified the behavior of children toward their parents’ slaves in the hopes that they
would be chosen. Such legal provisions and bequests recognized the humanity of slaves and
underscore the sustained personal relationships between masters and slaves throughout life.65
Bermuda’s slaves channeled earnings that might have been saved to purchase their freedom
into consumer spending instead in order to improve the quality of their lives. Bermuda’s sailorslaves possessed hard cash and had ready access to a wide range of goods in the markets of the
foreign ports they visited, and imported considerable quantities onto the island despite the feet that
slaves were technically forbidden by law from owning property.00 Their own dress reflected their

“Dying masters gave time and wages to both male and female slaves. Jane Follett gave her
slaves Dinah and Nancy’s daughter, Dinah, to her friend Elizabeth Holland, but set the slaves free after
Holland’s death., BOW 3,2:43 (Follett). See also BOW 12a:388 (Fox); 12:111. Slave emancipations in
wills picked up after Heydon’s law was struck down in 1762. Widow Elizabeth Burch of St. George’s not
only freed her slaves, Isabel, Joe. Jemmy. Peter. Thias. and Isabel’s children, Juliet and Tom, but also
directed that her executors provide them with "sufficient meat, drink, and clothing, and pay the
physician’s account for attending them in case of sickness” for a year after her death out of her estate, and
further gave Isabel a cow and £12. BOW 10:212. Gilbert’s bequest in BOW 5:177; delayed emancipations
include Mary Keele (1712, BOW 5:233). who freed her two slaves after they served her kinswoman, Sarah
Burch, for 26 years.
“BCR 9:28v. In 1687. the assembly passed An Act to Prevent Buying, Selling or Bartering with
Negroes and other Slaves, which proscribed slaves trading on their own account, prohibited masters from
giving their slaves liberty to plant tobacco or provisions, and punished whites who "trafficked” with
slaves. In 1689, Mary Lea was fined for “dealing with negroes in buying three silver spoons” at an assize.
Bodleian, Mss. Rawlinson A 330:14. The act was renewed in 1704 but lapsed after ten years. Governor
William Popple revived the act in 1743. this time in an effort to protect the colony's slaves; to Whitehall,
he wrote that this law "will for the future prevent any unhappy negro from suffering in cases where he is
actually innocent as I fear too many have.” Popple suspected that some poor, unscrupulous white
Bermudians encouraged their slaves to steal for them, while others caught with illicit goods blamed the
crime on their slaves. "The oath of a white person by our law is sufficient against a Black, and I fear
those who are abandon'd enough to steal or to receive stolen goods would not hesitate when they are can to
clear themselves by accusing a Black,” even if such an accusation might entail their death. Acts of
Assembly. 12; PRO CO 37/14:154; Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements. 111:167 (Saunders), 247
(Dick).
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prosperity from petty commerce: Josiah Saunders, a black Bermudian sailor who absconded from
his master in St. Eustatius, was wearing gold earrings when he ran away in 1758, and Dick,
another slave sailor, had gold buttons affixed to his green jacket when he fled from the sloop Nancy
in 1765. Items bought and sold on this literal "black market” allowed creature comforts above and
beyond the diet and lodging provided by masters or employers. Bermuda’s slaves thus enjoyed a
degree of choice in shaping their material surroundings denied to African workers in other colonies,
who depended on worn, damaged or outmoded hand-me-downs from their white masters or chose
from a limited range o f goods in local markets. Although they commonly lived within white
households, Bermudian slaves frequently gathered by themselves to celebrate marriages, funerals,
and holidays.67 By 1730, so many slaves were decked out in fine clothing and fancy dresses, which
they wore to attend their own balls, that the Bermuda assembly passed an ineffectual sumptuary
law that forbade masters from allowing their slaves to "wear any silk, lace, ribbon, rings, bracelets,
buckles,. . . nor other ornaments.” These "merry meetings and midnight festivals” reflected a
synthesis of European fashion and Affo-Indian traditions, perhaps best exemplified by the costume,
dance, and music of Bermuda’s gombays —masked dancers who traversed the island during
holidays, begging, performing, and offering their own social commentary on the generosity or tightfistedness of their white audience. Clandestine public houses run by and frequented by slaves that

because the vast majority of Bermudian slaves cohabited with their white masters, historical
archaeologists have found it difficult to reconstruct the material culture of the slave community based on
excavated layers, since it is impossible to distinguish between white- and black-deposited when they are
all mixed together in the same midden. Thus, one highly useful method of gaining an insight into
sparsely documented life of slaves in other colonies is virtually denied to scholars in Bermuda’s case. In
the 1790s, detached slave quarters begin to appear for reasons that will be touched on later in this paper,
and archaeological excavations at Springfield in Sandys parish and Orange Valley in Devonshire parish
have shed some light on slave life in the decades before emancipation. An Act fo r Alteration and
Amendment ofSeveral A cts (1717) and An Act fo r the Further and Better Regulating o f Negroes (1730)
reveal that some slaves lived in separate cabins, since it enjoined members of the night watch to
periodically inspect them and make note of what slaves were absent, but none of these early eighteenthcentury slave cabin sites have been identified. Acts of Assembly . . . in Bermuda. 82, 95.
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served rum and bibby (a liquor made from fermented palmetto sap) also abounded despite the
efforts of the Bermudian assembly to wipe them out.6”
Perhaps the most curious evidence of transoceanic trade on the part of Bermuda’s slave
sailors is the frequent presence of Colono ware on archaeological sites on the island. Admittedly,
historical archaeology is in its infancy in Bermuda, but Colono ware has been found at five of the
seven domestic sites excavated to date. Archaeologists are still debating whether this coarse, lowfired earthenware is Native American or African in origin, but it was clearly associated with slaves
on sites throughout the West Indies and in America's southern colonies. Since Bermuda entirely
lacks natural clay deposits from which this pottery could be made, the Colono ware found on
Bermudian sites must have been imported from abroad, reflecting a conscious choice on the part of
some of Bermuda’s black slaves to retain traditional foodwavs when they could have just as easily
purchased European ceramics. Alternately. Colono ware vessels might have been necessary to
prepare gumbos and stews that would have been discolored had they been prepared in copper or
iron cooking vessels. The pottery is also a tangible survival of the interaction between Bermudian

<*The “goombay” in the West Indies was a "rustick drum” made from the trunk of a hollow tree
covered with a sheep's skin; its roots lie in the Bantu word "’Ngoma,” meaning dance, drum or
procession. In Bermuda, dancing to gombay drums usually took place around Christmas, where,
according to one white eyewitness, masked and costumed men danced in an “idolatrous procession, the
Gumba,” from one end of the island to the other soliciting money along the way. In 1708. a Christmas
gathering near The Flatts attended by slaves from St. George’s. Hamilton. Smiths, Devonshire, and
Pembroke parishes got out of hand and turned into “a riotous tumult” in which several were injured. This
“unlawful meeting” was presented at the Assizes, but the slaves’ masters refused to punish them. By the
1790s, slave balls were being held two or three times a week. Trudy Hubbard. “Slavery in Bermuda,”
(MA thesis. University of Leicester, 1972), 29; Bryan Edwards. History Civil and Commercial of the
British Colonies in the West Indies. II: 86-87; Bodleian Library', “General Quarter Court of Assize for
Bermuda, 1689-1724,” Mss. Rawlinson C 910:271; Bermuda Gazette. January 23. 1796; Packwood,
Chained on the Rock. 95-96. An Act for the Further and Better Regulating o f Negroes and other Slaves...
and An Act to Prevent Persons allowing and encouraging an v Negroes or other Slax’es from rioting and
meeting and unreasonable times in his or their houses, in Acts of Assembly. 93-95. According to
government accounts. Bermudian slaves were given rum and other liquor as part of their wages for
working on the island's fortifications, bridges and public buildings. In December 1743, the Grand Jury
complained that despite the passage of the 1730 sumptuary law', slaves “as frequently wear fine cloathes as
before.” Library of Congress, Book of Assizes. 1742-1749 (Bell transcript) 4:51.
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slave sailors and the slave communities of the ports they visited. Clearly, more research needs to
be done on why Bermudian slaves went to such extraordinary efforts to import Colono ware and
where this Colono ware came from.69
Because no pre-Revolutionary War probate inventories or wills of black Bermudian were
taken or have survived, it is nearly impossible to reconstruct their material surroundings and
personal effects. Although inventories of white Bermudians often list slaves among assets, they
neglect to itemize the possessions of these slaves, a tacit acknowledgment that clothes, jewelry, and
other items belonged to them and not their masters. Archaeology offers the best means of
reconstructing the lives of Bermudian slaves, but such investigations will be complicated by the
racially integrated nature of Bermudian domestic living arrangements. For example, it would be
impossible to separate slave diet from that of their white masters when the faunal remains from
both were thrown into a common midden. Since imported grains leave no recoverable traces, a
major component of Bermudian slave diet is missing and thus impossible to assess. Ceramics and
other durable items discarded by slaves that were obtained abroad or purchased locally are
similarly indistinguishable from those thrown out by their white masters, except in the highly
unlikely event that whites and blacks within a common household used separate trash pits. The
richness of material culture found in the eighteenth-century layers of Bermudian domestic sites
points to a general prosperity enjoyed by the household, and although it is impossible to sort
artifacts according to racial ownership in most cases, we may not assume that the assemblages
recovered document the lives of only the white freeholders and their families.

“’Colono ware has been found in cighteenth-century contexts at the following sites: Hill House
(Hog Bay), Springfield (Somerset), Stewart Hall. Globe Hotel and the St. George’s Historical Society
Museum (St George’s). The other two domestic sites where Colono ware was not recovered are the
Heniy Tucker House and Bridge House, both in St. George's. The debate on Colono ware is extensive.
For an introduction, see Leland Ferguson. Uncommon Ground: Archaeology and Early African America.
1650-1800 (Wash. D.C., 1992).
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Although we cannot measure Bermuda’s internal slave economy, it is still important to
note its existence and recognize the role it played in empowering Bermudian slaves to improve their
living conditions, express themselves, and help friends and family. As consumers and (in the case
of slave sailors) importers of goods, Bermudian slaves accelerated the flow of specie within the
island and increased the material wealth of the island. The wage system grafted onto slavery and
the availability o f items for purchase more tightly bound slaves to their masters by giving them a
personal stake in their labor and provided them with an incentive to work. In Bermuda capitalism
and slavery were fused together into a system that worked surprisingly well, but only because of
the peculiarly tight kinship structure within the island’s slave community bound nomvhite
Bermudians to the island and the law banishing freed slaves forced black Bermudians to rechannel
their earnings from saving for self-purchase toward consumer spending. Bermudian slaves were
adept capitalists, but could not or would not purchase one of the things that slaves traditionally
desired —their freedom.
Resistance, Runaways, and Rebellion

In his study of West Indian slavery, historian Richard Dunn noted that ‘The acid test of any
slave system is the frequency and ferocity' of resistance by' the slaves.” Subjected to such a test,
Bermudian slavery was not only remarkably' stable when compared with other colonies, but became
more so with the shift to a maritime economy: during the Somers Island Company period, there
were at least four attempted slave uprisings, while after 1700 there were only two, and in all of
these, not a single white person wras killed. But resistance takes a variety of forms other than
outright violence. A system that involuntarily bound the island’s blacks, Indians, and mulattoes to
work and limited their rights and freedoms predictably had its opponents. Few records survive that
document possible individual cases of resistance in the form of destroying and stealing white
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properly, slowing down the pace of work, and feigning illness but undoubtedly such tactics were
employed. More information is available to assess slave resistance on a larger scale: cases where
slaves ran away and planned slave revolts. Incidents of both were rare, however. Few Bermudian
slaves eloped within the colony and, despite numerous opportunities to abscond and the widespread
opportunity for profitable employment, only a handful of slave sailors deserted in foreign ports.70
The frequency of slave runaways on the island is difficult to measure before 1784 because
the colony lacked a newspaper in which masters might advertise for their return. A 1723 act noted
that recently a few persons had "floct and enticed several negroes and other slaves from their
owners” and sought to stop the practice by imposing a £20 fine on perpetrators: whites who could
not pay the fine were made servants of the colony for five years, and those who transported slaves
off the island were fined double the value of the slaves. Such stiff penalties were apparently
enough to deter what flow o f slaves off the island might have existed. Because of the high
population density and extensive settlement within Bermuda, runaway slaves could not remain
hidden for long, and there were no rugged and uninhabited areas that could harbor a maroon
70Dunn, Sugar and Slaves. 256. Over the past century, the study of slavery has changed
reflecting largely contemporary political concerns. Contending viewpoints that interpreted slavery as
good (U.B. Phillips, American Negro Slavery (1904)) or bad (Kenneth Stampp’s The Peculiar Institution
(1956)) gave way in the 1960s and 1970s to more comparative works that contrasted slave systems
(Stanley Elkin, Slavery (1959)) and traced the history' of the institution (Winthrop Jordan, White over
Black (1968). Elkin’s work, which likened slavery to a concentration camp, shifted the debate from the
morality, material conditions, and profitability of slavery to the psychological effect of the slave system on
African-Americans. Eugene Genovese (Roll. Jordan. Roll. (1972)) advanced a marxist view of slavery that
gave slaves historic agency by casting their actions into categories of resistance and accommodation and
recognized that white paternalism established reciprocal relations between the races that enabled slaves to
build and maintain their own culture. Since the 1970s. the study of slavery has grown less general and
more sophisticated through exploring wide-ranging regional and temporal variations within the
institution. Recent works like Medial Sobel The World They Made Together Black and White Values in
Eighteenth-Century Virginia (Princeton. 1987) emphasize the cultural exchanges and degree of
negotiation that accompanied slavery. On slave resistance and rebellion, see Herbert Aptheker, American
Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943). C.L.R. James. The Black Jacobins: Toussaint rOuverture and the
San Domingo Revolution (London. 1938), Eugene Genovese From Rebellion to Revolution: AfroAmerican Slave Revolts in the Making of the Modem World (Baton Rouge, 1979), Michael Craton,
Testing the Chains: Resistance to Slavery in the West Indies (Ithaca. NY, 1982), and Thomas Davis, A
Rumor of Revolt: The “Great Negro Plot” in Colonial New York (New York. 1985).
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community. Cases of slave runaways in the colony were thus temporary affairs in which slaves
who absconded were soon detected and caught or returned on their own after a short period.71
Instances where Bermudian slaves ran away in other colonies were also rare. At a time
when skilled maritime labor was keenly sought after and wages ran very high, runaway sailors
could find ready and profitable employment jumping ship, but despite the relative ease of desertion
in foreign ports and the attractive economic alternative of w'orking for oneself on other vessels,
very few Bermudian sailors ran away. In 1783. Governor William Browne estimated that in the
previous thirty years, the number of Bermudian slave sailors who deserted did not exceed five
annually on average, although he cautioned that "few; will admit there has been so many,
considering the rambling trade of Bermuda and the Frequent opportunities the Negroes have to
deliver themselves up from bondage. This may seem incredible, but I have no doubt of it.” Out of
the tens of thousands of runaway slave advertisements compiled by Lathan Windlev, there are only
29 cases between 1730 and 1790 that mention Bermuda-born slaves —less than one a year. O f the
thirty slaves that ran away, 26 w;ere men and four were women. Among the men, the
overwhelming majority were skilled workers whose labor was much in demand by ship captains in
colonial ports: 18 were sailors, and another three were caulkers or pilots. The background of these
slaves is worthy of note, for in cases where ages were given for male slaves, three quarters were
young men (25 years old or younger) who had probably not had the chance to marry and form
families of their own in Bermuda. Taking Governor Brown's figure of five runaways a year as a
high estimate and the one per year average reflected in newspaper advertisements as too low, one
can compute a desertion rate of less than 1% annually (the Bermuda merchant fleet regularly

71An Act for the Better Security of all Such as are Lawfully Possessed of any Negroes or other
Slaves.. . Whereby to secure their Lawful Rights. Interests and Properties to the Same, Acts of
Assembly. 87.
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employed at least 500 slave sailors each year). This rate was far less than the average desertion
rate among white sailors lor the same period; Nicholas Rodger calculated that during the Seven
Years’ War, desertion rates in the Royal Navy averaged about 7%, a figure kept low though
extraordinary efforts of withholding pay, denying leave, and keeping seamen as virtual prisoners
aboard ship while in port; desertion from privateers and merchantmen was much easier, and varied
from 5-80% in individual cases. Bermuda's system of employing slave sailors was thus not only
more profitable in terms o f minimizing operating expenses but was also far more efficient in terms
of retaining sailors compared with the free labor market system used by British and colonial
merchant fleets.72
Even more surprising than the extremely low number of cases where Bermudian slaves
absconded is the many incidents where slaves who ran away or were offered their freedom returned
to Bermuda and slavery. At least seven of the slaves whose masters advertised for their return

^PRO CO 37/40: 135; Windlev. Runaway Slave Advertisements. Bermuda-born: 1:100, 392; II:
none; III: 44, 61, 75. 115. 145. 164, 167. 182. 208. 211. 243. 247, 327, 351. 352, 436, 499, 512. 544, 568,
595, 687, 728, 738; IV:34, 81. 144. The overwhelming majority ran away in South Carolina (24), with
lesser numbers absconding in Georgia (3) and Virginia (2). To this figure, another 15 cases where slaves
were probably Bermuda-born but not mentioned as such should be added: HI: 6. 33. 37. 70. 110, 131, 254.
261, 267,293, 390,484. 559, IV: 14. 49. Three of the four women who ran away did so in groups —
perhaps with husbands —and the fourth woman. Negro Sue (who fled from White Outerbridge after he
had moved to South Carolina from Bermuda), later took up with another Bermudian runaway, Josiah
Saunders. Since Bermudian vessels spent most of their time in tlte West Indies, it is highly likely that a
number of slaves ran away there, but since few copies of pre-Revolutionary War British West Indian
newspapers survive, it is impossible to identify and measure these instances. N.A.M. Rodger, The
Wooden World. 188-204. Rodger notes that the penalty' for desertion was almost entirely financial:
although the Royal Navy' meted out harsh punishments on deserters and offered rewards to those who
captured them, relatively few were actually court-martialed and most of those convicted were eventually
pardoned. Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea. 40-61. 102-6. 291-94, discusses
the reasons why merchant sailors deserted, but does not estimate rates. Cyril Packwood suggests that
Bermuda’s slave sailors chose not to escape because they feared their masters would sell their wives and
children abroad to plantations in America if they did so. but he offers no examples of such action on the
part of a master, nor have I found any in my extensive survey of Bermuda's eighteenth-century records;
Packwood, Chained on the Rock. 35. 38. The Virginia Gazette (Dixon) of 10 June 1775 reports that a
slave named Ben had been committed to the jail in Elizabeth City and gave the name of his master as
James Prato of Bermuda; since the name Prato (or variations thereon) is entirely absent from Bermudian
records of the period, this is apparently a case where a slave made up a name and chose an exotic and far
away location when captured in order to frustrate his jailers.
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were thought to be making for the island after deserting Bermudian owners who had emigrated to
mainland colonies. When Negro Jack ran from Tybee Lighthouse in Georgia in 1758 (where he
may have been employed as a pilot), his master thought he would “endeavor to get off to
Bermuda.” After Josiah Saunders fled his Bermudian master in St. Eustatius in late 1757, he went
to Bermuda and spent much of the following summer there before traveling on to South Carolina.
Tom, an old man who ran away from his Charleston master in 1784, was thought to be heading for
Bermuda, “where he has children belonging to Mr. Robinson.”73 In other cases, Bermudian slaves
who were captured by Spanish and French privateers escaped and returned home unbidden. In
February 1767, Spanish giiarda coasta set upon two Bermuda sloops gathering salt at the
Tortugas. Benjamin Stiles, master of the Porgy. reported that when the Spanish fired at him and
forced him to strike his colors, "five of his negro sailors in order to prevent falling into the hands of
the said Spaniards jumped overboard to swim to the shore, by means w'hereof one of the said
negroes was drowned, as this deponent hath since been informed by the other negroes who have
since returned to these islands” voluntarily, several months later.74
The most compelling case of voluntary return was that of the Bermuda privateer ship
Regulator, which was captured by the Americans and taken into Boston in 1782. Throughout the
American Revolution, black slaves composed a significant portion of the crews of Bermuda's
twenty privateers in which they "behaved both as sailors and marines irreproachably,” servicing

^Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements. 3:165. 167. 738. See also Ben. a caulker, who was
sold at auction in Charleston but after four months ran away to return to Bermuda, 724 (4 Feb. 1784)
74PRO CO 37/20:39. Daniel Keeie corroborated Stiles’ story, stadng that the slaves were “more
fearful of falling into the hands of Pirates than white persons were.” George Chaplin’s slave, Black
Daniel, was the one who drowned. The white crews spent a miserable two months in a Spanish jail before
the Governor of Caracas, upon the insistence of the captain of the HMS Beaver, released them. In a few
cases, Bermudian masters retroactively manumitted their slaves so they would not be sold after being
captured by Spanish and French privateers, but only held as prisoners of war, in this manner, the genuine
gesture or legal fiction allowed the slaves to return to Bermuda, where otherwise they would be lost for
good CV 8:157; 10,2:21-22, 155; 12:337.
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cannon and acting as marksmen and snipers. The 20-gun Regulator, a ship o f 160 tons, was
launched in January 1782 and carried a crew of 75: Captain George Kidd, four white officers and
70 slaves. Cruising off the coast of South Carolina in May 1782, the Regulator took an American
prize before it was overpowered by the 32-gun frigate Deane and brought into Boston. Departing
from the age-old policy of condemning and auctioning off the captured slaves, the state admiralty
court in Massachusetts offered the slave seamen their choice of freedom or a return to Bermuda
and slavery. They unanimously chose the latter. In June, sixty took passage on the American flag
of truce Duxbury for New York, but en route they rose up, captured the sloop, and sailed it to
Bermuda. Nine others traveled overland to New York and obtain passage home from that port.
The remaining slave, unaccounted for, reportedly died in captivity. Other Bermudian privateers
were also captured during the war and their slave crews were condemned with the vessels, but they
escaped from their new American masters and made their way back to Bermuda. The extensive
kinship ties that restrained all but the most young and footloose men slaves from deserting ship not
only kept white and black Bermudian sailors returning to the island, but also drew back to
Bermuda native-born slaves whose masters had emigrated elsewhere. The family was the glue that
held Bermuda’s maritime slave labor system together and the magnet that drew white and black
mariners home.75
The low desertion and runaway rate among the colony's blue-water slaves was also a
product o f their masters’ trust and their mm calculated appraisal of the opportunities open to them
75Edwards, History Civil and Commercial of the British Colonies in the West Indies. 1:470; PRO
CO 37/40:135; BA, Book of Protests 1:16-17. 129-30; Boston Gazette. Sept. 2, 1782; Packwood. Chained
on the Rock. 44-46. The Regulator retained her name and operated out of Salem after the Revolution.
During the War of 1812, she was again commissioned as a privateer but was captured off Cape Sable by
the Colibri in August 1812. Jeffrey Bolster. Black Jacks. 153-54. mentions the Regulator case but buried
the feet that the Bermudian slaves chose to return home to slavery in an endnote. The offer of freedom
was not uniformly extended to Bermudian slave sailors; when the Bermudian sloop Ariadne was captured
en route from Honduras to Jamaica by the American privateer sloop Washington, she was sent into
Charleston where the six slaves among her crew were condemned and sold. BA, CV 14:445.
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in the colonies to which they might run. Nothing is known about the selection process that white
masters used to choose which slaves they sent to sea, but it is highly likely that they favored those
with personal attachments in Bermuda. Sailor slaves, through their extensive travels in the West
Indies and Atlantic, had the opportunity to study the many varieties of slavery they found and
compare their lot with that of slaves elsewhere. A trip beyond the docks to the cane fields of
Barbados or the rice paddies of South Carolina, where vast gangs of Africans did grueling work
under the gaze of white overseers, must have instilled a degree of relief and perhaps even a sense of
superiority in Bermuda”s sailor slaves. One even wonders how much common ground there was
between the highly skilled, native fourth-generation Bermuda-born, English-speaking black sailors
and the hordes of field hands newly arrived from Africa in the early 1700s. Fraternizing with
sailors from other vessels also provided sailor slaves with a context to gauge their treatment, and
tales of exploitative and abusive captains might have persuaded black Bermudians that deserting
for higher pay to another ship might have hidden costs and provide a far less secure future. But
perhaps the most compelling reason why so few slave sailors absconded was simply that they were
trusted not to run away by their w'hite masters, a trust that apparently was appreciated and
reciprocated.76
Understanding the dynamics of slave runaw ays in Bermuda can be enhanced by examining
the frequency and motivation of slaves who ran away elsewhere. Philip Morgan’s study of slaves
who ran away in South Carolina from 1730-1790 reveals that slave mobility and the number of
7601audah Equiano’s observation that slaves were better treated in Martinique than in British
West Indies colonies, for instance, shows that black sailors consciously compared the institution of slavery
in the various ports they visited; Equiano, Interesting Life. 119. Jeffrey Bolster, Black Jacks. 38, 52-53,
70-71, 93-101, notes local pride and identity among slaves that undercut feelings of solidarity and
documents unscrupulous white ship captains that illegally sold free black sailors into slavery. Bermudian
captains were no less guilty' of appropriating free black sailors on occasion; Equiano recounted that in
1764, a Bermudian captain came on board his vessel at Montserrat, claimed his shipmate, a mulatto sailor
named Joseph Clipson. and forcibly carried him off the ship to his own sloop and home to Bermuda
without a hearing, 88.
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runaways was far higher than newspaper advertisements alone indicated, "the visible tip of an
otherwise indeterminate iceberg.” Skilled slaves made up only about 14% of the total number of
runaways advertised, but this average figure masks a steady increase over time. Runaways were
motivated primarily by the desire to visit or be reunited with family and friends, rather than by the
quest for absolute freedom through escape from the colony or by attempting to pass as a freeman;
slaves who left their masters to visit other slaves outnumbered those attempting permanent escape
by about four to one. Morgan asserts that the motives of these "visiting” runaways demonstrates
their strong commitment to particular neighborhoods, friends, and family. The ability of many of
these slaves to successfully evade recapture, for years in some cases, reveals the capacity and
resources of slave communities to harbor them. Similar to the background of Bermuda's few
deserting sailors, about 60% of South Carolina's runaway slaves were young men —individuals
who were often separated from close kin and (in South Carolina, at least) who would have found it
most difficult to find mates, and thus had not yet formed households of their own. The proportion
of creole-bom slaves rose in South Carolina over the century' as sex ratios evened out, and the
prevalence of large land holdings in the tidewater area meant that more native-born slaves remained
rooted to the same locale. These two factors fostered denser kinship ties which, "more than
anything else, provided Afro-Americans with the foundation for a sense of community.” In short,
runaway slaves in South Carolina slaves were primarily motivated by the need to re-establish
familial bonds, a desire that crossed varying degrees of occupational skill, place of birth (African
vs. creole), and sex. Understanding these motivations helps explain the low level of runaway’s in
Bermuda, where dense kinship tics already existed, where slaves could readily visit relatives and
friends who were never more than twenty’ miles away, and where most of the male population
(those most likely to run away in South Carolina) were skilled workers who possessed a sense of
responsibility and were encouraged to forge "domestick connexions” early in life. Bermudian
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slaves thus already had what most other slaves ran away to find.77
During the eighteenth century, Bermuda was shaken by the discovery of two slave
conspiracies in 1731 and 1761 that exposed the defensive vulnerability of a colony in which the
majority of the male population was off the island throughout the year. In neither case did open
rebellion break out, however, and in both cases, the conspiracies were quickly put down with a few
trials and fears receded with a speed that was surprising in light of the fact that nothing changed in
their wake. The conspiracies are worth exploring more because they were the product of unique
sets of abnormal circumstances, rather than symptoms of a general and widespread hatred of
slavery that boiled over into violence. These two cases where social relations between the races
temporarily broke down underscore how well masters and slaves successfully interacted the rest of
the time.78
The colony had fully adjusted to its maritime economy by the time the first rumors of
poisoning were voiced in 1730. In May of that year. Governor Pitt and his council questioned
AfFey, the slave of a Devonshire Parish widow, whom they suspected in a poisoning plot and
afterward issued a warning against "persons either White or Black suspected to have been
concern’d in poison or poisoning” plots in the island. At the summer assize the following month,

T7Philip Morgan, “Colonial South Carolina Runaways.”57-78. Morgan’s article moved the study
of slave runaways from a reductionist association with resistance to a more sophisticated inquiry into the
formation and workings of the slave community and challenged scholars to "explore the social and
cultural significance of the phenomenon."
Virginia Bernhard. "Bids for Freedom: Slave Resistance and Rebellion Plots in Bermuda, 16561761,” Slavery and Abolition 17:185-208 (1996) surveys planned or enacted violent resistance to slavery
in Bermuda in the seventeenth and eighteenth century and notes the relatively bloodless nature of the
incidents in the colony, especially when compared to revolts in other colonies: “none of [Bermuda’s!
organized efforts at slave rebellion resulted in the deaths of any whites. Moreover, in five conspiracies
and one poisoning scare, relatively few slaves lost their lives." In total only nine slaves were executed in
conjunction with conspiracy trials between 1656 and 1761. She also draws attention to the fact that
between 1761 and the abolition of slavery in 1834. the island enjoyed peace at a time when revolts became
more frequent and bloody in the British West Indies.
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the court indicted Sarah Bassett, an elderly mulatto slave in Sandys Parish who had been hired by
the Forster family on charges of poisoning after her master and mistress fell sick. During the trial,
Bassett’s granddaughter, Beck, deposed that Sarah had given her ratsbane and manchioneel root
with which to poison mariner Thomas Forster and his wife. Sarah, in December 1729. Basset also
gave Beck a third dose of poison to kill Nancy, one of the Forsters’ slaves. Curiously, Bassett
directed that her granddaughter hide the ratsbane in the "slates of ye outlett” [roof of a closet], and
predicted that as the color of the substance faded, so would the life of Sarah Forster. Beck put the
manchioneel root in the family's food, which caused them to fall ill. At the trial, Sarah Bassett
offered “some slender denyall” of the charges that failed to convince the jury of her innocence, and
in a calculated effort to deter future poisoning attempts, the Bermuda court sentenced her to the
unprecedented punishment of being burned at the stake. The conspiracy, in short, was only the
failed attempt of an old woman slave to poison the family who had hired her.79
Sarah Basset’s end was swift and public. On June 9, the shackled slave was rowed from
the prison in St. George’s under guard to the foot of Crow Lane, where a large assembly had
gathered. The island’s entire militia, composed of both white soldiers and their slaves, was drawn
up in files before a stake surrounded by wood. The Troop of Horse (the island’s militia cavalry)
was also mustered nearby, the smart uniforms of the gentleman officers distinguishing their rank.
Doubtless, many of the rest of the colony’s inhabitants gathered to witness the spectacle. Perhaps
the governor or a minister said a few words before Sarah was fastened to the stake and the tinder
set aflame. Her last words, if any, were not recorded. A few other incidents and suspicions
followed in the fall, but the details of these inquiries do not survive and no further trials were held.

’’Bernhard, “Bids for Freedom.” 196-97; Bill o f Indictment against Sarah Bassett, 1 June, 1730,
in Bermuda Court Records II (1726-1735). Court of Assize. Ch er and Terminer, and General Gaol
Delivery, Winslow Manley Bell transcript (original lost) in Library' of Congress, MMC 3241:221-24, 242.
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The manner o f her execution resembled more the ancient punishment for witchcraft in England,
perhaps a deliberate choice in light of the supernatural overtones of the means she used to poison
the Forsters. In January 1731, Governor John Pitt \\TOte that after he "‘condemn’d one woman to
be burnt and a man hang’d [and] severall transported to ye Spanish West Indies, we are now a little
easy, but am afraid not quite secure.'”10
Heightened white fears prompted the colonial assembly to pass three acts as a backlash to
the scare. Heydon’s law expelling ail free blacks, Indians, and mulattoes was renewed, and the
small number of ex-slaves that had formerly been tolerated were given six months to leave the
island. An Act fo r the Further and Better Regulating o f Negroes and other Slaves repeated many
of the earlier injunctions against masters allowing their slaves to farm land, raise livestock, wear
ornate and expensive clothing, make cloth or platt, "venture” goods (in the case of sailors), and
travel at night without passes. Slaves accused of poisoning, burglary, highway robbery, rape,
arson, and willfully killing, maiming or stealing livestock were in the future to be tried by three
justices and four freeholders, rather than by a jury of twelve. A third Act for the Security o f the
Subject to prevent the Forfeiture o f Life and Estate on Killing a Negro or other Slave was based
on a Barbados law that abridged the common law- requirement that those guilty of murder be

“Well into the 20th century, Sarah Bassett was commemorated in Bermudian folklore on
extremely hot days, which were called “Sally Basset Days” in recognition of the fire that burned her. An
apocryphal tale states that when she was walking to her execution, Bassett said to the crowd rushing by
her “you needn’t be in a hurry. There’ll be no fun till I gets there,” Winslow Manley Bell, “Tales and
Traditions of Old Bermuda,” unpublished mss. in the Library of Congress. W.M. Bell Collection of
Bermudiana, 11. Bassett’s last day is reconstructed from the itemized list of expenses incurred for her
execution: “9 June 1730: two orders to Col. John Jennings and Col. Richard Jennings to order the troop
and militia Co. under arms at the execution of Sarah Bassett. £0.7.4; cash pd. Mr. John Tucker for 3200
lb. wood to bum ditto, £1.12.0; by a large stake and carrying to the place of execution, £0.4.0; for a boar
and two hands to cany the prisoner and guard to Crow Lane. £0.5.8; by ordering Bassett’s execution,
£1.0.0; for her diet, four weeks and three days at 3s.8d, £0.16.3.” The identity of the hanged man is
unclear, but it was probably Richard Harwood, who was executed four days later, the charge for a halter in
the public accounts suggests that he was hanged. His dieting expense for 22 weeks and two days indicates
that he bad lain in jail long before Bassett’s incarceration. It is unknown whether the two cases were
related and whether Harwood was black; PRO CO 37/12:135-37.
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executed and lose all property in cases where whites killed slaves in the act of punishing them or
when slaves tried to escape after committing a felony. In cases where slaves were maliciously
killed, the murderer was fined £ 10 (if his own slave) or £ 10 plus the value of the slave (if someone
else’s slave). The laws, passed close on the heels of Sarah Bassett’s trial, were in fact never
enforced and were extensively neglected by the mid-1730s as fears receded.81
Although the account of the alleged conspiracy of 1730 is far from complete, it is apparent
that this was no unified mass rising. Bassett’s animosity was not focused solely on the white
Forsters, but also included their slave, Nancy. Although it is true that there were apparently other
rumored cases of poisonings at about the same time, none were brought to trial and it is doubtful
that Bassett was connected to them. An examination of events during the years immediately
preceding the poisoning scare suggests both a strong personal motive for Sarah Bassett’s ire and
sources of general dissatisfaction that may have been held by the island’s slave community. The
late 1720s was a lean time for Bermuda's shipping, and the accompanying depression initiated a
period of massive social dislocation; between 1727 and 1729, at least thirteen Bermudian sloops
were captured by the Spanish in the West Indies and over 1,000 Bermudians emigrated to other
colonies. Slaves worth £400 were seized in the Turks Islands, others were taken from the decks of

81Acts of Assembly. 94-98. In his review of Bermudian slavery in 1789, Gov. Henry Hamilton
stated that “the treatment of slaves in this colony has been such as to render a local law affording [slaves]
protection against their masters unnecessary. An act [wasl passed about 60 years ago at a Time of Public
apprehension, imposing a £10 fine only on a master for killing his slaves. This act, however, has never
been drawn into practice.” Journal of the House of Lords. XXXVIII:5750. Enforcement of the Act to
Better Regulate. . . Slaves was left in the hands of masters and parish justices of the peace and constables,
who were to be fined if they neglected their duty. The assembly thus depended on a largely indifferent
local government to effect its laws, which rarely prosecuted offenders. That the acts were widely ignored
and didn’t have much of an effect on the slave population is supported by the passage of an additional
clause the Acr to Further and Better Regulate Negroes in 1731. which stated that slaves who struck or
stabbed whites can be punished by death, the 1732 clause that increased the punishment of slaves who
stole palmetto tops for platt weaving, and the 1732 revision of the act to Prevent Persons allowing and
encouraging Negroes or slavesfrom Rioting and .\ leeting, which noted that the 1728 law was ignored,
increased the fines for whites who allowed slaves to "dance, cabal or feast” at their houses, and mandated
that slaves who were caught be whipped by parish justices of the peace. Acts of Assembly. 101, 105-6.
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captured sloops and sold to Spanish masters in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Spanish Main, and still
others sold off the island by masters too poor to keep them. In September 1728, the island was
hammered by a hurricane that damaged many buildings and ruined the island's provisions crop,
prompting imported Indian com to rise to 7s. a bushel. In light of the colony's temporary poverty
and the high price of foodstuffs, it is likely that masters curtailed the food allowance of their
slaves; although the crisis did not bring on a full-scale famine, food shortages were doubtlessly
more sharply felt by slaves than by white inhabitants. At about the same time as the hurricane, the
Bermuda assembly passed an act to prevent white persons from '‘allowing and encouraging any
Negroes or other slaves from rioting and meeting at unreasonable times," which sought to abolish
tippling houses for slaves and to limit their mobility on the island. The transfer of the Independent
Company of Foot (the fifty British regular soldiers stationed in St. George’s) from Bermuda to the
Bahamas in February 1730 left the island without a permanent defense force —at least in the eyes
of white inhabitants —and invited slaves to rebel. The slave community thus endured food
shortages, the unprecedented breaking up of families, the loss of many sailor slaves to Spanish
captures, and a legal attack on their accustomed rights to socialize and travel within the colony in
the two years leading up to the poisoning scare of 1730 on an island that now had no permanent
garrison.*2

82Acts of Assembly. 93. On economic conditions and out-migration, see chapter 6. The assembly
passed an impost on the importation of slaves from abroad in the future, no doubt to keep the numbers on
the island down at a time when many white inhabitants were emigrating elsewhere. The removal of the
Independent Company was more a psychological blow magnified in the minds of the island's white
politicians than any real threat to the colony’s security, since the troops were old. ill-equipped, and useless
by then. Gov. John Pitt had the colony’s agent. Hugh Noden. petition for their return in a document that
exaggerated the situation, claiming that a slave uprising had "destroyed many of Your Majesty’s subjects
by Poyson” and that “Negroes continue to meet in Numbers in a most mutinous manner, conceived to be
with an intent utterly to extirpate and destroy” Bermuda’s white inhabitants. There are no documents that
survive that support the widespread unrest Pitt claimed. The shrill petition was almost certainly
financially motivated, for £1,000 the Crown spent annually to support the Independent Company went to
the Bahamas with the troops and Pitt, as de facto commander, saw his salary diminished by £500. The
company was returned in 1732 and the Crown regularly subsidized the unit and the governor’s salary
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Sarah Bassett would have fared badly in the 1720s. Her master, blacksmith Francis
Dickinson of Pembroke, had died in 1727 and she probably was encouraged to find work elsewhere
after his estate was settled. When she started working for the Forsters in Sandvs Parish is
unknown, but as an old woman well past her working prime, she was certainly the most marginal
member of the household during a lean period for the ship captain’s family. It was probably
through the entreaties of her granddaughter. Beck, that the Forsters agreed to employ Bassett, for
she was a slave with a bad reputation who bore scars on her back for an earlier crime. In January
1713, she had been presented at an assize on suspicion of killing several cattle, horses, and sheep
belonging to John Jennings and Stephen Painter of Southampton on the day after Christmas, 1712.
Bassett had earlier sworn at and threatened them, but no witnesses could be found to prove
Bassett’s guilt. The jury was faced with a dilemma: Bassett was almost certainly guilty of
butchering several animals —a violent and bloody crime —and the destruction of valuable property
that carried the death sentence, but there was not enough evidence to send her to the gallows. As a
compromise, she was ordered to be whipped across the parish, a rare and harsh punishment in
which malefactors were given three lashes even- thirty* paces as they' walked from one end of the
parish to the other. It was a public and brutal punishment intended to deter other slaves.
Unfortunately for Bassett, Southampton is one of Bermuda's longest parishes, and on her threemile trek she must have received around 500 lashes. The cause of her grievances against the
Forster family and their slave, Nancy, is unknown; perhaps she was mistreated or ill-fed in their
household, or perhaps Thomas Forster sat on the jury- that sentenced Bassett to be whipped in
1713. Whatever the cause, it is important to note that Bassett’s actions were more likely motivated
out o f personal interactions with a particular white family rather than any idealistic dream of

until it was disbanded in 1762; PRO CO 37/12:77. 81-82. 102.
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striking a blow against slavery and destroying an institution. Beck, the woman who actually
administered the poison, was apparently not punished by either the court or the Forsters. Slaves in
general and Sarah Bassett in particular may have had good cause to resent their white masters for
not adequately providing for them during a period of hardship, but these feelings did not provoke a
general revolt. As economic conditions improved in the 1730s, white masters were better able to
feed and cloth their slaves, and the slaves themselves enjoyed greater family stability and
prosperity as out-migration ceased and the Atlantic economy improved.*3

The 1761 conspiracy was also the product of peculiar economic conditions within the
colony brought on by die Seven Years' War. During the war. Bermuda's merchant fleet mosdy
shutded goods between North America and the West Indies and neglected to call at their home port
with com, wheat, flour, and other provisions. As early as April 1757, slaves who were
inadequately fed resorted to pilfering from neighboring fields to support themselves and their
masters. Bermuda’s fields and reefs may have been able to provide enough food for the colony’s
5,000 slaves, but two French privateers hovered off the west end of the island in early 1761,
preventing slave fishermen from venturing out. Without fish to supplement their diet and without
sufficient importation of American grains, near-famine conditions must have arisen, which were
again probably more sharply felt among die slave population. At the same time, elite white

“After she was condemned the jury valued Basset at £1.4.6. an extremely low price indicating
her age and ability to work. Court of Assize (Bell transcript). 224. Bassett's 1713 trial in Bodleian
Library, “Bermuda Quarterly Assize and General Gaol Delivery. 1689-1724.” 463. Number of lashes
computed at 1760 paces/yards per mile / 30 = 59 x 3 lashes every 30 paces = 177 lashes/mile x 3 miles =
531 lashes, if the ratio was strictly enforced. Surviving records reveal a handful of other cases of
suspected poisoning. In 1751, slaves Jack. Perro. and Abico were jailed on suspicion of poisoning at a
time when the governor and assembly were battling for control of the colony’s finances and the courts did
not meet Jack died after languishing in prison 68 weeks and Perro followed him to the grave after a stay
of 80 weeks, so their cases were never tried. Abico was apparently never tried. Dick and Perro’s stays,
incidentally, were short compared to the 246 weeks that Negro Judy waited in jail for the colonial
government to open the courts, 1751-56; PRO CO 37/18:112-15.
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politicians attacked slaves who habitually broke Sabbath by sailing and "strolling form house to
house,” patronized illicit tippling houses, and walked with sticks at improper hours of the night.
The council called on local parish officials to stop such practices, but the colonial assembly,
virtually paralyzed over the question of whether they should establish a new town to rival St.
George’s, provided little leadership during this time of crisis. The problem of subsistence did
prompt them to place an embargo on the future exportation of livestock and poultry, but it did not
bring much-needed grains to the colony. To make matters worse, smallpox and another disease
raged through the colony in early 1761 and "carried off many inhabitants,” which further disrupted
government.84
The conspiracy came to light on October 12. when mariner John Vickers overheard some
slaves talking at Richard Taylor's house in Smiths Parish. Nat, a slave belonging to Thomas Cox,
boasted that he had a cow that he intended to have a feast with and declared that ‘‘the first White
body that should take anything from him should kill him. or he would kill them.” His companions
agreed and stated that "there would be a very great Victory gained here soon, or if not, one half or
two-thirds of the Negroes will be hanged in Bermuda.” The following day, Vickers heard another
slave, Peter, state that he would seek revenge on any white persons who took away clothes
belonging to him. The statements Vickers heard were for the most part assertions by these slaves
over their right to own property and their willingness to defend it, but the veiled reference to a
“victory” to be gained through the participation of at least half the slave population prompted him
to report the incident to the Smiths Parish justice, who arrested the slaves. When examined, the

“On economic conditions and the shift in trading patterns during the war. see chapter 5. In
April 1757, Gov. William Popple wrote that the whole subsistence of the poorer sort of people depended
on a few wealthy families. “Negroes pilfer and steal for their own support as well as their masters, so that
those who have lands and do cultivate and improve them reap no benefit from them, owing to the daily
thefts committed by the poorer sort and their negroes.” PRO CO 37/18:175, 195, 220. 227; 19:46-48.
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slaves implicated others who “informed against many more/’ On October 28, the council offered
£100 to any white person, £25 to any freed slave and freedom to any slave who provided
information about the alleged conspiracy, which prompted further confessions. By December,
most Bermudians believed, wrote Governor William Popple, " that the conspiracy was almost
general” and martial law was declared. The assembly hastily met to place an embargo of merchant
shipping in order to keep white militiamen from departing the island and mandated that double
sized watches patrol the parishes each night. Special courts were formed to try the principal
conspirators, and in the end five men and one woman were sentenced to death for their roles in the
alleged plot, including the Nat whom Vickers had overheard and a slave named Peter belonging to
Edward Parker. Governor Popple noted the hysteria that seized the island’s assembly: "Their fears
. . . were too great to listen to reason.'’ Many slaves who were implicated in the plot were ordered
to be sent off the island, and the island’s free black population was once again expelled by invoking
Heydon’s law. Indeed, the assembly felt these ex-slaves "dispersed thro the different parishes,
daily corrupt and debauch the principles of [ourj slaves, to the utter subversion o f order” and
advanced that the island’s free blacks "were actually not only concerned in the late intended
conspiracy of our slaves, but in all probability were the Chief Instigators of it.” After accusing
them of keeping tippling houses, receiving stolen goods, and by example prompting slaves to vice
and luxury, the assembly ordered all free blacks to depart the island immediately. Despite the
assembly’s assertions of complicity, no free blacks were actually tried, much less condemned, in
the conspiracy.85
“ PRO CO 37/19:54-56. 63-64; Bernhard. "Bids for Freedom.” 198-201. Bernhard notes that
tales of a large and bloody slave revolt in Jamaica the previous year doubtlessly informed Bermudian
fears. She also suggests that the plot may have raised concerns among Bermuda’s political elite about the
island’s poor whites, and their inclination to join in a plot with the slaves, 200. Popple used the
declaration of martial law to speak out against the widespread practice of training slaves in skilled
professions, which “prevents the poorer White inhabitants from following such Vocations and breeding
their Children thereto.” His statement suggests that certain occupations were racially stratified, and that
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The widespread fear and over-reaction on the part of white Bermudians were largely
prompted stories o f Tacky’s Revolt in Jamaica, which lasted from April 1760 to October 1761 and
involved as many as 30,000 slaves, mostly African-born Coromantees. Jamaican slaves had
similarly suffered from short provisions and overwork during the Seven Years War. Under the
leadership of a slave "‘general” named Tacky, they rose up in St. Mary’s Parish, intent on killing all
white Jamaicans and enslaving all creole-bom and other slaves who did not join them. By June,
similar plots were discovered in St. Thomas-in-the-East, St. Dorothy, and St. Thomas-ye-Vale
Parishes. Fear o f rebellion even spread to Kingston and actual revolts broke out in St. James, St.
Elizabeth, and Westmoreland Parishes. During the guerilla war that raged in Jamaica’s forests,
more than a few Bermudian ship captains called in that colony and observed first-hand the events
of an uprising in which sixty whites and as many free blacks and mulattoes were killed, and the
plantations and fields of nearly an entire parish were destroyed at a cost of over £100,000. In
suppressing the uprising, 300-400 slaves were killed in battle or committed suicide, another 100
were executed, and at least 500 were exiled to the Bay of Honduras. Ringleaders were burned and
starved to death, and lesser participants hanged. With such a bloody example of the destruction
that organized slave were capable of, it is little wonder that some Bermudians could entertain
unfounded and wild suspicions of the slaves who lived in their homes. Bermudian men found the
very intimacy that prevailed in their colony chilling, for if their trust was misplaced, their wives
and children were infinitely vulnerable.80
whites would not engage in them simply because they were jobs done by slaves. At least three slaves who
were condemned to exile in Maryland received special pardons because the were “well skilled in the
channels in and about” the island and would represent a threat to the safety of the island in enemy hands
because they could act as pilots: Tom (belonging to William Cooper of St. George’s), Peter (Margaret
Spencer, and Charles Cuffe (John Paynter); CV 8:107-9.
“On Tacky’s Revolt, see Michael Craton, Testing the Chains. 125-39. The revolt pitted
Coromantee slaves against a small w'hite militia and a much larger force of creole and maroon slaves.
The effort stalled soon after Tack}' was killed in a skirmish by a black maroon lieutenant in June 1760.
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In Bermuda’s case, it is difficult to separate fact from fiction and truth from fears
magnified by white Bermudians who recognized their own weakness. An account of the plot was
published in the London Magazine, which describes a well-organized and extensive conspiracy in
which the ringleaders had gathered a quantity of gunpowder and muskets and appointed captains
and other officers. The strike was to take place on Sunday, when a captain and his men were to
surround each parish church during divine services, shut the doors, and murder all those within.
They reportedly intended to kill all the white male inhabitants except three —one of whom was to
be governor and the other two seamen "reserved to carry them . . . to such place as they should
chuse.” According to the account, Nat was the ringleader and turned King’s evidence to implicate
his many co-conspirators. This version of events differs drastically from Vickers’ original
deposition, and it is difficult to believe that such extensive participation could have been so
effectively hidden. Bermudian records entirely fail to mention any cache of arms and powder, and
it is hard to reconcile the fact that only six slaves were executed with the sophisticated rank
structure described in the plot published in the London Magazine. Regardless of whether
disaffection and a willingness to rise in arms against their white masters was local or general, very
few slaves were punished in the end and no whites killed. What may have been a case of idle
boasting and a cavalier assertion that one slave would rather die than have his cow taken from him
was transformed into a widespread uprising by the paranoid fears of mariners who had witnessed
earlier carriage in Jamaica. Although there was initially more of a tendency to draw racial
distinctions which pitted black against white than in the 1730 plot, Bermudians quickly examined
the conspiracy on a case-by-case basis, separating free blacks from slaves, and suspected
conspirators from innocent slaves —a wise policy that avoided meting out blanket punishments that
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might, in feet, have fostered real and lasting disaffection between masters and slaves.*7
The 1761 plot was the last alleged slave conspiracy in Bermuda’s history. There was
some fear and suspicion in Bermuda concurrent with the revolution in Haiti in the 1790s, but no
plot was uncovered to overthrow' the island’s w'hites. Bermudian slaves apparently remained
indifferent to republican ideology during and after the American Revolution. Bermuda’s seven
decades of interracial peace after 1761 no doubt owed much to the persistent familial and racially
integrated nature of the island’s society and a number of subtle changes that followed the last slave
plot. The Board of Trade disallowed the act to exile the island’s free blacks and put an end to
Heydon’s law, but it came too late for those who were deported in conjunction with the plot.
Despite the feet that manumissions and self-purchase were now viable options open to Bermudian
slaves who sought to remain in the colony, few' chose this new avenue to freedom and the island’s
free black population remained negligible into the early nineteenth century. Contrary to the
assembly’s earlier assertions, free blacks in the late eighteenth century neither instigated plots nor
extensively corrupted the island’s slaves, and white inhabitants slowly grew accustomed to non
slave, non-white Bermudians. The transference of many Bermudian slaves to the Turks Islands
also must have had an effect on the slave population because it prompted greater disruption of
slave families which might have fostered resentment, but the salt islands also served as an outlet
for slaves who might have been trouble makers. The majority of the male slaves left in Bermuda in
the late 1760s and 1770s were highly skilled and necessary' craftsmen who had families,
responsibilities, shares in their owm work, and thus a measure of prosperity', while those with less

London Magazine (1762). 87-88. The printed account was based on news of the Bermuda plot
that came via New York, and was thus third-hand information. It states that the plot had been planned for
six months and that the slaves were set to rise up on Oct. 14. two days after Vickers overheard Nat’s
conversation. It should be noted that Vickers w'as at the time accompanied by his mothers’ slave woman,
Frank, who may have led him to overhear the group.
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attachments and skills raked salt in the Turks and Caicos Islands.88
The composition of Bermuda’s slave community and the reasons for the low level of
resistance and rebellion within the colony support a theory advanced by Philip Morgan to explain
the quiescence of South Carolina slaves after Stono’s Rebellion in 1739. Drawing on the work of
Barry Higman, Morgan contends that if "‘the relative absence of overt resistance can be linked to
the degree to which slaves could create a predictable and orderly world, then the acquisition of
skills and preferred positions, much like the creation of dense kin and family ties should be seen as
part of that process. Skills and privileged positions . . . gave slaves a sense of responsibility, a
measure of self-esteem and a degree of freedom." Male Bermudian slaves possessed valued skills
that mitigated their treatment, enjoyed a degree of freedom of expression in their dress and
expenditures, and took pride in their w’ork as craftsmen and mariners. Female Bermudian slaves
formed the centers of extended families, sustained long-term relationships with their white
mistresses, and worked together to raise children and complete the many tasks needed to
successfully maintain a household. Under normal conditions, the lives and labors of Bermuda’s
white and black men and w'omen were predictable, reciprocal, and integrated, despite the fact that
work was generally geographically segregated by sex. It was only in times of war that economic
downturns and the alteration of habitual trade patterns severely disrupted the normal workings of
Bermuda’s social relationships and subsistence system to a degree that might prompt some slaves
to become disgruntled enough to murmur about rebellion. Bermuda's maritime economy gave
everyone a stake in the island’s future and all a share in its prosperity' (albeit unevenly distributed),
“The timing of the Board of Trade’s decision to strike down Heydon’s law is significant, for it
occurred during the first awakening of practical emancipationist sentiment in London. Christopher
Brown notes that the first scheme to abolish slavery in a British colony was penned at around this time by
Maurice Morgann, private secretary' to the earl of Shelburne, president of the Board of Trade in the
Spring and Summer of 1763; Brown. “An Empire Without Slaves: British Concepts of Emancipation in
the Revolutionary Era,” Colloquium paper presented at the Oinohundro Institute of Early American
History and Culture, 31 March 1998. 7-8.
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which fundamentally differed from the operation of plantation systems in which slaves were pushed
hard and received only bare subsistence for their efforts. In the century before the American
Revolution, every old sugar island in the British West Indies suffered at least one revolt involving
dozens, if not hundreds, o f slaves: Barbados suffered five between 1675 and 1701, and Jamaica no
less than twelve in the same period. Bermuda's two alleged conspiracies pale in comparison to the
carnage unleashed when frustrated and exploited African slaves in the West Indies rose up against
their masters. Bermudian slaves, in contrast, were Bermudians first and foremost, and worked
within an island economy that gave them a degree of mobility, prosperity, and pride rather than
trying to overthrow it. Bermuda enjoyed a remarkable level of peace and stability chiefly because
its economy successfully married slavery and capitalism.*9

The institution of slavery in Bermuda functioned smoothly and efficiently for a number of
reasons that were unique to the colony: its extensively creole population, the racially integrated
nature of living space and workplace, the close personal nature of master-slave interaction, genuine
affection that crossed racial lines on a number of levels, the enforced intimacy and collective
character of shipboard life, extensive family ties within the slave community and sustained linkages
between black families and the white families who owned them for generations, the shared-wage
nature of slave labor that provided economic incentives to unfree workers, and the small size and
high density o f settlement on the island. White Bermudians recognized their dependence on the
labor of their slaves at sea and in the home, and strove to keep their slaves happy and bind them
more tightly to them through trust and incentives. Bermudian slaves lived in a highly personal
world shaped by face-to-face encounters rather than laws or stria regimens, and were considered

"Philip Morgan, “Colonial South Carolina Runaways. 63; Craton. Testing the Chains. 335-39.
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individuals rather than property by their masters. The very act of recognizing the humanity of their
slaves separated Bermudians from the owners of large plantations in the West Indies and
elsewhere, and underscored the foundation upon which Bermudian slavery' rested. But perhaps the
most important lesson that historians can glean from the workings of slavery in Bermuda is an
appreciation of the malleability of the institution and an awareness that, at least in one colony, it
was less a cohesive system and more the sum of countless individual and daily transactions,
constantly in the process of negotiation within the island's shipyards, homes, and sloops.

Patriarchs and Matriarchs: The Twilight Years

The life-cycles followed by Bermudian men and women began with the common ground of
childhood, in which black and white boys and girls grewr up, played, and went to school together.
The paths of girls and boys diverged when they entered adolescence as men took to the sea and
women prepared to marry and set up households of their own. Marriage in their late teens or early
twenties joined seafaring husbands to sedentary wives and established the bonds that would draw
white and black sailors home year after year —if only for long enough to father another child. The
wide and dangerous world occupied by Bermudian mariners provided the earnings that kept the
island’s economy afloat, but Bermudian women played no less demanding roles raising families
and managing businesses and households. Indeed, the activities of Bermudian men and women
mirrored the complementary and interdependent maritime and domestic economies that supported
the colony. The families they formed generation after generation kept alive the old names and
memories of the colony’s first white and black inhabitants and instilled in all a unique identity and
a pride for their island home.
Perhaps no group was more important in maintaining these traditions and memories than
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the colony’s elderly population, composed of old men who survived a lifetime of dangers at sea and
women who successfully negotiated the risks of childbirth and lived through the epidemics that
periodically swept through the colony. Assuming that most of the men who were not included in
the muster rolls were over the age of service rather than disabled, about 10% of the male
population was over sixty years of age (see Appendix 10). Census figures do not allow us to
assess the age of Bermudian women, but it is probable that there was a greater proportion of
women over sixty, since life on the island was less hazardous than life at sea. Bermuda’s many
elderly residents presided over large and extended families and passed on skills and traditions to
later generations. Old and well-respected merchants and retired ship captains formed the backbone
of Bermuda’s colonial government; they spent all their time in the colony and thus were on hand to
participate in policy-making while their sons and grandsons roved the seas in pursuit of trade.
These venerable councillors and assemblymen also served as role models to which younger
generations of mariners might aspire —squires comfortably settled on family estates, surrounded
by family, slaves, and cedar trees. Elderly Bermudian women were more often than not widows.
They also passed down traditions and skills to younger generations and exerted influence over their
progeny.
Church records reveal that some Bermudians lived to prodigious ages. As early as 1668,
Richard Stafford boasted to the Royal Society that "many live till they are nigh a hundred, but few
above, And when they dye, 'tis age and weakness, that is the cause, and not any disease that
attends them.” Pembroke residents Richard Richardson and Richard Sanders were probably
among Bermuda’s earliest colonists; they died in 1706 at the age of 98, and 1692 aged 103,
respectively. St. Georgian widow Elizabeth Jacobs u'as 93 when she died in 1787, after outliving
two husbands. Tucker’s Town residents Edward Graisburv died at 109 and widow Sarah Richards
died at 107 in 1790. But St. Davids widow Martha Hayward surpassed them all, reaching the age
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of 114 before she died on March 15, 1791, leaving a daughter and many grandchildren and great
grandchildren. She enjoyed good health throughout her life and retained her faculties to the end.
Her obituary mentioned that in her youth she was famous for her skill in weaving platt and had sent
a hat to Queen Anne as a present. Having amassed sufficient wealth or a family to care for them in
their old age, many white Bermudians could look forward to a long life in the island’s kind climate
after retiring. Incredibly, there were probably a couple of dozen Bermudians alive on the eve of the
American Revolution who could remember when planters still extensively cultivated tobacco and
the island was administered by a company based in London. With such penetrating, personal links
to the distant past, Bermudians appreciated their claim to being one of England’s oldest colonies in
ways that Virginians could not.*’
Less is known about how elderly slaves fared, but it appears they were cared for after a
life of good service, rather than set free to fend for themselves or sold abroad. As early as 1655,
the Somers Island Company set aside a portion of Longbird Island in St. George’s parish for '“the
Colony negroes which through age are growne past labor & unserviceable,” but left it up to the
individual slaves whether they wished to move there or not. Slaves belonging to the Crown reached
considerable ages; a 1695 inventory lists slaves Silly [Celia], age 70, Old Zachery, 75, and Old
Gwin, 80 —perhaps some of the first blacks to be bom on the island. As longstanding members of
white households, Bermudian slaves were maintained and cared for in their old age even though no
law of the colony compelled it; they tended fields and livestock and performed work within their
capacity. They undoubtedly functioned as the collective memory of the slave community,

’“Stafford to Royal Society in Lefrov. 11:265: Hallctt. Earlv Bermuda Records. 38, 184-85. 189;
Bermuda Gazette. 19 May 1791: E.A. McCallan. Life on Old St. David’s (Hamilton. Bermuda. 1948), 3738. Martha Hayward is reputed to have lived in Carter House on St. David’s Island, an early 18th-century
house that was one of the few that survived the construction of the U.S. military airfield in 1941-43. The
building is a good example of a modest, early stone vernacular residence built into a hillside that in its
earliest form had a gable roofed hall and parlor over cellar, flanked by two buttressing chimneys.
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recounting a lifetime of experiences and observations in ports around the Atlantic world (in the
case of slave mariners) or witnessing generations of white and black Bermudians being bom and
educated, maturing and marrying within the island. The lives of old slaves functioned as yardsticks
from which younger slaves could assess the present while they inherited traditions and cultural
survivals from their distant African past.91
Death came to white and black Bermudians in a variety of ways: through shipwreck,
disease, accidents, childbirth, and old age. Those who perished on the sea went to a watery grave
and left no lasting marker in the colony. Sailors who died in foreign ports more often than not
wound up in a potter’s field or in an unmarked grave. Those who died at home in Bermuda were
interred in one of two places. Graveyards surround each of Bermuda’s nine parish churches and
were the final resting places of many inhabitants. In stark contrast with the rest of Bermudian life,
the island’s churches and graveyards were racially segregated. The western portion of St.
George’s Parish churchyard, for instance, was designated the “Negro Burial Ground” as early as
1707. After a lifetime spent together aboard ship, in workshops and in households, masters and
slaves were separated in death. Other Bermudians were buried in small family cemeteries on
shares of land dynastically passed from generation to generation or, in some cases, within the very
walls of their ancestral homes. These private family graveyards were far more likely to have been
racially integrated, reflecting the composition of the extended white and black families who lived
and died on the same estate. Bermudian funerals were simple affairs held in parish churches or the
country seats, followed by wakes in which rum punch and Madeira wine flowed freely. The graves
themselves were almost always dug by slaves, who received rum punch for their services, and were
usually shallow because Bermuda’s limestone bedrock was usually only a foot or two below the

,lLefroy 11:52; PRO CO 37/2:11. 235 (Gwvn and Zachery were still alive in 1699); Journal of the
House of Lords.'XXXVUI: 5772.
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surface of the ground. Churchwardens and families planted rosemary, sweet marjoram, marigolds,
thyme, and other spices over these shallow graves to deter animals from digging up deceased loved
ones. This practice caused “a sort of sacrilidge” observed by Governor Sir Robert Robinson in
1687, in which “sundry [persons] resort to ye churchyard for pott [cooking] hearbs.” The dead did
not mind, however, and to this day one can still find oregano, dill, rosemary, fennel and other
plants growing wild in old churchyards.92

With death, the cycle of life in Bermuda was brought to a close. For much of their lives,
gender had divided the worlds of Bermudians and produced vastly different life experiences and
workplace, but these male and female worlds complemented each other. The family was the point
of intersection and the common ground where these two worlds overlapped. Bermudian mariners
gathered wealth from sunken ships, captured prizes, profits from trade and in payment for services
rendered to foreign merchants and came home (those that came home) with money and goods to
better furnish their ancestral houses. They were literal bread-winners who brought home the
foodstuffs that fed the island for three-quarters of the year. In their absence, their wives assumed
many of the activities that men had formerly done during the tobacco years, and new tasks like
directing their own shipping ventures. The island's many widows profited from commercial

“PRO CO 40/lA:I04. An itemized list of expenses for the funeral of Thomas Love in Nov. 1661
included £1 for a coffin. 9s. for a “\vinding sheet” (shroud). 3s. for 6 lbs. of butter for cakes. £3.15.0 for 15
gal. wine, 9s.4d. for 14 lbs. white sugar, and ls.6d. for a quart of brandy at the funeral: BCR 5A:19r. The
author monitored street excavations on Queen and Church Streets in St. George’s in February-March
1994 that bisected three graves. In each case, there was less than two feet of soil and the bottom of the
graves were cut into bedrock (up to 18 inches) to attain sufficient depth. The graves lacked coffins and
the bodies were positioned with feet facing west: this orientation, in conjunction with the fact that they
were buried beneath streets, suggests that the individuals interred may have been felons executed for
crimes. The mid-17th century grave of a woman. 25-40 years old and buried in a shroud with no coffin,
was discovered during an archaeological excavation in the summer of 1991 nearby to the north of Stewart
Hall She was similarly buried with feet facing west and the soil above the skeleton was plowed, pointing
to an unmarked grave and suggesting that she might also have been an executed felon. See Michael
Jarvis, “An Archival Assessment of Stewart Hall.” 86-102.
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activities and the manufacture of platt and other exports, and channeled their earnings into the
purchase of land and slaves. Deputy husbands and independent widows capably ran the "island of
women” while Bermudian mariners were away at sea.
The highly unusual form of slavery that prevailed in Bermuda evolved from the home
grown institution of the tobacco era and had ancient roots. In Bermuda’s extensively racially
integrated society, native-born slaves had much in common with their white masters and many
incentives to work. Their liberties, stability, mobility, consumerism and prosperity, stood in
marked contrast to that which most enslaved Africans enjoyed elsewhere throughout the Atlantic
world, and Bermudian slave sailors were well situated to appreciate this. Bermudian society on the
eve of the American Revolution was. paradoxically, both highly individualized and deeply
communal. Distinctions in dress, career, and ambition brought out that which was unique about
each individual. Despite the collective nature of maritime life, individual sailors competed with
each other for advancement to mate and master, and less formally in dance, song, and exploits in
ports abroad. Bermudian women likewise competed with each other for marriage partners and to
stand out among their peers in the island’s balls and churches. But underlying individual actions
was an extensive network of kinship relations and familial obligations over a century old that
formed the context in which individuals lived their lives: ancestry, inheritance, longstanding
paternalistic bonds between slaves and masters, and the vernacular traditions of a colony that was
a century and a half old. A common Bermudian identity’ was strong enough to link the islanders
with cousins who had emigrated elsewhere in the Atlantic world years earlier and underlay the
basis of the colony’s trans-oceanic commercial system. Individual initiative and deep traditions
gave Bermuda the ability to adapt and the stability to survive in a pan-Atlantic political and
economic environment that was constantly in flux.
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Composed of several separate but complementary and integrated segments, Bermuda’s
eighteenth-century society mirrored the structure of its maritime economy. Just as shipbuilding,
salt raking, speculative and carrying trades, privateering, fishing, whaling, and domestic
production together enabled the colony to survive and thrive in times of peace and war, the island’s
ship captains, white and black sailors, independent widows, wives acting as "deputy husbands,”
craftsmen, and skilled slaves who composed Bermudian society' labored at a wide range of tasks in
order to sustain and perpetuate the vast and sprawling family that was the island. Although they
occupied different spaces and were subject to the peculiar stresses of their workplaces, the labors
of black and white Bermudian men and women complemented each other and allowed each to
specialize in particular fields. To be sure, the same hierarchies that established men above women
and white above black existed in Bermuda, but the social and economic integration vital to the
colony’s success made boundaries more flexible. Roles and identities were individually negotiated
within long standing family contexts and shaped by expediency and opportunism, rather than
conceived within an overarching natural philosophy or Great Chain of Life. As Bermuda
refashioned its economy in die maritime revolution. Bermudians reinvented their society to match
the demands of that economy, and the roles and labors of women and slaves expanded to meet
economic imperatives. Bermuda's independent, property-owning women and prosperous, wageearning slaves on the eve of the American Revolution had few' counterparts in other colonies and
owed their position to the peculiar nature of Bermuda's geography and economy, but their example
dismissed philosophical claims that discounted their capacity to learn and succeed. The survival
and prosperity of Bermuda depended not only on the fortunes of the island’s mariners, but upon the
success of all the elements o f its colonial society.
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PART IV
BERMUDA AND THE ATLANTIC WORLD IN FLUX, 1775-1800

The American Revolution fundamentally shattered the unity of Britain’s colonial empire in
America and with it, Bermuda’s habitual trade patterns. The colony was tom between cultural
affinity, kinship ties, and economic connections with the rebellious colonies and its ancient link to
England. The island’s acute vulnerability to the Royal Navy, more than anything else, prompted
Bermudians to decline union with the North American colonies, but they did send delegates to the
First Continental Congress —the only non-revolting British colony to do so. During the war, the
colony suffered a sharp constriction in its trade and at times was brought to the edge of famine, but
many of Bermuda’s ship captains made vital contributions to the American war effort by
sm uggling

salt and gunpowder into North American ports. In 1778-79, the arrival of a sizable

number of American Loyalists initiated a contest for the political orientation of Bermuda, that, by
1780, was decided in favor of active support for the Crown. During the final years of the war,
Bermuda was an effective base for privateers that preyed upon American shipping and captured
those Bermudians who persisted in smuggling to the Americans. Pro-American Bermudians and
Loyalists alike had a common foe in France and Spain after those nations entered the conflict and
by 1783, Bermuda had established a reputation for loyalty that overshadowed the colony’s earlier
aid to America’s rebellious colonies.
After the Peace of Paris, Bermuda reinvented its position within Great Britain’s now
much-altered American empire. Equidistant from the Canadian Maritime provinces and the West
677
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Indies, British ministers and the Lords of Admiralty appreciated the strategic importance of the
island, which was garrisoned accordingly. After 1795, the Royal Navy established a dockyard that
would eventually grow to become the largest facilities outside of Great Britain. Bermudians
suffered from the loss of their trade with the United States, but profited by freighting goods
between Canada and the Caribbean, hunting whales in the South Seas, and pioneering the China
Trade across the Pacific. The influx of British military personnel altered the configuration of
island society by implanting an alternate, officer elite in the colony and by correcting the earlier
demographic imbalance during the maritime years that had produced a female majority.
Economically and culturally, Bermuda became much more closely tied to Britain. British
cosmopolitan culture increasingly dominated the island’s material culture, architecture, speech,
dress, and society, as earlier vernacular traditions that had evolved since the early seventeenth
century were cast aside. The islanders proved their devotion to the Crown in 1793-95, when its
mariners outfitted an extensive fleet of privateers, which enjoyed great success against the French
and Spanish in the West Indies and again in 1814, when Bermuda served as the staging ground
from which the British attack on Baltimore and Washington, D.C., was launched.
As Bermuda’s maritime economy altered to accommodate the new and independent United
States, economic competition, an increasing free black population, the legacy of St. Domingue,
more exploitative uses o f slave labor, the dissemination of new racial attitudes, and the corporate
ownership of slaves fostered tensions between Bermuda's white and black inhabitants and
extensively eroded the earlier, generally cooperative and integrated working of the slave system
before the American Revolution. Segregation in education and living space became increasingly
widespread in the nineteenth century, and by the time slavery was finally abolished in 1834,
Bermuda had effectively outgrown its slave labor system. It was one of only two British colonies
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to enact a full and immediate emancipation.1
By 1800, Bermuda was perhaps more British that it had ever been in its long history.
Chameleon-like, the tiny colony continued to flexibly reorganize its economic activities to suit
conditions in the changing Atlantic world, and culturally reinvent itself as the influence of Britain
eclipsed that of North America. As Bermuda entered the nineteenth century, its society was more
multi-cultural than ever, blending West Indian, North American, and British elements with those
inherited from the colony’s past. After the War of 1812 and the expansion of American shipping,
shipbuilding in Bermuda declined sharply and virtually ceased after the introduction of steam
vessels. The colony came full-circle with a return to agriculture in the nineteenth century, as
Bermudians raised provisions to feed the British troops garrisoned on the island and to export to
burgeoning port cities like New York, Boston, and Philadelphia on the eastern seaboard of the
United States.
Part IV examines Bermuda's fortunes during and after the American Revolution, as the
colony struggled to remain as neutral as possible in a divisive war and troubled peace that split the
Atlantic World in two. Chapter 9 chronicles Bermuda's role in the American Revolution and
charts the colony’s progression from active abettors of the rebellious colonies in 1775 to loyal
subjects of the Crown whose privateers plundered American shipping by 1783. Throughout the
war, Bermudian loyalties lay mostly to their colony and the imperative of maintaining a sufficient
supply of food for an island that did not growr enough to feed itself. Its merchant fleet
opportunistically traded with both the Americans and the British forces during the Revolution, and
more than a few Bermudians profited from a conflict that ruined many. An Epilogue addresses the

‘Antigua was the odier. but J.H. Parry and others argue that by 1834, blacks were so completely
dependent on planters in that colony that the white elite suffered no loss of labor or control. All other
British West Indian colonies opted for an apprenticeship scheme, which effectively perpetuated slavery
until at least 1838; Parry, Sherlock, and Maingot, Short History of the West Indies. 163-77.
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way in which Bermudians adapted their economy to the post-1783 Atlantic world by integrating
new regional markets and exploring alternative commercial ventures like whaling and fishing. The
revolution in Haiti and the fortification and garrisoning of the island by the British military had a
profound impact on racial relations and cultural allegiance in the colony; by the early nineteenth
century, the slave labor system and maritime pursuits were becoming increasingly irrelevant to the
colony’s altered role within the second British empire. Changes as profound as the maritime
revolution of the 1680s swept through the island's society as the colony’s merchant fleet dwindled
in numbers and the sturdy stone walls of British military ramparts, dockyards, and barracks rose to
make Bermuda an impregnable fortress and a sentry post from which to monitor the United States.
The dissertation concludes by connecting Bermuda’s eighteenth-century maritime past with its
modem, prosperous, and commercial present to underscore the enduring traits that run through the
colony’s history as it approaches its four hundredth anniversary.
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CHAPTER 9
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: THE END OF BERMUDIAN INDEPENDENCE

In the century before the American Revolution, the key element of Bermuda’s maritime
economy and society was integration. Its mariners and merchants linked regional colonial markets
and exploited a wide range of commercial pursuits that included whaling, wrecking, salt raking,
smuggling, and privateering in addition to the speculative and earning trades. Its economy
integrated slave labor and free labor in the construction and operation of the island’s sloops and
black and white workers lived and labored side by side in Bermudian ships, shipyards, and
households. The domestic production and commercial activities of women within the island
complemented the ventures of their seafaring husbands and sons in the wide Atlantic. By 1775,
Bermuda was a nation of specialists w'ho functioned efficiently in their own niches, and the colony
survived and prospered chiefly because of the smooth working of the interdependent elements
within the system. The conflict between Great Britain and her North American colonies
fundamentally shattered that system by exploding its parts and separating the mutually dependent
avenues of Bermudian trade.
During the American Revolution, Bermuda was caught betwixt and between the Scylla of
famine and slave revolt if deprived of food from North America, and the Charvbdis of British naval
invasion were the colony to side with its rebellious neighbors to the west. Loyal chiefly to
themselves, Bermudians struggled throughout the war to salvage what they could of their pre-war
trade network and exploit new lucrative ventures as they presented themselves. For love and
681
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money, Bermudians lent considerable and hitherto unappreciated support to the American war
effort by smuggling vital gunpowder and salt into the United States —supplies that helped keep
Washington’s army in the field early in the Revolution. As the war shifted south and foreign
powers entered the fray, Bermudian loyalties became mixed as the colony’s vessels fell prey to
both British frigates and privateers who branded them rebels and French and American warships
who considered them British. After Yorktown, Bermudians were led by immigrant American
Loyalists to outfit privateers that indiscriminately took French, Spanish, and American prizes and
ended the war with not only an impressive number of captures to attest to their loyalty to King
George, but also with the wealth these prizes brought. This chapter explores the roots of
Bermudian political ambivalence and the fate of the colony during the American Revolution.2

Tempests in Teapots: Bermudian Politics, 1700-1770

The political system in place in Bermuda on the eve of the American Revolution had not
essentially changed in its elements since the first assembly was convened in 1620. The colonial
government consisted of a governor, his council, and an elected assembly of four men from each of
the nine parishes. During the Somers Island Company period, the company appointed the governor
and a councillor from each of the parishes to see to the daily administration of the colony.
Members o f the island’s clergy and former governors also sat as councillors. The governor called

2A small historiography exists that addresses Bermuda’s fortunes during the American
Revolution. William F. Williams includes a brief account of events in An Historical and Statistical
Account of Bermuda (London, 1848), 90-100. Isaac Greenwood’s brief “Bermuda During the American
Revolution,” NEHGR 50:441-45 (1896) was followed by Wilfred B. Kerr’s monograph, Bermuda and the
American Revolution. 1760-1783 (Princeton, 1936), still the best work on the period. Henry Wilkinson
covers the war in Bermuda in the Old Empire. 375-435 (with some factual errors) and “They Built Small
Ships of Cedar: Bermuda and American Independence.” in Charles Toth, ed.. The American Revolution
and the West Indies (Tort Washington, NY. 1975). 151-67.
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an assembly when he deemed it necessary to draft laws for the colony (subject to both his approval
and that of the company in London), but ruled mostly through proclamations and orders in council.
The shift in administration from company to Crown in 1684 resulted in a slight change to the office
of governor (commissioned by the Crown and answ'erable to the Lords of Trade and Plantations)
and structure of the council (after 1684 to consist of ten members appointed for life whose seats
were not linked to their parish of residence), but the assembly remained unaltered.
Bermudians initially found that government under the Crown left much to be desired.
Between 1684 and 1700, Bermuda was administered by five governors who were at best
incompetent and at worst downright corrupt. With the arrival of Governor Benjamin Bennett in
1701, the quality and ability of Bermuda’s governors improved sharply. During the 75 years that
preceded the American Revolution, the colony’s executive officers enjoyed long and relatively
peaceful terms in office; four had military backgrounds, and the two Popple brothers were sons of
the secretary to the Board of Trade, intelligent and refined gentlemen of breeding and ability. After
a turbulent transitional period. Bermudian politics settled into predictable patterns shaped mostly
by local concerns. Over the course of the eighteenth century, the political power possessed by the
council under the Somers Island Company gradually eroded as the colonial assembly asserted its
rights to control finances and draft legislation. Within the assembly, family factions and interest
groups contended over stormy local issues and at times debates became so heated that neither
faction would meet to form a quorum in the house. Bermuda’s able governors became frustrated
by a contentious and oligarchic body politic in which there was little turnover, for most of the same
assemblymen were returned after each election. The story of Bermudian politics in the decades
leading up to the American Revolution is one of tempests in teapots —heated debates over minor
issues that often devolved into personal battles on an island where virtually everyone was related to
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each other.3
Captain Benjamin Bennett succeeded Samuel Day as governor in 1701, displacing an
executive who was entirely unpopular and a thief to boot: through the political suasion o f his
father, Sir Thomas Day, mayor of Bristol, Samuel Day got the Crown to grant him the recently
completed governor’s mansion in St. George’s, erected using public funds, labor, and materials.
Bennett took other accommodations as a battle over ownership of the mansion ensued. The
governor was a military man who had previously commanded a company in Ireland and had a wellplaced brother in Queen Anne’s household. He came over with the Independent Company of Foot,
a small detachment of the Coldstream Guards. When its commander, Captain Lancelot Sandys,
died in 1705, Bennett assumed command. After a decade and a half of corrupt administrations,
Bermudians were happy to be governed by a disciplined professional. Bennett further endeared
himself to the colony by discharging Edward Jones, the Provost Marshal and Secretary sent out
from England, who had made himself obnoxious by demanding bribes and arbitrarily seizing
property. Bermudian merchants and mariners were especially grateful to Bennett for waiving the
requirement that all vessels load and unload only in St. George’s Harbour. He was briefly replaced
as governor in 1713-15 by Henry Pullein. but was reappointed after Pullein died in an epidemic.
During his lengthy tenure, Bennett made over 100 land grants in St. George’s that were
instrumental in transforming the old capital into a successful commercial port, extensively drilled
the island’s militia and added several fortifications, waged a reasonably successful war against
3On Bermudian politics from 1684-1700. see chapter 5: Henry Wilkinson exhaustively addresses
Bermudian political personalities and wrangles throughout the eighteenth century and devotes far more
detail to the subject than will be provided here. Interested readers are referred to his “The Governor, the
Council & Assembly in Bermuda during the First Half of the XVIIIth Century,” BHO 2:69 (1945) and
Bermuda in the Old Empire (Oxford. 1950) for a more comprehensive treatment of Bermuda’s colonial
government and its political elite. Bermuda’s Minutes of Council. 1684-1766, are reprinted serially in
BHO 1-38 (1944-81) and Bermuda Journal of Archaeology and Maritime History. 1-8 (1989-96). For the
assembly, see Ancient Journals of the House of Assembly of Bermuda from 1691-1785. 4 vols., (Hamilton,
1890).
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piracy, and turned a blind eye to Bermuda’s illicit trade with the French and Dutch in the West
Indies —mainly because he himself traded on the side in his own behalf. He was well-liked in
Bermuda for his none-too-vigorous administration during a period of prosperity.4
In 1721, Bennett was replaced by John Hope, another military man who had recently
completed a diplomatic mission to the Swedish court (figure 9-i). The Scottish Hope was the son
of the baronet o f Craighall and heir to Sir William Bruce of Kinross, and owed his commission as
governor of Bermuda as much to his connection to Lord Carteret, then Secretary of State, as to his
abilities and pedigree. Hope found the colonial treasury virtually bankrupt upon his arrival.
During the Somers Island Company period public expenses were met by an annual poll tax on
tobacco, but after Bermudians abandoned tobacco cultivation there was nothing substantial
produced on the island to tax. In the 1690s, the assembly had implemented duties on imported rum
and collected a gunpowder fee (in actual powder or its monetary equivalent) on all incoming
vessels for the island’s defenses, but this raised little money. During Bennett’s administration,
some funds had been collected from the Crown's one-third share of prizes captured by Bermuda
privateers during Queen Anne's War, but most of this money had been spent by Bennett on a
protracted legal battle between him and Edward Jones, the Secretary he had dismissed for
corruption. To restore the bankrupt government Hope sought to impose a 5% duty on all drygoods
and manufactures imported from Great Britain, which Bermudians were willing to pay. But his
proposal raised a hue and cry in London from British exporters who objected to any legislation that
hindered the flow of goods from the mother country to the colonies and rightly complained that the

4CSP(DS), W&M 4:231. In 1693, Benjamin Bennett was a captain in Percy Kirke’s company in
the earl of Danby’s First Marine Regiment of Foot. Bennett's brother, John, was Queen Anne’s Sergeantat-Arms, Stewart of the Marshalcy. and a judge of the palace court in 1706. when he was knighted, W.A.
Shaw, Knights of England. 2 vols. (London. 1906). 11:275.1am grateful to Prof. Steven S. Webb for
identifying the regiment of the unit posted to Bermuda. Bennett’s tenure in government is covered in
PRO CO 37/3-9; 40/2-3, and Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 47-62.
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Figure 9-1. Portrait of Governor John Hope [later Sir John Hope Bruce] in 1718
(Courtesy. Heinz Arclme. National Portrait Gallon, ).
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proposed Bermuda act would set a dangerous precedent for other, larger colonies. Hope staunchly
defended his proposed duty as the only means to revive Bermuda’s government: “it signifies no
more what’s done here in relation to the trade of Great Britain that what is done on the moon . . .
these people must have it if there was 100% duty upon them or they must go naked.” Nevertheless,
the act was disallowed. For all his efforts, Hope was not popular in Bermuda and found the
islanders “a damned disagreeable pack to deal with.” His sufferings were compounded by the loss
of his wife, Charlotte, to a chronic illness in 1726. The following year, he was elected Member of
Parliament for Kinrossshire and returned to England, leaving Bermuda’s government as penniless
as it had been upon his arrival and with no sign of improvement.5
Bermuda’s government devolved to John Trimingham, President of Council, from May
1727 when Hope left until John Pitt, his successor, arrived in September 1728, . Pitt, a member of
the famous Parliamentarian family, was a lack-luster governor who did little but complain of
Bermuda’s poverty (figure 9-2). He largely deferred to Bermuda’s leading families and ignored
irregularities in trade and shipping. The council and assembly, happy to be left to their own
devices, bestowed monetary gifts on Pitt and took charge of the prosecution of Sarah Bassett and
other slaves suspected of poisonings in 1730. John Pitt used his poor health as an excuse to be
recalled in 1737 after a mediocre administration in which Bermuda's government had grown used

’Hope served in the Grenadier Guards and Horse Grenadiers under the duke of Marlborough
before the Swedish mission. After Bermuda. Hope’s career rebounded. He attained the ranks of Major
General in 1754 and Lieut. General in 1758. sewed as MP for Kinrossshire 1727-34 and 1741-47, and
was eventually knighted; DNB 3:109. His tenure in Bermuda is covered in PRO CO 37/9-12 and his
private letter book and a copy of his minutes of council are preserved in the Bodleian Library, Mss.
Rawlinson A484 and C170. Hope suspected Bennett and his collector, Thomas Brooke, of embezzling
£400-500 from the Crown’s third on prizes and vessels condemned for illegal trade but could not prove it,
Rawl. A 484:15, 21-22, 29. Hope’s 5% duty was opposed in London by merchants John Blackwood, John
East, Jonathan Askew, and Edward Jones (the displaced secretary); CSP (C) 33:519. See also Wilkinson,
Bermuda in the Old Empire. 69-107.
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Figure 9-2 Governor John Pitt and family (Courtesy. Heinz Archive. National Portrait
Gallery)
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to near-autonomy but had increased its public debt to over £700 in the process.0
Alured Popple next took the reigns of Bermuda's government and arrived in July 1738.
Popple was highly informed in colonial affairs, for he had previously served as secretary to the
Board of Trade, a post his father and grandfather had held before him. He was rightly considered
a gentleman by Bermuda’s elite and was welcomed to the island with a great show of civility.
Popple immediately set to work repairing the fortifications that Pitt had let crumble and raising
revenue through new taxes on ships, bachelors, and horses. He mistrusted his council, whom he
found too "‘nearly [closely] related” to one another, and early detected Bermudian smuggling at the
west end of the island, but was powerless to stop it. Nonetheless, Popple was very popular in the
colony for his advocacy to England of Bermuda's strategic importance and his defense before the
Board of Trade of Bermuda's right to rake salt in the Turks and Caicos Islands in the face of
Bahamian claims of jurisdiction. In 1741, an apparent generational shift in the constitution of the
Bermuda assembly introduced a number of young members, and during the December session,
“they rais’d themselves to such a Degree of Heat” that Popple was forced to dissolve them. These
“young gentlemen lately elected” paralleled (or perhaps emulated) political trends in England,
where an opposition party rose around war hero Admiral Edward Vernon. Popple complained that
they “have so much mistaken opposition for Patriotism that they generally dislike everything not
propos’d by themselves,” and certainly all measures suggested by the much older members of
council. For the next three years, the council and assembly feuded over the auditing of past public
accounts, efforts to repair forts, bridges, and the governor's mansion, the wording of a bill to

The scant amount of correspondence covering John Pitt’s ten-year administration is in PRO CO
37/12. His reports are few and vague: his answers to the Board of Trade’s queries in 1731 was virtually a
word-for-word copy of the report he submitted in 1729. 12:45-44. 92-96. On March 25, 1737, he wrote
that his health was “very much decay’d” and asked to be recalled. His successor, Alured Popple, was
commissioned on 13 Oct 1737: CO 37/13:16.
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prevent smallpox, and the salaries of minor officials. In 1742 the assembly, led by rising political
star Henry Tucker of Southampton (figure 9-3), insisted on its right to appoint a ten-member board
to oversee public expenditures and refused to release any money from the treasury until the
governor assented. The issue was still not resolved until Alured Popple died suddenly of an illness
in St. George’s in 1744.7
Alured Popple was succeeded by his younger brother, William, who was familiar with
Bermudian politics through his brother’s letters home. He was commissioned as governor in 1745,
but arrived in Bermuda over two years later in June 1747; in the intervening gap, Bermudian
politicians had minutely examined Alured Popple’s commission to determine the full extent of a
governor’s powers, and were thus armed when William Popple arrived to assume the post.8
Relations between the new governor and the assembly immediately got off to a bad start when the
governor reinstated the requirement that all ships load and unload only in St. George’s Harbour
and refused to adjourn the assembly until they granted him a salary, confining its members in the
capital when they would rather be in their homes in die western parishes or freighting goods
abroad. The new governor recognized that the assembly was "the tool of two or three leading
men,” (Henry and John Tucker, Robert Browme) who promoted a "mutinous disposition.” In
February 1748, after four months of obstinately refusing to grant Popple his salary, the assembly

TAlured Popple’s administration is covered in PRO CO 37/13-14 (but see esp. 13:54, 74, 83, 180;
14:11, 35, 58, 81-84, 115, 148) and Wilkinson, 114-15, 195-202. Popple died in Nov. 1744 and was
honored by the vestry of St. George’s with a monumental tomb to the north of the church. BOW8:1;
ANG/SG/PVl:81v. His probate inventory reveals Popple to be a man of some refinement and an amateur
scientist He had a vast library of over 500 scholarly volumes, plays, music books, and magazines that
reflected his catholic tastes and a number of exotic (for Bermuda) items that included an organ and two
fiddles, a cross staff nocturnal, ring and universal dial, "camera obscura,” microscope, “a machine for
trying powder,” a spyglass, "An universal perpetual Mathematical instrument” an “assimilio or armillary
sphere,” and a sedan chair, among other things. BOW8:18-28. On British opposition politics and the rise
of Admiral Vernon, see Kathleen Wilson. "Empire. Trade and Popular Politics in Mid-Hanoverian
Britain: The Case of Admiral Vernon,” Past and Present 121:74-109.
®PROCO 37/19:39-45.
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Figure 9-3. Portrait of Col Heim Tucker of The Grove. Southampton. Agent for the
Assemblv, painted by Joseph Blackburn in 1753 (Courtesy. Bemuida National Trust).
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unconstitutionally dissolved itself and went home. New elections were held but members sufficient
to make a quorum refused to attend —a strategy that body would use effectively paralyze the
colony’s government on and off for the next thirty' —and all the while the council remained passive.
In May 1748, the new assembly eventually met and granted Popple his salary but protested the
requirement to load and unload at St. George's.9
The next attack on Popple came from the council in October, who demanded the right to
assent jointly to the governor’s appointments of civil officers; when he refused, several councillors
resigned their commissions as justices. Popple used this defection to his own end, however, by
appointing opposition leaders John Tucker to the post of chief justice, and Henry Tucker and John
Jennings as assistant justices; thereafter the assembly was far more quiescent.10 Tension further
eased when Popple received permission from the Board of Trade to relax the regulation confining
all trade to St. George’s, which he discovered previous governors (including his brother) had never
strictly enforced, but a petty' dispute over appointment of the clerk of the assembly touched off
another wrangle in February 1749. In this battle. Popple was opposed by both a majority of his
council and the Tuckers in the assembly, who warned that "money can do everything at home
[England]”; one councillor even bet Popple a considerable sum that '"there was not a governor’s
letter in any of [the Board of Trade's] offices that by speaking properly with a clerk, they could not
get a copy of.” Rumors circulated that several leading Bermudians were subscribing funds to get

’William Popple’s voluminous correspondence with the Board of Trade during his first term in
office are in PRO CO 37/15-17 and give much greater detail about the intricacies of the many political
squabbles between him, the council, and the assembly during this period too tedious to fully mention here.
Quote on Tuckers from CO 37/15:102. 250.
,0PRO CO 37/16:38-43. Popple invited the Tucker to dine with him at government house, where
he learned that the ire of the assemblymen was directed more at the council, who had “very ill used” them
for some years and kept “the honorable and lucrative employ'ments among themselves and from . . . rising
young men.” By appointing John Tucker as chiefjustice, “our late disputes have been . . . overhawled and
old sores ripp’d up.” The incident highlights generational conflict within the family-dominated Bermuda
political system, in which young men demanded more power and prestige from their elders.
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Popple recalled, and the council met in private on several occasions without Popple. Bermudians
to a man obstructed the governor’s efforts to enforce the Navigation Acts and collect taxed, and by
refusing to elect jurors they paralyzed the island’s court system. The situation reached its lowest
point in March 1750, when Speaker of the Assembly Cornelius Hinson offered one of the
Independent Company soldiers £10 '"to shoot [Popple] thro’ the head” on the public parade in St.
George’s, a clearly seditious act that, nevertheless, went unpunished by the governor. In late 1751,
Popple was granted leave to return to England to answer a list of 31 grievances that the colonial
assembly forwarded to the Board of Trade, and the island's government devolved to President of
Council Francis Jones."

As it turned out, William Popple's one-year leave of absence extended into nearly four
years, and in the interval President Jones encountered many of the same problems that had faced
Popple: masters refused to pay rum and powder duties and submit to searches; the assembly
rarely made a quorum and when it did, its members refused to elect a speaker. The split between
council and assembly was now open and pronounced, and w'ould only become more so after
Popple’s return in November 1755 with a new commission. The assembly once again attempted to
saddle the granting o f Popple’s salary with various riders that would give that body the power to
regulate expenditures, but Popple let them know' that he “had lived hitherto without any salary, so I
would during my whole government rather than pass any one law' for my own benefit contrary to
my instructions.” Both parties were as good as their word, and w'hen Popple died in 1763 his

"William Popple was an acute observer and skillful politician, but in the face of such united
opposition he could do little. For instance, in 1750 he discovered that John Butterfield, treasurer and one
of his councillors, was leaking information to the assembly and spreading sedition because, “so long as no
public bills [expenditures] are tax’d, nor monies paid, he has a large stock to trade upon... all payments
in the last four years being inconsiderable.” By 1751. the money in the treasury amounted to £2094.4.10,
a sizable amount of capital for the merchant to use gratis as his own private bank; CO 37/17:78, 241.
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salary was over £5,000 in arrears because the assembly refused to grant it to him.12
In March 1757, a measure was introduced that sparked a firestorm of local controversy
and virtually paralyzed an already inefficient government. At an assembly meeting, Henry and
John Tucker met with leading members from St. George's and the West End, and all agreed that
the island’s trade would languish until an alternate port to St. George’s was created. The town
members, confident that St. George’s would still "swallow up” most of the trade, agreed and the
western assemblymen proposed Ely’s Harbour on Somerset Island as the location for the second
port. But when the bill for creating a second town was presented to the assembly, it was bitterly
opposed by those West End merchants who trafficked in illicit goods, who rightly perceived that
this second town would threaten their activities. The anti-town faction left in a body to prevent the
act from being passed, since after their departure there were not enough members to form a
quorum. The split was so equal that "one member falling off on either side might have carried or
lost the bill; this both sides knew and . . . guarded against so that neither of them wou’d go in to
make a House.” Popple’s support for the town bill increased his popularity in the new assembly
that was elected in the wake of the crisis, and within a year, "the people . . . [had] but one voice for
a town.” The assembly dispatched Henry Tucker to England as its agent to lobby the Board of
Trade for approval for the second town when it passed the assembly, but while Tucker was away
the act ran into opposition from the council. The majority' of council members were merchants
living in St. George’s, who had a vested interest in making sure the capital was the only official
port of entry. When word came from England that Henry' Tucker had asked the Board of Trade to
allow vessels to enter and clear from the proposed new' town, they rallied to defeat the bill; many
had just obtained long-term leases to the public lands surrounding the town, whose values would

IJPKQ CO 37/18:84, 92-95; 19:88.
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plummet if the majority of the island’s trade bypassed St. George’s. By 1760, a third faction
emerged that proposed the new town be located at Crow Lane in the middle of the island, rather
than at the West End. The debates over whether there should be one, two, or three towns, and
whether they should be designated ports of entry persisted through the rest of Popple’s term in
office and that of his successors. His skillful handling of the 1761 slave conspiracy won him
Bermuda’s respect, and his last two years in office were relatively peaceful. In poor health, he
departed for England late in 1763 and died soon after his return home.13
Popple’s replacement, Captain George James Bruere, arrived in November 1764 with his
family of ten to find the island in a languishing condition. Bruere, a military man, had fought at
Culloden and had served eight years as a captain in the 14th Regt., but arrived to find that the
colony’s small garrison had been disbanded and thus the last vestige of the governor’s authority to
halt smuggling was stripped away. The government was in its usual intractable state, and while
the council and assembly squabbled, the colony's laws expired, its forts crumbled, and its ministers
and officers went unpaid. Bruere suggested that the quorum of the house of assembly be lowered
to twelve from nineteen members to prevent that body's habitual deficiency, but the Board of Trade
upbraided him for suggesting something so undemocratic, however practical in Bermuda’s case.
Bruere also incurred the wrath of the assembly when he was persuaded by his councillors (half of
whom were St. Georgians) to again confine all trade to the capital, a requirement that was widely
flouted and revived smuggling at the West End —which Bruere was now powerless to stop. The
contentious colonial government weathered the Stamp Act crisis well and had no ideological

,3For the second half of Popple’s administration, see PRO CO 37/18 & 19:1-128 and Wilkinson,
Bermuda in the Old Empire. 217-25. Popple received leave to return to England in April 1763 and sailed
at the end of that year. He died a few days after reaching London and was buried on 8 Feb. 1764
alongside his parents in Hampstead. On the debate surrounding the proposed town/towns, see CO
37/18:173-77, 180, 185-86, 196. 215-16. 230; 19: 1. 5. 43. 88. 108. 125, and W. F. Kerr, Bermuda and
the American Revolution. 23-26.
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objections to paying duty on the small amount of paper they imported, but several merchants
petitioned Bruere to be allowed to clear without stamped papers, for fear their vessels would be
burned “by refractory people in some of the other colonies.” Protest within the colony was limited
to a small amount of stamped paper being publicly destroyed in the central parishes and the refusal
of the juries of the island’s courts to accept stamped documents during trials. The repeal of the act
elicited as little excitement as its initial passage, for Bermudian politics was too distracted by the
town controversy to pay much attention to issues hotly contested in Boston, Philadelphia, and
Williamsburg. Bermudians were more concerned about their continued use of the Turks Islands
unmolested by either French invasions or Bahamian regulations than with their relationship to
Great Britain’s Parliament in the late 1760s and early 1770s; the Townshend duties were irrelevant
to an island that smuggled extensively and acquired its British manufactured goods second-hand
via the British West Indies, and provoked no non-importation resolutions. As the politics of the
North American colonies were elevated to higher ideological levels, Bermudian politics remained
focused on parochial issues o f immediate concern, debated by factions of mercantile families.14
Governor Bruere demonstrated that he was a quick study of the workings of Bermudian
politics in 1770 when he secured an alliance with the Tucker family through the marriage of his
daughter, Frances, to Col. Henry Tucker of Southampton's son, Henry Jr., then living in St.
George’s as his father’s commercial agent. Two years before the wedding, Governor Bruere

l4For Bruere’s tenure, see PRO CO 37/19:149-350: 20: 21: 36-38. Wilkinson. Bermuda in the
Old Empire. 340-407, and W. F. Kerr. Bermuda and the American Revolution. 23-97. As a boy, Henry
St. George Tucker remembers Bruere. his grandfather re-enacting the Battle of Culloden when in his
cups; J.W. Kaye, The Life and Correspondence of Henrv St. George Tucker (London, 1854), 7-8. Bruere
was commissioned a captain in 1755. CO 37/37:22. The Independent Company was replaced by a small
detachment of General Whitmore’s Company of the 9th Regt. of Foot (stationed in St. Augustine) under
LL Arthur Beard but only 28 of the complement of 50 mustered. In 1765. Bruere sent a contingent to the
West End to catch smugglers but the troops were refused quarters by the inhabitants and returned to St
George’s. They returned to St. Augustine in Aug. 1768; CO 37/19:261, 292; 20:94. On the reaction to
the Stamp Act in North America, see Edmund and Helen Morgan. The Stamp Act Crisis: Prologue to
Revolution (New York, 1963).
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recommended Henry Jr., “a person of exceeding good character and a gentleman of the best
family,” to be the new Secretary and Provost Marshal. The post went to another, but the governor
appointed Henry to his council a few days after he became Bruere's son-in-law on March 14,
1770. As a result of this union, the large and influential Tucker family supported Bruere’s policies
in the colonial assembly and forged closer social contacts with the governor’s family.15
But even the support of the Tucker faction could not stop the assembly from claiming
independent control over public finances in 1770, when it appointed two tax collectors in each
parish and a receiver general to disburse the funds collected. This innovation entirely bypassed the
colonial treasurer, who was a member of council, and shifted the power of the purse to elected,
rather than appointed, Bermudians. The 1770 bill and an act with a similar rider proposed in 1772
were both rejected by Bruere, who watched helplessly as the gears of government ground to a halt.
By October 1774, the assembly had not made a quorum in over fourteen months, the island’s forts
and bridges were in ruins, Bruere's salary was over £1.000 in arrears, smuggling was rampant,
and most Bermudians refused to take government posts or undertake public works because
experience had shown them that the assembly was incapable of paying salaries or compensation.
Thus government was paralyzed at both the colonial and local parish levels. Bruere had to pay the
soldiers who guarded the King’s Castle and Paget Fort out of his own pocket when they threatened
to abandon their posts because their salaries were years in arrears. The Rev. Alexander
Richardson, rector of St. George’s parish, actually left Bermuda in disgust for a post St. Eustatius
in 1774 after repeatedly failing to obtain several years' back pay from the assembly.16
I5PRO CO 37/20: 88, 135. On the date of the wedding see. HalletL Earlv Bermuda Records. 112.
l6PRO CO 37/20:131, 157: 21:8. 14. 31. 43: Journal of the House of Assembly. 3:1570-78; Kerr,
Bermuda and the American Revolution. 30-37. Preceding the attempt to appoint a receiver general, the
assembly had resolved in June 1769 that "it is the understood right and privilege of this house to impose
taxes on the inhabitants of these islands and appropriate the monies arising therefrom in such a manner to
KM. use, as it shall occur to them, that the service of H.M. in these islands requires. Resolved that this
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The duty of disrupting Bermudian politics, according to Bruere, had passed “from father
to son for ages past and to the present.'' In their efforts, these fractious dissidents were highly
successful, for on the eve of the American Revolution Bermuda's colonial government was severely
dysfunctional, controlled or contested by a handful of leading families. Kinship ties blurred the
distinction between assembly and council and despite the fact that these two bodies often were at
odds, members of both frequently violated the confidentiality and secrecy in the deliberations of
each body to share information and plot strategies to oppose the wills of English governors and
Whitehall policies. Figures 9-4 and 9-5 graphically illustrate how kinship bonds linked
councillors. On the eve of the Revolution, constellations of related members from the Jones,
Forbes, Hinson, Harvey, Gilbert, Hunt, Bascome. Butterfield, and Tucker families filled most of
the council seats and had dynastically dominated that body for a very long time. Henry St. George
Tucker nicely captured the essence of Bermuda’s highly personal politics when he asserted that
“there is no animosity so virulent as that which grows up in small insular communities, when party
feeling breeds real personal warfare as bitter as it is abiding." Bermuda's families spent much of
their time feuding amongst themselves to the detriment of public order, but when it came to
defending their common economic interests against Parliament or the governments and merchants
of competing colonies they rallied together to fight the common foe. Bermudians may have been
divided among themselves, but they were unified in the face of outside opposition.17

house will at no time confer with H.M. Council on any money matter or receive from that board any
amendments or alternations to any bill for raising money.. . . Resolved that this house will strictly adhere
to and support these their constitutional privileges.” (emphasis mine), CO 37/20:131.
,TKaye. Life and Correspondence of Henrv St. George Tucker. 2.
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Figure 9-4. Kinship relations of councillors in the Jones, Forbes, Hinson, Harvey, Gilbert,
Hunt, and Bascome families (Sources: Wilkinson, Bermuda in the Old Empire. 439-41;
PRO CO 37/20:1, 135; 21:51-52, 57; BOW 9:205; 12a:231, 488).
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Figure 9-5. Kinship connections of councillors and political officers in the Tucker,
Butterfield, and Hinson families.
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The Coming of the War: The Gunpowder Theft of August 14, 1775

By the end of 1774, Bermuda could no longer ignore the growing conflict between Great
Britain and her North American colonies. Because so little of the colony’s trade depended on New
England (in fact, Bermuda’s chief colonial competitor in the carrying trade), the Boston Massacre
in 1770 and the Boston Tea Party (December 16. 1773) elicited little comment in the colony. The
closing o f the port of Boston and its military occupation the following year likewise had little
impact on Bermuda’s trade: the colony’s merchant fleet may have even benefitted from the
confinement of Boston-owned freighters. In December 1772. an incident resembling the resistance
on the continent occurred w'hen Perient Trotts sloop Molly was seized for illegal trade and Trott,
with a force of 30-40 armed slaves, forcibly retook it from the colony’s collector of customs, but
the demonstration had more to do with local smuggling practices than ideological objections to the
Crown’s right to govern trade. Tw'o years later, however, the resolution of the first American
Continental Congress to prohibit the exportation of provisions and goods from North America after
September 1775 posed a dire threat to the success of Bermuda's circular system of trade and the
survival of the island, which depended on American grains and meat for three-quarters of its food
supply. When British Parliament countered with a proclamation that forbade Bermuda and its
other colonies from trading with their rebellious North American neighbors, Bermuda’s position
became precarious indeed. The colony's leading families put aside their petty disputes and turned
their attention to Bermuda's future survival.18

,8PRO CO 37/21:41, 44; Worthington C. Ford. comp.. Journals of the Continental Congress.
1774-1789 34 vols., (Wash. D.C., 1904-34) 1:35, 51-52. On 30 Sept. 1774, the Continental Congress
resolved that all trade with Great Britain. Ireland, and the West Indies cease after 10 Sept. 1775 unless the
grievances of America are redressed. King George III declared the colonies in a state of rebellion two
p in n th c later.
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In early May 1775, representatives from all of Bermuda's parishes except Devonshire met
in Paget at an extra-legal gathering, presided over by Col. Henry Tucker of Southampton. At the
meeting, the inhabitants agreed to send a delegation headed by Tucker to the Continental Congress
to petition for exclusion from that body’s ban on provisions exportation, set to take effect on
September 10. Tucker and many others present at the Paget meeting met as assemblymen on May
18 and passed acts banning the exportation of provisions from Bermuda in order to prepare a
sufficient reserve in case the mission to Philadelphia failed and fixed the price for which provisions
could be sold in the colony to prevent gouging the poor in times of want. These measures
succeeded in capturing a number of West India-bound vessels that put into the colony, motivated
by the same need to lay in a store of food before the American provisions ban took effect. The
legislation hit non-Bermudian merchants with a one-two punch, because grain-bearing vessels were
forbidden to leave, and the price-fixing act forced them to sell at a low price. The latter act was
eventually disallowed by the Board of Trade, but by then many vessels had already disposed of
their cargoes in order to quit the island. Bermuda's entry into the American Revolution was thus
prompted not by any ideological doctrines, reaction against infringed rights, or empathetic support
of oppressed sister colonies (although these concerns may have motivated individual Bermudians),
but rather out of the necessity to fill the island's collective stomach on the part of an elite that was
acutely aware of the dependency of the colony on North American food —and the class tensions
and slave revolts that would invariably follow their failure to do so.19
Henry Tucker’s Bermuda delegation arrived in Philadelphia in early July 1775 and
l9Letter. Rev. Thomas Lyttleton to Lord George Germain. 27 Jan. 1776 in PRO CO 37/21:57, 6567. Members of Devonshire Parish refused to attend the Paget meeting, and only a handful of delegates
from Pembroke Parish were present. These parishes have since been interpreted as bastions of loyalty, but
geographically they were far less threatened by famine and thus had less to risk than the others. The two
were among the least populated and most rural, and the freeholders could thus devote more land to
growing their own food than residents of more densely populated parishes. Indeed, if famine did hit the
island and food prices rose accordingly, planters from Devonshire and Pembroke stood to profit
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presented its address asking for exclusion from the provisions embargo to the Continental Congress
on July 11. While awaiting a decision, the Congress passed a resolution permitting any vessel that
brought gunpowder, salt peter, muskets, brass cannon, or other war materiel to trade for American
goods up to the value of its cargo, which was guaranteed "a generous price.” Great Britain had
earlier forbade the export of munitions to the rebellious colonies, and as the Continental Congress
prepared for war in the wake of Lexington, Concord, and Bunker Hill, it desperately needed
gunpowder to outfit the newly formed Continental Army. Thus a broad hint was dropped to
Tucker and the other Bermudian representatives that in return of gunpowder and arms the
Congress might make an exception in Bermuda’s case. While Tucker negotiated with Benjamin
Franklin and the Pennsylvania Committee of Safety' behind closed doors, it was common
knowledge that over a hundred barrels of gunpowder lay unguarded in a magazine near Governor
Bruere’s mansion in St. George's, collected piecemeal as duties over decades from arriving vessels.
Henry Tucker’s two sons, St. George Tucker and Thomas Tudor Tucker, had both emigrated to
America and were strongly attached to the patriot cause. St. George had studied law under George
Wythe in Williamsburg until April 1775 and had revealed the existence of Bermuda’s magazine to
Peyton Randolph, President of the Continental Congress, so that body certainly knew that the elder
Tucker had powder to trade; Thomas had similarly alerted his local Committee of Safety in
Charleston, South Carolina. A Bermudian named Harris independently told George Washington
about the powder and offered to fetch it to New England for a price. Henry Tucker returned to
Bermuda in late July knowing that the contents of the King's Magazine would be the price for
continued trade with North America, and by early August three American vessels converged on
Bermuda from Rhode Island, Philadelphia, and Charleston with the same errand of obtaining
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powder for a country at war.:o
Under a nearly full moon on the night of August 14, men to this day unnamed broke
through the roof of the colony’s powder magazine and opened the door from within. They removed
over a hundred barrels of gunpowder and rolled them across the backyard of Bruere’s mansion to
boats waiting at Tobacco Bay on the north shore of St. George’s Island, which carried them out to
the Lady Catherine of Philadelphia and the schooner Savannah and Charleston Packet. An
infuriated Bruere discovered the theft soon after dawn and immediately issued £100 reward for the
capture of the rebel vessels, laboring under light winds to make their way out of Bermuda’s reefs,
but the governor found the islanders deliberately slow in their pursuit. He convened the assembly
to inform them of the late "'most daring and atrocious robbery” on the 16th of August. The house
expressed its abhorrence of this "horrid and daring act” and offered a further reward of £100 ST
for information; Bruere added immediate freedom and £ 10 to any slave with information and an
additional £30 for anyone willing to turn King’s evidence. The Bermuda government appointed a
committee consisting of Henry Tucker of Somerset, Copeland Stiles, Daniel Hunt, George

:oKerr, Bermuda and the American Revolution. 45-47; Journal of the Continental Congress.
11:173-74, 184, 187; Gen. Washington to [Rhode Island] Gov. Cooke. 4 Aug. 1775 in Peter Force, comp.,
American Archives. 4th ser.. 9 vols. (Washington. D.C.. 1834-56) 1:36-37 [the planned first, second, and
third series in this collection were never produced). The Second Continental Congress convened on May
10 and created the Continental Army on June 15. appointing George Washington as commander; the
Battle of Bunker Hill was fought two days later, at a cost of over 1.000 casualties to the British. A week
before the Bermuda delegation arrived. Congress drafted the Olive Branch Petition, which was refused by
George HI. Just after Tucker left Philadelphia to return to Bermuda, Congress authorized an ill-fated
attack on Quebec. Dr. Thomas Tudor Tucker of Charleston was later elected as the delegate to the Second
Continental Congress for Dorchester County. S.C.. in March 1776 but declined to serve; Wilkinson,
Bermuda in the Old Empire. 383.
St. George Tucker left Bermuda to attend the College of William and Mary in 1771 and then
studied law under George Wythe; he passed the Virginia bar on 10 April 1775, but the colony’s courts
were closed in support of the closure of Boston and young Tucker found himself unemployed. He returned
to Bermuda in June and was elected an assemblyman. He unofficially practiced law through proAmerican attorney George Bascome until November 1776. when he departed for Virginia following Lord
Dunmore’s flight from the Chesapeake Bay. Tucker forwarded an autobiographical sketch to John Adams
through Richard Rush dated 27 Oct. 1813, in VMHB 42:211-21 (1934). The legal briefs that Tucker
prepared for Bascome are preserved in the Bermuda Archive.
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Bascome, and James Tucker (assembly) and Henry Tucker Jr., Edward Stiles, John Harvey, and
John Hinson (council) to investigate the affair; not surprisingly, it found nothing since many of its
members were either active in or had plotted the theft! Governor Bruere not only was frustrated in
his attempt to punish this blatant act of rebellion, but to add insult to injury received word that his
sons, John and George, British officers stationed in Boston, had been killed at the Battle of Bunker
Hill. Bermudians also delayed and nearly thwarted Bruere's effort to warn General Gage that the
powder had been stolen and the island was defenseless, but the governor’s message got through,
kept secret and delivered by one of his slaves who hid in the hold of the packet vessel bound to
New York. Of the stolen gunpowder, 1,800 pounds reached Philadelphia and the rest went to
Charleston, where it was put to good use the following summer in beating off an attack on that city
launched by Sir Henry Clinton and Lord Cornwallis. Bermuda had fulfilled her part of the bargain
and waited to see how the Americans would respond, while Governor Bruere informed Whitehall
that ^‘the People of Bermuda have early embraced the Rebel Side.”21
Soon after word reached Philadelphia that the Bermudians had sent all gunpowder worth
shipping to America, Congress granted the exemptions it had unofficially promised. On October 2,

2,PRO CO 37/36:70-72. 76; Journal of the House of Assembly. 1652-64; Kerr. Bermuda and the
American Revolution. 47-52. Lt. George Bruere was only wounded at Bunker Hill; he recovered and later
succeeded his father as governor of Bermuda in 1780. Kerr lists Henry Tucker, George Bascome.
Nathaniel Todd, Stephen Judkin. and Henry Tucker of Somerset (Col. Henry Tucker’s son-in-law) as
members of a committee that planned the gunpowder theft, and Richard Jennings and James Tucker of
Paget as participants, but does not reference his source for this information. Col. William Moultrie
repelled die British attack on Charleston from behind the palmetto log battlements of a fort named for him
on Sullivan’s Island on June 28. 1776. The British suffered over 200 casualties and every vessel in the
fleet was damaged in the attack. Henry Wilkinson addresses the gunpowder theft in Bermuda in the Old
Empire. 375-84, but errs by a year in asserting that Silas Deane was an American instigator in the plot;
Deane was then serving as a delegate from Connecticut to the Continental Congress and a year later
visited Bermuda en route to France on a diplomatic mission. Wilkinson duplicated the error of St. George
Tucker, who mis-remembered Deane being on the island in 1775 in his autobiographical letter in VMHB
42:213. On the clear weather and near-full moon tire night of the theft, see A.C. Hollis Hallett and Alan
Ruftman, “The Log of the H.M.S. Scorpion and the Chronology of Bermuda’s Gunpowder Theft in
August 1775,” BJAMH 8:41-46 (1996).
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it resolved that Bermudian vessels be allowed to exchange salt or any other commodity except
British manufactured goods for provisions in American ports. In November, it set a generous
annual quota of 72,000 bushels of Indian com. 2.000 barrels of bread and flour, 1,000 barrels of
beef and port, 2,100 bushels of peas and bean, and 300 tierces of rice to be exported each year to
Bermuda to avert famine in that colony. As an immediate token of good faith, Bermudian
councillor Edward Stiles (actually a resident of Philadelphia since 1762) was permitted to export a
sizeable cargo of com, flour, bread, pork, beef, soap, and apples to Bermuda in his brigantine Sea
Nymph. Through the gunpowder theft, Bermuda earned the right to trade in American ports until
1781, by which time the geopolitical landscape of the Atlantic world had changed considerably and
it was no longer in the colony’s interests to do so. The act of rebellion perpetrated on the night of
August 14, 1775 made famine a much more remote possibility for the colony and won commercial
concessions in North America, but it did much to embitter the British forces that later occupied
Bermuda to the inhabitants, who considered them "mere rebels.”"

^Journal of the Continental Congress. 11:246; 111:268. 362-64. The Continental Congress
divided the quota of provisions to be exported to Bermuda by colony in order to spread the revenue of
trade with the island. The New England colonies were neglected, and in the late 1770s consistently (but
unsuccessfully) voted against allowing Bermudians to continue to trade with the United States. Merchant
Edward Stiles was worth an estimated £30,000 when he was appointed to council in 1766; he owned a
house on Front Street in Philadelphia as early as 1762 and bought a farm in Oxford Township the
following year, but retained his seat on the Bermuda council until 1780. Although little is known about
his activities during the American Revolution, he could well have served as an unofficial Bermudian agent
to the Congress throughout the war. His brig, the Sea Nymph. was commanded by Samuel Stovell [listed
as Stobel in the Joumall and carried 4.000 bushels of com. 300 barrels of flour. 100 barrels of bread, 20
barrels of pork, 8 barrels of beef, 20 boxes of soap and 15 barrels of apples; Pennsylvania Gazette 11 Nov.
1762, 22 Dec. 1763. Port records were haphazardly kept throughout the American Revolution, and it is
likely that Bermudian vessels exceeded the quota set by Congress in Nov. 1775. given the amount of salt
they exported from the Turks Islands. It should also be remembered that the volume of provisions
exported to Bermuda also had to feed the 500-1.000 salt rakers who spent nine months of each year in the
Turks Islands. The privileges granted to Bermudian vessels only extended to those actively trading with
America, and sloops trading between British ports were open to capture by American privateers; Samuel
Lightboume’s brigantine Fanny, for instance, was taken by the privateer Independence en route from
Antigua to London in July 1777 and condemned in Providence. Rhode Island. CV 14:407.
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Bermuda and the British Military

On September 18, the H.M.S. Scorpion and a transport ship arrived in Bermuda, the first
of many Royal Navy warships to occupy the colony's waters during the war. The Scorpion,
sailing from Boston to Charleston, had been damaged in a severe storm and put into Bermuda for
repairs, unaware of the gunpowder theft. The frigate was a welcome sight to Governor Bruere.
who quite correctly felt alone in an enemy camp. The Royal Navy vessel stayed until mid-October
and might have stayed longer had its captain been able to purchase provisions, which Bermudians
refused to sell. In late September, the lieutenant of the Scorpion had tried to seize a schooner
loaded with grain, but his effort was repulsed by West Enders and the attempt to commandeer the
colonists’ sustenance did little to endear the navy to the populace. A few days later, the privateer
sent from Rhode Island to fetch the colony's gunpowder finally arrived at the west end of the island
and anchored off Somerset Island. When Captain ToIIemache of the Scorpion declined to engage
this vessel the reputation of the Royal Navy was further reduced in the eyes of most Bermudians.
While Captain Abraham Whipple of the Rhode Island vessel entertained five of the colony’s
councillors aboard his ship, Governor Bruere stripped the ruinous East End forts of their cannon
and sent them off to General Gage aboard the Scorpion, "lest those cannon and their carriages be
carried off as the powder” by another American vessel. After the Scorpion departed, Bermuda was
devoid of cannon and powder and thus entirely defenseless. The assembly bitterly complained and
thereafter refused to appropriate a single shilling to repair the island’s toothless forts, but Bruere
had met spite with spite. Until the summer of 1776, Bermuda was left without any British military
presence, with no serviceable cannon and only the dregs of its former stock of gunpowder not
deemed worth stealing, and —once the island’s merchant fleet took to the seas to trade and smuggle
after the Continental Congress’s exemption was published —without even sufficient troops to man
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the island’s crumbling ramparts. If ever there was a time when Bermuda could have been captured
effortlessly it was during the spring of 1776, but America's attention was elsewhere.23
When Congressional agent Silas Deane arrived in Bermuda en route to France on a secret
diplomatic mission in April 1776, he found the island entirely devoid of defenses. He was
entertained at the West End by Henry Tucker of Somerset and met many leading merchants who
seemed “zealous in the American cause,” who asked the Continental Congress to send aid to the
neglected colony. John Jennings offered to sell Deane a fast ship of 80-foot keel which was then on
the stocks and other shipwrights let him know that America could obtain a ready supply of fast
privateers from the island. Silas Deane took such overtures as a sign that Bermudians would
welcome an American invasion and urged Congress to seize, fortify, and garrison the island and
then use it to cut off Great Britain's trade with the West Indies.^ He departed at the end of the
month for Bordeaux on board a fast Bermuda sloop that he chartered from Jennings but
remembered the strategic island; in the Treaty o f Alliance. Eventual and Defensive that Deane
negotiated with the French Crown, signed on January’ 13. 1778, he secured Bermuda for the United
States in the event of its capture. The Secret Committee of the Congress acted immediately upon

“Kerr, Bermuda and the American Revolution. 52-53. 59-65; Wilkinson. Bermuda in the Old
Empire. 384-85: Journal of the House of Assembly. 1678, 1680. 1688, 1697-1700. Wilkinson and Kerr
both assert that the Scorpion was sent by Gage in answer to Bruere's plea for help, but Hallett and
Ruffinan’s close reading of the vessel's log make it clear that its arrival in Bermuda was coincidental, and
that Gage in fact sent no relief: "Log of the H.M.S. Scorpion." 43. The storm the Scorpion encountered
was the periphery of a devastating hurricane that hammered the Canadian Maritime Provinces and killed
over 4,000. Abraham Whipple earlier burnt the British revenue schooner Gaspee in Narragansett Bay in
June 1772. He carried with him a proclamation from George Washington beseeching Bermudians to help
the American cause by stealing the powder, but as it had already been obtained, it went unpublished. A
mss. copy is preserved in the St. George s Historical Society and a transcript published in Force.
American Archives. 3:654-55.
24Gov. Bruere also appreciated Bermuda’s strategic location, "so situated that all vessels to and
from America to the West Indies, between the West Indies and Europe, and America and Europe must
cross within a few leagues of them.. . . It is a wonder the Rebels did not seize it, in which case it might
have cost a great deal of trouble. There has not been a [garrison] soldier here these eight years or
upwards.” PRO CO 37/36:71-72.
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Deane’s letters by sending two vessels with provisions to "discover the state of those islands and
the disposition of their inhabitants.” and to contract for two sloops of war to be built, but before
this mission could be put into execution, H.M. Sloops Nautilus and Galatea took up station in
Bermuda and secured it for the Crown.25
From June 1775 until the Peace of Paris in 1783. Bermuda was occupied on and ofifby
British forces. The Nautilus and Galatea spent all but die blustery winter months of 1776-77 in
Bermudian waters and in the autumn of 1778, British troops were finally spared to garrison the
island. The heavy-handed actions of military officers who considered most Bermudians rebels did
little to endear the British side to the islanders, and Parliament’s Prohibitory Act of December
1775 that forbade all trade with the North American colonies transformed Bermuda’s habitual
trade with American ports into smuggling, which the occupying military forces on the island
combated with vigor. During the war, Bermudians suffered a series of insults and atrocities at the
hands of the British military that converted reluctant rebels into active agent for America.
The H.M.S. Nautilus arrived in June 1776 to find that, despite the war, Bermuda’s
shipping fleet was actively trading throughout the Atlantic and Caribbean. Its captain, John
Collins, immediately attacked what he considered a contraband trade by seizing several Bermudian
vessels. John Esten, Chief Justice of the colony’s Vice Admiralty Court resigned when Collins
came to him to condemn the first sloop, thereby temporarily obstructing the seizures, but the move
did little to curb further captures. The H.M.S. Galatea arrived in early September to aid the
Nautilus in its blockade of the colony. As Bermudian merchantmen shifted away from home in
“Kerr, Bermuda and the American Revolution. 59-60: Silas Deane to Congress, 26 April 1776 in
Force, American Archives. 5:1083-85: Journal of the Continental Congress 5:423: 11:451: Isaac
Greenwood, “Bermuda During the American Revolution. 443. An attack on Bermuda by the Americans
was not inconceivable: in March 1776. the Continental navy raided Nassau in the Bahamas and captured
the colony’s governor, see James Lewis. The Final Campaign of the American Revolution: Rise and Fall
of the Spanish Bahamas (Columbia. SC. 1991).
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response to the Royal Navy patrols, the colonists vocally complained that the flow of provisions
onto the island dwindled and the threat of famine loomed large. The assembly was compelled to
renew its embargo in the face of shortage. The two warships cruised in consort until October or
November and then departed to winter in New York; by Christmas, Bermudian ships returned and
the island’s supply of food increased accordingly.26
Much to the islanders’ dismay, the Nautilus, Galatea, and the H.M.S. Repulse took up
station near Bermuda in late January to continue the war against smuggling. After chasing a
provisions-laden sloop belonging to Robert Davenport onto the reef system, Captains Collins and
Thomas Jordan (of the Galatea) sent their lieutenants with a party- of marines to seize the vessel on
February 20, 1777. The troops exchanged fire with the crew of the Bermudian vessel and during
an attempt to board, several Bermudians were slashed with cudasses. An angry mob gathered to
defend the provisions the sloop carried and the outnumbered troops thought it best to retire. They
returned the next day and burned the vessel, and as an afterthought broke the trunnions off two
small cannon belonging to Paget councillor Thomas Jones. Throughout the whole episode, Lt.
Merrick of the Nautilus showed a complete disregard for the civil law of the island and ignored the
orders of local parish justices of the peace and the island's councillors. Merrick justified his
contempt of civil authority by calling his accusers "a set of men devoid of the principles of Honour
and who have on all occasions manifested themselves as Rebels.” The incident widened the gulf
between the Royal Navy and the Bermudians; the former saw the colonists as resistant, seditious
smugglers and abettors of rebels, while the islanders were galled by the arbitrary and illegal
destruction of private property performed by a military bent of taking food out of their mouths.27

JtfPRO CO 37/22:97; Kerr, Bermuda and the American Revolution. 66-67.
2TDeposition of Hon. Thomas Jones in CV 15:75-78; PRO CO 37/22:7-8, 18; Kerr, Bermuda and
the American Revolution. 67-68. On the morning of Feb. 21. Jones found the marines piling up tinder in
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Depredations continued throughout the spring and summer of 1777. The Nautilus
stationed a schooner tender in Ely’s Harbour to catch Bermudian vessels landing at the West End
and arbitrarily seized and destroyed several pilot boats belonging to Bermudians and took their
slave pilots. In March, parties of marines from the two warships broke into private storehouses
and dwellings without warrants in search of contraband goods, and Bermudians suspected of
smuggling were seized and imprisoned aboard the Galatea without trial; some were then carried to
New York and put aboard prison ships there for several months. The navy also impressed
Bermudian slave whalemen, who were forced to act as pilots without any wages or compensation;
when elderly widow Sarah Forster asked for wages for her slave Peter’s work, an officer threatened
to come with 25 troops and blow' up her house. After Bermuda's Vice Admiralty' Court proved
reluctant to condemn Royal Navy' captures. Captains Collins and Jordan sent their prizes to
kangaroo courts in New York instead, and Collins publicly expressed a desire to hang “every
inhabitant of the island of Bermuda” if he could. Bermudians asserted that the captains were more
intent on lining their own pockets with prize money than looking after the defense and welfare of
the island —especially after the Nautilus refused to engage two American privateers that landed at
the West End in May 1777, captured and partially destroyed a battery at Wreck Hill, spiked the
fort’s guns, and seized several other cannon. Captain Collins excused himself by claiming the hull
of his ship was foul and in need of careening, and would be no match for the speedy Bermuda-built
privateers. Bermuda’s courts treated these illegal proceedings as civil matters and awarded various
defendants compensatory' sums, but the plaintiffs found it impossible to collect damages from the
the bow of the vessel, then moored close to his wharf and storehouse. He pointed out to Lt. Merrick that
the fire would bum the anchor cable and the burning vessel would drift ashore, perhaps setting his
storehouse and a vessel he had on the stocks alight, and suggested instead they set the fire in the stem of
the sloop. The accommodating lieutenant obliged Jones. Merrick returned a few days later and broke the
trunnions off two cannon belonging to Jones lying below the high water mark next to his wharf, which
had been there for over a year, when questioned. Merrick replied that “it was his pleasure” and falsely
claimed the guns had caused “a good deal of mischief lately.”
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Royal Navy captains who considered themselves above local law.18
In 1778, the entry of France into the war forced the Royal Navy to concentrate its strength
in the West Indies in order to defend the British sugar islands, and Bermuda was left unguarded.
By October, the land campaign had settled into a long American siege of the British in New York,
and General Henry Clinton could spare two companies from New York. The troops were conveyed
there by the H.M.S. Galatea and Camilla and arrived on November 6, 1778, under the command
of Major William Sutherland. For the rest of the war, Bermuda was garrisoned by British troops.
Although the soldiers were less effective in halting Bermuda's trade with the American colonies
than the Royal Navy, they were far more burdensome in that they were seldom adequately supplied
with provisions and drained the island's supply. Like Collins and Jordan, Sutherland and
succeeding garrison commanders considered themselves independent of Bermudian civil authority,

“PRO C037/ 22:7-8; 23:70. Kerr. Bermuda and the American Revolution. 68-71. The tender
was used to lure Bermudian smugglers into the reef system, where they would be seized by the marines.
Henry Tucker’s sloop Diana and several other vessels were captured by the ruse; Pennsylvania Gazette. 2
July 1777. Somerset Island resident William Murray, a schoolteacher, was mistakenly accused of
smuggling by Capt. Collins in 1777 and imprisoned aboard the HMS Nautilus, where Collins threatened
to hang him at the yard-arm. Murray spent two months in irons without being charged; Collins later
ignored a writ of habeas corpus issued by Chief Justice Jonathan Burch and conveyed Murray to New
York, where the man was kept aboard prison hulks from October 1777-June 1778 without a trial. He was
eventually exchanged with sLx other Bermudian prisoners as Americans in August 1778 and released in
New Jersey'. Murray returned to Bermuda in October 1778 after 14 months imprisonment without even
being formally charged of any crime by Collins or the British authorities in New York; CO 37/23:68-70.
When the Bermuda council inquired into the February burning of Davenport’s sloop, Lt.
Merrick showed his contempt by refusing to swear a deposition. The two American privateers were
Bermuda-built vessels commissioned in South Carolina and commanded by two Bermudian brothers,
Francis and TP. Morgan. The reduction of Wreck Hill Fort is the only occasion when Bermuda has been
“invaded” in its nearly four centuries of settlement. Henry St. George Tucker, son of councillor Henry
Tucker and Frances Bruere Tucker, remembers as a boy watching the Nautilus belatedly come out of
Castle Harbour to chase the Morgan brothers, but noted that "nothing at the time could touch a Bermuda
schooner,” Kaye, The Life and Correspondence of Hcnrv St. George Tucker. 15. In the spring and
summer of 1777, the Galatea and Nautilus took 27 prizes and the H.M.S. Virginia took another five
during her short cruise in June; see Appendix 13. Bermuda courts awarded £126.7.4 for George Harvey’s
plundered boat and £368.4.10 for Thomas Tucker’s boat and seized slaves, CO 37/22:20.
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despite the feet that Governor George Bruere had been commissioned a captain in 1755.29
An incident in December reveals that garrison troops could match the arbitrary
proceedings of the marines from the Nautilus. Early in the month, an American vessel came to
grief on Bermuda’s reefs and was claimed as a prize by the garrison soldiers, but before they could
reach the wreck it was plundered by a gang of Bermudian slaves. The troops failed to intercept the
slaves, but they found the boat they had used and traced it back to Sandys Parish. On the night of
December 10, a body of forty soldiers marched to Somerset Island and began searching houses.
Mariner William Williams was awakened by his slaves, who told him the troops had fired off
several muskets at Williams' elderly father's house. When the sailor arrived at the house, the
officer in charge stabbed at him with a bayonet and had to be forcibly restrained by one of own his
men. Williams was closely questioned about a slave named Tom and threatened that his house
would be blown up or troops quartered there if he did not cooperate. Williams told the soldiers all
he knew: that Tom was a slave of Robert Tucker and had been hired for the past two or three years
by Daniel Hinson. The officer, satisfied, parted with die promise "we will make you all dread us,
damn all your 'Civil Power.' We will let you know who has the command. ’30
The soldiers failed to capture Tom but took their revenge on his employer, Daniel Hinson,
when they burned his nearly completed vessel on the stocks adjoining his house. A slave girl
awoke Hinson with word that his vessel was on fire, but when the shipbuilder and his neighbors
tried to extinguish the blaze, soldiers fired at them and drove them back at bayonet point. A steady
downpour prevented Hinson’s nearby wooden storehouse from catching fire but his ship, worth
^ R O CO 37/37:31. 33.44: the companies were from the 10th and 55th Regiments of Foot.
Bruere requested a promotion to the rank of Lt. Col. in November 1778 to give him superiority over the
garrison commanders, which was granted but he died shortly thereafter.
“Depositions of William Williams and Maty Tucker. PRO CO 37/23:72-73. Troops barged into
widow Tucker’s house with cutlasses drawn, but her slave. Tom. escaped. A group of Somerset residents
gathered around Tucker’s house to ensure the old woman was not mistreated by the soldiers.
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£600, was totally consumed. The lieutenant of the troop departed with a warning that “all traitors
should be so served.”31
The following day, Hinson sought an interview with Major Sutherland, the garrison
commander, who said he was sorry to hear of the accident that befell Hinson’s vessel, first
claiming that it was struck by lightning and then admitting that it might have been accidentally set
alight by soldiers who were “drunk and not to be governed.” The shipbuilder countered that the
men were entirely sober and acting under orders, which Sutherland denied. The Major assured
Hinson that he would punish those responsible, but said their actions toward him were
understandable, since Hinson "had been very active in hiring negroes [who were] instrumental in
destroying the soldiers’ prize,” alluding to the plundered wreck. Hinson then enlightened the
soldier about the workings of Bermudian slavery; he rented his boat by the year to Tom, who had
complete supervision of the care and management of the craft, wrhich he used to fish, dive for
sunken items, and “when a vessel came on the rocks would raise a gang of hands and go to her
assistance” without consulting him. "a Ivcense generally given to [all] the negroes commanding
boats in Bermuda.” If Tom and his men had salvaged the wrecked American vessel, it was an
action entirely independent of Hinson and Tom's mistress, for Bermudian slaves acted
independently, fishing or wrecking as circumstances permitted. Thereafter, Sutherland’s tone
changed and he assured Hinson that his warehouse and property would be safe from further harm
or “accidents.” The major departed without leave for New York a few months later, never to
return to the island, and no court martial was ever held, nor was Hinson compensated for his loss.32

’‘Depositions of Elias Young and Daniel Hinson. PRO CO 37/23:78-83.
’’PRO CO 37/23:81-84. The soldiers later claimed that Hinson’s vessel had been struck by
lightning, but several Bermudians deposed that in the past fifty years, there had never been a single
iastance when a bouse or ship had been so ignited.
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The seizure of Thomas Forbes' brigantine Superb even more clearly demonstrated the rift
between military and civil authority in Bermuda. By the summer of 1778, famine threatened
Bermuda as the food supply dwindled to its lowest point during the war. The garrison troops and
the crews of several Royal Navy frigates increased demands on the same food supply they were
actively diminishing by seizing so many Bermudian vessels, and as the colony’s ship captains
avoided their home port in reaction, the flow of provisions into Bermuda virtually ceased. The
food shortage was further exacerbated by the need to feed over a hundred French and American
prisoners landed on the island by the Royal Navy and British privateers from prizes they had
captured. The crisis prompted even the fiercely anti-American Governor Bruere to license a vessel
to sail to Charleston to obtain food for the starving inhabitants and soldiers. Thomas Forbes, a
councillor’s son, was chosen, and his Superb was legally entered in Bermuda on February 7, 1779.
Forbes turned over his cargo of rice and com to the governor, who divided it among the garrison,
navy, and inhabitants, but a few days later, an ungrateful Captain John Collins, now commander of
the H.M.S. Camilla, seized the Superb and sent her off to New York with her crew to be
condemned for illegal trade. Bruere and the island's government protested loudly to London and
General Clinton in New York, but Collins was never brought to justice for his act, nor Forbes
compensated for his loss.33
These episodes were typical of many instances of the illegal and destructive activities of
British military officers who considered themselves above local law and were unaware of local
customs and practices. During the turbulent war years when the relationship between colonial and
“PRO CO 37/22: 86-91. Thomas Forbes was the son of councillor Dr. George Forbes, and before
the war had been in business in Charleston. St. Kitts, and East Florida. He hid after Collins seized his
vessel, but most of his crew were taken and sent to New York to give testimony at the Vice Admiralty
Court trial there. Pro-American lawyer George Bascome issued writs of habeas corpus for the seized
sailors, but Collins ignored them. The vessel was worth £1.800 sterling. By the time of the seizure.
Parliament had repealed the Prohibitory Act. which meant that Forbes’ purchase in Charleston had been
legal. Qa Bruere’s protest to Sir Henry Clinton about Collins' seizure, see CO 37/22:10.
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military authority was not clearly defined by London, incidents like these multiplied, creating bad
blood between troops and colonists and alienating even loyal Bermudians from the Crown. British
disregard for the property rights of its subjects, multiple violations of Bermudians’ right to habeas
corpus guaranteed under Common Law, and contempt for the acts and policies made by the
colonial government confirmed the assertions of Patrick Henry, Samuel Adams, and other
Revolution-era thinkers that Britain would extend its tyranny to the colonies and circumscribe their
rights as Englishmen. The arrival of Lt. Col. Robert Donkin with two companies in December
1779 swelled the colony’s garrison but put it on a much sounder footing with the local population,
since Donkin and Governor Bruere, both old veterans, developed a rapport and the new garrison
commander kept his men in line. By 1780, Bermuda's role in the American Revolution was
changing, due to the activities of a growing number of American Loyalists who had sought refuge
in that colony, and toward the end of the war. Bermudians began to see the now-well-behaved
garrison troops less as policemen set there to stop smuggling than what they really were: a bulwark
against French or American invasion.34

^PRO CO 37/37:63-65. Donkin and his men arrived from New York on 1 Dec. 1779 and were
chased into Bermuda by four American privateers. Boston, Providence, Oueen of France, and Ranger. A
second troop ship, the British frigate Delawar. was driven ofFto avoid capture. Donkin was a veteran of
33 years’ service in Flanders, France, the West Indies, and America, and early in the war had prepared a
plan of defense for Ireland. Early in 1780. he prepared a similar plan for Bermuda and set to work
repairing the forts in Castle and St. George’s Harbours and building new works and magazines. The
garrison was based in the capital, where Donkin erected a hospital and the first of many barracks atop
Barracks Hill to the east of the Town of St. George’s. Henry St. George Tucker recalled that Donkin lived
with Bruere in Government House, and that the two played the fiddle together Kaye. Life and
Correspondence of Henrv St. George Tucker. 9. On the British military garrison complex of buildings in
St. George’s, see Michael Jarvis. Bermuda’s Architectural Heritage: St. George’s (Hamilton. Bermuda,
1998), 119-36.
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Supplying the Rebellion: Bermuda’s Contraband Trade with America

The arrival of Royal Navy vessels and British garrison troops made it increasingly difficult
for pro-American Bermudians to support their rebellious neighbors from their island home, but as
British military forces increasingly alienated the island’s merchants and mariners, the inhabitants
could exact a suitable revenge while lining their own pockets by trading with American ports.
Even before the depredations of British forces. Bermudians had little love o f the Crown other than
the inherent, sentimental attachment to the mother country inherited from their great-great-great
grandparents. Since the 1730s, the British government had tried to stop the island’s lucrative trade
with the Dutch West Indies, rarely defended the colony's vessels against Spanish and French foes,
and did little to maintain Bermuda’s claim to use of the Turks and Caicos Islands against the
assertions of the Bahamian government. Although Bermuda contributed little in the way of duties
to imperial coffers, the colony got even less in return from the Crown. Merchants who subscribed
to a Lockean notion of contractual government would have felt justified in evading Navigation Acts
established by a mother country that consistently failed to support and sustain the colony, and
when the island’s habitual trade with North American was declared illegal, most Bermudians
carried on to the degree they were able. The motives of individual smugglers are impossible to
measure, probably ranging from ideological support for the American cause to mercenary' greed,
but regardless o f reason a great many Bermudians actively brought cargoes to American ports in
the years preceding the British defeat at Yorktown and made important but hitherto unappreciated
contributions to the American war effort. Bermudian smuggling, thus considered, was a political
act that expressed pro-American sympathies held by a colony unable to openly join in the rebellion,

9
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due to its peculiar geography.35
While the war on land raged in North America. Bermudian captains took extraordinary
risks to continue trading with the rebellious colonies. Washington desperately needed gunpowder
to maintain his army, and St. Eustatius emerged as a major supplier despite a lackluster Nieuw
Westindische Compagnie prohibition on trading with the Americans (the Netherlands were
technically Britain’s ally at the time). The price of powder rose to such heights that daring
merchants could realize a 500% profit. Even if two out of three of their vessels were captured,
profits from the one that got through more than recouped the financial loss of forfeiture.
Gunpowder was smuggled out o f the Dutch islands disguised as boxes of tea and barrels of rice.
At St. Eustatius, the United States, represented by the amied brigantine Andrew Doria, received its
first salute from the guns of Fort Oranje in November 1776. by which act the Dutch officially
recognized the new nation-state as independent from Great Britain.36
Despite intermittent British blockade and the efforts of British colonial privateers, over
3,100 ships entered St. Eustatius in 1778, and by 1780 there was an acute shortage of warehouse
space for goods. An analysis o f the 599 vessels entering and clearing St. Eustatius in November
1779 alone reveals sixty-four Bermudian vessels coming and going; nine arrived from Bermuda,
while the rest shuttled between the Dutch island and Antigua, St. Christopher, the Turks Islands,
Tortola, and the American colonies. Many were transferred to Bermudians resident in St.
Eustatius, who took out Dutch registries which allowed them to trade in French ports as well. The
already-sizeable population of Bermudian families living on S. Eustatius further swelled, until by
“On the failure of the British government to defend Bermudian interests, see chapters 5 and 6. A
portion of the material in this section was presented to the Charles Warren Center’s 1997 Adantic History
Seminar in Michael Jarvis, 'The Politics of Smuggling: Bermuda's 'Clandestine Trade’ with the Dutch
West Indies, 1684-1783,” 15-19.
“PRO CO 37/38:42-46; Comelis Goslinga. The Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 14250; Barbara Tuciunan, The First Salute: A View of the American Revolution (New York, 1988), 1-20.
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1781 there were over 75 merchants and families living there. The Bermudian expatriate
community even had its own minister, the Rev. Alexander Ewing, who had come to the island in
1774. The ready supply of gunpowder and other war materiel and the boom in trade lasted until
the summer of 1780, when the Royal Navy began to seize American vessels in Dutch waters.
Prosperity came to an abrupt halt in February 1781, when Admiral Sir George Rodney, with
twenty-four men-of-war and 3,000 soldiers captured St. Eustatius, St. Martin, and Saba in quick
succession. All told, Rodney captured two Dutch warships, 150 merchantmen, and all the
merchandise in Oranjestad's over-packed warehouses, worth between three and four million
pounds sterling. Rodney went on to capture every other Dutch colony in the Caribbean except
Curasao in order to cut off American supplies, but his effort came too late in the war to change its
outcome.37
The capture of St. Eustatius was a heavy but not fatal blow' to Bermudian commerce.
Many St. Eustatius-based merchants lost everything when Rodney impounded their goods, and a
few Bermudian captains were taken in the roadstead. The following month, the Admiral auctioned
off the amassed wealth of the captured island in what might be described as the largest '‘fire sale”
in Caribbean tustory. Merchants from all nations converged on the island and many St. Eustatius
merchants purchased back their own seized merchandise. Most of the goods were transferred to

^PRO CO 37/38:42-46; Comelis Goslinga. Tire Dutch in the Caribbean and in the Guianas. 14250; Jeroen van Driel. “The Rise and Fall of an Emporium: St. Eustatius, 1768-80” (MA thesis. University
of Leiden, 1996); Ronald Hurst. Tire Golden Rock (London. 1996); NWIC 634:294-615; Tuchman, First
Salute. 90-107, 259-61. Indeed. Rodney’s eventual failure to support Admiral Graves against the French
fleet in the Chesapeake Bay and tire subsequent British defeat in Sept. 1781 led directly to the British
surrender at Yorktown. In a case of poetic justice, Rodney lost much of his booty from St. Eustatius when
a hurricane hit his England-bound fleet, sinking several vessels. For a list of Bermudians living in St.
Eustatius, see the census transcribed in BHO 7:167-68 (1950). Bermudian masters calling at St. Eustatius
included Ephraim, Thomas, Benjamin, and Richard Basdcn. John Burrows, John Burgess, Walter
Campbell, Clement Conyers. Joseph Dickinson. George and Samuel Darrell. William Gibbons, David
Glegg, Norwood Hall, John and William Harris. Jeremiah Higgs. John Hutchinson, Thomas Lightboume,
Jeremiah Morgan, Benjamin and Peaslev Place. William Poppen. James Salter. Englesby Seon, Charles
and John Wainwright. John Westcott and Jacob Wright.
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the Danish ports of St. Thomas, St. John, and St. Croix, where trade with the Americans continued
unabated. Bermudians also supplied the New England colonies by clearing out of Halifax and
trading with the rebels at the Bay of Fundv or by allowing themselves to be "captured” at a pre
arranged location off Cape Cod and brought into Boston, where they exchanged their cargoes for
specie.38
While the importance of gunpowder to the rebellious colonies' war effort has been obvious
to scholars of the American Revolution, salt was an equally vital but oft-forgotten necessity of the
Continental Army. It is said that an army marches on its stomach; in an age before refrigeration,
salting meat was the principal means of preserving the pork and beef that was vital to keeping
Washington’s army in the field. Until December 1780. Bermudians raked salt at the Turks Island
and freighted it to American, when harassment by French privateers forced them to abandon the
island. Unfortunately, the scant and haphazard recording of arriving vessels and commodities in
American ports during the war makes it difficult to assess Bermuda’s important contribution to the
American cause, but one observer opined that "the Southern Colonies must have returned from
Revolt, had they not been in a great measure supplied with the grand Article of salt and many other

“Although their merchandize was confiscated. Rodney allowed Bermudians resident in St.
Eustatius to depart with their household goods, personal effects, and slaves. Thomas Southey noted “St.
Eustatius became one of the greatest auctions that ever was opened in the universe. Invitation was given
and protection afforded to purchasers of all nations, and of all sorts. Never was there a better market for
buyers." A Chronological History of the West Indies. 3 vols. (London. 1827). 11:486. 492. An itemized
list of the goods seized and auctioned by Rodney is preserved in PRO HCA 2/321. Bermudian merchants
who suffered losses included Richard D. Jennings & Co. (£4713). William Smith (£3874), Daniel
Jennings (£2092), Richard J. Peniston (£347). Robert Milner & Co. (£1637), Milner & Crawford (£801),
Jonathan & Samuel Jones (£3082). Ellison & John Perot (£805). and James Hutchinson (£323). Two
Bermudian sloops were among the 24 merchant vessels auctioned. Bermudian buyers included Richard
Basden, Alexander Campbell, James Cox. Samuel Gilbert. Francis Hall, Joseph Hinson, Richard Forster,
and Joseph HunL PRO CO 37/37:73. For the post-Rodney' shift in smuggling to the Danish West Indies,
see George F. Tyson (comp.), Powder. Profits and Privateers: A Documentary History of the Virgin
Islands during the American Revolution (New York. 1977). On the ruse of capture by New England
vessels, see CO 37/38:22 and the two voyages of the brigantine Necessity, BA, CV 14:397, 448. Col.
Henry Tucker maintained a correspondence with John Hancock throughout the war, but these letters
apparently do not survive.
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necessities by [Bermudians who] from such conduct are exempted from capture in all Congress
Marine Commissions.” In 1780, the Continental Congress made a considerable lump-sum
payment in cash to Bermudian merchants for salt furnished to the French troops in Rhode Island,
but the vessel carrying the bullion was captured by the British in Charleston Harbor.39
Bermudians also sold their sloops, schooners, and brigantines to the American rebels,
vessels as adept at privateering as they were at smuggling. The naval aspect of the American
Revolution has received far less attention than the land-based campaigns. The makeshift American
navy was supplemented by a considerable number of privateers who preyed on British shipping. In

wOn Bermuda’s salt trade with the rebellious colonies, see PRO CO 37/22:33. 52, 88, 127a; 37:7,
73. A few clearances survive: Benjamin Tucker’s sloop Betsey and Ann arrived in Greenwich, N.J., in
June 1776 with 1,700 bushels of salt and two puncheons of nun. which he exchanged for much-needed
provisions. Thomas Forbes smuggled 1.325 bushels of salt and 20 hogsheads of rum from Bermuda to
Cape Fear, N.C.. in May 1778. which he exchanged for a cargo of tobacco that he took to St. Thomas. In
August 1780, the Continental Congress permitted William Murray to export flour, and com “to the full
value of his cargo of salt” in his schooner Betsey and Xancv. Turks Island salt raking was extremely
precarious during this period because the rakers depended upon Bermuda’s already overtaxed subsistence
system for their provisions. The beginning of the end was signaled in July 1780. when Joseph Basden’s
sloop Kitty was taken by French privateers at the Turks Island. Basden petitioned the Continental
Congress for the return of the vessel in light of the American policy "not to molest any of the inhabitants
[of Bermuda] from navigating upon the high seas Ioadcn with salt or utensils for procuring the same,” but
the French Minister Chevalier de La Luzerne knew of no agreement with France that would exempt
Bermudian vessels from seizure. Without such protection. Bermudian salt raking at the Turks was too
risky, and the islanders abandoned it during the 1781-83 seasons. The islands were captured by the
French in March 1783. fortified, and garrisoned with 350 men. Journal of the Continental Congress.
5:421; 17:695, 795; 21 (14 Sept. 1781) Edmund Burnett, cd.. Letters of Members of the Continental
Congress. 3 vols. (Washington. D.C.. 1921-36). 6:37. 170. 180: Paul Smith, ed.. Letters of Delegates to
Congress 15 vols. to date, (Washington. D.C.. 1986), 15:571; Thomas Southey, Chronological History of
the West Indies. 11:541. In raking salt. Bermudians were obstructed by the British as well as the French:
in April 1777, a tender from H.M. Sloop Diligence seized John Seymour’s sloop Dick Cole without
pretext and took the vessel to Jamaica. CV 14:415.
Maintaining an adequate supply of salt was extremely important to the rebellious colonies.
Joseph Plumb Martin, a private in the Continental Army in 1777. asserted that “salt was as valuable as
gold with the soldiers” and frequently complained about its lack. Shortages of salt provoked a rebellion
in Virginia’s western parishes and led that colony to execute emergency plans to manufacture salt. In
1778, the Continental Congress chartered the brigantine Commerce to fetch a cargo of salt from Nantes,
France. Joseph P. Martin. Private Yankee Doodle: Being a Narrative of Some of the Adventures. Dangers
and Sufferings of a Revolutionary Soldier. (Hallowed. Maine. 1830: edited by George Scheerand
reprinted New York, 1988), 96; Journal of the Continental Congress. 12:1058; Michael McDonnell,
“Popular Mobilization and the Coming of Independence and Revolution in Virginia, 1774-1776,” paper
presented to the Atlantic History Seminar, Harvard University. 1997.
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1777 alone, 173 American letters of marque captured 733 British vessels (127 retaken, 47
released); the value of the 559 condemned as prizes surpassed £2,600,000 ST. The economic toll
on the British merchant community was not limited to direct losses through capture; the cost of
doing business increased as insurance rates rose from 2.5% before the war to 5% with convoy and
15% without. In the early 1780s, underwriters simply refused to insure particularly dangerous
runs. American privateer captains commanding Bermudian ships, '‘faster sailing vessels than are
built anywhere else,” could catch all but the sleekest of merchantmen in most weather, and at least
two Bermudians, the Morgan brothers, commanded American warships. Governor George Bruere
claimed that Bermudians had sold "above a thousand vessels since the commencement of the
Rebellion” to the Americans via St. Eustatius and the Danish West Indies, a number undoubtedly
exaggerated but suggestive of the significance of the volume. By providing gunpowder, salt, fast
vessels, and knowledgeable mariners, Bermuda considerably enhanced the ability of the United
States to wage war against Great Britain in the field and on the shipping lanes of the Atlantic
Ocean.'’0

*On the naval side of the American Revolution, sec Gardner W. Allen. A Naval History of the
American Revolution (Boston. 1913). Alfred Mahan. Major Operations of the Navies in the War of
Independence (Boston, 1913). William Fowler. Rebels Under Sail: The American Naw During the
Revolution (New York, 1976), David Syrett. The Roval Naw in American Waters. 1775-1783
(Brookfield, Vermont, 1989). and for primary sources. Naval Documents of the American Revolution. 10
vols. to date (Wash., D.C.. 1964-present), hereafter NDAR. On Bermudian shipbuilding see David
MacPherson, Annals of Commerce. Manufactures. Fisheries and Navigation, with Brief Notices of the
Arts and Sciences connected with them. Containing the Commercial Transactions of the British Empire
and other Countries form the Earliest Accounts to the Meeting of the Union Parliament in January 1801 4
vols. (London, 1805), 111:617. The Royal Navy and British privateers captured 904 American vessels
worth £1,808,000 in 1777. The Morgans commanded South Carolina privateers and were responsible for
the attack on Wreck Hill Fort mentioned earlier. Loyalist William Brimmage related that in 1779,
Bermudian shipwrights sent a Bermuda sloop mounting 26 guns to St Eustatius, where it was sold to
American agents; PRO CO 37/36:153:37:73; 38:20.41. In 1777. James Potter of Tortola protested that he
had contracted to purchase the Bermuda sloop Lucy from William Wilkinson, but the Bermudian sold it
instead to John Phillips and John Moss [president and vice-president of the Virgin Islands] for £800, CV
14:434.
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The Turn of the Tide: American Loyalists and the Rise of Bermudian Privateering

From the outbreak of the American Revolution until the end of 1778. Bermudian families
aided and abetted their American cousins in resisting British rule. The entrance of the colony’s old
enemy, France, into the war slightly dampened their support and presented an additional hazard to
Bermuda’s shipping fleet busily engaged in running goods into American ports, but did not alienate
the islanders from the American cause. The arrival of the first wave of American Loyalists, chiefly
from the Southern colonies, late in 1778 introduced a sizeable pro-British faction into the colony
that the hitherto frustrated Governor Bruere could draw upon for support in suppressing proAmerican activities independent of the Royal Navy. The Loyalists who flocked to Bermuda were
not downtrodden refugees brought there by the winds of war, but rather a small group of mariners,
shipbuilders, and merchants driven out of American port cities for their loyalty to the Crown.
They deliberately chose Bermuda as a base for privateering, from which they could not only recoup
their losses but exact a suitable revenge on their former neighbors to boot.
The Goodrich family of Virginia are a prime example of the kind of enterprising Loyalists
who came to Bermuda during the Revolution. On the eve of the war, John Goodrich and his five
sons owned a wharf, storehouse, a cluster of workshops, and a handful of sloops and schooners in
Portsmouth, and ranked as one of the chief mercantile families in that town. They initially sided
with the rebels in 1775 and imported a cargo of 4.000-5.000 pounds of gunpowrdcr from St.
Eustatius for their use, along with a quantity of British manufactured goods. This venture brought
them into conflict with both Governor Dunmore, who condemned their gunpowder, and the
Virginia Committee of Safety, which seized the British goods. John Goodrich was arrested and
taken aboard Dunmore’s Royal Navy flagship, where he was made an offer he couldn’t refuse, and
thereafter he and his sons never swayed from supporting the British side. From February until
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May 1776, John Sr., his sons, William, Bartlett. Bridger. and John Jr., and the Goodrich family
slaves served in Captain Andrew Hammond’s British naval fleet in the Chesapeake Bay as pilots
and captains of tenders, and were instrumental in capturing enough provisions to allow Hammond
to prolong his activities in American waters. In March and April, John Goodrich built and fitted
out a vessel on occupied British territory as a privateer, the Dispatch, which captured a large
Baltimore ship on April 26.41
Fortune turned against the Goodriches for the rest o f 1776, however. The Dispatch was
captured and John Sr. imprisoned at the end of April. On May 4, Portsmouth was captured by
Virginia troops, who looted and burnt the Goodrich properties in retaliation for the family’s proBritish stance. Bartlett Goodrich's privateer was captured at the eastern shore and John Jr. was
taken prisoner in Williamsburg later that month. Bridger Goodrich’s privateer was captured off
Bermuda in July by the American warship Andrew Dana (of first saiute fame) and William, the
last of the sons to remain free, was taken the following month by the Lexington. By Christmas
1776, the family’s luck had bottomed out: John Sr. and his five sons were all prisoners and their
property seized or destroyed.42
Were it not for a series of extraordinary events, the Goodriches would have shared the

4,The first Goodrich emigrated to Isle of Wight county in the 1630s and the family held a position
among the local elite throughout the seventeenth century. John Goodrich Sr. shified the family focus from
tobacco planting to commercial activities in the 1760s and pioneered trade with Pensacola and the
Mississippi River in the early 1770s. A far more detailed account of the Goodrich family and their
Revolutionary War activities can be found in Michael Jarvis. "An Archival Assessment of Bridge House,
SL George’s, Bermuda,” report prepared for the Bermuda National Trust. 1993 (Bridger Goodrich
purchased this mansion in 1782). 23-51. See also the note in VMHB 15:160-64 (1908); Fairfax Harrison,
“The Goodriches of Isle of Wight County. Virginia." Tvler's Quarterly 2:130-31 (1921); George M.
Curtis, “The Goodrich Family and the Revolution in Virginia. 1774-1776.” VMHB 84:49-74 (1976). For
a list of Goodrich properties and plantations on the eve of the war. see the compensation claim of John
Goodrich Sr. in PRO AO 13/30:307-11. 337. 340-49.
"Jarvis, “Bridge House,” 37-42; NDAR. 4:742. 1207. 1346. 1394. 1427; 5:38. 487-88, 685, 75657; 6:42-43, 716-17. 739-41, 1011: Virginia Gazette (Dixon). 27 April 1776. p. 3; (Purdie), 3 May 1776,
p. 2; 7 June 1776, p. 3.4 Oct. 1776, p. 2.
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same ruin and suffering that befell the vast majority of American Loyalists. On New Year’s Eve,
1776, William and Bridger staged a daring escape with five others from their prison in Baltimore.
Bartlett Goodrich escaped from prison in Philadelphia at around the same time and the three were
reunited in British-held New York in March 1777. From there, they took passage for Bermuda,
where they were welcomed by Governor Bruere. They purchased a fast Bermuda-built prize taken
by the H.M.S. Galatea, armed it. and obtained a commission from Bruere as a privateer. Two of
their first five prizes were Bermudian vessels laden with com, which earned them the enmity of the
island’s leading merchants. In retaliation, the Bermudians resolved at a public meeting to “hold no
commercial or other intercourse with . . . Goodrich or his adherents or any armed vessel” using
Bermuda as its base, and Henry Tucker of Somerset, leader of the assembly, vowed to “drive
[Goodrich] from the island or harass him if he remained." In an effort to sway popular sentiment,
the Goodriches dropped their claims to the two Bermudian vessels and temporarily relocated their
operation to New York, but the following year they were returned to Bermuda with their father and
thereafter the family used the colony as a privateering base for the rest of the war. By the end of
1778, the family owned and operated a squadron of six armed vessels that "much infested” the
American coast from Egg Harbor to Cape Fear They took particular pleasure in haunting
Virginia’s coast and by January 1779 it was reported that "fewr escape that are sailing out or into
Chesapeake Bay.” The Goodrich fleet divided their prizes between Bermuda and New York and
kept members of the family in both colonies to supervise Vice Admiralty Court proceedings and the
sale o f condemned vessels and cargoes. As a further affront to the pro-American Tucker family,
Bridger Goodrich wooed and w’ed Elizabeth Tucker —Col. Henry Tucker’s niece and rebel St.
George and Thomas Tudor Tucker's first cousin —late in 1778. The success of the Goodrich
family attracted a host of other nautical Loyalist families, wrho similarly fitted out privateers in
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Bermuda and sent them to prey upon American shipping lanes.43
Bermuda’s leading politicians fought the rising tide of Loyalists pro-British sentiment
through various obstructions. In the assembly, they passed an act in January 1779 that imposed a
tax of 354 % on prizes and prize goods in an attempt to encourage British privateers to abandon
Bermuda for New York, and in the courts pro-American lawyers like George Bascome argued
before sympathetic Bermudian judges that captured American and Bermudian vessels should not be
condemned. An unknown constituency entered into a "public association” not to supply Loyalist
privateers with provisions or equipment, refused to purchase the prizes and cargoes they captured,
and threatened to destroy the property of any who did. Through such means, Bermudians kept the
thorn of British privateering from plunging too deeply into the side of the United States until 1780,
but the undeniable opportunity' for profit at America's expense steadily drew more and more
Bermudian mariners aboard Loyalist privateers.44
The turning point in Bermudian allegiance came in September 1780, with the death of the
elderly Governor Bruere, who had lacked the stamina to impose his will on Bermuda’s
insubordinate assembly. He was succeeded as governor by his son, also George, who had grown to
hate Americans and Bermudians alike. A British officer, he was wounded twice at Bunker Hill and
Beaufort, North Carolina. The elder Bruere had kept his son constantly informed of Bermuda’s
pro-American activities, and the new governor personally blamed the assembly for his father’s

‘“PRO CO 37/37:5; Henry Tucker of Somerset to St. George Tucker. 5 Sept. 1778; Eliza Tucker
to St George Tucker, n.d. [ca. July?| 1778 in Tucker-Colcman Papers; Henry Wilkinson, Bermuda in the
Old Empire. 396-98; Charles Paulin. ed.. Outletters of the Continental Marine Committee and Board of
Admiralty. 1776-1780. 2 vols., (New York. 1914). 2:28. 37. The Maryland Council offered rewards of
£100 each for the recapture of William and Bridger Goodrich: a later investigation revealed that the
brothers had bribed the jailer with £600; NDAR 8:1045. Virginia Gazette (Purdie), 3 Jan. 1777, p. 1.
William Goodrich and his brother-in-law, merchant Robert Shedden, supervised the family’s business in
New York, while Bridger, Bartlett, and their younger brother. Edward, handled the Bermuda end.
"“PRO CO 37/23:32-33; 37:87, 108-23.
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death, brought about by 'the constant exertions he was obliged to for five years” in support of the
Crown. The new Governor Bruere arrived with a number of displaced Loyalists whom Whitehall
had appointed to office; former Massachusetts resident Daniel Leonard assumed the post of
Attorney General, ex-New Hampshire loyalist Robert Traill became Collector of Customs, and
Andrew Cazeneau replaced Bermudian Jonathan Burch as Chief Justice of the colony’s Vice
Admiralty Court. Bruere also summarily dismissed three of the most notorious pro-American
members of his council and replaced them with Loyalists. As a young and active military man,
Bruere established a close rapport with the island's garrison officers, who were all too willing to
execute the governor’s will. In a few short months, the British Crown had placed a vigorous and
fiercely loyal governor at the helm of the unruly colony's government, removed the ability of
Bermudians to obstruct British privateers, and reduced the earlier friction between civil and
military authority on the island. Betw een the permanent garrison of the island and the continuous
presence of British privateers watchful for Bermudian smuggling, it had become virtually
impossible for Bermudians to support the American cause from the colony by the end of 1780.45
While the strengthened position of British officials in Bermuda made it increasingly
difficult for pro-American traders to operate in the colony, the activities of the privateers that used
the colony as a base caused Americans to grow distrustful of Bermudian vessels. In the early years
o f the Revolution, it was safe for most American captains to assume Bermudian sloops were
friendly, but British privateers had played on that trust and snapped up more than a few prizes as a
result. Pro-American smugglers thus found themselves hunted by British and American vessels

•“PRO CO 37/36:73; 37:54. 89-92: 126; 38:20. 42. 74-76. The elder Gov. Bruere died on 10
Sept. 1780 after a long illness. North Carolina Loyalist William Brimmagc served as acting judge of the
Vice Admiralty Court until Traill arrived and processed 91 prizes in early 1780. Soon after his arrival,
Bruere built new barracks for the garrison at Ferry Reach and Barracks Hill in St. George’s and
established a 15-man outpost at the West End to halt smuggling there. In December, he arrested an
American named Cook as a “rebel trade speculator” and spy.
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alike, as well as French privateers that did not recognize Bermuda’s supposed immunity to
American capture. With the fall of St. Eustatius in February 1781 and the loss of the Turks
Islands the following year, Bermudian smuggling was hindered at its source and only the most
fervent pro-Americans and rash and greedy captains persisted until the end of the war. Most
Bermudians saw the writing on the wall and in the spring of 1781, turned to privateering for the
first time in the war. Col. Henry Tucker, agent for the Bermuda assembly in London, wrote to his
son-in-law, Henry Tucker o f Somerset, advising him to disband the association that had formed to
obstruct Loyalist privateers and persuade the assembly not to oppose ministerial dictates from
Whitehall. William Browne, a moderate Loyalist, displaced the antagonistic Bruere in January
1782 and further swayed Bermudian loyalty to the Crown; he pledged to "convince [Bermudians]
that the prosperity of their country' and the felicity of my administration will equally result from the
opportunity they' may afford me of representing them as the proper objects of H.M. paternal regard
and attention” —essentially, a promise that if the colonial government behaved, past sins would be
forgiven.46
As Bermudians shifted from smuggling to privateering, they used their knowledge of
American shipping routes and coastal navigation (so helpful in their former illicit trade) to snap up
American vessels with great success. The "Bermudianization” of the island’s privateering took a
terrible toll on American shipping after 1781. In the three years prior to February 1781, Loyalistoperated privateers based in Bermuda took a total of 114 American prizes; with the full support

■
“PRO CO 37/38:81, 93. 103. William Browne was bom in 1737 in Massachusetts and attended
Harvard College in 1752. He was a colonel in the Essex County' militia, a member of the Massachusetts
assembly, governor’s council and supreme court before the Revolution. In 1776. he was offered the
governorship of the state, but refused out of loyalty to the Crown and departed Boston the following year.
His letter book has been transcribed and published in BHO 1:11-13. 73-81 (1946). Browne immediately
won favor in Bermuda by reinstating the three Bermudian councillors dismissed by Bruere and restoring
Jonathan Burch to his seat as Chief Justice. After Browne was installed as governor, Bermudians burned
Bruere in effigy, Browne to Board of Trade, 21 Aug. 1783 in CO 37/38.
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and backing of Bermudians, at least 130 vessels were captured in the single year between April
1782-1783 (see Appendix 13 and note the shift in the ownership of commissioned privateers from
1778-1783). The colonists not only inflicted considerable damage on the young nation’s trade, but
by capturing well over 300 American seamen they reduced the ability of the United States to man
vessels built to replace those lost. In the wake of the British defeat at Yorktown, the emergence of
a new and independent United States was virtually assured, but Bermudians had come to
appreciate that their future would remain within Britain's reconfigured empire. The many French,
Spanish, and American prizes that Bermudian privateers captured not only enriched the island’s
merchants and mariners but also persuaded the Crown of the colony’s loyalty. The earlier
gunpowder theft and extensive smuggling went unpunished and were quietly forgotten as Great
Britain sought to forge stronger bonds between her remaining colonies in the Americas.47
Bermuda’s shift from ally to enemy in the closing years of the Revolution belatedly
demonstrated to the United States the wisdom in Silas Deane's earlier suggestion of capturing the
island and using it to cut off the main avenues of Atlantic trade. As Bermudian privateers scoured
the American coast, at least two invasions of Bermuda were contemplated. In July 1780, a
Bermudian captain named Joell approached Col. Timothy Pickering, Quartermaster General of the
Continental Army, with a plan to capture St. George's, and then the rest of the island. To aid the
attempt, Joell provided two spy maps, showing the channels leading into the town harbor, the
location o f fortifications and guard houses, and denoting the houses of residents who were ""friends
of America” (figure 9-6). Tire Bermudian was probably motivated more by his desire to lay his

■"Late in 1779. “gaol fever” [probably typhus] broke out among the American sailors imprisoned
in St. George’s and claimed the life of at least 30. whose graves were found in 1930 near Tiger Bay while
constructing the Bermuda Railway. The fever spread to the British garrison troops, which prompted their
removal to Feny Reach and the construction of a hospital atop Barracks Hill. Gov. Bruere’s son-in-law,
Pendock Neale, was the commissary of prisoners in St. George's throughout the war, CV15:254, Jarvis,
Sl George’s. 22, 122-23.
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Figure 9-6. Spy map of the Town of St. George prepared by B. Joell ofr Col. Timothy
P ic k e rin g , ca. 1780. Houses marked with crosses were thought to be ‘Triends of
America” (Courtesy, Massachusetts Historical Society).
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hands on the £ 2,000-3,000 in specie that he knew the governor kept in his house to pay the
garrison troops than by any great love of the American cause, but he did provide valuable
information to American forces that would have considerably aided in an invasion attempt.48
James Mitchell offered to lead an invasion of Bermuda in October 1781 if George Washington
would lend him a battalion of Continental troops, arguing that *‘our commerce is greatly annoyed
by the privateers which rendezvous there; a conquest might relieve us from that inconvenience and
convert it into a place of arms for our own vessels.” An attempt was nearly made in August 1782,
when a French fleet anchored off the Capes of Delaw are proved willing to carry an invading army
to the island, but when questions arose concerning whether the United States or France would fund
the expedition, the plan died in committee. At such a late date in the war, it is doubtful that
Bermudians would have welcomed American and French forces with open arms. As a new
Atlantic world was taking shape. Bermuda's strategic position at its crossroads became
increasingly appreciated by Britain and the United States alike.49

Steering a True Course in a Troubled Sea: Bermuda During the American Revolution

The American War for Independence fundamentally disrupted inter-colonial and
international trade patterns and plunged die Atlantic world into conflict for nine years. It brought
about civil war within the rebellious colonies as conflicting ideologies pitted those loyal to the

48B. Joell to Col. T. Pickering. 17 July 1780 in Pickering Papers, vol. 56:190-93. Massachusetts
Historical Society.
^James Mitchell to George Washington. 2 Oct. 1781 in Burnett. Letters of Members of the
Continental Congress. 6:231. Mitchell estimated that with 500 men and three or four frigates, he could
take Bermuda and fortify and garrison it against recapture within six weeks. Given the poor state of
Bermuda’s fortification and the fact that much of its garrison was composed of invalid British troops,
Mitchell’s plan might well have succeeded. The French offer is in ibid.. 422-24.
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Crown against others seeking the assertion o f their rights and independence, and prompted the
dislocation of thousands of black and white Americans. The geopolitical landscape of the Western
Hemisphere that emerged from the Peace of Versailles in 1783 was radically different than it had
been in 1775, and the consequences of U.S. nationhood would reverberate for decades. In short,
the war left little unchanged and marked a major threshold for Atlantic and Bermudian history.
The island of Bermuda fared remarkably well in the sea of confusion brought about by the
Revolutionary War. Indeed, one would be hard pressed to suggest how the colony could have
better weathered the storm. Through political negotiations with the Continental Congress and a
single, blatant act o f disloyalty that could later be disowned, Bermudians dispelled the specter of
famine, secured special exemption from the American provisions embargo, and assured that their
vessels would be welcome in rebellious North American ports. In the late 1770s, the island’s
merchant-ship captains profited by running salt. arms, and gunpowder into the United States and
the island’s shipyards were fully employed building fast privateers destined for American buyers.
After French depredations discouraged Bermudians from raking salt at the Turks Islands in 1781
and a strong British military presence in the colony made it untenable as a base for smuggling,
vessels once employed in the salt trade were outfitted as privateers and their captains used their
earlier knowledge o f American trading routes and waterways to good advantage in capturing
prizes. Bermuda not only avoided famine throughout the war. but employed its merchant fleet at a
level approaching full capacity in lucrative contraband trade and privateering. Individual
merchants may have lost fortunes during the war. but the colony as a whole prospered at a time
when most colonies suffered hardship. The profits from ship sales and smuggling during the war
are impossible to measure and were probably considerable, but the w'ealth earned by privateers
was much more concrete, amounting to as much as £500.000. In 1783, after the war had ended,
Bermudians had earned enough to import an unprecedented £95.000 ST worth of goods from
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England and Scotland, paid for with the treasures they had taken from the holds of enemy ships
(see Appendixes 9 & 13).50
Bermuda’s successful navigation of the internecine conflict between king and colonists can
be more fully appreciated when compared with the experiences of other British colonies that also
declined to join the rebellion. Great Britain's West Indian possessions were for the most part
equally reliant on North American food and timber for their support, and Congress’ policy of non
exportation caused prices to rise at least four-fold in 1776. Food shortages prompted slaves in
Jamaica to plot an insurrection, but the conspiracy was discovered and brutally put down. The
outbreak o f war caused insurance rates for shipping to soar and the need for convoys disrupted or
delayed trade, driving up the cost of transporting colonial commodities home to England; the war
interrupted not only the flow of food and slaves into die West Indies, but the flow of sugar to
Europe as well. France’s sudden entry into the war early in 1778 took most of Britain’s military
forces in the Caribbean by surprise, and several Royal Navy vessels were captured before their
captains had learned that war had been declared; the proximity of contending European colonies
turned the West Indies into a deadly cockpit for ship captains and sugar planters alike. Nassau,
capital of the Bahamas, was captured and sacked three times; twice by American captains in
March 1776 and 1779 and finally by a combined Spanish-American force in May 1782. The
French lost St. Lucia in 1777. but captured the islands of Dominica (1778), St. Vincent and
Grenada (1779) and inflicted considerable damage on the British West Indies fleet. Royal Navy

“David MacPherson, Annals of Commerce. 4:40. At least 250 prizes were captured by
Bermudian privateers during the war and condemned in the colony’s Vice Admiralty Courts; a

conservative estimate of £ 1,000 for the value of each vessels suggests that shipowners and mariners shared
in at least £250,000. and the worth of condemned cargoes, many of which were described as “valuable”
and “rich,” probably yielded an equal amount. Some wealth from vessel sales and prize goods was sent to
New York and colonies in the British West Indies; Bridger Goodrich received a bill of exchange for £800
Sterling in Feb. 1780 from George and Thomas Moore in St. Christopher for goods shipped thither and
another from Thomas Hepburn of New York for $300 in March 1781. CV 15:55, 198.
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harassment of neutral Spanish shipping prompted the Spanish to attack British possessions at the
Bay of Honduras [modem Belize] and inclined the Crown of Spain to formally declare war in June
1779. Droughts in Barbados and Antigua in 1778 and 1779 produced famines that claimed the
lives of most of the islands’ livestock and many slaves, and a hurricane on October 10, 1780
ravaged the islands from Barbados to Jamaica with great loss of life and property and sank most of
the British fleet. Pensacola and Florida fell to the Spanish and Tobago to the French the following
year, and the French took St. Christopher. Nevis, and Montserrat early in 1782. A French
conquest of Jamaica was only narrowly averted by the Battle of The Saintes in April 1782, in
which British Admirals Rodney and Hood defeated a French fleet commanded by Admiral de
Grasse. Nine years of war took a heavy toll on Britain's West Indian colonies, many of which
were captured and sacked. All had their sugar production and supply of slaves considerably
curtailed, and more than a few planters were bankrupted by financial losses. Unlike Bermuda,
these colonies in many cases suffered invasion and famine and found little or no compensation
through privateering in the French- and Spanish-infested waters surrounding their islands.51

’‘Parry, Sherlock and Maingot. Short History of the West Indies. 116-21; James Lewis, The Final
Campaign of the American Revolution: The Rise and Fall of the Spanish Bahamas (Columbia, S.C.,
1991), 4-29; Sir Alan Bums, History of the British West Indies. (London. 1954), 501-35; Eric Williams.
From Columbus to Castro: The History of the Caribbean. 1492-1969 (London. 1970), 217-36; Southey.
Chronological History of the West Indies. 11:421-552. The town of Roseau in Dominica burned during
French occupation, destroying an estimated £200.000 in property and another £160.000 in property
damage was sustained in St. Christopher following the French conquest. The islands captured by the
French and Spanish provided bases for American privateers operating in the West Indies and compounded
British shipping losses.
The war’s impact on West Indian slave populations is difficult to directly gauge, but the black
population of Barbados fell from 68.500 in 1773 to 63.208 in 1781 and had dropped to 57,400 by the end
of the war, which historian J.H. Parry attributed to "malnutrition and physical disaster.” 117. Dysentery,
no doubt compounded by inadequate diet, killed off one-fifth of the slave population of Antigua between
1778-1780 (Southey. 479). Eric Williams claimed that 15.000 slaves died in Jamaica from starvation
between 1780 and 1787, p. 226. The West Indian theater of the American Revolution and the entry of
Spain into the war has received far less attention than they deserve. Britain devoted considerable military
personnel and naval forces to defending the West Indies after 1778 and posted 30,000 troops to resist the
Spanish siege of Gibraltar —forces that dwarfed those assigned to North America. Had this strength been
deployed solely against the rebellious colonies, the outcome of the Revolution might have been different
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The experiences of those American Loyalists who emigrated to Bermuda during the war
also contrasted sharply with their pro-British brethren who remained in the revolting colonies or
relocated elsewhere during the war. They arrived in small numbers, probably less than five
hundred in total over the course of the Revolution, and differed from most refugees in the fact that
they came mostly from port towns and possessed maritime skills and commercial connections in
England and the West Indies. The Goodriches and other early arrivals met fierce opposition from
the Bermuda’s leading pro-American families, but they received enough support from Governor
Bruere, the Royal Navy, and the British garrison to outfit and man privateers against their former
neighbors. By combining personal revenge with financial gain, these displaced Americans not only
recouped the value of the real and personal property they had lost but also made considerable
fortunes at the expense of the United States. The Goodrich family alone took ^upwards of 500
vessels” and employed a thousand American Loyalists in their personal navy operating out of
Bermuda and New York —ample compensation for the £ 17.000 worth of property that was seized
from them. Bridger Goodrich alone had shares in 9 1 prizes captured between 1778 and 1783 and
was able to pay £1,000 in cash for one of the finest mansions in St. George's in 1782 out of his
earnings. Maritime Loyalists like Thomas Pagan. George Kidd, Robert Fanner, Alexander
MacPherson, William Carmichael, Robert Graham, and William Piggott prospered from the
Revolutionary War while the vast majority of Loyalists lost at least their property and in some
cases, their lives. Their highly valuable skills as masters and mariners expanded Britain’s naval
power at no cost to the Crown and enabled them to best serve their chosen country during a time
when most other Loyalists were pow'erless refugees. The belated entry of Bermudians into
privateering in the closing years of the war forged bonds between the old families and the
newcomers. As a result, many Loyalists opted to remain m the colony after the war had ended and
introduced innovations that revitalized the shipbuilding industry, the colonial government, and
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business strategies in the 1780s. They also introduced new blood into a somewhat stagnant gene
pool. The Loyalist invasion thus not only had an important impact on shifting the stance of
Bermuda during the American War for Independence, but also had a lasting effect on the island’s
governance and economic choices after the war had ended.-2

Long-standing commercial connections, kinship ties, and cultural similarities predisposed
Bermuda to support the North American colonies, first in their defiance of British attempts at
taxation and eventually in their bid for independence. The island's contributions to the American
cause —salt, ships, and gunpowder —are difficult to quantitatively measure but must have played
some role in the outcome of the Revolution. The island's greatest contribution, however, was its
ambivalence and disloyalty to the Crown, especially early in the war. Had Bermudians focused on
the fact that the North American colonies were their competitors in the Atlantic carrying trade
rather than the commonalities between themselves and their neighbors to the west, they might have
fitted out their fleet of 100 or more vessels as privateers as early as 1776 instead of selling them to
American buyers. The vessels that brought gunpow der and salt to the desperate revels could just
as easily have been employed in capturing American vessels on the same errands and thus denied
Washington’s army its ability to wage war. If Bermudian mariners had put their extensive
knowledge of American waterways and harbors at the disposal of die Royal Navy and the British
army, American ports from Savannah to Portsmouth would have been far more vulnerable to
invasion. But Bermuda had more in common with her sister colonies than with a distant mother

^ n individual Loyalists in Bermuda, see Appendix 13. PRO 0037/22:32-33; AO 12/10:217;
11:71; 12:7-10; 36:76; 51:256; 56:104. 166; 61:71; 82:3/40; 91:32. 46; 99:157.265; 101:108,289;
105:39; AO 13/30, 33,47, 74, 83. 90, 97. Bridger Goodrich purchased Bridge House in St. George’s
from John Esten on 17 July 1782; BOD 1:223. He had earlier purchased Orange Grove, a large mansion
on 25 acres overlooking Flatts Inlet, but gave it up for a more cosmopolitan location in the capital.
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country that had paid her little attention in the past two centuries, and thus abetted the rebels to the
west to the extent she was able. At the end of the war. the colony could disown early misdeeds and
vow future fidelity to the British Empire.
The Revolutionary War forcibly brought Bermuda’s strategic importance to the attention
of Britain, France, and the United States. The island lay astride the main avenues connecting
North America, Europe, and the West Indies, amply demonstrated by the success o f the Royal
Navy cruisers and privateers based at the island. In the decades following the Peace of Versailles,
Great Britain made up for centuries of neglect by turning her full attention to the fortification of
Bermuda. Thereafter the island became the stepping stone that connected Canada and the
Maritime Provinces with Britain's West Indian colonies and was an important sentry post for
monitoring the activities of the fledgling United States. The Admiralty took consolation that a fleet
based in Bermuda was capable of striking an\,wherc on the Atlantic seaboard in a week or less.
The Revolutionary War shifted Bermuda from the margins of inter-colonial commerce to center
stage in the imperial contest for control of the Northern Atlantic. In the years that followed, the
colony was deemed too important to be left in control of Bermuda’s ancient families. Between
1783 and 1800, the island’s vernacular colonial identity and local, familial relationships were
actively co-opted and brought within a cosmopolitan, pan-imperial British culture, ending over a
century of imperial neglect and Bermudian de facto autonomy. Bermudians may have won the
American Revolution, but their victory meant sacrificing a way of life. The war signaled the end
of Bermuda’s independence within the Atlantic world.
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EPILOGUE
The Passing of an Age

The American Revolution was a critical juncture in Bermuda’s history. Although the
colony fared better than most British colonies over the course of the conflict, the reconfiguration of
Atlantic trade in the following decades disrupted the island’s accustomed avenues of trade. The
island’s merchants and mariners endured periods of booms and busts, sought alternative ventures
with mixed success, and did their best to compete with the explosion of American shipping that the
new nation launched dining the turbulent decades when France plunged Europe into war. The
success of Bermudian privateering during the Revolutionary War had finally forced the British
military to realize the island’s strategic importance astride the shipping routes between the West
Indies and Europe, and the Royal Navy valued it as the only British base between Halifax and the
Leeward Islands. The island was duly garrisoned and fortified at great expense by the Crown, and
military expenditures came to rival and surpass earnings from shipping in the colonial economy.
The influx of American Loyalists and British military also changed Bermuda’s vernacular
maritime culture that had long developed in relative isolation and challenged the ancient
constellation o f elite families who dominated the island’s society and politics. The political
structure of this now strategically important colony was revamped and the governors sent out were
men with military backgrounds who were mainly concerned with making the colony an effective
sentry post from which to watch the United States. The officers of the garrison constituted a rival
elite whose cosmopolitan manners and deportment eclipsed those of the old Bermudian gentry,
732
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while the regiments stationed there corrected the colony’s chronic demographic imbalance and
offered marriage opportunities to Bermudian women who would have died spinsters in earlier
decades. Strong cultural influences from England embedded in new trends in architecture, dress,
dance, speech, and manners altered the fabric of Bermudian society until the island was brought in
line with a more cosmopolitan British colonial culture in the late 1700s and early 1800s, shifting
Bermuda’s socio-cultural orientation from west to east. By 1820, Bermuda was firmly and self
consciously British. The island’s shipping fleet had fallen dramatically in size, never to recover,
and shipbuilding had all but ceased. A complex series of changes shifted the island’s economy
back from sea to field after a century and a half.1

The 1780s and 1790s were a time of great flux in Bermuda. Colonial merchants struggled
to cope with depressions in trade, shift from a wartime economic strategy, and forge new trading
routes that bypassed North American ports, now forbidden to British bottoms. Luckily for
Bermuda, the policies of economic exclusion implemented by Lord Sheffield in Parliament created
unprecedented opportunities for Bermuda’s shipping fleet. Sheffield effectively eliminated
Bermuda’s earlier, pre-war competition for freight by forbidding American vessels to carry

'A detailed examination of post-Revolutionary Bermuda and Great Britain’s deliberate
reincorporation of the colony within the Second Empire would make a fine dissertation. There is a
veritable explosion of primary sources to draw from after 1783 from which scholars could work. Henry
Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 1784-1901. 2 vols.. (London, 1973), is the only comprehensive
treatment of this period, although many find it often tedious and difficult to follow. More tightly focused
examinations of Bermudian history during this period include Jean Kennedy, Bermuda’s Sailor’s of
Fortune (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1962), Frith of Bermuda: Gentleman Privateer (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1964),
and Biography of a Colonial Town: Hamilton. Bermuda 1790-1897 (Hamilton. Bermuda, 1962).
Kenneth Robinson, Heritage (London, 1979), is a collection of primary sources that document the
transition of black Bermudians from slavery to freedom in the 19th century. The arrival and influence of
the British military are well documented in Ian Stranack, The Andrew and the Onion: The Story of the
Roval Naw in Bermuda. 1795-1975 (Bermuda 1990), Roger Willock, Bulwark of Empire: Bermuda’s
Fortified Naval Base. 1860-1920 (Princeton 1962) and Edward Harris, Bermuda Forts. 1612-1957
(Bermuda 1997). This Epilogue paints in the broadest strokes the many complex changes that Bermuda
underwent in the period between the American Revolution and the War of 1812.
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provisions, timber, or other goods into British West Indian ports. In 1785, Bermuda had a fleet of
114 vessels of 4,182 R tons. Three years later, the fleet had swelled to 154 measuring 12,114 M
tons and was the second largest British colonial merchant marine; Nova Scotia had the largest fleet
with 233 vessels of 15,174 and Jamaica came in third with 200 vessels of 11,829 tons (Appendix
VII). All three of these colonies had stepped up shipbuilding2 and augmented the size of their fleets
to meet the great need for carriers in the Atlantic and Caribbean, and profited considerably from
their exclusive right to carry British West Indian trade. In 1792, Bermuda was designated a free
port, opening it up to sugar, coffee, and other products of foreign colonies, a move that further
increased the volume of its trade. The provisions of the Jay Treaty of 1794 opened up British
colonies to smaller American vessels and hurt Bermuda’s trade somewhat, but the 1793-95 war
with France did much more damage to Bermudian trade. Losses were offset, however, by the
success of Bermudian privateers during that war, when Loyalists and Bermudians alike joined
together to assault a common foe; by June 1793, Bermuda had fitted out 24 privateers and
captured 21 prizes and over 500 prisoners before many colonies had even prepared for war.
That Bermuda could successfully compete with the timber resources and personnel of the sizeable
Canadian Maritime provinces and successfully survive yet another war owes much to its
established expertise in efficient shipbuilding and making the most of the colony’s tiny cedar
forests.3
2The pace of shipbuilding in the 1780s and 1790s approached the pace of a century earlier, at the
outset of the maritime revolution. In a letter to the editor of the Bermuda Gazette, a reader complained
that thirty years earlier, Bermuda’s hills were all covered with cedars but they had since ’‘become naked
and barren wilderness.” (1 July 1786). Six years later, another reader celebrated that “shipbuilding is
carried on with the greatest spirit at present in these islands. There are now upwards of sixty sail of
vessels on the stocks, most of which are of large burthen.” Bermuda Gazette. 11 Aug. 1792.
3Database of “Entries and Clearances from the Port of St. George’s, 1780-1788,” Bermuda
Archives; Liverpool Papers, vol. 187, BL Add. Mss. 38,376: ff. 79-90. In 1785, Bermuda’s
merchant fleet consisted of 15 brigantines, 15 schooners, 83 sloops and 1 snow. On Lord
Sheffield's post-war policies and their effects on the United States and the West Indies, see Linda
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In addition to the revival of freight carrying, Bermudian merchants and mariners dabbled
in new avenues of commerce with varying degrees of success. Exploitation o f the Turks and
Caicos Islands resinned after the Revolution and surpassed pre-war levels in terms of personnel
involved and quantities of salt exported. When the annual salt fleet left Bermuda in January 1789,
eight large vessels carried 800-900 white and black rakers to the Turks for that season. Steep
duties levied on American vessels calling there for salt, retaliatory American duties on salt brought
there by Bermudian carriers, poor weather, and continued interference by the Bahamian
government hurt the industry in the 1790s, however. In 1799, the Bahamas finally passed an act
through the Board of Trade that extended representation to the Turks and Caicos Islands and put
them under the Bahamian government. Despite a lively assertion of Bermuda’s ancient claims to
the Turks and Caicos Islands penned by Isocrates [Yale graduate John Harvey Tucker] and
published by the Bermuda Legislature in 1803, the Board of Trade gave them to the Bahamas and
Bermuda lost a highly lucrative sector of its economy.4

Salvucci, “Stepping Out from the Shadow of Lord Sheffield: Spanish Imperial Appraisals of the
Commercial Capacities of the United States, 1783-1807,” working paper. Harvard International Seminar
on the History of the Atlantic World #97-30, August 1997. For a general description of U.S. and
Caribbean economic conditions in the 1780s, see McCusker and Menard, Economy of British North
America. 367-77. The shift from U.S. to Canadian ports as sources for West Indian economic needs was
not made easily. On the difficulties experienced by individual merchants at this time, see Francis Forbes'
letter book, 1785-1802, reprinted serially in BHO. but especially FF to Brickwood, Pattle & Co. of
London, 25 Jan. 1788, BHO 5:134. On the establishment of free port status, see PRO CO 37/23:93 and
Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 41-42. For a list of privateers and prizes, see PRO CO
37/44:187-89.
'Bermuda Gazette 17 Jan. 1789, 22 Jan. 1791; PRO CO 37/23:184-87; 40:285-94; Neil Kennedy,
“‘By Wrangling and Jangling a Country Prospers’: Bermuda’s Claims to the Turks Islands, C. 16781804,” Working Paper, Harvard International Seminar on the History of the Atlantic World. #97-13,
August 1977; Bermuda Legislature, A State of the Claim of His Majesty’s Bermuda Subjects to the Right
of Gathering Salt in the Turks Islands. Referred to bv the Governor. Council, and Assembly of Bermuda
in their Memorial of the 7th Day of May 1790 to the Right Honourable William Wvndham Grenville. His
Majesty’s Secretary of State for the American Department (London, 1790); Isocrates, The Question of the
Bahama Jurisdiction over the Turks Islands discussed in a letter to the Honourable Speaker and
Gentlemen of His Majesty's Colonial Assembly of the Bermuda or Somers Islands (London, 1803).
Kennedy skillfully sorts out the muddled story of the battle over the Turks Islands and notes that George
Chalmers was both Agent for the Bahamas Assembly and Chief Clerk of the Board of Trade, and
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In 1787, a handful o f Bermudian sloops tried their luck at fishing on the Grand Banks off
Newfoundland, an age-old preserve of French and New England fishing vessels. They met with
success, and following year 34 sloops of 30-60 tons each returned, each manned with 8-12 men.
The Bermudians were so skillful at catching, splitting, and salting cod (they hired local experts to
instruct them and brought their own salt from the Turks) that Newfoundlanders and West Country
English fishermen grew alarmed at the rivalry and protested Bermudian activities to London.
Newfoundland Governor Elliot correctly informed them that they were in breach of the Pallister
Act of 1775, which prohibited Bermudians and Nova Scotians from fishing the Grand Banks, but
let them keep that summer’s catch. Despite the pleas of Bermudian Governor Henry Hamilton, the
Board of Trade refused to make an exception in Bermuda’s case, and the colony's promising foray
into commercial fishing ended abruptly. In the wake of the failure, however, a fairly steady
carrying trade in salt cod between Newfoundland and the British West Indies did develop and
several Bermudian merchants relocated there.3

doubtlessly used his influence to support the Bahamian cause before Lords Sheffield and Hawkesbury.
Bermuda’s loss of the Turks thus had less to do with the merits of her claim than with the failure of John
Brickwood, the colony’s agent, to successfully navigate the political landscape of Whitehall and
Westminster, Kennedy, 11-23. In 1788-89, over 765,000 bushels of salt were exported from the Turks
Island; for a list of vessels calling between Mar. 1788 to Oct. 1789, see PRO CO 37/23:55-57, 70-72.
’Letter of Jeremiah Coghlan to the Board of Trade, 25 Oct 1788, reprinted in Daniel Prowse, A
History of Newfoundland. 2 vols., (London, 1896), 345-47, and appenchx, 416-17; Gov. Henry Hamilton
to the Board of Trade, PRO CO 37/23:114-15, 146; Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 32-35.
Coghlan praised both the energy and skill of Bermudian sailor-slaves and the sailing properties of the
Bermuda sloop in explaining the success of the Bermudians in the new venture. The slaves were paid
£4.10.0 ST per 1,000 fish they caught, by which some earned £45 ST or more for the season. The exact
number of Bermudian vessels involved is unclear, Francis Forbes wrote that only "18 sail of vessels went
this year to the banks of Newfoundland,” but that they had been given a bounty of £500 from Bermuda
assembly; FF to J. Shackleford, 23 June 1788 in BHO 5:140. On Bermudian trade with Newfoundland,
see Keith Matthews, "The Newfoundland-West Indian Trade and Bermudian Shipowners, 1650-1815,”
unpublished paper presented to the Maritime History Group, Feb. 1984 (copy in Bermuda Archive), 18,
21-35. Matthews asserts that by 1805, Newfoundland’s trade with the West Indies had fallen chiefly into
the hands of Bermudian shipowners, which carried over 15,000 quintals that year (88% of total), 26, 28.
The Wood, Dunscomb, and Trimingham families were heavily involved in the Newfoundland trade and
sent family agents to the colony.
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A third new Bermudian enterprise was deep-water whaling in the South Seas, or Southern
Pacific Ocean. The venture was the brainchild of Jennings, Tucker and Company, a new
consortium of merchants that formed in the mid-1780s that gathered an unprecedented amount of
capital to back their activities. Operating on a grand scale, this merchant house recruited
experienced Nantucket whalers to move Bermudian whaling operations offshore and aboard large
brigantines and ships capable of weathering Cape Horn and exploiting the recently discovered rich
whaling grounds to the west of Chile. Bermudian South Seas whaling was launched when the
brigantine Governor Browne and ship Oueen Charlotte departed the island in August 1785 with
“implements for whaling and provisions”; their year-long voyage was a great success and the
following year Jennings, Tucker and Co. over 4,300 gallons of spermaceti oil and 13 bundles of
whalebones to London. Between 1786 and 1793, the two ships made five more voyages and
brought home between 3,000 -4,000 gallons of oil each season. In 1792, Jennings, Tucker and Co.
sent out the brigantine Bermuda (John Darling), which returned from the South Seas with an
incredible haul of 900 barrels of oil and 7,000 pounds of whalebone; the following year,
commander Nathaniel King brought back 700 barrels of oil and 6,500 pounds of whalebone in the
same vessel. The Company also pursued whaling in the West Indies; Ebenezer Coffin made five
whaling voyages in Bahamian waters between 1788 and 1792 in the Mercury and Governor
Hamilton, met with similar success. Bermudians were among the first to cash in on the South Seas
whale fishery and did so at a time when the price of whale oil in Great Britain was still high;
Bermuda’s whalers were two of the eight British vessels to exploit the grounds in 1786 and seven
vessels in 1788. War with France, an expansion of the British whaling fleet and a corresponding
drop in whale oil prices prompted Bermudians to abandon deep-sea whaling after 1793, but
Jennings, Tucker, and Co. had cashed in on the enterprise while it lasted. Shore-based whaling in
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Bermuda continued throughout much of the nineteenth century.6
Bermuda’s commercial and maritime activities received a boost in 1791 with the creation
of a second port town in Bermuda. Since the 1750s, the establishment of another center o f trade
had been a hotly contested issue in the assembly, but in 1790 a coalition of councillors and
assemblymen passed An Act to Vest certain Lands and Tenements in his M ajesty. .. fo r the use
o f the Township o f Hamilton, authorizing the purchase of 145 acres in Pembroke Parish on the
northern shore o f Crow Lane, the easternmost bay of the Great Sound. The town was named for
Henry Hamilton, governor of Bermuda at the time, who passed the act on June 23. The land in
question was purchased and subdivided into lots, which were auctioned in January 1791. The new
town contrasted sharply with the old capital; while the narrow streets and alleys of St. George’s
retained the same haphazard layout set down by its early seventeenth-century founders, Hamilton’s
orderly blocks were divided by a grid of fifty-foot-wide streets, here and there interrupted by a
public square or cluster of public buildings. In 1793, the Town of Hamilton was officially
incorporated and given a customs house to make it an official port of entry and thereafter it was
run by its own municipal government. It wasn’t long before many Bermudian merchants relocated
to the new town, conveniently situated in the center of the main island and fronting a good and

6Bermuda Archives, “Entries and Clearances from Bermuda, 1785-1795,” entries: Queen
Charlotte (dep. 7/15/1786), sloop Fanny (d. 8/10/1787, 1/28/1789, 8/17/1789), Lord Hawkesbury (d.
9/29/1788), Governor Browne (d. 8/29/1785, 9/12/1787, 9/9/1788, 10/12/1789, 7/8/1791, 8/21/1792),
Bermuda (d. 3/30/1793), Dispatch (d. 9/1/1789), Mercury (d. 10/21/1788, 7/8/1789), Alert (d. 11/7/1788),
Governor Hamilton (d. 11/28/1789, 12/9/1790, 8/11/1791. 8/21/1792), Hector (d. 7/29/1786); Edward
Schortman, “Short History of Bermudian Whaling,” Mariner’s Mirror. 55:80-82 (1969). On British
whaling, see PRO BT 6/185:127; British vessels bound to the South Seas: 1786: 8 (1,624 tons), 1787: 10
(1,572), 1788: 7 (1,759), 1789: 45 (9,605), 1790: 37 (8,088), 1791: 78 (17,468), 1792: 42 (9,544), 1793:
38 (8,487). On American whaling during this period, see Alexander Starbuck, History of the American
Whale Fishery (Boston, 1878). Jennings, Tucker and Company was composed of John and Richard
Jennings, Henry, James, Daniel and Robert Tucker, George and Benjamin Bascome, and James Hall. For
a personal recollection of “The Company,” as it was called by contemporaries in Bermuda, see George
Tucker, “Autobiography of George Tucker,” BHO 18:88-89 (1961); George’s father, Daniel, was a
founding member and was posted to New York as its agent in 1785-86.
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well-sheltered harbor for nearly half a mile. After the channel leading past St. George’s and along
the north shore had been surveyed and buoyed, most vessels chose to use Hamilton rather than the
old capital as a base for operations.7
St. George initially suffered an exodus of Bermudian merchants and a dip in land prices,
but Loyalist, English, and Scottish merchants arrived to take up vacated properties and expand and
improve the old town. The capital was formally incorporated in 1797 and its new municipal
government undertook a number of civic improvements that included the construction of a Town
Hall, market, and public wharf to the south of the Parade. By the 1810s, a whole string of new
wharves along the waterfront extended over a hundred feet into the harbor to accommodate deeperdraft shipping and a number o f long warehouses sprang up to accommodate the reviving trade of
the town. The Glebe Lands to the west of St. George’s were divided and sold by the same
assembly that created Hamilton, upon which other new wharves and stores were built. Economic
opportunities in both towns made them magnets for freed slaves, and both acquired sizeable free
black communities by the early nineteenth century. Cheaper land prices made St. George’s
particularly attractive to freemen; in 1806 —nearly thirty years before the general abolition of
slavery in Bermuda — 147 of the 717 blacks (20.5%) living in St. George’s Parish were free,
compared with just 5.4% elsewhere in Bermuda. Before 1834, black St. Georgians purchased no
fewer than 23 houses in the town. By sparking civic improvements and bringing in a host of new

’Bermuda Legislature, Acts of Assembly. 353-57; Jean Kennedy, Biography of a Colonial Town.
15-30; Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 53-56; Laura Bluck, “The Evolution of the Town of
Hamilton.” BHO 13:111-35. Henry Hamilton was notorious as the “hair buyer of Detroit,” a title
bestowed upon him during the American Revolution by Americans because, as civil governor of Detroit,
he offered British-allied Indians rewards for American scalps. He was captured by Virginian Major Gen.
George Rogers Clark and imprisoned in Williamsburg for two years. Hamilton served as governor of
Bermuda from 1788-94, during which time the island was put on a sound military footing. On Hamilton,
see Orville Jaebker, “Henry Hamilton: British Soldier and Colonial Governor.” PhD diss., History,
Indiana University, 1982.
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merchants with foreign capital and connections, the rivalry with Hamilton breathed new life into
the old capital and initiated a wave of new construction. Bermuda now had two thriving port
towns, which benefitted trade in general, stimulated domestic growth, created opportunities for free
blacks within the island, and expanded the range of commercial services available in the colony.8
The economic changes that Bermuda underwent were matched by social and political
changes in the 1780s and 1790s. Loyalists and emigrant British merchants took an active role in

Bermudian politics and over the 1780s and 1790s several became councillors, transforming that
body and making it more responsive to the will of the governor. Robert Traill, Daniel Leonard,
Andrew Dumford, Bridger Goodrich, John Stewart, and Richard Washington were appointed to
council between 1784 and 1796 and each also served in other colonial or municipal offices. The
record keeping of the colony also became better organized after 1780. Historians quickly discover
that the deeds, grants, maritime protests, mortgages, bonds, and actions, and the wills, probate
inventories, and letters of administration that had before the war been lumped into two sets of
volumes now each were given their own series. Indeed, there is a veritable explosion of records to
work with in the 1780s and 1790s, and it is quite possible that the amount of material available for
these two decades equal in volume that which covers the previous two centuries. This restructuring
owes much to councillor Henry Tucker Jr., who was appointed Secretary and Provost Marshal in
1782, but it is also likely that Governor William Brown and the other Loyalists who served in his
council drew on previous experience in administrating other British colonies to make Bermuda’s
government more efficient.9
®The history of St George’s during this period is covered in much greater detail in Michael
Jarvis, Bermuda’s Architectural Heritage: St. George’s (Hamilton, Bermuda 1998), 7-8, 23-25,40-56,
174.
®For councillors and their other government posts, see Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam.
925-26. On governmental restructuring and new document classes, see Helen Rowe, comp., A Guide to
the Records of Bermuda (Hamilton, Bermuda, 1980). Col. Henry Tucker purchased the secretariat for his
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Loyalists also had a profound effect on Bermuda’s century-old shipbuilding industry.
Traditionally, Bermudian shipwrights built “by the eye,” or without plans, which precluded the
production of large vessels of 200 or more tons. By 1790, Bridger Goodrich and other Loyalist
emigrants had demonstrated to Bermudians the advantages of using drafts to design and construct
ships. In May 1790, Governor Hamilton remarked that "‘the Bermudians of late build vessels on a
larger scale than formerly, and whereas they used to set up the frames and proceed in the
construction without rale and method, they now regularly build agreeably to the principles of the
art and by a proper draft.” In January 1789, shipwrights constructed a vessel of 212 tons —the
largest ever built in living memory up to that date, but the record it set was shattered two years
later when the 400-ton Nancy was launched. Larger vessels made whaling voyages to the South
Seas possible, allowed Bermudians to compete in bulk earning, and were imposing privateers that
bristled with ordinance during the 1793-95 war with France, but the fleet continued to be
composed mostly of smaller sloops of a hundred tons or less. The assembly passed bills requiring
that all Bermuda-built vessels be inspected for safety and certified in order to maintain the colony’s
reputation from craftsmanship, and a few years later a certification scheme was put in place to
license local pilots and master mariners. Together these measures improved the quality of the
merchant fleet and the personnel who operated it.10
The publication of the Bermuda Gazette in January 1784 was another welcome
improvement to business and island society. During the previous year, the colonial assembly
sponsored printer Joseph Stockdale to relocate to the island with his press and start production of
son, Henry Jr., in 1781 while he was in London serving as Agent for the Assembly, Elizabeth Tucker to
SL George Tucker, 11 Jan. 1781; Henry Tucker of Somerset to St. George Tucker, 10 Nov. 1782, in
Tucker-Coleman Papers, Svvem Library, College of William and Mary. Gov. Hamilton praised Bridger
Goodrich’s knowledge, zeal, and loyalty and recommended him to council in Oct. 1788, soon after his
arrival; PRO CO 37/40:209.
'"Bermuda Gazette. 17 Jan. 1789, 12 Feb. 1791; PRO CO 37/23:188.
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the colony’s first printed newspaper. Shipping advertisements, price currents, and British, West
Indian and American news helped the colony’s merchants and mariners to secure commercial
services, find cargoes and plan voyages, but announcements of dances and balls, boat races, the
opening of new dancing, music, and fencing schools, and celebrations of births and marriages had
broader local appeal within the society confined to the island. Indeed, English schoolmasters who
flocked to the island after the Revolution taught refinements that diminished the cultural gulf
between London and Paris, and St. George’s and Hamilton, and the pages of the Bermuda Gazette
graphically illustrate how British mainstream culture infiltrated the island. In 1788, Francis
Forbes wrote that “notwithstanding business is very dull and money scarce, a brilliant dancing
assembly prevails [in St. George’s]. The dresses of the ladies don’t correspond with the purse of
the wearers. New French dances and Cotillions have been introduced by Mrs. Smith and the
Misses Leondards,” the daughters of Loyalist Daniel Leonard who were originally from
Massachusetts. In the 1780s, Bermudians were self-consciously styling themselves after London
fashions. The trickle of British cultural influence introduced by school teachers and dancing
masters grew to a flood with the arrival of the British Military.11

"For a history of the printing of the Bermuda Gazette, see A.C. Hollis Hallett, Bermuda in Print:
A Guide to the Printed Literature on Bermuda. 2nd ed. (Pembroke, Bermuda, 1995), 285-311. On
individual dances and schools, see for example Bermuda Gazette. 17 Jan. 1784, 14 Feb. 1784. On 19
June 1784, Mrs. John Randle opened up a coffee house and tavern at Mullett Bay, SL George’s “after the
London Fashion” which promised genteel lodging and good stabling for horses. A notice in the 31 July
1784 paper warned that “pomatum and powder have lately in England been totally exploded from the
females aide of fashion and the hair in the future to wanton upon the forehead, the cheek, the neck, and
shoulders, flowing in natural ringlets” in order to keep Bermudian girls up on the latest hair fashion.
Francis Forbes to John Shackleford of Charleston, S.C., 25 Jan. 1788, BHO 5:131.
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Gibraltar of the West: The British Military in Bermuda

The American Revolution and the demonstrable success of Bermudian privateering
brought home to the British government Bermuda’s strategic value astride the main shipping lanes
from the West Indies to Europe and its geographic position equidistant from Nova Scotia and the
Leeward Islands. In 1783, the War Department had dispatched Captain Andrew Dumford of the
Royal Engineers to survey the island’s fortifications and the state of its defense. Dumford’s report
raved about the healthfulness of the island, its advantages as a naval base and predicted that with a
great deal of work on the existing fortifications Bermuda would become "the Gibraltar of the
Atlantick Ocean.” Litde did he know at the time that five years later, he would return to Bermuda
charged with implementing his proposal. Dumford arrived with Governor Hamilton in 1788 and
immediately set to work. Between 1789 and 1794, he substantially rebuilt the King’s Castle and
Upper Fort Paget, which guarded Castle and St. George’s Harbours, and erected a series of
redoubts to protect the capital from being taken from the north. The Navy sent out Lt. Thomas
Hurd to survey the channels around St. George’s Island, which took three years to complete.
These two officers demonstrated to London the feasibility of using Bermuda as a station for the
Royal Navy. Convinced that this well-situated colony could shelter first-rate ships of battle,
Whitehall invested heavily in Bermuda.12

l2Report of Andrew Dumford, 1 May 1784, in Liverpool Papers, vol. 156, BL Add. Mss.
38,345:169-71; Report, AD., 8 Oct. 1788, PRO CO 37/23:114-15. Dumford’s activities are documented
in his own diary (BA PA 264, 1063) and letters, 1788-1798, reprinted serially in BHO 25:111-28 (1968),
26:20-24, 72-91, 115-29 (1969) and put in a larger context in Harris, Bermuda Forts. 129-45 and Jarvis,
St. George’s. 45-46, 120-22. Dumford had a mulatto mistress and six children in St. George’s, to whom
he left all his Bermuda property. Hydrographer Lt. Thomas Hurd surveyed the channels to the east and
north of SL George’s Island between 1789-92. “Hurd’s Channel,” also called The Narrows enables deepdraft vessels to reach the sheltered anchorage to the north of SL George’s Island and sail on to the Great
Sound and the Town of Hamilton. Indeed, without Hurd’s work, Hamilton would have been inaccessible
for most non-Bermudian shipping. Hurd had earlier surveyed the Gulf of St. Lawrence and been
appointed Land Surveyor for Cape Breton. He later surveyed Brest Harbor during the Napoleonic Wars
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1794 was a watershed year for Bermuda’s place in the British Empire. In May of that
year, Admiral George Murray, commander o f the North Atlantic Station, arrived in Bermuda his
74-gun flagship, HMS Resolution along with two other similar sized vessels. Before a breathless
crowd, slave pilot Jemmy Darrell guided the massive vessel through the narrow Hurd’s Channel to
deep water off Tobacco Bay, where the Resolution came to anchor at a spot that forever after
would be called Murray’s Anchorage. In acknowledgment of his skills, Admiral Murray had the
council purchase and liberate Darrell, and the following year he became the first black man to
purchase a house in Bermuda. In celebration of the event, a subscription ball was held at the State
House that lasted until dawn. Murray’s visit proved what Hurd had earlier asserted: that
Bermuda’s waters could accommodate and shelter the Royal Navy’s largest warships. Thereafter,
the admiral made ample use o f Bermuda as a base for patrolling the North Atlantic and checking
the depredations of French privateers.13
The establishment of Bermuda as a naval base entailed a host of changes and
improvements to the island. To support the North Adantic Squadron, the Royal Navy established
dockyard facilities, first at St. George’s and later, on Ireland Island in the west. Between 1795 and
1809, St. George’s served as the navy’s depot, prompting the construction of a massive water
catchment and network of tanks near Tobacco Bay on the north side of the island and commissary
wharves and warehouses in the town. In 1808, the Admiralty authorized the purchase of two-mile

and became Hydrographer to the Admiralty in 1808. His painstaking survey of Bermuda’s channels is
preserved in the Hydrography Office, London; DNB 10:316; Public Archives of Canada, Treasury 28, vol.
2, Acc. 81-237-1457; Susanna Fisher, “Captain Thomas Hurd’s Survey of the Bay of Brest during the
Blockade in theNapoleonic Wars,” Mariner’s Mirror 79:293-304 (1993).
l3Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 99-102; Jarvis, St. George’s. 8; Ian Stranack, Andrew
and the Onion. 2, 29-30. Murray appointed Darrell and two other slaves. Jacob Pitcar and Tom Bean, to
be the King’s Pilots in Bermuda and put them on the Resolution's paybook at the rate of 3d. St. per day
aad fjee provisions from any naval vessel in port. Bean and Pitcar were also later purchased and
manumitted by the Royal Navy using squadron funds.
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long Ireland Island at the opposite end of Bermuda to construct a naval dockyard facility. Over the
nineteenth century, the island would become a massive fortification, with a huge artificial camber
sheltering a vast complex of workshops, marine slips, spar- and victual yards, and ordinance
stores. The Ireland Island dockyard grew to become the largest Royal Navy dockyard facility
outside of Great Britain, a testament to the importance of Bermuda in the eyes of the Duke of
Wellington and his successors. The rule of the British army in Bermuda shifted from merely
preventing invaders from taking a small commercial colony to defending an important military base
which became vital to strategic planning in the North Atlantic. Starting in 1797, the Bermuda
garrison was expanded to a full regiment with the arrival of seven companies of the 47th Foot, and
the number of troops seldom fell below 500 over the next century. These troops manned and
helped construct a series of massive fortifications erected on the hills of St. George’s Island to stop
an enemy fleet from navigating Hurd’s Channel and reaching the dockyard at Ireland Island. A
massive barracks complex grew atop the hill to the east of the Town of St. George, and in Town
Harbor the commissariat department created Ordinance Island out of two small islets to
accommodate the guns, carriages and powder that the navy and garrison required.14
The military expenditures to build the forts and dock facilities, feed and entertain the
troops, and cater to the housing needs of the officers were enormous. Catering to the needs of the
garrison became a lucrative part o f Bermuda’s trade and changed the orientation of the merchant
fleet from freighting abroad to importing and retailing in Bermuda itself. Slaves and free blacks in
particular found numerous opportunities to work on construction projects and leam new skills.
When the labor of slaves was found insufficient, Bermuda was designated a convict establishment
in 1823; the following year, 300 convicts were shipped out from England on Has Antelope to work

14Stranack, Andrew and the Onion. 1-60, 139-47; Jarvis, St. George’s. 119-36; Harris, Bermuda
Forts. 147-240; Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 99-102, 292-99.
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on the dockyards. Over the next sixty years, the island would seldom be without 1,000-1,500
convicts quarrying stones and building forts. In 1834, 1,500 convicts labored in the island at an
annual cost of £20,000; by 1753, this sum would grow to £100,000 a year. In the early nineteenth
century, expenditures for the Royal Navy, British garrison and convict establishment dwarfed the
potential earnings from shipping at a time when the colony's merchant fleet was facing increased
competition from U. S. carriers. As a result, business shifted from ship to shore as former
merchant mariners became retailers who rarely left the island. The Crown bought Bermudian
loyalty by weaning them away from their habitual trade with America and stopped their age-old
smuggling by planting a vigorous and sizeable garrison at both ends of the island. Bermudians
found it much easier to love a king that lavished fortunes on their home and provided safer
opportunities for profit than risking life and limb on the high seas.15
The Royal Navy further co-opted Bermuda’s maritime economy by purchasing large
numbers of dispatch vessels and sloops of war. Between 1795 and 1830, Bermudian shipyards
would turn out more than fifty vessels in four classes, ranging from fast 142-ton cutters and
schooners to the 400-ton "Bermuda Class” of ship-sloops, which mounted eighteen 32-pound
carronades on their main deck and another eight carronades and cannon on their quarterdeck.
Cocky Bermudian shipwrights flatly refused to build following the plans forwarded to them by the
Admiralty and submitted their own, which were found to be superior (the Royal Navy used the
Bermudian drafts to construct twelve more schooners out of pine in England). The Admiralty
l5R. Montgomery Martin, History of Nova Scotia. Cape Breton, the Sable Islands. New
Brunswick. Prince Edward Island, the Bermudas. Newfoundland. Etc. (London, 1837), 235; Wilkinson,
Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 453-59; see especially Col. Ferdinand Whittingham, Bermuda: A Colony. A
Fortress, and A Prison, or Eighteen Months in the Somers Islands. 160-238. The vast majority of convicts
lived in hulks, old, cut-down Royal Navy vessels, which were anchored in the camber at the dockyards
and at Convict Bay in St. George’s Harbor. When their term expired, they were shipped back to Britain
rather than released in Bermuda. Irish political prisoner John Mitchell presents a first-hand account of
convict life in Bermuda in Jail Journal, or Five Years in British Prisons (New York. 1854). Throughout
much of the mid- 19th century, convicts made up about one-eighth the population of Bermuda.
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offered the generous price o f £24.10.0 per ton and soon most Bermudian yards were building for
the Royal Navy instead of Dutch, French or American buyers abroad. All told, between 1795 and
1810 Bermudian shipwrights built at least 7,000 tons of vessels for the Royal Navy, earning them
in excess of £171,500.16
The British military presence in Bermuda affected the island’s society in equally profound
ways. The men chosen for the post of Bermuda’s governor after the Revolution were invariably
army or naval officers, and although they did not always get along smoothly with the garrison
commander or station admiral, the colony’s chief executive could always rely on military might to
exert his authority. Bermuda’s elite families could no longer manipulate the island’s politics by
sabotaging the assembly and disregard government orders without fear of swift and immediate
punishment. The officer class also became a rival elite to Bermuda’s old merchant families, and
the British men possessed uniforms, manners, finery and prestige that the islanders lacked. The
arrival of the garrison and the decline of the island’s merchant fleet corrected the eighteenthcentury gender imbalance. Although mariners continued to be lost at sea or die in ports abroad,
more Bermudian women found it possible to marry British soldiers and left the island when their
husbands completed their three-year tour of duty and were transferred elsewhere. The garrison and
dockyards became the focal point for an active social life: regimental bands provided the music for
balls and musical performances, amateur actors staged plays, and cavalrymen organized horse
races and steeplechases throughout the year. Naval personnel and Bermudians banded together to
form the Royal Bermuda Yacht Club in 1844. Cricket became an institution on the island by the
mid-19th century, made popular by the annual contest between army and navy teams. The most
rarefied display o f British tradition occurred in October 1845, when officers of the 20th regiment

“Frederick Schmitt, comp., “A Listing of Naval Ships Built in Bermuda,” BHO 18:49-55 (1961);
Frederick Schmitt, “The Development of the Royal Navy ‘Bermuda Class’,” BHO 19:71-79 (1962).
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imported several foxes and packs of hounds to the island and staged a hunt on St. George’s island.
The short supply of Bermudian foxes and the expense of keeping hounds stopped these hunts from
becoming regular events, however. Concrete, introduced in dockyard and fort construction, was
used by Bermudian builders to add ornamental quoins, cornices, keystones above windows, and
pediments to Georgian bouses in emulation of buildings in England. Ancient Bermudian
vernacular traditions eroded as the colonists strove to emulate British cosmopolitan culture.17
The genealogy o f Col. Henry Tucker’s family vividly illustrates the shift from west to east
that Bermuda underwent in the late eighteenth century. Col. Henry Tucker of Southampton looked
to America for the future. Although he sent sons Thomas Tudor Tucker and Nathaniel Tucker to
Britain for their education, he encouraged both to emigrate to America; Thomas established a
successful medical practice in Charleston. Nathaniel likewise lived in South Carolina for a while,
but gave up medicine to become a poet (every parent’s nightmare) and returned to Great Britain.
St. George Tucker, Col. Henry’s youngest son, attended the College of William and Mary and
entered into Virginia’s gentry through marriage to Frances, the widow of John Randolph. Both
American Tuckers were warm patriots and made successful careers for themselves. Col. Henry’s
eldest son, Henry Jr., stayed in Bermuda and was a model civil servant; a councillor for thirty-five
years, colonial secretary for twenty-five years, and four-time acting governor of the colony, Henry
Jr. was one of the most respected figures in Bermudian politics. The paths taken by his many
children, who grew up during the Revolution and came to maturity in its wake, clearly show
Bermuda’s reorientation toward Great Britain: Henry St. George Tucker, his eldest son, became
secretary to the Bengal government and rose to chairman and treasurer of the East India Company;
four sons joined the British army and two entered the Royal Navy: Lt. Cols. George and John and

,7Jarvis, St. George’s. 84-85,135-36.
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Captains William and Nathaniel Tucker saw action in India, South Africa, Egypt, Denmark, and
South America, while as captain of the HMS Cherub, Thomas Tucker took a superior French
warship off St. Domingo and was decorated for his bravery. Lt. Charleton Tucker of the 24th
dragoons died prematurely when the transport he was sailing in sank en route to India. Richard
Tucker pursued a civilian career that nonetheless dealt heavily with the British military; in 1810, he
was Paymaster General for the garrison at Halifax, Nova Scotia. Tucker’s only daughter, Anne,
married Capt. Henry Lauzun of the Royal Staff Corps when he was stationed in Bermuda. In all,
Henry Jr. and Frances Tucker had eight sons who served Great Britain’s Second Empire in some
capacity. They were dispersed across the globe, and none returned to Bermuda.18
The example of Henry Tucker’s family was indicative of a larger shift in the nature of
Bermuda’s pattern of out-migration. In the past, emigration to other colonies drew off the poorest
segment o f Bermudian society and acted as a safety valve that prevented class tensions from
building up. Increasingly after the Revolution, it was Bermuda’s best and brightest who departed
the colony for greater opportunity abroad. As early as 1788, Francis Forbes noted that ’‘Bermuda
owes much of its support to its more enterprising sons in distant countries.” After Francis Forbes
left Bermuda to study law at the Inns in London and served as Attorney General in Bermuda in
1811, he became Chief Justice of Newfoundland (1815-22) and New South Wales (1824-35) and
was knighted in 1837. John Dunscomb rose to the rank of lieutenant-governor of Newfoundland
after he left Bermuda in 1816. The “brain drain” that afflicted Bermuda, some would argue,
continues to the present and had a marked effect in shaping early nineteenth-century Bermudian

lgBermuda Gazette. 12 Mar. 1808 (Henry Tucker’s three-page obituary), Nov. 10, 1810; John W.
Kave. The Life and Correspondence of Henrv St. George Tucker. Late Accountant General of Bengal and
Chairman of the East India Company (London, 1854). Tragedy struck in 1809 when the HMS Primrose,
carrying Lt. Col. George Tucker and his brother, Capt. Nathaniel Tucker, foundered off the coast of
Spain. The regiments commanded by the two Tuckers were bound for Wellington’s Peninsula Campaign.
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society. The exodus of ambitious men and military spouses from the island accelerated the
proportional rise of the colony’s black population. Expanded opportunities for slaves and ex
slaves to work for the military encouraged more of them to stay on the island, while the shift from
maritime to dockyard labor brought about a decline in male mortality rates. Some time between
1794 and 1806, Bermuda achieved a black majority for the first time in the colony’s history.19
Slavery and race relations in Bermuda were in flux in the 1790s and early nineteenth
century as a result of the great changes washing over Bermuda. The revolution in Santo Domingo
had a profound impact on Bermuda because of the personal nature of many Bermudians’ direct
contact with that colony. Many Bermudians had flocked to new opportunities for trade in Santo
Domingo on the eve of the rebellion. William Forbes invested considerably in the island in 179091 and had sent his nephew, George Hinson, there to manage his affairs. St. George’s merchant
William Foot’s son-in-law, Denis Lagourge acquired a plantation with $30,000 and the entire
family relocated there with their Bermudian slaves in July 1791. Hinson and the Lagourges were
on the island when the first massacres occurred in December. The tales of destruction told by
fleeing Bermudians were supplemented by the visible poverty, woeful condition, and stories of
slaughter related by the many French refugees brought to the island when their vessels were
captured by Bermudian privateers. The Bermuda Gazette was among the first colonial newspapers
to report the bloody revolution as it unfolded. The implications of the uprising and the fact that
Bermuda’s slave sailors kept the island’s slave population well informed of the event led to a
19Forbes to Joseph Vesey, 10 July 1788, in BHO 5:140. Vesey himself was a Bermudian who
emigrated to Charleston. His slave, Denmark (not Bermuda-born), led a slave uprising in that city in
1822. Henry Wilkinson, “Sir Francis Forbes of Bermuda and New South Wales,” BHO 6:11-16. In 1794,
Bermuda’s population was 5,462 white and 4,919 black, exclusive of British military, Bryan Edwards,
History. Civil and Commercial, of the British Colonies in the West Indies. I: 470; 11:2. At the time,
Bermuda had the third highest white population in the entire British West Indies, after Jamaica and
Barbados. By 1806, the white population had dropped by over a thousand to 4,475 while the black
population of4,777 slaves and 373 free (7.2%) had remained steady; Bermuda Archive, Gov. Hodgson
Letterbook, no. 43 (31 Dec. 1806).
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period of heightened racial tension throughout much of 1792. By September. Governor Hamilton
reported that increased night patrols had caused “the apprehension of any immediate danger from
the negroes of this island” to subside, but white distrust lingered. It is no coincidence that detached
slave quarters begin to appear for the first time in the 1790s and increase in the early 1800s; white
and black worlds were beginning to drift apart in a colony long notable for its integration.20
Many forces worked simultaneously to change the institution of slavery between the
American Revolution and the general emancipation of slaves in 1834. The British military
provided opportunities for slaves and free blacks, but the presence of a garrison precluded any
attempted revolt and instilled confidence in a local elite who had long felt vulnerable to slave
uprisings when so much of the male population was off the island. Perhaps individual white
owners became bolder in exerting their authority or became more blatantly exploitative of their
slaves’ labor with the reassurance that several regiments were now close at hand to break any
resistance. Friendly racial relations also eroded as corporate ownership of slaves increased and
mortgages as a legal and economic tool became widespread in the colony in the early 1800s. As
copartnerships grew in number and in the size of their capital, they purchased slaves to service
their ships and man their docks. With a host of individual masters to serve, personal bonds

“Letters, Francis Forbes to nephew Francis Forbes of St. Eustatius, 15 July 1791. and brother
William Forbes, 15 Dec. 1791; BHO 9:295; Kennedy, Bermuda’s Sailors of Fortune. 5-8. 61-68, 78-79;
Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 75-78. Denis Lagourge acquired the property from a French
planter departing for France who gave it to him in return for an annuity; the man died en route and
Lagourge inherited it unencumbered. Felix Carteaux. a French planter who fled Haiti and was captured
by a Bermudian privateer, was author of Soirees Bermudiennes (Paris. 1800), a personal account of the
uprising that he began while in Bermuda. Although few Bermudian estates have been archivally
investigated, the emergence of slave quarters in the last decade of the 18th century and early 19th century
can be substantiated for Springfield, the Gilbert family estate in Somerset Island, and Orange Valley,
home to the Coxes of Devonshire Parish; see Michael Jarvis. “An Archival Assessment of Springfield,
Somerset,” report prepared for the Bermuda National Trust, 1994, and Margaret Bellhom, “A
Comparative Approach to Slave Life on Bermuda, 1780 - 1834,” (MA thesis, Anthropology, College of
William and Mary, 1990).
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between merchants and their slaves eroded and instances of manumissions for good service
diminished. Mortgages were seldom employed in the colony before the 1780s, but the legal
instrument was seized upon by many after the Revolution, who staked houses and slaves on
speculative ventures. Although they did not intend to alienate ancient and loyal slaves that had
been in the family for generations, many individuals lost all during this boom-and-bust period. As
black families were broken up and individual slaves sold off the island, Bermuda’s slave
community became resentful. A further assault on accustomed roles occurred in 1806 when the
colonial assembly, in an effort to halt white men from leaving Bermuda, imposed duties on free
blacks who were ship- or house carpenters, cabinetmakers, shoemakers, tailors, coopers, and
sailmakers and forbade masters from training their slaves in these professions in the future. The
assembly also granted bounties to whites who practiced the same trades. Municipal ordinances in
St. George’s and Hamilton limited the ability of slaves and free blacks to work in those towns and
use their markets. But despite these measures, the white Bermudian minority saw the black
majority steadily rise and prosper in the colony. A different slavery emerged in the nineteenth
century than had existed under an entirely maritime economy.21

2lBA. Book of Mortgages 8 vois.. see for earlv examples 1:96. 109. 112. 117. 120, 121. 122. 125.
129, 169, 172-73; An Act imposing duties upon Free Negroes andfree Persons o f Colour exercising
certain o f the Mechanic Trades and An Actfor Granting Bounties to white Persons and imposing duties
upon Slaves exercising certain o f the Mechanic Trades in Bermuda Archive. Acts of the Assembly. 17851804. 155-66; The Corporation of St. George’s established curfews, required tickets from masters for
slaves working in town and selling goods at market, and forbade slaves from being butchers, bakers, or
ram retailers —lucrative professions that catered to the garrison’s needs; St. George’s Corporation Minute
Book vol. 1 (1797-1809), 16 Dec. 1797, 24 Mar. 1798. 6 Nov. 1799,6 Nov. 1801, 26 Oct. 1801, 25 Sept
1802,6 Oct. 1802, 15 Mar. 1804; St George’s Ordinances and Bv-laws 1:13-14, 23-25. Much that has
been written to date about Bermudian slavery draws mainly from the last forty years of its history (17941834), at a time when race relations and the institution were changing and becoming more oppressive.
Generalizations based on such sources miss the evolution of slavery over time and misrepresent both the
tobacco and maritime periods. The general sketch of transitional Bermudian slavery presented here and
the effects of abolition have yet to be fully addressed, but see Cyril Packwood, Chained on the Rock and
James Smith, Slavery in Bermuda. 135-298. The cultural intersection between slaves and the British
incimnrtnf soldiers in particular promises to be a fascinating subject
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By 1812, Bermuda’s transition from American colony to British stronghold was complete.
Socially and culturally, Bermuda had renounced her longstanding ties with her former sister
colonies to the west and entered the War of 1812 as an enemy of the United States. The Royal
Navy used the island as a base for blockading the eastern coast of North America. Royal Navy
ships and Bermudian privateers brought nearly 300 prizes worth well over £600,000 BDA to the
island over the course of the war. In July 1814, the north shore of Devonshire Parish was virtually
covered with the tents of 3,000 troops destined for an assault on the United States. The expedition,
under the command of Rear Admiral Sir George Cockbum and Major General Ross, reached the
Chesapeake on August 17 and culminated in the sacking of Washington, D.C. on August 24, in
which British troops burned the White House, the Capitol, and most other public buildings.
Alexandria, Virginia, was similarly treated, but the British force was repulsed in its assault on
Baltimore on September 11 in the famous naval bombardment that inspired Francis Scott Key to
write “The Star Spangled Banner.” In January 1815, one of the last naval battles of the war was
fought off Bermuda’s coast, in which the HMS Endymion defeated the USS President,
commanded by Commodore Stephen Decatur. As a naval base, Bermuda overwhelmingly proved
its value during the War of 1812 and from the small island, some of Great Britain’s greatest
victories were launched.22

After the War of 1812, the fortification of the island intensified as Bermuda assumed its
pre-eminent position in the Duke of Wellington’s scheme for the defense of the Western
^Wilkinson, Bermuda from Sail to Steam. 301-53. George Redmond Hulbert. prize agent for the
North Atlantic Squadron, supervised the sale of 200 vessels in Bermuda directly and through his
subordinate, St. George’s merchant William Tucker, Hulbert’s sales alone amounted to over £600,000
BDA Privateers brought in another hundred of unknown value. Anthony Gutridge, “George Redmond
Hulbert, A Prize Agent on the North Atlantic Station, 1812-1814,” in BJAMH 2:105-26 (1990). William
Mourier, (altrih.), manuscript diary kept aboard the HMS Pactoius, 1814-1820, covers both the
Chesapeake assault and the battle between the President and Endymion, N.Y. Public Library, 68M4.
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Hemisphere. Shipbuilding went into rapid decline and the attention of Bermudians were turned
toward agriculture by a succession British governors starting with William Reid. After the general
emancipation of slaves in 1834, black Bermudians largely refused to till the island’s soil,
necessitating the importation of Portuguese farmers from the Azores. By the mid-nineteenth
century, Bermudian society was reconfigured into new strata, with whites dominating wholesale
and retail commerce, ex-slaves engaged in a variety of trades in the wharves and dockyard
complex, convict laborers quarrying and constructing new fortifications and other military
buildings, and Portuguese immigrants and a few whites and blacks cultivating the land. Islandgrown foodstuffs helped to support the permanent garrison and Royal Navy vessels in port while
other seasonal crops like arrowroot, onions, cabbages, and Easter lilies were exported during the
winter and spring to Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and other coastal American cities. By 1850,
Bermuda was heavily agrarian in focus and had all but abandoned its once-great Atlantic trade; the
island had come full circle, returning to its seventeenth-century roots.
Shipping was briefly but dramatically revived in the early 1860s as Bermuda became a
base for British ships running the Union blockade into Confederate ports during the American Civil
War. In terms of volume of cargoes and traffic, Bermuda was the second largest blockade-running
base, after Nassau, Bahamas. Most of the stealthy and speedy steamers that departed from
Bermuda ran into Wilmington with war materiel and returned with cotton. During this temporary
boom, millions of pounds worth of goods were packed into warehouses in St. George’s, but
prosperity quickly evaporated after the fall of Fort Fisher in January 1865. After regular steamer
service was established between New York and Bermuda in the 1870s, the island became a popular
tourist destination for the well-to-do, attracting such notable visitors as Mark Twain, Woodrow
Wilson, and members o f the Astor and Rockafeller families. During World War II, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers built an air base to monitor U-boat activity. After the war, airplane and cruise
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ship traffic greatly expanded the number of annual visitors who came to Bermuda and established
tourism as the island’s main industry. Today, the 60,000 inhabitants of Bermuda often receive
over half a million visitors each year.
In the last two decades, Bermuda has also become a center for off-shore banking and
insurance, reviving some of the colony’s eighteenth-century commercial focus. Once again, great
wealth flows through the island, but it is carried along fiber-optic cables, satellite transmissions
and internet links rather than in the holds of cedar sloops. Men of commerce have exchanged tarry
trousers and cutlasses for Bermuda shorts and business suits. But despite numerous updates as
technology has progressed, Bermuda retains remarkable links to its seventeenth- and eighteenthcentury past in its landscape, architecture, and inhabitants, who still bear many of the surnames of
the colony’s earliest settlers. It remains a commercial and cultural crossroad set amidst the wide
Atlantic.
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CONCLUSION

On a recent trip to Bermuda, I took a break from the archives to go scuba diving on the
wreck of the HMS Cerberus, which sank off Castle Roads near Tucker’s Town in 1783. Scattered
across the sandy bottom twenty feet below lay countless thousands of musket balls, once bound for
British troops in the Americas. To my right I could see the ruins of the King’s Castle, built by
Governor Nathaniel Butler in 1620 at the very dawn of colonization. To my left, I could make out
Ross Perot’s mansion “Vertigo” amidst the palatial homes of other millionaires in Tucker’s Town.
The visible evidence of a colony’s original settlement, maritime past, and present prosperity —fort,
wreck, and mansion —was striking. Here, before my eyes, Bermuda’s past and present unfolded
and the stories I had unearthed in the archives came alive. Scattered across the island are other
tangible links with history: white-washed Georgian houses and slave quarters that have weathered
countless hurricanes, abandoned fishponds carved along the shore, dozens of forts erected by
colonial governments and the British military over the past four centuries, Bermudians of all
shades speaking with a range of distinctive accents in which traces of West Indian, Cockney,
American, and Old English may be detected, cedar dinghies racing in St. George’s Harbour, the
ancient stone walls that still mark borders drawn by Richard Norwood in 1617, the surnames of the
island’s original settlers on shop signs on Front Street in Hamilton, salt cod on Sundays and black
rum every day. The island has changed greatly since its colonization in 1609; tobacco colony, port
and shipping center, floating fortress, tourist destination —Bermuda has been all of these. Its
history can be read in its landscape and its people as much as in this dissertation, which hopefully
756
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will prompt further inquiry into this unique and important colony.
Bermuda’s history makes an important contribution to the larger study of English
expansion into the New World. The island was well settled and had achieved a measure of stability
before there was a “Penn’s Woods,” New Amsterdam, or Plymouth Rock; the pace of its
successful development even outstripped its older sister colony, Virginia, which continued to
struggle into the 1640s. Bermuda’s development adds another permutation to the range of
responses Englishmen had to the challenges of colonization and adapting to a new environment.
Historians of colonization will find much that is already familiar in Bermuda’s early years: the
tobacco, slavery, and capitalist motivation that is characteristic of the Chesapeake, and the
religiosity, family migration, stable demography, and communalism of New England. But instead
of situating Bermuda between the poles of New England and the Chesapeake, the colony should
emerge as a new landmark to situate colonial development. This island of godly tobacco planters
and Puritan slaveowners raises new questions about the realm of possibilities in colonies already
well studied. The slave system that evolved in Bermuda —the oldest among England’s colonies —
should raise others about the nature and motivations of racial enslavement. A greater
understanding of the slavery, economy, and society that developed in Bermuda is important
because the island served as a cultural hearth from which waves of immigrants started new colonial
ventures; part of the histories of Barbados, Bahamas, Jamaica, North and South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, and the Turks and Caicos Islands have Bermudian roots.
As Bermuda moved into the eighteenth century and her society adapted to a new maritime
focus, the island’s landscape, institutions, and culture dramatically changed. Tobacco fields
yielded to groves of cedars, good wives became deputy husbands, slaves became sailors, and the
seas that had formerly imprisoned settlers on the island became the highways upon which sloops
earned fortunes and connected the islands with a wider world. The island’s history reveals the
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importance of economic activities in shaping societal structure through the changes wrought by the
maritime revolution o f 1685-1700. This study also demonstrates the utility of taking a systemic
approach to colonial history that encompasses the entire Atlantic world and appreciates the
interactions and influences colonial regions exerted upon one another. Indeed, a history of
Bermuda that confined itself solely to events on the island would have great difficulty in explaining
the success of the colonial economy and, by missing formative, masculine interracial bonding at
sea, fail to understand the island’s gender relations and slave system. Bermuda was as fully
international in the eighteenth century as it is in the twentieth, and its capitalistic, industrial, and
commercial maritime economy anticipated trends of modernization that would later transform its
neighbors. In the eighteenth century, Bermuda was the only British colony to live wholly by trade.
The island did not conform to general trends of colonial economic development, but rather than
dismiss such cases, John McCusker and Russell Menard argue that such are "all the more worthy
of examination and analysis.” The niche that Bermudians carved out reveals the range of
possibilities available within Great Britain’s loosely defined imperial system and demonstrates the
creativity, opportunism and initiative of the island’s merchants and mariners.1
Bermuda’s experiences during and after the American Revolution raises the deeper issue of
self-identification. During the colony’s long isolation under Somers Island Company, English
colonists became self-conscious Bermudians who took pride in their island and defined themselves
in opposition to their London landlords. This later served to link Bermuda-born emigrants
dispersed throughout North America and the Caribbean in within a vast, pan-Atlantic kinship
network that was the basis for the island’s eighteenth-century system of trade. On the eve of the

‘McCusker and Menard, The Economy of British North America. 69. McCusker and
Menard refer here specifically to aberrant behavior in price indexes, but the statement is true of
broader measures and systems of the colonial economy.
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Revolution, the colony had far stronger ties with the rebellious colonies to the west than with a
neglectful mother country to the east. During the war, Bermudians helped the United States to a
considerable degree through smuggling and the sale of vessels. Indeed, the island’s vulnerability to
Royal Navy attack was perhaps the only (but compelling) reason why the Bermuda did not become
a fourteenth state. Over the course of the war, however, Bermudians saw that it was in their best
interest to renounce their ties to America, and over the ensuing decades the intensified efforts of the
British military and a cultural reorientation on the part of the colonists themselves transformed
Bermudians from aloof, American smugglers and rebels to vocally loyal subjects of King George.
As expenditures from Whitehall on fortifications, the dockyard, and shipbuilding for the Royal
Navy increased in local economic importance and seduced Bermudians into abandoning their
merchant fleet, the island became fully dependent upon Great Britain. Their world grew smaller
and ancient vernacular traditions died as a maritime way of life ceased to be.
Bermudians to this day are fiercely proud of their island and will rightly boast that it is the
oldest of Great Britain’s colonies, but their identity stresses a British cultural heritage that is in
many ways only two hundred years old. Before 1780, it was much more uniquely Bermudian, a
maverick, home-grown identity that grew from the first settlers and changed with the shift to the
sea. Bermuda’s American past lies largely forgotten, buried beneath nineteenth-century royalism
and jingoism. I hope that this dissertation, in some small way, will restore this past for present and
future generations o f Bermudians as it restores Bermuda's place within the constellation of British
colonies in the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Atlantic world.
The transformation described in this dissertation mirrors a personal transformation I
underwent over the past seven years. I came to Bermuda as an archaeologist in 1991 to excavate
Stewart Hall, an early merchant’s house in St. George’s. The site yielded a rich array of artifacts
that raised questions o f context, which could not be answered by the few existing histories of
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Bermuda. The desire to make sense of this and other sites led me to the archives and the records
that transformed simple ceramic shards into tangible links with a far-ranging maritime past and
revealed the men and women, blacks, whites and Indians who brought them to the island and used
them. Before I realized it, I had become more historian than archaeologist. I hope this dissertation
will serve as a blueprint for further inquiry and that the themes presented here will be tested,
revised, refined, and expanded through future archaeological excavation and archival research.
Bermuda’s history has much to teach us about the rich and highly complex Atlantic world of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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APPENDIX I
POPULATION OF BERMUDA, 1610-1699
DATE
1610-1612
July 1612
March 1613
June 1613
Oct. 1613
Jan. 1614
March 1614
2 days later

EVENT
Carter, Chard and Waters in Bermuda
Plough arrives with 60 passengers, returns with 10
Elizabeth arrives with 30 passengers
Aforr/ra arrives with 60 passengers
Elizabeth arrives with 40 passengers
Daniel Elfrith arrives in Spanish prize, brings rats
Blessing arrives with 100 passengers
Starre arrives with 180 passengers, “diver gentlemen
and men of fashion.”
2 weeks later Margaret, Thomas and Edwin arrive with
160 passengers and cattle1
1615-16
Rat plague and Feagues kill perhaps 50
May 1616
ship George and pinnace Edwin arrives with an
unspecified number of private settlers, > I black
1616
Sea Flower arrives with settlers
August 1616 Edwin arrives with an Indian and an African
1616
five men escape in a boat to Ireland
1616
Hopewell arrives with passengers
Jan 1617
Neptune arrives with whalemen
1617
12 die in boating accidents, escape attempts
May 1617
Hopewell returns with 3 prizes, black slaves
1617
carvel with 12 men sent to Virginia
15 Jan. 1618 Magazine Diana arrives with men and provisions
1618
Blessing arrives with supplies, returns with Tucker
Jan. 1619
Elfrith’s Treasurer briefly visits

Spring 1619 Gilliflower with supply, leaves for Newfoundland
mid-July 1619 Seaflower arrives with a minister & passengers,
proceeds to Virginia
July 1619
Pirate Kirby lands 14 black slaves.
August 1619 Elfrith returns with more black slaves
20 Oct. 1619 Gov. Butler arrives in the Warwick
Nov. 1619
Garland calls into Bermuda in distress with 130
settlers for Bermuda, 45 for Virginia; all stay.
Feb. 1620
Powell and Scoutens call at Bermuda.

CHANGE
+50
+30
+60
+40

POP
3
53
83
143
183

+100

283

+180

463

+160
-50

623
573

(+100)
(+50)
+2
-5
(+50)

673[1]
723
725[3]
720
770

-12
(+30)
-12
(+100)

758
788[33]
776
876

+14
+29

[47]
[76]

+175

‘Cattle arrived in these ships, u'hich were set to pasture at Somerset Island. They were killed
by settlers at the height of the famine in 1615 and a new shipment had to be sent out. Butler, 42.
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Date

Event

Aug. 1620

Delbridge’s barque with “well-chosen country boyes”
& small magazine arrives.
21 Aug. 1620 magazine Joseph arrives with gentlemen & families.
20 from Newgate & Bridewell. 30 die in transit;
most passengers sick with plague —a few settlers
get it but recover.
Oct 1620
ship George arrives with new men and supplies, 2,000
gal. liquor; leaves I Jan 1621 for England via Spain

1619-1621

Virginia Company reports 900 settlers sent on nine
ships to Bermuda

Oct. 1620

Butler reports the population of Bermuda as 1,200
"the one half almost are women and children.”
Butler turns Powell away
sickly magazine ship Joseph arrives with 100 settlers
San Antonio wrecks on West End.
ship James arrives, master & many passengers dead;
settlers include "maids for wives,” a Virginia Indian
maid and 80 settlers
barque Concorde from Barnstaple arrives with more
single women for wives and apprentice boys;
proceeds to Virginia to sell magazine; 70 settlers.

July 1621
11 Sept. 1621
12 Sept. 1621
Oct. 1621

It. Oct. 1621

Change

Pop.

+?
+50?

+900

1,800[76]

1,200

+100

1,300

(+80)

1,380

+70

1,450

May 1621May 1622

Virginia Company reports 3 ships with 250 passengers
went to Bermuda.

1625

Population of Bermuda reported at 1,600 in a petition
sent from the colony

1,600

1629

Population reported 3,000, equal number of men and
women

3,000

1629-1641

at least 1,000 settlers leave Bermuda for Providence
Island, Virginia, St. Lucia, and Trinidad

-1,000
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Date

Event

Pop

1640

Population reported at 2,500 people, “many weomen,
children and aged people.”

2,500

1653

Population reported 3,000, equal number of men and
women

3,000

1679

Population of 8,000; including 1,000 white militia and
400 planters

8,000

1684

5,889 white (77.2%), 1,737 black (22.8%)

7,626

1687

4,152 white (70.5%), 1,737 black (29.5%)

5,889

1691

4,331 white (69.3%), 1,917 black (30.7%)

6,248

1699

Census by parish, 3615 white [803M/1050F/1762ch]
(61.7%), 2247 black [566M/649F/I032ch] (38.3%)

5,862

(#) indicates an estimate. [#] in the population column estimates the island’s black population,
1616-21. SOURCES: Butler, 17, 27-28, 30, 34-5, 36, 167, 204, 216, 225, 227, 239, 242, 268,
271; Barbour 11:368, 372-5, 38; Ives, 47; RVCL 111:145, 181-86, 639. 1625: BL Egerton Mss.
297:11; 1640: CO 1/10:205; 1629:Lefroy, 1:494; 1653: Lefiroy, 0:87; 1679: Lefroy, 11:432; 1684:
CSP (C) 12:#1341; 1687:PRO CO 40/lA:101; 1699: BL Sloane 2909:104.
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APPENDIX II

TOBACCO PRICES (IN PENCE)
Year
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658

Bermuda
Price

Chesapeake
Price [mean]

30
30
30
30/60
30
30
30
12

[27]
36/18 [271
36/18 [27]
12 [12]
18/24 [20]
15.6/20 [17.8]
7.8/12/16/28 [16.4]
7.8/18 [12.9]
[11.6]
[10.41
[9.1]
[7.8]
[6.5]
[5.3]
4 [4]
2.9/4 [2.9]
2
4/6 [5]
9
4/6 [5]
4/6/10
4/6 [5]
4/6/8 [5.5]
2/3/4 [3.25]
3 [2.8]
3 [3]
1,2/2/2.4/2.5/3 [2.5]
[2]
4.2 [4.2]
1.2/2.4 [1.8]
0.7/3/4[2.2]
1.5[2]
1.4/3 [31
1.5/2/2.4 [1.9]
1.5 [2.4]
3 [2.7]
[2.55]
[2.4]
[2.5]
2.2/3 [2.6]
2.4/3 [2.651
2 [2.3]
1/1.5/2.4/4 [2.2]
0.5/2/2.4 [2.4]
1.2/3 [1.91

12
6
1
3
2
1/1.5
2
2
2

2

West Indies
Price

English Wholesale
Price
48
12/24/27/36/48/60
12 (old)/24 (old)/34 (best)/96
36

13/14/16 (Prov. Is.)
14 (Va)/17 (Bermuda)
17 (Prov. Is.)
6 (Va)/9/10/15 (Bermuda)
6 (Bermuda)
9/10
7
6
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Year
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668
1669
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690

Bermuda
Price

Chesapeake
Price [mean]

2/4/5
3/6
3

2/2.25/2.4(1.65]
2 [1.5]
[1.5]
[1.6]
[1.551
[1.351
[1.1]
[0.9]
[I II
[1.25]
[1.15]
[1.15]
[1.051
[1]
[1]
[11
[1]
[1.05]
[1.15]
[1.15]
[1.05]
[1]
[0.9]
[0.8]
[0.81
[0.8]
[1]
[1]
[0.851
[0.75]
[0.7]
[0.8]

2.4-2.8
3
3
3

3/3.4
3
3
2.4
2.4/2.5
2.4
2.4

West Indies
Price

English Wholesale
Price

SOURCES: BERMUDA: 1617-18: Ives, Rich Papers. 20,49. 80; 1620: Ives, Rich Papers. 213, 215;
1622: BCR FRAG A:28r-v, 1628-31: Ives, Rich Papers. 298-99; 1633: BCR FRAG F:#66;
l637:BCRl:191r (9-10d), BCR2:9 (15d); 1638:BCR2:44; 1640: PRO CO 1/10:205; 1642: BCR2:54,
1651: BCR2.-237, 1659: BCR2:344(roiled, 4d), BCR3:314(2d. “mean”, 5d :"goodM
); I660:BCR5A:7r (3d),
BCR3:363(6d), 1661:BCR5A:20r, 1667: BCR5B:89, 1670: BCR5B: 159, 1672: BCR5B:215,
1673:BCR5B:244; 1677:BCR8:14; 1678:BCR8:24,43; 1679: BCR7:77; 1680: BCR8:105; 1682:
BCR8:145; 1683: BCR8:155; 1684: BCR8:167. CHESAPEAKE: Menard, “Chesapeake Tobacco Prices,”
mean values in Menard, “The Tobacco Industry in the Chesapeake Colonies, 1617-1730: An
Interpretation.” Research in Economic History 5:157-61 (1980). WEST INDIES: 1633-36: Kupperman,
86-88; ENGLAND: Menard, Kupperman, 1634&1636: Jessop, 81.236; 1640: BCR 1:19 lr.
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APPENDIX HI
TOBACCO EXPORTS FROM BERMUDA
Year2 Quantity
1613 231
1616
1617

1618
1619

1620
1622
1624
1625
1626
1627

18,839
[30,000]
48,528
1,000
79,920
60,000
10,000
70,000
30,000
80,000
100,000
????
70,000
140,000
8,362
215,255

Note3
First colonial-grown tobacco exported to Britain, arrived in 1614,
“pudding’Vroll
Hillier, 250
sent on first magazine Diana, came to ‘‘a lucky market” (Butler, 110)
'‘pudding” or roll; Hillier, 250
leaf; Hillier, 250
shipped in Garland, poor quality because o f leaks (Butler, 162, 217)
shipped in Joseph, good “twice-tested” tobacco (Butler, 224)
shipped by John Delbridge of Barnstaple (Butler, 225)
bad tobacco burnt in colony for the first time by Gov. Butler (167)
sold in Netherlands according to John Smith
Spanish tobacco from the wreck San Antonio
estimated by Sir Nathaniel Rich, after bad tobacco burnt (Craven, 88)
Virginia’s crop reportedly 300,000
John Delbridge imorts £1491.10.0 worth of tobacco into Barnstaple
Brenner, 154
Brenner, 154
at 6d./lb. duty
at 3d./lb. duty

1640

240,000

an additional 80,000 lbs. burnt in Bermuda, unvendible (PRO CO
1/10:205)

1651

xxxxx

crop ruined by wind, no magazine; remainder reportedly sold to a passi
Dutch vessel

1656
1657
1658
1662

192,000
xxxxx
xxxxx
204,000

estimated from £800 duty at id./Ib.
no magazine ship
no magazine ship
estimated from £850 duty at ld./lb.

*Year of crop. For example, tobacco that was planted in October 1615 would be harvested in May
1616, dried and cured over the summer, shipped out during the winter of 1616-17 and arrived in England
in the late spring of 1617; this was designated the crop of 1616.
3Sources: 1651:CSP(D) 1:370, 1677: PRO CO 1/42, 1686:CSPJ3S 12:719, 1697:PRO CUST 2/2:69,
1702-5.PRO CO 37/7:181
766
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767
Quantity

Note

1666

30,700
24.000
7.000
240.000

shipped in Hopefiil Jane to Galway
shipped in Prosperous
estimated, shipped in Real Friendship
estimated from £1000 duty at Id./lb.

1667
1668

50.000
xxxxx

estimated, shipped in Bermuda Merchant
crop destroyed by drought

1669
1670
1671

41.000
19.000
12.000

1673

51.000

estimated, smuggled in Matthew and Francis to New England
shipped in Four Brothers
shipped in Constant William, the remainder of the crop not taken in
the Company magazine ship Marigold
shipped in Elephant, Perient Trott’s rents and tobacco not taken in
the magazine ship; still on ilsland in March 1674.

1674

19,000+

1675
1677
1679
1684
1685
1686

30.000
577,500
400.000
432.000
4-500,000
360.000
250.000
6-800,000
xxxxx

Year
1663

250.000

seized with 8 hogsheads from Perient Trott’s ship Fortune by the Somers
Island Company
shipped in Providence to Ireland
£2406.5.0 royal duty % Id./lb.
estimated from £5000 worth grown and consumed annually % 3d./Ib.
estimated from £1800 duty at Id./lb.
estimated crop; 100,000 lbs. reportedly shipped to Barbados
derived from £1500 duty at ld./lb.
reported smuggled by Gov. Robinson.
estimated crop; 100,000 lbs. rotted for want of transport to Great Britain
crop rotted because of government disturbances, a lack of vessels to
transport, and an oil shortage prevented 'the making up” of the crop.
reportedly smuggled by the island's '‘great merchants”

1697

47,760

Customs, British Imports

1702
1703
1704

7,458
10,068
21,732

322 rolls exported to Nevis and Barbados
753 rolls exported to Nevis and Antigua
1,393 rolls exported to Barbados, Antigua and London

1687
1688
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APPENDIX IV
FREIGHT, DUTY AND IMPOST ON BERMUDA TOBACCO
Year

Co. Duty

Impost

1612-21
1622
April 1623
1625

3d.
4d.
2-3d.

6d.
12d.
9d.

1628
1629

3d.
Id.

1631
1632

3d

1643
1654-58
1662

Id.
Id

1.75d.

1667

Id.

3.5 d.

1671
1679

Freight

Sources

9d

9d
6d

24d (Spanish), 12d (West Indian)
Virginia and Bermuda Tobacco

4d.

5d (West Indian)

freight on magazine Somers Island
Merchant
.75/Id. bulk/roll
,75d./ld. freight on magazine John of London,
bulk. Passenger £5, freight 40s./ton;

SOURCES: 1615-21: APC 1:291; 1623: APC 1:99; 1625: BCR FRAG C:56r (2d); APC 1:134
(3d); 1628: APC 1:208, CSP 1:125; 1629: BCRl:157v; 1631: CSP (C) 1:125; 1632: APC 1:291;
1643: Wilkinson, Adventurers. 273; 1654-8: BCR 5A:#201, 1664: BCR 5A:35r.; 1667: BCR
5A:#311, BCR 5B:90-92; 1671: BCR5A:#386; 1679: BCR 8:86.
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APPENDIX V
TOBACCO EXPORTS FROM ALL COLONIES
YEAR BERMUDA
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640

CHESAPEAKE BARBADOS

ST. CHRIST

SPANISH

231
2,300
(18,839)
(49,528)

[1,250]
[9,419]
[24834]
[22,882]
40,000/[59,;
70,000
(61,637)
[38,452]]
(134,607)
[33,431]
[75,864]
(202,962)
[118,692]
(131,808)
70,000 (333,,102) [79,875]
140,000 (376,,858) [208.921]
360.254/[24
223,617
[369.354]
(178,715)
[124.510]
(458,151)
[331.426]
(272,295)
[206.498]

102.700

523.232
1.080.927
2.361.999
1.092.873
1.044.554

125.318
204.956
28.010
66.895

270.629
473.832
108.212
139.451

60.597
93.306
116.773
6.379

no data, 1641-1658
1669
1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680

15.039.600
17,559.000

481,260
400,000

19,127.000
19.735.000
22,455.000
20,983.000
19,943.000
769
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OTHER

770

YEAR BERMUDA

CHESAPEAKE BARBADOS
CHESAPEA

1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705

22,472,000
21,394,000
432,000
500,000
610,000
700,000
250,000

47,760

7,458
10,068
21,732
11,624

ST. CHRIST

SPANISH

OTHER

28,036,500
27,567,000
28,385,500
27,299,800
24,954,400
26,562,100
24,567,300
27,464.100
27,836,700
28,336.100
35,476,000
31,204,000
30,757,000
37,607,000
32,069,000
37,123,000
19,882,000
34,769,000
15,629,000

SOURCES: Nevill Williams, "England’s Tobacco Trade in the Reign of Charles I,” VMHB
65:449; Robert Brenner.Merchants and Revolution. 154; BL, ADD 35865:249 (1637-40); RVCL
111:503-4 (1620); Russell Menard, "‘The Tobacco Industry in the Chesapeake Colonies, 1617-1730:
An Interpretation,” Research in Economic History 5:109-77 (1980) [bracketed Chesapeake
quantity, 1616-1630]; “Lord Sackvill’s Papers Concerning Virginia, 1613-1631.” American
Historical Review 26:496-516 (1921) (combined Virginia and Bermuda exports in parentheses,
1616-1630).
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APPENDIX VI
A NOTE ON TONNAGE
One of the most difficult challenges facing scholars who seek to measure and compare
colonial shipping and shipbuilding is the ability to standardize tonnage figures. During the
eighteenth century, three different methods were used to rate the tonnage of sailing vessels.
Measured tonnage (M) reflected the size of a given vessel and was computed by formula using the
vessel’s length of keel (K), breadth (B), and depth of hold (D); this figure was cited in shipbuilding
contracts and vessel sales. Registered tonnage (R) was the figure cited on the vessel’s certificate
o f registration and was discounted from the measured tonnage in order to save on lighthouse and
port duties abroad; except in a few cases, colonial naval office shipping lists and other port books
record registered tonnage. A third tonnage assessment made was for the cargo capacity volume, or
cargo tonnage, which was the lading of the vessel used by merchants and freighters. All three of
these tonnage ratings were different from each other and modern-day displacement tonnage, which
measures the weight of water displaced by a vessel.
Based on a survey of registered, measured, and cargo tonnage figures for British North
American ports, John McCusker arrived at a ratio of 2:3:4 respectively. Measured tonnage was
roughly equal to 150% of registered tonnage, although in individual cases the percentage varied
between 6-70%. McCusker does note that there was regional variation in the formula used to
compute measured tonnage and varying degrees of discount from the measured tonnage rates in
assessing registered tonnage, however. In a study of the difference between registered and
measured tonnages in Jamaica. Grenada and Antigua in 1785-87, Christopher French found that
the gap between the two was not uniform: smaller vessels (150 registered tons or less) had a
greater discrepancy between measured and registered tonnage than larger vessels. The measured
tonnage of four vessels between 51-100 tons was 175.3% of their registered tonnage, and those in
the 101-150 ton range were 179.8% of the registered tonnage. Gary Walton’s work on tonnage in
Virginia naval office shipping lists in 1725-26 revealed that in the 0-50 ton vessel range, measured
tonnage was 197.1% of the registered tonnage, or nearly double. The higher factor of error in
French’s and Walton’s findings argues against a blanket use of McCuskers’s 150% correction
figure in Bermuda’s case, since the colony’s merchant fleet was composed almost entirely of
vessels rated below 100 registered tons.4
A list of powder duties paid between October 1742 and October 1745 records the names of
all vessels arriving in Bermuda during that span, along with their dimensions, measured tonnage,
master, and degree of foreign ownership. The list does not include registry information, nor do
naval office shipping lists survive for the same period. The list does allow us to form a clear

4John McCusker, “The Tonnage of Ships Engaged in British Colonial Trade During the Eighteenth
Century,” Research in Economic History 6:73-105 (1981); Christopher French. “Eighteenth-Century
Shipping Tonnage Measurements.” Journal of Economic History 33:434-43 (1973); Gary Walton,
“Colonial Tonnage Measurements: A Comment.” Journal of Economic History 27:392-97 (1967). It
should be noted that McCusker slightly corrects French's Table 3 and that French corrects Walton’s data
in his Table 5.
771
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picture of the average dimensions and measured tonnage for the Bermuda fleet during this period,
however, which may be usefully compared with the composition of the registered Bermuda fleet for
1734 in order to suggest a local correction factor between measured and registered tonnage.5
In the year 1743, the powder duty list records the entries of 163 vessels, 18 of which were
non-Bermudian owned. In measured tonnage, the 145 Bermudian entries totaled 9,898.66 M tons
and the 18 “foreign-owned” entries were 1,188.75 M tons. The Bermudian fleet making these
entries consisted of 92 sloops, three schooners and one brigantine, but this was not the entire fleet
in 1743, for many of the vessels built in that year that cleared on their maiden voyages would not
return until 1744. The following table gives the average measured tonnage and dimensions of the
colony’s fleet:

number
keel
beam
hold
average tons

SLOOP

SCHOONER

BRIG

92
39.51
18.3
8.24
67.66

3
31.67
13.17
5.5
28.75

1
52.83
22.66
10.42
132

The vessels themselves varied considerably in dimensions. Sloops ranged from the Ann (Richard
Pitt) [55’ K, 23’ B, 10.5’ H, 141 M tons] to the Endeavor (Francis Watlington) [29’ K, 13’ B, 5’
H, 20 M tons] and schooners from the Freemason (Samuel Tatem) [44’ K, 16’ B, 6’ H, 44.75 M
tons] to the aptly-named Too Little (William Granton) [19' K, 8’ B, 3.5’ H, 5.5 M tons].
Averages derived for the 96 Bermudian vessels that arrived in 1744 are similar, except for an
increase in schooner size: sloops, N=89, 69.45 M tons; schooners, N=5, 55.55 M tons; brigantines,
N=2, 141 tons.6
It should be noted that the formula used to compute measured tonnage in Bermuda,
established in the Powder Duty Act of 1703, varied from that used extensively throughout Britain’s
other colonies. Bermudians computed measured tonnage using the formula: K x B x H -^ 9 5
while the general formula in use throughout the eighteenth century, established by Parliament in
1695 used: K x B x lA B 94. Since the draft of Bermudian vessels was generally less than half
their breadth, the Bermudian formula yielded measured tonnages less than those derived by the
other formula:

5Database composed from "An Account of Powder and Cash Received by Virtue of the Act for
Collecting a Duty of Gunpowder. Commencing the Ninth Day of October 1742,” PRO CO 37/15:167-74.
The list fails to specify where entering vessels arrived from. It is possible to determine the registered
tonnage of individual vessels on this list by tracing them back to the ports from which they departed, but
time constraints do not allow such a search at present.
‘Database from PRO CO 37/15:167-74.
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average sloop, 1743
average schooner, 1743
average brigantine, 1743
sloop Ann

Bermuda M tons
67.66
28.75
132
141

1695 formula M tons
77.09
35.76
144.29
154.76

Difference
13.9%
24.4%
9.3%
9.8%

Thus, a slight adjustment must be made to compare the measured tonnage of Bermudian vessels
with those of other British colonies using the 1695 formula. In 1786, Parliament finally mandated
that the registries all British vessels measure their tonnage according to a new formula (originally
proposed in 1773):
(K - 3/5 B) x B x ‘/zB

94 and thereafter measured and registered tonnage were the same.7

In attempting to determine a rough ratio between registered tonnage and measured tonnage
for Bermuda, we may compare the above values with those for the 1734 fleet derived from the
naval office shipping lists. In 1734, Bermuda’s fleet included 86 sloops, one schooner, and three
snows —a composition similar to that in 1743. The sloops ranged in size from 10 R tons to 50 R
tons, but averaged 25.64 R tons. Assuming that the size of individual Bermudian vessels did not
increase substantially in the nine year gap, the discrepancy between average registered tonnage
(1734) and average measured tonnage (1743) is 163.9% using the Bermuda formula and 200.7%
using the 1695 formula. A similar rate of discrepancy persisted right up until tonnages were
standardized in 1786: in 1785, the colony’s fleet of 114 vessels measures 4182 R tons (BDA),
while after standardization the sum jumped to 12,114 M in 1788 (see below). The conversion
factor for computing measured tonnage in Bermuda’s case is thus somewhere between double and
triple the registered tonnage figures for Bermudian vessels before 1786, but may have varied over
time.
Using the 200% figure for the 1695 formula to bring Bermudian measured tonnage figures
in line with those of other British colonies, the volume and value of the colony's shipbuilding
industry increases dramatically:
Year
1715
1724
1733
1749
1769
1770
1771

# built/vr.
32
27
21
32
48
49
48

R tonnage
624 R
1,080 R
490 R
1,068 R
1,047 R
1,104 R
1,098 R

R ave. tons
19.5 R
40 R
23.33 R
33.38 R
21.81 R
22.53 R
22.875 R

M Tonnage
1,872 M
3,240 M
1,470 M
3,204 M
3,141 M
3,312 M
3,294 M

7[Bermuda Legislature], Acts of Assembly (London. 1719. 65); French, "Shipping Tonnage
Measurements,” 434-35. See also Frederic Lane, "Tonnages. Medieval and Modem,” Economic History
Review 2nd ser., 7:215-29 (1964). William Sutherland proposed a variation of the 1695 formula: length
of K x extreme B x Vi extreme B 94 [where length of keel is estimated at extreme length on deck extreme B] in his Shipbuilder’s Assistant (London, 1711), 69. It is unknown how exactly Bermudians
measured the keel, beam and depth of hold of their vessels.
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Once adjusted, Bermuda assumes a leading place among Britain’s colonies as a major shipbuilding
center. Until more work is done on adjusting the figures for other colonies, a true comparison
cannot be made, however, but registers exist to make such comparisons with Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, and South Carolina, and through systematic record-stripping of naval office
shipping lists, other colonies may be added. Clearly more research needs to be done in this area.8

““Ship Registers for the Port of Philadelphia. 1726-1775.” reprinted serially in Pennsylvania Magazine
of History and Biography 23-28 (1899-1904); John McCusker. "Ships Registered at the Port of
Philadelphia before 1776: A Computerized Listing," (unpublished mss. Historical Society of
Pennsylvania, 1970); Vaughan Brown. Shipping in the Port of Annapolis. 1748-1775 (Annapolis, 1965),
based on Port of Entry Books. 1748-1775 in Maryland Hall of Records and Maryland Historical Society;
William Kelso, “Shipbuilding in Virginia, 1763-1774,” (MA thesis, College of William and Mary, 1964);
R. Nicholas Olsberg, “Ship Registers in the South Carolina Archives,” South Carolina Historical
Magazine 74-189-279 (1973).
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APPENDIX VII
BERMUDA SHIPPING AND SHIPBUILDING DATA
Ships Built and Registered in Bermuda. 1680-1827
schnr baraue
8

brigt. snow

shipshalloD ketch tonnage men
I
4

Year
# Vessels
14
1680
1685
30
1687
42
1687-88(*)
49

32
25

1700
1708(*)
1716(*)

70
50
92

60
47
92

6
3

4

-2,800
1,202
2.010 R

1724
1729

63
65

60

L

2

3,046

1731
1734(*)
1738

56
90
75

1

2,905 R
4.818

1743
1749

slOOD

1

10
8

3

1

5

7

5

86
75

3

96+
87

92

4

1

1750(*)

115

81

14

18

1762

71

1773
1774

80-100
86

1780
1785(*)
1788(*)
1789(*)

200
114
154
137

83

15

15

1792(*)
1793(*)

116
97

10.399
8,741

1799(*)

139

11.419 1,069

1804
1805
1806

105
101
85

5.712
7.949
7.042

9.898.66 M
1

1

3.723 R

1

4,182 R
12.114
11.339
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661
413
551

776
Year
1813

# Vessels
62

sIood schnr barque

briet. snow

shiDshalloD ketch tonnase men
5606 379

1816
1817
1818
1819

126
126
88
87

15,520
15,520
9,511
8,840

892
892
517
613

1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827

87
83
79
81
82
58
47
49

8,394
7.567
7.183
7,150
7.466
4.802
4,454
4,622

587
549
511
517
524
347
263
306

NOTES: (*) indicates figures computed from shipping returns databases, while other figures come
from non-quantitative sources like governors' correspondence or answers to Board of Trade
queries. (+) indicates incomplete total. (R) denotes registered tons. (M) denotes measured tons
(BDA). See “A Note on Tonnage” below. SOURCES: 1680: BCR 8:10-74, 80-81, 92, 100, 1045. June 1685: 30 sail of vessels (CSP(C) 12:#210). July 1687: 42 vessels: 32 sloops and 10
barques of 20-90 tons (CSP (C) 12:#1341). May 1687-May 1688: 49 vessels: 1 frigate, 8 barks, 3
brigantines, 1 ketch, I pink, 5 shallops, 5 ships, 25 sloops (BA, C397). 1700: 70 vessels built of
cedar 4 ships of 100+ tons. 6 brigantines of 40-60 tons, and 60 sloops of 30-40 tons; 9 sloops
recently taken by pirate Ferdinando (CSP(C) 18:#936). 1708 Registered fleet: 50 vessels/1202
tons: 47 sloops at 1058 tons (22.49 avg.), 3 brigantines at 145 tons (48.33 tons avg.) (PRO CO
37/8:116. 1716: 92 sloops (PRO CO 41/6). 1724: 2 ships (220 tons), 1 brigantine (45 tons), 60
sloops ( 46.359 avg.) (PRO CO 37/11:43). 1729: 65 vessels (15-100 tons) (PRO CO 37/12:45).
1731: 56 vessels (15-120 tons), 17 vessels recently taken by Spanish, valued with cargoes at
£10,000 (PRO CO 37/12:92-96). 1733: 60 vessels (20-100 tons), (PRO CO 37/12:128). 1734: 86
sloops, 1 schooner, 3 snows. (PRO CO 41/6). 1738: 75 sloops only, 4814 tons ( PRO CO
37/13:184-89). 1743: 96 Bermuda-owned vessels entered St. George’s and paid powder duty;
measured tonnage according to Bermudian formula (PRO CO 37/15:168-74). 1749: 87 vessels,
listed by parish (PRO CO 37/16:292). 1750: 115 vessels: 18 brigantines, 14 schooners, 1 ship, 1
snow, 81 sloops. (PRO CO 41/6). 1762: 71 vessels, listed by parish. (PRO CO 37/19:81). 1773:
80-100 vessels (PRO CO 37/36:31). 1774: 86 vessels of 20-200 tons, listed by parish (PRO CO
37/36:42). 1780: 200 sail of vessels, 50-200 tons (PRO CO 37/38:3-8). 1785: 113 vessels at 4162
tons: 15 brigs (10), 15 schooners (8), 82 sloops (61), 1 snow. (Bermuda-built vessels in
parentheses; rest are prizes) (BA, Register of Shipping, 1780-1787). 1788: 145 Bermuda-built
vessels (11,274 tons) and 9 prizes; Bermuda-built vessels include one 204-ton and one 240-ton
ship (BL Add. Mss. 38,376:fF.79-90. 1789: 131 Bermuda-built vessels (10,931 tons) and 6 prizes
(BL Add. Mss. 38,430:7) 1792: 110 Bermuda-built vessels (9,977 tons) and 6 prizes (BL Add.
Mss. 38,430:22); 1793: 97 vessels, 8741.25 tons. (BA, Sessional Papers); 1799: vessels, tonnage
and men broken down by tonnage range but type of vessel not stated (PRO CUST 36/4:12-13);
1804-6: PRO CUST 17/26:12; 27:14; 28:12. 1814-28: Shipping Statistics Account Book, PRO
CUST 36/5:5, 28, 35, 48, 64, 80, 94, 119, 133, 169, 204, 234, 295; 1816 fleet consisted of 50
Bermuda-built and 76 prize vessels.
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m
Volume of Bermudian Shipbuilding, 1687-1833
tonnaee ave. tons

Year

# built/vr.

5-12/1687
1688
1698-1707
1707-23
1715
1724
1732
1733
1732-39
1739
1-7/1740
1749
1762
1769
1770
1771
1773
1775
1784
1785
11/1788-5/90
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794

5
9
27 (avg.)
27 (avg.)
32
27
16
21
32(avg.)
32
36
32
80
48
49
48
35
100
23
39
96
40

60
22

1785.33 M

1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1808

35
38
3
19
47
19

2091 M
3041 M
304 M
1379 M*
2368 M
1436 M

Composition:

Total/Value

4 sloops, 1 barque
8 sloops, 1 ship
217 sloops, 3 ships, 17 brigt.
624 R 19.5 R
1080 R 40 R
490 R 23.33 R

32 sloops
27 sloops
16 sloops
21 sloops

237
435

£2,160 (cost)

224
£3,500(cost)
1068 R 33.38 R

22 sloops, 3 brigt., 7 schr.

1047 R 21.81 R
1104 R 22.53 R
1098 R 22.875 R

47 sloop/schr., 1 ship
48 sloop/schr., 1 ship
48 sloop/schr.

780 R 33.9 R
1673 R 42.9 R
7348 M
3,200 M
2753 M
2820 M
3473 M

18 sloops, 2 brigt., 3 schr.
32 sloops, 3 brigt., 4 schr.
£25,600

£13-13.5/ton
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Year

# built/vr.

tonnaee ava. tons

1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833

6
13
10
11
4
5
10
11
12
12
10
II
9
7
11
3

1165 M
841 M
718 M
573 M
289 M
119 M
886 M
442 M
1160 M
1114 M
905 M
1258 M
1072 M
464 M
816 M
204 M

Composition:

Total Value

NOTES: (R) denotes registered tonnage. (M) denotes measured tonnage (BDA)/all tonnage after
1786. See “A Note on Tonnage” below. SOURCES: 1687-88: Shipping Register, BA, C397.
1698-1707: 3 ships, 17 brigantines, 217 sloops built (PRO CO 37/8:116). 1707-1723: 435 vessels
(mostly sloops) built, avg. 27/yr. (PRO CO 37/11:43). 1715: 32 sloops, 19.5 tons avg. (PRO CO
41/6). 1724: 27 sloops of 40 tons each: plank and timber cost £2/ton (Bermuda currency) (PRO
CO 37/11:45). 1733: 16 sloops a year built. (PRO CO 37/12:128). 1733: 21 sloops, 23.33 tons
avg. (PRO CO 41/6). October 1732 - October 1739: 224 vessels registered, average of 32/yr.
(PRO CO 37/13:184). 1739: 32 vessels built at a cost of £3,500 worth of cedar timber used in
construction, “exclusive of fittings.” (PRO CO 37/13:187; 14:41-43). 1 Jan. - 8 July 1740: 36
vessels built CO 37/14:41-43. 1749: 32 vessels: 22 sloops, 3 brigantines, 7 schooners —1068 tons
(PRO CO 41/7). 1762: Bodleian, Mss. D.D. Dashwood, Bundle B7/l/5a:4; 1769-71: John
Holroyd, First Earl of Sheffield, Observations on the Commerce of the American States. 6th ed.
(London, 1784), 96, quoted in Jacob Price, “A Note on the Value of Colonial Exports of
Shipping,” Journal of Economic History 36:707 (1976). 1773: 35 vessels built (PRO CO
37/36:31). 1784: 23 vessels of 780 tons: 2 brigantines (55 tons avg.), 3 schooners (35 tons avg.),
18 sloops (31.4 tons avg.) (BA, Register of Shipping, 1780-1787). 1785: 39 vessels at 1673 tons:
3 brigantines (105 tons avg), 4 schooners (34 tons avg.), 32 sloops (38.2 tons avg.) (ibid.). 3 Nov.
1788 to 20 May 1790: 96 vessels at 7348 tons of vessels built [average of 5.5 vessels/month and
386.7 tons/month] (PRO CO 37/23:188). June 1790: 4000 tons of vessels on stocks, (ibid.) 1789:
40 vessels built, 3200 tons worth £25,600 (ibid.). 1790: 2753 tons built. (PRO CO 37/44:8).
1791:2820 tons built (ibid.). 1792:3473 tons built (ibid.). 1793: 60 vessels to be launched,
including one ship of 400 tons.; sale price in WI is £13-13.10.0/ton (BG 9 Jan. 1794). 1794: 22
vessels built, 1785.33 tons. (BA, Sessional Papers). 1804-6: PRO CUST 17/24:5; 25:5; 26:7a;
27:7; 28:6; 30:7. 1805: Gov. Beckwith noted 46 vessels sold that year, totaling 3,650 tons, but it is
unclear whether these were newly-built or not (PRO CO 47/51:#2). 1806: Bermuda was the largest
shipbuilder in the British West Indies, total of 47 vessels/2,368 tons; one ship launched was 235
tons. 1818:6 vessels built (W.F. Williams. Historical and Statistical Account of Bermuda.): 18191833: Bryan Edwards, I.
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779

Bermudian Trade.
[Bermudian vessels in brackets]
Year

# IN

IN tons

# OUT

OUT tons

47 [39]

1688
1705
1-8/1706
8/1708-7/1709

112 [87]
87 [60]

1716

155 [118]

3928 [2657] R

182 [147]

4333 [3197] R

1734

127 [101]

3631[2765]R

164 [137]

4521 [3665] R

1743
1744

163 [145]
163 [141]

11087 [9899]M
11025 [9689]M

1750

126 [97]

4444 [3356] R

182 [155]

6069 [5026] R

10/1784-3/1785
4-12/1786
1787
1-6/1788
1788
1789

51
106
143
61
126
179 [170]

93
133
193
93
170

13,366 M

137

11014 M
18820[17991]

NOTES: (R) denotes registered tonnage; (M) denotes measured tonnage (BDA). See “A Note on
Tonnage” below. SOURCES: 1688 (actually October 31, 1687-November I, 1688): BA, C397.
1705-6: PRO CO 37/8:214-15; 1708-9: "'Passengers, Sailors . . . and Masters of Vessels sailing
from Bermuda,” BA, C398; 1716: PRO CO 41/6; 1743 & 1744: PRO CO 37/15:167-74; 1 Oct.
1784-31 Mar. 1785: PRO CO 37/40:17. 1 April-31 Dec. 1786: PRO CO 37/40:68. 1787: PRO
CO 37/40:95. 1 Jan. - 20 June 1788: PRO CO 37/40:143. 1788: BL Add. Mss. 38,376:110 - 796
men in, 962 men out; 1789: 188 vessels/18,820 tons entered, of which 179/17991 tons
BERMUDIAN; trade worth £330,000, £99,000 in profits. 1788: Cost of a 35-ton schooner, fitted
out is £270-300 ST; cost of 1 years’ wages for a master, four seamen and their provisions is £250
ST; annual wear of sails is £25 ST. (CO 37/40:212).
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British Colonial Shipping Fleet, 1788
Colonv

# Ships /Prizes Tons/Prizes (Ml

U Men

Total Ships/Tons (MJ

Nova Scotia
Bermuda
Jamaica
Antigua
Newfoundland
Barbados
Quebec
Grenada
St. Kitts
New Brunswk.
Bahamas
Dominica
Cape Breton
Tortolla
St. Vincent
Nevis
Monserrat

158/75
145/9
142/58
111/29
87/3
49/13
79/7
52/17
51/7
35/16
55/10
19/6
59/0
13/9
16/1
14/1
3/0

9,508/5,666
11,274/840
6,908/4,921
4,656/2,241
6,131/259
3,910/1,684
4,004/633
2,751/1,693
3,080/632
2,357/950
2,606/486
994/585
1,575/0
724/535
1,123/58
561/60
129/0

1171
1054
1009
594
582
495
404
399
287
215
429
168
245
147
111
22

233 / 15,174
154/12,114
200/ 11,829
140 / 6,897
90 / 6,390
62 / 5,594
86 / 4,637
69 / 4,444
58/3,712
51/3,307
65 / 3,092
25 / 1,579
59/ 1.575
22 / 1,259
17/ 1,181
15/621
3 / 129

TOTAL

1,088/261

62,291/21,243

7,442

1,349 / 83,534

no

SOURCE: Liverpool Papers, vol. 187, BL Add. Mss. 38,376:fF. 79-90. This document also
included vessel registration for all English, Scottish and Irish ports as well.
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British Colonial Merchant Fleet, 1788-1792 (# Ships / tons M)

Colonv

1788

1789

1790

1792

Nova Scotia
Bermuda
Jamaica
Antigua
Newfoundland
Barbados
Quebec
Grenada
St. Kitts
New Brunswk
Bahamas
Dominica
Cape Breton
Tortolla
St. Vincent
Nevis
Monserrat
St. John’s
Turks Islands

2 3 3 / 15,174
154/ 12,114
200 / 11,829
140 / 6,897
90 / 6,390
62 / 5,594
86 / 4,637
69 / 4,444
58/3,712
51/3,307
65 / 3,092
25 / 1,579
5 9 / 1,575
2 2 / 1,259
17/ 1,181
15/621
3 / 129
45 / 1,560

296 / 16,869
137/ 11,339
219/11,988
118/5,811
77/4,651
70/4,318
80 / 3,999
73 / 4,202
55 / 4,027
71/5,884
81/3,337
27/ 1,542
56/ 1,454
19 / 794
24/ 1,077
20/961
7/381
45 / 1.470

342/ 19.732
119 / 10,179
224/ 12,186
109/5,489
78/5,134
45/4,438
92 / 4,422
86 / 4,685
60/4,261
81/7,459
86 / 3,555
2 9 / 1.515
92 / 2.485
20 / 789
35 / 1,292
18/851
8/425
4 4 / 1.415
7/231

336/ 17,763
116/10,399
225 / 13,744
126/6,421
78 / 5,445
76 / 6,804
115/5,321
110/6313
70 / 5,525
103 / 10,280
81/3,517
28 / 1,732
115 / 3,092
20 / 792
55/2,185
24/ 1,296
16 / 923

TOTAL

1,349/83,534

1.576/90.599

1,745/103,316

1,482/86,600

7/349

(1791=1,686 ships/96,545 tons)
SOURCE: 1788: BL Add. Mss. 38,376:ff. 79-90; 38430:7; 38431:20-21; 38432:22, 62.
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APPENDIX VIII
Bermuda’s Balance of Trade with England and Scotland (in Pounds Sterling)

Year

England
Imoortsffrom) Exportsfto)

1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1712
1713
1714
1715
1716
1717
1718
1719
1720
1721
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1729
1730
1731
1732

3971.10.0
749.18.3
1439.13.11
1014.0.6
1065.18.5
828.13.1
0
2374.0.6
61.2.11
0
635.12.6
252.17.0
69.14.0
1228.2.4
0
17.19.11
0
307.19.7
1809.17.11
19.6.0
2359.11.10
712.7.10
2648.9.0
2172.9.3
3367.10.7
3983.16.4
6845.14.8
7249.10.8
7213.14.9
5693.8.9
2388.15.3
2388.5.4
3933.0.1
68.10.0
1492.1.1
325.8.4

Imports

Scotland
Exports

2926.8.11
0
300.10.1
1232.6.8
1079.17.8
6.16.1
497.0.0
0
0
0
0
475.4.6
198.18.9
0
582.10.2
0
0
1940.14.5
523.7.10
0
715.10.8
754.1.10
602.0.2
1897.10.7
3332.10.7
3227.12.11
4964.9.11
5677.17.5
4829.12.2
5584.8.6
1780.7.3
2316.12.3
1951.18.10
324.11.4
542.10.0
103.16.8

782
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Year

England
Importsffroml Exportsfto)

1733
1734
1735
1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768
1769
1770
1771
1772
1773

0
1913.15.7
285.14.10
637.12.1
0
102.12.0
197.18.0
632.13.10
31.8.0
224.2.2
496.5.3
465.9.7
487.4.2
4032.19.2
3891.13.8
2901.9.11
3502.4.0
16447.3.0
11277.11.11
11767.14.11
11148.0.2
2421.11.7
4074.2.3
7569.18.4
2890.10.6
9489.2.2
17418.10.6
16115.14.8
14207.2.2
7786.7.0
8623.7.0
10534.3.7
17715.15.3
11299.6.3
12133.9.4
10526.9.11
12621.8.9
9705.15.6
8645.15.9
11798.14.6
10051.18.9

527.16.3
399.5.0
125.9.10
445.3.7
2392.4.4
1538.1.5
215.5.2
14.12.0
165.2.2
0
13.10.0
0
123.3.0
130.13.0
0
43.0.5
952.10.11
1986.10.10
1297.19.6
3278.2.9
896.14.2
2240.19.9
0
2081.0.1
5.2.8
26.5.0
386.16.4
70.12.7
1266.0.3
988.15.0
0
165.11.1
9973.4.8
3475.14.1
1417.12.5
829.8.0
1744.19.3
0
836.8.3
525.2.10
509.10.0

Scotland
Imports
Exports

4370.0.0

0
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Year

England
Imports/from! ExDortsfto)

1774
1775
1776
1777
1778
1779
1780
1781
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808

10089.7.7
13405.18.4
11413.3.11
7239.12.3
14584.10.8
27463.6.8
15556.18.9
2346.3.6
16649.9.8
86019.15.0
7020.18.5
297.16.2
13447.10.5
23814.2.8
20905.19.11
4448.7.11
15497.3.3
11319.10.3
35055.0.7
22420.14.5
46903.10.0
28232.12.7
45388.2.1
59412.13.4
7249.14.7
35651.7.10
37026.1.4
13678.17.9
38462.15.5
27011.4.11
20969.14.7
11246.2.6
35010.6.5
23195.14.0
43522.12.9

3.6.8
0.13.4
238.11.4
2069.17.9
4130.1.1
9292.2.10
1229.13.10
2673.14.9
880.15.11
7446.6.9
1111.3.10
0
2509.7.11
1329.9.4
2088.18.5
2288.10.8
3924.4.7
1367.2.6
1600.18.11
2137.1.1
9927.17.3
4636.12.5
6949.0.4
8938.13.11
(no info)
11749.2.10
14780.10.7
24128.7.8
4843.4.1
0.6.5
556.17.9
931.1.4
2056.9.9
1766.0.7
3048.6.1

Imports

Scotland
Exports

0
3364.11.2
9089.18.9
6565.17.2
5820.9.8

781.15.0
982.14.8
3861.15.7
0
990.18.9

0

9.8.0

0
0

2166.0.6
114.2.11

SOURCES: England: 1697-1762: PRO CUST 3/1-62: 1760-1783: David MacPherson, Annals
of Commerce. Ill: 339, 351, 365, 385. 410. 435. 456, 476, 486, 495, 508, 518, 533, 550, 564,
585, 599, 614, 632, 651, 673, 706. 727: IV:40: 1784-1801: mss. entries in Board of Trade copy of
Sir Charles Whitworth, State of the Trade of Great Britain in its Imports and Exports.
Progressively from the Year 1697 /London. 1776); PRO BT 6/185:51-52. I802-6.PRO CUST
17/24:n.p.;25:n.p.; 26:71; 27:68; 28:12. Scotland: 1772, 1781-84, 1791, 1797-98: Board of
Trade copy of Whitworth, State of the Trade. 181.
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APPENDIX IX
Importation of Shipbuilding Material into Bermuda, 1716, 1734, and 1750
The following types of shipbuilding material was imported and consumed in Bermuda in the years
1715, 1734, and 1750, extracted from Bermuda's Naval Office Shipping Returns, PRO CO 41/67. Materials that were re-exported have been deducted from the totals listed.
1715
anchors
blocks, shipbuilding
boards (total)9
pine
rprlar
oak
mahogany
booms
bowsprits11
cables
cordage
coal
dead eyes
iron
wrecks
lumber (total)
masts

52,750 ft.

33
33
5 coils
15 hogsheads
2.5 tons
35 tons
38

1750

Maioritv From:
West Indies

24
24
4 sets
150 coils
21.5 chalders
8 sets
7.25 tons

12
552 + 200 ft.
132,686 ft.
65,750 ft.
202 ft.
4,000 ft.
7,080 ft.
32
28
5 sets
23 coils+ 7,214 ft.
17 chalders
310 + 2 sets
17 tons

118.600 ft.+
50 tons
38

51.300 ft. +
90 tons
70 + 4 sets

1734

79,800 ft.
61,800 ft.

New England
S. Carolina10
New England
Bahamas
Chesapeake
Chesapeake
West Indies
West Indies
NY/PA
NY/PA &WI

New England
Virginia/NY/NE

’Shipbuilders distinguished between board (up to 1 inch thick) and plank (1 1/4-4 inch thick); board
of 1 inch thickness was probably sufficient for planking smaller Bermudian sloops and all the island’s
boats. New England was the chief source of board imported into Bermuda; In 1716, 51,900 ft. of the total
came from New England and the rest from New York and Virginia. In 1734, 53,400 ft came from New
England, 18,900 ft. from the middle colonies, and the remainder from Carolina and Virginia. In 1750,
78,000 ft. originated in New England, including the 4,000 ft. of oak board, 28,000 ft. from the middle
colonies, and the rest from Carolina and the Chesapeake; the 7.080 ft. of mahogany was from the
Bahamas.
,0John Lawson, A New Voyage to Carolina. 91-99, provides a detailed account of the properties of
timber trees growing in the Carolinas. including Chestnut, while and live oak, red and white cedar,
cypress, American black walnut, and pitch, white, almond, and yellow pine.
“Booms and bowsprits came mostly from the Chesapeake. 1716: 19 booms/21 bowsprits, 1734: 21/19,
1750:29/28; the rest came from New England and the Carolinas.
785
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pitch12
plank13
pumps
spars
tallow
tar
timber (total)14
ship timber
cedar
oak
pine
lignum vita
fustick
turpentine
other:

1715

1734

1750

Maioritv From:

199 barrels
3,500 ft.

112 brls.
53,700 ft.
19
173
7 brls. +
17,085 lbs.
380 brls.
747 prcls. +
111 tons
334 + prcls.

39 brls.
35,236 ft. + 3 tons
22 + 2 sets
33 (spruce) + 3 sets
4 frkns, 4 1 brl.
3,700 lbs.
133 brls.

VA/CAR
VA/WI

22 +
4 casks +
1,900 lbs.
63 barrels
4 parcels +
22 tons
22 tons
2 prcls.
2 prcls.

43 prcls.

125 prcls.
120 prcls.
78 prcls.

NE/VA
VA/NE
CAR/VA
NE/WI
West Indies
VA/CAR
NE/VA/CAR
VA
West Indies
West Indies
CAR/VA

12 tons
7 tons
29 brls.
29 brls.
old brass
12 cannon
3 cannon, 4-lber.
2 hour glasses carriage guns
17,700 lbs. junk!:>6 bags cottonwool 350. lbs. cottonwool
assorted rigging 6 cutlasses
1,000 ft. decking
17 small arms 6 tuns lignum oil
288 grommets
30 sloop poles
7 large cannon
48 mast hoops

lJThe source for pitch and tar shifted over time: in 1716. 150 barrels came from Virginia and the
remainder from Carolina. By 1734. Virginia contributed only 4 of the 157 barrels imported into
Bermuda; the rest were from Carolina. On the production of naval stores in the Carolinas and
Chesapeake, see Timothy Silver. New Face on the Countryside. 121-28.
l3In 1716, almost all the plank came from the Chesapeake. By 1734. the majority came from the West
Indies: 34,270 feet of madeira wood and another 13,000 feet of plank came mostly from the Bahamas;
1,900 ft. of ash plank came from New England. In 1750. 25.546 feet of madeira and mahogany plank
came from the West Indies, while from Virginia Bermudians imported 970 ft. of oak and 4,300 ft of pine
planking and from the middle colonies they brought home 3 tons of unspecified planking.
‘‘‘Parcel was a 17th-century measure of wood with an established cubic foot volume that varied
according to the wood’s thickness; William Sutherland. The Shipbuilder’s Assistant or Marine
Architecture (London. 1726), 17-19.
I5Junk was old cordage that when unraveled was used as caulking. This shipment came with old iron
from a wreck salvaged in the West Indies.
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APPENDIX X
Bermudian Census Figures. 1699-1783
CENSUS of 1698: This parish-by-parish is the first detailed breakdown of the colonial population
since the survey or private shares taken in 1622. "Muster’ refers to men of militia age, 15-60;
“Christ” and ‘‘Buried” note all those who were christened and buried between January 1, 1697/98
and January 1, 1698/99; the absence of a listing of black children christened suggests that the
practice was neglected, although individual parish records of the period show that some were. The
number of children was not broken down by sex; SOURCE: PRO CO 37/ 2:194.
Parish
Men
St. George 190
Hamilton 70
Smiths
67
Devonshire 56
Pembroke 87
Paget
78
Warwick 93
Southampton
Sandys
61(sic)
Totals
5,862

803

WHITE
Muster Women
239
180
78
65
89
65
92
56
135
75
96
73
87
91
97
101
62(sic) 119
764

Child
351
173
140
145
177
149
246
115
165

Christ Buried
34
27
7
0
2
8
8
4
22
5
3
12
9
1
216
19
2
13

1762
1050
132
3.615 White (62.7%)

47

Men
87
52
62
54
63
76
41
3
67
566

BLACK
Muster Women
82
192
52
72
69
75
54
68
57
74
57
73
38
54
64
62
67
58

Child
155
129
114
99
85
86
123
73
97

Buried
12
1
4
2
9
1
5
1443
4

526
649
1032 41
2.247 Black (38.3%)

CENSUS of 1721; SOURCE: PRO CO 37/10:146
WHITE
Muster Women
321
158
160
98
134
95
163
96
179
110
141
112
147
192
140
148
166
114

Parish
SL George’s
Hamilton
Smiths
Devonshire
Pembroke
Paget
Warwick
Southampton
Sandys

Men
189
101
96
100
125
122
153
160
123

Totals
8,366

1596
1078
1169
4.849 White (58%)

Bovs
155
94
75
110
102
100
159
158
119

Girls
139
89
71
97
116
80
142
175
104

Men
94
102
71
91
76
102
76
101
104

1072

1012

817

BLACK
Women Bovs
129
99
94
III
109
88
101
99
92
85
103
80
96
89
125
131
99
118

965
883
3.517 Black (42%)

787
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Girls
108
97
74
70
97
72
85
138
111
852

788

CENSUS of 1727. In addition to a tabular breakdown, the 1727 census contains an assessment of
all freeholders for their land and personal property that permits analysis of wealth distribution and
helps date many eighteenth-century buildings standing today. The discrepancy between men on the
island and men listed as freeholders was due to the frequent absence of men at sea who were listed
as property-holders but not present to be counted in the censuc. Governor John Hope noted that
the most he could muster was 507 militiamen because so many were away at sea throughout the
year. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/12:10-29.
Parish
Men
St Geo.
122
Hamilton 87
59
Smiths
Devonshire 75
Pembroke 43
104
Paget
Warwick 138
Southamp. 164
128
Sandys
Totals
8,947

910

WHITE
Women Bovs
194
191
166
122
141
86
143
115
199
119
139
111
216
181
164
211
187
144

Girls
180
97
87
153
106
91
160
146
111

1768
1261
1131
5.070 White (56.7%)

Men
89
91
74
67
46
98
86
127
109
787

BLACK
Women
137
124
103
83
88
119
115
146
130

Bovs
118
113
103
103
79
102
121
166
153

Girls
116
105
75
91
118
87
119
143
133

945
1158 987
3.877 Black (43.3%)

Freeholders
Men
Women
151
53
71
33
53
34
87
33
26
98
68
26
115
48
124
40
95
32

Total
204
104
87
120
124
94
163
164
127

862

1187

325

CENSUS of 1738. This census corrects a common error in previous tabulations by accounting for
both those men on the island and those at sea when the census was held, but it is unclear whether
the men at sea are counted within the figure for "muster" and whether black slaves at sea are
included in the male black listing. The number of men at sea does not reflect the total number of
sailors on the island, for many mariners at home betw een voyages would have been counted within
the “muster” column. This census also breaks dow n the number and tonnage of vessels registered
in each parish, which reflects a distinct bias toward the western parishes. SOURCE: PRO CO
37/13:189.
WHITE
Parish
Muster Non
At Sea
75
136 53
St. Geo.
24
14
Hamilton 79
21
68
5
Smiths
23
Devonshire 96
8
70
11
Pembroke 137
39
Paget
111 6
70
12
Warwick 156
12
62
Southamp. 147
24
153 6
Sandys
Totals
10,152
9,744

1083

Women
326
151
130
165
215
168
225
223
222

Bov
153
100
67
96
128
109
120
140
145

Girl
157
127
60
80
121
66
130
113
114

127
408
1825
1058 968
5,469 White [with men at sea| (53.9%)
5,061 White [without men at sea] (51.9%)

Men
94
102
62
71
90
100
125
143
HI
898

BLACK
Women Bov
143
111
98
105
71
85
79
66
125
92
110
94
no
60
156
130
170
149

Girl
109
124
63
67
102
110
75
130
153

SLOOPS
#/Tons
1/44
4/220
2/140
0/0
11/714
13/856
11/780
18/1124
15/936

1083 871 933 75/4814
3.785 Black (46.1%)
(48.1%)
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CENSUS of 1749. As in 1738, it is unclear whether "men at sea” are in addition to, or included in
the number of “muster” men. The number of women listed for St. George’s looks suspiciously low
compared with figures in 1738 and 1756. Identical copies of this census survive in PRO CO
37/16:287 and BL, King’s Mss. 266: 810.
WHITE
At Sea
Parish
Muster Non
36
66
111
St. Geo.
28
22
Hamilton 78
12
22
Smiths
56
25
15
Devonshire 91
45
5
Pembroke 103
33
Paget
118 4
52
13
Warwick 209
57
Southamp. 154 23
75
Sandys
132 8
Totals
9,269
8,881

1052

Women
222
149
131
109
249
164
262
223
227

Bov
112
77
74
90
129
104
172
195
137

Girl
97
65
73
88
113
79
139
103
114

387
1736 1089 871
154
5,289 Whites [with men at seaJ (57.1%)
4,902 Whites [without men at sea| (55.2%)

Men
82
78
69
67
94
118
110
129
124
869

BLACK
Women
129
94
95
90
149
149
163
170
189

Bov
111
93
79
79
116
106
116
155
162

Girl
87
90
64
70
105
78
119
127
135

1017 875 87
1219
3.980 Blacks (42.9%)
(44.8%)

CENSUS of 1756. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/18:127.

E
1

WHITE
Bov
Girl
Parish
At Sea
Muster Non
184
103
348
180
158 45
Sl Geo.
17
26
144
82
85
Hamilton 49
74
41
175
96
11
Smiths
81
87
47
16
168
112
Devonshire 59
117
67
253
118
9
Pembroke n o
180
36
104
82
16
Paget
99
59
241
173
5
282
Warwick 192
107
300
144
203
Southamp. 177 26
280
64
181
152
197 9
Sandys
550
2130
1317
1098
1152 154
Total
11,301
6,401 Whites [with men sea| (56.6%)
10,751
5,801 Whites [without ir at scaj (54.4%)

Men
116
85
98
100
101
140
139
180
190
1149

SLOOPS
No.
9
2
2
0
7
19
15
17
16

BLACK
Women Bov Girl
109
128
191
57
63
100
86
95
138
88
125
92
118
140
157
104 90
158
138
124
198
153
248
215
186
196
254
1569
1151 1031
4.900 Blacks (43.4%)
(45.6%)
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CENSUS of 1762. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/19:
Parish
Muster Non
73
St Geo.
48
Hamilton 86
13
75
Smiths
22
8
Devonshire 85
Pembroke 102 4
103
Paget
14
Warwick 198 25
Southamp. 173
18
175
10
Sandys
Total
11,397

1070

WHITE
At Sea
71
39
36
39
29
28
82
70
45

Women
333
171
148
158
202
176
292
296
270

Bov
188
125
90
100
123
107
201
179
180

1293
2046
162
440
6.153 White [with men at seal (:

BLACK
Women Bov
191
141
153
144
93
113
119
100
126
110
153
100
199
160
245
219
221
265

SLOOPS
Girt No.
123 4
7
93
79
3
0
91
7
84
106 10
148 10
144 19
217 12

Girl
187
100
84
86
122
84
166
154
159

Men
202
112
87
90
109
136
153
205
193

1142

1287 1564
1288 1105 71
3.244 Black (46%)

CENSUS of 1764. This census is noteworthy for listing the number of families (presumably
households) and white servants in each parish. Despite Bermuda's burgeoning population, a small
trickle of indentured servants were sold in the colony, who presumably from England and Scotland.
This census apparently does not record men away at sea. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/19:257.

Parish
Familv Men
189
154
St Geo.
Hamilton 115
131
90
Smiths
106
Devonshire 98
114
Pembroke 96
142
90
Paget
115
Warwick 164 206
Southamp. 139 350
160 202
Sandys
Totals
11,019

1089

WHITE
Women
244
191
163
149
236
180
294
419
302

Bov
128
132
85
115
154
102
234
—
170

Girl
150
90
87
81
116
77
199
—

166

1120 966
1520 2188
5.818 Whites (52.8%)

SERVANTS
Male Female
4
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
1
0
4
0
0
19

5

Men
125
135
94
82
131
145
160
186
167

BLACK
Women Bov
176 138
148 139
116 104
117 100
157 128
152 117
191 172
213 198
243 232

Girl
134
125
82
90
92
109
152
149
202

1135
1225 1513 1328
5.201 (47.2%)
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CENSUS o f 1768. Note incomplete return for the male population of St. Georges. The sex ratio
of black women to black men for Warwick is seriously out of proportion with the other parishes
and the population figures for 1764; the numbers might be reversed, with 199 women and 113
men. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/20:96; 32:27.
WHITE
Muster Non At Sea
Parish
--------—
154
St Geo.
16 23
Hamilton 107
86
19 30
Smiths
14 25
Devonshire 104
50
56
Pembroke 130
18 33
82
Paget
—
--------Warwick 153
28
87
Southamp. 185
12 69
192
Sandys
Totals
10,846+
10,523

1293

Women
244
191
150
146
217
177
194
304
267

Bov
128
137
92
114
1-2
100
146
290
167

Girl
150
93
73
93
00
75
100
151
187

1890
1276
1021
158 323+
5,961 + Whites [with men at seaj(55%)
5,638 [without men at seal (53.6%)

Men
125
140
55
83
123
100
199
198
185
1208

BLACK
Women
176
172
69
119
176
143
113
231
230

Bov
138
140
64
117
139
119
126
176
195

1429
1214
4,885 Black (45%)
(46.4%)

Girl
134
103
54
99
76
113
104
138
213
1034

POPULATION in 1769. Governor George Bruere proposed a scheme to raise money for the support of
Bermuda’s colonial government through a poll tax on the island’s inhabitants at the rate of 10s. per head
on all white men and women of "property or abilities '. 5s. each for white children above the age of 12, 5s.
per head on black men and women and 2s. each on black childcm over 12 years of age. The figures he
gives vary somewhat from the census of 1768 and make important distinctions between adult whites who
were too poor to pay the tax. and the number of children above and below the age of 12. The poll tax was
never implemented. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/20:125.
WHITE: 1,675 men + 1,890 women - 891 too poor to pay tax = 2.674 taxables
1,276 boys + 1,021 girls - 1.148 under the age of 12 = 1.149 taxables
BLACK: 1,208 men + 1,429 women = 2,637 taxables
1,214 boys + 1,034 girls - 1.124 under the age of 12 = 1.124 taxables

CENSUS o f 1774. This census is useful in assessing Bermudian maritime labor because it lists
both the number o f vessels and the numbers of black and white sailors for each parish, although
apparently incompletely listed in Hamilton and Smiths and defective in other parishes where the
number o f men at sea surpass the number listed as sailors. Rev. Thomas Lyttleton’s estimation of
the population in 1773 at 6,000 whites and 6,000 blacks compares favorably, but he noted that his
figures did not include the 500-1,000 Bermudians who spent nine months of the year raking salt in
the Turks and Caicos Islands, and presumably the 1774 census doesn’t either. SOURCE: PRO
CO 37/36:32, 42.
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CENSUS of 1774, Continued
WHITE [sailors]
Parish
Muster Non At Sea Women
282
136[87] 13 68
St. Geo.
181
21
13
Hamilton 90[—]
153
37
14
83[-]
Smiths
172
115
[68]
16
50
Devonshire
267
8
72
Pembroke 163[46]
175
97[64] 18 25
Paget
228
Warwick 216[168] 12 72
293
Southamp. 152[59] 29 73
252
133[80] 40 80
Sandys
2003
1193[572] 163 488
Totals
5.632 Whites (52.9%)
10,655

BLACK [sailors]
Girl
Men
Women Bov
Bov
129 131
150
I23[82] 163
136 111
131
120133] 148
77 63
66[—]
80
94
94
129 100
114[33] 112
155 136
178[59] 175
168
115 89
152[81] 167
133
162[70] 187
123 129
165
184[57]
139
164
172
223
176[66] 162
141
163 185
1199 1074 1273[481] 1431
1226
5.023 Blacks (47.1%)

Girl
130
115
55
95
143
110
139
142
164
1093

Ve
6
5
—
4
10
16
6
19
20
86

CENSUS of 1783. While this census differentiates between men and boy, it groups white and
black women together regardless of age. This bias almost certainly reflects the need to determine
the size of the colonial militia, since 15 was the age of mandatory service. The figures seem low
and apparently do not reflect men away at sea. Some figures for women seem to reflect only adult
women when compared with earlier and later censuses. SOURCE: PRO CO 37/36:31.
Parish
St. George’s
Hamilton
Smiths
Devonshire
Pembroke
Paget
Warwick
Southampton
Sandys
Totals
10,381

WHITE
Male >15 under <15
122
78
16
93
67
50
116
96
136
161
119
HI
162
232
180
192
150
220
1325
1076
5,462 Whites (52.6%)

Female
224
240
188
272
354
299
508
463
513
3061

BLACK
Male > 15 Male < 15
97
123
84
119
60
57
107
114
155
138
94
103
102
131
177
176
270
239
1153
1193
4919 Blacks (47.4%)

Fern?
262
203
161
219
292
252
300
371
513
2573

MEN AT SEA (in addition to those reported in censuses): 1688: sloops of 20-30 tons, manned by 5
men; master gets £2-3/month, sailors 12-16 s./month: 1/6 of male pop. at sea at any given time.
(CO 40/lA:104). 1708-1709: 137 Bermuda departures. 655 crew + crews of 35 vessels (appx.
200); 563 white, 78 black, 12 Indian, 2 mulatto: 92 slaves. 2 free. (BA C398). 1734:565 sailors
(C041/6). 1771: 1,296 sailors (BL Add 38465:210). 1773: 80-100 vessels; 200 white/400 black
sailors (CO 37/36:31). 1774: 86 vessels (20-200 tons) by parish. 572 white sailors, 481 black
(CO 37/36:42). 1780: 200 sail of vessels (50-200 tons), 2000 sailors, 500 salt rakers (CO
37/38:3-8). 1788:154 sail of vessels (15-240 tons), 1054 sailors (BL Add 38376:79-90).
1789:137 sail of vessels, 1133 sailors; TOTAL ALL BRIT COLONIAL SAILORS = 8,043 men
(BL Add 38430:15). 1792:116 sail, 662 men BL 38432:31.
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APPENDIX XI.

Trading Partners of Anthony Atwood and Francis Forbes, 1779-1799
KEY: A= Anthony Atwood, F=Francis Forbes, B=Bermudian emigrant, *=bIood relation
GREAT BRITAIN
London: Robert Shedden & Sons (A,F), Morton & Co. (A), Anthony Van Dam (A [insurance], F
[shipping]), H.D. Fraser (A), [John] Brickwood, Pattle & Co. (F), John & Abraham Atkins (F)
Liverpool: Neilson, Heathcote & Co. (A, also Dominica), Joseph Deare (A)

NEW ENGLAND & CANADA
Newfoundland: unknown agent sells 1,000 quintals fish to Atwood, 1792.
Halifax, NS: George Allen (A)
New Haven: Samuel Nelmes (A.B [while attending Yalej)

MIDDLE STATES
New York: Daniel Tucker & Co. (A. to 1788), [Paul] Tucker & [Gilchrist] Dickinson (A,F
1788+), Samuel Johnson (A), Patrick, Todd & Co. (A [insurance, shipping]), William Shedden
(F), William Johnson (F), Cornelius Cruger (F), [John] Kctchum & Nesbit (F), John Turner Jr.
(F,B)
Philadelphia: George Haynes (A), Henry Physick (A, Haynes’ son-in-law), George Blight (A, to
1792), Elliston & John Perot (F)

CHESAPEAKE
Baltimore: John Hollins (A)
Norfolk: Blight Bros. & Co. (A, 1792+), William Pennock (A),
Portsmouth, VA: John Cox (A.B)

LOWER SOUTH
Charleston: Charles Ogilve (F), [Edward] North, [Joseph] Vesey & Blake (F,B), Jennings &
Woodsop (F,B?), William Somersall (F,B), Henry Todd (F,B), Thomas Somersall (F,B), John
Savage (F,B), Russel, Jenkins & Co. (F), Adam & William Tunno (F), Russel & Fanson (F),
James Cox (F,B)
Georgetown, SC: James Forbes (F,B, ‘ brother, to 1788). John Shackelford (F), Joshua Barfield
(F), Thomas Hancock (F)
Sunbury: Col. William Maxwell (F)
Savannah: Merrias & MacKay (A)
Augusta: John Wescot

793
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WEST INDIES
Antigua: Ann Stilling (A), Richard Fisher (A,F, moves to Bermuda in 1802)
Bahamas: Falconer, Shirreff & Co. (A), John Kemp (A)
Barbados: Isaac Cox (A,B)
Dominica: Neilson & Heathcote (A), Heathcote, Southern & Co. (A, 1796+)
Grenada: Thornton, Bailey & Co. (A), William Woodhouse (A)
Martinique: Anthony Atvvood (A, *nephe\v). John Waters (A)
St. Domingo: W.B. Todd & Co. (A. B?)
St. Eustatius: Benjamin Wright (A,B), Thomas Burch (A.B), Francis Robinson (A,B), Robert
Milner & Co. (I788+), Richard D. Jennings & Co. (A,B), Andrew Anderson (A), Thomas Cobb
(A), William Stevenson (A), Bumey, Abel & Co. (A), William Shaddick (A), Hodge & [Francis]
Forbes (F,*nephew), Josiah Hill (F,B)
St. Kitts: Somersall & Sons (F,B), William Forbes (F.B.*brother)
St. Thomas: Robert Milner (A,B, 1781-87), Samuel Milner & Co. (A,B), Dunscomb & Reeve
(A,B), James Murphy (A)
St. Vincent: Perient Trott (A,B), Josiah Durham (A.B). Henry Adams (A,B), Smith & Daniels (A)
CENTRAL / SOUTH AMERICA
Honduras: Kirkpatrick & Co. (F)
Demerara: John Osborn (A)
Surinam: Mr. Brandon (A)
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APPENDIX XII.
Governors of Bermuda, 1684 - 1788
Name

Served

Commission

CROWN GOVERNORS
Richard Cony
Sir Robert Robinson
Isaac Richier
Lt. Gov. John Goddard
Samuel Day
Lt. Gov. Benjamin Bennett
Henry Pullein
Lt. Gov. Benjamin Bennett
Lt. Gov. John Hope (Bruce)
Lt. Gov. John Pitt
Gov. Alured Popple
Gov. William Popple
Gov. George James Bruere
Gov. George Bruere
Gov. William Browne

1684-1687
1687-1691
1691-1693
1693-1697
1697-1701
1701-1713
1713-1715
1715-1721
1721-1727
1727-1738
1738-1744
1747-1763
1763-1780
1780-1781
1782-1788

17 Dec. 1684
26 Sept. 1689
2 Feb. 1692/93
25 Nov. 1697
5 Sept. 1700
13 Jan. 1712/13
30 April 1715
5 Sept. 1721
19 Oct. 1726
12 Jan. 1737/38, 19 Mar. 1744
4 Mar. 1761
4 Apr. 1764
19 Jan. 1782
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APPENDIX XIII
Partial List of Prizes Captured during the American Revolution, 1776-1781

Capturing Vessel
Sloop Adventurer (William Austin)

Prize
schr. Lydia
schr. Swift and Easy

Captured
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Brigantine Apollo (James Ridley)

schr. La Surprize
brigt. St. John Nepomuceno
schr. Carolina

4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Arbuthnot (James

schr. Hannah
brigt. John

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Arbuthnot (Jacob Getcheus)

schr. Driver
schr. Peggy
sloop Hummingbird
sloop Betsey
sloop Nonpariel
ship Thomas
schr. Fly
sloop Cato

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Arethusa (William Jones)

sloop Adrianna
brigt. Vengeance
schr. Whalebone
sloop Independence

bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.

Sloop Betsey (Francis Tucker)

sloop Mercury
brigt. Vigilant
schr. Lucy
brigt. Vier Vrienden
brigt. Mary

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

Schooner Brutus (James Parker)

schr. Codfish
sloop Revenge
brigt. Venus
sloop Polly
sloop Try Again

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

Schooner Carlisle (John Walcott)

sloop Betsy
schr. Swallow

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

D o w n ie )

796
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CaDturine Vessel
Schooner Clinton (Laughlin McLane)

Prize
schr. Dolphin
sloop Dauphin
sloop America
sloop Patsy
schr. Hope

CaDtured
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
bef Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Brigantine Defiance (Pendock Neale)
(under George Kidd)

schr. Trial
brigt. Mermaid
schr. Sally
brigt. Le Citoyen
brigt. Bacchus
schr. Mary Nichols
schr. Recovery
schr. Flora
brigt. Two Lukes (recaptured)

bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef Feb.
bef. Feb.

Brigantine Dragon (Macky Read)

schr. Britannia

bef Feb. 1781

Brigantine Dunmore (William Goodrich)
(under James Buchanan)

ship La Empereur
sloop Franklin

bef. Feb. 1781
bef Feb. 1781

Schooner Eagle (David Christian)

schr. Small Hopes
sloop Laurtina
ship De Gemllegie
sloop Lovely Nancy
brigt. Nonsuch

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

Brigantine Enterprise

brigt. Cato
sloop Lark
schr. Good Intent

4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Experiment (William Bryan)

brigt. Governor Bourke
brigt. Commerce
schr. Swallow
sloop Nancy
schr. Fair Play
sloop Carolina
brigt. Hewes
brigt. Polly
sloop Sir John St. Clair
brigt. Weazle
sloop Freedom
brigt. Ruby
schr. Turn o f Times
schr. Chance
brigt. Reknown

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

(under Thomas Crowell)
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1781
1781
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1782-83
1782-83

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
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Capturing Vessel
Brigantine Experiment, cont.

Prize
Captured
4
Apr. 1782-83
sloop Mercury
snow Nostre Senora da Chagas 4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
ship Revenge
4 Apr. 1782-83
brigt. Thomas
4 Apr. 1782-83
schr. Camel
4 Apr. 1782-83
schr. Jackall

Brigantine Fox

schr. Dispatch

4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine General Knyphausen

schr. Polly
brigt. General
schr. Flying Fish
brigt. William
brigt. Black Prince
schr. Charming Polly
schr. Swallow
schr. Defiance

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

Ship General Pattison (Robert Chine)

schr. Three Friends

bef. Feb. 1781

Ship General Tryton (Daniel Tinglev)

sloop Revenge

bef. Feb. 1781

H.M. Armed Brigt. Prince William Henry schr. Joseph

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

4 Apr. 1782-83

H.M.S. Albany

schr. Blacksnake

4 Apr. 1782-83

H.M.S. Galatea (Thomas Jordan)

schr. William
schr. Susanna
schr. Baker
sloop Eagle
sloop Revenge
sloop Family Trader
sloop Dispatch
sloop Good Intent
sloop Washington
sloop Peggy
schr. Friendship
schr. Bonadventure
schr. General Nelson

23 Nov. 1776
8 Mar. 1777
8 Mar. 1777
18 Mar. 1777
I April 1777
9 April 1777
10 April 1777
10 April 1777
17 April 1777
23 April 1777
23 April 1777
16 Dec. 1778
10 April 1779

H.M.S. Nautilus (John Collins)

sloop Garland
sloop Gates
sloop Dorothy
schr. Experiment
sloop Diana
schr. Sally

22 Feb.
14 May
14 May
20 May
24 May
10 June
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Capturing Vessel
H.M.S. Nautilus, cont.

Prize
sloop Molly
sloop Little Fanny
schr. Betsy and Nancy
schr. John

Captured
11 June 1777
9 July 1777
9 July 1777
17 Sept. 1777

H.M.S. Vestal

ship Tyger

4 Apr. 1782-83

H.M.S. Virginia (John Orde)

24 Feb. 1779
sloop Hope
ship L Aurora
20 April 1779
20 April 1779
snow La Moussonnieur
14 May 1779
brigt. Jane
brigt. Nester Leignier da Concesto 9 June 1779
brigt. St. Francisco da Paula
9 June 1779
schr. Minerva
21 June 1779
21 June 1779
sloop Royal Bounty
21 June 1779
sloop Two Sisters

Sloop Hammond (Bridger Goodrich)

schr. Fishhawk
schr. Thomas
sloop Caswell
sloop Mercury
sloop Industry
sloop La Leverett
schr. Fanny
sloop Good Intent
schr. Susanna
unnamed schooner

bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.

Schooner Hammond (George Kidd)

brigt. Lady De Marsailles

bef. Feb. 1781

Brigantine Hammond (Bridger Goodrich) brigt. Hope
schr. Boston
schr. Betsy
(under William Piggott)
snow L 'Autonomie
schr. Favourite
sloop Polly
(under Robert Graham)
sloop Sally
sloop Juno
ship Crown Galley (recaptured)
ship Hillsborough (recaptured)
brigt. Jolly Robin
(under Ebenezer Parker)
brigt. America
sloop Betsey

bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
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Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781

1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
1781
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Capturing Vessel
Ship Hammond

Prize
ship Hunter
brigt. Diana

CaDtured
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Hawk (Thomas Slater)

sloop Lady Washington
snow Penthreir
sloop Susanna
schr. Brother’s Delight
brigt. Nancy
schr. Eagle
schr. Experiment
schr. Jolly Bacchus
schr. John
brigt. Adventure
schr. Fox
brigt. Cormorant
brigt. Commerce
sloop Alexander
schr. Ruby

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Sloop Industry

schr. Speedwell

4 Apr. 1782-83

Sloop Lady Dunmore (William Lewis)
(under Samuel Wentworth)

brigt. Welcome
brigt. Ranger
brigt. John and Sally
sloop Polly
sloop Sally
sloop Favourite

bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.
bef.

Schooner Lady Hammond (B. Goodrich)

sloop Rodney
schr. Water Witch
brigt. Drie Vrienden
sloop Nancy
schr. Jolly Robbins
schr. General Wayne
sloop Alexandria
sloop Lark
schr. Renown
schr. Luck to Contimie
schr. Daniel
schr. St. Patrick

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Sloop Lady's Delight

sloop Friends

4 Apr. 1782-83

Ship Levant (John Martin)

schr. Margery
schr. Two Brothers

bef. Feb. 1781
bef Feb. 1781

(under George Kidd)

(under Francis Trimingham)
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Capturing Vessel
Sloop Little Sam (John Lightboume)

Prize
schr. Mayflower
sloop Hannah
brigt. Resolution

Captured
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Sloop Mars (Samuel Rogers)
(William Gilbert)

schr. Nancy
sloop Hannah

bef. Feb. 1781
4 Apr. 1782-83

Sloop Mercury (George Cabril)

sloop Francis

bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Modcut (William Bensher)

schr. Polaskie

bef. Feb. 1781

Sloop Olive Branch (Thomas Crowell)

ship Le Villa de Caves
ship La Deux Thenreze

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Brigantine Phoenix

sloop Jane
sloop Union
schr. Telemachus
brigt. Garland
brigt. Adventure

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

Sloop Prince o f Wales (John Hall)

brigt. Belle Poule

bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Queen (Joseph Robinson)

brigt. Cuhano

4 Apr. 1782-83

Schooner Oueen Charlotte (John Hall)

schr. Mary Ann
snow Le Petche Pork

bef. Feb. 1781
bef Feb. 1781

Ship Regulator

sloop Hope

4 Apr. 1782-83

Schooner Relief (William Frith)

sloop Ranger

4 Apr. 1782-83

Ship Revenge (John Shepherd)

schr. Sallv

bef. Feb. 1781

Sloop Revenge (Robert Bland)

brigt. Two Brothers (recaptured) bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Revolution

schr. Princess Royal (recaptured) bef Feb. 1781

Sloop Royal Charlotte (Robert White)
(John Goodrich)

sloop Dove
brigt. Esther
brigt. Corregedor o f Madrid
brigt. Mary Anne
brigt. Courtney
schr. Bonetta

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

bef Feb. 1781
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
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CaDturine Vessel
Ship Royal George (Robert Burton)

Prize
brigt. Renown
brigt. Hector
brigt. Oueen o f Spain
brigt. Delight
schr. Seagrove

CaDtured
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Royal Midshipman

sloop Little Batchelor

4 Apr. 1782-83

Schooner Sally (William Sears)

schr. Sherburn

4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigt. Sir Andrew Hammond (Wm. Carmichael) brigt. Sally

bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Sir George Collier (Alex. McPherson) brigt. Thomas
brigt. General Wayne
sloop Hope
ship La Deligencia

bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.
bef. Feb.

1781
1781
1781
1781

Ship Sir Samuel Hood

brigt. St. Esprit

4 Apr. 1782-83

Brigantine Speedwell (Robert Casson)

schr. Sally

bef. Feb. 1781

Schooner Spitfire (Roscow Cole)

sloop Maria
sloop Generous Friend

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Schooner Sutherland (John Taylor)

brigt. John
brigt. Chance
schr. La Hazard

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Tartar (John Dugan)

sloop Friendship

bef. Feb. 1781

Sloop Tryal

brigt. Phoenix
schr. Happy Return
schr. Liberty
schr. Black Joke
brigt. George and Fanny
snow Industry

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

Brigantine Tyger (William Honey)

sloop Sea Flower
sloop Barbara

4 Apr. 1782-83
4 Apr. 1782-83

Ship Union (John Sibriel)

schr. Betsy

bef. Feb. 1781

Ship Venture (James Tweed)

brigt. John

bef. Feb. 1781

Brigantine Westmoreland (Richard Brady) brigt. Spark

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

bef Feb. 1781
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CaDturine Vessel
Sloop Whalebone (John Brie)
(under William Piggott)

Prize
schr. Nancy Osborn
schr. Alliance

Captured
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Schooner Wolfe (William Cunningham)

sloop Hunter
sloop Rattlesnake
schr. Hunter
brigt. Dolphin
brigt. Le Blasius
sloop Portsmouth Packet

4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.
4 Apr.

Sloop Yager (James Buchanan)

schr. Hawke
schr. Peggy

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Sloop York (James Ridley)

schr. American

bef. Feb. 1781

[Recaptured by British crew]

sloop La Lazerune

bef. Feb. 1781

1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83
1782-83

MULTIPLE VESSELS INVOLVED IN CAPTURE
Sloop George and Elizabeth (Pendock
Neale) and Brigantine Tryton
(George Tibbies) in consort

ship La Anomini
sloop Charming Peggy
sloop Lovely Betsy

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

George and Elizabeth, The Neazle &
The Black Prince in consort

schr. Liberty
brigt. Vincenta

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

Pomona & Blacfcney

brigt. Gerrard

bef. Feb. 1781

Pomona, Blackney, & Hammond

brigt. Venus

bef. Feb. 1781

Arethusa, Dunmore, & Fincastle

schr. Two Friends

bef. Feb. 1781

sloop Lady Dunmore & brigt. Spitfire

snow St. Maria

bef. Feb. 1781

brigt. Sir George Collier & sloop Revenge schr. Grace

bef. Feb. 1781

ship Sir George Collier & ship Union

bef. Feb. 1781
bef. Feb. 1781

brigt. Betsy
brigt. La Fannie

schr. Lady Hammond Sc sloop Whalebone schr. Grampus

bef. Feb. 1781
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HMS Galatea & Nautilus

sloop Neptune
schr. Lively
schr. Good Intent
sloop Bold Defiance
sloop Union
schr. Peggy
schr. Betsey

3 1 Jan.
31 Jan.
11 Feb.
11 Feb.
11 Feb.
11 Feb.
11 Feb.

HMS Galatea & Camilla

sloop Friendship
schr. Hannah

30 Nov. 1778
24 Dec. 1778

1777
1777
1111
1777
1777
1777
1777

Brigt. Hawk & Sloop Lady's Delight

brigt. Mey

4 Apr. 1782-83

Schooner Lady Hammond & Sloop Tryal

brigt. Governor Gates

4 Apr. 1782-83

Ship Arbuthnot & brigt. Phoenix
Ship Royal George & brigt. Experiment

ship Nostra Seniora de Ios Delores 4 Apr. 1782-83
ship Saucy Jack

4 Apr. 1782-83

SOURCES: Before 14 Feb. 1781: PRO CO 37/22:34-37 [114 captures]; Royal Navy captures,
1776-1779, CO 37/37:79-82 [421; captures from 4 April 1782-4 April 1783, CO 37/39:26-28
[130 vessels].
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PRIVATEERS COMMISSIONED IN BERMUDA
Date Comm.

Tvpe

Name

Tons

Guns

Men

Owners

10 Jan. 1778

schr.

Hammond

100

8

20

May 1778

brigt.

Dunmore

100

14x41b. 50

2 June 1778

schr.

Hammond

90

12x41b. 59
& 12 swivel

William Goodrich,
Robert Shedden
WilliamGoodrich,
Robert Shedden
Bridger Goodrich,
Robert Shedden
Bridger Goodrich
Bridger Goodrich
Bridger & Edward
Goodrich
Bridger Goodrich
Bridger Goodrich
Bridger Goodrich;
Edward, Henry, Joseph
& Zachariah Hinson
James McDowall
Robert Hayes, George
Kidd, John Sterling,
Robert Farmer
James, Joseph, &
William Lightboume
Bridger Goodrich,
Joseph Jauncev,
Thomas Gilbert,
William Morris
Bridger & Edward
Goodrich, Ebenezer
Parker
Bridger & Edward
Goodrich, John Trott,
John Coakley
James McDowall,
Robert Hayes
Archibald Taylor, John
Sterling, John Stowe
Henry Tucker, Ebenezer
Parker, Allen
Kirkpatrick, Robert
Fanner

2 March 1779 brigt.
5 Aug. 1780
schr.
bef. Feb. 1781 schr.

Hammond
Lady Hammond 60
Sir Andrew Hammond

bef. May 1781 brigt.
27 Aug. 1781 brigt.
6 Oct. 1781
ship

Whalebone
Experiment
Hammond

40
100
120

20x61b. 100

27 Nov. 1781

Hawk

100

16x41b. 60

21 March 1782 sloop

Little Sam

50

6x41b.

bef. 8 May 1782 ship

Nonpariel

120

brigt.

bef. 27 May 1782 sloop Tryall

10x41b. 60
30

35

30

bef 4 July 1782 sloop

Delight/Lady 's Delight

40

6 July 1782

schr.

Eagle

50

8x41b.

3 Aug. 1782

schr.

Wolf

35

8x31b. 40

35

SOURCES: PRO CO 37/39:28; BA, Book of Commissions 5:347, 394, 406-11, 448, 476; BA,
Entries and Clearances, Feb. 1780-ApriI 1784.
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